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AUTHOR’S PREFACE
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~~ Is written accord ing to approximately the same plan as my book 5 e r

S published in 1938.

The first part of the book gives general information on the physical-chemical properties of
sea w ate r , the processes which change the temperature and the salinity of the ocean , the proc-
esses which for m the water masses, and the interaction of ocean and atmosphere. The first part
of is considerably abridged as compared with the first part of

but at the same time it is supplemented with new data . Almost all examples are taken in
reference to the Arctic Basin.

The second part of this book, devoted to ice , has been re-ed ited and supplemented by recent
wo rks , my own and those of other authors , particularly observations and investigations made
during the winter of 1941-1942 on the White Sea.

Thus , this book cant~ t be called a second edition of S ~~~~~~~~ 
.. 

~~, nor can it be
called a texthook , a scientific handbook or a monograph. It presents my personal opinions , which
in a number of cases still require verification and refinement. In this book I have attempted to
treat a great number of the problems I have encountered , without pretending to offer a fina l
solution. In atte mpting to make this book accessible to the greatest possible number of people
assigned to the Arctic , to aviators , sailors and researchers , I have presen ted all problems as
simply and comprehensively as possible.

I rettlize t.iat in writing a book on arctic ice , I have undertaken a difficult and responsible
task. I have not succeeded in thi s task as I would have liked , but I hope that even in its imperfect
state , this book will prove of some value in the further assimilation of the Arctic .

I have tried to make the most possible use of existing literature and fear that I migh t have
ascr ibed to mjself work done by others or have belittled the importance of their work . If I have
mad e involuntary errors in this respect , I sincerely beg fo rgiveness.

I wish to express by indebted ness to A. D. Dobrovol’skii , L. A . Zenkevich , S. Ia.
Mlttel’ man and M. M. Somov for review ing this book and for their valuable suggestions.

‘Morskle vody I l ’dy - Translator.
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I also wish to express my indebtedness to Rear Admiral I. D. Papanin and to V. D. Novlkov ,
who by their care and attention have aided In the completion and publication of this book.

Moscow. May, 1943. N. N. Zubov , Naval Captain,
Professor , Doctor of
Geographical 
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INTRODUCTION
‘Worki Ocean” is the name given the sea waters that cover the earth s surface in a continuous

sheet. The Wor ld Ocean is divided into fou r parts: the Pacific , Indian , Atlantic and Arctic
Oceans. Even ing and I drew the boundaries between these oceans on the basis of least depths. Of
cou rse , such a delineation Is more or less arbitrary , but we consider that the depth of the divides ,

i . e. the depth of the submarine elevations and ranges which separate the parts of the ocean , is the
best Index of the independence of their hydrologi c regime.

Following this concept , the sea boundaries between the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans are:

(1) the straits between North America and Greenland (between Boothia Peninsula and
Greenland at 82 north) ;

(2) the straits between Greenland , Iceland and Scandinavia.

The sea boundary between the Arctic and Pacific Oceans is the submarine ridge lying some-

what to the north of Bering StraIt.

At present , because of insufficient information, it is impossible to calculate the area cross

sections of the straits joining the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans through Baff in Bay. The total area

cross section of all the straits between Greenland and the Scandinavian peninsula Is about 370
squa re km. The area cross section of Ber ing Strait is only about 2. 5 square km. Thus , the

Arctic Ocean communicates much more freely with the Atlantic Ocean than with the Pacific. It is

also very significant that the maximum water depth above the sill at Bering Strait is no more than

40 m, while it is about 440 m above the sill between Greenland and Scand inavia.

On examining the bathymetric charts of the Wor ld Ocean, it is easy to see that the submarine

ranges and elevations divide the individual oceans Into a number of ocean basins. Each of these

ba sins includes the seas and gulfs adjacent to it. Accordingly, we have divided the Arctic Ocean
into two ocean basins , the North European and the Arctic.

(1) The North European Basin is situated between Greenland, Spltsbergen, Franz Joseph Land.
Novaya Zemlya , the north and northwest coasts of Europe from Yugorskii Shar to Utsire Island

(No rw ay) off the southern coast of Scandinavia, the Shetlaxai and Farce Islands and Iceland and in-

cludes the Greenland and Norwegian Seas ( separated by a submarine fold stretching from Spits-

bergen through Bj8r nl3ya and Jan Mayen to Iceland), the Scandinavian Fjord Sea (separated from

the Norwegian Sea by a multitude of island s, reefs and banks along the edge of the Norwegian fjords),

the Barents and White Seas.

It Is difficult to draw a physical-geographical boundary between the North European Basin

and the Barents Sea, since the depths of the Norwegian Sea between Spitsbergen and Scandinavia

3
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become the shallow depths of the liarents Sea gradually, without a sill. The same may be said of
the strait between Franz Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya , which connects the Barents and Kara Seas .

(2) The Arctic Basin lies between the northern coast of Asia, the eastern shores of Novaya
Zemlya , the nor thern shores of Franz Joseph Land . Spltsbergen and Greenland, the western shores
of Ellesmere , Devon, Bathurst and Prince of Wales Island s and the northern coast of North America
from Boothia Peninsula to Bering Strait.

The sea boundaries of this basin are :

(a) the sea boundary between the Arctic and Pacific Ocea~” (Bering Strait) ;

(b) the sea boundary between the Arctic Ocean and Baffin Bay;

(c) the sea boundary between the Arctic and North European Basins, passing along the
submarine Nansen Sill between Northeast Cape (Greenland ) and Amsterdam Island (Spitabergen),
fur ther along the northern edgs of Spitsbergen from Cape Leigh-Smith (Spitabergen) across Kvit~ya
and Victoria Island to Cape Mary Harmsworth (Franz Joseph Land) , thenfro m Cape Koli zat* to Mys
Zhelaniya and further along the eastern edge of Novay a Zemlya Straits.

The Arcti c Basin Includes the Kara , Laptev , East Siberian , Chuckchee, Beaufort , North
America n Channel** and Lincoln Seas.

The total area of the Arctic Ocean (13, 100 , 000 squa re km) is considerably less than that of
the Indian (74 , 917 , 000 squa re km), Atlantic (93, 363 , 000 square km) and Pacific (179 , 679 , 000
square km) Oceans.

The Arctic Ocean has certain singular features ; one of the most remarkable of these is the
unusual development of the continental shoal , especially of f  Its Eurasi an shore.

While the continental shoal (depths 0-200 m) comprises only 8 per cent of the area of the
World Ocean , it comprises more than 37 per cent of the area of the Arctic Ocean. At the meridian
of the White Sea Neck it embraces 15° of latitude; at the meridian of Bering Strait , if we count the
continental shoal of the Chuckchee and Bering Seas, it extends for 18° of latitude, and is exception-
ally shallow .

The Arctic Ocean also differs from other oceans with respect to its maximum depth. While
the greatest depth of the Atlantic Ocean is 8, 525 m, the Indian 7 , 450 m and the Pacific 10, 830 m,
the greatest depth of the Arctic Ocean probably does not exceed 5, 180 m. “~“

*p robably the southwest cape of Zemlya Georga, Franz Joseph Land - Translator.

**Evidently the area between the Beaufort and Lincoln Seas, in Russian “Severo- Amerikanskoye
Prollvnoye More , ” i.e. North American Channel (strait) Sea - Translator.

***The Wilkins Expedition found a depth of 5, 440 m north of Wrangel Island, using an echo
sounder . Afte r the measurements made by Libin and Cherevichny i In 1941, this depth seems
doubtful. It is more accurate to consider 5, i80 m, a depth measured by the during its drift
in 1937 to 40 , to be the greatest Arctic Ocean depth.

4
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The entire area of the Arctic i~astn togethe r with Its seas Is about 8, 800 , 000 square km , andthe White Sea , with an area of 95 , 000 square km can be counted as ice covered in winter. The icearea of the Barents Sea toward the end of winter Is, on an average , 1, 000 , 000 square km. The Ice
area of the Green land Sea in April-May reaches 900 , 000 square km. The total ice area for thewhole Arctic Ocean in winter reaches 10, ‘~i)0, 000 square km.

By the end of summer , an average of 1, 500 , 000 square km of ice melts in the Arctic Basin ,
about 95 , 000 square km in the White Sea , and around 250 , 000 square km in the Barent s . Fu rther ,
ove r 1, 250 , 000 square km of ice Is carried off annuall y f rom the Arctic Basin Int o the Greenland
Sea, where , fundamental ly, It melts. Thu s, by the end of the polar summer , the Ice area of the
Arcti c Ocean decreases to ~ , 000 , 000 square km , due to melting.

Abou t 150, 000 cubic km of warm and saline Atlantic waters h o w  Into the Norwegian Sea
annually. According to Helland—Ifansen’s calculation , if these waters were cooled only 1° , the heat
released would be sufficient to raise the tempera ture of a 4 km layer of air over all Eur ,oe by 10 ° .
h i s  not hard to see that the heat released by a 1° cooli ng of these 150 , 000 cubic km of water would
be al most enough to melt all the ice transported annuall y from the Arctic Basi n into the Greenland
Sea.

The Atlantic waters are carried to the northern shores of Spitsberge n and the eastern shores
of Novaya Zemlys by the surface current. Somewhat to the north of Spitsberge n these waters sink
and continue as a deep—water current.

According to available observations , Atlantic wr ters are found at intermediate depths e\ery-
where In the deep parts of the Arctic Basin , while in some regions they are found on the contine. , !al
shoal.

Atlantic waters are characterized not only by high temperature bu t by high salinity . ‘I’here-
fore, when their temperature is hi gh they remain at the surface of the ocean. When the tempera-
tu re drops , they become heavier than the lower-ly ing waters and mix with them . Consequently,
with any drop In temperature , enormous masses of water are draw n into a heat exchange with the
atmosphere.

The co—e xistence of such different streams as the warm Atlantic Current (which passes along
the western shores of Norway and Spitsbergen) and the cold Greenland Current (which passes along
the eastern coast of Greenland and carries with it the ice of the Arctic Basin) in relativ ely elo~c
proximity in the North European Basin creates unusuall y great surface —temperature dit icrencc ~ and
the world ’s most remarkable thermal anomalies .

One need only point out that the air temperature in January in the eastern part of the North
European Basin is 20 ° highe r than is to be expected at that geographic latitude.

The sea off the western shores of Spitsbergcn remains unfrozen right up to 80 ° north. Ict
can always be encountered at the southern edge of the Greenland Sea and along the cast coast of
Greenland . The influence of this ice and the ice carried out from Baffin Bay is felt much further
south , as far as 40—50 ° north. Nowhere else on earth does one find the simultaneous existence
of such condition s. This causes strong atmosphe ric perturbations over the North F~uropea n Basin
and somewhat farther south. The Islandic minimum with Its branches Is located here ; It terms a
special center of atmospheric activity . The basic water masses of the Arctic cean also form ~~~~~~~as we will see below; hence , this is also a special center of oe& ’atiti a c t i v i t y .

-
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The Atlantic waters that enter the Arctic Ocean are important in that they bring a tremendous
amount of heat, thanks to which vast arena of the Norwegian, Greenland and Barenta Seas are ice-
free by the beginning of summer. During the summer , these waters absorb the heat of solar radia-
tion in amounts that considerably exceed the heat brought by these waters from the Atlantic. All
these tremendous amounts of heat are subsequently released into the atmosphere, which, in turn,
transports them basically northward and northeastward, to the m~~In I ~ M and to the arctic Ice. Thua ,
In the Arctic Ocean the three media--air , water and ice--interact on a grandiose scale .

The water-vapor content of the atmosphere determines its basic properties. Consequently,
one might say that in the Arctic Ocean the three phases of water--the gaseous, liquid and solid--
interact on a grandiose scale which cannot be repeated anywhere else on the earth .

The water here constantly converts from one phase into another , during which enormous
amounts of heat are released or absorbed . Therefore, one cannot approach the study of such an
Important feature of the arctic as its ice, without considering the interaction of the atmosphere and
the ocean.

LITERATURE: 71, 77 , 143 , 153.
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CHAPTER I
SOME PROPERTI ES OF SEA WATER

Sect ion 1. The Concept of Water Structure
Water has certain special features which distinguish it from other liquids .

First , water is distinguished by its exceptional mobili ty: mechanical mobility, i . e . .  move-
ment and oscillation , and thermal , i . e ., conversion from one phase to another, i n which case the
transition vapor-water-ice (or , even bypassing the intermediate phase , vapo r-ice) and the reverse
are realized at ordinary earth tempe ratu res and are accompanied by the generation or abso rption of
an enormous quantity of heat .

According to the kinetic theoty of thermal motion , molecules m ove fro m place to pla ce con-
stantly and chaotically (gas molecules), or they are in constant vibrationa l motion (the molecules of
a solid). At low temperatures , the properties of the molecules of a liquid approach those of a
solid , while at high t emperatures. they approach those of gas molecules. The intensit y of the
molecular motion determines the thermal state of the body.

When the temperatu re is increased , the distance between the molecules increases, therefore .
the density of the substance should decrease with a rise In temperature , while the thermal capacity
should increase. Water is one of the few exceptions in this respect. Pu re water Is densest at a
temperature of approximately 4 ° ; when temperature decreases , density decreases slowly and when
freezing occurs , density decreases sharp ly. Actually the density of pure ice at 0° is app roxi mately
9 percent less than that of pure water at the same temperature.

The thermal capacity of water is higher than that of any other substance on eart h except hy-
drogen and liquid aznmonia. The thermal capacity of water gradually decreases beginnIng at 0° and
continues till approximately 30° and only then begins to increase.

The latent heat of fusion of pure wat er is greater than that of any other substance on earth ex-
cept ammonia.

The heat of vapo rization of water is considerably higher than that of any othe r substance on
earth .

Several theories have been propounded to exp lai n all  these and other anomalies of water. In
these theories it has been assumed that water is a mixture of vapo r , water and ice molecules ,
which diffe r in structure and density . The higher the tempe rature of the water , the greater will  be
the vapor-molecule content ; the lower the tempe rature , the gr eater the ice-molecule content . Ice
molecules are not as dense as water molecules .

If we examine water as an aggregate of molecules that differ In structure and density ,  we wil l
find that two processes operate simultaneously when water cools: the fi rst is a normal decrease in
volume , the second an inc rease in volume clue to the formation of the large , less dense ice

7
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molecules. When water Is cooled to 4 ° , the first of these processes is the more intensive , with
fur ther cooling, the second. The greatest (lensity is attained at 4~ , the equilibrium point of the two
processes. During ice formation the number of ice molecules increases sharply, which invol ves a
sha rp decrease in densIty.

With a rise in temperatu re , the heat acquired from without is expended I) on increasing the
ki neti c ener&y of motion and increasing the potential energy (by separation of the molecules) and 2)
on decreasing the numbe r of Ice molecules. The higher the temperature , the smaller the influence
of the second process and thermal capacity will decrease. The usual increase In thermal capacity
begins to appear when the temperatu re rises above 30 ° .

Th us, the tra nsformation of molecules of one structure into molecules of anothe r structure
which takes place wi th every change in temperature (requiring an additional expenditure of energy)
explai ns the high thermal capacity, heat of fusion and heat of v iporizatlon of water.

U’l’EItATI. R E: 62 , 132 .

Section 2. The Composition of Sea Water
One of the most remarkable properties of water is its capacity to dissolve all kinds of sub-

stances; no othe r liquid can compare with it in this respect. Strictly speaking, there are no sub-
stances in nature that ar e completely Insol uble in water . Water itself , howevei’, does not en ter
easily i nto chemical compounds , in the literal sense of the word .

Sea water is a dil ute solution (not more than 4 per cent ~~ weight of solid substances are dis-
solved in it). Evide ntly , all known elements are found in sea water; if some elements have not as
yet been found in sea water , the inadequacy of measuring methods is at fault rathe r than the actual
absence of the elements.

The main elements comprising sea water are (in order of weig ht) : chlori ne, sodium , mag-
nesiun 1, sulfu r , calcium and potassi um. Besides solid substances , water contains dissolved gases:
oxygen , nitrogen , ca rbon dioxide (and in some stagnant zones , hydrogen sulfide as well).  Furthe r-
more , the presence of inert gases in sea water has also been established qualitatively .

Some organic mattet ’ , of oceanic origin and fi’om shore run-off , is also dissolved in sea
water. Finally, sea water contains some slime and suspended matter of organic and inorganic oi’i-
gin , which give sea water the properties of colloidal solutions.

There arc physical -chemical , biological and geological processes going on continually in sea
water , causing a change in its total salt content (concentration) and in the ratios between the dis-
solved substances . These processes may be divided Into two groups according to their effect:

processes which change , chief ly, the total concent ration of the solution ; this group includes:
the influx of shore watei’s , evaporat ion , pr ecipitation , formation and melting of sea Ice;

processes which change the content of the gases and individual solid matter  in sea water and
the ratios between them ; to this group belong: the v i t a l  ac t ivi t ies  of marine organisms, the forma-
tion and disintegration of bottom deposits .

Changes in the total concentration of sea-water solution in the Individual parts of the ocea n
may be very great and can easily be revealed by the s imp les t observations, e .g . . by density
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measurements . As rega rds the processes of the second group, the relative changes caused by them
are also great . but they affect substances which, for the most part, are In minimum quantities in
the sea water and therei’ore such changes have practically no perceptible effect on the physical
prope rties of sea water.

This gave rise to the very convenient concept that the salt composition of ocean waters is con-
stunt, by which we understand the following: the tota l concentration of the dissolved solid sub-
stances in the ocean, depending on local conditions, varies from 0-4 per cent by weight of the dis-
solved matter; the amount of gases dissolved in sea watel ’ and alBo the content of the other elements
found in insignificant amounts in sea water may also vary considerabl y, but the ratios between the
main ions which determine the physIcal properti es of sea water remain basically constant in both
time and space.

LIT E RATURE: 62 . 15~ .

Section 3. Salinity
The salinity of sea wate r is characteristic of the concentration of solid mat ter  dissolved in

sea water. By salinity we mean the total weight in grams of all salts per 1000 g of sea water.
Thus , sali ni t y  is the concentration of the solution, expressed In tenths of a per cent (pro mille) .

The study ci many samples of sea water (differing considerably in salinity and collected in
differe nt parts of the World Ocean) conducted by a number of specialists under the direction of
Knudsen. showed quite clearly that the salt composition of ocean waters is constant . at least with
rega rd to the main elements. Thus , we may conclude that the ocean waters of various regions,
with the same pressure and temperature , differ  only In the total concentration of their dissolved
salts.

Alter it had been established and verified that the ratIos between the main element s of sea
water are constant , the total salinity of a given water could be found by simp le conversion, once the
content of one of the main elements had been determined .

Chlorine was chosen as this determining element , due to its high percentage content in sea
water and the ease with which it can be determined accurately by chemical methods. Knudsen ,
Forch and Sorensen derived the following empirical formula from their investigations :

S 0 . 030 + 1.8050 Cl

where .~‘ is salinity in pro milles . i . e .  . the total weight of salts in grams per 1000 g of sea water ;
Ci Is the chlorine content in pro milles . i . e . .  the weight of chlorine In grams per 1000 g of sea

water. (By chlori ne here, we mean the number of grams of chlorine equivalent to the total amount

of halogens. i . e . .  of chlorine , bromine and iodine In 1000 g of sea water.)

Of cou rse, if we consid er the salt composition of sea water to be constant we get not only a

constant i’elatlonship between the chlorine content and salinity , but also constant relationships be-

tween the chlorine content and the other main elements of sea water.

Examining the salinity formula. we see that under the condition that the chlorine content is
zero , salinIty will still be 0 .03 . This is to be explained by the fact t hat , even though the chlorine
content ai’ound river mouths may be zero, the tota l sa l ini ty  wil l  be determined from the calcium
salts contained in the river water.

_ _
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Thus, the chlorine conten t is a directly determinable quantity, while salinity is a quantity ob-.
tam ed by multiplying the chlorine content by some standard coefficient .

In oceanography, we must deal not only with the chlorine content or the salinity , but also with
densities , which depend on them and on temperature. The physical methods of determining density
are either inaccurate or too complex , while the chemical determination of chlorine content is very
simple and does not require special know ledge of chemistry . Assuming that the sal t content of sea
water is constant , it is not difficult to determine both density and specific volume from the chlorine
content.

In oceanographic research , we s tudy, chiefly , the differences in the 8alinlty and density of
sea waters both in time and in space, not their absolute values . Therefore , we are not so much
concerned with how accurately we determine salinity and density by the chlorine content , as how
accurately we determine their differences. Hence, we can assume not only that the salt composi-
tion of ocean waters Is con stant , but that the salt composition of the waters within each separate
ocean basin Is constant , although it may differ from that of the ocean waters. Consequently,
Knudsen ’s formula and the relationships stemming from it can be used in investigating the dynamics
of sea wa tei~not only for the ocean, bu t also for most of the enclosed seas.

LITERATURE: 62 , 73 , 157.

Section 4. Specific Gravit y, Density and Specific Volume
The density of sea wate r at constant pressure is a function of both salinity and temperature .

At the same temperature , it is exclusively a function of salinity and in oceanography is called spe-
cific gravity . In practice , specific gravity is expressed in two ways:

1. the specific gravity of sea water at 0° relative to distilled water at 4
0 (s~~) .

2 . specific gravity of sea water at 17.5° relative to distilled water at the same temperature
I~~17. 5
k 17.5

In oceanography , density and specific gravity differ in that temperature is taken into consid-’
eration in the case of density . In other words , density is the specific gravity of sea water at a
given temperature ( t )  relative to distilled water at 4 ° (s j).

Since the density of sea water varies within small limits . Knudsen introduced the following
notations to limit the number of signs:

= (.: .
~~ — i) 1,000 Is the natural specific gravity at 0° ,

= (~ ~ 
— i) 1.000 is the natural specific gravity at 17.5° ,

(s~~
_ i) 1, 000 is the natural density .

The magnitudes S. Cl , a , and 
~i7.5 are diffe rent expressions of the same amount of chl o-

rides or chlorine content . The refore , having determined one of t hese few- values, the other mag-
nitudes are determined in the process.

10
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The relationship between the natural density and the natural specific gravity at 0° is deter-
mined by formula

a1 a0 +
where D is the correction for temperature and salinity.

All these values can be found from Knudsen’s Hydrographic Tables , which are fundamental
for any kind of oceanographic work.

The specific volume is a value the reciprocal of densi ty , i .e .
I I

S7

while I call

v,= (oc _
~-
_ 0.9) 1,000

the natural specific volume, in analogy with natural density.

Due to the anomalous properties of water , the relationships between density and specific vol-
ume and salinity and temperature are expressed by very complex formulas which make it difficult
to find these values without using detailed tables . Therefore , for any kind of derivations and corn-
putations usually the TS diagrams developed by Helland-lIansen for oceanographic work are used;
these diagrams can be constructed easily for both density and specific volume.

The TS diagram of specific volume for saliriities of 3.0-7.5 0/00 and for temperature from
-2° to +10~ are given in the upper part of figure 1; the lower part shows the specific volume for
salinities from 31-35.5 o/oo and the same temperatures.

An examination of the TS diagrams shows that the natural density increases at all tempera-
ture and salini ty values , while natural specific volume decreases approximately 0.007-0 . 008 with a
salinity increase of 0. 01 o/oo .

The density change taken as a function of temperature change is considerably more complex.
Thus , the heating of water only within limits higher than the temperature of maximum density for a
given salinity decreases the density . At high temperatures this is more pronounced than at low .
From the TS diagram it is evident that for sea water with salinity of 31 o/oo and higher within the
temperature range 00 to 80 , a 0 , 1° increase in temperature has the same effect on density and
specific volume as a salinity decrease of 0. 01 o/oo.

At lower temperatures and particularly at low salinities , slight changes in the water temper-
ature have practically no effect on its density , and , finally , with slight salinities and low tempera-
tures we even get a decrease in density with a drop In temperature . These phenomena are ex-
plained by the complexity of water structure and the irregular change in the coefficient of thermal
expansion resulting from it.

Low temperatures, of the order of 2 to 3° at salinitles from 34.5 to 35 0/00 , are observed
everywhere at great ocean depths. In the Greenland Sea , the bottom temperatures vary within the
limits ~1.0° to —1.6° , while in the Arctic Basin they vary from —0.7 °  to — 0 . 9 °  at the same salinity.
Thus , we see tha t in the surface layers of the World Ocean , density is determined by salinity and

11
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temperature , while in the deep-water layers of the World Ocean , only salini ty is determinant . The
Central Arctic Basin is exceptional in this respect; here the maximum observed tempe rature Is
.2 . 68 ° and , consequently, even the density of the sur face wate rs Is al most excl usivel y a function of
salinity .
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Figure 1. Graph for computing natura l specific volume by temperature
and salini ty ~TS diagram).

The density of the water increases with an increase in pressure. Thus, the density of water ,
whose salinity is 35 o, oo and temperature 0 , is 1.028 13 at the ocean surface , while it rises to
1.07105 at a depth of 10, 000 m unde r the pressure of the higher-lying layers. Thus , the compres-
sibility of water is not very great. However , if water were absolutel y incompressible , the ocean
level would rise 30 m.

At great ocean depths an adiabatic increase in water temperatures occurs simultan eousl y with
compression. Thus, the temperature of water sinking from the ocean surface a depth of 10 . 000
m rises 1.37 ° .

LITERATURE: 48. 62 . 73 , 75 , 154 , 157.

Section 5. The Temperature of Maximum Density
and the Freezing Point

The temperature of maximum density for distilled water is 4’ S
. iVith an increase in the salin-

ity of sea water , this temperature decreases.

Table I shows the temperature of maximum density, the freezing poInt and the natural densi-
ties of sea water at these temperatures.
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TABLE 1. FREEZIN G POINT AND MAXIMUM DENSIT Y OF SEA WATER

a a S 0° a ‘r ° a
0 r 0

0 3.95 0.00 -0. 13 0.00 20 -0 .31 16.07 -1.07 16.07
5 2.93 4.15 -0. 27 3 .96 25 - - —1.35 20. 10

10 1.86 8 .18 -0.53 8.00 30 - - -1.63 24.15
15 0 .77 12.13 -0.80 12.02 35 - - -1.91 28. 21

I believe it is possible to use the following formula for computing the freezing point of sea
water according to its salinity:

r —0. 0 54 .”
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— Figure 2. The freezing point of sea water , the

— — — tempe rature of greatest density and
0 5 10 85 2d 75 3d’)~~~0%. the temperature of density equal to

SALINITY the density at the freezing point.

Fro m the graph shown in figur e 2 it is evident that both temperatures decrease almost linearly with
an increase in salinity . in which case the temperature of maximum density decreases more rapidl y
than the temperature of freezing. Consequent ly. the curves intersect at a certain salinity .

At the point of intersection , both temperatures are evidently equal. Determining the corre-
sponding salini ty by the last condition, we get

9 = = —1 ° .332;

9 
= 

~~~~ 
= 24.695 0/00;

a = a = 19.852 o/oo.
0 r

From this it follows that a salinity of 24.695 ole is transitional in that at lower salinities.
the temperature of maximu m density is hIgher than the freezing point . i . e . .  we have the same phe-
nomena as for fresh water. Such waters are called briny. Only with salinities > 24.695 0/00 does
water take on the typical character of sea water: the freezing point in the sea (if we exclude super-
cooling), i .e . ,  under i~ tural conditions. is sImultaneously the temperature of maximum densit y.

13
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l’he freezing poInt drops with an increase in pressure. i . e . .  the ice which had formed melts
with increased pressure . This in particular explains the fusion of ice floes due to compression .

Theoret ically . the freezing point drops 1~ with a pressure increase of 134.4 bars .

The temperature of maximum water density . according to Amaga . drops 1° with a pressure
increase of 40.5 bars . Al a pressure of 146.6 bars . it is 0.6 ° .

it should be noted tha t any ice . and in particular sea ice. is permeated with capillaries . The
freezi ng point decreases in the capillaries. e.g.. Lange showed that a temperature of ‘-18° is re-
quired to cause fresh water to freeze in a capillary 0.1 mm in diameter.

LITERAI’URE : 62. 73. 97. 154.

Section 6. Increase in Density During Mixing
Since the temperatures of freezing and of niaximuni density do not coincide , near the temper-

atu re of m ax imum density for briny waters. a region of temperatures forms in which water of the
same salinity may have the same density at two different temperatures . Thus. e .g . .  the density of
distilled wate r is the same at 0 ’ and at 8 .2 ~~. Curve ~ i n figure 2 is a curve of temperatures lying
above the temperature of maximum density. but at which the density of the water Is equal to the
density of water of the s ame salinity at the freezing point . This property of water Is responsible
for the “ inc rease in density with mixing. ”

Let us mix two equal pa rts of fresh water: One with a temperature of 8.2 ° . the other 00 . The
density is 0.99987 in each case. After mixing. the temperature of the mixture wi l l  be 4.1 0 , the
density about 1.00000. i . e . .  0.00013 greater than that of each of the mixed parts taken separately .
Densificat ion during mixing of waters of the same salinity is possible for sea water with a salinity
of less than 24.695 ole. between the freezing temperature and the temperature which can be deter-
mi ned by the b curv e of figure 2. Rut further.  as can be seen from the ‘I’S diagra m. for sea waters
of any salini ty and temperature but of the same density, the densit y after mix ing is always greater
than the density computed from the mixing formulas , particularl y at low te mperatures and salinities.
This phenomenon is fully explained by the convexity of the curves of equal density .

Table 2 shows the temperatures and salinities of waters of equal density and their tempera-
tures. salInities and natural densities after equal masses of the examined waters have boon mixed .
As can be seen from the table, when equal masses of water are mixed . one of which has a te mpera-
ture of -1 .6’ and a salinity of 27.38 o/e (approximately corresponding to the waters of the
Labrador Current ) while the othe r has a temperature of 30. 00 and salinity 35 .36 o/e (approximate-
ly corresponding to the waters of the Gulf $tream) . and with a natural density of 22 .0  for both wa-
ters before mix ing . we find a common temperature of 14.2 ’ . salinity 31 .37 0/00 and natural density
23 .39. Thus , in the case exa mined , the natura l density increases 1.39 due to mixing . which is
quite a n appreciable amount Actuall y ,  a si milar effect is obtained for water No. 2. either by in-
creasing the salinity 1 .82 o/e or by decreasing the temperature 4.2 ” .

The magnitude of density increase during mixing and the mixing proportion causing maximum
density Increase can be determined most simply from the TS diagram. On the TS diagram, let us
join the two ‘rs points characterizing the mixing waters by a straight line . Let us call this line the
“ mix ing lin e” . Actually , with any mixing proportion , the TS point of mixture lies on this line . If
we compare the densities take n from the I’S diagram with those comput ed from the mixing formulas.
we will get the magnitudes of density increase . Under certain condition s the density of the mixture

14



proves higher than that of each of the waters prior to mixing. It Is easy to see that such a highly
interesting densIty increase is possible only if the mixing curve intersects the Isostere of the
denser mixing water and only ti the mixing proportions lie on the “ chord” of this Isostere .

TAB LE 2. INCREASE IN DENSITY WHEN EQUAL WATER MASSES OF
UN IFOR M DENSITY ARI MIXED

Water 1 Water 2 Mixturea

2.00 —0. 1 2.58 30 8.45 15. 0 5.51 3.38
4.00 -0.3 5 . 06 30 11.15 14.9 8.10 5.41
6.00 -0.4 7.53 30 13.84 14.8 10.68 7.40
5.00 -0.5 10.00 30 16.56 14.7 13.28 9.40
10.00 —0.6 12.48 30 19.24 14.7 15.86 11.39
12.00 -0.8 14.96 30 21.93 14.6 18.45 13.36
14.00 —0.9 17.44 30 24.62 14.5 21.03 15.38
16.00 -1 .1 19.93 30 27.30 14.4 23.13 17.38
18.00 —1.2 22.42 30 29.99 14.4 26.20 19.38
20 . 00 —1.4 24.89 30 32.68 14.3 28.78 21.35
22.00 —1.6 27.38 30 35.36 14.2 31.37 23.39
24.00 -1.7 29.84 30 38.02 14.2 33.93 25.33

TAB LE 3. TEMPE RATURE , SA LINITY , NATURAL DENSITY ANI)
DENSITY INCREASE AFTER THE WATERS HAVE
BEEN MIXED IN DIFFERENT PROPORTIONS

S o / no a
1 2 t

0 10 10 10.0 7.56 0
1 9 9 9.8 7.56 0.07
2 8 8 9.8 7.60 0.12
3 7 7 9.7 7.61 0.16
4 6 6 9.6 7.60 0.19
5 5 5 9.5 7 .57 0.20
6 4 4 9 .4 7.52 0.18
7 3 3 9.3 7.46 0.15
8 2 2 9.2 7.39 0 . 12
9 1 1 9 .1 7.31 0.07

10 0 0 9 . 0 7 . 21 0

Table 3 shows the results of mixing the two waters in different proportions : 1) t = 0° .
= 9.0 o/e and 2) t 2 

= 10° . S 9 = 10.0 ole. The last column of the table gives the density in-
crease relative to the densities computed from the mixing formula . As can be seen from the table,
when the masses of denser water are greater than those of less dense water. the density of the mix-
ture is greater than that of the denser water . With other proportions. although density increase
occurs. the density of the mixture is Intermediate between the densities of the mixing waters .
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Underst andably, the capacity of water to become denser on mixing has the most essential
effec t on ocean dy namics and is of greatest importance In the polar regions .

u’rERATLIt E: 77

Sect ion 7. The Propert ies of Sea Water of High Salinity
The average salinity of ocean water is 35 o ’oo , but in seas where evaporation exceeds precip-

itation and influx of shore waters , the sa l in i ty  is somewhat higher.

The increase in salinity with evaporation is to be explained by the fact that in this process
only a very insign i fican t part of the salts dissolved in the sea water escapes into the atmosp here . A
second possibility of increased salinity of sea water is ice formation , since the salinity of ice is al-
way s  considerably less than that of the sea water from which it is formed.

Let us assume in f i r s t  approximat ion that pure ice, free of all salts , is formed from sea water
and let us trace the phenomena which occur during the cooling of an isolated amount of sea water.

Afte r the water temperature , on cooling, reaches the freezing point , ice begins to separate
Irom it. which causes increased salinity of the remaining sea water . A new decrease in tempera-
ture is required for fur ther  ice formation Thus, the concept of a freezing point for sea water
differs from that usu a l ly  taken foi’ fresh water.  Actually,  if we keep any amount of fresh water at a
constant temperature sl ight ly below zero for a sufficient interval of time, eventually it will freeze
completely without a residue If . however, we take sea water , we can keep it at a constant temper-
ature t)elov~ the freezing point for as long as we like In this case only a very definite amount of
pure ice wi ll be separated from i t .  which wi l l  raise the salinity of the remaining volume to the
extent that further ice formation at that temperature will be imposs ib le.  li the temperature is
lowered , the ice production and the salinity of the remaining solution will be increased . After pro-
longed cooling and ice Ioi ’n iati on . the sa l in i ty  of the sea water may increase to the extent that
eutectic phenomena wi l l  begin in the solution.

Let us assume that we have a solution of a single salt .  e g. . table salt and subject this solu-
tion to cooling . At some temperature below zero (depending on the concentration of the solution)
pure ice will  begin to form and subsequently the solution concentration will gradually begin to in-
crease . each temperature wiI~ have a corresponding definite solution concentration . The formation
of pure ice wil l  continue unti l  the temperature reaches -21. 9 ° . until the concentration of the solu-
tion becomes 22 .4 o, oo After this. wi th  furthe r cooling , the entire solution as a whole will harden
into a conglomerate representing a mixture of ice and salt crystals and called a cryohydrate or
eutectic mixture.

If the concentration of table salt at the initial moment at a high temperature is greater than
22 .1 o/oo~ . on cooling the sal t will begin to precipitate out from the solution again such tha t for
each temperature there wi l l  he a corresponding definite amount of salt saturating the solut ion at the
given temperature This phenomenon would continue until the concentration of the solution became
22 4 o/e and the temperature -21 . 9~ , at which po in t the entire solution would harden as a cryohy-
d rate The solution concentration 22 4 o/oo and temperature -21. 9° are the eutectics of table salt.

The difference i n the eutectic temperatures of the salt solutions forming the sea water com-
plicates the chemical processes durin g intense salinificat ion caused by ice forma tion.

A satu rated solution of table salt at 0’ is about 27 g per 100 g water .

16 
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Ri nger conducted a laboratory study of these processes. For his expe riments he took water
wlth salin ity3 5 . 05 o/oo and freezing poInt -1. 91 ° . Al ready at thi s temperatu re calcium carbonate
precipitated out from the sea water.

With fu rther cooling to a temperatu re of -8. 2° , when glauber salt began to precipitate , only
pure ice was fo rm ed . Wi th a furthe r drop in temperature, the precipitation of glaube r salt was so
rapid that at -20 ° , only 0.1 of the initial amount of sulfates remained in the solution. At -23 ° table
salt began to precipitate, at -36 ° magnesium chlor ide and potassium chloride. At -55 ° , calcium
chloride began to precipitate, while at lower temperatures the whole mass hardened.

TABLE 4. RESULTS OF THE SEA-WATER FREEZING (PRO MILLE BY WEIGHT)

Sodium Table
Liquid Solid Sulfate In Salt In
Phase Phase Solid Phase Solid Phase Pu re Ice

-5 429.5 570.5 0 - 570.5
—8.2 281.5 718.5 0 - 718.5

-10 234.0 766.0 1.84 - 764.16
— 15 186.1 813.9 3.09 - 810.81

—20 147.9 852.1 3.58 - 848.52
—23 134.6 865.4 3.68 - 861.72
-.30 43 . 95 956 . 05 3 .95 20 . 23 931.87

Table 4 , according to Ringer , shows the behavior of the ice formation process and the pre-
cipi tation of salts in grams per 1000 grams solution with cooling of sea water (initial salinity
35. 05 o/oo) to -30 ° .

Thus, in sea water at low temperatures (below the temperature at which ice formation begins),
the salt composition is a function of temperatu re ; it is constant for each given temperature, but
differs from that at any other temperature .

TABLE 5. FREEZING POINT OF HIGH-SALINITY SEA WATER

S 0/00 T ° S 0/00 T ° S 0/00

0 0 . 0  90 - 5.6 180 —1 3 .6
10 ‘-0.5 100 - 6. 4 190 - 14.7
20 -1.1 110 - 7.1 200 -15 .8
30 — 1 . 7  120 - 8.0 210 —16.9
40 -2 .2 130 - 8.8 220 -18.0
50 -2.8 140 - 9.7  230 —19.1
60 — 3 . 4  150 —10.5 240 -20.3
70 -4.1 160 -11.5 250 -21.6
80 -4.8 170 —12.5  260 -23 .0

I computed the freezing point of high-salinity sea water after Hansen ’s formula (for the freez-
ing point of sea water) and Ringer ’s experimental data . The results are given in table 5. *

*ComputatIons for lower temperatures must be considered highly unreliable.
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If we know the salin4ty of the solution , using this table we can determ Ine the temperature at
which Ice formation begins . Conversely, given some tempe rature below 00 , we can derive the
salinity to which (by production of pure ice) the salini ty ol any sea-water solution can be raised .

Complex phenomena analogous to ice formation also take place during evaporation of sea
water. Actually , if there is only one salt in a solution , it begins to precipitate out in the form of
crystals as soon as the solution becomes saturated at a given temperature due to evaporation . If
there are several salts In the solution , usually the least soluble ones precipitate first. It has been
found that during evaporation calcium carbonate precipitates first , then glauber salt , while potas-
slum chloride precipitates only with great difficulty.

LITERATURE: 62 , 73 , 77 , 168.

Section 8. Thermal Capacity, Heat of Fusion
and Heat of Va porization

The thermal capacity of sea water decreases from 1.009 to 0. 925 cal/g /° C wi th an inc rease
in temperature and salinity . The thermal capacity of water is higher than that of any other sub-
stance on earth except for hyd rogen (3.4 cal/g/° C) and liquid ammonia (1.2 cal/g/° C).

The latent heat of fusion of distilled water , according to the most reliable determinations of
many researche rs , is 79.67 cal/g/° C at 00 . This heat of fusion is the highest of all substances on
earth , with the exception of ammonia , for which it is 108 cal/g/0C.

The heat of vaporization of water decreases from 596 cal/g/°C at 00 to 540 cal/g/° C at 1000 .
The heat of vaporization of water Is higher than that of any other substance on earth . The heat ol
vaporization of ice or snow is usually considered the sum of the heat of fusion of ice and the heat of
vaporization of water.

The high values of the specific heat , heat of fusion and heat of vaporization of water for the
thermal regime of the earth are easily explained by the following calculation ,

When one volume of water is cooled 1
0 an amount of heat is released sufficient to heat 3100

volumes of air hy 1
0

; when ice is formed an amoun t of heat is released from one volume of water
that is sufficient to heat about 250 , 000 volumes of air by 1° ; when one volume of water is con-
densed , enough heat is generated to heat about 1, 800 , 000 volumes of air by 10 .

LITERATURE: 62 , 73.

Section 9. Vapor Pressure
If a small amount of water is placed in the Torricelli vacuum of a barometer , the water will

vaporize and the vacuum will become saturated with water vapors; there will be as much water vapor as
can exist in the gaseous state at the given temperature . These vapors will exert a certain pressure
on the mercu ry, whose level will decrease correspondingly . Vapor pressure is measu red by the
fal l of the mercury column in mm. The pressure of saturated sea-water vapor , as in the case with
any solution , is somewhat less than that of pure water. Actually, in sea water the molecules which
escape from the liquid during evaporation must overcome not only the attraction of the water mole-
cules , but also the attraction of the molecules of the dissolved substances , which remain in solution
during evaporation.

4 18
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Of course, in general , the farther the water-adjacent atmosphere is from a state of saturation
the greater will be the evaporation rate. The latter is dete rm I ned either by the moisture deficit ( A )
or by the relative humidity ( r )  which can be determined from the formulas

f ~= E — e  and r_ loOk ,

where E is the pressure of the vapor saturating the air at the given temperatu re , e Is the pressure
of the vapor in the air at that nam e temperature .

The saturation vapor pressure Increases very rapidly with inc reasing temperature and , con-
sequently, the dryness of the air also increases . With a drop In temperature , the relative humidity
of the air increases and at a temperature called the dew point , when the moisture deficit is zero and
the relative humidity 100 percent , evaporation ceases and condensation begins , i.e. the fo rmation
of fog and the precipitation of dew .

The following are given in table 6: 
~~~~ 

the saturation vapor pressure above wate r In mb , E 1
the saturation vapo r pressure above ice in mb. q~ the water-vapor density above water In g/m 3. q
the water-lvapor density above ice in g/m 3.

TABLE 6. THE PRESSUR E AND DENS ITY OF WATER VAPOR
ABOV E WAT ER AND ICE

q

0 6 .11 6.12 4.85 4.86 103
—10 2.87 2 .60 2 .36 2.14 90
—20 1.25 1.03 . 1.07 0.88 82
—30 - 0.39 - 0.35 —

From the table It is evident that the saturation vapor pressure above ice is less than the vapor
pressure above supercooled water at the same temperature. Consequently, there cannot be equilib-
rium above water and ice at the same temperature: water vapor in the atmosphere .ibov e ice will
become ever denser until the entire liquid evaporates or until all the ice melts. Equilibrium be-
tween water and ice Is even less feasible when there is a difference In temperature.

LITERATURE: 62, 73.

Section 10. Ref lect ion and Refrac tion of SOlar Energy
A gu n’s ray falling on the surface of the sea in part Is reflected into the atmosphere and in

part is refracted into the water.

The coefficients of refraction in water for all wavelengths of the visible spectrum are approx-
imately 1.34. They increase alight l y with decreasing temperature and increasing salinity.

Table 7 shows the angles of incidence (I) and of refraction (r) of an Individual ray of light ,
and also the ratio between the reflected (I . ) and incident (I ) energy (index of reflection).

0
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TABLE 7. INDEX OF’ REFLECTION

70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0
is 3 .17.3 4.1 .~ .10 3 34.9 25 . 7  21 . 9 14.5 7.4 0

100 0 L (I 13 .~ t; 0 3. ~ 2 5 2 2 2. I 2. 1 (1

The surface of the sea, however , is not only I l lu mi na t ed by direct solar rays, but also by
scattered r adi at i on .  . e . . Iw ray s fat hug onto it tt’oni :tlI directions and part ial ly reflected in al l

~li r&’( ’t 10115

‘rhe concept ot “alitedo ” Is lnti’nduced to take account of the energy thus reflected . by albedo
‘.t I ’  understand the ratio ol the rollocted to the scattered energy incident on the given surface ox-
p resseil In pet ’ ~‘ent or . I n other words , the coefficient of reflection.

The concept ot at Itedo should he expanded ior such sem i— I ransparent media as water and ice .
A c tua l l y ,  as Kalitin pointed nut . the albodo of the sea includes , f i r st .  solar radiat ion reflected and
s’.’a t t e i , ’,I h~ the sea sur iace.  second , radIatIon sent by the sea In t o the atmosphere and caused by
n ole~’u Ia , ’ scat le t ’ , i ig ol the ~~ at er mass  itsel f and the l)art ic ’les suspended In i t .

t ’hc purel’ and m ore’ t ransparent  the ocean water , the lower the albodo and the closer It
be’s 11w one tle ’rI ved ti’om table 7

~
.. 

~
, 
‘, tog th i s  table . o e find tha t even for di iPct solar radi atio n at solar altitudes grouter

th .in 2 . the ’ alI ~’tlo ‘t the sea is less than 9 per cent: in other words , the ocean albedo is small in
‘ . nn~pa i ’mso n ‘.~ i th  th a t  of all ti ther hu ms of the earth s surface ‘l’1w ulbedo of old , set tled snow • on
the ~utw r ha nd , ‘, .t rmes tit ’twet ’n :iO and .~o per cent, whil e ii reaches 70 to 91) p er coal for the whi le

i i  nt h ‘. t i  r I. , , , ’ I ri ’shlv t: tl len snow , ‘l’hus . of all the natura l  surfaces of the oai’th. the ocean is
rbt ’ i im. ’ ,~t .j t , s  i p t ~~~ 

,‘ ‘I so lar  t ’ ui ~’t’ g’, while snow and he are the most t’ellective.

t ), ic  t o ihi’ high allietio ot ilw snow (‘over , i l lumi nation even in the m ¼ldlo latitudes is max i—
t aun t  i n ~.pm m ng ‘.~ hen the a i m ’  is most I i ’ansparont). in pI’eseni’e ol a snow cover not yet affected tw
tha fl tog th igh :tlbodo) and in iwes en ce of sl igh t cloud iness and during a l igh t snowstorm (great

I it ’ tex t m ’atIial ion) -

l.I I’E1l .~’t’l Iif t ;2 . 73 . ~l

Section 11. Absorption and Scatterin g of Solar Energy
‘l’he st i’e:t m ol solar enem’~~’ . on passing through 11w hive i s  of water and being absorbed in

ji a m’t . loses s ‘tue enem’~v on he at ing  the sea.

In ’. est gat ions ha ’. e’ shown:

I ‘I’ht’ : t lues ni the al;soi’ptlon coof(iclents. evon lot’ slightly differing wavelengths of solar
enei~~~, f luctuate within very wide limits. Thus, the absorption of solar energy by watel’ is an

extremely select I’. e pt’ot’ess

2. The ahsoi’pt lon coefficients are maximum in the infram ’ed . absorptio n is considerabl y less

in the til l i’av inlet and least in the visible spectrum.

3 ‘I’ho long ‘.vavos a ic  ahsortxx~ more i ntensivel In the visIbl e spectrum. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -, ~~~~——~~~~~~---—~~~ -~~~~~~
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Light energy , passing through layers of alt’. wailer and lee , is not only Ietnto rtHxl but also
scattered.

The coeffIcient of scattering for sl ightly turbi d media Is inversel y propom ’tt onal to t he fourth
pow er of the wavelength . Hence . It follow s tha t the longer the wav e’ , the loss it w i l l  seattom’ , i . e
this Is the opposite of what takes place fo r absorption In the light part of the spe ctm’um With  an
I ncrease in the size of the particles in any medium , the exponent decreases with  wavelength, and
when the particles are quite large and the light ray is both i’ofloctod from the sum’faeo of the i)at’tI
des and is absorbed by the paz’tlcIc~ , the exponent becomes i.ei’o. I . e .  . scatt ering becomes h alt’—
pendent of wavelength.

The heat, l ight and color regi mcmi of the o .’ea n and the atmosphere a i’e dete ’ rm m o d  by the
select iv i ty of the absorption pro .’oss and by the combined ef fect  of ab sorption anti sc a t t e r i n g .

It is very important that the dark , long—wa t t ’  rays in whIch  up I i )  60 per cent uI the thermal
energy is concentrated ~ti ’e abso rl)eti in the uppermost lay ers of the oe’e’:i n .  :~ t a depth ol 1 cm.  the ’
thermal effect of solar energy is approx ima te ly  94 Ii m ile s less than at the ’ wa ter  surface , whil e ’ at  :i
d~~th of 1 m it Is i~ . 350 tImes less. Light penetrate s to the ocean depths . but lim e heat is almsot ’bed
by the surtacemost layers - This shows that the ocean would lit ’ pr act ical ly  uimhe ’zeted . i t  va r ious
factors did not cause mixing of its upper layers .

Since in clear or slIghtly turbid media ,  the short m ’ay s a lt ’  the ones most scattered , the
clearer the medIum, the fewer the part 1’.’ it’s , anti the ’ fewer the part  I c I t ’s Pt ’i’ un i t  olume .  the ’ hl ue’a’
the medium appears . Thi s explains the blue colom ’ of the’ sky,  water , ice’. s m oke ’ . t ’t t  ~ n the’
othet’ hand , scattered light does not change color w i t h  an ine’i’east’ In the 51 it ’ nt fom ’eign nclus~ons
This explains the white color of clouds and mists , the drnp l et su es ot  which ar e e ’, in side ’t’ atilc in
comparison with the size el the light waves.

In the ocean tts~ lf , as ob sem ’vat ions ha’.’ u shown, the I ntonsi Iv ~it i t  lun i  m a t  ion tk’t ’ i e ~ises r a i l —

Idly with depth duo to set cci bye a bsoi’pt ion :tiu I scat i t , ’  I II)  . the twi l igh t  w Iii& ’ Ii I ’ I ’ i’V a I Is t’V t ’I l .1 t Ifli  sit’

ate depths keeps deepening, the green hccomnes light blue . dai ’k blue . vi , ’let , and :11 gr eat  depths
the re’ is complete dut’knoss -

Net the,’ the t t ’anspa rcncs’ not’ the en b r  of the ’ sea is e’onnet’ tt ’tt w i t h  c i t  hi’,’ I i ’n ipe ’ i a t i t l e ’ ‘ i ’

salinity, bu t is a funct ion cxc ’ lusi c-ely of the si/t ’  imtl nu mt  it’,’ of i mmip u j j  to ’s  ol ,i i’ i~a i i . ’ anti  in , ’ l g.i ml m .
orig in . The refore , the sea . as u m’u lv’ . Is t i’anspa r’eti t and t il t i t ’  t :i m ’ li ’o ,mi sb ‘m c’ int l  Is’.’ ‘n i t ’s
t ransparent closet ’ to shore, taki ng on a gi’ecnish—In’own hut’. ‘l’he ‘.v:it cr  In skit It” .’. s an t i  ot t st i , , i ’ e

becomes coimsidor ably loss transparent :ttle ’t’ stor’tns .

Sea lee antI glacier Ice always contain tii’ganie’ and inorganic I t im pur i t h ’ s  ‘I’ hc, ’e’ t tmi - t ’ . in
regions where ice molts , t r iuisput ’enc~’ :tl ’.c avs tteei ’e’:tses and the color of the ’ ~e:i he’ e’,, n i t ’s g cell

‘rhi s is furthe r intensified by the vigoi’ou s growth of microscopic algae .’, which a lw a y s  itcc onmp an lt ’s
melting. Further, myt ’iad s of ti im ,v ale’ bubbles trapped in the ice ’ enter t he’ cc ite r  cviie ’t~ the i c e ’

melts . These bubbles , rem aining in a suspended state tom ’ a long time ’ and de ’cm ’easiii g t m a i i s l t a m ’ t ’ i l .y .

give the water a whiti sh tint , alt h~ugh preserving It s basic c ’olni’ . Whe n gi ;me ’ter i c e ’  mel ts , the ’ so
called glacier milk affects the color of the sea , givi ng it a whitish—light blue’ tint  - 0mm th e ’ other
hand. amid non—melting ices, clue to the singulam’ purification of the ’ sea by veil lt ’:i l c i  rcu l . i t  mo m ’ . . ( l i e ’
sea Is very transparent In the Ice format ton pe rind and approachc’s a tin i’ls blue’ e ’oltim ’ .

LITERATURE: 62 , 73 , 77 , 
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CHAPTER II
CHANGES OF TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY

OF THE OCEAN
Section 12, The Processes that Change the Tem perature

and Salinity of the Ocean
The measurement of temperature and the determination of salinity (or any other physical-

chemical property) of sea water can be carried out in two ways:

The temperature can , for instance, be measured at certain time intervals , at the same points
in the sea and at the same depths from mean sea level or , in other words , at the same geograph-
ical coordinates; such measurements will give an idea of the variations of heat regime of the sea
only in the absence of vertical and horizontal movements of water masses in the given area. With
the presence of currents , however , we will obtain the temperatures of various water masses each
time by measuring the temperatures at geographical coordinates; the temperature variations can be
traced in the moving water mass or , according to a statement by Helland-Hansen , the temperature
can be measured in oceanological coordinates.

The concept of oceanological and geographical coordinates relative to temperature is deter-
mined by the following formula:

dt at at
~ff ~~~~ +

where ‘.~ tid T = the rate of temperature variations affected by local circumstances in the same
water mass, i. e., the temperature variation with time in oceanological coord inates , a ttd 7’ = the
rate oi temperature variations at the same geographical latitude and longitude and at the same depth
below the sea surface , 1. e., the temperature variation with time in geographical coord inates , ii =

current speed , and at ,’~x= the horizontal temperature gradient in the sea in the direction of the
current .

It Is evident that the second term of the equation characterizes the temperature variation at a
given point of the sea, which is caused not only by local conditions but also by the heat influx via the
current. In other words , by advected heat.

The variations of temperature and salinity of the water , in oceanological coordinates, are
created almost exclusively at the sea surface, The main processes that raise the temperature of
the surface water layers in oceanological coordinates are as follows:

1. absorption by the sea of incident and diffuse solar radiation (this is the most important
process),

2. radiation from the warmer atmosphere to the colder ocean ,

3. condensation of atmospheric moisture over the colder ocean ,
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4. precipItation that is warmer than the sur face layers of the ocean.

The m ain processes that lower the temperature of surface layers of the ocean are as follows:

1. radiation from ocean to the atmosphere ,

2. evaporatiOn ,

3. convection of the atm osphere ,

4 . precipitation that is colder than the ocean surface ,

ice melting.

The main processes that increase the salinity of surface water layers are as follows:

I . ev aporation ,

2. ice formation.

The main processes that decrease the salinity of surface water layers are as follows:

1. precipitation ,

2. condensation of wate r vapor on the ocean surface ,

3. ice meltIng ,

In addition to these main processes , there are processes that are constantly active in the
sea—changing its tempe rature and salinity, but being of considerably smal ler significance . These
processes are as follows:

I . t ransformation of time m echanical energy of wind , currents and tidal phenomena into h eat
energy, which results from friction and occurs at all depth s,

2 . biochemical processes which change , to a degree , the temperature and salinity and occur
at all depths ,

3. absorption of the earth ’s heat by deep water layers . The earth’s heat , as wel l as time
radioactivity ct the bottom , explai ns evidentl y the somewhat higher temmip er ature s of almost in ’.—
mob i le bot tom layers of the oceans amid several landlocked seas .

The main processes that affect the temperature and salinity of ocean surtace layers in ocean-
ological coord inates do no t occur i ndependently from one another, On the contrary , they usually
occur simultaneously, whereby part of them act in one direction and others the reverse direction.
For instance , the wai’ming of the sea surface intensifies evaporation which , in turn, cools tIme sur-

face layers. Not onl y does this evaporation cool the ocean surface layers , but simulta neously it
also increases the i r salIni ty ,  etc . The intensity of each of the processes that affect the tempera’-
to re and salinity of the surface layers of the ocean does not remain constant ; sonmetimes one of the
processes prevails and at other times another. In this connectIon , the temperature and salinity
of the ocea n is now increasing, now decreasing. Th us the final effect of temmiperature and salinity
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va riations is expressed as an algebraic sum of variations induced by processes that act
a tmimultaneous ly.

The temperatures and salinities that are created in surface layers by intermixing arc trans-
mi tted downward to a certain depth , thus creating the so-called “active layer. ”

Depending on local circumstances , this layer can be completely un iform. At other times , the
curves of vertical distribution of oceanological characteristics in the active layer are very com-
plex. Besides , this layer can be either thick or thin .

The main distinguishing featu re of the active layer is the fluctuat ion of oceanological charac-
teristics (with in the limits of accuracy of the observations). These fluctuations ceen be diurnal,
seasonal , secular or of some other period . Evidently, the longer the given time period , the
greater the thickness of the active ’ layer.

The intermixing processes that create the active layer are discussed in detail in the sub-
sequent chapter. Here is suf f i ces  to point out that if the density of surface layers increases with a
change of te mperature and salinity En the layer , a convective in termixing is induced as a result .
Otherwise , the static equilibrium of water layers is not disturbed , and exte rnal factors need be
added in order to induce intermixing, notably: the wind , tida l phenomena , currents , etc., which
induc e the movement of water layers relative to one another in the sea. The intermixing that is
induced by exte rna l forces can be called a frictional intermixing (occurring as a result of friction
re lative to one another).

LITERATURE: 62 , 67 ,

Section 13. Solar Radiation
Solar energy is ;e primary source of all phenomena occurring on the earth. The quantity of

sunl ight and heat that reaches the earth depe nds on the geographical latitude and varies with cart-
ations of astronomical and mueterorological conditions. The quantity of heat anmm all y transmitted
by the sun to the earth could melt a layer of tee 36 in. thick covering the entire surface of the
earth.

At high latitudes ~beyomid time Arctic Circle), the following astronomical seasons canbe sing lod
out:

1. arctic winter - the sun does not rise above the horizon ,

2. ;erctlc spring - the sun rises and sets daily, but the length of the day is increasing ,

3. arctIc summer — the sun does not disappear at all,

4. arctic autum n— the sun rises and sets daily, but the length of time day decreases.

The nearer to the Arctic Circle (away from the Pole), the shorter is the arctic winter and
the arctic semnimer ; the nearer to the Pole , the shorte r the arctic spring and the arctic autumn.

L 
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TABLE 8. DATES OF THE BEGINNING ANt) DURATION (IN DAYS) OF ARCTIC SEASONS

Spring Summer_____ Autumn Winter
Latitude Number Number Numbe r Number

Date of Days Date of Days Date of Days l)ate of Days

68° 4.1 143 27.V 53 19.V1I 144 lO .XII 25
70° 17.! 120 17. V 72 28, VII 121 26. XI 52
72° 26.1 103 9. V 88 5. VIII 104 17. XI 70
74 ° 3.11 88 2. V 102 12. VIII 90 10. Xl ‘4:-

76° 9.11 76 26.IV 115 19.V!II 76 3 .XI  9S
78° 15.1! 64 20. IV 127 25.VIU 63 27.X 11
80° 22.1! 51 14. IV 139 31. VIII 52 22. X 23
82° 27.11 41 9.IV 150 6.IX 41 17.X 133
84° 4.111 31 4.IV 159 10.IX 31 11.X 144
86° 9.111 21 30.111 169 15.IX 21 5.X 155
88° 14.111 11 25.111 179 20.IX 10 30.lX 165
90° 20.111 0 20.11! 189 25.IX 0 25.IX 176

These simple schemes are somewhat modified by refraction , which elevates the sun above
the horizon , and the twilight phenomena of either the civil or astronomical state .

The change of astronomical conditions is determined not only by the earth ’s rotation around
the sun (upon which the seasons of the year depend) and around its own axis (upon which the time of
day depends), but also by the change of distance from the earth to the sun .

It is assumed that the solar heat reaching the upper limits of the atmosphere equals 1.94
g-cal per min. per cm 3 of the surface perpendicular to the sun ’s rays. This magnitude is called
the solar constant and it varies somewhat with time in connect ion w ith the variation of the amount
of sunspots and with the variation of distance to the sun. Thus , during the years that are charac -
terized by the maximum number of sunspots , when the sun ’s surface is most active , the solar con-
stant is approxImately 2 per cent greater than during the years that are characterized by the min-
imum number of sunspots . When the earth is nearest to the sun (about January 1, per igee) the
constant is 1.07 times greater than when the earth is farthest from the sun (about July 1, apogee).

There are inc ident and diffuse radiations . The incident radiation is associated with direct
sunbeams, the diffuse radiat ion with sunbeams that are reflected in the atmosphere and that strike
objects from all sides.

The incident and diffuse radiations add up to the tota l solar radiation.

The intensity of solar radiation (as well as the solar constant) Is measured in g-cal per m m .
per cm 2 .

•ClviI twilight lasts from the moment the upper rim of the sun disappears to the moment the
sun reaches 7 ° below the horizon. This is a conditional concept . It is assumed that the illumi-
nation during civil twilight is sufficient for reading in the open.

Astronomical twilight lasts from the sun ’s disappearance to the moment the sun reaches 17°
below the horizon and the stars of the 8th magnitude can be distinguished by eye .
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Th. intensity of incident solar radiation is reduced to the horizonta l plane by the formula

- (1)

where 1, = radiation striking a plane that is perpendicular to the sun ’s rays , a = sun ’s elevation
above the horizon.

Formula (1) explains the relatively intense heating of vertical walls at small elevations of the
sun . This phenomenon is of special significance in arctic areas where the vertical walls of hum-
mocks and Icebergs melt intensely In summer while the horizontal surfaces of ice floes remain
untouched .

The intensity of solar radiation also depends on the sun ’s elevation because at small eleva-
tions the sunbeams, prior to reaching a given object , must penetrate atmospheric strata hav ing
considerable thickness or . in other words , pass through considerably greater “atmospheric
masses” than at greater sun ’s elevations. Assume that a sunbeam strikes the earth in vertical
direction . When passing through the atmosphere, the energy of the sunbeam , due to absorption and
scattering, wil l decrease , becoming equal to

(2)

where q - coefficient of atmospheric scattering.

If this sunbeam would penetrate one more atmosphere like this, or one more “atmospheric
mass” hav ing the same optical properties, then the preceding formula is transformed into

(3)

but when penetrating a atmospheric masses

I,5=10q m . (4)

This is known as the Lambert-Bugge formula .

It is obvious that in order to find the intensity of the solar radiation strik ing the horizontal
surface of the sea ,

I=I 0qm s In s . (5)

As to the coefficient of scattering, it depends on meteorological conditions , the dust content,
and , mainly , on the water vapor content of the atmosphere.

The water vapor pressure in the atmosphere , as we already know , depe nds on temperature.
At -20° , the saturated vapor pressure equals 1.25 mb , at 0° — 6 mb , at 30 ° — 42 mb. Hence , in
arctic regions, despite small elevat ions of the sun , the intensity of incident solar radiation may
exceed the intensity of solar radiat ion at noon in tropical regions, because in the arctic regions the
atmosphere contains not only a small quant ity of water vapor but also a small quantity of dust.
Thus , the colder the aIr (with the absence of clouds), the greater is the scattering of the
atmosphere.
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TAB LE 9. TilE M EAN OBSERVED MAGNITUDES OF THE INTENSITY OF SOLAR
RADIAT ION AT Ti-I F MEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN THE EARTH AND
THE SUN (G— CA L:CM~ /MlN)

Sun ’s Bukhta Barents- Matochkin v . Polyap ’.
Elevatio n Tikhaya burg Shar noye Wellen .‘~‘a~i !

3 0.3~ 0.29 0.36 0,37 0.39 0.39

10 0, 50 0.78 0, 81 0.78 0.83 0. 82
20 1. 11  1. 11 1. 11 1, 04 1.11 1.12

1.25 1. 23 1. 14 1.25 1.27
- - 1.33 1. 30 1. 18 1.31 1.32

40’ - -  -- 1, 35 1. 21 1.34 --
43 - -  — _  — — —— 1,37 ——

Table 9 . based on data by Ka litin , shows the observed mean values of inten sity of solar ra-
diatio n for several locat ions in the arctic. For comparison , it needs to be pointed out that the
maximum intensity of solar radiation observed on the globe (in the Sahara) equals 1.58 g-cal/
cm— ni in .

Table 9 demo nstrates eonspicuously the magnitude of the intensity of solar rad iation in the
arctic during sun inwr .  At the same altitude of the sun , it is , for instance , considerably higher on
Franz Joseph I~Lnd (in Bukhta Tikhaya) than in Slutsk and Tashrent .

On the ave rage , however , the radiation in the arctic is , understandably, considerably less
intense than at more southern latitudes. Thus , if the yea rly amount of solar radiatio n on Franz
Joseph Land , reduced to perpendicular surface, equals about 46,000 cal/cm2, on Moscow it will

be about 104. 000 cal ‘c m2, on Tashrent about 177 , 000 cal/cm2.

The sola r energy, ~xissi ng through the atmosphere , is partl y absorbed , partly diffused . Part
of the absorbed energ reaches the earth’s surface in the form of long-wave radiation, without

,.p~~~~j t i~~~ during the night.

The dit fused radiation is the consequence el the scattering of solar energy by air molecules
and wa ter v apor and by extraneous ingredient s . such as dust particles and water droplets sus-
pended in the air.

It is understandable that during complete cloud iness and during the twilight only the diffuse
sel t r radiation is ava liable. Hence , it follow s that in the arct ic , where the sun ’s elevat ion is
limited and where clouds and fog prevail , the diff use radiation is of especial significance.

Table 10, which is based on data by Kalitin , lists the maximum diurnal sums of intensity 01’

diffuse sola r rad iation for various points in the arct ic.

in arctic areas , the diff use radiat ion Is conside rabl y more intense than in more southern
latitudes. Thus, in Slutak , whe re the diffuse radiat ion had been continually recorded for 9 years ,
the intensity of diffuse radiation did not exceed 0. 39 cal /cm 2 m m , while in the arctic , the indi-

vidual measurements reached 1 cal/cm 2 mth. Hence , the diurnal sums of diffuse radiation in the
arctic exceeded by almost twice the sum for the more southern latitude.
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TABLE 10. MAXIMUM DIURNAL HEAT SUMS OF DIFFUSE R ADIATION OF THE
ATMOSPHERE (G-CAL/C M2)

Points Year Month Sum

— 
Bukhta Tikhaya 1934 June 545

Matochkin Shar 1933 May 566

Ostrov Uyedineniya 1935 May 642

Mastyr 1933 May 583

Buklita Tiksi 1933 May 493

Mys Shmidta 1936 May 604

Slutsk 1928 Apr il 276

Odessa 1935 March 308

According to observations , the greatest magnitudes of intensity of the diffuse radiation in
arctic regions occur with thin layer of low clouds attended by a light snowfall or mild snowstorm. *
Such conditions are frequently observed in arctic regions .
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Figure 3. Intensity of incident and diffuse radiation at Mys Shmidta .

In figure 3 is presented the dirunal variation of incident (continuous line) radiation on 4 June
1936 , and of diffuse (broken line) radiation on 31 May of the same year (after observations by
Kuznetsov) at Mys Shmidta in the Chuckehee Sea. The sun’s inclination varied f rom 31 May to 4 June
by only half a degree, so that the sun ’s elevation can practically be considered as constant . It
follows from examination of the figure that the magnitudes of the diffuse and incident radiations are
practically equal , but that at noon the quantity of diffuse radiation was even greater than that of the
incident radiation.

*These conditions are characterized by the greatest illumination.
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The cumulative, or total, radiation consists of incident and diffuse radiations.

As was established, dur ing twilight and under conditions of dense clouds only d iffuse radiationis available; at other times the cumulative radiation takes place,

In certain regions and in certain seasons the diffuse radiation is considerably more intensethan the incident radiation; in others the situation is reversed. Thus, at Slutak in the “grayest”month, December, the incident radiation makes up only 22 per cent of the total radiation; In thesunniest month, July, the incident radiation makes up 68 per cent.

TABLE 11. MONTHLY SUMS OF CUMULATIVE RADIATION (G-CAL/CM2 )
Points Years April May June July

Bukhta Tikhaya .  1934 7,850 14.870 16,080 9,720
Slutsk 1923—1933 8,860 11, 750 12,290 12.350
Feodoasiya . . , . 1926—1930 10, 700 15, 340 15, 240 16. 350

In table 11 , according to Kalttin , are presented the monthly sums of cumulative radiation forBukhta Tikhaya, Slutsk and Feodossiya. It is seen from the table that In June, for instance, thecumulative solar radiation in Bukhta Tikhaya is 31 per cent greater than at Slutsk and 8 per centgreater than at Feodosslya . *

TABLE 12. HEAT SUMS OF THE CUMULATIV E RADIATION IN THE SEAS
OF THE SOVIET ARCTIC (G-CAL/CM 2)

Sea In Year In Summer Ice in cm

Kara 60,000 37,000 830
Laptev . . . 67 , 000 39 , 000 930
East Siberian . . 80 , 000 45 , 000 1.110
Chuckchee . . . 81, 000 45 , 000 1, 120

In table 12 are presented averaged data by Chernigovskiy who calculated the mean influx ofthe cumulative solar energy for the seas of the Soviet Arctic , per year and summer months (May ,June , July) . In the last column is shown the ice thickness in cm which could be melted by thisamount of heat if all of it were used for the melting of Ice.

This is a very representative table because it discloses the fact that in the arctic the iceregime is determined mainly by the portion of radiation which is actually absorbed by the surfaceof ice and water and not so much by the amount of solar radiation that reaches the surface.
LITERATURE: 62, 77, 81, 82, 138.

~Thia Is confirmed by the fact that in 1932 the maximum (diurnal) value of the cumulativesolar radiation on the South Crimean Coast was 450 g-cal/ cm2 . During the cruise in the ~ J k aat the end of August 1935 along the north coast of Spltsbergen , the cumulative solar radiation alsoreached 450 g-cal/cm3 per day accord ing to VI. A. Verezkin ,
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Section 14. Reradiation
The ocean surface heated by the sun ’s radiant energy is , in turn , rad iating the heat energy

back Into the atmosphere. This phenomenon is called reradiation (or back radiation).

The reradlation depends on the physical properties of the surface and its temperature. Rough
surfaces reradiate most intensely,  white and glossy surfaces with lowest intensity .

According to Stefan-Boltzmann , the re rad lation for an absolutely black surface equals

E — a (273 + 1)~,

in which : = reradiation in g-cal/cm2 mm ,

= surface temperature .

a = rerad iation coefficient equalling 8.35 ’ io~~2 g-cal/cm 2 m m .

Calculations based on this formula should be considered the extreme case because the re-
radiation coefficient of all surfaces of the earth is smaller than that of an absolutely black body.
Thus, it is assumed that for black earth the reradiation coefficient equals 87 per cent , for yellow
clay 83 per cent , for snow 75 per cent of the reradiation coefficient of a black body. The re-
radiation capability of water approaches that of an absolutely black body.

Because the temperature of the ocean (as well as that of any other surface of the globe) is
relatively low, the ocean emits only long-wave rays, the wave-length exceeding 0.2 microns . This
reradiation is most thoroughly absorbed by water vapors , and it is assumed that even on clear days
the quantity 01 water vapor in atmosphere is sufficient for the absorption of as much as 90 per cent
of the earth’s reradiation .

The atmosphere, heated by the terrestral reradlat ion , reradiates, in its turn, heat toward
the earth’s surface. The latter type of rerad iation is called cross reradiation.

Here lies the “hot-bed effect” of the atmosphere ; the atmosphere lets the light beams readily
through , but detains the thermal reradiation, giving it off to the earth.

The difference between the terrestrial and cross reradiations is called the “effective
reradiation.”

More often than not, the sea temperature is higher than the air temperature, and the effec-
tive reradiation is negative, I.e.. the sea loses heat . But in certain ocean areas , notably in the
Arctic Basin, especially above the ice, the temperature of the air in summer at corresponding
winds is considerably higher than the temperature of its underlying surface. This results in a
positive , effe ctive reradiation which warms the sea surface.

We have seen that in the arctic , the high values of the intensity of incident solar radiation is
caused by the very small absolute moisture content and the small amount of dust in the atmosphere.
But the same causes lead to extremely great values of terrestrial reradiation at a cloudless sky
and, as a consequence, intense cooling of the sea surface.

LITERATURE: 62, 81.
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Section 15. Evaporation and Condensation
At the inte r face between the sir and water , or between air and ice , the wate r molecules are

consta nti transformed from liquid or solid phase into gaseous phase and vice versa.

It the number of molecules transmitting into the gaseous phase is greater than the number of

molecules transm itt ing , simultaneously, into the liquid or solid phases, we have evaporation.
(~ herwise we ha’.c condensation.

It was stated that the further from the state of saturation the atmosphere contiguous to the

water ..urt ;&ce , the greater is the speed of evaporation. Analogously, the more saturated the at-

!nosphere with water vapo r , the greater is the speed of condensation. Both evaporatio n and con-

densation are intensified b wind , because new air masses are involved in the process .

The air over the sea is almost always in motion. The wind brings air masses of various

temperatur e s and moisture content s over ocean areas with varioui’ surface tempera tures , and the

air masses are no~ heated , now cooled . In the first case, the moisture deficit will increase and

evaporation will b~ intensif ied : in the second case , on the contrary, the def icit will decrease and

the condensation and the formation of fog wil l be intensified. The greater the difference between

the temperatures of the surface layers of the sea , the more clearly are the mentioned phenomena

pronounced.

The areas where the cold and warm sea currents come into contact are characterized by in-

tensified evap orat ion at winds blowing from the cold current toward the warm current, by intense

condensation and fog t at winds blowing from the warm sea toward the cold current .

These phenomena become still more typical in areas covered by the arctic ice where alter-

nate the underlying surfaces of ice and water , the te mperatures of which are different . When

navigating in scattered to broken ice at weak wind s, now clearing, now fogging replace each other

in connection w ith smaller or greater amounts of ice encountered.

A similar alte rnate clearing and fogging with weak winds is also observed in the fog of an ice-

free sea , but the origin of th is phenomenon is different. The point is that the sea fog, generally.

does not propagate high abo ve the sea surface . Ow ing to the differences of wind speeds abov e the

fog . waves are formed on the surface of the fog that are completely identica l to the Helmholtz

waves observed at the lower and upper surfaces of clouds. Naturally, a rarefaction of clouds is

observed at the base of these waves and a compaction of clouds at the crest. It is also natural that

the crest: of these fog waves are located approx imatel y in a direction perpendicular to the wind .

Intense inte rmixing occurring at strong wind s eliminates this phenomenon .

The evaporation and condensation processes continue at very low air temperatures; however,

the absolute moisture is, in this case, so small th at only a slight m ist , and not fog, is formed at

cooling and condensation .

tThe greatest producer of fog is the cold Labrador current in the area where it comes in con -

tact with the warm waters of the gull stream. In this respect is also known the area of Bear Island

where the water of the cold Bear Island current comes in contact with the warm water of the

Spitsbergen and Nordkapp currents.
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The evaporation and condensation result ing from contact between very cold air and rnlatively
warm sea surface are no less typical phenomena . In arctic conditions , the f og blanket cur ls over
individual spaces and cracks in the ice at low temperatures , the curling being reminiscent of steam
over a plate of hot soup. This is explained by the fact that water vapor rising from the sea surface
becomes intermixed with the contiguous cold air and is condensed into clouds of fog which gradually
dispenses.

According to Mitchell and Albers , for the formation of winter fog it is necessary that air
temperature be 10.6° below the temperature of fresh water and 14.40° below the temperature of sea
water. In winter , however , the temperature difference in the arctic reaches 40° .

A stable winter fog can occur only under certain conditions . It is necessary for the extremely
cold air to be covered above by warmer air (temperature inversion) , which limits convection. In
such a case, slight evaporation causes supersaturation. But the simultaneous heating may be in-
sufficient for the formation of convertive currents. Therefore , the formation of winter fog in the
sea can take place only over ice or intensely cooled landt — from which masses of very cold air
may reach the sea.

Such fog formations during severe frosts are observed not only over spaces and cracks in sea
ice but also over thin ice. In open portions of the sea , only summer fog is possible. This , in
contrast to the winter fog, is formed only over a colder sea surface or over ice.

The unstable winter fog, as a result of strong convective currents formed over warmer sur-
faces, induces intense evaporation . The intense evaporation of snow and ice in arctic regions , and
in winter also in temperate latitudes, is explained by the higher temperatures of the underlying
surface in comparison to the air temperatures. Thus, the moisture deficit appears to be the main
factor determining evaporation or condensation . The greater the moisture def icit, the more in-
tense the evaporat ion. The temperature of the underlying surface and the air affect the evaporation
also in indirect ways — namely, at high temperatures with the same quantity of water vapor in the
air , the moisture deficit increases. Of the greatest significance in this respect is the rise of
temperature of the underlying surface , which causes , in addition to an increase in the moisture
deficit , the formation of convective currents which take away the particles of evaporating water
from the surface. The latter aspect is of very great importance. Indeed , the evaporation is ac-
companied by almost momentous formation of a thin saturated air stratum at the sea surface , which
is slightly cooled and therefore , despite the fact that the density of water vapor makes up only about
0.6 of the density of the air (this circumstance is not accounted for in the present theories on evap-
oration) , it obstructs further evaporation . Convection eliminates this stratum , but because the
wind is of still greater significance , the evaporation is always intensified with the intensification of
wind.

Reaching a certain force , the wind gains in the sea special significance for evaporation. In-
deed , as soon as the wind starts tearing off the crests of waves , minute part icles of water are
thrown into the air , which , by means of turbulent air movement , are raised to the layers that are
less saturated with moisture and evaporate . The salt crystals are carried into the atmosphere
and , owing to their hygroscopicity , become excellent condensational nuclei for the formation of
clouds and fog.

tThe Gulfs of Finland and Bothnia of the Baltic Sea and the White Sea, due to their small sizes
in comparison to the sizes of the adjacent land masses , are typified by their winter fog. Here it
sometimes happens that in winter very cold air masses reach the sea from the land and each influx
of these air masses involves the formation of fog or foggy smoke .
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As we shall late r see , a certain amon~* of salt enters the atmosphere as a result of the
f reezing process when ice crystals are separated and blown off the surface of sea ice.

The evaporation is especially complicated by the processes that accompany the phenomenon,
and the refore • not on ly are theoretical investigations of it extren~ely difficu lt , but also direct
measurements. Indeed , It is impossible to construct Instruments which would completely repeat
the natural conditions. This explains , among other things, the numerous empirical formulae sug-
gested for evaporation and the diver si ’ calculation of results based on them.

UTER-VFURK: 62 , 77 , 108 ,

Section ~6. Evaporation of Snow
In table 13 are preseut.’d data calculated by Schafferna k for the evaporation of snow and

water: the calculation was carried out in 1914 in Munchen in similar climatic conditions . The
evaporation of water and snow is expressed ~“ ‘nlUtmeters of water column . It is seen f rom the
table that the evaporation of snow Is more than twice’ greate r than that of water.

TABLE 13. EVAPO RA T ION OF SNOW AN D WATER N IDENT ICAL CLff ~fA TEC
CONI)ITION S 114 JANUARY 1914 (EVA PORATION IN MM OF WATER
COLUMN)

Thickness of Density Evaporation
Date Snow in mm of Snow of Snow /of Water

11 215 0.267 —

12 215 0 .267 0.0 0. :i
13 205 0 .297 1.8 0 . 1
14 190 - 0.300 1.6 0 . 5
(5 190 0.290 1. 7 0.6
16 175 0.260 2 .2  0.6
17 140 0.306 0.9 0.6
1$ 110 0 .258 2 .9 0.8
IS 30 0.350 1. 1 0.3
19 Traces — 

— 
0.3 0.8

Tota ls . 12 . 5 4 . 6

It is evidt,,ii Last snow evaporates in any season of the year when its te mperature , for one or
anothe r reason , is higher than the temperature of the air stratum contiguous to it. A moisture
deficit and convectio n are then created in the air that is heated by snow , whic h leads to evaporation.
Th is is , as always , intensifi ed by wind . The’ evaporation reaches high values when thaw or a sharp
rise of snow temperature is followed by cold weather and the air is little saturated with moisture.
In such cases , the radiational fog resulting from intense evaporation is trequent . I t is evident tha t
evaporation diminishes as the sur face ~( snow is cooled by evaporation , convection and reradiation.

The evaporation of snow is of special significance in spring mid summer dur 1ng stabilized
ant icyc lonk’ weather.  Dispite its high albedo , snow is continually heated by inciden t and diffuse
solar radiation , through which the temperature difference needed for evaporation is preserved . At
iiight , with the cessation 01’ solar radiation , the evapora tion ceases. Before the sunrise , such
cases , especi ally in calm weath~’r , a re characterized by using radiational fog which may sometimes
completely dlsapix ’sr during the day.

LITE RAT I IHI : I~2 , 77 , 140 .
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Section ~7. T he Effect of Evaporation and Condensation
— on Sea Temperature

Evaporation is accompanied by an increase in salinity and a drop in temperature of the sea
sur face . Condensation is accompanied by dilution and a rise of temperature.*

It is evident that the role of evaporation and condensation in the heat balance is considerably
increased if it is associated with individua l areas . Especially for the arct ic the processes are of
paramount significance.

In this connection it is necessary to examine at the beginning the local processes of evapora-
tion and condensation , i.e ., the processes occurring without heat exchange with the adjacent
areas. It was stated above that equilibrium cannot exist in areas where the water and ice come in
contact . Evap oration prevails all the time above the water , and condensation above the ice. In
consequence , fog La found more frequently over areas of scattered ice and here the fog is denser
than over areas with open water or over concentrated ice. The local evaporation and condensation
further , evidently, the cooling and heating of the sea and the destruction and melting of Ice, but the
amount of heat is not changed . The advective heat brought into the arctic from the adjacent land
and sea areas is of great significance in this respect.

Indeed, when warm and moist air is brought into the cold arctic areas, notably in areas that
are covered by ice, large quantities of heat which have been accumulated in lower latitudes at
evaporation are liberated in the process of condensation.

The statement can be confirmed by the following example. In order to cool 1 m3 of ai r
saturated with moistu re, the initial tempe rature of which was 10° to 0°, It Is necessary to
obtain 5, 850 g—c al from the air , which suffices to diminish the thickness of 1 m2 of ice by
more than 1/2 cm.

It is evident that the warmer and moister the air , and the st ronger the wind , the more in-
tense is the heating of the sea and the melting of ice.

If the qualitative aspect of the influence of evaporation and condensation on the regimen of the
arctic is indubitable , then the quantitative calculations can hardly be carried out at the present
time , fi r st , due to the absence of sufficientl y dependable formulae and , secondly, due to the ab-
sence of pertinent observations in open portions of the sea.

Personally , I assu me that the following formula can be used for an approximate evaluation
of evaporation in the sea. ~~

E=O. i (e~ — e ,)w ,

where ~ = evaporation in 24 hours expressed in mm ,

The change of salinity caused by evaporation is considerable in certain sea areas , fo r in-
stance , in the Mediterranean and Black Seas. However, the effect of these changes can in no way
be compared to the heat value of evaporation and condensation for the regime of the World Ocean
and for the climate of the earth.

•*This formula was derived by a rough simplification of the theoretical formula by Sverdrup
and by a few calculations.
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pressure of saturated water vapo r in mc calculated for the surface temperature and
salinity of the ocean ,

- = pressure of water vapor in mc observed at a height of 6 in above the sea surface ,

= wind speed in rn/s ec reduced to 6 m above the sea surface.

It is evident that this formula can be adapted for the calculation of heat loss by the sea to
evapo ration — namely .

Q~~
whe re is expressed in g-cal and calculated for 1 cm 2 of sur face per day.

When using these fo rmulae , the greatest difficulties are encountered in the computation of
- -  value . Indeed , the wind speed can with certain approximation be determined by means of syn-

optic char ts. The temperature of the sea surface changes so slowly that in the areas where regular
oceanographic observations are conducted it can be forecast rather accuratel y.  However , the
value varIes all the t ime depending on the air masses that move above the sea at the given moment.
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Figu re 4. A sche m e of fog with wind blowing from ice edge .
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FIgu re 5. A scheme of fog over the Casplan Sea on 31 May 19:39.
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The observations by coastal hydrometeoro-logical stations pertaining to the given area can be
significant only when small water basins are investigated . A few examples from any experiences
can clearly illustrate the statement .

It was said that a belt of relatively scattered ice constitutes an area with frequently occurring
fog. Figure 4 presents schematically the situation of fog over the Barents Sea at weak wind blow-
ing from scattered ice edges. It is seen from the scheme that the fog, lying tight on the ice , is
gradually rising as it moves away from the ice edges, and that , at a sufficient distance from the
ice , the fog turns into cloud iness. FIgure 5 also schematically presents a vertical cross section of
atmosphere based on my observations during the flight with Vodopyanoo over the Kara Sea on 31
May 1939. During the flight it seemed that the aircraft entered the open mouth of a gigantic mon-
ster. The phenomenon was attended by a weak wind f rom the open sea toward the ice edge .
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Figure 6. Dlstrthution of fog over the southwestern part of the Kara Sea on 31 May 1939.

In figure 6 is schematically presented the distribution of fog on the same day over the south-
western part of the Kara Sea. During our flight , all the coasta l stations — namel y, Amde r ma ,
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Gugorskiy Shar , Matochkin Shar , Mys Zhelaniya , Ostrov Bleyy and Marresale (Mare-Sale) —

recorded a complete absence of cloudiness and a good visibility, which we could confirm. How-
ever , at the same t ime , fog was hanging over the central portion of the Kara Sea , extending to the
boundary of ice and compelling us to fl y at a height of 5Oto 100 m over the ice in order to be able to
see it.

If the moat intense condensation in the arctic seas Is observed when winds are blowing from
large ice-free sections of the sea , the most intense evaporation is observed when winds are coming
from icy areas. The cold , and therefore almost moistless , air masses travelling over the open
sea , are warmed and consequently soak up moisture .

UTERATURE : 62 , 77 , 176

Section 18. Convection
If the temperature of the underlying surface is higher than the temperature of the air , the air

particles continu’~lly heated at this surface rise and are replaced by colder particles; thus , con-
vec tion is created which causes cooling of the sea.

Kuzmi n derived the theoretical formula t defining the heat loss by the sea due to convection
in the air on the condition that the sea temperature Is higher than the air temperature. If the air
tempe rature and wind speed are measured at a height of 6 m above the sea level , the formula has ,
for average conditions , the following form:

5(t~~— t 4)wWk = 0.5 + o.iV g cal/cm2 per day

In this formula

= w ind speed in rn/sec .

- :~‘ water temperature,

= air temperature.

In nature , convection in its pure form is observed only under unusual conditions. Usually
the phenomenon is closely linked with evaporation , because the heating of the air always means an
increase in the moisture defic it. This phenomenon is intensified by the above mentioned fact that
the density of water vapor at 0° equals 0.6 of the density of the air.

LITERATURE: 92,

Section 19. Effect of the Sea on the Air Temperature
As was observed during the c’ha l1e ~~ier expedition , the difference between the air and water —

temperatures (at the height of ship’s bridge) can reach a considerable magnitude only near the
coast or near ice. In the open sea the difference , however , fluctuates within the limits of ±2 ~,

tThe derivation and form of the Kuzmin formula is reminiscent of the Sverdrup formula de-
fining the speed of evaporation. It contains the difference between the air and water temperatures.
This difference may reach a considerable value only near the coast or Ice; in open sea it is , how-
ever , very small.
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I
whereby, during the periods characterized by the warming of sea and over cold currents , the air
temperature is somewhat higher. Dur ing period s characterized by cooling of the sea and over
warm currents the air temperature is somewhat below the temperature of sea surface.

On the basis of 340 simultaneous observations of sea surface temperature and of air tern-
peratures (12 m above the sea level), which were carried out during the .

~ a expedition in 1935 in
Greenland , Barents and Kara Seas , I plotted a graph (figure 7) on the horizontal axis of which are
laid off differences between the water and air temperatures , and on the vertical axis the number of
observat ions. In 193 cases the difference fluctuated from -2 ° to ~-2 ° . In 104 cases , the deviation
from 0° did not exceed 0.5° .
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WATER _ AIR TEMP. DIFFERENCE

Figure 7. Differences between the water and air temperatures in August and
September 1935 in the Barents , Greenland and Kara Seas.

Cases when the air was considerably war mer than the water occurred when navigat ing along
the coast during offshore winds. Thus , the difference ~~~ . - = -9 ° was observed 15 miles to the
north of Nordkapp. Cases when the air was considerably colder than the wate r occurred when nay -

igating along the edge of concentrated ice during wind s blowing from the direction of the ice.

These examples characterize with sufficient clarity the effect exercised by the temperature
of sea surface on the temperature of the cont iguous air strata , the etfect being felt in brief inter-
vals and at small distances from areas where the temperature difference is great. This circum-
stance , as well as the fact that the sea temperature remains almost unchanged during these brief
time intervals (which is explained by a great difference between the heat capacity 01 the air and
that of the water) enables us , despite all the complicity of the problem , to arrive at appr oximate
solutions that character ize the gradual change of air temperature over the sea.

Assu me that the sea is warmer than the air and that the temperature of the sea surface changes
so little during a giventime interval that it can , to a first approximation, be considered as constant .

The qua ntity of heat transferred through area -~ in t ime J by the sea tothe atmosphere equals

dQ F (f w , 1a ) k  d T ,  (1)
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where temperature of sea surface during the given time interval ,

air temperature at a given moment (more precisely, the temperature of the active
stratu m of atmosphere),

= time ,

= coefficient of heat tran sfe r , i.e., the amount of heat transferred through a unit sur-
face of sea to the atmosphere in unit time at a temperature difference equaling 1° .

On the other hand , in consequence of heat transfer by the sea , the heat content of the atmos-
phere will increase according to the following formula:

dQ HaFC2 8a dla, (2)

in which = the height of the active stratum of atmosphere ,

the heat capacity of the air ,

6 = the density of the air.

Equating (1) to (2) , we have

dT — 
Ha C a~~a F 

dl (3)— kF( 15- , — í a)  ~

Assuming for brevity that
k

H a Ca S4
l~ , —1~ = y ,  dy = — d l ~,

we have , on the basis of formula (3)

— AdT =~ Y- ’
Integrating it , we have

—~4T = 1ny,~’ = I n ( l o•, — la) i~::.or —AT = 1n ’_._~~ 
(4)

From which

— A T
ía = l~ .—(l~ .— l~, ) e  (5)

Figure 8 presents schematically (the lower curve) the temperature variations with time in the
active layer of atm osphere which are affe cted by the warm sea. Temperature values are laid off on
the vertical axis , time values on the horizontal axis. It is seen from the f igure how , wi th time , the
air temperature approaches the temperature of the sea surface.

Formula (5), de rived by me , is an approximation. It is delimited by the time interval during
which the temperature of sea surface can be considered as constant: in addition it accounts only for
the convective air intermixIng.
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It is evident that if the heat transfer by the sea to the atmosphere occurs with wind , not only
will convective but also frictional intermixing take place. This fact makes it possible to enlarge
the application of formula (5) also to the case when the sea is colder than the air . Indeed , in this
case the heat transfe r is materialized by frictional intermixing , though convection is absent .

too

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TIME

Figure 8. The change of temperature of the active layer of the atmosphere
with the wind moving toward the warmer or the colder sea.

The curves in figure 8 demonstrate a gradual approach of air temperature to the temperature
of the sea surface. The rate of this approach increases with a decrease in the height of the active
layer of the atmosphere and with increase in the wind speed. The rate of this approach is greater
for a cold wind than for a warm wind.

For utilization of formulae (4) and (5), it is necessary to know the wind speed , the temper-
atures of sea surface and air at the initial point , and coeffic ient . In order to determine this
coefficient , it is necessary to know , (in addition to the temperature of the sea surface and the air
at the initial point, and wind speed and direction) , the air temperature at at least one point upwind
from the initial point . On the basis of formula (4) we have:

(6)
d tw , 1a ,

where -i = the distance to the point , at which the air temperature equals ta, from the point at
which the initial temperatures of the sea surface and the air are measured ,

= wind speed.

It should be underlined that on the basis of the meaning of the derivation of formula (6) one
must assume that temperatures t~~ ,~~~-. and ~ , are the mean temperatures of the active layers of
the sea and atmosphere. For the use of temperatures of sea surface and the air at the height of the
observer , one must assume that the latter temperatures are proportional to the mean temperatures
of the active layers.

In table 14 are shown, for the sake of illustration , the computed results of some of the obser-
vat ions carried out In the White Sea.
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TABLE 14. THE MEASUREMENT OF AIR TEMPERATURE OVER THE SEA

W ind Speed Distance -
~ 

-~Date Wind Direction In Knots In Miles ° °

7 - x  1941 ‘Unskly-Mudyug 12 43 s° 1° 7 ° 0.27

14/x 1941 Kuzamen-Zhlzhgin 17 65 4° -9 ° -2 ° 1.04

UTERATURE: 77.

Section 20. The Effect of Atmosp here on Sea Temperature
We saw that , due to great differe nces in heat capacities and densities of water and air , the

air temperature very rapid ly approaches the temperature of the sea surface as the air moves over
the sea , whe reby the water temperature remains almost unchanged.

Under certain conditions we can observe a reverse situation — namely, a relatively rapid
variation with time of the sea temperature and an almost unchanged air temperature. The latter
can take place only with a wind that is continually bringing to the sea new air masses of the same
temperature. Here can be two cases:

1. the air is warmer than the water; only frictional intermix ing is created in the atmosphere
and in the sea ; the intermixing being more intense as the wind is stronger and the temperature
difference is smaller;

2. the air is colder than the water ; the frictional intermixing is created In the atmosphere
and In the sea; the intermixing being more intense as the wind is stronger , and the convective in-
termixthg being more intense , as the temperature difference is greater.

By the same reasoning as used in the proceeding paragraphs , we can assume that the amount
of heat passing through an area, , of the sea surface in tIme interval [equals

d Q = k F ( l ~ —t~,) d T .  (1)

On the other hand, the amount of heat in the active layer of the sea will , during the same interval ,
become

dQ = H~, F c~, 8..~, dl~ , (2)

where = the thi ckness of the act ive layer of the sea ,

= heat capacity of water,

6 ,~. = density of water .

By equating them, we have

d T =  ~~~~~~~ dl (3)
k F ( t w la.) ~~~‘

t Not listed in MS Gazatteer - Translator.
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After integr ation and elimination of logarithms, we arrive at formula

lv = Ia. + (lv . — la.) e TB
, (4)

in which 
B — 

k
H~ C~ &j,

U in figure 8, the air temperature (t . 1) is replaced by the water temperature (t a,) , and vice
versa, we have a schemative presentation of a gradual approximation of the temperature of water
to that of the continually arriving air. The upper curve characterizes the case when the water
temperature Is higher than the air temperature. The lower curve characterizes the case when the
water temperature is lower than the air temperature. In summer , the offshore winds correspond
to the lower curve. In winter , the offshore winds correspond to the upper curve. Winds coming
from icy areas and passing across open water ‘~orrespond to the upper curve in winter as well as
In summer. It is evident that the upper curve character ized both convectiona l and frictional var-
iations of sea temperature , while the lower curve only the frictional variations.

‘U ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
— TIME

~~~ao~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FIgure 9. The variation of temperature of a warmer sea and of the air at
various distances from the coast .

FIgure 9 schematIcally presents the variation of sea temperatures at various distances from
a windward coast for the case of a colder wind. Simultaneously, a gradual but a more significant
variation of air temperature is shown in the figure . At a certain distance from the coast , these
temperatures become almost equalized , approaching a certain temperature , t

Because the amount of heat received by the atmosphere equals the amount of heat given off
during the same time by the sea , we can write that ,

H~
, 

~~
,, ~~~ di a, Ha C~ 8jz dl .2, (5)

where the subscript -~ denotes atmosphere and w pertains to the sea.

On the basis of formula (5), we have

dia ~~dl ], H 4 Ca 80 ‘ (6)
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If is the temperature approached simultaneously by the temperature of the sea and atmosphere .
it is obvious that

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(7)

On the basis of formula (6) we have

~ ~~~~~~~
~~ LI

“a’0 a

whence , by the use of formula (7), we arr ive at

lw, l a ,~~~~~l w + 4 ~1lv ~~~~~~~
a

A l w , la.
1 w —  0

w C W~~ W

a a a

and

— 
lw, ” la,

LI 0
11 5. C~ is

a Ca a
In analogy we f ind that

t = t~. + 
/w _ /a. (9)

w cw is

Assuming that , approximately,

~~w 1.0, c,~, = 1.0 , ~g O.00 l3and Ca 0.24,
we have

— ~ ~ Ia ,) 0.0003 H5 (10)

H~~+ 0.0003 H 0
(l~, l5,)H~I = Ia. + H~ + 0.0003 H0 (11)

Assume that the height of the active layer of the atmosphere equals approxImately 3, 000 m ,
the depth of the active layer of the sea is about 30 m , the initial air temperature Is -10° and the
Initial water temperature is ‘2 ° . On the basis of formulae (10) and (11) we have

I = + 1° .6.
If the coefficient F in formula (4) Is known, it is possible to determIne approximately the

time interval during which the sea temperature would , under the influence of cold wind , drop to
any gIven temperature , e . g.. to the freezing temperature.
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It follows from formula (4) that if at the initial time moment the temperature of the sea sur-
face is eve rywhere the same , It will change with time so that the change would be greater where
the differences between the water and air temperatures are greater. This difference will be the
greatest at the coast , no matter whether a colder or warmer ofishore wind is blow ing , and there-
fo re , it is natural that even with all the other conditions being equal (eq ual depths, equal vertical
dist ributions of temperature and salinity) the coastal water will be heated more rapid ly by warm
winds and will cool more rapidly with cold winds,

So far we have discussed only the variation of the temperatures of sea and atmosphere . How-
eve r , the temperature difference is associated with more than the process of heat exchange in the
restricted sense of the word . The temperature difference also affects the effective radiation ,
evaporation and condensation , and therefore , the derived formulae, appropriately modified , are
applicable to these processes.

Of special signifIcance is the case of a cold offshore wind . In consequence of the low tem-
perature , the air contains only a small amount of water vapor. As the air leaves the coastline for
the sea , the moisture deficit is great and the evaporation (and , consequently, the cooling of the
sea) is intense. As the distance from the coast increases , the absolute moisture of the air grad-
ually increases but , with it , the air temperature increases rapidly. Therefore , with distance from
the coast , the moisture deficit either decreases slowly or may even increase to a degree. But
since the speed of evaporation is directly proportional to the moisture deficit , the evaporation rate
can , at a cold offshore wind , be considerable , even for out in the open sea.

LITERATURE: 77.

Sect ion 21. The Effect of Ice on the Atmosphere
Ice has certain distinctive qualities in comparison with the sea and the land . The ice , like

the sea , appears to be an inexhaustible source of moisture for the atmosphere. In winter , with
negative air temperatures , the ice behaves like the land with respect to the atmosphere . The
temperature of the upper surface of the ice determines the temperature of the contiguous air stra-
tum , if the latter is measured in oceanological coordinates , i.e. , if temperatures of the same air
mass are determined. The temperature of the lower air strata is very near that of the upper sur-
face of ice. In summer , with positive air temperatures , the air masses moving over the ice may
be so well heated that the temperature of the upper surface of ice remains unchanged — near the
thawing temperature.

In this connection , the seasonal changes of air temperature over the ice differ from the
seasonal changes of temperatures over the open (not frozen) sea and over the continent . The
sasonal march of temperature is Illustrated in figure 10: 1 — over open sea (southwestern part of

— the Barents sea), 2 — over the ice of the Kara Sea (Ostrov Myedineniya) and 3 — over the conti-
nent (Igarka).

Insofar as the temperatures of the sea and ice are always very low in the arctic , it very
frequently happens that the air temperature increases with altitude (temperature inversion).

In winter during clear weather, when the back radiation is intense , the temperature of the
upper surface of the ice can be below the temperature of the adjacent air strata by a few degrees ,
which Is the winter inversion . In summer , the warm air moving over cold ice is cooled , and thus
the summer inversion is formed .
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In order to illustrate the phenomenon, I shall ci te a few observations conducted by Kuzmin in
August-September 1934 with regard to the air temperature regime in summer over the Imat
Glacier* (basin in Zeravshan River) .
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Figure 10. Graphs of the seasonal variat ion of air temperature: 1. over the
open sea ; 2. over the ice of the Kara Sea; 3. over the continent .

These observations disclosed that at the height of 200 cm above the ice level the air tem-
perature was sometimes 4 or 5° higher than the air temperature at a height of 30 cm above the ice
surface. The average temperature value for August at a height of 200 cm was 2.7° for the first
ten-day period of September, 1.6° higher than the ~aIue at the height of 10 cm.

The absolute moisture at the height of 200 cm was in August 0.4 mm less than at the height of
10 cm; but in September 0.2 mm less. The relative moisture at the height of 200 cm was, for
these months, 16 and 11 per cent lower than at the height of 10 cm whereas the moisture deficit at
the height of 200 cm was approximately twice greater than at the height of 10 cm.

When analyzing his observations, Kuz mln remarks that over glaciers the air temperature In
the day follows almost regularly the intensity of solar radiation , whereas over the sea and land,
the air temperature maximum is delayed, because in these cases the air is heated from below. The
temperature minimum is observed before sunrise. The maxima of absolute and relative moisture
are usually observed after the sunset, and the minima before the sunrise. It is evident that the
results of observations by Kuzmin cannot be completely transferred to the arctic ice fields, but
they give an idea on the trends of these processes.

5Not listed in NIS Gazatteer. Possthly Lednik Zeravshanskiy. — Translator.
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TABLE 15. THE DISTRIBUTION OF AIR TEMPERATURE OVER ICE
AT OSTROV CHETYRYEKLS TOLCOVOY ON JULY 1925

Height Over Ice in Meters 0.003 0 .010 4.5 30

Temperature 3° .3 4 ° .6 5° .2 16° .8

The summer inversion was noted long ago in the arctic basins . The whalers had noticed then
on the leeward side of icebergs the wind was much warmer than on the windward side. This is ex-
plained by the fact that , while passing over the Icebergs , the warm air masses “curl ’ and descend
toward the sea surface.

The most surprising example of the summer inversion is the distribution of air temperature
over the ice at Ostrov Chetyreklstoicov oy , according to the -‘1 1 !  observations carried out in July
1925 dur Ing a southeasterly wind , (i .e • ,  blowing from the heated coast) (table 15).

The conditions characterizing the possibility of formation of a strong summer inversion are
well explained by the following examples.

At 0700 on 4 July 1943, the air temperature at Pevek was 4-22 ° with southwesterly winds,
force 6, while at Mys Shelagskiy the temperature was ÷27° with southeasterly wind , force 6. At
1300 on 5 July 1943 , the temperature in Bukhta Jlksi was +23° wIth a southwesterly wind , force 8.
In these cases , the w inds had been blowing from the shores to the ice-covered sea. It is natural
that a clearly pronounced inversion could have been observed at some distance from the coast.

E PT TO
20 OCT 

A P R I L  TO JUNE
V JU LV TO AUGUST

is
NOV . TO / :
MA RCH !!

Figure 11. The vertical temperature distribution over Franz Joseph Land
In various seasons.

In general, the summer inversion is usual and ubiquitous in the arctic . This is proven , for
instance, by fIgure 11 taken from Outerman; the figure shows the vertical temperature distribution

by seasons over Franz Joseph land . -

LITERATURE: 43, 77 , 93, 175.



Section 22. The Cooling of the Sea
As we have seen , the cooling of the sea surface is brought about by three processes: radi-

ation , convection and evaporation.

Other conditions being equal , the effective radiation is proportional to the differenc e of the
fourth powers of the water and air temperatures. Convection is proportional to the water-air
temperature difference and wind effect . Evaporation is proportional to the moisture deficit and
wind effect. The moisture deficit is , in turn , a direct function of the water-air temperature dif-
ference. Thus , all of the three processes that cool the sea surface are directly proport ional to the
water-air temperature difference , but convection and evaporation are , in addition , proportional to
wind speed.

On the whole it could be said that the cumulative speed of cooling of the sea and ice is di-
rectly proport ional to the temperature difference and wind speed.

In order to investigate the effect of temperature difference and wind on the rate of cooling of
water, Bodman carried out special observations during the Swedish Antarctic Expedition from 1901
to 1903. He measured the time needed for the cooling of water in an open container from 30° to
200 at various air temperatures and wind speeds, and presented the relationship by the following
empirical formula :

C= (I _0.04 10) (1 + 0.27 w),

where t = air temperature,

= wind celerity in m/sec ,

c = coefficient of ‘ severeness” of weather.

In table 16 are listed the values of “severness ” calculated by me for certain points of the
Soviet Arctic.

In the marginal seas of the Soviet Arctic , especially in coastal areas , the air temperature is
higher In summer and lower in winter than the water temperature. The time moment when the air
and water temperatures become equal marks the beginning of winter cooling in the seas. However ,
the determination of the moment of temperature equalization—as well as the moment when the air
temperature passes 0° for individual points on the earth ’s surface , the significance of which is not
smaller for the cooling of the sea and the subsequent ice formation—is a very difficult task , which
can be accomplished with an accuracy that is sufficient for practical purposes only by means of a
multlannual cross section .

If , however, the conditions of individual years are examined , repeated air temperature tran-
sitions across the sea-air temperature equalization point and 00 are observed at each Individual
point of the sea , which is explained by continual shifts in synoptic processes.

In the latter relationship we have to take into consideration , first , the shift of natural syn-
optic periods, which continues in the arctic for approximately 7 days and determines the general
character of the weather for this time period, and secondly, the passage of one or the other basic
system across the given point.
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TABLE 16. “SEVERNESS” OF WEATHER IN THE WESTERN SECTOR
OF THE ARCTIC IN 1939

Gugorskiy Mys Mys Ostrov
Month Shar Chelyuskln Zhelaniya Rudolfa ~‘e o - ,

January 5.58 5 .71 6.28 7 .15 5 .48
February 5.12 4.41 5. 01 5 .79 4. 91
March 4.40 6.88 5.83 7. 04 5.44
April 5. 02 4.02 7. 53 6.26 5.01
May 3.87 3.17 3.52 3.33 4.19
June 2.72 2.99 3. 61 2. 29 3. 21
July 2.26 2.26 1.96 1.65 2.21
August 1.83 2.78 2.57 2.26 2.43
September 2.22 3.18 3.80 3.74 3.78
October 3.18 4.33 3. 95 4.18 4. 56
November 3. 45 5.92 5. 01 4. 67 5.04
December 3.78 5.67 5. 18 4. 52 5.63

For the Year . . . 3. 62 4.28 4.52 4.41 4. 33

The latter is of the greatest practical Interest also with respect to phenomena associated
with the passage of basic systems. Therefore , it is necessary to outline the phenomenon by exam-
ining the simplest aspect of It.

Assume that a cyclone crosses the Kara Sea from west to east , following approximately the
direction of the parallels (latitude). At all points located to the south of the line marked by the
center of the cyclone the winds shift clockwise, approximately from southwesterly directions , over
southerly and southwesterly, to westerly and northwesterly directions. The wind s of the southern
half of the horizon are attended by a decreased air temperature , cloudiness, fog and precipitation ,
which are especially typical before the warm front of a cyclone . In the rear of a cyclone, after the
passage of cold front in connection with the shift of winds to northwesterly and northerly, the
weather abruptly changes and the air temperature sharply drops. Thus , in July, for instance , the
wind blowing from easterly to southwesterly directions , inclusive , in the Gugorskiy Shar area are
attended by positive deviations of air temperature from the mean valve with maximum deviation
occurring during southerly winds.

The wind s blowing fro m westerly to northeasterly directions are attended by negative devi-
ations with the maximum negative deviation during northerly winds. It stands to reason that the
directions of the winds, which create these deviations , depend on the land contours , and on the
presence and form of considerable water and ice areas in the vicinity. In any case , each passage
of one or the other of the basic systems across a given point creates the alternation of increased
and decreased air temperatures--peculiar warm and cold waves affecting the sea regime.

In connection with a gradual decrease in daylight and solar radiation in autumn , as well as in
connection with a gradual cooling of adjacent sea and land areas , the warm and the cold waves be-
come colder. At the beginning of autumn , the air temperature In the warm sector of the cyclone
still remains higher than the water temperature. At the end of autumn , the temperature drops , so
that the cooling of the sea is not interrupted even with the passage of the warm sector of the cy-
clone, but is only somewhat retarded .
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In addition to the alternation of warm and cold waves , one must remember that each sub-
sequent cyclone In each series of cyclones passes somewhat to the south of the preced ing cyclone
and that after the passage of the last cyclone of a given series a cold wave penetration occurs.

Dur ing the first natural synoptic period in the Kara Sea, which lasted from 1 to 9 October
1943, several centers of cyclones moved subsequently from the Barents Sea approximately along
the longitude of Gugorskiy Shar; during the second period , from 10 to 17 October , the center of cy-
clone intersected the Kara Sea, moving in a southeasterly direction from Franz Joseph Land. Dur-
ing the third period , from 18 to 24 October , the center of a cyclone intersected the southern portion
of the Kara Sea, moving in a southeasterly direction. During the fourth period, from 24 to 31
October , no center of any cyclone was observed in the Kara Sea.

As a resu lt of such development of synoptic processes, winds blowing from the southwesterly
quad rant were not observed on Ostrov Uyedineniya af ter October , 1943. After 19 October , easterly
winds became established and air temperatures began to decrease rapidly . On 24 October , the
first Ice appeared and as early as 27 October the air temperature dropped to -14°.

Thus , the cooling of the sea always occurs by leaps . Each of the leaps is characterized by
the duration and intensity of a cold wedge of air. In consequence , at a certain time the temperature
of the upper water layers drops to the freezing point . The continuation of a given cold wave or the
arrival of a new one , even if insignificant, appears to be suffic ient for the beginning of ice
formation .

The cooling of the sea surface to the freezing point Is , however , determined not only by syn-
optic but also by oceanological cond it ions . Indeed , the rate of cooling of the sea is measured by the
amount of calories given off to the atmosphere by a unit surface of the sea in a unit time. But this
number of calories is not at all proportional to the decrease of temperature of the sea surface. As
we shall see below , the amount of heat given by the sea to the atmosphere , at the same air temper-
ature and Initial temperature of sea surface , in order to lower the temperature of the latter to the
freezing point can be extremely variable , even for areas lying very near each other. As a rule , the
smaller the depth , the more abrupt is the lowering of the surface temperature .

If the surface layer Is very thin and Its salinity so low that , even when cooled to the freezing
temperature , the density of the surface layer remains lower than the density of the underlying
layers, rad iation alone may suffice for the cooling of the surface layer to the freezing point and for
subsequent ice formation , despite the high temperature of the subsurface water layers and high
temperature of the air.

Thus, if the surface layer is thin and the water Is sufficiently stratified , its cooling to the
freezing temperature occurs at the greatest possible speed when the frost Is severe, the sky is
clear (intense reradiation) and the wind is absent.

The wind brings about a rapid drop in temperature of the surface layer to the freezing point
only if Its force is insufficient to Intermix the surface layer with the warmer , lower layers. Other-
wise , not only can the temperature of surface layer rise , but the Ice that has been formed can be
destroyed . With wind and low air temperatures, on the other hand , the cooling involves at once a
large water mass; as soon as the freezing temperature is reached , ice formation begins at once in
the entire layer that has been cooled.

LITERATURE: 62 , 73 , 77.
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Section 23. Precipitation
Precipitation always dilutes, to a degree , the surface layers of the ocean. In the arctic , the

amount of precipitation is so limited that it Is practically of no significance.

TABLE 17. THE AMOUN T OF PRECIPITATION (IN MM) IN THE ARCTIC IN SUMMER

Number of Days
Points June July August September Total with Precipitat ion

Ougorskiy SItar 20 26 35 34 115 58
Matochkln Shar 11 35 37 37 120 47
Mys Zhelarlya 13 25 32 17 87 50
Bukhta Tlkyaya 7 21 29 19 76 51
Ostrov Dlkson (Dlksona )    16 25 37 30 108 57
Bukhta Jiksl 14 43 21 21 99 47
Ostrov B. Lyakhovskiy    11 14 18 12 55 39
Mys Shmidta 9 21 45 20 95
Ostrov Vrangelya 14 23 23 16 76 39
Uelen 13 41 45 53 152 40
Kr (1894—1895) 3 18 3 1 25 70
Sedov (1939) 4 22 15 5 46 39

Table 17 , based on data by Vize, lists the amount of precipitation in summer at certain
points in the Soviet Arctic . The quantity of precipitation in solid for m in winter is impossible to
determine because of problems with instruments . *

The extremely small amount of precipitation listed in table 17, especially for arctic islands ,
is noteworthy.

The precipitation Increases somewhat in autumn (October to November) but during the winter
months (December to April) , with prevailing clear weather and low temperature, it drops to min-
imum valueg. **

The same table lists the mean amounts of precipitation In 1894-1895 , on the basis of the Fr
observations , and in 1939, on the basis of the S e d o  u observations. We can see the small amount
of precipitation in the central arctic in comparison to the amount in its marginal seas .

Another characteristic of the arctic Is the great number of days with precipitation versus the
small amount of precipitation. Drizzling rains and drizzles are the prevailing forms of precipi-
tation in summer.

*First of all , the snow failing at low temperature in the form of minute particles is easily
blown out of snow gages and , secondly , in strong snowstorms and blizzard s, the snow is continu-
ously transferred from one place to another , denud ing the ice in one place and forming snowdrifts
elsewhere.

** It should be noted that , generally, the coastal meterological observations do not give an idea
on the regime of precipitation, even in the adjacent parts of the ocean. Indeed , rising currents are

I 
formed with sea winds on leeward slopes of mountains, which , In connection with a drop In the tem-
perature of air masses, induce the condensation of water vapor and precipitation, while at a small
distance from the coast no precipitation takes place. I repeatedly observed this phenomenon when
cruising along the north coast of Norway and Murman during northwesterly winds and along the
west coast of Novaya Zemlya during southwesterly winds.
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An additional characteristic of the arctic Is precipitation in the form of snow and hail in sum-
mer , which can be expected any month of the year In all the seas of the Soviet Arctic . On the
other hand , along the Ice edges of the Greenland and Ilarents Seas , rain is possible even In the
winter time. Thus , on 8 January 1940, the Sj thn, expedition reported rain at 80 °45’ north latitude
and at latitude 2 °2S’ east longitude.

Icy rain Is only rarely observed in the arctic . Such rain was observed during the 3-: ~ ex-
pedition at the end of August 1935 along the east coast of Franz Joseph Land .

As a rule , precipitation lowers the surface temperature of the World Ocean. Indeed , the
temperature of precipitation is usually somewhat lower than the temperature of the air , and the
latter is usually lower than the temperature of the sea. Cold currents and coastal areas of seas In
summer and at offshore winds are exceptions to this rule .

Also , in this respect, the effect of the insignificant amount of precipitation in the liquid phase
is limited in the arctic. The effect is more significant in regard to the precipitation occurring in
the solid phase on the ice-free sea surface , or In the liquid phase on ice.

The liquid precipitation on snow or ice in spr ing and summer is characterized by its warm-
ing, radiational and mechanical effect.

The thermal effect lies in a certain increase of temperature or even in the melting of a cer-
tain amount of snow . It is not difficult to show that the thermal effect of even a heavy rainfall is
insignificant.

The radiational effect lies in the lowering of the albedo of snow as a result of moistening .
Thus , after a rainfall , the ability of snow to absorb radiation is considerably increased.

The mechanical effect lies in the fact that the rain drops , penetrating into the snow make it
porous. In the consequence , the area of the snow surface that receives radiation is increased . In
addition , part of the snow is washed out to sea.

The role of solid precipitation is determined by the following fac t8:

1. The solid precipitation on ice-free areas of water before the winter has set in lowers the
surface temperature of the ocean , but if the tem perature is near the freezing point, the solid pre-
cipitation accelerates Ice format ion.

In the latter case , a special type of ice--snow slush--can be formed If the snowfall Is heavy.

2. Solid precipitation falling on ice in summer increases the albedo of the ice , thus retard-
ing its melting.

LITERATURE: 34 , 62 , 77 .

Section 24. Coastal Precipitation
The coastal precipitation on the seas of the Soviet Arctic has several characteristics:

1. More than half of the entire river In flux is received by the Kara Sea, and the influx de-
creases toward the east.
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TABLE 18. THE MEAN AN NUAL DISCHARGES (IN KM 3) OF TH E MAIN
SIBERIAN RIVERS INTO THE ARCTIC BASIN ON THE BASIS
OF DATA BY THE ARCTIC INSTITUTE

River Discharge in km 3

Genisey 663
Ob’ 583
Discharge of all rivers into the Kara Sea    1583
Khatanga 70
Anahara 15
Olenek  37
Lena 506
Gana 40
Discharge of all rivers into the Laptev Sea   731
Indigirka 54
Alazeya 10
Kolyma 112
Discharge of rivers into the East Siberian Sea  211
Discharge into the Kara , L.aptev and East

Siberian Seas 2 , 525

Table 18 shows the annual influx in km3. from the main Siberian rivers discharging into the
Arctic Basin . It Is seen from the table that the discharge of four rivers--Oh ’, Genisey, Lena and
Kolyma--makes up more than 74 per cent of the entire continental runoff.

2. The rivers that discharge their waters into the seas of the Soviet Arctic flow in a south to
north direction. Therefore , their waters heat the adjacent sea areas. The mean temperature of
inf lux into the Kara Sea equals 6.00 , Into the Laptev Sea 8.8 0

, into the East Siberia n Sea 8. 3° .

3. Due also to this fact , ice in the river estuaries breaks up before the breakup occur s in
the adjacent seas; this breakup occurs partly under the Impact of high water progressing f rom
south to north (dynamic action) and partly because of high temperatures of fluvial waters (thermal
action) . Because the melting In the arctic progresses always from fresh water areas , which are
formed by different causes , the river estuaries are usually the centers of initial ice melting.

4. Diluted waters , especially In the shallows , f reeze over before the more saline sea water.
Therefore , river estuaries are the initial centers from which ice formatio n progresses into adja-
cent areas .

5. The sharply pronounced seasonal character of continental runoff demands our attention .
This season character is explained by the fact that all of the rivers run over permanently f rozen
ground . As a consequence , these rivers are not fed by the ground water. In addition , small
rivers that flow over the tundra freeze to the bottom over rifts. Thus , tor Instance , more than
90 per cent of the entire annual discharge of the Gana River enters the Arctic Ocean during the 3. 3
summer months (without ice).

6. The quantity of continental runoff does not determine the amount of heat brought Into the
sea by rivers. The heat amount , expressed in kg-cal (multiplied by 1012), which is discharged by
rivers annually Into the Soviet Arctic seas Is according to Antonov and Zotin , as fo llows: 9500 for
the Kara Sea, 6400 for the Laptev Sea and 1750 for the East Siberian Sea. *

‘These figures are rounded off.

,) 3
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Thus, the significance of the continental runoff Into the Laptev Sea is increased on account of
the heat discharged by the Lena River.

7. The quantIty of heat brought by rivers Into the sea is subjected to consIderable seasonal
fluctuatIons . Indeed , the entire heat discharged by rivers flowø into the sea dur ing the five summer
months . I)ur ing the summer season the heat discharge Is also variable . This can be seen from
table 19 (after Antonov).

TABLE 19. HEAT AMOUN T (BY MONT HS) BROUGHT BY RIVERS INTO THE KARA SEA

Month June July August September October Season

Heat amount
(1012 kg—cal). . . 1, 530 3, 410 2 , 120 900 180 8, 140

Percentages . . . 18.8 41.8 26.1 11.0 2.3 100

Antonov directs our attention to the fact that approxImately half of the whole heat of the Kara
rivers is discharged during a single month , July. This heat is spent , on the one hand , on direct
dest ruction of ice and , on the other hand , for the warming of atmosphere and the subsequent melting of
Ice . It is not difficult to see that the heat discharged by the Kara r ivers could melt approximatel y
60 , 000 km 2 of ice with the average thickness of 2m.

8. The annual runoff as well as the amount of heat discharged by the rivers , does not remain
constant from year to year . Table 20 presents the calculation of annual discharges of the Genisey
River at the Town of igarka, on the Oh ’ River at the town of Salekhard , and of the Lena River at the
town Kyusyur .

TABLE 20. ANNUAL VARIATION IN THE DISCHARGE OF THE OB’,
GENISEY AND LE NA (IN KM 3)

Year

Rive rs 
~~~~~~~~ 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939

Ob’ 374 355 361 389 371

Genisey . . . . 636 599 615 590 564

Lena 582 
- 

470 509 587 434

Total , . , 1, 592 1, 424 1.485 1, 566 1, 369

By comparing the value of the continental runoff with the ice conditions in the Kara Sea,
Lebedev arrived at the conclusion that the intensification of river influx is associated with improve-
ment of ice conditions.

9. The river influx dilutes the sea water to a degree. This influence progresses to a rather
great distance. Thus , for instance , with a few exceptions , the salinity of surface waters in the en-
tire southweste rn part of the Kara Sea , which Is bounded to the north by a meandering line from
mys Zhelaniya across Ostrov Uyedineniya to Severnaya Zemlya with tongues reaching into areas in-
fluenced by the corresponding currents , is lower than 30 o/oo.
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10. The river injluji affects the system of sea currents in the adjacent areas and because ofthis , the movement and distribut ion of sea Ice.

LITERATURE : 6, 7, 62 , 77 , 98.

Section 25. A Concept on the Heat Balance
For simplicity, let us dispense with the effect of contine ntal runoff , which is felt mainly inthe coastal belt , and the effect of precipitation.

In such a case , the variation of sea temperature in oceanological coordinates will be causedby the cumulative radiation by effective back radiation of the water-air system by convection , con-densation and evaporation , The intention in singling out these processes for elucidation of the sig-nificance of each aspect individually is natural. But the conditions existing in nature are diverse ,the observational methods are very incomplete and the observations In open sections of the oceanare altogether inadequate .

It is known that the w ind is one of the main elements determining the regimen of the sea. Itis, for instance , assumed that the rate of evaporat ion is directly proportional to the speed of wind .Besides, it is known that along the coast the direction and velocity of wind may differ greatly fromthe observed values in the sea • *

Thus , for instance , on the coast of the Chuckchee Sea , the wind roses have an elliptical formwith the longer axis stretched along the coastline , which is explained by the coastal contours.Local breezes are constantly observed along the coast; breezes are induced by irregular heatingand cooling of land and sea when nights alternate wIth days, whereas local monsoons are induced byirregtilar heating and cooling of land and sea In summer and winter.

Hence , it is natural that the most correct way of studying the problems that are associatedwith heat exchange between the sea and atmosphere is, in the first place , to examine the observa-tional data , even if their scope is limited , which pertain to the open sea , and to resort to synopticcharts whereas the observations mode at coastal stations on wind , temperature , moisture , solarradiation, etc. need be considered only as supplementary data.

It seems to me that the greatest influence on the ice regime of the Soviet Arctic is exercisedby the temperature and moisture of the air , on the one hand , and by the direction and velocity of
wind, on the other. The temperature and moisture of the air characterizes the content of heat andcold in the air. If the air is war mer than the sea , Its heating effect is determined by the heat ofcondensation: if the air is colder than the sea , i ts cooling effect is determined by the heat of evap-oration. The role of wind speed is manifest in the involvement of heat exchange between large air
masses. This is of special significance at relatively warm winds when the lower air strata , cooled —

4 
by sea surface, protect the sea from further heating. At strong winds , this layer is eliminated ,and the level of the temperature inversion rises. At colder air the importance of wind speed de-
creases, because convection is decisive in this case.

The wind direction is of interest because It determine s the area from which the air masses
are coming, and thus determine s to a degree the air temperature and moisture.

- 
- ~-i ~, the Novaya Zembya bo a’: blowing with exceptional force along the coast

of the island is well known, but it is entirely unnoticeable at a distance of a few kilometers from the
coast.

- -- -- - -— -- —~~- - -  ~~~~- - -  ~~~~~~~- ~~~~- --- - ------ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TABLE 21. THE RMA L WIND ROSES IN SUMMER

Points Month N NO 0 SO S SW W NW Amplitude

Gugorski y Shar . July 2 ° .3 3~ .4 7~ .9 13 ° .7 14 ° .7 8~ .8 5
0

7 3° .6 120 .4
O. Diksona . . July 1 .8 3 , 8 9 .5 9.5 4.6 2.5 1.8 1.4 8,1
B. Tiksi . . . July 6 .6 6 .9 7 .0 7 .0 19 .4 16 .4 14 .0 8 .9 12 .8
Mys S’hmidta . . June 0 .7 1 .4 2 .2 2 .2 10 .1 1 .7 2 .0 1 .3 9 .4

August
B. Tikhaya . • June -0..4 0 .7 1 .1 1 .1 0 .6 0 .1 -0 .7 -0 .7 2 .0

August

Table 21 (by Vize) presents the typical thermal roses of winds in summer , i.e. , the air
temperature corresponding to winds of various directions.

In the last column of the table is shown the temperature amplitude. Vine correctly directs
atten tion to the fact that at coasta l stations (on the continent) the amplitude is considerably greater
than at island stations. We already know that the water-air temperature difference far off the
coast does not exceed 2 ° . Therefore , it is natural that a warm or cold wave , crossing the coastal
line for the sea , becomes gradually extinguished with distance from the coast .

TABLE 22 . THE RMAL ROSES OF WINDS IN WINTER

Points Month N NO 0 SO S SW W NW ‘Amplitude

Gugorskiy Shar . January ~18~.8 -22° .0 -25° .0 -20~ .6 -1S~ .4 — 12 ° .5 - 5° .4 - 9° .0 190
. 6

0. Diksana . . January -25 .8 -28 .2 -31 .3 —23 . 0 — 2 3  . 0 -20  .9 -13 .3—12 .6 18 .7
B. Tikhay a . . January —23 .6 —23 .0 -19 . 1 — 9 . 6 — 5 . 8 — 5 . 1 — 6 .7 —17 .7 18 .5
M. Ueten . . . December -22 .0 —18 .3-12 .1 - 4 . 1 —14 . 5—21  . 8 — 2 0  .3 -23 .4 19 .3

February
Selo Kaz ach’ye . December -31 .6 -32 .5 -36 .2 -36 .6 -35 .3 —36 .0 -33 .7 -31 .9 5 .0

February

Table 22 , by Vize , shows the thermal wind roses in winter for certain points of the Soviet
Arctic . The amplitudes of temperature fluctuations at various wind speeds are still more signif-
icant in winter than In summer; besides , at islands the fluctuations are greater than on the coast of
the continent. The air temperature maxima and minima at various coastal points are attended by
w inds of various directions.

Figure 12 (by Vine) presents a chart of air temperature anomalies In January. As can be
seen from the f igure , the positive air temperature anomalies pertain to the Greenland , Barents
and Kara Seas. The negative anomalies are found In northeastern Asia. The temperatures that
are normal for the given latitudes ( 0  isanomal) intersect the Laptev , East Siberian and Chuckchee
Seas. The relative position of heat poles (between Iceland and Norway) and cold poles (about
Verkhoyansk) determines the relationship between air temperature and wind direction: with winds
from areas with positive anomalies , the air temperature increases, but with winds from areas
with negative anomalies, the air temperature drops .

It was already stated that the difference between the air and sea surface temperatures in off-
shore regions of the ocean is very small. Further it was stated that , due to Its great heat capac-
ity, the sea , not the air , governs the corresponding temperature equalization. Consequently , if
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we assume that in an area where a positive air te,nperature anomaly Is encountered, the sea is
heated , the air moving over the area is also heated to the same degree. Simultaneousl y, the mois-
ture of the air increases and , consequentl y, its heat capaci ty also increases considerabl y.
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Figure 12. Isanonials of air temperature in January .

Let us now assume that the mean year ly temperature of a water basin does not change . ln
such a case the equation of heat balance will have the following form:

R (l  — A ) -- r -— E + C +F + ~1 — N  +P — Q =0 ,
where .~ 

= cumulative solar radiation ,

albedo ,

r = effective reradiation ,

heat loss to evaporation and convection ,

= heat inflow at condensation,

— 
- = heat brought by continental runoff ,

= heat brought into given basin by sea currents (+ pertains to a case when the tempera-
ture of inflowing waters is higher than the mean temperatu re of the basin), 
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N heat carried out of a given basin by sea currents (- pertains to case when the tempera-
ture of outgoing waters is higher than the mean temperature of the basin),

R = the “cold ” taken out of a given basin together with Ice ,

= the “cold ” brought into a given basin together with ice.

It stands to reason that , for individual areas • not all of the terms of the equation of heat balance are
of the same order.

So for instance , in basins with limited water and ice exchange with neighboring basins , the
magnitudes N , -t • F’ and Q may be of such small significance that they can be neglected in the first
approx imation. The White Sea, for instance , is one such basin. In the Chuckchee Sea we can dis-
pense with the continental runoff. In the central arctic basin, where the sea is covered by contin-
uous ice, the effect of solar radiation , owing to the great albedo of ice , becom es small In compar-
leon with other components , etc.

The equation of heat balance is applicable not only to the year but also to Individual seasons.
Thus, for the arctic night the equation will assume the following form:

— r — E + C + M — N + P — Q K ,

where A = the variation of heat reserves in the basin dur ing the given time interval.

In the latter equation the solar radiation for winter equals 0, but the heat amount brought in
by the continental runoff in the winter , as we saw, Is so Insignificant that it can be neglected in the
first approximation.

At the present time , only the first attempts at calculating the heat balance have been made ,
and they are restricted to Individual seas. However , even af ter the methods of calculating the heat
balance have been developed and the pertinent data obtained , the veritication of the calculations will
be necessary.

Assume that hydrological observations are carried out from time to time and stations occu-
pied sufficiently often in a given area to arrive at the mean temperature of the basin.

It is obvious that on the basis of comparisons between the mean temperature value s obtained
in such a way one can draw conclusions about the variation in the heat content of a given water basin
from one time moment to another , which result from the cumulative action of the components of the
heat balance .

If the basin is large and the employment of a dense network of hydrological stations requires
too much effort , observations are conducted in directions that are more typical of the basin--i.e.,
in the standard oceanological cross sections .

One of such standard cross sections--along the Kola longitude in the Barents Sea--Intersects
the Nordkapp current. By measuring the water temperature along the Kola longitude at the same
geographical coordinates, we are in fact measuring the temperature of various water masses.
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As we know (paragraph 12), in order to draw conclusions on the variations of temperature in
the same water masses, the formula 4

is used.

- - In order to utilize this formula, It is necessary to employ at least two parallel oceanological
cross sections (for the calculation of the temperature gradient and the current direction) across
the given current and , in addition , to determine the current speed between the cross sections . The
cross sections intersecting the Nordkapp current (In addition to the Kola longitude) In the Barents
Sea were set up along the 38th longitude and In the direction , Nordkapp-Ostrov Medvezhiy. When
comparing the cross sections along the Kola longitude and along the line Nordkapp-Ostrov Medve-
zhiy, it was found tha t , In all seasons of the year. the first cross section was approximately 1.5 0

colder than the second .

The data concerning the mean speed of the Nordkapp current from the line Nordkapp-Ostrov
Medvezhiy to the Kola longitude are still less accurate . Judging from the existing current charts ,
It appears that at least three months are needed for the Atlantic water to travel from the Nordkapp-
Ostrov Medvezhiy sector to the Kila longitude. In other words , the mean current speed is about
5 cm/sec . Thus, a water column 200 m thick , while on its way from the Nordkapp to the Kola
longitude in winter and summer , Is lowered in temperature by approximately half a degree each
month.

Applying the above mentioned formulae and calculations to a concrete case, we find that , for
instance, from 15 May to 15 June 1934, the temperature along the Kola longitude Increased from
3.22 ° to 4. 060, i.e. , the rate temperature variation in geographical coordinates equals 0.84 0 per
month .

On the basis of the aJ)ove formula (because the temperature gradient is negative) we find that
the rate of temperature variations in oceanological coord inates equals 0.340 per month .

In other words , we find that from 15 May to 15 June , the rise of temperature in the moving
Nordkapp waters to a depth of 200 m equals 0,34 0 or , if the heat capacity of water is assumed to
equal unity , the heat content under each cm 2 of the Nordkapp current increases by 6.8 kg-cal .

From 15 January to 15 February 1935, the mean temperature along the Kola longitude
dropped from 4. 25° to 3.65° , i.e. , by 0.60° . Consequently, the drop of temperature in oceano-
logical coordinates equalled 1.10° dur ing this time. In other words , each cm2 of the surface of
Nordkapp current gave off to the atmosphere 22 kg-cal.

It is not difficult to demonstrate by such reasoning that , despite the rise of temperature in
the cross section along the Kola longitude in the summer--which is almost balanced with cooling in
the winter-- each cm3 of the Nordkapp current (between the Nordkapp and Kola longitude) gives off
to the atmosphere at least 120 kg-cal.

1t Is evident that these reasonings are applicable not only to warm but also to cold currents
(only the sign of temperature gradient is reversed) .
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The heat loss of 120 kg-cal /cm 2 in a year was found by assuming that the temperature dif-
ference at the Nordka pp and Kola cross sections equals 1.

0 and tha t the mean speed of the Nord-
kapp cur rent w the sector has also a constant value of 5 cm/sec. It is possible that the horizontal
temperature gradient along the Nordkapp current is subjected to seasonal and secular variations .
We cannot , fo r the time being, assert it, but th is variation is hardly significant . As to the sea-
sonal and secular variations in the speed of the eastward-moving Nordkapp water , they can , in any
case , be considered as established from the qualitative point of v iew . However , if the annua l heat
ioss to the atmosphere equals 120 kg-cal/c m2 at the assumed speed of .5 cm,~ec and the temperature
gradien t is 1.5~ , then it is clear that , with variation in the speed of only 1 cm/sec , the heat loss
varies by 24 kg-cal /cm2 , ( i .e . ,  it exceeds considerably the result obtained by examining the tem-
peratu re variations in geographical coordinates).

Thi s reasoning gives an idea of the effect of Atlantic waters , and that of the Nordkapp current
in particular , on climatic conditions in the areas penetrated by air masses moving over the Barents
Sea and being heated by the water.

The southern portion of the Barents Sea is a relatively simple case fo r the drawing of conclu-
sions on the influx and efulux of heat. The northern portion of the sea is, however , rather complex.
Here one is faced with the formation and melting of ice and with the condensation of water vapor
which is unavoidable in the summer time when the underl ying su rface is colder than the travelling
water masses. The presence of ice in the region , which absorbs considerable amount of heat dur-
ing melting and gives it off upon formation , simultaneously dil uting or salinif ying the water, com-
plicates the calcula tion of incoming and outgoing heat. The com plexity is increased by the influx
and efflux of ice whose quantity varies from year to year , in each of the marginal seas of the Arctic
Basin.

It is , for instance , assumed that f rom the central section of the arctic about 2 , 500 km3 of sea
ice is annually carried out via the Greenland-Spitsbergen Strait. Neglecting the temperature of the
ice , we find that about 20. 1016 kg-cal of heat is given off to the atmosphere by the sea during the
formation of the ice. This heat has of course played its part in the raising of air temperature over
the Arctic Ba~ 0n.

Still more complex is the problem of the influx and efflux of heat in such seas as the Kara ,
Laptev and other seas where , in addition to the ice , the discharge of heat by rivers is significant .

LITERATURE: 34 , 49 , 62 , 77 , 124.

Sect ion 26. The Concept of the Wa ter Balance
The circulation of moisture on the earth , according to Bruckner , who assu mes that the quan-

tity of water does not change in the ocean , is expressed by the following equations:
Precipitation on the ocean = evaporation from the ocean--continental runoff.
Precipitation on land evaporation from the land - continental runoff . I t is evident that these

formulae are valid only for a great number of years when the annual random deviations from mean
value can be eliminated.

It is assumed that only a small part--namely, about 10 per cent of the moisture evaporating
from the ocean is carried away and precipitat ed on land , returning later to the ocean in the form of
continental runoff . The remaining portion of the water that has evaporated from the ocean is pre-
cipitated back into the same ocean. However , its distribution over the ocean areas is far from uni-
form. In lower latitudes , except for the pre-equatorial belt of the Northern Hemisphere , the evap-
oration exceeds precipitation , and here the ocean is constantly salin ified. l.a temperate and h igh
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latitudes , on the contrary, precipitation dominates over evaporation , and a constant dilution oc-
curs. The general equilibrium of moisture Is maintained by sea currents.

In order to judge the balance of water and salinity In indIvidual seas of the World Ocean , let
us adopt the following assumptions:

1, the volume of water in a given sea is constant; in other words , the mean water level does
not change;

2 . the meaii salinity oi the given sea does not change ; with such assumptions , we have the
followi ng equation for the required balance of water masses:

precipitation continenta l runoff ~- water influx from other basins = evaporation .i’ater out-
flow to adjacent seas.

If the pure water balance in this equation is precip itation 4 continenta l runoff——evaporation ,
which Is designated by , we have the following formula of water balance:

V1 + F ~~~V, , ( 1)

where - - = the volume of water flowing from adjacent seas ,

= the volume of water flowing out of the given sea.

Depending upon time relative magnitudes of the factors constituting the pure water balance , it
can be either negative or positive. In the f irs t  case we may have a positive water exchange 01 a sea
with the ocean (the influx o( ocean waters exceeds the outflow of the given sea). In the second case
there is a negative exchange . A typical example of the first case Is the Mediterranean Sea; a typ-
ical exa mple of the second is the Black Sea.

I n order to preserve the constancy of the mean salinity of a sea (neglecting the volatilization
of salts into the atmosphere and their sedimentation on the bottom of the sea), the follow ing equation
is needed:

I ’ S  t ’~ S2, (2)

in which -
~ 

salinity of the water flowing from the ocean ,

- salinity of the water flowing out of the given sea.

lt follows from equation (I. ) that if the pure water balance of a given sea is 0, I.e. , if prec ipItation
plus continenta l runof f exactly equals evaporation , then

= I~~’ (3)

whence , on the basis of equatIon (2) we have
- - S1 S.!. (4)

If Is greater than 2 , the water exchange with other seas Is negative ; if 
~~ 

is smalle r th an -

the water exchange Is positive.
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Let us assume now that a complete intermixing of incoming water with the main water mass
of a given sea occurs in the entire sea immediately after the influx of the former. In such a case ,
the mean salinity of the outfiowlng water , after its intermixing with the inflciwlng water , will equal
the mean salinity of the given sea.

The intermixing of inflowing water with the main water mass of a given sea never occur s in-
stantly but rather over a long time interval. Because of this , the mean salinity value of a sea is
usually a value between the salinity of outfiowing and Inflow ing waters.

Simple calculations demonstrate that the greater the water volume--in comparison with the
volumes of inflowing and outfiowing v tters--that pass (due to Intermixing) through the boundary stir-
faces (separating individual water ~ers from each other) the nearer the mean salinity of the sea to
the salinity of the outfiowing water. Thus the mean salinity of a sea will be closer to the salinity of
the outfiowing waters as the pure water balance of the given sea is smaller , the water exchange with
adjacent seas in comparison with the general water mass of the given sea is smaller and as the
speed of intermixing is greater.

The balance of moisture and, consequently, the water exchange and salinity for each individ-
ual sea can be most readily calculated by measuring the current speeds and salinity at oceanological
cross sections across the straits connecting the given sea with the adjacent parts of the ocean.

— The needed formulae are readily derived from the above equations--namely:

D = Q1 u1 — Q2 u2, (5)

in which Qj and 
~2 = areas of crosswise intersection of currents running in opposite directions In

straits, u~ and “2 = correspond ing mean speeds of the currents.

The formulae of water balance can be presented differently--namely, in lieu of (1) and (2) we
write

V~~ V 1+ F — V 2 = const , (6)

VS + V1S1 — 12 S2 = const , (7)

where V = the total volume of a basin ,

= the mean salinity of the basin.

It Is evident that if one of the components of the balance changes after equilibrium Is achieved,
a corresponding variation of one or several components of the balance formula will be entailed.
This variation will not , of course , occur immediately.

Assume that , in addition to the water exchange with the adjacent basins , an ice exchange
exists. In such a case , the balance formula Is as follows:

V1+ F + W 1’ = V 2+ 8V 2’, (8)

where

6 = density of Ice ,
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V1 = volume of ice brought into the basin ,

V2 volume of ice brought out of the basin;

v1s1 + 6V , s1 ~ 
s2 + w2’ s1, (9)

where S = salinity of ice (assuming that the salinity of incoming and outgoing ice is the same).

It Is evident that If we assume that the salinity of ice equals 0, the ice balance formula will
not change , but in the water balance formula the ice may be included in the pure water balance.

It need be pointed out that the above formulae of water balance can be utIlized for the solution
of many problems of oceanology; for the heat balance, for instance. As typical examples , we can
mention the following calculations (by Somov) of heat quantity brought by the Atlantic water into the
heat balance of the Kara Sea.

Neglecting the amount of ice brought from the Arctic Basin into the Kara Sea , Somov der ived
from balance formulae the following equation.

( F — W 1’)S 2 + ~V~ S 1V 1 = s1—s 3 (10)

Assuming that the approximate values of components in the formula are as listed below:

= 1, 300 km3/year (which correspond s, as we saw , to the annual Bering Sea influx , ne-
glecting precipitation and evaporation in the first approximation because of their insignificant
values), ~~~ --the volume of ice taken out of the Kara Sea (for the sake of orientation , Somov
assumes that 1/8 0 km3 of ice is brought out of the Kara Sea annually , which is equivalent to 430
km 3 of water if the density of ice is 0. 9),

= 32 0/no--the mean salinity of the Kara Sea ,

5 o/oo--the mean salinity of ice ,

= 35 o/oo- -the mean salinity of Atlantic water ,

and introducing these magnitudes into the main formula , Somov finds that for the preservation of
the mean salinity of the Kara Sea an influx of 10, 000 km3/year of Atlantic water is needed.

Assuming further that the mean temperature of the Atlantic water that is discharged into the
Kara Sea across the 80th latitude equals 1.5° , and that during winter these waters are cooled to
-1.5° , the annual heat infl ux by Atlantic waters will equal

Q 3. 10000 . I0~ = 3. 1016 kg-cal

Ultimately, all of the heat brought in by Atlantic waters Is given of f to the atmosphere .

The area of the Kara Sea south of the 80th latitude equals 750, 000 km 2 . Hence , it follows
that the sea annually gives off to the atmosphere

q = 4 kg-cal/cm2

of heat which is brought in by Atlantic waters.
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ft is evident that the thermal Influence of Atlantic waters is probably not distrthuted over the
entire Kara Sea. Delimiting the given area on the north by the 80th latitude , on the south by a
straight line from Matochkin Sitar to Prollv Shokalskago, and on the west by a line from Mys
Zhelanizy to Franz Joseph Land, the area appears to equal 300, 000 km2 . But the quantity of heat
given off will , according to Somov , increase to 10 kg-cal/cm2 per year. The amount of heat will
be sufficient for the melting of ice 125 cm thick.

It is evident tha t such calculations are very Important , and there is no doubt that , with the
accumulation of the corresponding data , they will be refined and adapted to other seas.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77 , 108 , 121, 125 .
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CHAPTER III
THE MIXING OF OCEAN WATERS

Section 27. The Concept of Mixing
Processes continually occur in the ocean which change the vertical and horizontal distribution

of temperature and salinity (and other physical-chemical characteristics) .

Some of these processes which are caused by the biological activity of organisms occur

throughout the entire depth of the ocean. These processes, which change the relationships between

the chemical compounds contained in sea water In small amounts , find practically no expression in

the general physical-chemical state of ocean water . There are other processes which sharply

change this state; i .e. ,  the absorption and radiation of solar energy, evaporation , precipitation ,

etc.; these develop at the surface of the ocean . In addition , water with a specific temperature and

salinity is formed on the surface In one region of the ocean , and Is transported by ocean currents to

different regions and depths. Here , they mix with waters created under different conditions , and

In this manner vertical and horizontal hydrological gradients are continually created and maintained

on the ocean’s surface and in its depths.

As a result of all these processes, water masses of different composition and dimensions are

created in the ocean; these differ from one another In temperature , salinity , oxygen content , etc. ,

and are separated from each other by surfaces of separation , I.e. , by frontal surfaces. In vertical

cross sections , these water masses appear as superposed layers with the upper layers less dense

than the lower ones , as a rule . Only very seldom is a density decreasing with depth observed.

It is evident from the TS diagram in Section 4 that Identical densities can be obtained with

different combinations of temperature and salinity . Normally , temperature decreases with depth ,

while salinity increases , but often anomalies of vertical temperature and salinity dist ributions can

be observed. Borrowing some meteorological terms , temperature Increase with depth is called a

temperature inversion , and the decrease In salinity downward , a salinity inversion . We have al-

ready seen that the downward increase of temperature may be due to the pressure of the upperlylng

layers. Such an Inversion is called an adiabatic temperature inversion . Naturally , in contrast to

an ordinary temperature Inversion , an adiabatic temperature inversion can be observed in the same

water mass. Continuing the analogy , we call a decrease in density downward a density inversion.

Simultaneous ly with the creation of water masses in the ocean , processes occur which tend

toward equalization of the states and which can be classified under the general heading ‘ mixing . ”

Thus , the continual and chaotically uniform thermal movement of molecules comprises

molecular mixing.~ But the most important and decisive role In the ocean’s regime is played by

turbulent mixing, subdivided into frictional and convective.

*The coefficients of molecular diffusion , thermal conductivity , and friction are so small that

4 
molecular processes exert practically no influence on the ocean ’s regime, and they may be neg-

lected when solving general problems.
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By frictional mixing we mean that which is caused by the uneven movement of contIguous
water masses; i.e., by the presence of vertical and horizontal velocity gradients. At the surfaces
of separat ion of water masses , these gradients create eddies , penetrating from one water mass to
another , and in this manner , mixing them.

By convective mixing, we mean that which arises as a result of either a decrease in the den-
sity of the deep layers , or of an increase in the density of the surface layers of the sea. In either
case , there arise . in the water mass, vertical currents which cause mixing of the superposed
layers.

The main difference between convective and frictional mixing is that convective mixing may
occur whether or not the given layers are in motion , and that it takes place only in a vertical direc-
tion. Frictional mixing depends on the presence of vertical and horizontal velocity gradients, and
In this regard , they may occur both horizontally and vertically .

1.1 the horizontal velocity gradient is found at the surfaces of separation of water masses of
different density , as happens , e.g . ,  when sea currents flow into basins with different physical-
chemical characteristics , convective and frictional mixing may occur simultaneously. Frictional
mixing may also cause convective mixing when the horizontal layers differ little with respect to
density and the mixing causes “a density increase” of the layers.

The rate of vertical mixing depends most strongly on the resistance which Individual layers
display to mixing. This resistance is determined by the stability of the layers and , according to
Hesselbe rg and Sverdrup , this stability has the value:

E _ ~~~
dt

+~~~
dS áad~

Ol dz OS dz OI dz ’
whe re a = the specifi c volume ,

- the temperature,
S - salinity,

the adiabatic temperature change.
Formul:i I can be represented in another way :

(2)
dz at dz~

The fi rst member of the right hand side of this formula is the vertical specific volume gradient ,
and the second member is the specific volume corrected for adiabatic temperature change .

Since the adiabati c correction is very small , it may be disregarded when j udging the stability
of the upper ocean layers , (where the vertical specific volume gradients are large) . At the lower
depths , where the layers are extremely uniform with regard to temperature and salinity and where ,
accordingly, the vertical specific volume gradient is very close to 0 , the adiabatic correction may
play a decisive role.

Usually, In the ocean, the stability is positive , i. e. , the lighter layers lie above the heavier
ones. But in certain regions , negative stability , I .e . ,  density inversion , can be observed in the
Intermediate layers. This is explained by the presence of sea currents , consisting of waters of
diffe rent origin superimposed. Finally , in individual cases , during mixing caused , e.g. , by strong
cooling during the winter , stability may be negative even in the upper layers. This indicates that
cooling of the ocean surface occurs more rapidly than convection.
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Occasionally, formul a (1) is represented as follows:
ox Idi d~\ da dSE =~~ +~~~j ~~~ Et + E s~ (3)

where the first term is the stability , determined by the temperature gradient and adiabatic temper-
ature change , and the second is the stability determined by the salinity gradient .

LITERATURE: 60 , 62, 77 , 155.

Section 28. Frictional Mixing
A thin stream of fuchsin int roduced into a slowly moving liquid flux in a glass tube , forms a

smooth straight thread . When the speed of this flt’~ is increased the thread breaks. The broken
thread travels a certain distance , after which the liquids mix and become uniformly colored . The
fi rst type of movement is called stratified or laminar , and the second, eddy or turbulent. Reynold’s
theoretical considerations and experiments have shown that laminar movement is evidently possible
in nature only with the very slow movement of water in ground capillaries. In all other cases it Is
a matter of turbulent movement , characterized by the following feat u res:

1. The speed at each point of the current fluctuates around its mean values with regard to
magnitude and direction .

2 . The speed of the current very close to the boundaries differs little from the overall speed
of the current .

3. The mot ion depends only slightly on the viscosity of the li quid .

The nature of turbulent motion has not been sufficiently explained , even for unifo rm li quids ,
but its results are easily detectable from direct observations. Actually, only vertical and horizon-
tal velocity gradients can explain the presence , e.g. • in river currents , of the multitude of sus-
pended earthen particles with specific weights of 2. I )  to 2 . ~~ . thesc particles grow in size with an
increase of the velocity gradients. This fact is suppo rted by the almost complete homothermy of
large , deep rivers and narrow straits with high current velocities , In spite of the diversi ty in their
heating and cooling conditions .

Factors always exist in the ocean which cause velocity gradients , i .e. , agita tion , cu r rents
and tidal phenomena for the most part .

With regular swells or agitation , the orbits of the particles become approximatel y circular ,
and the velocity gradients are very small. But with wind agitation , particularly whitecaps , the
velocity gradients may attain very high magnitudes and thus cause mixing.

The wind or wave mixing plays a role only in the surface layers of the ocean; it extends to the
bottom only in shallows and assumes particular importance off-shore , where the velocity gradients
Inc rease.

The ocean currents, on the other hand , usually cause high velocity gradients only in their
boundary surfaces, particularly at the bottom and off—shore .

The tidal phenomena , I .e. , periodic vertical and horizontal oscillations of water masses , are
most important for turbulent mixing in the ocean . The velocities of tidal currents are , as a ru le ,
greater than those of steady or temporary ocean currents. Also , t idal phenomena extend th roughout
the entire depth of the ocean , while ocean currents are usually confined to the surface layers and in

-~~~ — 
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only certain regions of the ocean . Finally, tidal phenomena act in both vertical and horizontal di-
rections periodically , and at different times in adjacent regions , which aids In creating high veloc-
ity gradients.

For an elementary explanation of the occurrence of frictional mixing, let us assume that a
wind of continually increasing intensity comes up over an initial ly calm sea. When this happens ,
capillary waves first appear on the surface of the sea , these gradually change into wind waves.
Afte r the wind reaches a conside rable force , whitecaps for m , wave destruction begins , and eddies
form penetrating to ever increasing depths and mixing the surface layers . Simultaneously, thanks
to the friction of the wind against the water and the pressure of the wind on the rear surface of the
waves , a wind current arises. An analogous pnenomena occurs on the surfaces of separation of
water masses, whe re the role of the wind is played by the mass which moves with the greater ye—
locity . This requires a smaller velocity gradient than between the air and water to effect a frac-
ture of the surfaces of separation and the formation of eddies.

The lower the stability of the layers and the larger the velocity gradients the more intensely
the waves and eddies develop and the stronger the mixing. From this , it follows that the magnitude
of the veloci ty gradient determines the intensity of mixing and the possibility of overcoming a given
stability .

Large velocity gradients are created at the bottom , off-s hore , in narrows , and in the shal-
lows, etc . For example, the waters contig uous with the (lorlo ~elogo Mo rya (Neck of White Seat
both on the Barents Sea side and the White Sea side , are quite sharply st ratified (inter-
stratifiedi . Despite this , the high speeds of the tidal currents and , as a result , the large

~-cIoc ity gradients in certain regions of the t3orlo, completely mix the water from the surface
down to the very bot tom , which imparts the nature of a river current to the waters of this
strait. However, in this same Gorlo Belogo Morya the re are regions where such velocity gradi-
ents appear to be insufficient for overcoming the sharp stratification and consequently , the high
stability which exists here.

Figure 13 according to V. A. Berezkin , shows the distribution of isotherms on 13 to 17 August
1926 in (3orlo Belogo Mory a through the Pulong—lntsy section at high tide. It is evident from the
figure that the isotherms in certain parts of the section run practically vertical , although usually
during the su m mer , the isotherms in the surface layers of the sea are arranged practically hori—
zontally. This is explai ned by strong mixing, arising he re as a result of str ong tidal currents.

Figure 13. The arrangement of isotherms
in the Gorlo Beloga Morya in
August.
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Wind mixing plays an important role in the regime of the open ocean . This mixing begins at
the very surface of the ocean and gradually spreads to greater or lesser depths , depending on the
vertical density distribution , and on the intensity and duration of the wind.

Naturally, the less the sea is stratified the less stable it is , and the less wind action that is
necessary for mixing. Thus , in the southwestern part of the Baronts Sea , where the stability of
the surface layers is low , I oft en observed complete mixing of the surface layers to a depth of 30 to
40 meters after two or three days of stormy weather.

The solid lines in figure 14 show the vertical distribution of temperature , salinity and spe-
cific volume at the initial moment; the dotted lines the distribution of these same factors after wind
mixing , extending from the surface of the sea to a certain depth. Curve F shows, on a represent-
ative scale , the wind’s action expended on frictional mixing f rom the surface of the sea to the given
depth.

Figure 14. The vertical distribution of temperature, salinity - -

and specific vol ume after wind mixing.

From the figure it is evident that the distinguishing feature of wind mixing is the destruction
of the stability of the mixed layers and the creation of large gradients of all the physical—chemical
properties of sea water at their lower boundary . It is also evident from the fi gure that with the
usual distribution of temperatures, the temperature of the sea surface drops somewhat , thanks to
wind mixing , and at a certain depth , it rises. In this manner , the heat absorbed by the surface
layers is conveyed downward.

We should particularly stress the significance of wind mixing for the thermal regime of the
ocean . It has been shown that the thermal ener~~ of solar radiatio n is literall y abso rbed by the
first few centimeters of the surface layers of the see. Actually, (if we exclude heat transport by
currents) the distribution of the heat absorbed by the surface layers is due only to f rictional wind
mixing .

But on the other hand , wind mixing, by creating large density gradients at the lower boundary ,
limits by Its very nature , as it were , the depth s of its distribution. This phenomenon is particu-
larl y well expressed with large salinity gradients in the surface layers .

LITERATURE: 15 , 62 , 77.
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Section 29. Convective Mixing
As has already been pointed out , stable equilibrium of the stationary horizontal layers may

exist under the condition that the lighter layers lie above the heavier ones. Being more exact , it is
necessary that the stability of the layers be positive for equilibrium. As soon as this condition is
disrupted , eddies occur on the surfaces of separation , mixing these layers. Thus , by its very na-
ture , convective mixing Is also a turbulent process. 5

Let us assume that the specific volume of topmost layer begins to decrease for some reason .
At the same time the stability between the first and second layers from the top wifl begin to
decrease .

The stability depends on two factors -- on the vertical specific volume gradient (without cor-
rection for compressibility) and on the adiabatic correction. In our discussion we will disregard
the latter , due to its small size in comparison with the specific volume gradients of the upper lay-
ers , and we will consider that for mixing to be possible It is necessary that the specific volume of
the first layer becomes equal to the specific volume of the second layer from the top.

A decrease in the specific volume of sea water may be caused either by an increase in the sa-
linity or by a change in temperature which would bring the water closer to the temperature of
greatest density .

An inc rease in the salinity of the surface layers of the sea water , regardless of the mixing of
waters of different salinity , may be caused either by ice formation , or by evaporation .

Let us assume that a layer of ice of thickness f and salinity S
~ forms from a uniform layer of

thickness ~, whose salinity at the initial moment was S. .
~~ < S. - 

-

If we melt this layer of ice of thickness i .  we will obtain a column of water of height h,
whereupon

(1)

where ~ = the density of the ice .
= the density of water.

Nat urally , after the ice is formed , the salinity of the remaining water column will increase
by ~ S.

From the mixing law , we get

Sz~~ hS1 + ( : —/ i )  (S+~~S), (2)
f rom which the inc rease in salinity will be

(3~

•Theoretlcally, in the absence of turbulence , equilibrium may exist even with some negative
stability.
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Disregarding the thickness of the Ice in the denominator of this formula in view of its small-
ness as compared with the thickness of the layer from which the ice was formed , and also consid-
ering the ratio of densities of ice and water as 0.9 , we get

_________  
(4)

z
and

l J z . ~S (5)— s--s.
.

If the salinity of ice Is taken as 0 , we get the simpler formulas

LiS = 0.9 iS 
, (6)

— 
LI z~ S (7)

— S

By analogous reasoning we find that increase in the salinity of the layer during evaporation
will be

z (8)

where a as before is the thickness of the uniform layer of salinity S and -2 is the height of the
evaporated layer.

For water , whose salinity Is greater than 24.7 o/oo, the temperature of maximum density is
lower than the freezing point , and therefore for such water the specific volume will decrease , to-
gether with a temperature drop to the freezing point . In a particular case with low salinities and
low temperatures , it may be shown conversely that a certain temperature rise is required to reduce
the specific volume .

Thus , in the general case ( 5 >  24.7 o/oo) a certain amount of heat must be removed from the
examined layer In order to decrease the specific volume. Referring this quantity of heat to 1 cm2

of the sea surface , considering the specific heat of water as unity and measuring the thickness of
the layer in meters, we get

~~ — lOO z ‘ (9)

where ~ is the drop in temperature of a layer a meters thick
and ~~~, is the amount of heat in g/cal removed from 1 cm 2 of the sea surface.

Let us assume that at the initial moment we have two layers with corresponding temperatures

~i 
and 

~~~~ 
salinities S

~ 
and 

~2’ specific volumes a~ and 02. and layer heights 
~~ 

and 
~2’ Actu-

ally , from what has been said above , after complete mixing of these layers, the total thickness of
the mixed layers will be 2 1, 2 = 

~~~~ ~~~ 
while the total specific volume will be equal to the specific

volum e of the lower layer, i.e., 01,2 = 02 .
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Let us further assume that the decrease In specific volume of the upper layer is due solely to
a change in the temperature = .~~ . In such a case , the total salinity of the mixed layers can be
found from the mixing formula:

ç 
S1 z1 +S~~..

‘ - 1 ,2 = . (10)

The overall temperature after mixing is found from

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = 1 1 + 2 22 
+ 

~1 = Ii 2 +  (11)
~ + Z 1 + 23 Z~ + 23 ~

where 
~1 . 2 and 1, 2 indicate the mean salinity and the mean temperature , respectively, of the lay-

ers up to the start  of convective mixing .

Ana logously, provided that the specific volum e of the first  layer decreases exclusivel y due to
an increase in its salinity by 

~~~~~~~~ 
we get the total salinity and temperature , after mixing, by the

formulas

S1 z1 + S~z2 + 
z~ ~~ = S1 , 2 + ~~~ i~.S1 (12)Z l + L ,  Z 1 + 2 2 21 , 2

11 21 + 12 22
Z 1 +Z ~ 

11 ,2. (13)

In these for mulas , .
~~ 

-

~~ 
and ~~s9 are the changes in temperature or salinity of the first layer

necessary for its specifi c volume to remain equal to the specifi c volume of the second layer.

It appears difficult , howeve r, to compute the m agnitudes ~~~ and 
~~~~~~ 

and therefore , they are
usually derived with the help of the TS diagrams. The problem reduces to the following: to find a
temperature (or salinity), corresponding to the specific volume of the second layer , from the known
temperature (or salinity) of the first layer. Figure 15 shows part of the TS diagram. Let point .4
correspond to elements of the first layer and be a portion of the isoline of the specific volume of
the second layer. Naturall y ,  for the specifi c volume of the first layer to become equal to that of
the second layer , we must either change the temperature by the m agnitude A = .~~ ~, or change the
salinity by the magnitude 4 ~~~~~

34L

Figure 15. DeterminatIon of the Sdia-

34~~ a change In the specific volume
to a given value.
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After the value 
~~ 

or has been determined from the TS diagram , the total salinity and
temperature of the two upper mixed layers can be easily determined from th€ formulas given
above. We can judge the possibility of mixing with subsequent layers from the top in an analogous
manner.

The solid curves in figure 16 show schematically the normal vertical distribution of tempera-
ture , salinity and specific volume at the Initial moment; the dashed lines show the distribution of
these same factors after convective mixing from the sea surface to a certain depth , caused solely
by a drop in temperature; the crossed lines show the distribution caused exclusively by an increase
in the salinity of the surface layers. As can be seen from the figure , convective mixing as opposed
to frictional mixing , does not create large specific volume gradients , and accordingly , high stabil-
ity at its lower distribution boundary . In addition , convective mixing due to a temperature drop
usually creates a temperature inversion at Its lower boundary.

: 

~~~~~~~~ 

Figure 16. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t SZIJ a. volume after convective mixing .

Mixing, convective or frictional , does not occur instantaneously, but requ ires def inite period s
of time for its completion. In general , it occurs more rapidly, the higher the negative stability
which determines its appearance. Actually, we can visualize the operating process of convective
mixing from the negative stabilities , sometimes observed in the surface , intermediate and deep
layers of the ocean .

LITERATURE: 47 , 62 , 77. - -

Section 30. Ver t ical  Winter Circulation
A drop in temperature of the sea surface layers (if we are examining water with a salinity

greater than 24.7 0/00) causes a decrease in the specific volume , and accordingly, if this dec rease
is considerable , convective mixing. Therefore , in regions of the sea where the surface layers have
a sufficiently expressed diurnal temperature variation , we note during the day some temperature
inc rease (and thanks to evaporation, a certain increase in salinity as well) , while at night there Is
a cooling and convective mixing to a certain depth . This same phenomenon occurs during any tem-
perature drop in sea temperature . But this process reaches its highest development as a result of
extended winter cooling which causes the so called vertical winter circulation . In light of the spe-
cial significance of vertical winter circulation for the regime of the ocean , and In part icular the
Arctic Basin , we will examine in more detail this phenomena. Since it Is impossible to express the
relationships between temperature , salinity and specific volume by simple formulas , we will use an
arbitrarily selected example in the following discussion.
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Let us assume that in a certain point in the sea , a certain distribution of temperature and
salinity was observed at the beginning of winter cooling, which in the future changes exclusively due
to the release of heat to the atmosphere by the sea.

Let us compute the mean temperatures and salinities between the surface of the sea and the
corresponding level , and note that for convective mixing to reach the given level , the specific vol *
ume of the upper layers mixed by convection must become equal to the specific volume at the given
level before the start of mixing .

TABLE 23. ELEMENTS OF VERTICAL WINTER CIRCULATION.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

- 

~~ 
q~ As i

0 9.10 30.62 76.84 9.1 30.62 29.46 9.1 0 0 — 0 0 0
5 8.96 30 .62 76.82 9.0 30.62 29.48 9.0 0 0 — 0 0 0

10 9.00 30 .62 76.82 9.0 30.62 29.48 9.0 0 0 — 0 0 0
15 8.69 31.15 76.38 8.9 30.75 30.05 6.4 2.5 3.8 — 0 0 3.8
20 6.16 31.69 75.67 8.4 30.81 30.99 —1.7 10.1 20.2 0.18 13 0.9 21.1
25 1 .~~ 32.84 74.35 7.2 31.13 32.62 —1.8 9.0 22.5 1.49 132 9.3 31.8
30 0.07 33.04 74.1 5 6.2 31.51 32.96 -1.8 8.0 24.0 1.45 152 10.9 34.9
40 -0 .62 33.46 73.80 4.6 31.92 33.41 -1 .8 6 .5 26.0 1.49 206 14.8 40.8
50 -1.56 34. 16 73.23 3.7 32.29 34.15 —1 .8 5.5 27.5 1.86 317 22.8 49.3
65 -1.67 34.43 73.01 3.5 32.73 34. 44 —1 .9 4.4 28.6 2.31 505 36.4 65.0

Table 23 gives the results of corresponding processing of the data chosen as an example. The
following notations are to be used in this table:

Column 1. p is the depth in m.

Column 2. t ° is the temperature at the given level before the onset of mixing.

Column 3. 3 is the salinity at the given level before mixing begins.

Column 4. u is the actual specific volume at the given level.

Column 5. t 7~ Is the mean temperature from the surface of the sea to the given level com-
puted by the general mixing formula:

m

where t is the mean temperature between the levels before the start of mixing and Ap is the dis-
tance between the levels in meters .

Column 6. S.-. is the mean salinity from the surface of the sea to the given level , computed
by the same formula.

Column 7. S~. is the salinity corresponding to the specific volume of the given level , and to
the freezing point.
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The salinity 3 r is found either from the oceanographic tables or from the TS diagram . In
the latter case, we proceed along the isoline which corresponds to the given specific volume until
we reach the freezing point line , and then we read the corresponding sal inity from the X-axis of the
TS diagram . This will be salinity ~ r

Column 8. t 0 is the overall temperature of the mixed layers. It is found from the TS din-
gram , as the temperature corresponding to the specific volume and the mean salinity of the mixed
layers at the given level.

Let us note that although salinity S,~ is greater than the salinity o~~ temperature 
~c may

have different values, if S~. is higher than S.~, temperature f ( 18 always equal to the freezing
point .

Column 9. The difference between columns 5 and 8. or -

I
Column 10. ; is the amount of heat in kg—ca in released with convective mixing (down to the

given level) by each square cm of the sea surface , provided the mean temperature of the mixed
layers drops from r..~ to t i . . It is computed by the formula

q, = O.l (tm —lc) p.

In this computation the specific heat of water is taken as unity .

Col~tmn 11. AS is the salinity Increase , of layers mixed to a given level . necessa ry for the
general s}’-ecific volume of these layers at the freezing point to equal the specific volume observed
at the given level. It is computed as the difference of columns 7 and 6 by t he formula

i~S = S~ Sm

and is entered in the table only wh. -’n this difference is positive.

Column 12 . i is the thickness (in em) of the ice formed during convective mixing to the
given level. It is computed by the formula

I Sm ‘

whe re AS is taken from column 11 and S-.~ f rom column 6. It is assumed in this formula that
the density of ice is 0.9 and the salinity of the ice is 0.

Column 13. -~ is the amount of heat In kg-cal released by each squar e cm of the sea surface ,
provided tha t convective mixing reaches to the given level and ice of thickness I forms. It is com-
puted by the for mula

qi =O.072 1,

whe re Is the thickness of the ice in cm taken from column 12. In the formula it is assumed that
the density of Ice is 0.9 and that the heat of fusion is 80 gm—cal .

Column 14 . q q q ~ is the sum of the heat released by each cm 2 when the sea cools
In  temperature (column 8) and the heat released when ice of thickness I forms. This is corn-
putmi as the sum of columns 10 and 13.
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It follows from this table that in the given example , convective mixing extending to 15 m ye-
qul res no ice form ation wha tsoever , and In this case , the temperature of these 15 in drops from

9 .1” (column 5 of the table) to , . 6 .4 °  (col unm 8). But 11 mixing reaches a depth of20 rn , the temperature of the entire 20 in laye r not onl y becomes equal to the freezing point , butice 13 cm thick (column 12) forms on the sea surface.

Furt her , from this t able it is evident that for the vertical winter circulation to reach the bot-tom (65 in) the sea surface in the examined case must release to the atmosphere 65 kg-cal /cm 2
(and , du ring this , ice 505 cm thick must form) .

Fina ll y, f rom the same table we see that with convective mixing to any level , the temperatureof the mixed lay ers ( - ) is always lower than the temperature at this same level before the start
of mixing ( -~) whi ch indt ’ates the creation of a temperatur e inversion . The data of this table are
depicted graphically In i~~~~e 17.

30°/~ 31 32 33 34 357~

0 1 2 3 4 5
ICE IN METERS

Figure 17 . Vertical winter circulation elements in the Bering Sea.

in this diagram, the levels of the sea surface are plotted along the Y-a~ is, while the temper-
ature ‘ .. • salinities ~~~~ and S~ , the ice thtcki~oss i, and the total amount of heat o.  released 1w thesea to the atmosphere during vertical winter circulation are plotted along the X— axis ;  the corres-
ponding points arc then connected by smooth curves.

In the diag ram we can easily determ ine the mean temperature from the surface to any level ,from the t ~ curve. We solve the same problem for salinity f rom the S~, curve. The cu rves of
the amoun t of heat and the thickness of ice formed allows us to jud ge these nmgniludes during ver-
tical circulation extending to any level. The curves thus constructed allow us to answer the fol-lowing questions: How much heat must be released to the atmosphe re by the sea in order for theve rtical circulation to reach a given level? Is this accompanied by ice formation, and if so , ofwha t thickness? To what depth does circul ation reach If ice of the given thIckness forms?

Figure 18 shows the isolines of the heat emission in kg— cal/ cm 2 of the sea’s su rface , with
vertical circulation reaching the given depth which I computed for the Barent s Sea by the described
method. The dashed line shows the Isoline of the ice thickness (in meters) which forms with mix-
ing to the given level. The observations were conducted by the Oceanographic Insittute (Okc’ano-
graficheskit Institut) along the Kola meridian (33°30’ east) in August 1931.

It is seen from the figure how much deeper the vert ical  winter circulation penetrates with thesame amount ~f heat which is released to the atmosphere by the sea , e.g. , at 74 0  north , compared
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Figure Is . Isolines of the heat emission with vert ical  winter cir-
culation in the Barents Sea.

wi th the coastal reg ion (69°30’ north). In the first case, with 20 kg—cal/cm 2 released to the atmos-
phere , the vertical circula tion penetration drops to 175 in , in the second case it drops only to 65 in.

This phenomenon is explai ned by the large vertical salinity gradients at the coastal stations ,
where these gradients are created by shore run-off . From this , It is easy to see that the ver tical
ci rculation reaches the bottom mainl y in coastal shallows and in individual banks in open sectors of
the sea.

Figure 19 shows the isotherms in one of the cross sections made by the F er s e u s  in the
Barents Sea in r% l am’ eh 1934. As was to be expected , particularly off shore , when convective
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mixing j oins with frictional, and where heat , released to the atmosphere from the sea In winter is
greater than in the open sea, the Isotherms are completely vertical, which is always a sign of
convective mixing.

LITERATURE : 47 , 62 , 65, 77.

Section 31. The Index of Freezing
In figure 17 the point of intersection of curves Sm and S .,. attracts our attention. This point

is significant in that vertical circulation may proceed to that level where this point is located , due
solely to a drop in the temperature of surface layers of the sea. For vertical circulation to pene-
trate deeper than this point, the surface layers must increase in salinity and accordingly, ice must
form . On the diagram , curves Sm and S~. intersect at a depth of 18 m. For this depth

F Sm s. =
~~~

:oo/oO
~

From this we get

1m— ’T 10° .3,

q~ = 0.1 (I~ — ’~) p .  = 18.5 K?.-KaA/ CM 2,

where p ,. is the depth to which vertical circulation may proceed without the formation of ice, (in
the given example 18 in); I have called this depth the critical depth of vertical circulation , and ~is the amount of heat which must be released to the atmosphere during the process; I have called
this value the index of freezi ng of the sea .

In the preceding paragraph we gave the complete procedure for computing vertical winter
circulation. Naturally , even with such a calculation , the computations should be made only to that
level at which the amount of heat released to the atmosphere during vertical circulation does not
exceed the total amount of heat released by the sea to the atmosphere in a given region during the
winter.

If we limit ourselves only to a determination of the indices of freezing , it would be unneces-
sary to compute the elements of convective mixing from the surface of the sea all the way to the
bottom , but only to the level at which S ,~ 

and S~. are equal.

We have assumed that the vertical distribution of temperature and salinity at the oceano-
graphic station whose dat a has been given in table 23 changes only as a result of vertical winter cir-
culation. But let us assume that before the very start of this circulation , the layers from the sea
surface to a depth of 25 m , will be mixed by the wind.

From table 23 it is easily seen that In this case the overall temperature of the mixed layers
will be 7.2 0 and the overall salinity 31.13 o/oo , with a corresponding specific volume of 76.21. In
order to cool this 25 m layer to ~~ 1.7 0

, i.e., to the freezing point, the sea must release to the at-
mosphere 22.3 kg-cal/cm2.
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But we have seen that at the examined station during cooling under calm conditions, the crit-
ical depth of vertical circulation was only 18 m , so that the amount of heat released to the atmos-
phere was only 18.5 kg-cal/cm2.

Thus we find that before the start of cooling, the surface layers of a given station are mixed
to a depth of 25 m , before the start of the ice formation , 3.8 kg-cal/cm2 more should be released
to the atmosphere during calm conditions. It should be noted that such an increase in the index of
freezing takes place only if wind mixing encompasses layers deeper than the cri tical depth of verti-
cal circulation ; in our example, below 18 m. But , if under the same conditions wind mixing pro-
ceeds to the level of temperature inversion (if in the given region such exists) there may be such an
increase in the index of freezing that ice formation in a given region becomes completely impos-
sible. This circumstance should be considered when computing the indices of freezing .

From all this , It is clear that if in the pee-winter period we set up a network of oceanographi c
stations in the region of interest to us , plot on a chart the indices of freezing computed for each of
them separately by the method described earlier, and draw the corresponding isolines, we may in
first approximation, judge at which of the stations , all other conditions being equal , the tempera-
ture of the sea surface will drop first to the freezing point , and at which It will drop last , or , in
other words , where ice formation will set in earlier and later.

Naturally, in addition to the indices of freezing, we need to know the rate of cooling of the
separate regions of the sea, i.e., the amount of heat released from the surface of the sea to the
atmosphere during 24 hours under various conditions , taking these conditions into account we could
judge approximately the time when freezing would begin.

LITERATURE: 65.

Section 32. Features of Vert ical  Winter Circulation
in the Shallows

Let us assume that from observations , the horizontal oceanographic gradients at the initial
moment in the examined sector of the sea are equal to 0 , while the vertical gradients are uniform, - 

-

i.e . ,  that the sea consists of horizontal layers , which are uniform with respect to temperature and
salinity . Let us further assume that at a certain moment the vertical circulation extends to the top
of a submarine bank (figure 20) . At this moment, “ventilation” of the top of the bank begins , as
follows, the surface layers (oxygen enriched due to exchange with the atmosphere and enriched with
nutritive matter as a result of the photosynthetic action of plants) will be continuousi y mixed with
the bottom layers.
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With further cooling of the sea surface, the lower boundary of vertical circulation, dropped
even more. But here , naturally, the water above the top of the bank cooled somewhat more and
correspondingly its density becomes somewhat greater than above deeper places. As a result, the
colder deeper waters start to creep down the slopes of the bank until they drop to the level with
equal density . In turn , the creep of the water from the slopes is compensated for by a rise in the
deep waters which creates ci rculat ion , as indicated in figure 20 by the ar rows .

We should note that such a pnenomenon is of considerable significance only when the surface
layers of the sea have comparatively high initial temperatures. Actually, we have seen that with
temperatures close to the freezing point, a temperature change has practically no effect on density .
It is a different story when vertical circulation is accompanied by ice formation and the salinity in-
crease which goes along with it.

If the depth of the bank is less than the critical depth of vertical circulation , the temperature
of the water above it drops to the freezing point sooner and ice formation starts earlier.

Further , we have seen that the salinity increase in the sea during ice formation , If we assume
the salinity of ice to be 0 , is determined by the formula

!~S~

whe re = the thickness of the Ice ,
S = the salinity of the water from which the ice forms ,

the depth of propagation of vertical winter circulation.

Assuming tha t the initial salinity is 15 0/00 and the thickness of the ice forming in winter is
2 in , which is common for the regions of the New Siberian Islands , for example , we find that toward
the end of winter the salinity at the 10 m depth has increased to 17.6 o/oo and at the 5 m depth , to
20.4 o/oo , which gives, in the first case , a natural density of 14. 12, and in the second case, 16.38.
Understandably, such a large difference in densities unfailing ly involves creep of cold and more
saline waters to deeper locations or, at least, to deeper levels. Naturally, such phenomena are
observed off-shore , particularly in shoals and are realized to a very great extent in the frozen
reaches of the ocean , particularly in the Arctic Basin.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77.

Section 33. The Cold Intermediate Layer
The vertical winter circulation continues as long as cooling does, and at the moment It ceases ,

it is characterized by the amount of heat released by the sea , by the thickness of the mixed layers ,
and by their overall temperature. The latter , in the case of ice formation , nat urally is equal to the
f reezing point, while in the absence of ice formation , depending on the vertical salinity gradient it
may be either higher or lower than the temperature of the lower lying layers.

Let us assume , as In the majority of cases , that the temperature of the mixed layers is lower
than the temperature of layers not affected by vertical circulation (temperature Inversion) and let
the lower circulati on boundary at the moment it ceases , be defIned by depth p ’. In this case , the
vertical temperature distribution is represented schematically by curve a bcd (figure 21) . Let us
further assume that at this same moment summer heating of the upper sea layers begins , gradually
extending to greater and greater depths. Correspondingly, (if the heating proceeds under calm con-
ditions) the upper layers heat through and the vertical temperature distribution is shown by curv e
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a ’ bcd . Thus, as a result of winter cooling and the subsequent summer heating , a cold inter-
mediate layer Is formed between levels p and p ’.

0 a a’ fo

- 1’~p1 .-----

d FIgure 21. Formation of the cold Inter-
mediate layer.

We see that in time the cold intermediate layer , no longer maintained by cooling from above ,
will be gradually eliminated from below by frictional mixing with lower lying layers, and fr om
above by continual heating and by frictional mixing with the upper, warmer layers, which is shown
on the temperature curve by a gradual elimination of points on the curve, as is shown in figure 21
by the dashed lines.

if winter cooling , as compared with summer heating, were not sufficiently intense , in time all
traces of a cold intermediate layer would disappear. On the other hand , if winter cooling is suffi-
ciently intense traces of the cold Intermediate layer will remain even toward the start of new cool-
ing. The cold intermediate layers formed as a result of vertical winter circulation and summer
heating are characteristic during spring and summer for all seas of the temperate and polar lati-
tudes with noticeable vertical salinity gradients . Depending on local conditions the cold interme-
diate layer may be temporary . disappearing after a year, or continual. i .e.  maintained over many
years . Depending also on local conditions , the temperature of the cold intermediate layer may be
comparatively very high and very low--close to the freezing point.

The less the summer heating and the stronger the winter cooling, the deeper the lower bound-
ary of the cold intermediate layer will drop , and the lower will be its temperature . When the verti-
cal winter circulation Is accompanied by ice formation , the temperature of the cold intermediate
layer drops to the freezing point .

Tables 24 and 25 give examples of spring and summer distribution of temperature and salinity
in regions of ice formation .
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TAB LE 24. BERIN G SEA , 14 JU LY 1932. 52°42’ NORTH. 150°03’ EAST.

p . . . 0 10 25 30 40 75 100 150 300 500
10.80 4.22 0.86 0.70 -0.06 -0.30 -9.22 0.00 1.11 3.35

S o/oo . . 28.59 32.27 32.72 32.90 33.06 33.26 33.35 33.33 33.53 34.04

TABLE 25 . BARENTS SEA , 25 AUGUST 1931. 79°03’ NORTH , 37°02’ EAST.

p . . . 0 10 25 50 75 100 150 200 250 270
2.44 2.43 2.44 —1. 71 -1.45 —1.26 -1.35 0.59 0.81 0.86

S o/oo . . 33.81 33.82 33.85 34.29 34.37 34.47 37.74 34.86 34.88 34.96

In the Berin g Sea the cold intermediate layer is considerab ly less evident towards the middile
of July, thanks to summer heating and mixing. In the Barents Sea, toward the end of August at a
depth of 50 in , the freezing point is still maintained , mainly because this station is located close to
the retreating edge of floating ice. This ice obstructs deep penetration of solar radiation and
consequently ,  heating.

As this example shows, the cold inte rmediate laye r is generally most clearly expressed and
is preserved longest of all at the edge of melting ice. Thus, by the way, the cold intermediate
layer in ice regions is expressed in summer , we can j udge when the sea will open. On the other
hand , In regions where the ice is carried by the wind and currents only, no formation of the cold
intermediate layer is observed.

Figure 22 shows the isotherms of the cross section whIch we made aboard the Pe r se~ -s on
5 to 10 August 1928 in the Barents Sea along the edge of melting ice. From this it is clear that
along the entire cross section , approximately between the 20 and 120 m levels , a strong cold inter-
mediate layer with a temperature considerably less than -1° is observed.
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Figure 22. Cold intermediate layer In the
250 - Barents Sea in August 1928 .
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In regions of the sea where the vertical winter circulation encompasses the tops of submarine
elevations and banks , the pnenomenon of the cold intermediate layer has certain peculiarities.

Let us assume that at the time the lower boundary of the vertical winter circulation occupied
a certain position below the top of a submarine elevation , winter cooling ceased , and in conjunction
with the start of summer heating , formed the cold intermediate layer. Gradual ly, due to the ab-
sorption of solar radiation and due to frictional mixing, this layer will be eliminated from above.
At deep places it will be eliminated by frictional mixing f rom below , as well. If the submarine ele-
vation In question lies in the path of a warm current , as happens , e.g. , in the southern part of the
Barents Sea, the effect of the washing away of the remains of the winter regime by warm waters ,
both from above and below , will be added to the effect of radiation and frictional mixing. Since the
velocity of the current above submarine elevations is less than above deep water troughs , it is nat-
ural that this washing effect is greater in the troughs.

LITERATURE: 47 , 62.

Section 34. T he Discontinuit y Layer
We use the term discontinuity layer to designate that layer where the corresponding vertical

gradients are large--temperature, salini ty, oxygen content , density , etc. , depending on which of
the oceanographic characteristics actually change most rapidl y in the given layer.

The discontinuity layer of density is naturally of particular significance in the ocean regime ;
this indicates the high stability of the surface which separates the given layers.

As we have seen in Section 27 , the ove rall stability of layers is comprised of the stability
which Is dete rmined by the vertical temperature distribution and the vertical salinity distribution .
It follows from this that there is great stability when the temperature and salinity stabilities are
combined e.g. , with simultaneously heating and salinity Increase of the surface waters , or when
fresher , warmer shore waters are superimposed on more saline and colder ocean waters.

Generally , in the surface layers of the low latitudes a temperature discontinuity layer pre-
vails which becomes weakened , and sometimes even eliminated , by convection due to an increase
In salinity during evaporation. In the temperate latitudes the temperature discontinuity layer is
characteristic of summer , and is usually eliminated by winter cooling. In the high latitudes in
summer , the salinity discontinuity layer is characteristic , forming as a result of a temperature
increase and the melting of ice , and disappearing in winter during ice formation . Thus , depending
on local conditions , the density discontinuity layer may be either temporary, seasonal , or contin-
uous. The depths of the disposition of the discontinuity layer also vary within wide limits , de-
pending on local conditions. We have seen that if the layer stability is high , f rictional mixing is
very muc h hindered , or almost ceases. In this case the layers slide one along the other , as it

• were , and the circulation in each of them has its own particular nature , reminiscent of the circula-
tion In shallows , where the current at the upper levels may be directed in one direction , while in
the lower levels , in the opposite direction , for compensation .

The density discontinuity layer which is clearly expressed in certain ocean regions creates
another ext remely interesting phenomenon , as for example the phenomena of “dead water , ”
“mire , ” etc.

If the discontinuity layer is located not far below the surface of the sea (within the reach of a
ship ’s draf t) , when a ship passes through the discontinuity layer waves are set up which increase
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the drag of the water. Then the ship loses quite a bit of speed . Thus , the velocity of the Fr a ’-~,
which entered the region of dead water off the Taimyr Peninsula on 29 August 1893 , dropped from
4.5 to 1 knot.

The concept of mire was established in connection with the development of submarine naviga-
tion . Submarines , in regions where a sharp density discontinuity layer is observed , on submerging,
balance their bouyan cy in such a manner that they sink in the upper layer and ascend in the lower
layer. In such a case , the boat may lie -~~ ‘ a discontinuity layer without moving as if on a real
bottom .

H LITERATURE: 62 , 103.

Section 35. T he Distance Transfer of Temper ature
Anoma lies of the Ocean

As soon as the surface temperature of a certain ocean region deviates from the norm for
some reason or another , this anomaly is immed iately transferred to the bottom (by mixing) and
hori zontally (by currents) .

Let us assume that a temperature anomaly is created in the center of a rectangular canal
throughout whose cross section there flows a current caused by some force or another. This anom-
aly is immediately reflected in the slope of the longitudinal level of the canal . It can be easily seen
that with a negative anomaly in the upstream part of the canal the current velocity increases , while
in the downstream part of the canal , it decreases. Conversely,  with a positive anomaly, the veloc-
ity of the current upstream decreases , and the downstream increases.

Thus , any temperature anomaly inevitab ly creates an anomaly of t~e velocity of the current ,
whereupon if the temperature at any place upstream anomalously increases , this causes an in-
crease in the downstream velocity, and vice versa.

Let us further assume that we are dealing with a warm current , i .e . ,  with one for which the
temperature dropped downstream , (e.g. , the Nordkapp, Spitsbergen , and deep Arctic currents) and
that for some reason or another the velocity of the current increased in a certain part of it. If we
assume that in the time it takes to run from this region to another , the current is cooled proper—
tionally to the time of this run , it appears that the temperature downstream should increase even
when the temperature does not change upstream . It is evident that for a cold current (the Green-
land current) with an increase in the velocity upstream , the temperature of the current downstream
drops correspondingly. Thus , temperature changes result in velocity changes , and vice versa.
For a warm current , temperature and velocity changes are unidirectional. In first approxi mation ,
we may consider that an Increase in the temperature of such currents is proportional to an increase
in their velocities , and vice versa. The reverse phenom ena should be observed in cold currents.

Let us now assume that in a certain time interval the temperature increases upstream.
Accepting the fact that here the current velocity does not change throughout it s entire length , as Is
the case with conditions of heat exchange with the atmosphere and the contiguous waters , we find
that the temperature increase noted anywhere upstream will consequently be noted in ranges 10—
cated further downstream. Thus the propagation rate of a temperature anomaly will be determined
by the velocity of the current itself , and sometimes may serve as a reliable means for actually
j udging the mean velocity of this current.



We submit figure 23 as an example; according to Nansen and Helland-Hansen the mean May
temperatures in the hydrological cross-sections of the Songe Fjord, the Lofoten Islands, and along
the Kola Meridian , and the area of the open water in the Barents Sea in May are shown here. From
the figu~-e it is clearly evident that the rise and drops in temperature , noted on the Songe Fjord are
noticed after a year in the Lofoten Islands , and in the following year in the Kola Meridian and in the
Iciness of the Barents Sea. There were not sufficient further investigations at Songe Fjord and
Lofoten Islands cross-sections to be able to continue this comparison. In any event , by analyzing
the available data from the Songe Fjord cross-sections in May 1925 and 1929 and in August 1928 and
1932 , Hefland—Hansen notes that evidently in 1928 , highly saline Atlantic water entered the Norwe-
glan Sea. In 1931 Mosby also detected water of incre ased salinity northeast of Spitzbergen. Ac-
cordingly , 2 to 3 years are evidently required for Atlantic waters to move from the Norwegian
coast to the northeast shores of Spitsbergen .

34 ~~~~~~I ~ zi r ~~~-j Figure 23. (1) Mean May temperature cross sections

J ~ 1W ( 
,~~~ 

.~~~
‘ at Songe Fjord; (2) mean May temperature

~~~~ N / V t•. ~ 6 cross sections at the Lofoten Islands;
-“.

~ 2. 7 8 (3) mean May temperature cross sections
~ along the Kola Meridian: (4) area of open— — — — — — — 2 water in May in the Barents Sea

Developing Nansen ’s and Helland-Hansen ’s ideas , I came to the conclusion , based on calcula-
tions of the velocities of the Nordkapp current , that the waters of this current require about 1 year
to reach the northern pert of the Kara Sea. On the other hand , considering that the Nordkapp cur-
rent is only a br anch of the main Spitsbergen currents , I assumed that at the moment the crest of
the thermal wave is noted off Murman , this same crest , travelling along the main Spitsbergen cur-
rent , should be located off the southern shores of Spitsbergen. The following year the crest should
be located in the region to the north of Spitsbergen , and the year after , it should appear in the
region between Franz Joseph Land and Severnaya Zemlya. Thus , the temperature anomalies noted
along the Kola Meridian should be observed to the north of Mys Zhelanyia within a year , and in the
northern part of the Kara Sea in two or three years.

Karakash and Somov further showed that the temperature anomalies observed along the Kol a
Meridian are reflected in the iciness of the Laptev Sea in four years .

FIgures 24 and 25 according to Somov , show the distribution of temperature anomalies all
along the Kola Meridian in 1935 and 1937.

But , anomalies of the temperatures of sea currents create corresponding anomalies in the
heat fl ux f rom the sea into the atmosphere . In particular , for the northern part of the Kara Sea we
must consider that the fu rther north the positive temperature anomaly, the further north the paths
of cyclones pass. -

Figure 26 shows according to Somov , the dependence of the trajectories of cyclones on the
difference of the mean annual temperatures in the cross-section along the Nob Meridian The
solid line shows the mean latitude of the cyclone trajectories in the northern part of the Kara Sea
for 1930 to 1938 (according to Drogaitsev) and for 1939 to 1940 (according to Somov) .
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Figure 26. The trajectories of cyclones as a function of the difference
In mean annual temperatures In the cross sections along
the Kola Meridian .

The dashed line gives the curve of the underlying surface, and is constructed in the following
manner. For example , for the 1930 curve , we take the difference in the mean annual temperature
along the Kola Meridian for 1927 (northern region) and for 1929 (southern region) ; for the 1931
curve , we take the difference in the indicated temperatures for 1928 and 1930, etc. The positive
sign of this difference shows that the positive anomaly for a given year is greater In the northern
region than in the southern , and vice versa , (figures 24 and 25).

Examining figure 26 , we see that the curves intersect quite well , and , although Somov con-
siders the 11—year series of observations insufficient for a final representation of the proposed
hypothesis , I have no idea about not accepting Its correctness. *

*f made plans for expeditions in 1932 aboard the J~ ipo vic ’ h (sailing around Franz Joseph
Land at this time) and In 1935 on the Icebreaker Sa - ! k a (setting a record , as yet unsurpassed , of
open sea navigation to 82°42’ north In this year) based on actual calculation of the time of the
appearance of the crests of several waves noted in the cross section along the Kola Meridian.
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As Drogaitsev currently points out, in the Arctic Seas where we encounter intimate expanses
of open water and ice masses in close proximity, the horizontal temperature gradients of the under-
lying surfaces are large enough to change atmospheric pressure at sea level. , i .e . ,  that recorded
on synoptic charts.

We must also add to Drogaitsev ’s discussion that it is not so much the actual air temperature,
as the processes of evaporization and condensation which absorb and release enormous quantities of

- 
- heat that play a role in the thermal interaction of the ocean and the atmosphere. These processes ,

as we have seen , are determined by the water vapor pressure , while the later process (condensa-
tion) is not the same over ice and wate r , even when their temperatures are the same. Therefore ,
there can never be equilibrium In the atmosphere above ice and above the sea .

Changes in atmospheric pressure cause corresponding changes in wind direction , while this
latter case causes changes in air temperature , in the amount of advective heat , etc.; these in turn
are all reflected in the ocean’s regime.

Up to this point we have examined anomalies which are created in individual regions due to
anomalies in the temperature of sea currents. We may note that the effect of even slight anomalies
of this type may be increased considerably by the pressure distribution anomalies imparted by
them, and even more so by the wind distribution anomalies.

Actually, the corresponding wind distribution may , fo r example , break up the ice and create
between the pieces a considerable b-and of open water or , may drive the ice away from the corre-
sponding shore. The spaces of open water formed absorb solar radiation considerably better than
the ice , and therefore the horizonta l air temperature gradient increases , the pressure gradient
intensifies , etc . Thus , the pressure and wind distribution anomalies created by the temperature
anomalies and sea currents may, under certain combinations of physical-geographic conditions ,
play the role of resonators , st rongly Increasing the m agnitude of these anomalies.

Naturally, for the transfer of temperature anomalies by sea currents , the following are
characteristic: 1) All other anomalies of the physical—chemical characteristics of a water mass
are simultaneously transferred (e.g. , salinity) and 2) This process generally requires a long
period of time . For example , acco rding to my calculations the temperature anomaly of Atl antic
waters, observed off northwestern Spitsbergen, should in some way or another be reflected in
Bering Strait only after 4—1/2 years. Dobrovol’skil , having determined the propag ation rate of
Atlantic waters in the Arctic Basin for observations at the station “Nor th Pole’ and on the S u
arrived at the same results.

Vize has told me that according to his 1943 calculations , the anomalies of temperature, pres-
sure , iciness , etc., spread in the seas of the Soviet Arctic from west to east at a rate of 20°
longitude per year.

We have seen that any sea temperature anomaly causes changes or shift s in one direction or
another of the pressure topography. However , a change or shift of the pressure topography in one
region of the sea causes defin ite shift s in that of the adjacent regions.

Figu re 27 (according to Ovchinnikov) shows the connection between the departures in the tem-
peratures of the Janua ry cross—section along the Kola Meridian (33°30’ east), in the Barents Sea
and the deviations of the winter air temperatures (December-February) from the mean multi-annual
temperatu res at the “Uellen ” polar station and the iciness of the Chuckchee Sea in degrees of
concent ration .
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Figure 27 . Departure of the temperature of the cross sec-
tion along the Kola Meridian on 15 January from
the mean multiannual (.—); departure of the
winter air temperature (December to February)
at the “ Uellen ” polar station from the mean
multiannual (—); iciness of the Chuckchee Sea
in degrees of concentration (—-) .

Figure 28 (also according to Ovchinnikov) shows atmospheric pressure in December for a
number of years at Cape Barrow and at the center of the Iceland minimum.
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Figure 28. Mean atmospheric pressure in

~~ - ~
, / ~ December at Cape Barrow (—)

and mean atmospheric pressure

730 ___________________________ in December at the center of
1921 1923 1925 1327 7923 1930 the Iceland minimum (--) .

Examining these figures we see a definite paralFalism in the phenomena in quite widely scat-
tered regions of the ocean , while these phenomena are somehow or other connected with the corre-
sponding changes in the temperature of the ocean’s surface layer (causing them , or vice versa ,
being caused by them) .

Thus , a change in the temperature of the watec ’c s’irface layers , causing changes in the pres-
sure topography in one region of the ocean (in a definite period of time and in a definite direction for
each region) , affects the temperature of different regions of the ocean , sometimes located very far
away from the given region.

UTERATURE: 46, 66, 77 , 109 , 125, 143.
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CHAPTER IV
ICE FORMATION AND ICE TYPES IN THE SEA

Sect ,on 36. The Concept of Ice Format ion
In regard to what we have learned about crystallization, ice formation does not begin imme-

diately throughout the entire liquid after cooling to the melting point , but at Individual , chaotically,
but equally distributed points in it , where nuclei of crystallization are already present or are being
formed. The process of generation of nuclei of crystallization is unknown. It is considered that
nuclei of crystallization occur around the smallest suspended particles of organic and inorganic ori-
gin , which always exist in natu ra l water and which are formations of the most varied siz e, form,
and structure. In particular, Wegener point s out tha t the dust carried by air consists primarily of
quartz grains which serve as excellent nuclei of crystallization. Under natural conditions , besides
this , the tiniest of ice crystal particles already existing in a given volume of water , are snow crys-
tal particles which fall on the surf ace , these often serve as nuclei of crystallization. Ice and snow
crystal particles, as Altberg points out , play a dual role: on one hand, they play the role of nuclei
of crystallization around which further ice accretion occurs , on the other hand , they are special
seeds, viz . ,  accelerators of the growth of nuclei of crystallization and their conversion into ele-
mentary ice particles.

The effect of ice crystal particles as seed crystals is easily demonstrated by the experiment
described by Shenrok.

A grain of salt with snow flakes on it was thrown into slightly supercooled water. This grain
slowly sank to the bottom of the vessel and during this the effect of “a crawling meteor with a tail
behind It” was created. The crystal particles moving through the water In turn continually caused
the formation of other crys tal particles , so that the water was gradually enriched by them. The
process occurred much faster when the water was agitated.

The initial formation of nuclei of crystallization and elementary Ice particles always requires
a certain supercooling of the liquid. The purer the liquid and the calmer Its state, the greater
must thr~ original supercooling be. It is known that under laboratory conditions, pure water can be
cooled to -32°C , but it Is enough even for a slightly supercooled liquid, to Introduce a small piece

of Ice to start rapid ice formation immediately . As Altberg shows, a single grain of ice thrown
into a tank of water supercooled to —0. 1° creates 2 to 3 kg of ice in 30 seconds.

In natural water there are always some types of impurities on which nuclei of crys tallization
will form, and furthermore natural waters are always involved In some movement for some reason
or another. Because of this, the supercooling necessary for the formation of nuclei of crystalliza-
tion In natural water , Is always extremely slight; it is less, the more intense is the movement of
the water and the more particles are suspended In it.

Supercooling of water is also necessary for the further accretion of ice on nuclei of crystal-
lization. Actually, this process requires a slight temperature difference between water and ice,
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which causes a constant flow of heat ac ross the water—ice surface of separation. In this way, ice
particles whose temperature is 00 are, so to speak , surrounded by pockets of warm water during
ice formation which protect them from excessive cooling. Conversely, during ice melting, when
heat is Introduced from without , the ice particles are surrounded by a pocket of cold water which
prevents the Ice temperature from rising above 0° .

Figure 29 shows the temperatu re variation during ice formation in agitated fresh water (ac-
cording to Altberg) . If water is cooled considerably and at the same time vigorously agitated, the
temperatu re sometimes drops to -0. 2° before ice formation begins. Then , as the amount of ice
increases , the temperature of the water rises to 00 .
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FIgure 29. Changes in water temperature during ice formation.

Thus, the basic condition necessary for ice formation is a certain supercooling of water.

Furthermore, for the conversion of water from its liquid into its solid phase , it is necessary
to remove a comparatively large amount of heat from it--the heat of crystallization. Consequently,
the second necessary condition for ice formation ts the assurance that water will , by some means
or another , lose a great deal of heat.

LITERATUR E: 4 , 5, 40, 62 , 141.

Section 37. Ice Formation in Fresh Waters
Let us assume that we have a certain volume of fresh water which is being cooled from the

surface, and which is at rest. Since the freezing point of fresh water is lower than its temperature
of maximum density, by the time the temperatu re of the surface layer reaches the freezing point,
all convective currents have ceased . A certain supercooling of a very thin surface layer causes the
formation of nuclei of crystallization In it. The distribution of these nuclei along the surface of the
water will naturally be chaotically uniform , but further developments cannot of course be uniform
In all directions.
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Actually, the heat of crystallization released during Ice formation must immediately be re-
leased to the atmosphere for the process to continue , since otherwise It will be used in raising the
temperature of the layer. Hence , it is most natural that the growth of the nuclei develops primarily
in a horizontal direction and , due to this , prismatic crystals are formed first whose optic axes are
parallel to the terrain of freezing . Further , in the cells between them, according to Golovkov ’s
microscopic experiments , plate crystals developed whose optic axes are perpendicular to the plane
of freezing . From the moment the possibility of further horizontal growth of crystals is halted by
contact with adjacent plates, a growth of vertically oriented crystals begins to predominate . This
process is disrupted only when separate rapidly developing vertically oriented crystals turn on
thei r sides.

As a result , we obtained ice which resembles a fusion of truncated prisms and pyramids
which face upward and whose form more or less approximates a hexagon , and whose cross sec t ion
slowly decreases downward .

Inasmuch as the ice crystals consist only of water molecules, all impurities gradually pass
from the water into the interlayers between the crystals . The basic mass of a salt solution , due to
its great density, runs downward , while air bubbles are forced out by the continuing growth of the
crystals. Thus , when water is in a calm state and Is gradually cooled , a pure surface ice of needle
structure , f ree of impurities and air bubbles , is formed .

The needle structure of ice Is most clearly evident , e.g. , in ponds during spring , when
melting begins. Solar heat Is absorbed mainly by the salts and slime inclusions contained between
the layers surrounding the individual crystals. As a result , the lower surface of this ice appears
honeycombed , as if it had been peppered with sharp barbs , that is , crystals of pure ice separated
from each other by films of melt water containing slime and salts .

Needle ice , as we have seen , is formed under the condition that the water is at rest. But if
the water is sufficiently agitated , ice forms in a somewhat diffe rent manner. Actually, the super-
cooling of water which is necessary In this case , for the creation of nuclei of crystallization , can
appear in the entire volume of the agitated liquid , and then ice formation will begin around the
formed nuclei. The relea sed heat of crystallization is carried off to the surface by the eddies
which form during the agitation , and these same eddies constantly bring supercooled water particles
from the top, which according to Altberg, guarantees further development of the process. Thus , if

ice formation in still water always begins at the surface , with sufficient agitation of the water , Ice
formation can begin at a certain depth , or even near the bottom. For this , the essential factors
(according to Altberg) are: water In the state of motion (the dynamic factor) and supercooling it
(the thermodynamic fac tor).

Because of their small size , the ice particles which form within the mass of water do not
float to the surface immediately, but are carried from place to place , freeze together on contact ,
and finally rise to the surface . During the formation of deep ice , the water ordinarily contains
myriads of ice particles throughout its entire mass which are barely visible : they appear as shining
dots when the observer sees them at a certain angle to the sun ’s rays. It is noted that when a small
piece of ice is introduced Into supercooled water , a certain clouding of the water occurs at first
which Is called ice fog. Then , tiny ice particles , which are true colloids , collect into bunches ,
grow , and finally turn into a spongy mass saturated with water,

4 According to Altberg , who formulated the above theory of deep ice formation , the elementary
particles of this ice are perfectly round discs with mirror-like side surfaces and an even , as it
were , polished , rim (figure 30) . This form of deep ice elements is explained by the melting and
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- t• Figure 30. DIsks of deep ice.

abrasion of their t’(lge as a result of a great number of collisions with other elements during their
rise to the surface of the water . A unit of such ice is comp letely transparent and is visIl~le in
water only In the case’ of complete internal reflection ; ordinaril y it is about 4 to 8 mm in diameter
and 0. 1 mm or less thick.

The nuclei of crystallization which form in the film of wate r enveloping bottom objects lead to
the formation of a variation of deep ice , bottom ice.

It has boon noted that the intensity of bottom ice formation is not the same on all objects: it
forms very well on metallic objects , less we ll on glass , and hardly for m s on wood , for example.

As they grow , pieces of bottom ice break loose from the bottom and float up to the surface ,
often with soiled particles , rocks , and other objects frozen to them. * After the surface is covered
by the surface ice or deep ice which has floated to the surface , further formation of deep ice ceases
in f resh water. Actual ly, we have seen that the second fundamental condition necessary for ice
for mation necessitates a great loss of heat by the wate r. This loss is hinde red by the presence of
surface ice , and with further supercoo ling of the water , it ceases in favor of crystallization.

Naturall y, the most vigorous agitation is observed in the fast rapids of rivers where the
amount 01 deep Ice is often four to five times greater than the amount of surface ice which forms
simultaneously. in the Angora , according to Altberg, deep ice is almost the exclusive formation.

As Ve likanov points out , the format ion of deep ice does not cease for very long if there are
p 1 p :: , ~~ in which case ice formation always take place below these polynyas. Floating

*In rive r rapids , bottom ice , slowly growing , sometimes reaches the very surface of the
water , creating characteristic iee formation called patrams .

- Any sizable sea water area , other than a lead , encompassed by Ice.
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upward s, deep ice sticks to the surface ice and forms ice Jams , na r rowing the active cross section
of the river (on the Svtr ’ River , t’ . g., sometimes by 80 pe r cent).

LITERA TITRF: 4 , 5 , 13 , 26 , G2 , 77 .

Section 38. Pecul iar i t ies of Ice Formation in the Sea
let us assume tha t at the beginning of freezing, with the sea at rest , we have a series of par-

allel layers , uniform in temperature and salinity in which the density of the layers Inc reases with
depth.

Afte r the surface layer cools somewhat below the freezing point , nuclei or cyrstallizat ion
begi n to form and Ice crystals begin to grow in the fallen needles. These needles , if the sea is
cal m , develop very rapidl y at low temperatures and change to plate cry stals . l’he ends of these
crystals usuall y are i rregular and slightly rounded . The salt dissolved In the sea simultaneously
pass into the interlayers between the crystals where they form “brine. ‘ The latter , due to it s re-
lati vely high salinity , In part drains down along the crystals (which causes convective currents In
the entire surface layer of the water), and in pa rt , with suff iciently intense cooling, remains
f rozen in between the crystals of pure ice in the form of brine—filled cells . With sufficie ntl y rapid
freezI ng, the gasses and air  bubbles dissolved in the water are concentrated in s imilar  cells .

During the summer in the polar basins , the inters trat if icatj on of the surface layers is clearly
expressed in the majority of cases , and the salinity increases sharply with depth. The surface
layers are diluted by the melting of ice and by the influx of fresh waters , whe reas the deep layers
are ei ther of oceanic origi n (high salinity and high temperatu re) or they have been made saline by
the winter Ice formation . Because of this , the upper layer can be very thin here , and at the same
ti me differ very much in salinity fro m lower-lying layers.

Thu s, the most favorable conditions for the start of Ice formation are in calm seas , the pres-
ence of a thin and a very fresh surfa ce layer , and a great release of heat to the atmosphere (which
is assisted by low air tempera ture , causing strong convection , or a ve ry dry transparent air ,
causi ng strong evaporation and radiation). The fall of even a small amount of precipitation in solid
fo rm on the surface of the sea intensifies the process still more. As many observers have noted ,
the more favorable the conditions for Ice formation , the finer are the developing crystals and the
more unifo rm and stable are the forms created fro m them,

The indicated phenomena are also characteristic for the thicker surface layers of the sea .
With the beginning of ice formation , convective currents always arise , whose Intensity is deter-
mined by the intensity of cooling, and up to the time the surface of the sea is covered by a layer of
ice (no matter how thin) the nuclei of crystallization can occur , and around them , and throughout
the enti re mass of the uppe r convection—mixe d layers , new ice formations can develop .

Bet in the sea , aside f rom convective mixIng, one observes extr emely Intense mixing of upper
layers of the wa ter by wave motion or curre nts . Under such conditions , depth ice and even bottom
ice , may be formed first.

In separate areas of the arctic seas , the vertical winter circulation can be so strong , tha t
when the layer involved in a circulation is thin , the release of heat by the wat er to the atmosphere
may be sufficient for forming embryos of deep ice in this layer.
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Bet nevertheless, the formation of depth and bottom ice in a sea , as in fresh water , ordi-
narily ceases after the formation of a surface rind of ice , since direct release of heat by the wate r
to the air ceases after this.

Thus , there is no basic difference between the formation of deep ice in fresh water and in the
seas; in both cases , a certain supercooling and mixing of water which guarantee heat release , are
necessary.

LITERATUR E : 62 , 77.

H Section 39. Ice Formot ~on at Posit ive Air Tem peratures
Ice formation in the sea ordinarily begins at negative air temperatures and after the tempera-

ture of the surface level has decreased to the freezing point. In individual cases , however , ice
for mation can begin at positive air temperatures as well .

Two conditions are necessary for thIs: 1) The surface layer of the water should be very thin
and It should differ sharply in density from the lower layers , and 2) effective radiation should be
suffic iently strong. For the latte r , a very dry transparent atmosphere is necessary .

I obse rved a characteristic example of ice formation In a very thin , very f resh surface layer
on 5 September 1934 In Traurenberg Bay (79 ° 58’ north , 16°48 ’ east) during the voyage of the
P ~~~~~~

it was about noon on a calm day (the sun ’s eleva tion was approximately 17°) with a completely
cloudless sky, air tempera ture 2.6° (at a height of about 6 m), atmospheric pressure 1, 030 mb,
and relative humidity 65 per cent (the minimu m relative humid ity , recorded by the automatic re-
corder , was 59 per cent for the day).

The w ater temperature at the very surface of the sea was 4.92° . The sali nity of a water
sample , taken simultaneousl y, was 37 . 73 o/oo. The water , carefully dipped f rom the surface of
the sea by a bucket , was of lower temperature (about 3,5 per cent). Despite the high temperature
of the subsu rface layers (bottom temperature at a depth of 64 m was 4 . 18°), a very thin fIlm , con-
sisting of fresh (to the taste) ice appeared from time to time on the surface of a completely cal m
sea. Bet a gust of wInd and the appearance of ri pples were sufficient to destroy the ice which was
melted by the heat of subsurface water particles which rose to the surface of the sea with a new
heat supply when ripples fo rmed .

Such formations of thin surface ice in the presence of relatively high water and air tempera-
tures had also been observ ed earlier.

Scoresby often observed this phenomenon in 1882, and writes that ‘ during cloudy weather,
when the thermometer is at -1. 7° , the surface of the sea does not freeze , but during clear , calm
weather, when the sun drops towards the horizon , the sea begins to freeze , even though the ther-
mometer is at +2.2° or higher. ”

The same phenomena was observed by Nordenskjold on 31 August 1879 during the voyage of
the ‘e p i , off the New Siberian Islands.

Nordenskjold writes “the sky was clear of clouds at the zenith and in the east . . . despite the
fact that the temperature of the air and water was above the freezing point , we had the opportunity
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of observing ice formation on the calm , mirror like surface of the sea. This ice Was in part needles
anti in part a th in scale. Before this I had already often observed such a phenomenon on an arctic
se’s, i . e’. • I had seen ice formation with an air temperature above 0° . ”

On 17 May 1923 the ’ same’ phenomenon was observed by A rnold-Aliabev from the icebreaker
i n the Gulf of Finland at the southern tip of Hogland Island in open water near continuou s

floa ting ice. In calm , e’lea r weather , the ice’, on being removed from the water , prov ed to be sev-
eral tens of millimeters thick , and looked like flat cakes , i. e’. , plates of scaly and branched struc-
ture wi th irregular ed ge’s. Solid transparent ice about 2 mm thick had formed in abou t 15 minutes .

These examples show that the’ formation of surface Ice during high water and air tempe ra-
tu rt’s, but necessarily during the’ absence’ of wind and with a clear sky, Is an ordinary phenomenon.
Eve n Scoresby explained it by radiation . The observations on the . ‘ are characteristic only
in that the temperatu re of the air and water are usuall y high in comparison with the tempe ratures
observed earlier.

LIT E RAT U RE: 4 , 62 , 77 , 120 .

Section 40. The Basic Var ie t ies  of Ice in the Sea
ice’ st ructure , based on its origi n , is arbitrarily divided into ‘needle Ice” and “sponge ice.

As we shall see below , sea ice, in the course of its birth , life and death , undergoes strong
physical-chemica l and thermodynamic changes , but its basic properties , remain the same. Needle
ice forms slow ly, a considerable pa rt of the brine ’ di’ains down from the interlayers between the
crystals, and the air  is separated out along the verticall y loca ted cells. Because of this , needle
ice is free r of impurities , is more transparent and durable than sponge ice. The latter always con-
tains more of the’ various types of imp uri t ies, which is p articularl y noticeable if such ice is formed
at or nea r the bottom of the’ sea. in the latter case’, particles of silt , etc. , can be found in the
brine ’ cells.

The dIv i s ion  of the ’ se ’a into needle ice and spo nge ice accord ing to its structure , is m ore or
less arbi tra ry , as has al ready been pointed out. Transitional forms are usually observed In nature ’.
Furthermore, we can observe individual layers in the’ same block of ice . Thus , fo r example , deep
ice of spongy structure , af ter it has floate’d to the surface begins to grow from below as needle ice.
Needle Ice which forms , when broken into sepa rate pIece’s by the win d, can be overgrown with
spongy Ice , if the surrounding water is sufficientl y cooled and agitated. Mechanical causes have a
still grea ter effect on individual ice beams. During agitation , wi nd and compressions, ice floes
mmiv be’ pushed up on top of one another , and f reeze together. As a result , ice is obtained which
consists of severa l more’ or less uniform layers separated by Intt ’rlnyei’s formed , in the’ majorIt y
of case’s, fro m the’ snow which covers the uppe r sei rfaces of the lower ice’ floes. Finally , when one’
ice flow slick’s over another , equilibrium can be’ destroyed and the ice can turn over or the surface
of sepa ration can become tilted. Thus , the stratification 01’ the Ice is a sign of the’ changes which it
has undergone in the course of its existenee’. °

ice formed from snow occupies a somewhat special place , due’ to its structure. Snow which
has fal len on the sea surface , whose temperature is near the freezing point , d oes not melt , but is
pe rmeated by sea water , becomes denser , and , as we have seen , aids in the frt ’e’zing of water.

°Such dynamic stratification of ice can , and must be, differentiated from its thermal str.et lfi-
cation , which is created as a result of changes in the temperatu re of the aIr  and water du ring ice
fo rmation. I will  deal with the question of thermal stratification in Section 84.
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l’he “granular ice which has been obtained Is almost opaque (It consIsts of grains) and r ‘embles(t r ot  ice. Still mo re’ unique is the shape ’ of the ice’ formed (ro om snow , whIch tails on the ’ burface ofnets ici ’ . constantl y cia tap with  brine ’,

Thus , in t i r s t  app roximation , on the basis of s t ructure , sea ice’ can be’ divided into needle ,
spongi’ and granula r , whilt ’ on the basis of deep formation , into surface , deep anti bottom Ice .

Needle ice consists of regular hexagonal pyramid s wi th the axes perpendicular to the surface
oI the sea (ori e nted crystals). Such ice’ rese’mbles glass (externall y).

Sponge ice ’ consists ni needles , p la tes and grains (unor ie ’ri teci crystals) intertwined in various
direct ions,

Granu lar  ice’ consists of rou nd graI ns , 1. e’ . , sepa rate ’ crystals round in form , with nonpar-
allel a xes . Such let ’ is foi’nie’d I t orn  I c e ’  and snow during fr icti on and pre ’ssure of ice’ floe ’s against
each other,  When the’ g r a in s  a te ’  very close toge’the ’ i’, this ice’ also re ’se’nmble ’s glass.

“Surf ~ct’ ire” Is turm exi at the~ very surface of th e’ sea from sea water  01’ snow . If it is
to ritted I i’om se’a wa le ’ i when the sea is calm , its  sti ’uctu it’ approx imates  the ’ ne’edle’ type , while ’
when the ’ sea is not calm , it  resemble’s the sponge type’.

I~ ’t’p let” is formed at a certain depth below the surface 01’ the sea; its structure is ordin-
a r i ly  spongy. Botto m Ice’ is formed on objects lying on the bottom; it is a variation of depth ice ,
and also has a sixmngy stI ’ucture .

.~~ roughe r subdivision ot ice’ according to its exie ’rnal appearance (which can be determined
sisually) Is its elasslt ’k ’ation as vitr eous and porous, and as sit’aiifle ’d , which is a combination of
these’ two type s when they undergo change .

Iiee’e’nt ly some in v est igat or s  approached the ’ que ’stion 01’ ice structure’ from the ’ petrographic
point ot view ; in other words , they examined ice as a mineral , and adapted to it the classification
established for rocks. Actually. ire ’ forms from wait ’i ’ (which is a pr imary geological substance) in
much the’ same way as , tot ’ e’xample , crystall ine silicon rocks form from melted liquid magma.
Since duri ng its e~ istene’e’ ice undergoes many thermodynamic reactions , ice can also be a meta-
morphic rock. This view is sha red by many. Some classif y ice as neptunic (sedimentary) rock.
If such analogies are drawn , surface ice’ should be’ classified as an igneou s rock , while depth ice ,
which rises to the surl’ace of the sea and for which the ’ surface Is the “bottom ” should be classified
rather as a sedimentary rock.

LI T ERA T L ’HE:  62 , 77.

Section 41. Initial Forms of Surface Ice
Small c rystals , in the form of Ice needles which spread in every direction and which inter-

mi ngle with each other, form on the surface of the sea when it is calm and there is no wind. These
prImary formations gradually grow larger , fuse together, and form spots of f i lm on the surfa ce of
the sea , which In form resemble congealing lard and which are called “lard Ice , ” or simply “lard. ”
I ard Ice (ordinari ly a dark lead color , which differs only slightly from the colo r of the water during
cloudy weather) externally resembles finely ground ice satu rated with water.
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It should be’ tmo t e ’eI tha t  ,‘“se ’n t i a l l v , hott ic ic e’ is a trpie ’ m I  1 0 1 1 m m  ee l t i ’ e ’~~l m i c c ,  lk ’ e ’ ; ( c iL Le - of th is ,
hot t Ic ’  Ic ’ ,’ :11 ~ .‘;i is eei , sc ’t’t t’e I in I rt ’sii w a t e ’ m’ i ’ , I ’~iIc~ m m h i c ’h ic e rm el i i i ’ i i ig  the ’ ~II m n r n c r  in th e ’ ;i i’ c’t lc’ on
i t ’ ,’ (I e ’Id s I e e l  wc, ’n cc ci  I c’ e’ it lii i’,’ ( iii ’ ~ t i i’i i c’ e ’ I l y e ’ t’ c a n  I 1c ’ t o  nipi e’l ’ I I m e ’ ~— ii  mm he ’tt t i l t ’ i’ , is lice my h i d )
int l  ii  t in ’ mouths c cl i’j vi ’ i’s .

Such I ‘ict tb  Ice ’ Is is t ran spa (‘t n t  is  g lass  • Ic re’aks c’ , i s l  Iv I i t t  0 p1 e’c’cs • i nd mvii en tin ’ ‘~ Ii ip
p .is ’c t ’’~ through it , i t  s h a t t e r s  me it l i  ;i c’h ;ir ac ’I , ’i ’ist lc ’ c’rac ’k l ing ,
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I d i O t S  t r e d i l i  I ;ei’ e l ic e’ on :e c a l m  sea , This Is a dul l  opaque’ ice’ wi th  ;e surface danip
i t o  iii ie,’ i tie ’ . g t e ‘V • a nt I c 151 Iv  c i i  See’ i-tm b it ’ I l’ee m the’ bri cige’ of a shi p or fi’oni an airp lan e’. As opposed
t c’ l e o t t i , ’ i c c ’ , whi e ’h is Iii ’tt tlt’ , nilas is e ’x trernclv pl ast ic:  it bends easily on a stave , and when
s m i m , m s l n’d , g : i t t m e  t ’~ t i t t o  i ctec ’t ’s. Bu r ke’ t r i c i !  t a i l  iv ii ~, i c i , ’s n i las  ;ic cot-cling to colors into dark and
l i g h t  g r i m , l im i t i n g  tfle ’ ttmickne ’ss to approx imate ly  10 cm. lit ’ lur ther  points out that the dark color
c c i  n i l , e s  m s  clue ’ not so muc h to me , e t c ’ i  s inn ing  through i t  as I c c  I ts  high brine ’ conte ’nt. Also , due to
t h i s , the ’ snc cmi tailing ccii t i te’  su ri ace ’ cc i ni las nme ’lts .

W ith sl ig ht tut’hul,’nc ’e ’, i c e ’ ioi’mat,ion ieome’ti ines se ’enms to originate f rom many c’ente’r s (disks
01 t e e  I I  c u t  in cii , :~ ‘ I . m l .  ‘l ’hi s is the’ ‘‘ pancake ice , ‘‘ esh i ch  is the most w idespread init ial  fo rm of
C c  in t i n ’  ~ a I m~ ’ . ’ ’ 2 ) .  Panc’akt ’ i ce’ is ofte ’n ob~ e’i i i i  oil lakes and quiet r ivers.

I igut e 12. I’,enc.ike’ Ice.

U c c c t l i c  I c c l  I l l s  ‘I i c ; i i i c :i k e  i c e ’  a i t ’ the most I i’t ’e lue ’nt . Toll s expedition observed the formation
ct  ~c t I l e ’ . m k , - l e e  i i i  t i l e  t u i ’ nm c c l  e’llipse’s clcit’ing ;e 2 t i c  3 iii sec—wind. Such a change’ in iot’ m can also

Ic, ’  c mu ~c - c I I c y  c i i i ’  r , - l l I S. In Sc’ p( e’ inbe’ r I 9, 1, c do i’ing the’ expedition of the’ S ‘
~~ C~ m e long t i m e c’ as t e i n

c l i ’ s  c i  I - in I i S d ’ t  I mmcl . I olise rvt ’(I variations of pancake ice’. Ind ividual e Ic me’nts we’re angular
in t c e i ’ n m . t i m c l  t u e  scm r I  i c e ’  cci  tht ’ i c e ’ ii’ se ’m hle ’cI c rocodile’ skin in design. Evide’ntly, such forms  of
i eaimi ’:ikc - I c ,  m l , ’  e ’ t ’e ’:i li’t i l i t  c’onite ’ction wi th  time’ breaking of ui i lmi s by inte’i ’fet ’cnce ivaves , anti naturall y
t e c i ’ t i m  t h u - h e m I c e ’ ,

Somali m c  I ge - m l  c c i i  g the ci i~,’ s of the  p :enc ’ mi k e ’ l & ’ e ’ d l  Se ’S , mviii c i t  fo l iii due to (itt ’ l t ’ i c ’ti on of one’
c i t ~~ e , l i ~ . d i l l s i  t i me Ot l i e ’ I ’ , d i e ’ e’ii; t i ’ , i c ’ t e ’ i i s t i c ’ , ‘f i l l s  g l e e ’ s  it  t ime ’ appearance’ 01 limit li’\’ing—pmtns.

P:ine’:i lst ’ I c e ’ cli  si ’s . gt’:u Iumi l l v  t i m i ckt ’ning and I i’t’e’/an g togethc’i’ . titmall ~’ form nmot’e’ or less e’x—
t e’nsim e’ b I d S cci  e’c e n t I I m m m c e u s  i c e ’ , i i i  w h i c h  t h e ’ i ’ ic igcs  along th~ i r edge’s . wh ic’h m i t ’ I to 2 i’m imight ’i’
and wh ite ’ r tha n the’ c i t  se ’s the’mse ’ lye’ s, gime ’ the SO t’t lee ’ of (lit ’ ft’ee ’.,,ing semi mm ;ippc’:i u-min ce ’. of being
t ’ cc m a ’i’ t’,i by a ii h i t ’ ’ net.

Wi th me i i mcl  meta l st i ’cei eg m g i l : m t i c u i , ti m e ’ lard lc’e’ g;tthe rs into mv h i i i sh  ft’megm e ’nt s c ’alled ‘‘brash, ” This
g :ithe ’t ’i ng is e ’st c , ’e’i a h l v  c’h mtt ’a cte ’ l ’ is t lc ’ ;clotig tite ’. c’l’est s ccl me ay e ’s, [lur in g  h i t ’ S e’xp e’dht ion in
I 9:1 c . w i t h  dim m l  r te ’Inpe ’ r :iti ii ’e’ c d l  — Ii ” and ml Strong wind , I observed the’ to t’ ,n ;mt i ce n of brash a c cu im mu—
l;i t  t e ens ~ t t’ t’t c’itt’tI eSil  i) e ’i i if ldl  the m v a v c  e’ t’ e’S t$  in the cii re’c’tion of time’ mvin e t .  It seemed that brash
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formed , skipping the lard— ice stage, Dobrovol’ skii related to me in January- February , i~ :ii ,
dur ing the voyage of the A”: f r :u ” ;  ~‘ in the Kanin- Kolguev region , that he observed a peculiar brash
consisting of regular , tran sparent , thin plates 1 to 2 cm long and 2 to 3 mm wide. These plates,
which had not frozen together at all , fo rmed a layer of brash more than a half-meter thick. On
top, the brash was completely dry. It packed the inta ke ports of the cooling system so that it ms’as
necessary to stop the engine every 5 to 10 minutes.

The precipitation of snow on the surface of the st-a always accelerates ice formation , Here ,
the surface layer alway s becomes f resher , cools , and moreover , Introduces nuclei of crystalliza-
tion into the water. When snow falls on a sea surface whose temperature is below zero , the snow
does not melt but forms a soft , dough-lIke mass called ~~ ‘: ‘ ,‘~ ‘ “ ( SflOW slush”).

Even when the air temperature is high , snow slush causes ice needles to form in the neat-eat
cooled water layers. When there is turbulence and wind , snow slush , like the brash , gathers in
bands consisting of lumps of snow saturated with sea water. With further freez ing of the st ’me . the
snow slush band s differ sharply in their appearance and white color froni the surrounding ice ’
formed fro m sea water.

Thus, the primary forms of ice formation in the sea are ice needles and lard ice , ms’ hlch give
the sea a strange , greasy appearance. ‘Vhen the sea is calm , bottle ice and nilas are the next
stage. When the sea is not calm , pancake ice is formed, and when the se’.mi is very agltm ete’d , brash
ice is fou nd. In the niajority of cases, Ice formati on starts from the shores , f rom individual  ice’
floes , and from shore ice , and extends gradually to the sea . Because of th is , all stage’s of ict ’
formation can be traced simultaneousl y.

Thus, on (5 September 1935 , along the easte rn edge of Franz Joseph Land , ss’hen approaching
and entering the windward edge of the’ let ’ mit -‘10° , we ob served from the S - ‘ ; time fol lowing
forms of ice in a small area: lard Ice, graying, very thin ice (nilas), pancake ice , consistIng of
discs with ridges along their edges, and the edge of old ice from which ice formation ms’as pro-
ceeding. As they neared the edge of the ice , the pancake ice discs increased In size. It could be’
seen that the large discs represented the fusion of smaller initial discs. By means of this fusion ,
pancake ice discs can attai n a diameter of two meters ,

As has already been pointed out , initial ice formations look dark steel or lead in color , which
is explained by the fact that they are almost completely saturated with wate r due to their thinness.
As the ice thickens, it begins to ride abov e the water , mind at fit-st turns gray, then whi te .  The
ridges of pancake ice are the first  to start turning gray. Further cooling is accompanied by thick-
ening and fusing of individual Ice floes , and thus young ice or “ : : ~: ‘ is ct’e’ateel , me.’h ich is
light-gray and rou gh , and which has a surface moistened by the separated brine (figtmt ’c 33).

In the majority of cases , the upper surface of young ice is smooth and slightly ripp led; the
lower surface , during the period of ice formation , Is , on the other hand , m’et’~’ uneven and in some
cases, where there are no currents , resembles a brush of ice crystals. According to observations
made on the -

~~~ 
“:,-‘m , a layer of sea water 10 cm thick or more , saturated wi th ice crystals

which gradually freeze to the ice front below and thus thicken it , lies directl y under the lower sur-
face of young Ice when It is 2 to 3 cm thick,

It has already been pointed out that even lard ice eliminate s wind ripples completely on the
surface of the sea. Brash , snezhura , and pancake Ice completely el iminate the secondary wind
waves , and very large waves gradually assume the appearance of a frozen m’ipple , when such Ice
extends downward .
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l”igure 33. Young ice ,

During a i n t e m ’ , unde ’r c-aim conditions , young ice ’ is gm’adually com’ered with snow and increases
i n L i m m c k n c ’ s s  due tee  fre’e’zing frotm e the bottom : in time ’ arctic it reaches a th ickness of I to 2 tim in Mmmv.

An undisturbed growth of ice dur ing  time entire mv inter  is possible mainl y In she’ltere’d bays , in
t est  — l ie’ areas , mind between large ’, th k’k ice tot ’ r ima tions . In the t imajo z’ itv of cast’s, h i t ’ c- c is i re’ —
q uentlv let’okc ’n , fr ag immen t ed , and h & ’ :L I ee ’d from the’ c i v  beginning of its e x i s t e nce’ .

l,rr i ’:i {A ’rulli ’:: 2 :t , c~2 , 17 ,

Section 42, Deep Ice
ft has mml r t ’a d~’ been pointed out th at  wi th  low aim ’ te’mperatui’es and strong mixing and , ! ar t a ’u—

l m m r i v , mvhen t h ere is no ice com er , i ce  forms , not on the surface of the mm mIte ,’ 1’ t)ut at m m certain depth .

l, :etci’ , these ice fo rmat ions , clue to the’ir small size and slight diffei’ence in density from
mm m d t e ’l ’ (the Archimedes force’s e’xc ’( ’e’(i friction forces onl y sl ight ly) ,  can l’ertta in in a susp ended ~ t 3te’

a long t ime unt i l , increasing in size or freezing together with other particles of the same ki t m e i , they
float up to the surface of the ’ se’;e mind heist ’ mvith surface ice.

‘I’h is phenomenon is not accidental. On time contrary , uma n y consider that  during time process
0 ice formation , the entire la~ er of water included in vert ical  mvintei ’ circulation is filled with the
t i n i e st particles of deep ice. New particles of deep ice constantly arise replacing such particles
wh ich r ise up the lowe’r surface  c c l the ice  cover,

t Ot)
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The sudde n appearance of large masses of deep ice has ofte n been noted in the Arctic Basin .
Thus, during the expedition on the - r  ‘- : , Nansen observed this phenomenon north of the New
Siberian Islands , and Sverdrup observed it at 81’30’ north , to the northwest of Spitsbergeu. *

Interesting observations of deep ice formation were conducted by Wright and Prlest ley during
the British Antarctic expedition (1910 to 1913).

These observations were corroborated by Altberg, who noted that during formation of deep
ice , the water contains a multitude of ice elements throughout its entire mass , which are hardl y
noticeable but which , when the observer ’s eye is In a particular position in relatIon to the sun ’s
rays , appear as shining points .

Further , Wrigh t and Priestley also noted that In antarctic conditions , supe’rcooling during the
greater part of mvinter extended to a depth of 8 in. A rope lowered into the wate r for three days
was ove rgrown with porous ice resem bling lace or “f ret—work lady ’s boa ” up to 12 cm in diameter .
This “boa ” gradually narrowed with depth , and at a depth of 8 m disappeared (figure 34).

Wri ght and Priestley indicate that deep ice formed independently of whether or not there was
any ice on the surface and also independently of the thick ness of surface ice. As [ was Informed by
Captain Melkhov during the voyage of the icebreaker L- ti : n in January , 1942 , among solid nhl as
ice off the Dvtn mm Gulf , he often had the opportunity of observing the following. The iceb reaker
navigating freely through the nilas at a speed of 5 to 7 knots , som etimes graduall y lost he adw ay

ri~i~~ ~I ‘mci i , k~ eh t,ff~~ . f
‘ lIZ’ -“t I ,(, -

Sâ’I& ’ ,,
us ~~~~~~~~ - —

;~: ~~~~~~

-
.

~‘i~t4j~’m, - f e
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Figemre 34. A rope overgromvn by deep ice .

*1mm indtvidual cases , deep ice floating up can have’ a practical effect . Thet s , Tan f i l ’ ev notes
that in 1879 in the Baltic Sea, seve ral steamers and sailing vessels were st iddenly e’aught 1w r t s itmg
ice which rapidl y attained considerahie thickness , and they had a difficult  t ime extricating
themselves.
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even though there were no signs of ice thickening. After stopping this ship, he discovered that a
singular pillow of deep Ice in the form of needles and crystals had accumulated in front of the bow
of the itmeeb reakeer , Evidently , beneath the solid nilas Ice during very low air temperatures (25 — 30°
below zero), the water was filled with particles of deep ice in various stages of development . ft is
possible that the movement of the icebreaker itself served as a peculiar catalyzer which created
deep Ice’. Captain Shtumpf assured me that he observed the same phenomena In the Yenisel GuU.

it follows from these observations that in the separate polar regions vertical winter circula-
tio n can  be strong , that when a layer of slight dept u is involved in this circulation , the heat released
by the water to the atmosphere proves to be sufficient for forming deep-Ice nuclei in this case . s

Unfortunatel y,  it Is not always possible to analyze the pheno mena causing and accompanying
the rise of large nmasses of deep ice. Often , on ly the fac t itself is noted without attempts at an ex-
pla nation , and me-anmvh hlem formation of deep ice can occur under different conditions .

The formation of deep ice along the interface dividing a highly cooled saline—water layer and
the’ layer flowing over It , of cold highly freshened , wnter , ha s been most fully clarified. This
phe nomenon is particularly noticeable during calm weather when the upper and lower layers , which

• dif fee considerably from each other In density, hardl y mix.

On 11 June, 1894 , during the expedition on the Pr it - . , Nansen discovered a rind of soft Ice
3 cm thick at a depth of 2 to 3 in in a polynya , and came to the cencluslon that formation of deep ice
at the surface of separation between cool sea water of high salinity and almost fresh melt water Is
a comnmon phe- nonmenon.

• In 1897 , Otto Petterson brought to attention the fact that in Skagerrak the rise of Ice beams is
sometimes observed which are formed at the surface of separation between the surface-freshened
layer (having a salinity less th an 22 o/oo , a temperature oF -0 .8 ° , and a freezing point of -1.2 °)
and the deeper saline- layer (havi ng a salinity of more than 33 0/00 and a temperature of -1.4 °).

In his notes during the dr if t  on the S - -“, Buinlt skJi notes on 28 July 1938, that he found a
thin layer oh’ completely f resh Ice on the very “bottom ” of a water opening. ** After a day , a new
crust of ice’ fornied in p lac e ’ of time one remom’ed from the botto tmm of the ‘~ z i~na ,

On 25 July 1939 , in the ma m a across which they were making hydrographic observations on
the - - ‘ , aim ice m ind  consisting oh’ two layers 2 and 4 cam thick , was discovered at a depth of
2. 5 in. Separate pieces of Ice were completely fresh.

Phenon me -um a of the same’ sewt were ’ obseu’m ’e’d at the start of winter neat ’ the mouths of rivers
emptying into the sea , especially near the mouths of rivers fl owing south to north. Cold , fresh
water flowing nu mto the surface of the cold sea , is cooled from below , sometimes causing formation
eef deep ice.

l,ITEt IAT UI1E: (‘2 , 77 , 107 , 128 , 104 , 179,

tmOn my request , F,vdenov tried several times to repeat the Wright and Pi’lestley observatIon
durIng the drift of the • ‘~ 1 - ‘ In the Laptev Sea during the winter of 1937 , but his results were
negative.

•~~ - M opening in the ice made by currents;  a lead eroded by currents.

‘ m m  — A local term for p~’ 2 ~n ;,‘i
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Section 43. Ice Under Ice
The course of deep-Ice formation underneath ice Is characteristic. Large’ supplies o almost

fresh melt water fornm during melting on time surface of the Ice fields and fast Ice. Afte r the’ ice
fields either melt through or are broken , this melt water goes under the ice and here , spreading
along the sea water , which at this time is near freezing , creates a peculiar ice under ice . This
phenomenon was first discovered by Nansen . He noted that ice which had formed in the autumn of
1893 attained a thickness of 257 cm. Six days later , Nansen discovered , completely unexpectedly,
that the thickness of time ice had increased 19 cm despite the fact that the surface of the Ice melted
several centimeters daily .

With furthe r measuring, Nansen obtained the data given in table 26.

TA BLE 26. ICE THICKNESS ACCORDING TO NAN SEN’S MEASUREM ENTS

Thick ness of Ice
in Centinmeters

Sub-Date
Total M ain Ice

23 July 1894 249 223 2(1
10 August 1894 217 194 2~t
22 August 1894 206 186 20
3 October 1894 198 175 23
12 October 1894 208 180 28

Nansen explained this phenomenon by the fact that the fresim water fornmed during melting,
when draining off under ice , c’onmes in contact with the saline sea water , whose t eum m pernture i s — I  ti ’.

It is natural that the fresh water  whicim freezes at 0~ q uickly turns into a peculiar sponge ice
when coming into contact with the upper layer of the sea.

Toll’s Russian polar expedition of 1900 to 1903 investIgated exhaustively time process of spring
ice-under-Ice growth both under natural and laboratory conditions . The observations of this expe-
dition supported Nansen ’s conclusions. As it developed , fresh-water Ice under ice , fo r tmmed as a
result of the contact between the drain—off of fresh snow w a t e r  with the ’ cold sen water (whose tem-
perature is from -1.2 ° to — 1.5°), Is an ice of coarsely crystalline forum , wimic t m sometimes attains
a thickness of 10 to 15 cm.

This phenomenon was checked in the laboratory . A piece of ice abou t 5 cm timick was placed
in a solution of table salt having a temperature of about -5 ° . Fresh watet ’ , treated with fuchsin
was added to the solution through a vertical hole in the piece of ice.

Draining under the Ice and coming in contact with the cold solution , the fresh water began to
freeze , and froze to the lower surface of time ice . In this manner , the phenomenon and structure ot
“sub—ice , Fresh-water ice , “ wimich had been observed in nature , we r e reproduced exactly in time lab-
oratory. Sub-ice , fresh Ice has a clear cryst alline structure’ consisting of loosely connected large
crystals. Its lower surface is very irregular anti coarse , and a layer oh’ Ice porridge consisting of
weakly joined Ice crystals is ordinari ly located und&’i’ it.
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SectIon 44. Bottom Ice
Hotto nt ice is a variati on of deep Ice , formed in shallows , and in certain eases is more sig-

nIficant than deep ice.

Bottom ice in the sea is an extremely widespread phenomenon not only in northern but also in
southern seas .

• Similar cases were also known In the Baltic Sea. Thus , in some years at the beginning of
winter , ships found themselves surrounded by ice which had suddenly risen from the bottom of the
sea , this was proved by sand and bottom objects that had floated up along with the lee.

It is kn own , for example , that bottoum i ice along the rocky shores of Greenland , Labrador , and
Spit zbergen often raise chunks of rocks and bottom with themselves to the surface of time sea, Along
the shores of Newfoundland , bottom Ice has been encountered at depths of 20 to 30 meters.

Rodman notes a case when a box of instruments was carried to the surface of the sea by bot-
torn ice. It happened that this box had belonged to a ship that had gone down many years ago in
Hudson Strait , several hundred miles north of where it was found.

In separate regions along shallow shores, the sea freezes to the bottom and the ice fuses
solidly with the bottom. When melting begins , the upper layers of this ice are covered with water ,
which preserves the ice from the direct action of solar radiation and heat exchange with the air.
Aside from this , fragmented shore material is gradually deposited on the ice , which protects the
remnants of the ice not only from the heat but also from the erosive action of water.

It Is clear that under such conditions the ice frozen to the bottom is preserv ed for a very long
time . Thus , Samoilov notes that in Khatangskii Gulf ice Islets frozen to the ground were disclosed
during the low tide on 27 July,  1937 , 1.5 km from the shore ,

In Blru H ‘s opinion , who had observed the same phenomenon on the southern shore of the
Taimyr Strait , spring bottom ice can remain for many years if the winters are especially harsh and
if the sea is at a low level,

As spring bottom ice melts , parts of it break loose and float up to the surface of the sea ,
along with particles of time bottom and underwater stones which have frozen to it , and with products
of spring—shore run—off which have been deposited on its upper surface.

During exceptionally warm years , chunks of old bottom ice , whose upper surface has not onl y
bottom deposits but also marine organisms which have developed on it during the time It was under

- • water , can float up to the surface in the same manner.

“Thus , according to announcement by Snezhinakii, the fishermen of the Dilzhanskii station on
the Azov Sea indicate bottom ice forms annually along the western side of the Dolgala sand pit.
They assert that If a 40-centimeter rod is driven into the bottom , leaving one-tenth of the rod
above the surface of the bottom , coarse bottom ice will begin to form on the rod in such dimensions
that finally the rod will pull out of the bottom and along with the ice will rise to the surface of the
sea . It Is characteristic thai oim the eastern side of the sand-spit bottom ice does not form. The
formation of bottom Ice was also observed during certaIn years on the western side of the
Berdiansklya sand-spit; this happened only when the sea was open.
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Bottom ice often forms at the mouths of rivers emptying into seas having strong tidal phe-
nomena. Sea water , cooled to a temperature of 1.5 to 1.8° below zero , on entering the mouth of
a river when the tide comes in , cools time rocks and the other objects at time bottom of the river.
When the tide goes out and fresh water flows over these objects , an ice crust for ms around them
which , depending on local conditions is either destroyed each time or is gradually increased.
Nailvaiko discovered such river-mouth bottom ice while making winter measurements at the mouth
of the Onega River. As can be seen from figu re 36 , which he was kInd enough to give to me , the
sandy bottom was covered with an ice crust and the sand had frozen through to 10 to 12 cm .
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. Figure 313. The vertical distribution of the

ele umment s in a column of soil taken
on the Onega Bar at a depth of 3 nm

Ll’F ERA TURE: 62 , 77 , 88,

Section 45. The Classifi cation of Ice According to Origin
The ice found at sea is divided into three classes according to Its origin , which diffe r sharp ly

from each other according to their physical-chemical char acteristics: ‘ river , ” “glacial , ” anti
“sea , ”

RIver ice is carried out fronm the river to the sea during the spring ice break -up, and deur ing
the summer it either melts or , In polar regions, is integrated Into the ice oh’ marine origin-u . River
Ice Is completely fresh and ordinar ily it is brown in color , which is conditioned by umm ixtu r e ’s oh
humus materials. Often , r iver Ice contains shore dirt and other inclusion s .

River ice is never found in the South Polar latitudes, In the Arctic Ocean, there is quilt ’ a
b it of It during time beginn ing of summer in the areas where the large Siberian rivers drain . Inas-
much as this ice Is almost completely destroyed during the course of a polar surnummer . its role In
the ice regime of the seas is extremely Insignificant .

Glacier Ice gets into the sea when the ends of glaciers break off . Formed from snow which
has collected in mou ntain valleys, glacial ice is fresh and almost completely devoid of foreign
material , As a rule , it is bluish itt color.
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Glacier ice in the form of icebergs if found in time Arctic Ocean between 120 west and 0-100°

east. The icebergs are carried out across Duvls Strait into the Gulf Stream area by the Greenland

and Labrador currents,

But glacier ice attains pa rticular development and distribution in the South Polar regions.

tiers , icebergs are found around the entire antarctic nmaln iand , and roach to the southeastern
shores of the Americas .

Sea ice is formed In the sea Itself out of sea water. Salinity is its basic characteristic’. With

ti me, sea ice becomes fresher • but even after it does become fresh (usable for the preparation of

food) , it preserves certain chemical properties which make it possible to distinguish it from river

or glacier ice.

The main mass of sea ice has a greenish tinge; when there Is a high content of snow and air

hubbies , it has a whitish , glass-like appearance. Mam ’inw tee , freshened and made more dense by

pressure , adopts a blue color in the course of time.

Acco rding to an ’e’mes of dish r ibution and , ;ib ovt’ all , according to mob ility, sea ice is divided

I nto two classes: “fast ice ” and “pack ice. ”

“F ast , ” or “I nmimmob l le ice’ . ” during the w i-ut ter borders the continental shores , islands , and

also ice standimig in shallow s , which in this relation plays the role of Islands.

Doriumg the sumnter , fast ice usually breaks up, separates Into different fields and floes ,

breaks loose from the shore , and changes into the pack-ice classification.

“Flo ating” or “drifting” ice is in constant motion both wInter and summer due to the effect of

consiUfl h and periodic currents and the wind.

Old d rift ice of great thickness and solidarity , which is impenetrable by contemporary ice

greakers , even tinning the summer , is calle d “pack tee , ” and fills the central part of the Arct ic

BasI n.

[)epending nit time conditions under which it was fornmed , Ice is divided Into “grown ice” amid

“heaped ice” . The thickness of the first increases exclusivel y due to low air temperatures. The

thickness of the second , in addition , is due to the rafting of one floe on another . Any ice for mation

can occur at any time.

Two groups of ice are dt ffer ent iated according to age:

1. Year-old ice . The following are differentiated in this group : “ spring ice .” i. e., the ice

which is formed in the spring before navigation. This is the youngest , thInnest , and warmest ice;

It hardly hinders navigation . After It follows “winter ice” and “autumn ice , ” both of which are

older in age than the spring ice.

2. Old Ice , which includes ice which had existed a winter , a surnnmer , and the following

winter.

LITERATU RE: 23 , 62 , 77 .
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Section 46. Classifi cation of Ice According to Size and Form
Ic, ’ iouuid inn the sea is d l t h t ’ n t ’ i n t  t a l e n t , aside ’ fu’eu n n its o n ’ i g in n and age’ , according to its Si it ’

and [om’nmt .

Ihiriumg the wi n te r , dut’ to the’ m n n u v e ’ u n e n t l  of ice’ caused i~ sonic u’t’aSoun or ,uiotheu’, aumd due to
tempt ’ n ’atu i’&’ chaumges , the m e  Occu I’: i)  an t  i nn  c m e’zuse inn time ye i t  t eal s i/ t ’ of tin t’  k ’ ’  (d ue’ to growth aum d
rafting) . 2) an n tie u’case in the ’ ho i i  ionm t a I s i/ c  (din ’ t o  the fusion of se’pa n a t  t’ itt’ lou’u nta t ions) , and 3)
a d ec  u - eas(’ ti m the hon zoumt at su e’ due to Ii ssu n’es wh ic h a u’ise wih in I eu mn p c n ’atu no changes (th e m ’ma t
In ssu me ’s) , with paddle’ ph en m out n en a (paddle fis  suit ’s ) , and in i th c o m m i t nt ’s  s ioni  (pn’e’ssu ut ’ fi SSU n e’s)

Ihunlung the so inn men ’ , th eu ’e occur:  I) a dcc roast ’ in the Vt’ n’h i cal  si / c (as :n result of nmte it iumg
Front above end below anti a etet e n ’iot ’at ion of ra f t ing  I ou’umtat t out s)  , 2) an jute i’ease jut the Vt’ ii ic:u I s i /c
(due’ to raft iumg) , aimd 3) a itt ’t ’ ne ase ’ m t  the hou ’i / 0 th  a I si it ’  (as a n - c’ so It of b l eak  t u n g mod u ’ah t inig )

lee fon’nn at louts in which the ho n’i /omn t a I niteas un - c mcmi i s exceed c’out sick’ n a t  ul~’ the ye n - i ic :u I tuni c s
a it ’  cat It ’d ‘ je’et i e,tds ’’ antI - - h e ’~ 

-

Pack ice’ , which is the most e’xte ’ni s iv e ’ m l  area (m o n t ’  than 2 kn it  i t t  Ieumgtht ) is called a ‘‘large’
cc ’ t i e d - ‘‘ It is [om itted whent Ia n- ge a n - t’as of tas t  ice h n e’ak loose’ fu’o nmn h it’ shone’, and ahiove all

when net ’ fon’ unnal loins su it ;u l It ’ n’ inn area a n’e lused togt ’I tic’ u ’ ( t ig tu u’ e  37)

l”ugmn cc’ 17, k’t’ h tc’kts.

Some Ia rge’ it’ u ’ fields ~~O5 St’s S snuch a leve l  upper sit cia c c  and sue ’hn t bmi c kniess thna t ttue’v pt ru in it
la ndi ngs by heavy at n’plancs oum thc n m. Such tb ’kh s a n’ e ’ cal lent ‘‘ a u’d n ’ount ( ’ i i t ’kh s .

Ice fields having un ex te mu I of 2(1(1 u m n ho 2 k i nn a u’c’ ~u l ied ‘ smal l  ice ’ (hc ’h is. ‘‘ TIne ’ e hc’ieIop
eit her is a result of ft u siou m of s nina l i t ’  u ’ Io , ’u,mn m h j (nuns i n n  us a u’c ’snii t of u in n ’cak — up ‘I h a mgi ’  ic ,  fit ’ in Is -

lOS
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Ice formations of 20 to 200 m in length are called “large floe s” (large or larger fragments of
ice) . Ice formatIons 20 m in extent are called “small floes” (small or small fragments of ice)
(figure 38) .
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Figu re 38. Shattered ice (blocks of ice 2 to 20 m).

At sea, ice ordinarily consists of Ice accumulations of different sizes. Because of this , It
is necessary to speak of large-to-small fields when large fields are predominant and of small-to-
large fields when small fields are predominant; large—to-small floes (large-to—small ice) have a
predominance of large floes; small-to-large floes (small-to-large ice) have a predominance of
small floes.

When separate ice formations collide , their edges break and the fragments are rafted upon
each other , forming simultaneously small-small floes. With further fragmentation , “crushed ice”
or “ice porridge” is obtained. Ice porridge is especially characteristic of the windward edge of
floes and near the shore where it forms as a result of wave and tidal action . In such cases , ice
porridge often obtains a thickness of several meters , reaching the bottom near shores and shal-
lows , and forming a drift, which is very dense when compressed and which becomes somewhat
less dense during decompression.

In the White Sea , highly fragmented ice , which has been forced out upon the ice fields during
hwnmocking, Is called crushed ice. It resembles snow and differs from It by a grayish tinge .
Fragmented Ice , which has been forced underneath the ice fields or which fills the space between
them , Is called ice porridge ,

Crushed ice and Ice porridge , due to the smallness of their particles , melt first of all , and
therefore they are mainly characteristic of winter and high altitudes.

The very size of the ice fields depends on their thickness and also on the morphological and
hydrometeorotogical conditions of the water basin. Even if Ice fields having an area of several
square kilometers and more are not rare in the center of the Arctic Basin, yet in the center of the
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White Sea Basin fields of such magnitude are created only for a short time and under special con-
ditions--during heavy colds and weak wind s - No ice fields are found In the Mezem Gulf due to
strong tidal phenomena .

Ordinaril y, the closer to shore , the smaller the sizes of the fields , and furthermore , in the
summer time, especially after strong winds they decrease . Strong winds also break up large Ice
fields dur ing  the winter . In areas of the ocean where the edge of the ice is always sharply ex-
pressed , as , for example , In the Greenland and Barent s Seas , large and small floes predominate
at the very edge of the field , which should be attributed to the breaking-up action of sea waves and
var iations .

Ice fields and floes , depending on the condition s of their formation and structure , can be
either accretiona l or ratted , and dependIng on theIr external appearance , level or hummocky

Any collision of one ice formation with another , no matter what the cause , is accompanied
by more or less considerable hummocking . If the ice formations adv ancing on one another come
in contact with one or several points widely separated from each other , the ice at the points of
contact breaks and turns over on Its side; as a result , there remain on the comparatively level
surface of the Ice floes sticking up edgewise which are called “hummocks. “~~ If the contact during
conmpression occurs more or less uniformly, heaping occurs along the line of contact , and this is
called a hummock.

In some cases , hummocks attain extremely large dimensions . During winter and the follow-
ing spring, they become more dense and very durable formations During the summer , due to
their durabili ty and size , hummocks , surrounded by areas of flat ice , melt last of all. Separate
Ice formations along the southern edge of the Ice , in the majon’ity of cases during summen’ and
autumn, are remnants of hummocks, They have compara tively small horizon ta l surface and a
comparativel y large vertical size , and are called “growlers . ”

Large separate heaplngs of thi s type , higher than 5 m above the water level , are called
“floebergs , ” or icebergs of marine origin.

Formations of the same sort, less then 5 m high above the surface of the water , are called
“ice heaps. ”

Especiall y in the autumn. growlers , flyi ng over t he ~~en spaces of the frontiers of the Arctic
Basin seas due to the effect of the wind and the cu rrents , often are grounded due to their deep draft .
(on the shallows which are numerous here) and become ~-m”ui ~h a , Gathering in the deeper areas
of the sea and f reezing together during the autumn , the growlers form very powerful and highly
characteristic Ice formations , which in the old days were called “kettles. ”

Schematically, the kettles represent a series of ridges of almost conical form, having deep
valleys and depressions between them -

During the winter , aim extrenmely characteristic type consists of s~n . - r ~~ ”i . Along the White
Sea this term is understood to mean accumulations of crushed ice and ice porridge which have been
brought together by the wind s and currents and have frozen together. Smorozi can atta in large

1n the White Sea , above-water parts of a hummock are called r ’p a  k f and the under-water
parts_ ~ p -~~- i ~~ ’~.- .
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Figure 39. Hummocks.

thicknesses , and with  cold air temperatures arc almost impassible (or even completel y impassible)
to even the most powerful icebreakers . Cases are known when icebreakers break ing through
smorozi , made less progress on the second blow than on the first. On the other hand , with the be-
ginning of melting or during strong warm spells , the smorozi disintegrates easily into their  corn-
ponent parts and are the first to disappear.

ice freq uency , computed in points on a ten-point scale , is of the highest practical importance
in navigation. “Ice of five points ” means that in a given area of the sea , 50 per cent of its area is
covered by ice and 50 per cent is free. The following Is a rougher classification of the ice accord-
ing to its frequency~

“Rare ice” (1 to 3 points)--navigation in such ice is possible for all shIps and almost without
loss of speed .
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“Scattered ice” (4 to 6 points)--tn such ice , navigation Is possible for all vessels, with al-
most no loss i n speed for Icebreakers and ice-breaking steamships , but with a 20 to 30 per cent
loss of speed for ordinary steamers.

“Heavy ” or “frequent ice” (7 to 8 points)- -during navigation through such ice , icebn’eakers and
ice-breaki ng steamships lose 20 to 30 per cent of theIr speed and ord inary steamships cannot navi-
gate without the assistance of icebreakers.

“Compact Ice” (9 to 10 points)- -the possibility of navigation in such ice is determined by the
thIckness of the ice and the power of the icebreakers.

In the navigational characteristics of ice which have been given , it is assumed that ice fields
and floes filling a given area are distributed In it equally, are sufficie ntly strong, and are split by
a ship only with difficulty so that navigation is possible mainly along the channels. It is necessary
to note, however , that the possibility of navigation is determined not only by th e thickness and
point-frequency of the ice , but also by the degree of their compression . Thus , for example , seven-
point ice . whose ice fields and floes are wedged against each other at their corners , can prove to
be Impassible ev en for powerful vessels. Compact ice can also be compressed or weakened. The
following examples affi rm what has been said.

In the middle of February , 1938 , the icebreaker ~ ‘~~~ - ‘  traveled from Kronstadt to the Baltic
Sea without any special difficulties. From the beginning of March , when returning to Kronstadt,
the ‘ r -  - had such difficul ty in forcing the Ice 50 to 70 m thick that it was feared there would not
be enough coal , and we were forced to return to Tal lin for refueling. In March . the ice was neither
more durable nor thicker than in February .

LITERATURF .: 23 , 62 , 77.

Sect ion 47. Fast Ice
As has already been said , fast ice, during the winter , borders shores , islands , and also Ice

standing in shallows .

The ini tial fon’m of fas t ice is “new shore ice , “ which forms first of all along the shores of
bays , fjo rds , and straits well protected from winds and waves . Gradually. new shore ice , when
I ncreasing in thickness , extend s furthe r and fu rther from the shore, (inc luding in It the ice which
had formed in the sea itself) , and in narrow places , it reaches fast ice stretching from other
shores .

At first, while the fast Ice is thin, it is frequently broken by currents, tidal phenomena , and
particularly by heaping and scattering winds, Scattering winds break considerabl e areas of Ice
from the edge of the fast ice . When the scattering winds change to heaping winds, the parts which
are broken off from the fast ice and also the floating Ice return. At thi s, the sea-side edge of the
ice undergoes hummocking, and the parts broken off from the fast ice , along with the floe ice
blown against the fast ice , freeze to the fast ice, thu s Increasing its area.
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Gra dually,  as tbe thickness of the fas t ice increases , the breakage phenomena occurs more
rarely. Fast ice reaches its maximum development at the end of March and the beginning of April -

Even though at this time its thickness continues to increase , solar radiation weakens the ice simul-
taneously and because of thi s the resistance of the fas t ice to all sorts of breaking effects decreases.

Fast ice can be formed out of ice of common accretion and out of rafting ice. The first is
characteristic of small hays and gu lfs protected from the wind and currents , the second at open
shore lines

From the data which has been given , It is clear , as had already been established as a result
of the work of the Toil expedition , that the following are the most conducive condition s for the
development of fast ice;

I - An extensive shore line, especially if archipelagos of islands are located near the shores.

2 . The absence of strong, constant currents and tidal phenomena which would assist in
breaking up the fast ice

3. Shallow s , whe re the cooling of water alway s occurs considerably faster than above great
depths and where ice format ion , all ot her conditions being equal , begins earlier . The importance
of shallow s also manifested in the fact that ice heaping of various sorts , having considerable verti-
cal measurements , ordinari ly becomes grounded on shallower places like banks , rocks and shal-
lows Later, these heap ings, under the pressure of the ice from the sea , increase in size , become
more durable , and play the role of off-shore islands in the development of fast ice.

All the enumerated conditions are centered in the region of the New Siberian Islands, where ,
opposite the m outh of t he Yana, the fa st ice extend s along the meridian for 270 miles , and along
the 74th parallel for 350 miles (figure 40). Lappo correctly differentiates this region in relation
to ice as a special fast-ice region , noting that the ice in it forms and melts under completely
different conditions from neighboring regions . According to aerial reconnaissance data , the fast-
ice area here is equal to approximatel y 380, 000 cubic km in March and April of 1943. Neverthe-
less , shallow water is the determining condition for fast-ice distribution along the Siberi an shore
(with the exception of the Khatangskisaliva where the tidal phenomena are considerable and fast
ice , because of this , does not extend far from the shore , and along the Chuckchee shore where the - -

fast ice is broken by the Chuckchee current).

Separate ice heapings in the seas, washing the Siberian coastline , often have a displacement
(draft) up to 25 m. Because of this , it is considered that , on an average , the 25 m isobath is a
li mit of fast ice distribution along the indicated shore . It is clear that at high altitudes fas t ice
forms even occur over greater depths in narrow straits.

Figure 104 shows the distribution of fast ice in the White Sea during 17-18 April , 1942 , i. e . ,
approximately during the height of Its development. If follows from the drawing that in the White
Sea, where stamukh does not play an important role , the fast ice line extends from the shore to
approximately the ten-meter isobath. Fast ice attains its greater development at the summits of
the Kandalakshski and Onezhskii Gulfs , In accordance with the genera l rule~ along involuted
shores, fast ice is better developed than along convoluted .

It can be approximately considered that along the White Sea, fast, ice , by the time it is fully
developed , occupies less than ten per cent of the sea ’s surface .
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Figure 40. Fast ice region of the New Siberian Islands .

A straightening of the fast ice edge is characteristic in areas having strong tidal currents.
The off-shore band of floating ice , when moving along the edge of the fast ice and when pressing
against it , creates ridges above i t .  In the White Sea such ridges of crushed ice are especially
characteristic along the Terski i shore from Ponoi to Cape Nikodinskii and at Rombakev in the
Onezhakii Gull.

Fast ice extension along the comparatively deep eastern shores of Nova%’a Zemlya is also
characteris t ic .  As has been established by numerous aerial reconnaissances here , the fast ice

— line at the moment of its greatest development , extends from cape to cape , f i l l ing in the bays and
the fjords of the shoreline .

,-ts we have seen , due to the very condition s of its formation and existence , level fast ice
forms in closed bay s and narrow strai ts  and is hummocky along open shorelines.

At f irst ,  the increase in the thickness of the ice proceeds rapidly, but later , in spit e of con-
tinued low air temperatures , ice accretion slows down . As a result , the ice which had formed
with the beginning of frost and which had not undergone hummocking, by the beginning of January
already attains a thickness greater than 100 cm in the seas of the Soviet Arctic . This thickness,
in conjunction with the low temperature of the ice , is already sufficient to withstand the usual
forces which break up fast ice. The formation of last ice and the establishment of the posItion of
its sea edge can be considered as fInished by the above-indicated time. During the course of the
win ter , stron g heaping occurs along this edge , due to the pressure of the floating ice upon the fast
ice , and when the floating ice leaves the edge (caused by cor responding winds), wide fast ice poiy-
nyas are formed. The latter phenomenon is so characteristic , and has impressed all observers so
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much , that it caused the concept of the so-called great Siberian polynya , which has been observed
during sled trips from the region north of the New Siberian Islands to the region north of the shores
of the Kolyma region. We will return to the question of thIs polynya In the future.

The fast ice of the arctic seas of the Soviet UnIon can basically be considered of year—old
duration. Only In exceptional years are the separate bays and straits not open here. In some of
the Am erican regions of the Arctic Basin . old fast ice is found. Such fast ice is particularly char-
acteristic of the northern fjords of Greenland , where it forms between glacIers falling into the
fjords and the exits from the fjords , and which thu s block the exit from the fjord by icebergs
broken loose from the glacier . Koch called such old fast Ice a I It :~ s a a It , which means old ice in
Esidmo.

Old fast ice, which ordinarily contains several hundred ice—bergs , borne by this glacier , Is
formed opposite a small glacier in the Northern Hemisphere, called the Humboldt Glacier (on the
northwestern shore of Greenland, which extends for 100 km along the shoreline.)

Every 20 to 25 years, thIs old fast Ice breaks up, and only then are the masses of Icebergs,
imprisoned until then, able to move toward l~~vis Strait.

LITERATURE: 62, 77 , 88, 133, 171.

Section 48. Floating Ice
Floating ice consists of an accumulation of separate floes and fields which had formed either

in the sea itself or as a result of fast ice , old ice, or glacier ice. Therefore , ice of the most
variated source and age can be found in the midst of floating ice. In the seas of the Soviet Arctic ,
year-old ice is predominant, but in higher latitudes , old Ice is predominant.

Pack ice, due to the effect of currents , tidal phenomena , and also wind, is in a state of con-
stant motion in both winter and summer. Due to this constant motion in different directions (mainly
caused by the action of the wind), the separate floes comprising the pack constantly change their
form and contours.

As we shall see further , the velocity of the movement of the separate floes Is different , de-
pending on the current or the wind. As a result , the floes which drift faster overtake the slower
ones and later drift together at a certain average velocity. The belts are accumulations which form
in their turn , overtake the accumulations , which drift more slowly. In this manner, Ice field s are
formed which are characteristic of pack ice.

When such an Ice field presses against the shore or against immovable ice, hummooking
occurs , both along the line of contact and within the ice field itself. First of all , the young and
therefore the weakest parts of the ice field undergo destruction. Simultaneously, there is a de-’
crease in the area of the field due to the hummocking.

When the wind changes direction , the ice field breaks loose from the shore or fast ice and
begins to move in the corresponding direction until there is a new change In the wind or until It
again presses against the shore fast ice.
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It is cle a t’ that sewi~ phenomena assume’ special sIgnificance when there is comparatively
lit t i t ’  Ice’, ah te ’I e  occurs it the’ beginning of winter . It Is at this time that the greatest hummocking
an t i  the ’ gre a t e s t  te reaking up of ice’ formations , com prising a given field, occur.

l)uring th e win ie r , the hummocket i floes freeze together and form large fields. During the
st intin e ’ r , the ’ ice ’ lie ’ le ts form the. so—called broke n ice durIng hummoc k ing.

it is natura l that , e ’ue to these’ p rocesse s , th e’ surface’ of the floatIng ice is extremely uneven.
0111%’ i t t  unusual  ci i ’cuinstzutee ’s doe’s le ve l ice’ iorm by natural means. This occurs when old , hum—
i noe’k~’ iie ’lds Impinge ’ against  each other in such a way that ‘‘bays , ” protected on all sides , are
e’ re’atee t be’twe’e’n them .

‘l’he’ southern l im i t  of l eek—Ic e ’ d i s t r ibut ion  is the shore during the summer and the sea edge
of 1as~ ice . dur ing the ’ winte r.

‘l’iie ’ l ) t ’ s t t  t i l l I  ot the’ northern l imits  of pack ice In the Arctic Basin is extremely indeterm tnate
anti , cit  in ’. cast’, extre’me.Iy cond itional. It can be’ considered as corresponding to the northern
l i m i t s  ‘‘ I  i ret ’  navigat ion I s - s teamships d u r i n g  the’ summer.  It ca n also be’ corsidered that the
no rt i t e’ e~n Ii  toil ot h a c k  l e e ’  t ol lows app rox incite ’ ly the’ I , 000 ill isobath .

Plot I log such a Ii  in It is possible ’ f ir s t  because’ it approximate’ lv cor respond s to the northern
l i m i t  ot t re e’ navigat ion hv ve sse ls in the’ Arctic Basin , and second , because’ in crossing fro m great
de pths to th e ’ oi l  sh ie ” ,’ shalloo s , the’ A t l a n t i c  wa ter s , which fi l l  the ’ A rctic Basin in the form of
o .i I’m • i ole’ re ne ’ei la t e ’  l t ~ ci • rise ’ to the’ t n  r1~u’e’ he’ re’ anei h:, ye’ a we’ake ’n lug e’ffect on the’ ice.

lie lwe ’va ’ r , a c o itipa r i si ll of the ’ iii ise’ na t ions  matte ’ oi’ ’i.e ’ “North l’ole ” stations and on the
- , m i n i  a lso oimse ’rv . t l iemeis  from airp lane’s dur ing  flights made in organizing the “No rth Pole ’’

s l i t  it  it , has shown that th ’re’ is no special d ifi ’e’ reciec’ between the’ ice’ which , le’t us say , fi l ls in all
anti part elf the ’ I apt i v  Se’.i and the ’ Ice’ In wt lich the ’ shi p - ‘ - ‘ ‘ ‘  d rifted , but on the’ other hand , the’

- ott nh 1db the ’ ‘‘No i’t It Pole ’ ’’ stat ion ‘.‘. as set up t t i f f e  reel e’xtre’me’13’ fro m this  ice’.

t In’ olmse ’rva tj te n s made’ 0’ .-\le ’ks ~ t ’v a re’ giv~’n below , and also those’ by Zhukov during the
i t  ighi i i i  ~dta — i t t  ne , I I  t r o  In Ru dolf l and (5 15’ no rUt , 50” ‘‘as ~ to the ’ No rth Pole’ end back.

Si rongiv humn’.ociwel (hummocks up to 3 n’.) young tee , wi th I ’az vexiv ~ts and fissures , were
s i t u  i t’om Rude,1 i I anti  to S~ “ 30’ nOn hi . I” ragme ’nts of let ’  l~~’ rgs we ’ i.e’ foeind. I ,evel a rt’as nicasu r—
lu g t Il t )  of 201) squa re m we’ t.t’ rare ’ lv found. I” rom S 2 0 to ’ i t t  ~5 ° 30’, the ’ size ’ of the ’ fields in —

,‘rease’d to 20 km :t c cc ’s ,, l eve l are’as owuesur ing 2a 0 or 350 square 01 were ’ found quite’ often. On
.!unc’ I 937 , whe ’n the ;ei 11)lane land ed at 5-I ” n or th , the’ th i chile ’s .s of the ice proved to be’ 1 00 to 20(1

t o t .  ‘l’he ’ ice ~va~ l e v e l w i t h  a g t eat amount of i’opak I . cove’ t’e’ti on top by a layer elf snow up to 40 cm
thie’k. The’ 500’.’.’ was s l igh t ly  sal ty  on top.

No i i  Ii elf - , - - en ’ , old ic’e ’ I s’g- :um , whe ’rciui th e’ k’ t’ f ie lds were small , hig hly hunimocked , the
- we ’ i t ’  j a iii eue ’ti wi th  smal l  it ’ ,’, brash le e’ , anti ~- tmun g ic e ’. A landing by an airpla ne on such

m m  e’fieleis n t i s  I mpos si li l t ’ without crashing.

* I ‘ \t ’t ’l m l L o t t S  to li i i  S i t t  k’ t i ’ ,’ t he  i’e’g out s eli strong tidal pheno men a. Theis . i i i  ti l e’ \Vh lte Se’ :m
n.e e’~’ , ,‘ve’ n ii ie ’e’ le’ngth~’ tued si rout g C ost s , the ’ mal it ni iss of the’ ice’ is composed of large’ end

s c i i  II , c x i  i’m’ u n I v h u m  moc ked floes. ‘l’li t s is part i ced u’l~’ not ice eble tn the’ region of Menzen ski I
(hi l l

-~~~~- ,   _ _ _ _ _
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The landing areas attain their greatest size between 87 ° and 88 ° 10’ north. Closet’ to the
pole , they beca me smaller and worse. ‘rhe field on which Alekseev ’ s plane landed near the pole

(89 ° 51’ north and 47 ° east) was massive and old. Two long areas 500 by :100 sq uare m were
located on it , which were divided by a cow of hummocks . Instead of “ ‘ 

-
‘ 

there were r ounvie d ,
snow—cove red hummocks here , lice ice was completely fz ’esh , and the SflOW cover resembled firn .

The field on which Schmidt’ s expedition organized the “Nor th Pole ” station on 21 Slay 1937 ,
was typical pack field , havi ng an area of 4 square km. It was about 3 m thick , and its surface ’ was
so level that four airp lanes were parked on it simultaneously (fi gure 41).
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Figu re 41. Ice in the region of the North Pole.

It can be seen from this descri ption that seemingly a singulac ’ belt of hum moc ldng divides
(at least on the Rudolf Island meridian) the comparatively weak ice approximately along ~6 ” north

in which the - - a-  - drifted from the more powerful pack ice with which the “North Pole” station

drifted . This belt resembles the hummocking belt observed along the sea edge of fast ice and ,
evidently, is caused by the same Situations. *

*~~ should be ment ioned that the Kanfi expedition ( 1900) on the cc a t  t o r n  Fr an ’.  -)~t~~-p h I.and I

the North Pole found highl y hu mmocked ice at 86 ° 31’ north , In 1-~55 , N a n s m ’ui ~e’as stopped on h i s
way to the North Pole by heavy ice a t 86° I I ’  north and -S’.i~ e a s t ,  In 1939 , the ~

‘ s t  u-as
pa ss through the same area further no rth than 86

0 39. 5’ north. Thu s , the hell of h ccen t c t , n  I ’atii

which borders pack ice i -a e’vider~tly a constant phonomenon.
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I)ur ing the eiecounpresie ing no rthern winds , the ntorc movable float ing ice breaks from the
pack ice’ and moves to the south , forming considerable channels and polynyas at the line of
cleavage. During a return movement , they press aga inst the pack I cc’ and unde rgo hummocidng.

LITEM 1’L’RE: 02 , 77 , 88.

Section 49. Pack Ice
“Pac k Ice” tee the’ most finished form of old Ice,

‘1’hey a re large’ Ice fieieiie solieily compressed against each other so that the over—all are a
of water between then’., even during the summer, does not exceed 2 per cent. The thIckness of

pack field s is not less than 3 in. Their uppe r surface is level and smoothed. There are no hum-
mocks with the sharp configurations of floe’s, instead of them , there are high (sometimes up to
Ii )  in) but rounded htl locks resembling “sheep’s forebrows ” in form. Only along the edges of pack
fields can hummocks of young ice be’ obse’rveel , which form in fissures between the fields during
the’ winter as a result of the migrations of tee’ fields which still occur.

Severa l processes a re’ necessary for the formation of pack Ice:

1. An Initia l formation and thickening of ice by the ’ natural method of freezing from the
bottom.

2 . An increase in the thickness of the ice due to rafting of separate’ floes and fields and

their fragments upon each other.

3. The fusion of small floes and packs into large’ fields , which is particularly character-
istie of compression durt n g the winter.

4. Leveling of the upper and lower surfaces of the ice. This leveling occurs due o the

following:

(a) During the same’ negative temperature accretion to thin Ice is greater than to
thick Ice. Aside’ fro m this , eiur Ing the period of growth , the lower part of the ice
fields is br ushlike , consisting of Initia l  ice spicules which are connected very
tetosely to the lower surface of the Ice’. With th e’ slightest ,novenwnt elf the ice
in relation to the’ water , these’ splcuie’s brea k loose’ from the’ lowe’r surface of the

deeper pac’ts of the ’ ice tenet float tip unde’r t h e  less deep Ice. Thus , othe r condi—
tio ns being equme l , the thi n ice ’ attempts to equalize it s thickness to that of th~
thicke r Ice.

(h) l)i rect sedar radiation , which falls at iui angle in the arctic , acts most strongly on
th e hiint n’ie cks e’lewntve i above’ the ice’ and d estroys them first of all. The’ surface

of the’ hummocks , which unde rgoes scattered solar radiation , is great by con’.—
pa risen with its volume. In this wut ~’ , be th direct and scattered radiation destroy
the’ e’l e’va tcd bY: ’ “I s of the ’ hu mmocks .

(c) Me’lte’et ice’ water , which forms as a result of melting eiuring the summer of the
hummocks and the snow accumulations ne ’ar the’ latter , drains Into the depres-
si ons of the Ice fields , tenet freezing here during the winter , I ncreases the thick-
ness of the thinne ’r parts of the ice fields.

It s
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(e) The “wind dryin g” of the ice , caused by evaporation and convect ion , which occurs
both during the summer and winte r , has the greatest effect on the parts of the
hummocks which are elevated above the level ice,

(I) The separate deeper parts of the ice fields , which are sufficiently durable at the
beginnin g due to their low temperature , within time absorb the temperature of the
water surro~mding them, and because of this, become considerably weake r , and
sometimes , if their salinity is low , they simply melt. In this way , all underwater
projections of the Ice fields are also graduall y “wind blown .” This phenomenon
assumes particular importance during all the migrations of the Ice fields. The pro-
truding underwater parts of the tee fields , weakened by a rise in temperature,
disintegrate during this time and their pieces float up to the thinner parts of the ice.

5. Freshening, as a result of a gradual drainage of the more dense (than sea Water) brine
In the saline cells , Is especially intensive during the rise In the tempe ra ture of the ice , and also
as a result of the expulsion of brine during compression.

6. A decrease in the porosity of the Ice , as a result of the same compressions .

7. Isostatic phenomena (see Section 103), whIch consist of the fac t that when the above water
or underwater projections of the Ice fields are destroyed , the corresp onding pa rts of the f ie lds
either rise or fall. As we shall see, this phenomenon occurs most intensively during the summer.

As Is known , both the ~
‘r -. and the Sed,’ ’  observed three-year-old ice , but just the same ,

that was not real pack Ice, as was , for example , the field of the “No rth Pole ” station.

Thus , pack ice in its main mass is old ice , consisting of floes which are powerful , very corn-
pact , also monolithic , al most f resh , and almost fre e of air bubbles , and represents in its elf large
fields of comparatively le vel ice which form areas sufficient in size for airplane landings. Along
the edges , these fields are bordered by young hummocks and criss crossed sloping ice mounds
(smoothed ridges of hummocklng) ~~.

In aeparate areas , however , pack ice is a chaos of upraised and heaped-upon—each -other
chunks of I ce, in the distributi on of which there is no regulation (hummoc king a rea.)

The assumption has been made that not all of the pack ice (In the final summation) drifts to
the Greenland Sea , i. e., the ice field of the “North Pole” station drifted , but a part of it drifts
further to the West and enters into the region of constant pressure In the area north of the
Ame rican mainland.

Actually, it is just in this region that the greater variety of pack Ice is found—-the “paieo-
crystic ice” (fI gure 42). Nares introduced this term to designate compact sea-ice formations re”-
sembltng in their size and power fragments of glacier ice , but which had come about as a result
of hummocklng and rafting of ice of sea origin. Participants In the - - ‘“ i. - expedition evaluated

•A~ Libin Informed me , in the area where the airplane N- 169 landed (beyond the 80th par al-
lel on the Wrangel Island meridian) pack ice occupied 80 per cent of the al’ea visible from the
airplane. The intervals between them were occupied by Ice fields of one to 1. 5 years of age and
150 to 200 cm thick. Airplane landings (2-2 8 April 1941) were made on sUe’h fields.
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Figure 42 . Paleoc rystlc ice.

the average power of the paleocrystic fields at 30-and-more meters. noting at this time that even in
the fronti er seas of the SIberian shoreline , where the ice is weaker , separate grou nded hummocks
attained greater dimensions,

LITERATURE: 67 , 77 , 88 , 171.

Section 50. Glacier Ice
In the North Arctic Ocean . along the shores of antarctica , and also In some areas of the mid-

die la tttu de~ ~ l the wor ld ocean , aside f rom the ice formed of sea watee’, glacier ice is found , which

differs  f rom sea ice both in Its forms and in its propertIes. In high mountain passes and In the low

latit udes, and especially in the polar regions , where during the course of the summer a smaller
ame mm ent of snow melts than has been precipitated during the winter , a constant accumulation of snow
occurs in depressions . In addition , the snow which had fallen on neighboring, more elevated points
of the locale , is carried into the same depressions by the wind and by the weight of the snow itself.
It is cleac thai an accumulation of a groat amount of snow is aided by high latitudes , the great ele-
vations above the level of the sea , and marine climate which is charac’terized by the frequency and
intensity of winds off the sea , which carry with  them nmolstur e and abundant precjpitatlon .

Gr adua lly, with the increase In the amount of snow cover , the lower layers of the snow under-
go Important changes . Fi rst of all , due to the pressure of the upper layers , they become more
solid. Secondly , due to the offect of the same pressure , which lowers the temperature of freezing.
they are gradually transformed .

The fi rst phase in the ’ t r ansformation of snOW is “f i rn ice , ” which consists of a conglomei’a—
lion of separate ice grains , white in color , and the size of peas The next stage Is a “ bubble ice’, ”
which forms from the seeds of the firn frozen together and which includes w ithin  itsel f grent
a mounts of air bubbles,

In t ime.  Ihe air bubbles a c e  pressed out through cracks my pressure of the upper layers, and
th e Inst stage is obtat n ed — — ”bl mme glacier ie’e. ”
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Glacier ice consists of Irre gular , rounded grains of various sizes , each of which represen ts
a c rystal with a special optic orientation. These grains are sometimes the size of a pigeon ’s egg,
and the deeper they lie , the large r they are. Crystals weIghing up to 700 g have been found in the
Alps . It is considered that the growth of these grai ns Is due to melted water circulating in the
spaces between the crystals or due to the absorption by the larger grains of the adjacent smaller
grai ns , which had the same optic orientation. It is characteristic that every accumulation of ice in
time assumes a rou~~, granular structure , and glacier ice , especi ally at the ends of the glaciers ,
is always very old.

Aside from its granular structure , glacier ice Is also characterized by its laminar structure
and etreaidng: along the edges of the hanging walls of the glaciers and icebergs it can be seen tha i
the mass of the ice consists of more or less dense , alte rnating white and blue streaks.

Thi s phenomenon is exp lai ned differently. Some consider that these streaks are connected to
the periodic precipitation. This is proven by the fact that In southern glaciers the separaie layers
are divided one from the other by summer deposits of dust.  Ot hers say that the striation s of
glacier ice are formed as a result of slipping of the different Jayec’s of the ice over each other.
Blue ice is formed along the point of contact of these layers due to melting and pressure , whereas
the slipping parts , consisting of u r n  ice , remain white.  A third group admits that both factors
participate In the forncation emf striated glacier ice. The noted peculiarities mak e it possible to con-
alde r glacier Ice as “pressure Ice , ” as dis tinct from ice formed from sea water and being “ther-
mic ” ice,

Naturally, glacier ice differs sharply in I ts  e’ompostt ion from sea ice, Experimenters have
shown that water obtained through mel t ing of ginc ie’ r ice hardly differs  from d i s t t l l o , I wator .

Af ter a given depression is completely filled with ice and snow , glacier ice be’gins to stream
out of the area of its accumulation down one or several beds , dependi n g on the cont our of the locale .
ana logous to the fac t t hat one or more r iv ers can flow fro m one and t he sam e lake .

This p roperty of Ice , to flow along valleys as a result of Its p las t i c i ty ,  represents in itsel f the
most noteworthy property of glaciers. The velocity of glacier motion . accordi ng to \‘all ’s datn . is
10. 000 ti mes slower than the velocity of the flow of water , havi ng the same angl e of drop . During
its descent , the glacIer , like n river , goes around separate elevated areas , sometime s dividing
into arms and often again uniting . * WIth each turn and nai ’rowing of the hod , additional compres-
sions and tensions arise in the mass of the glacier , causing the phenomenon of “coalescencc . ” con-
sisting of the fact that with each compression , the Ice in cu s somewhat and during the nexi decrease
in pressure it again freezes together.

In the low and middle latitudes , the “basins ” of snow ~nd ice nourishing the glaciec’s ordinar-
ily occupy high valleys located between mountai n ridges and separate elevations , The gla e’t er s

tAs is well known , rivers fl owing through soft formations lay out a bed having, in cross sec-
tio n , a triangular fe rm with its peak down , The bed laid out by glacie rs , fo r the ’ nm eis t part , has a
fl at bottom and very steep side inclines. Aside from the cross section. the’ beds of glaciers are
also characterized by their longitudinal p rof i les .  Thus , i n vnll e ’vs which had bce’n cove’red by gla-
ciers , the bottom of the valley is often deep due te i the eroding action of the glaciers - In the
Spltsbe r gen . Novaya 7,emlya fjords , we ordinari ly find the gc’e’ntest depths at the very wal l of the
glacier , and the fjords themselves are separated from the se’s by a shelf whie ’h had fo rnie ’cI ir om
moraine materials.
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flowing from these basins gradually flow into the lower altitudes , undergo constantly greater de-struction and melting , and finally give rise to mountain rivers .

In ratio to the Increase in the geographic latitude , the snow line comes down lower and lower;the extremity of the glaciers reach the level of the sea where they are of special interest to marine
studies, Actually, the glaciers determ tee here the shoreline , change the contours of the adjacentsea bottom , and are a constant source of large masses of glacial ice in the sea.

As has already been pointed out, several conditions are favorable to the formation of glaciers ,namely: high latitudes , high altitudes above sea level , and copious precipitation which is deter-mined by the distribution of the land and the sea , marine currents and wind s, and also the contours
of the locale

In some areas of the arctic and antarctic, all these factors are included. As a result , tre-mendous “Icecaps” are created , which almost completely cover separate island s and continents ,
The main differenc e between the arctic and the antarctic is the fact that in the center of the latter ,a tremendous and high continent (average height about 1, 500 m) is located; in the middle of the
arctic the re is located the deep Basin (more t han 4 , 000 m deep), This determines the fact that themain mass of the ice cover In the arctic is sea Ice and in the antarctic is glacial ice.

The main glaciation in the arctic is in Greenland , where 90 per cent of glacier ice in the
Northern Hemisphere is concentrated; it occupies an area of 1.9 million square km . wi th an overall
area of this island equaling 2 . 1 million square km. At the same time , the sea ice of the Northern
Hemisphere at the Instant of its greatest development occupies an area of about 1200 million
square km.

In the Nor thern Hemisphere , aside from Greenland , land ice reaching sea level is also
located on the outer shores of Baffin Bay . Smaller , isolated glaciation is fou nd in the American
sector of the arctic--on Prince Patrick and Melville Islands. In the Euras ian sector of the arctic .glacia tion is located on the islands of the Spttsbergen archipelago , on White and Victorian Islands
(between Spit sbe*’gen and Franz Joseph Land), on the islands of Franz Joseph Land (approximately
97 per cent of the area of the entire archipelago is covered by land ice), on Novaya Zemlya , on
Ulsakov and Schmidt Islands (between Franz Joseph Land and Severnaya Zemlya), and on Severnaya
Zemlya . The only known place of glaciation east of Cape Cheliuskin is on the Deb ug Island , and
there the glacier reaches the sea only on Henri etta Island (figure 43).

An inve8tigation of the glaciation in the Northe rn Hemisphere attracts attention first to the
fact that the more northerly parts of the l and , namely Greenland and Ellesmere Land, are free of
glacie rs. Labrador , having a very low summer temperature (about 7’) and also being located tn
the path of summer cyclones , is almost completely free of glaciers. The entire northern shore ofSpltsbergen is almos t completely free of glaciers. It follows from these examples that high gee-
graphic latitudes and low summer temperatures are still not enough for the formation of glaciers .Altitude above sea level is also not enough , nor are large horizontal distances, Thus , for instance ,
the very small Victoria Island (about 6 kni long) , located between Spitsbergen and Franz Joseph
Land , is almost completely covered by glacter ice , whereas higher and larger islands , located fur-
ther to the north alon g the northern shores of Spftsbergen , do not have an ice cover. Without a
doubt , the most Important , other factors being equal , is the amount of precip itation . Thus , for in-
stance , (Us known that ta Iceland , along the dryer northern side , the snow line is located at 1, 000
to 1, 300 m above sea level , while on the southern , moister side , it decreases to 600 to 800 m ,
i. e . ,  it is located 300 to 500 m lower.
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FIgure 43. Boundaries of glacial regions , fossil ice and
permafrost.

The question of whether present-day glaciation is, as a whole, a relic, or if at a given stage
it is in a state of equilibrium, Is extremely interesting but still unsolved.

Brooks , especially in Greenland , does not consider glaciation a relic . He points out that on
the western side of Greenland, the snow line passes approxImately 90 km from the shore and
divides the ice dome into two parts , accumulating and destroying . The accumulating part annually
receives 36 cm of precipitation. The thickness of the destroying part decreases from 2 m at the
edge to 0 ni at the snow line and averages 95 cm. Of these 95 cm , about 75 per cent Is destroyed
in melting and evaporation and about 25 per cent in the formation of icebergs along a 90 km belt.

The glacier color of Greenland , and also its numerous glaciers , have been comparatively
well studied through observations made during crossings of the icecap and also through observa-
tions made during the numerous sledge and marine expeditions.

The icecap of Greenland consists of two domes: the northern, having its center near 75°
north, and the southern, having its center near 650 north , with corresponding heights of 3, 250 and
2,920 m (possibly there is a third dome in the area of Angmatssallk) . According to Wegener ’s
seismometric measurements, the thickness of the ice in the western part of the cap attains 2 to 3
km. If the entire mass of Greenland ice Is melted , the level of the ocean would rise approximately
8 m.~ between the northern and southern domes of the icecap , approximately along the 70th paral-
lel (Greenland Is divided by a deep valley). Into this valley the ice flows along the slopes of both
domes and, further , along the valley Into the sea, mainly on the aide of the Baffin Gulf since the

*Jt has also been computed that if all the ice covering the antarctic mainland Is melted , the
level of the world ocean would rise 23 m.
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climate  is less severe here and also because the slope of the valley is steepe r , and therefo re the
area of ice accumulation is greater . The fact that the main mass of Greenland icebergs is cal v ed
between 65’ and 75 ° north is explained mainly by the presence of thi s cross valley.

LITERATURE: 62 , 79. 14:1 . 146. 171.

Sect ion 51. Icebergs
The ends of glacie rs , falling into the sea in a form of hanging walls or steep slopes in pro-

portion to their entry into the water , undergo a constantl y increasing pressure of the water from
the bottom upward due to the low density of the ice. In connection with the periodic and non-
pe riodic tiuctuations of the sea , this pressure first  increases then decreases , and as a result ,
chunks of ice of smaller or large r size break off from the end of the glacier. Icebergs. extremel ydifferent i n size and form , starting with small “pup s” and ran ging to tremendous “ice mountains, ”
are termed in this manner. Drigaiskii considers that the end of a glacier can waste in three ways:

In the f i rs t , a complete fissu re going approximately across the end of the glacier is formed .
The broken-off monolith of ice , af ter several fluctuating movements at opposite positions of equilib-
rium corresponding to its form , becomes an iceberg carried from place to place by marine cur-
rents and wind . The largest icebergs are created in this way .

The second method is characteristic during the summer for the comparatively southern lati-
tudes , particularly in Baffin Strait. If the summer wastage of the glacier end is greater on top than
its wastage in the water , then the arm of the glacier finall y becomes an underwater shelf , which
extend s for a considerab le distance into the sea. In time , this underwater shelf breaks off and
floats up fro m the depths of the sea. It is clear that such “float-up icebergs ” cannot be of a large
size. Aside from this , they are outstanding in the great erosion of their form .

In the thli’d form of end-glacial waste , large and small chunk s of ice gradually break off from
its hanging wall and fall into the water, This method of wastage is especially characteristic of
slowly moving glaciers in the high latitudes and of Ice-dome Islands (see Section 53) .

Every glacier falling into the sea can be characterized by its productivity , i . e . ,  by the
amount of icebergs produced annually and also by the size and form of the latter .

First of all , the productivity of a glacier is determined by the velocity of its flow . As a
whole , this velocity is always greater along the axis of the glacier (than along the edges) and in the
upper part (than in the lower).

The fl ow velocity of some glaciers in Greenland is extremely great. Thus , for instance ,
Quarayaq Glacier , along the western shore of Greenland (70 ° north . 50’ west), which is only 5 km
wide alon g Its front , with an altitude of 100 ni above sea level at the end of the arm , flows at a
velocity of 20 to 25 m per day . i .e.,  at a velocity almost 20 times greater than the velocity of the
most rapid Alpine glaciers. Jakobshaven Glacier , located somewhat far ther  south , which does not
halt its activity even during winter and which yields , by computation , 1, 350 icebergs annually, or
about 10 per cent of all the Greenland icebergs , flows with the same velocity .

In August . 1928 , Smith counted 4 , 000 to 6 . 000 icebergs in the .Takobshaven fjord . It is noted
that after indeterminate periods of time , app roximately ten times a year , a chaii~ of Icebergs (evi-
dently after breaking an ice dam which had formed somewhere), begins to move toward the exi t
from the fjord , sbo~ ly at fii ’st but later at a velocity of 10 to 13 km/h r . All this is accompanicd by
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a great noise , heard for several miles and continuous for several days. This glacier , occupying
only 7 km along its front and having a front altitude of 88 m above sea level , evidently yields the
greatest and most fantastic icebergs of the Northern Hemisphere . Its peculiarity , as is usual
with rapid glacier s , is the fact that the icebergs called by it are higher than the face of the glacier.
Thu s , for example , Drigalsid i saw in thi s region an Iceberg which towered 149 m above the level of
the sea.

The glaciers , occupying a considerable distance along their fronts but moving slowly, can
produce no icebergs at all or produce very few of them, wasting mainly by means of calfing larger
or smaller chunks of ice. Thus, for example, again in Greenland , in the environs of Frederikshaab
the front of the glacier occupies 20 km of shoreline, but the rate of fl ow of the glacier Is equal to
the rate of m elti ng at Its end , and because of this, this glacier produces no icebergs .

In the Northern Hemisphere , one of the largest glaciers in frontal width is the glacier which
falls toward Northeast Land (Spitsbergen) from Cape Leigh-Smith to Cape Mohn and which , accord-
ing to Nordenskjold , presents an unbroken ice wall inaccessible from the sea about 100 km in
length . But the productivity of thi s glacier is so small that during 1930, for Instance , we on the

h did not see a single Iceberg in the nearby regions.

The Qariaq and the ,Jakobshaven Glaciers of Greenland fal l into Disko and Nordost Bays,
which are located exactly across from the Greenland cross valley , down which the main flow of
mainland Ice is directed . Because of thi s, these glaciers , along with numerous other glaciers fall-
ing Into these same bays , annually yield , according to Smith , 5, 400 (out of 7 , 500) large icebergs
(i. e . ,  such that their size would be sufficient to pass Davis Strai t and then descend Into the
Newfoundland area without melting or disintegrating. )

The productivity of glaciers also depends on local conditions. The glaciers of Northern
Greenland flowing into the North Arctic Ocean (the northernmost glacier of the Northern
Hemisphere--Jungersen Glacier--is located near 80° north) , have arms reaching far out to sea
like the glaciers of the antarctic , due to the severe climatic conditions and the nearness of the pack
and paieocrystic ice. *

The size of the icebergs , as we have seen, depends partly on the velocity of the glaciers flow ,
but , of course , it is also determined by its vertical and horizontal measurements. In this relation ,
the icebergs of the Northern Hemisphere can in no way be compared with antarctic Icebergs .

The largest Greenland icebergs (of 87 icebergs measured by Drigalskii) was 149 m high.
Krummel mentions an iceberg 17 to 22 m high, 13 km long, and 6 km wide , encountered near Baffin
Land in 1882 . The weIght of such an Iceberg would be about 23 million tons.

The Icebergs of eastern Greenland are considerably smaller. The largest of them , not far
from its place of inception , was 70 m high and about 1 km long . The size of the largest iceberg re-
ported by the International Ice Patrol , near Newfoundland (where West Greenland Icebergs are car-
ried almost exclusively) was: height , 87 m; length, 565 m.

*It is considered that the arm of the Petterman Glacier (81° north, 62 ° east), which Is the
longest one in the Northern HemIsphere (several meters high above the surface of the water) , ex-
tends the float at least 40 km out to sea. Such arms , which break themselves a path through old
piled-up fast Ice, break off once every 15 to 20 years.
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At the same time , antarctic icebergs are often several tens of kilometers long. Thus , for
instance, in 1854 In the Atlantic Ocean (44 ° south , 28 ° west) , an ice mountain measuring 75 to 120
km long and 90 m high was observed . In 1894 , south of New Zealand , the steamer A n t a r c t i c  saw
an ice mountain 130 km long . In November , 1904 , near the Falkland Islands, the vessel Zc n  I t o
saw a mountain whose height was determined at 450 m .

After the iceberg is separated from the end of the glacier , under the influence of the wind or
cur rents , it begins to move or to be carried out into the open ocean or ground itself on the offshore
shallows where it gradually changes Its original form and is destroyed.

The icebergs in the North Arctic Ocean have little practical significance. This Is explained
by the fact that here icebergs are found far from the usual trade routes and also by the fact that , as
a whole, there are very few of them In the European sector of the arctic. Thus , according to the
computatIons of Smith , about 600 small icebergs were born here annually .

The glaciers of Spltsbergen and Novaya Zemlya are located In the “muff” of deep fjords , sep..
arated from the open parts of the sea by a comparatively shallow shelf. Because of this, a large,
newly calfed iceberg must first decrease in size in order to pass out of the fjord . And the small
iceberg, when reaching the warm waters of Spltsbergen and Nordkapp currents , melts very rapidly.

The icebergs of Eastern Greenland also have little practical importance. They also are com-
paratively small in size , and , on the whole, there are few of them . Those which succeed In leaving
the fjord travel near the shore along with the East Greenland current to the southwest around Cape
Farewell, and here they Join the West Greenland icebergs. Figure 44 shows, according to Smith,
the usual western and southern borders of distribution of Eastern Greenland Icebergs around Cape
Farewell .

600 JS° 400 800

65°

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 600

6,5° j,ç ° Figure 44. The extreme western and southern
~~~~~~~~ I limits of distribution of East
60° 50’ 40° 10’ Greenland Icebergs .

As has been pointed out, the icebergs of Baffin Strait are of the greatest practical importance.
Along with pack ice , they are carried out into the open ocean by the Labrador current , and here
their course crosses the most important trade routes between Europe and the ports of North
America. In spite of the fact that the icebergs of Baffin Strait, in their amount, comprise, accord-
ing to Smith, only 2 per cent of the amount of sea ice which had formed during the winter In the
same sea , it is the icebergs, not the surviving sea ice, which comprise the main threat to marIne
navigation. *

°In April, 1912 , the steamer T i t a ni c  sank as a result of a collision with an iceberg at 41° 46’
north , 59’ 14’ west , at which time 1, 513 persons b a t  their lives.
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The shape of the icebergs also depends on local condItIons. At the moment of calling , ice-
bergs can be divided into two classes: table-like (fi gure 45) and pyramidal (figure 46).
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FIgure 4 ‘ Table-top h e  mountai n 40 m above sea level.
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Figure 46 . Py ramid iceberg.

The first are characteristic of the antarctic, where the icebergs are formed mainly by cl eav-
age from level ice arms or by separation from the main mass of the shelf ice . In the hi gh latitudes
of the arctic , near Franz Joseph Land , for example , where the flow of the glaciers is slow and
where the glacIers are narrow and comparatIvely high, ord inaril y icebergs of almost perfect cubic
form are found .
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Figure 47 . Icebergs cubic in form.

Pyramidal icebergs are characteristic of rap idl y moving glaciers located in the more south-
erlv latitudes , which are conditioned by high gradients of velocity and strong waste of the ends of
the glaciers due to melting. The most fantastic iceberg shapes of the Northern Hemisphere are
evidently yielded by the Jakobshaven Glacier , as Smith points out.

- En t ime ,  the icebergs , due to unequal destruction of their under- and above-water parts , be-
come constantly more fantastic and var iated in their  shape.

Iceberg classification U have used Smith’ s classification as the basis of it) is as follows:

“Table-like” forms (right-angl e , cubic , wi th  more or less precipitous side walls) are char-
acteristic of young icebergs calved under severe cl imatic conditions by slowly moving glaciers.

“Pyramidal” forms are characteristic of young icebergs calved by rapidly flowing glaciers.

“Rounded” forms are characteristic of old icebergs under severe climatic conditions, whose
sharp outlines have been rounded by the action of the sun and the wind . The rounded forms are
par t i cu la r l y characteristic of icebergs which have floated up and also of icebergs which have turned
over or floated up after their underwater parts have been destroyed (figure 48).

“Fantastically eroded” forms are characteristic of young icebergs calved by rapidly moving
glaciers.

“Columnar” and “grotto ” forms are characteristic of icebergs whose underwater part is con-
siderably destroyed by the sea and atmosphere. Such forms are ordinarily distinguished by strongly
developed under-water projections.

“Winged” and “horned” forms are characteristic of icebergs in the last stages of destruction
of their above-water parts (figure 49.)
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Figure 48. Rou nded iceberg.

Figure 49. Iceberg with a window .

It is clear that the icebergs encountered cannot always be related to one of these listed forms.

One sign, however , remains unchanged. A recently calved or recently split iceberg has
sharp outlines--like a broken lump of sugar. In time, due to melting and wind wastage , the sharp
external forms of the icebergs disappear , yielding to soft , eroded forms. Thus , the degree of
rounding of the iceberg ’s outline is a sign of its relative age.

As we shall see further , the relation of the underwater deposit to the above—water elevation
of sea Ice , even for floes having horizontal upper and lower surfaces and vertical side walls , flue-
tuates within considerable limits , depending on the density of the ice and the density of the water in
which the ice is floating.
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But the Irregularity of the ir form has still greater effect on the drau ght of the Ice. There-
tore . i t  the floe has tint and wide underwater parts , its narrow above-water part can rise consider-
ab ly ;lt)ove the level of the sea . This phenomenon is particularly frequent with icebergs destroyed
by me. Jng, which adopt extremely fantastic forms during this period . Thus , accordIng to Smith,
the i’olatlon of the draught of Icebergs to their elevation above sea level Is equal, on an average , to
the amounts shown In table 27.

1’.-~I iLE 27,  TilE RELATION OF THE DRAUGHT
TO THE HEiGHT OF THE ABOVE-
WATE R PAR T OF ICEBERGS OF
VARIOUS FORMS

Tabto top I”ebe rgs 5
Rounded icebe t gs  4
Py ramidal tceber~ s 3
Columnar icebergs  .  2
Winged icebergs

‘l’ht ’st ’ results are });1so( I on numerous direct measurements of the heights and draught of Ice-
bergs which wore carried out by the International Ice Patrol , and also according to the observa-
tional data of m arty oxpedittons.

The course of meltage and destruction of icebe rgs is extremely characteristic, It is . how-
ever . necessai’y to di fferentiate between the wastage or destruction of icebergs In the areas of their
tormation and in the areas to which they have been carried . These processes have been studied
best in the areas of the Labrador Current and the Gulf St ream.

Accord ing to SmIth . duri ng the summer , wate r in the Labrador Current is cold and the air is
warm;  because of this the above-water part of the iceberg melts first of all . But in the Gulf Stream ,
during the spr ing, the water is considerably warmer t han the air , as a result the underwater part
melts and is destroyed laster ,

Melting reaches its greatest rate during the summer in the Gulf Stream (warm air and warm
- ‘ water ) . Rivulet s stream down the iceberg in a constant flow , different pieces and chunk s break otf

f rom the iceberg noW and then , the center of balance is destroyed , and the iceberg freq uently turns
O~ ci’ . It is natural that the smaller the iceberg, the more rapidly it melts. This is explained not
only by the fact that the smaller  the iceberg , the grt ’ai& ’ t’ is the relation of its surface to its sire ,
hut also by the fact that the small  iceberg floats in the surface layers more , i . e . , the wate r layers
which arc more mobile and , during the sUni mer, Warmer .

According to Smi th , the height of an Iceberg during the summer In Ra ffI a  Gulf decreases by
.7  m ~ oi’ day on an average : in DaVI S Strait ,  this docroase is up to 1. 3 m ; in Newfoundland , up to
2 .0 m; and to the south of the Great Banks, up to 3 .3 in per day . En the three months of its j ourney
from llafft n Gulf to the region south of the Great Banks , t he average height of an iceberg decreases
t t’om SO to 40 in , and its mass from I . ,OJ , 0(1(1 to 150 , 000 tons.

According to the observations of the let’ Patrol , the height of the Icebe r gs In the Gulf Stream
decreases by io in per day In separate Instances , and in June. 1926 , a large iceberg 127 m long
melted In 36 hours at the edge of the Gulf Stroam .
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The destruction of icebergs in warm wate rs is increased during stormy weather, when a
mechanical erosion of the icebergs Is added to the thermal effect of the air on the water. As Smith
indIca tes, this erosion of icebergs is centered on the central part of the iceberg. Actually, one of
the ends of the major axis of the Iceberg becomes eroded , due to the loss In weigh t, this end rises
and erosion begins on the other side. At the same time , erosion does not cease along the short axIs
(near which the fluctuation occurs). This explains the characteristic form of th e Icebergs and floes
resembling a saddle as a result of their erosion.

UTERA TURE: 62 , 143, 151 , 171 .

Sect ion 52. Icebergs in the Soviet Arctic Seas
In the Eurasian sector of the arctIc , Icebergs are found in the B.erents (mainly in the north-

weste rn part), the Kara and Laptev seas.

The glaciers of Spi tsbergen do not yield icebergs of any importance. In any case, in 1933 ,
durIng our navigation on the vessel -~ r~ i~~~~.’ic ~; , we did not see a single iceberg f rom Hope Island
to White Island .

Near White Island , which consists of an icecap island , (during the journeys of 1930 , 1932 , and
1935) I observed many icebergs , both from its southern and its northern side . The icebergs were
small wit h hanging walls . In the majorIty of the cases , they stood in sha llows, evidently grouping
themselves near separate banks , which were somewhat removed from the island.

Near Victoria Island , which we circumnavigated in 1932, there were few icebergs; they were
also not very large , and they also stood in shallows .

There are more Icebergs near Franz Joseph Land . Their height above sea level reaches
25 m, and the length up to half a kilometer. LeI gh-Smith mentions an iceberg several miles long .
The cubic form of Icebergs Is most common in this area .

it is possible that such a form of icebergs is p a rtia lly connected with the slow movement of
the glaciers . Thu s, accordin g to Vize , the glacIe rs on Guker Island flow at a rate of 12 to 17 cm
diurnally, and their summer rate of flow is greater . From 24 April to 4 August 1933. the glacier
on Rudolf Island flowed at a rate of 9 cm diurnally, judging by the displacement of the guide stake
by 9.13 m during this time. It Is curIous that during the Duke of Abruzzi expedItion (1899-1900) ,
the movement of glaciers on this lslartd was not observed.

If the straits of Fran z Joseph Land , which each glacier flowing into the sea is near. are ig-
nored, icebergs are more nun’ierous near the southwestern and northwestern shores. Here also ,
they seem to border the banks a dIstance from the shore . In the beginning of August. 1928 , the
S e d ov  counted 24 icebergs south of Alexander Island .

Icebergs are seldom found between VIctoria Island and Fran z Joseph Land . At any rat e , in
1930 , we saw 2 or 3 icebergs , and in 1932 , while rounding Franz Joseph Land , we did not see a

- I single iceberg when there was complete absence of Ice and vIsibIlity was good . We also saw no
J icebergs (with exception of icebergs In the straits) during the 1932 voyage from Rudolf Island to

Belaya Zemlya , and furthe r south around the eastern shores of Fran z Joseph Land, and during the
1935 voyage near the eastern shores of Fran z Joseph Land .
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Along the Berents Sea shore of Novaya Zemlya , no icebergs are fou nd as a rule in the open
sea , even though in the depth of almost every fjord of the northern island of Novaya Zeml ya there
are glaciers falling into the sea.

Thu s, Franz Joseph Land (figure 50) should be considered the greatest producer of Icebergs
in the Berents Sea . In certain years, these icebergs conclude surprising voy ages .

Thus , in Apri l .  1929, icebergs were seen at 7l north and :14 :‘ east , In the first ten days
of May . these icebe rgs showed up near Murman . The posItion of some of them ~~~ as follows:

- (i~~ 13’ north. 39 0 24 ’ east; 2 - within tou r miles northeast of Cape Chernyl ; 3 — 69 ’ 22’ north.:t.~’ 44’ east; 4 - wIthin 20 miles northwest of Cape Tsip-navolok ; - near Ten berki . The heI~~ t
of the Icebe rgs was up to [2 m above sea level . Later, these icebergs , carried into the strait of
the White Seas, stayed near the Kaninskl i short’ throu gh June.

Such an extremely rare course of icebergs has to be explained by north winds which had blown
the icebergs into the Nordkapp Current , which afte rwards carried them to the east along the
Murmans k shore . This example , at the same time , illustrates the longevity of Icebergs , explained
by their  great mass and monolithicity ,

In the Kara Sea . along the eastern shore of Novaya Zemlya . al most no icebe r gs can be found
for the same reasons as along its western shores: the existing system of currents and winds forces
the m to the shore , and , fur thermore , the shallow steppes do not permIt them to move out of the
fjords In which they have broken off from the glacier .
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Figure . 1 1 . Locations of Icebergs found in the Ba rents

Sea from 1899 to 192$ .

Many icebergs are found near Uehakov Island . Actuall y,  this island was di8eov ered by us
(expedition on the S ‘1 in 1935 in a fog, chiefly due to an unexpected meeting with icebergs , the
sha rp form of whIch forced us to presume that they had calved recently and that the place of their
bir th was located somewhere near.
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According to the observations of the Ushakov Expedition (1930 to 1932), land Icing reaches itsgreatest volume on Komsomlets Island--the northern Island of Severnaya Zemlya. Here there areseveral icecaps , from which glaciers fall into Krasnaya Armiya Strait. The winds and currentscarry the Icebergs out of the strait into the Kara Sea and mainly into the Laptev Sea.

Icebergs are evidently seldom seen near the northwest shores of Severnaya Zemlya. At anyrate, during the voyage on the &iik~ in 1935, we did not see them. Along the southwest shores ofSevernaya Zemlya , icebergs are found which have been carried mainly out from Shokalsid i Strait.

In the Lapeev Sea near the Krasnaya Armiya Strait , the S~ bi rva o u  counted 129 icebergsstanding here in the shallows and evidently carried from this strait. It is interesting to note that ,according to the observation of 1932, icebergs were seldom found in the area south of the 80thparallel ; only the ~ r -~a k  in 1935, counted 30 to 35 icebergs In Its course from Vilkiski i Strait toCape Lavrov.

Judging by all signs, in the areas adjacent to Severnaya Zemlya on the southwest and thesoutheast , the same “expu lsion ” of icebergs was observed, as was noted along the shores of
Murinan in 1929.

Laktionov assumes that the icebergs found in 1940 near the eastern shores of Bolshevik Island(in 1939 they were not there) were carried there from Krasnaya Armfya Strait, where they areparticularly numerous and where, bounded by breaking fast Ice , they can accumulate during thecourse of several years, and afterwards, during especially good conditions, are carried to the seaat once in great numbers in the same way as it occurs in certain glaciers of northwest Greenland .
Lal~ ionov considers the positive anomalies of air temperatures observed in 1938 and 1939 atCape Cheltuakin as one of the indicators of such good conditions .

As Padalka informed me, during the 27 March , 1943 , fligh t to the north along the Rudolf Islandmeridian (Franz Joseph Land) between 84’ and 84° 30’ north , hund reds of icebergs were found ,while to the west of the course , the number decreased. It is noteworthy that not a single icebergwas observed during the frequent flights of Soviet airplane s approximately along the same routewhen the “North Pole” station was being organized. Padalka supposes that these icebergs werecarried toward Severnaya Zemlya (see SectIon 135).

The following fact is no less noteworthy. In October, 1943, within 3 km north—northwestfrom Cape Cheliuski n , a table-top iceberg 1, 500 m long and 400 m wide and 10 m high above sea
level wag fouj id. Fliers have told me that during summer aerial-reconnaissance flights , they hadseen this unusual iceberg near the eastern shores of Severnaya Zeml ya.

LIT ERATURE: 62 , 77 96.

Sect ion 53. Icecap Islands
Glaciers ar e a completely na~iral phenomena In many countries possessing high mountains.The snow required for the formation of glaciers gathers here in extensive snowfall (nutrition) areas ,and then , changed by pressure into glacier ice , flows along one or several beds into the valleys orto the sea. As has already been mentioned , the lower the summer melting and the more solid pre-cipitation, the more likely is the formation of powe rful glaciers.
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From this point of view , “icecap islands” are a great geographic puzzle. These islands, in
spite of their low heigh t above sea level and their small size, are almost completely burled under
ice. From the sea , they seem like a precipitous ice wall of larger or smaller height above sea
level. The “ice dome” (figore 51), resembling a turtle shell , rises evenly toward the center of the
island.

Ice islands can be roughly divided Into two types:

In ~he first  type are Bruce and Evaliv Islands in the Franz Joseph Archipelago, and also
Usha kov and Schmidt Islands , located between Franz Joseph Land and Severnaya Zemlya. These
islands are completely burled under an ice cover.

White and Victoria Islands, located between Spltsbergen and Franz Joseph Land , belong to
the second type. These islands have only small and low spits (with a developed shore ridge) which
project fro m the precipitous ice wall.

The precipitous ice walls are particularly high on White and Victoria Islands, where in some
places , in spite of the small size (especially of the latte r island), it reaches 12 to 15 m. At a
close scrutiny of the precipitous wall , we saw that , first , it is somewhat inclined toward the sea
and , secondly, it is not unigenital but rather consists of wavy , horizontal layers of various thick-
ness and structure. Each of these layers evidently characterizes definite climatic conditions. The
less precipita tion and the greater the summer warming, the smaller the layer is which is formed
during the course of a given year.

The main differe nce on the ice cover of the icecap islands from the usual glaciers which are
compressed In their flow to the shores, is , first , almost a complete lack of fissures and variations
on theIr upper surface , and second , an even angle of the upper surface, equaling approximately 2
to 3° . These peculiarities of the icecap islands make them extremely usable for landing airplanes,
as was reported by Soviet airp lanes in 1937 on the ice cover of the islands of Franz Joseph Land.

The so-called katabatic winds on these islands are extremely unpleasant to airp lanes .
These winds are understood to be a sharp current of air down along the cold slopes. Such winds
were observed along the edge of the antarctic mainland , for example. The British arctic aerial
route expedition observed such winds at its base camp in Greenland while at that time there were
only weak and temperate winds in Angmagsallk at a distance of several miles from the camp. Webb
concludes from this that katabatic winds are not distributed very high and are rapidly expended due
to the effect of friction and frictional mixing. In 1930, while we were anchored near one of the
icecap islands (White island), we also observed katabatic wind phenomena: a wind of storm force
sped down along the slope , raising snow dust and tearing off wave caps near the shore ; at the same
time , the sea was completely calm at a distance of 2 to 3 mIles from the shore.

Icecap islands are usually surrounded by a greater or lesser number of icebergs in various
stages of destruction (In other words , various ages).

The most interesting fact is that these islands are located in the middle of , or not far from ,
islands of the same size and height , and even large r , which have no grea t accumulation s of snow
or ice.

Thus, for Instance , in the northwest part of the Barents Sea, south of the typical cecap
islands (White and Victoria), the King Karl Islands are loca ted, which have no ice cover. To the
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northwest of them lie Foyn, Brook, Karl , and Seven Islands and the northeast shore of North East
Land , which are also devoid of ice cover. Alexander Land , which is also devoid of ice cover In Its
northwestern part, lIes east of them.

Between Uahakov Island--an icecap island--and the northern Island of Novaya Zemlya lies
Vize Island, which has no ice cover. The nearest parts of Franz Joseph Land and Severnaya
Zemlya archipelagos, which lie west and east of Ushakov Island , are comparatively lightly iced.

Thus, the question arises: are such islands relics of the last ice age, when the ice cover
retreated?

It seems unlikely to me that Greenland, for example, is a single island and not an archipelago
like Spitabergen. When Greenland thaws, simultaneously with the general warming of the arctic ,
straits will melt and waste, first of all , and Greenland itself will thus begin to separate into
different islands. It is natural that during this some islands will be cleared of ice the last. This
assumption seems to be supported by the f act that all the known icecap islands are loca ted either in
archipelagos or in the center of extensive shallows.

The great number of Icebergs found near such islands is also an oblique Indication of the fact
that the Islands are In a state of destruction. The amount of precipitation (sou th of Franz Joseph
Land about 500 mm and in the north about 300 mm annually) falling on these islands cannot com-
pensate for the calving of icebergs.

True , it should be pointed out that the nutritional glaciers can occur not only because of the
precipitation of atmospheric precipitates. Clouds consisting of extremely supercooled water drop-
lets, when floating over cold elevations , for m rime on these elevations. The importance of rime
in glacial attrition is Insufficiently studied, but It is known that in the Swedish Laplands , at an
altitude of about 2 , 000 m, and in the Alps at an altitude of about 2 , 000 to 3, 000 m, conside rable
accumulations of this type of precipitation form. In the polar lands , rime can play a conside rable
role; much more so on such Isolated islands as icecap islands. However , it would still be Insuffi-
cient to cover the expenditure of ice as a result of Iceberg calving.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77.

FIgure 51. Ushakov Island.
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Sect ion 54. Fossil Ice
As has a lre a dy been indicated , there are no glaciers of any significance to the life of the sea

ca st of Severnayn Zeiut ya. This phenomenon Is explained not only by the more southern location
of the islands found here , but basically by the insignificant amount of precipitatIon. The warm and

humid air masses from the Atlantic Ocean and Greenland and liarents Seas meeting the elevations

of Novaya Zemlya and Severnaya Zemlys in their course are considerably dehumidified .

On the othe r hand , in the region east of Cape Chelluskin , there are noteworthy deposi ts of
‘‘fossil ice , ‘‘ buried under l:iter bottom deposits.

According to Toll , fossil ice represents remnants of the same mainland ice as the ice cover
of (~reen land , and consists of prismatic pieces f i rmly connected with each other and heaped without

any order. The sur face ot’ the separate grains is covered by pits into which , like joints , fIt the

projections of the adjacent grains. The size of the large grains reaches 10 x 5 square mm. In this
way , the structure of fossil ice bespeaks of Its snow origin.

Fossil ice is found in the southern part of the nor thern island of Novaya Zemlya (figu re 52),

hut it assumes a much mo re clear—cut form in the Laptev Sea and the Lialthovski i Islands, On B.
l,iakhovskii lslaml,’ the wall of fossil ice rises 35 to 40 in above the sea. At close scrutiny , this

wall  consists of a sheer ict ’ cornice , under which is located a recess braced against a terrace ,
formed by the soIl falling from above which prc ’scrves the lower layer from melting. In the lower

layer of fossil ice, the sea washes out large grottoes and caves. Shores of this type on Bolshoi

l iakhovskii and Novay a Sibi ryl Island s (New Siberian Islands) ends In an “ice bottom , ” which

extends far from the shore and is covered by crushed earth material .

r~~~~ • , ‘~~~~ ,. ‘, !“ 1;
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FIgu re 52. Fossil ice on Novaya Zemlya.

‘The length of Llakhovskii Island along the p arallel is abou t l Ot) km and along the meridian

abou t 50 k in.  Fighty per cent of its area is occup ied by fossil ice.
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Fossil ice is undergoing intensive erosion at the present time, and in some places the shore-
line is retreating at least half a m per year. In this relation , the Semenovskli and Vasll’evskit
Island s located In the Laptev Sea north of Cape Barkhaya and west of Cape Stolbovol , are particu-
larly interesting.

These islands were photographed by the Anj ou Expedition (1823), by the B a f  g c i c h  (1912), and

Ci~r o n o me t e r  (1936), wherein their length (in km) has changed, as is shown In table 28.

TABLE 28. LENGTH OF SEMENOVSKII AND VASIL’EVSKII IN KW

Year of Measurement 1823 1912 1936

Sernenov skit Island 15 4.6 2 .0
Vasil’evskii Island 7 4. 6 —

Judging by the changes in the length of Seinenovskii Island and also by the fact that while Its
width in 1823 was . 9 km, in 1936 it proved to be .6 km, it is considered that annually the length

of Senienovskll Island decreases, on an average, 113 m and 4 m in width , and thus by 1954 the
island should disappear , as happened in Vasil’evskll Island. *

From the examples which have been given , it can be seen that in the region of the Liakhovskil
Island fossil ice determines the character of the shoreline and the offshore bottom.

LITERATURE: 62, 77 , 134.

*j ~ 1936, the C h r o n o m e t e r  could not find this Island. In Its place, there was only a small 
—

bank. The decrease in the size and the melting of the Island , consisting of fossil tee , is one of the
signs of general warming In the arctic, which will be discussed in Section 160.
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CHAP TE R V
PHY SICA L AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

OF SEA ICE

Section 55. Salinity
The initial forms of sea ice , as have already been mentioned , are thin needles or disks of

pure ice Interwoven with one another. Because of its greater density, the brine which is separate
during this stage seeps through between the crystals aix! drops to the bottom. However , if ice
formation takes place sufficiently rapidly, the spaces between the crystals are filled with new ac-
cretions of ice faster than the brine drains off , and thus a part of the brine remains disseminated
in the ice In the form of more or less equally distributed salt cells. In addition, a part of the brine
appears on the surface of the new ice and forms the so-called “surface brine” when ice crystals
which are formed at a certain depth below the sea surface float up and fuse.

When there are temperature changes , sometimes the brine on the ice surface hardens aix!
sometimes it again reverts to a liquid mass. In the latter case , it seeps downward slowly but
steadily.

Completely anologous phenomena also occur in the salt cells which are disseminated within the
Ice mass. When there is a decrease in temperature, additional layers of ice also form in them,
and with subsequent temperature increase , these layers again revert to the liquid stage .

It is clear that surface brine plays the main role in thin ice formation. As the ice thickness
Increases , the brine cells assume a greater Importance the more so since (In the course of time)
there Is a continuous downward seepage of brine and the surface brine first enters the salt cells
and then the water .

The disseminated salt solutIon , which is surrounded on all sides by pure ice , determines the
structure of sea Ice and is the primary cause for many of its physical-chemical properties.

It follows from the very processes of sea ice formation that the salinity of sea ice , by which
it is understood to be the salinity of the water obtained when the ice melts , depends on the following
factors:

1. The salinity of the water from which the ice was formed . Regardless of the rate of Ice
formation , part of the brine always manages to seep out of the ice, Therefore , the salinity of sea
ice Is always lower than the salinity of the water from which it was formed.

2. The rate of ice formation . The faster the ice forms , the less brine manages to seep
down between the crystals. And , other conditions being equal , the rate of ice formation Is greater
the lower the air temperature at which the ice formation takes place.
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Besides this , the ice crystals which form when it is extremely cold are very small . Because
they have a large specific surface , the crystals retain a large amount of brine around themselves .
Table 29 shows the corresponding observations of Malmgren.

TABLE 29. ICE SA LINITY VS. Affi TEM PERATURE

Air Temperature in °C -16 -23 -30 —40

Salinity of new ice In o/oo 5. 64 8.01 8.77 10. 16

The rate of Ice accretion from below by means of heat conduction is generally lower than
the rate of ice formation of surface ice layers which are in direct contact with the cold air. Thus ,
on an average, while the rate of brine seepage is not great , the ice salinity dec reases f rom the
upper surface to the lower . Mal mgren ’s cor responding observ ations are given in table 30.

TABLE 30. ICE SALINITY VS. LAYER DEPTH

Depth of the layer in cm 0 13 55 95

Salinity in 0/00 6.74 5.31 4.37 3. 17

3. The state of the sea during ice formation. When any of the processes that mix water are
absent , ice forms in comparatively regular needle shapes: on the other hand , the ice which formed
during strong mixing resembles a spongy mass saturated with sea water . This is saltier than
needle Ice . *

It should be kept in mind that ice formation in the open sea , even after the sea surface is
covered with the solid ice cover , seldom takes place as undisturbed ice accretion from below . The
initial ice structures are broken by one water movement or another , are carried from place to
pi~ace , collide and leaf up on one another and fuse together. When this happens , they break up
again and once more fuse. Sea water , which freezes in turn along with all the salts found in it ,
splashes on the ice structures which arose , thus there are precipitates. etc . All this taken to-
gether creates an extremely complex picture of salinity distribution in ice vertically and spat ially
and of its changes with respect to time .

4. The age of the ice. The older the ice , the lower Its salinity is. This is explained by the
constant seepage of the saline solution between the ice crystals .

The vertical distribution of salinity in ice , according to Weyprecht’s determinat ions , is
given below (table 31) .

TABLE 31. ICE SALINITY VS. LAYER DEPTH

Depth of the layer in cm . . 0-5 5-14 14-19

Salinity In o/oo . . . . 25 13 12

5Samoilenko , in 1932, determined the salinity of ice formed from sea water with a salinity of
33. 64 0/00 under conditions of rest aix! artificial mixing .

In spite of the small amounts of ice obtained (about 7 o/o in all , the experiments were not
completed), the sal inity of the ice formed under conditions of rest was 19.3 o/oo and the ice
formed during mixing was about 23.8 o/oo.
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The great difference In the salinities determined by Weyprecht and those determined by
Malmgren Is only partially explained by the fact that Weyprecht’s sample was formed in more sa-
line water aix! at a much lower air temperature. The main reason is that Weyprecht investigated
his ice floe only 60 hours after it started to form , while Maimgren made his Investigations in
April on ice which had begun to form in November.

As Libin Informed me , according to the Investigations of the expedition, by airplane N-169 ,
of an ice field (79° 54’ north , 140 ° east on 28 April 1941) 210 cm thick , which was one aix! a half
years old , the layer salinity (computed with respect from the chlorine content) was as follows
(table 32):

TABLE 32. THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY IN OLD ICE

The layer from the surface of the field In cm   0 20 40 60 80 100

The salinity in 0/c 0.19 0.21 0.28 0.46 0.88 0.99

From these data , it can be seen how extensively the upper ice layers are desalted in the
course of time.

5. The height of the ice above sea level . The higher the ice rises above the sea surface ,
the fresher it becomes , which is explained by brine seepage. Therefore , the upper part of the

k ~ and the hummocks are almost always fresh , and , in addition , they are desalted extremely
rapidly, especially during the summer. *

During recent years , many determinations of the salinity of fast ice were made at Soviet
polar stations . Chernigovskii presents the following interesting data: The salinity of the upper 1.5
cm of Ice which had formed on 30 December 1931, in Matochkin Shar when the temperature was
39.9 ° below zero , was 24. 1 o/oo. The maximum salinity of young Ice observed in 1934 - 35 on
Franz Joseph Land was 25 .02 o/oo.

The changes of salinity at all ice levels is not great during the winter at the Kara Sea
stations . By the end of Apr il , a decrease in the salinity of the upper ice layers begins. This de—
crease becomes especially great when there is an Increase in solar radiation and when the air
temperatures are positive. During this , ice desa lting takes place from the ice surface down to
100 cm. However , at the 120 to 160 cm level , at the same time , the salinity also increases
somewhat.

LITERATURE: 52 , 62 , 104 , 166 , 177.

Sect ion 56. Surface Brine and Salt Cell Brine
It has already been pointed out that the salinity of sea ice is determined by surface brine and

the brine in salt cells.

Surface brine is formed from frozen sea water which is left on the ice formations that have
floated up to the sea surface, and from the brine which is forced out of salt cells and upward when
their temperature decreases and the corresponding formation of ice layers in them.

*Du rj ng the F. F. BellIngshausen Antarctic Expedition on the ships V os t o k  and M I r n y ~
(1818 to 1821). chunks of sea ice were hoisted on deck to obtai n fresh water. The ice somewhat
melts. sea water runs off.  and the ice becomes fresh.
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In turn, in the course of time , when there is a temperature decrease, surface brine pa rtially
forms crystals of pure ice (due to this, its concentration gradually increases) and it seeps
downward.

The brine on the surface of the young level ice formations is one of the very character istic
phenomena. Since brine remains in a liquid state even at very low tempe ratures the surface of
young ice is always moist. During the expedition on the -n , NordenskJold observed surface
brine containing 15. 7 o/oo chlorides and which remained moist for a week when the air tempe rature
reached -32 .

According to the observations of the expedition on the r:. ~, the fresh Ice on the polynyas
which had closed in November (when the air temperature was about -30°) was covered with a moist
brine du ring the fi rst days of I ts  existence, making sledging difficult, Sledging over the brine was
Just as difficult as over sand .

If the air temperature decreases still fu rther , the entire surface brine freezes , turning into
cryohydrates and Ice—-a mix ture of ice crystals and salts . During this, small snow—white bushes ,
called “ice flowers , ” fo rm on the ice surface. These flowers resemble heavy frosts on grass.
According to Weyprecht , these bushes , which are sometimes 3-4 cm high , consist of thin ice
needles carrying the separated salts on the ends of the crystals.

The ice flowers are very brittle formations, and are easily blown off by the wind , turning into
fine salt dust. This dust is sometimes carried for great distances before it again falls on the
surface of the ice along with the snow.

During each rise in temperature, the salt crystals turn into a solution and the ice surface
again becomes moist.

The snow , falling on the surface of the young ice moist with brine, is saturated with brine to a
slight height. During this , the upper snow layers do not undergo any changes andkeep the brine from
freezing du ringlow airtempte ratures. Thus , surface brine is preserved for a long time, determining“ice moistu re , ” The expedition on the T:r !,- :  observed that during a frost of —20 ° , movement over
freshly fallen snow on young ice left clear , wet traces of a steel gray or gray—yellow color.

When there Is a further decrease in temperature , the mixture of snow and brine soldifies andforms a thin , non-transparent , snow-white and very salty scum 2 to 3 cm thick on the ice surface,which differs sharply from the glass—like , dull and semi-transpa rent mass of ice.

The mass of the snow and the brine frozen together forms a rougher surface in comparison
with the surface of the ice which had solidified without snow , and especially in comparison with ice
formed in the fresh-water reservoirs on Arctic ice. The latter is usually as smooth as glass , andsnow is not retained on it.

It has already been pointed out that the salt cells which are surrounded on all sides by pureIce (figu re 53), as the ice thickness increases , assume the greatest importance for their salinity .The shape of these cells can be extremely varIable.

As Bruns indicates , an understanding of sea ice structure can be given by measuring itselectrical conductivity . Actual ly , the electrical conductivity of pure Ice varies within the limits of1010 to 10-12 recIprocal ohms. But according to Bruns ’ calculations , the electrical conductivity
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Figure 53. Scheme of brine distribution in sea ice according to
Bruns.

of sea water brine at temperatures of -5° to 10° was on the order of 10~~ reciprocal ohms. If the
brine is enclosed in isolated cells surrounded on all sides by pure ice , the electrical conductivity of
sea ice should be on the same order as that of pure ice; but If the brine is found in connecting capil-
laries, the electrical conductivity should approach the electrical conductivity of brine. The electri-
cal conductivity of a series of sea ice samples , measured by Bruns , proved to be on the order of
io~~ to 10~~ reciprocal ohms. Furthermore, the behavior of the temperature coefficient of electri-
cal conductivity is satisfactorily explained by the hypothesis that the salts in sea ice participate in
conductivity. According to Bru ns, this shows that brine saturates like a sponge or a log.

In all probability, sea ice has both separate isolated cells containing brine and interconnected
capillaries filled with brine. During the winter when the temperature of the ice falls , the first pre-
dominates , but in the summe r , when the ten~perature of ice rises , the second predominates. Evi-
dently, brine is distributed very unequall y In ice .

During a winter spent at Cape Zhelaniia , Deriugin conducted many hundreds of salinity deter-
minations of the ice layers which had grown unde r calm conditions (fast ice) and which had not under-
gone any movement or rafting during the course of the winter. As Derlugin and Bruns indicate , the
salinity of a sing le level of sea ice was not constant during these tests but fluctuated within the
li mits of 10 0/c (samples consisted of 300 to 500 cubi c cm) .

LITERATURE: 61, 62 , 77 , 177.

Section 57. The Amount of Brine in Sea Ice
In order to j udge what amount of brine can be found in sea ice of a given salinity, let us re-

member that according to Ringe r ’s and Hansen’s exper iments , there is a specific freezing temper—
ature which corresponds to each salinity (7 , table 5).

Table 33 which shows the salinity of sea water brine .‘
~
,. at temperature i~, and the change of =

this salinity -~ --~~~ during a change in temperature,was computed by me by the same method used in
composing the cited table.

It follow s from this table that at a temperature of — 12 ° . fo r exa mple , the salini ty of the brine
in the sea ice cells should be 165 o/oo . If the salinity is less , the ice will separate out of the brine ,
and if it Is greater , the walls of the cells will melt somewhat and thus the concentration of the brine
will decrease. 
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TA HI.E  :13. TI lE SALINITY 01’. SEA WATER BRINE AT I) IFF ’ER-
i:N’r TEM PI:RA’UUIE S AN t )  Till,; CHAN GI• ; IN SA —
UN ITY IR T HI N G Ch AN cES IN TEM PEI1 ATUII

r ‘ ‘ r T~7 r 
~

‘ 
r

— 0 (I 19. 1) — 12 l t ;3  9 3
— I 19 IS  - — 1 3 ITS  9. ,

— 2 37 10.3 — 1 4  I$1 9 .0
— 3 54 15.0 — I S  I9~l 9 .0 -J
— 4 09 14.0 — 10 202 9. 1)
— S $2 13.0 — 1 7  2 1 1  9 .0
— 0 95 13.0 — I S  220 8 . 3
— 7 lOS 12 . 5 — 1 9  229 8 . 5
— 12 11 12.0 — 2 0  237 S. 0
— 132 11. 5 — 2 1  245 5 . 0
— 1 0  144 11 . 0 —22 253 7 , 5
—11 155 10.5 —~~~~ 200 7 . 0

Using table 33 , It is not d i f f i cu l t  to det ermIne what amoun t of br ine  and what amount of pure
I L ’L’ 1$ contained in a gI \‘en am ount of sea Ice . Act ua I l y , In m g rams of sea Ice , we hav~ I 000
grn of sa l ts  , where is the s a l i n i t y  of sc’:I t t ’e. If these grams of sea I c~’ at a certain t ern 

~~~ 
i~—

at ti I’e r t ’oflt i i i i  fl ~ rUi n S Of I) t ine , tuid the sal lol l  v t ’tiwi Is r ~~ t hen ha Vt ’ ‘
~ r 1000 g of sal t  Iii

o grams of br Ine .

l o t  us assume th at the tot a l  amount of salts in sea ice toes not chang e when the concent I’a—
lion of the br ine cI~Tuiges in connection w ith  a change In tempci ’alure . 0hv1ous1~~, then , we will
a lways  haVe the t ’i itmt lon

inS IIS~
I (X)O I OO() ‘ ( I )

WhIt ’Ik’ (’

( 2)

It follows fron T tb Is for nut I a that I g nt sea Ice nt . ‘ sal in11y at a I emperat ure r , contains

~ g u t  br ine tuid ( I  - - .‘ f :.’r ) ~ ~ I ptu’e ice .

‘I’he resu It~ ot Lily computations according to I able 33 and for mul a (2 )  are present i’d In
table :14

an he’ seeti from tti ~’ table , when the ti’ mi,e ratu res and salt  ntt ie s of o’a Ice at’.’ Ii 1gb , the
U nTotint 01 lii’I flO Is VI’ VV gi’(’Ut . It Is t’Iem’ that Lb Is etu inot hel p h a%’ I ng tui c tb’1’l on all the iirot~’ ii it’s

of si’a t t ’t’ .
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TABLE 31. TIlE AMOUNT OF BRINE IN GRAMS IN 1 KG OF SEA ICE IIAVIN G
DIF F E R ENT SAI .IN IT IES AND TI :MP EI IA’ r uRE

—2 —4 —6 — 8 — 10 — 15 —20 — 2 3
0, 0(1

2 . . . , 54 29 21 17 11 It ) 8 5
4 . . . . 105 58 -12 33 27 2 1 17 15

162 57 (13 50 42 :11
S . . . . 2 16 1 16 84 67 42 34 31

10 . . . . 27k) 145 105 83 69 52 :1,4
15 . . . . 405 217 158 125 104 7$ 63 58

In using formula (2), and table 34 . it should be clearly kept In mind that the salinity of the’
br ine is determ ined on ly by the temperature of the ice , and that the salinity 01 the Ice S -

depends on the amount of brine which is determined by the number and sIze ut its cells.

~.lTEl1ATUHE: 52 , 62 , 11)4.

Section 58. Brine Migration
As we have seen , sea l i e  consists ui pure crystals , surrounding more or less equitll ( it s—

t r ibuted cells filled with brIne . SI ne~ the ratio of the main elements in sea water  of various s a l i n —
Ittes Is the same , the c’omtee ’nt ration of the brine in these cells should be’ the same at each given
temperature , depending neither on the ’ salini ty of the’ watt ’  r f rom which the it ’e was tor tne ’d not on the
general salinity of the ice’ .

Actual ly ,  we can conside r each br ine ’ cell as being a elosc’d vt ’~ se’I in w h i c h  the’ Pi’oe’e’sse’s fol-
low euteeti e laws during a change in te ’tupe ’r atur e . Thus , with each tlcc ’re’tisc in the temperature of
ice , pure Ice sep arates t ro u t  the brine in the cells tu~d salts are I)recipitated in the sequence estab-
lIshed by Ringer’s experiments (Section 7). With ouch rise in temperature , the iee which separated
out of the brine during a drop In temperatures melt s, and the precipitated salts dissolve In the brIn e ’.
Othe r conditions being equal , the salinity of the wa te r  t rom which the ice was formed af fects only
the volunt o of the br ine included in the brine cells.

However , this sche’mne of phenomena is considerably complic ated by the tact that separation
of pure ice within the cells completely filled with brine causes a certain increase ’ in the VOlum e of
the cell. Actuall y,  fr esh ~vator increases i ts  volume by 9 per cent on freezing. Thus , when the’
temperature drops , and additIonal let’ is sepnt’ttte’eI f rom the brine ’ , in’e’ssurt ’ is ci’e’atcet Oil the side’
walls of the cells which delorms the l a t t e r  and squt ’t ’zt ’s brine out of the ’ c e l l s .  On the other han d ,
with each Increase In temperature , empty spaces are formed in the cells which draw brine into
themselves from adjacent , mainl y higher coils and also draw air f rom the at mosphere. ‘I’ he ’re ’Iore’
processes determining nt zen ,v of the properties of sea Ice occur constantl y in sea Ice titie to the e’ffec ’t
of temperature changes.

In particular , t he subsequent formation of pressures wi th in  the cells , which squeezes the brine
out of them and formation of the empt y spaces wh ich draw out brine fron ~ the ad$acent cells , (the ir
temperatures are t aInted to the, changes in the temperature of the leo) assist a gradual seepage of
the brine downward anti a desalinif iention of the lee. As we’ have seen , tills exp lains the decrease In
the salinity of the Ice as It grow s older.
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The seepage of brine through tee in the course of time is caused by many reasons . In this
connection , t he force of gravity works first of all (Inasmuch as the density of brine is greater than
the density of the ice and the water unde r the ice) . The force of grav ity in the nar row capill ar ies is
somewhat bal anced by the rise of the level in them due to surface tension . However , Inasmuch as
in the course of t ime the upper parts of the ice rise constantly hi gher above sea level as long as the
ice continues to grow , and Inasmuch as the size of the capillaries also Increase with the course of
ti me, finally the force of gravity, especially in the upper ice layers , begins to overcome the molec-
ular forces.

Whitman focused attention on the displacement of the salt droplets encased in ice which causes
the vertical gradient of temperature in ice by its presence.

As we have seen , sal t cell brine concentratIon is determined by the temperature of the Ice
layer in which a given cell is located. In the presence of a vertical temperature gradient , the brine
concentration will be higher on the warmer side of the cell and it will be lower than the concentra-
tions necessary for conditions of equilibrium on the colde r side . Hence the Ice will melt on the
warmer side of the cell and thus lower the brine concentration , while new ice will be formed on the
colder side , and thus it will raise the brine concentration . As a result of these processes , a drop
of brine will be displaced from the colder ice layers to the warmer ones during which the concen-
tration of the brine in the drop will decrease simultaneously.

Whitman confirmed his reasoning by experiments with 3.31 o/oo concentrations of table salt
solutions, artificially frozen in special cylindrical test tubes . These test tubes were maintained for
some time at constant temperatures at both their upper and lower ends and then the brine concen-
t ration was determined. The results , as an average of five experiments , are given in table 35.

TABLE 35. THE CHANGE IN TABLE SALT CONTENT WITH A
CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE GRADIENT

The length of the experiment in hours 5. 5 6. 5
The temperature in the upper part of the test tube in C’  -2 -25
The temperature in the lower part of the test tube in ~C  -20 -4
Table salt content in o/oo :

in the upper layer 3.88 1.86
in the 2nd layer 3.19 1.92
in the 3rd layer 3. 19 2.69
In the 4th layer 3.08 2 .77
In the bottom layer 2.92 2 .51

It is seen from the table how rapidly the displacement of the brine occurs .

Very low temperatures at the upper ice surface , and close to the temperature of freezing at
the lower ice surfac e are observed In Sea ice during the winter. Therefore , the phenomenon noted
by Whitman should cause energetic drainage of the brine downward during the winter. During the
summer , the coldest temperatures are found In the middle parts of the ice and the salt drops should
therefore move up and down (fIgure 54). But during the summer , the capillaries and cells contain-
ing the brine are constantly increased In size at the Ice surface , the Ice becomes very porous , and
the force of gravity begIns to play a leading role In brine seepage . Due to this , the Ice becomes
only slightly salty.
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12 Figure 54. Scheme of brine cell migration In sea

~ 
ice during the summer (left) and the

I 2 winter (right) .

Malmgren gives an observation made by him during the spring of 1924 to prove the ice poros-
ity and the brine seepage through it. A hole about one meter thick was dug in an ice field on which
there was no water. On the following day , the hole proved to be filled with brine of 51.0 0/00 sa-
li nity, while the salinity of the surrounding sea water was 28 0/00 and the salinity of the ice Itself
was 3 o/oo , which indicated that the brine had seeped from the surrounding ice. Savei’ev observed
a brine salinity of 72.75 0/00 with a water salinity of 33. 75 o/oo and an ice salinity of 3.75 0/00
(at the 30 to 40 cm level) on Uedlnenlya Island In 1939.

Capt ain Sverdrup ’s observations in the regions north of Spitsbergen are also extremely inter-
esting. He indicates that on 18 April 1895, at an air temperature of -23~ , he saw a drop In the
shadow under a projecting angle of a large chunk of ice. This drop was as salty as the most con-
centrated brine . Obviously, this drop was the result of brine seepage through the ice capillaries.

Aside from a desalinificatlon of the upper ice layers (of the hummocks rising above the level
surface of Ice) the descending movement of brine which is particularly intense during summer
causes an irregular vertical distribution of salinity . During this , the salinity reaches its maximum
concentrations in the middle parts of the ice.

Malmgren summarized his numerous observation s of the vertical distribution of ice salinity
during the course of a year In a chart (figure 55) warning, however , that this chart gives only a
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FIgure 55. Chart of the changes in th ickness

SALINITY and salinity of sea Ice over a year.
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qualitative pictu re of the changes In salinity and ice thIckness and that it should not be interpreted
as average amounts for different months. It is clear from figure 55 what gradual changes in thick-
ness and salinity the ice undergoes up to the moment which characterizes these elements In August

I
, of the follow ing year. When analy z ing the cu rves obta ined In th e chart , Malmgren came to the

following conclusions:

New ice has the greater salinity on its surface the more rapidl y the ice formation took place;
toward the bottom , the salinity decreases rapidly at firs t , and then more slowly; near the lower ice
surface , the salini ty again increases , but , in ratio to the grow th of new ice layers from below , the
salinity at a given point dec reases to normal. During the winter , the ice salinity decreases gradu-
all y at all levels; during the summer, as a result of melting, the salinity of the surface layers
begins to decrease rap idly and these layers become almost fresh. A decrease In the salinity of the
lower layers occurs simultaneously.

One more conclusion should be added to these: during the seepage of cold and concentrated
brine downward along the capillaries and the gradual rise of the temperature of the brine durin g
this , there Is also a simultaneous decrease in the salinity of this brine due to the melting of the cap-
illary walls along which the brine flows. The latter condition , which increases the diameter of the
capillaries , at the same time assists in the destruction of the already weak lower parts of the ice.

LITERATURE: 62, 104, 139, 178.

Section 59. Composition of the Salts
As we have seen , any change in temperature change s the amount and concentration of the

brine in the salt cells of sea ice.

But these same processes also change the composition of the salts in sea Ice. Actually, it isknown fro m Ringer ’s experime nts that only a slight decrease in the temperature of sea water below
the freezing point is necessary to start preci pitation of calcium carbonate from It , and when thetemperature of the brine is decreased below —8. 2 ° , sodium sulphate begins to preci pitate out. It is
natural that at corresponding temperatures these salts will p recipitate on the walls of the cells.
Inasmuch as the chlorides in sea water begin to precipitate only at temperatures lower than -23 ° ,
these salts are preserved for a very long time in the brine of the cells and graudally seep downward ,
decreasing the salinity of the ice in the course of time.

Thus , we should observe a deficiency of the carbonates and sulphates , which had deposited on
the walls of the cells , in the melt water of sea ice , and a deficiency of the chlorides which had
seeped into the water along with the brine.

investigations of the ice in the Ilai’ents Sea , conducted by Laktionov in 1929 , have led to the
results (average) show n in table 36 .

Table 37 shows (according to some of I,aktionov ’s analyses) the vertical dist i ’ibutIon of the
separate components in sea ice.
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TABLE 36. THE CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
SEA ICE AS A FUNCTION OF ITS AGE

Number of
The Age of the Ice Cl 0/00 SO~:Cl A:Cl Observations

Many years old .  0.006 0. 406 7 105. 633 6
One year old . . .  0. 404 0.1197 1.723 19
Spring 0.731 0. 1187 0.980 4

Cl 0/00 is the chlorine content; S03:Cl is the ratio of the sulphate ion content
to the chlorine content ; A:Cl is the ratio of the alkaline content to the chlorine
content.

TABLE 37. TH E VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE
SEPARA TE COMPON EN TS IN SEA ICE

Depth of the sample
from the surface in cm 0—5 20-35 45—50 65—70 80—85
S03:CI 0.1067 0. 1134 0. 1176 0.1185 0.1198

A:Cl 1.2597 1.2648 1. 0370 1.0774 0.9331

From the given data , and also from other investigations we can see the following:

1. The ratio SO3:Cl , as a rule, Is considerably higher in sea ice than the same ratio in

normal sea water (0. 1159). In individual instances , this ratio can also be considerably higher.
Thus, Hainberg notes a case when the S03:Cl ratio attained a value of 0.574 , i. e. , it was five
times greater than normal.

2. The S03:C1 ratio increases as a rule with the age of ice. (This is explained by the fact

that , as had already been pointed out , the chlorides precipitate from the solution with greater dif-

ficulty, and because of this , they seep out of the cells along with the brine more rapidly than the

suiphates which are partially deposited upon the walls of the cells (in the form of solid salts).

3. The S03:C1 ratio is generally lower in the upper layers than in the lower (which is ex-
plained by the fact that with each rise in the temperature of the ice above -8.2° , the suiphates

again dissolve in the brine and begin to seep into the lower layers of the ice , and th en into the
water). *

As for the ratio of alkaline to chlorine content, the first research into this question evidently

belongs to Laktlonov, who , aside from observation s of natural ice, also conducted the same kind

of Investigations along with Kirilenko, under laboratory conditions.

*Sverdr up’s and Malmgren’s conclusions from the results of the expedition on the - - - - are in

some opposition to these conclusions. These conclusions are obtained from the comparisons of

chlorine content , determined by ordinary titration of water obtained by melting sea ice , with the

chlorine content computed according to specific gravity (determined by a lydronicter , full y i m-

mersed). Nansen also notes that according to his observations , the ratio of the chlorides to the

sulphate in under-ice water is lower than normal. Further research is necessary to solve thi s

contradiction,
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It follows from the observation s that :

4. The carbonate content in sea ice is almost constant , increasing only slightly with the
depth of the ice layer which is explained by the fact that the carbonates precipi tate out of sea water
and settle upon the cell walls almost simultaneously with the beginning of ice formation.

5. Inasmuch as the chloride content In sea ice changes very much (decreasin g along with the
age and condit ion of the Ice), the ratio A:Cl can fluctuate within considerable limits, attaining its
maximum in many-year old ice.

Thus, di rect measurements of the salt composition of sea ice support the selective character
of the Ice formation process established by Ringe r , and the correctness of Petterson ’s and Ringer ’s
conclusions that during ice formation, a certain excess of chlorides should be observed in the sea
water from which the ice had separated , and , conversely, water in which the ice had melted should
show an excess of sulphates and above all, carbonates.

Therefore , waters of arctic and antarctIc origin (I. e., where intensive Ice formation occurs)
obviously should be outstanding due to a lower alkaline coefficient.

Determinations of the alka linity of the surface waters in the northern part of the Kara Sea,
conducted by Chigiri n during the expedition on the S - :- ~ k o  in 1935 have shown that the alkaline co-
efficient dec reases with the increase in the salinity , as can be seen from table 38.

TABL E 38. THE A LKALINE COEFFICIENT IN THE WATERS
OF THE NOR THE RN PART OF THE KARA SEA

.~~ o/oo . . . . 29—30 30—31 31—32 32—33
(A:S) i0~~. . . 755 694 691 688

LITERATURE: 62 , 95, 104, 166.

Section 60. Specific Heat
Otto Petterson was the first to direct attention to the fact that the heat of fusion and thermal

expansion of sea ice discloses anomalies in comparison with the same properties of fresh water ice.

Thus, In studying the heat of fusion of artificially prepared sea Ice w ithin the temperature of
limits of —6 ’ to —9° , Petterson obtained the heat of fus ion of 60. 5 g—cal , for ice of 20 o/oo, and the
heat of fusion of 49. 5 g-cal for ice of 40 0/co  salinity. In Petterson ’s experiments, very salty ice
continued to increase In volume during a decrease in temperature.

In analyzing Petterson ’s experiments , Krummel arrived at the conclusion that the abnormal
ther mal expansion of sea Ice should be ascribed to the brine contained in the ice. If the tempera-
ture of sea ice is lowered, ~xire ice would separate from the brine contained In the cells, which is
related to the great increase in volume. This increase in volume In the presence of great amounts
of brine exceeds the natural increase in volume durin g a decrease In temperature.

Malmgren confirmed the correctness of Krummel ’s hypothesis by his Investigation s during
the expedit ion on the — (1922 to 1924). AddItionally, he was the fi rst to point out that the high
specific heat of sea Ice nea r the freezing tempe rature Is created by the fact that at tempe ratures
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somewhat lower than the temperature of freezing , even a slight change in temperature causes con-
siderable changes In the amount of pure ice per unit of volume.

In his investigations , Malmgren supposed that sea ice consists of pure Ice Into which are em-
bedded more or less equally isolated cells of brine . The brine in these cells follows the eutectic
law: a certain amount of ice melts from the walls of the salt cells with each rise In the brine tem-
perature; conversely, with each decrease In temperature , a certain additional amount of ice pre-
cipitates on the walls of the cells.

Further , Malmgren indicated that with each change of ice temperature, a number of proc-
esses occur which affect the properties of sea Ice in one way or another.

Thus , with a decrease in temperature:

1. Volume of Ice increases and its temperature falls;

2. A certain additional amount of ice separates from the brine cell which is accompanied by
a great release of heat and a great increase in the volume;

3. The temperature of the brine decreases and its volume changes ;

4. All sorts of thermo-chemical processes occur in the brine itself which are related to the
change In the volume and temperature.

In deriving his theoretical formulas, Malmgren assumed that the effect of the thermic and
volumetric changes in the brine of sea ice (inasmuch as there is little brine in Ice), is so insignif-
icant in comparison with the effect of the same changes in pure ice , that it could be neglected .

Proceeding from the same suppositions as Malmgren , let us derive the necessary formulas
by a method which in my opinion, is simpler.

Specific heat Is based on 1 g of matter and 10 of temperature. Remembering that 1 g of sea

Ice has (1 ..~ 2I ) grams of pure ice and grams of brine and neglecting the effect of thermal chem-
r r

ical processes , we may write:

( S~~\ S1 d l  S~C C i ~~~1 — 3_) + C s~~~— + ) ~.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ , (1)

where c1. is the specific heat of sea ice ,

o is the specific heat of pure ice ,

C~~ Is the specific heat of brine ,

S~ Is the salinity of sea ice ,

S~. is the salinity of brine at a temperature r ,

~~~. Is the heat of fusion at a temperature r (the meaning of this amount will be explained
below) ,

‘~1 (1- S~ /sr ) / d r S~ / S  ~ x ~Sr / d t  is the change in the amount of pure Ice in I g of sea ice
during a change of 1’ in its temperature.
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Inasmuch as the amount of brine in sea ice Is not great , then from fo rmula (1) we obtained

approximately
(2)

It follow s from formula (2) that the specific heat of sea ice consists of the specific heat of
pure ice and corrections for salinity. This correction is greater the greater the salinity of sea Ice
and the lower the salinity of the brine. The salinity of the brine Is less the higher the temperature
of sea ice.

Formula (2) includes: — the specific heat of pure ice and A~. — the heat of fusion of pure
ice at a temperature of sea ice equal to r .

Dickens and Osborne gave the following formula for the specific heat of pure Ice at
temperatures of —2° to —40 ’:

c~= O.5O57 + O.OOl863t . (3)

They also showed that between 0° and -2~ the specific heat of pure ice Increases very much
and at —0 . 06° , it reach 1.73. This indicates that some internal molecular changes occur in pure
ice near the freezing temperature. Phenomena of the same type should , of cour se, also occu r in
sea ice.

As for the melting temperature A 7 included in formula (2) ,  it is necessary to turn attention to
the fact that formation and melting of additional pure ice occurs in the brine of the cells at the
temperature of the sea ice itself , i. e., at very low temperatures. Because of this , we need to use
Pearson ’s formula here which was checked by Petterson , namely:

)
~- = 8O-~-O .5~ , (4)

where ~0 is the heat of fusion of pure ice at 0’,

r is the temperature of sea ice,

0. ~ Is the difference in the specific heat of water and ice.

This formula is based on the consideration that in order to form ice , the temperature of the
brine should at first be mentally raised to the freezing temperature of pure water, then the melting
point of pure ice should be subtracted from it , and then the temperature of the form ed ice should
be lowered to the initial temperature of the brine.

The other values entering formula (2), namely: salinity of the brine -~~~~ at a given tempera-
ture of the brine r , and the changes in the salinity with a change in the temperature -

~ 
Sr i ~ are

obtained from table 33.

Table 39 gives the specific heat of sea ice at different temperatures, and salinity computed
by Malmgren.

As it follows from this table , the specific heat of sea ice at high temperatures and high
saI l nities of the ice can reach Lirge values. Thus, for instance, when i• = —2 ° and ~ -~ 15 o/oo the
specific heat of sea Ice equals 16.01 g—cal. Such high specific heat is explained by the fact that with
a 1’ change In temperature, formation or melting of considerable amounts of pure ice with the
accompanying release and absorption of the heat of fusion , occurs in the salt cells.
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TABLE 39. SPECIFIC HEAT OF SEA ICE IN G~CAL* AT DIFFEREN T
TEMPERATURE S AND SALIN ITIES

-2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 -18 -20 -22

0 . . . 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0,48 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46
2 . . . 2.57 1.00 0.73 0.63 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.52
4 . . . 4.63 1.50 0.96 0.76 0.64 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.54
6 . . . 6.70 1.99 1.20 0.88 0. 71 0.64 0.61 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.56
8 . . . 8.76 2.49 1.43 1.01 0.78 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.61 0.60 0.58

10 . . . 10.83 2.99 1.66 1.14 0.85 0.73 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.62 0.60
15 . . . 16.01 4.24 2.24 1.46 1. 02 0.85 0.77 0.76 0.71 0.68 0.65

Thus , the concepts of specific heat and heat of fusion are inseparable from each other for
sea ice.

LITERATURE : 13, 52 , 62 , 73, 104, 158, 166.

Sect ion 61. Heat Expended in Melting
Heat of fusion is understood to mean the amount of heat which must be transferred (on the

conditions of stable temperature) to a unit mass of matter in order to change it from a solid state
to a liquid.

However , as Malmgren first pointed out , in dealing with the sea ice, in the cells of which
there is a constant and gradual melting of pure ice during a rise of temperature , it is possible to
speak not of the heat of fusion , but rather of the number of gram calories necessary to melt 1 g of
sea ice having an initial temperature T .

Let S1 be the salinity of sea ice , and be the freezing temperature of sea water of S sa-
linity . The amount of beat U~ . necessary to melt one gram of sea ice , whose init ial temperature
is r. will be the sum of:

1. The heat necessary to melt the pure ice contained in one gram of sea ice , i.e. ,

8 O( l _ ~~~_ ) g_cal

where 80 is the heat of fusio n of pure ice , (1 —
~~

/
~

r) is the number of grams of pure ice contained
in 1 g of sea ice of S salinity at temperature r .

2. The heat necessary to raise the temperature of pure Ice** from r to r ,~ that is
approximately

O.5(vs~~~~) g c al
where 0.5 is the specific heat of pure Ice.

*The heat of fusion of pure ice equals 79 .67 g-cal but it is sufficient to use a round number
in approximate computations.

**One may neglect the amount of heat necessary to change the temperature of the brine .
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I S1, \U., = 80 1 — ,
~

— j  + 03  (; —
~~~

) .  (1)

By formula (1) Maigrem computed the table for the number of g-cal necessary to melt 1 g of
sea ice having different salin ities and having temperatures equaling - 10 and - 2 at the starting
moment . These computations are continued for the lower temperatures (table 40) .

TABLE 40 . THE NUMBER OF G-CAL NECESSARY TO MELT I G OF SEA ICE

S o/oo 
0 2 4 6 8 10 15

— 1 . . . 80 72 (i4 55 47 38 17
— 2 . . . . 81 77 72 68 64 59 47
— 5 . .  . . 83 80 78 77 74 72 67
— 10 . . . . 85 84 84 81 80 79 76
—20 . . . . 90 89 89 88 87 86 84

This table shows the basic difference between fresh and sea ice. Fresh ice demands a great
number of calories at the exact moment of its formation or melting , and a low number of calories
for changing its temperatures. Sea ice , on the contrary, demands a great number of calories for
changing Its temp&’rature and a low number at the exact moment of its melting. Thus , for instance,
80 g—ca l are needed to melt one g of pure ice , and 2. 5 g—cal to raise its temperature from — 5° to
- 2 .  in orde r to melt one g of sea ice of 15 o/oo salinity, only 17 g-cal are needed, but in orde r
to raise the temperature of thi s ice fro m — 5° to — 2° , it is necessary to expend 20 g— cal. This
is explained by the fact that fresh ice is formed at a constant freezing temperature , and with further
variations only Its temperature changes. The process of forming sea ice continues steadily as long
as its temperature decreases. With changes in its temperature, constant melting alternates with
ice formation and vice versa .

WIth the start of the intensified rise in spring temperature , the internal melting of sea ice
becomes constantly more intensive and at the moment of its decomposition , sea Ice represents a ,
so to say , mass destroyed from within (“ rotten ice”), still preserving at times its external form
but easily destroyed by a slight warming or mechanical action. This explains the occasional cx-
tremely rapid disappearance of great masses of ice in the southern parts of the arctic basin during
the course of a polar summer , which creates the impression of “melting before one ’s eyes. ”

LITERATURE : 52 , 62 , 73 , 104.

Section 62. The Coexistence of Water and Ice
In investigating the question of equilibrium of the ice-water system , let us make the following

simplif ying assumptions:

1. The masses of water and ice participitating in the process are limited and protected from
the action of the atmosphere so that all changes that occur in the water or in the ice are conditioned
exclusively by their interactions.

I
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2. The water mass mixes constantly, so that it is always homogeneous In temperature aixi
salinity.

With such assumptions, the following characteristic Instances may occur:

1. The ice placed in water melts either partially or wholly due to the heat reserve in the
water , as a result of which, the water becomes coot , and , if the salinity of the Ice is lower than
the salinity of the water , it becomes fresh.

2 . Ice placed in water increases the freezing due to the supply of cold in the ice Itself , and
the salinity of sea water is somewhat raised due to the formation of an additional mass of Ice
(again under the usual condition that the salinity of the ice is lower than the salinity of the water) .

3. Ice placed In water neither melts nor freezes .

Thus , when water and ice come in contact , thermic and saline interactions generally occur ,
for determining which, (assuming the existence of both water and ice), I use the following
formulas :

For thermic interactions:

Mc~(1~ — — n)c4(t~ — 
~~)  +flC~(t , — 0o) +nc w(OG — ¶) =~d,fl (1)

where :~ Is the Init ial mass of water ,

N Is the initial mass of Ice ,

a Is the mass of Ice which had melted or accreted upon contact with the water,

~~ is the specific heat of the water ,

C is the specific heat capacity of the ice ,

~~
, is the initial temperature of the water ,

t -~ is the Initial temperature of the ice ,

r Is the final temperature of the water equal to Its freezing point,

A is the heat of fusion.

By means of a corresponding t ranspositions obtained from formula (1):

2(

ft follows from formula (2) that when n = 0, I. e., on the coed Won that the Ice placed In
water neither melts nor freezes , the following equation should hold .

N0 =~~M 0.E~ ~ (3)

~ d
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It is clear that if the mass of ice placed in a given mass of water comes out greater accord-
ing to fo rmula (3), then , as a result of interaction of water and ice , accretion occurs , but if less ,
melting of ice occurs.

If we examine the extreme possible case in the coexistence of water and ice , namely, that
the ice placed in water melts completely, . e ., V = ’ - , then we obtai n from formula (2)

( —

N = ~l1c~, 
~~~~ ~

. - . (4)

It is natural that the l imit  of the mass of ice which can be melted by a given mass of water is
governed by the condition that by the end of the process the temperature of the water decreases to
the’ freezing temperature and therefore the entire reserve of heat found in the water is used up.

The following formulas serve in sal ine interactions:

MS~,+nS, = (~l 1- j -n )S , (5)

where 
~~:. 

is the initial salinity of sea water ,

~~ is the salinity of the ice ,

~ is the final salinity of the water.

From formula (5) we obtained

~~~~~~ j  
~~~~ 

(6)

it is clear that if the final salinity of the water is lower than the initial salinity (under the
condition that the salinity of the ice is less than the water), then melting occurs , and if it is
greater--freezing occurs.

There is some interest in treating more completely the factors which condition the coexist-
ence of water and ice without changes in their masses. It is not difficult to see that coexistence
can occur only under the following conditions:

1. The temperature of the water and ice are the same and equal to the freezing temperature
of the water in which the ice floats. From this cond ition it follow s that

But the f reezing temperature and the salinity of sea water , as we have seen in Section 5 . are
related by the formula

~=—O.O54 S,, .

Inasmuch as in the investIgated case there are no reasons which cause melting or freezing,
there are also no reasons for changing the initial salinity of sea water , i .e . ,  we should have the
equation 

= s
The investigated case is an example of thermic (due to the equality of temperature , there is

no heat exchange between water and ice) and dynamic (no change in the mass of t h e  water and ice)
equilibrium.
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2. The temperatures of water and ice differ from each other , but the temperature and mass

of the water and ice are In such a ratio that the reserve of “heat” in the water is exactly equa l to the

reserve of “cold” in the ice . Such an interrelation is characterized by formula (3).

inasmuch as in the investigated case there is no melting or freezing , then , as in the pre-

ceeding case , we have
sw —s t .

Thus, In the second case , we have dynamic equilibrium (there is neither melting nor freezIng) , but

there is no thermal equilibrium . Heat exchange between water and ice continues until the temper-

ature of the water and the ice become the same and become equal to the temperature of freezing.

The discussions which have been given and the formulas , permit the solution of many ques-

tions connected with the interaction of water and ice. I shall give several examples.

Let us assume that c~~~ 1.0 , c 1  = 0. 5 and A = 80 g-cal . With such assumptions , we find

that one (metric) ton of sea water , the salinity of which equals 35. 00 0/co and the temperature 30°

at the initi al moment , melts 399 kIlograms of fresh ice , the temperature of which equals 0° , in

which case the sea water is diluted to 25.02 0/00 by mixing with the melted water and is cooled to

the temperature of freezing , i . e . ,  to - 1.35° .

With the same assumptions, one ton of sea water , the salinity of which equals 35.00 o/oo at

the initial moment but the temperature of which equals 0° , melts 23 kg of fresh ice , the tempera-

ture of which is also 0° , in which case the salinity of the water decreases to 34.21 0/00 by mixing

with the melted water , and the temperature decreases to - 1.35° .

On the same assumptions , during interaction of one ton of sea water (3
~ 

= 35.00 0/00 ,

= 0°) and one ton of ice (S~ ’ 0 oJoo , a 1 = 0°), 35 kg of ice are melted , in which case the salinity of

the water decreases to 33.81 0/00 and the temperature of the water and the remaining 965 kg of ice

decreases to - 1.83° .

It should be pointed that the first example characterizes the condition which occurs when an

iceberg is carried into the warm and salty waters of the Gulf Stream; the second and third examples

are conditions existing at high polar latitudes. The difference In the end results of the first and

second examples is explained by the difference in the init ial temperatures of the water. In the

second and third examples. with equa l initial temperatures and salinities of water and ice, the final

temperatures and salinities are determined exclusively by the ratio of the masses of water and ice

which come in contact . The final temperatures are extremely close to each other and actually dif-

fer w ithin the limits of exactness of the conducted observations whereas the -salinity differs very

much. The fact tha t the surface arctic waters (see Section 146) are outstanding in their very large

vertical gradients of salinity and very small vertical gradients of temperature (the temperature

throughout is very close to the freezing temperature) is partially explained by this. This same fact

is convincing proof that the surface arctic waters are finally formed not as a result of vertical

winter circulation and not as a result of mixing with other waters, but as a result of melting. Ac-

tually, when there Is vertical winter circulation, we always find complete homogeneity of the upper

layers both in temperature (equal to the temperature of freezing under ice formation condition ) and

in salinity. When water and ice ceexist , we always meet with temperatures close to the tempera-

tures of freezing , but the salinities of the upper layers can differ sharply .

Let us imagine a cylindrical iceberg consisting of horizontal layers , and having a vertical

axis; the salinity of the layers is the same and the temperature decreases with height . After the
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conclusion of the water and ice interaction , the underwate r part of the iceberg assumes the form of
a truncated cone with Its base at the bottom (this phenomenon partia lly expla in s the creation of
po~i a ‘I’:’ and a vertical gradient of salinity Is created in the water (due to the act ion of temperature
diffe rences), Let us nOW assume’ that the un.ie’rwater part of the hummock is a cone with its point
down and that the hummock i~ floating In water of uniform temperature and salinity. When the pro-
cess is concluded , the’ conica l Form of the underwater part of the hummock will be preserv ed , the
temperature will decrease to the temperature of freezing , and the salinity will again prove to be
lower in the uppe r layers than in the deeper ones (due to the action of the masses).

In the examples investigated above , we have assumed tha t the temperature of the ice is 0° .
Actua lly, even during the summer , it is somewhat lower than the freezing temperature of the water
in which the ice is floating. As a result of this, the underwater part of the ict’ melts chiefly be-
cause of the heat accumulated by the water during the summer in a given region or from that ac-
cumulated In more southerly regions. Inasmuch as , according to formula (6) (other cot”W ens being
equal) the mass of the melted ice Is directly proportional to the mass of the water in co act with
the ice, it is natura l that the melti ng of the part of the ice which projects beneath the level surface
of tho ice field occurs with p ar t icu lar  Intensit y if the water and the ice are in motion . Th1~ hap-
pens, for instance, when there are sea currents under fast ice, or during wind drift of ice. Such
erosion of the lower projecting parts of the ice has been noted by many observers and has a deci-
sive Importance in isostatic phenomena (see Section 103), pa rticularly In destroying hummocks and
creating level fields (Section 49). This same phenomenon explains the rapid waste of separate
floating Ice floe s during the summer In high seas.

LITE RATURE : 77.

Section 63. Thermal Expans ion
For pure ice the coefficint of volumetric the r ma l expansion has no average value of many

measurements

O.OOOI65~
and therefore , the linear coefficIent of expansion is

a = - 0.000055,

where Is the volume , I Is the length , is the temperatu re .

In deriving the formula for the thermal expansion of son ice with the same assumptions as
when deriving the formula for the specifIc heat of sea ice , Malmgren considered that the coeffl-
cleat for the expansion of sea Ice is equal to the coefficient of expansion of pure ice plus the cor-
rection for change In volume depending upon the formation or molting of an additional layer of ice In
connection with a change in temperature.

Thus , In accordance with Malmgron ’s assumptions we obtain

0 I S1\
U, — ö•

~92 
— 

~~~~~ s~) (1)

where u~. is the coefficient of thermal expansion related to one gram and one degree .

P t ’ I 5 ) t ’  an underwater projection of ice.
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0. 92 is the mass in grams of 1 cubic cm of pare Ice (density),

is the increase In volume when 1 g of pure water freezes ,

8 - .~~~ is,. lan a the additional amount of pure ice separated from 1 g of sea ice when it
Is cooled by 1° .

But 
0 /  S1 \  S~ OS,

Assuming that 0: 0.92 = 0.000169 and -, 0.09 1, Mal mgren concludes

U T = 0.000 169—0.09 l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (2)

where the coefficient of expansion is not related to the unit of volume as is ordinarily done but to
the unit of mass.

The first member of the right-hand side of formula (2) Is the coefficient of expansion of pure
ice , the second member is the correction for salinity.

Table 41 Is computed according to Malmgren ’s formula (2) .

TAB LE 41. THE COEFFICIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION OF 1 0 OF SEA ICE OF
VARIOUS TEM PERATURES AND SALINITIES. THE COEFFICIENT IS
MUL TIPLIE D BY IO~

—2 —4 —6 -8 —10 -12 -14 —16 —18 —20 —22S ~~~~~~~ ______ _____ _____ ____ _____ _____ ____ ____

2 .  . — 22.10 — 4.1 2 — 1.06 +0.16 +0.83 +1.13 +1.23 +1.27 +1.33 +1.38 +1.44

4 .  . . - 45,89 — 9.92 - 3.81 —1 .37 —0.02 +0.56 +0,78 +0.85 +0.96 +1.07 +1.18

6.  . . - 69.67 -15.73 — 6.55 —2 .90 —0.88 0.00 -‘0.33 +0.43 +0.60 +0.76 +0.93

8. . . — 93.46 —21.5 3 — 9.30 —4.43 —1.73 —0.57 —0.13 +0.02 +0.23 +0.45 +0.67

10. . . —117. 25 —27.34 —12 .05 —5.95 —2.59 —1 .13 —0.59 -0.40 —0.13 40.15 —0.42

15. . . -176.72 —42.85  —18.92  —9 .78 -4.73 —2.54 —1 .72 —1.45 —1.04 —0.63 —0.22

A~ yet , one more fundamental difference between sea and fresh ice is apparent from formula
• (2) which had been checked empirically by Malmgren: fresh Ice expand s with a rise in temperature ;

sea Ice , when It has low temperatures and alight salinities and at the same time the correction of
the coefficient of expansion for salinity is not great , also expands with a rise In temperature , but
expansion is less than fresh ice. At high temperatures and great salinities , the amount of the cor-
rection for salinity increases so much that the coefficient of volumetric expansion becomes nega-
tive , i.e . ,  the volume of the ice Increases with a drop in temperature. Table 42 shows the change
(in m) of the length of 1 km of ice of different temperatures and salinities with a 1° rise In
temperature.
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TABLE 42. CHANGES IN THE LENGTH OF 1KM OF ICE IN M
WITH A 10 RISE IN TEMPE RATURE

SaLinity of Ice in Coefficient of Change In the
0/00 Temperature in Degrees C Linear Expansion Length of Ice

0 -20 ~0.000055 0 .055
10 -20 e0 . 0000047 0. 0047
10 - 4 -0. 000911 -0.901

Malmgren conducted direct determinations of this coefficient in a specially constructed ap—
pa ratus simultaneously with a computation of the coeffICient of expansion . Furthermore , he corn -
pared his data with data of Petterson . Petterson had conducted his experiments very ca reful ly  with
artificially prepared sea Ice . It developed that all the results are in good agreement. This proves
first of all the correctness of Maimgren ’s reasoning and secondly the fact that air bubbles within
sea ice play a secondary role in the thermal expansion of ice. The latter follows from the agree-
ment of the data obtained by Petterson when investigating artificially prepared sea ice devoid of
any air bubbles with Malmgren ’s observations of natura l ice which contained air bubbles.

LIT ERATURE: 52 , 53. 62 , 73 , 104 .

Sect ion 64. Thermal Conductivity
The coefficient of thermal conductivity of pure Ice , devoid of air bubbles , as an average ofthe data of many Investigators , Is given by

k = 0. 00540 g-cal /sec ‘ deg x cm

wherein , according to Lts , it decreases somewhat (approxImately 0.00001 per 1°) with a decreasein temperature.

Malmgren determined the thermal conductivity of sea ice using both direct and Indirect meth-ods for this purpose.

On the basis of his indirect computations for the coeffIcient of thermal conductivity, Malmgrengives a chart (fIgure 56) whIch represents the average changes of the thermal conductivity asa function of the depth of the ice level; Malmgre n shows that the rapid decrease in the coefficient ofthermal conductivity when approaching the upper layers of the ice is explained by the presence of amultitude of smal l air bubbles in these layers. At a great distance from the surface , the thermalconductivtty of sea ice approache s the thermal conductivit y of pure ice containing no air bubbles.

As Chernlgovskij indicates , according to his computations which were conducted by the samemethod as Mal mgren ’s computations , the thermal conductivity of fast ice on the Kar a Sea increasedfrom winter to summer and from the upper surface of the ice to the lower. Thus , at 0 cm level ,It was about 0.001, and at the 150 cm layer It was about 0. 0044 .
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FIgure 56. The thermal conductivity of sea ice

~j  ISO — — — . 
— according to Malmgren, as deter-

mined by observations from October
1922 to August 1923 (— —), and from

759 — — ___________ November 1923 to May 1924 (—).

Considering the coefficient of thermal conductivity of pure ice as being 0. 0054 and neglecting
the thermal conductivity of the air bubbles , I have computed the coefficients of thermal conduc-
tivity and temperature conductivity of pure ice with varying densities (table 43).

TABLE 43, THE COEFFICIENTS OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND TEMPERATUR E
CONDUCTIVITY OF ICE AS A FUN CTION OF ITS DENSITY (MULTIPLIED
BY 10~)

Density of Ice 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.86 0 .84
Thermal Conductivity 54 53 52 50 49
Temperature Conductivity 117 118 118 117 117

The values in table 43 considerably exceed the thermal conductivity values obtained by
Malmgren by the indirect method. However , It should be remembered that the thermal conduc-
tiVity of sea ice is determined not only by the thermal conductivity of pure Ice and the amount of
air bubbles within the Ice, but also by the amount of brine contained in the cells.

Dur ing this, it is necessary to take Into consideration the molecular thermal conductivity of
brine since the turbulence processes In the brine cells and the capillaries have no place here .

The molecular thermal conductivity of pure water at 0 0 is 14 x iO-4 g-cals/sec deg cm , for
water with salinity of 40 o/oo at the same temperature , it is about 13 x ~~~ g-cal /sec/cm, i. e. ,
approximately four times less than the thermal conductIvity of pure ice. Therefore it is clear
that the saltier and more porous the ice , the less Its thermal conductivity.

As for the thermal conductivity of snow , Abel’s careful Investigations have shown that it de-
pends on the density of the snow and is expressed by the formula

K = O.OO675~~,

where i5~ Is the density of snow.

The thermal conductivity coefficients of snow at d ifferent densities computed according to
this formula are shown on table 44.
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TABLE 44. THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SNOW AS A FUNCTION
OF ITS DENS ITY (MULTIPLIED BY l0~)

Density of snow 0 .1  0 .2  0.3 0 .4  0.5 0.6 0 .7  0.8 0.9

Thermal conductivity . . 1 3 6 11 18 24 33 43 54

As we see with high snow densities , thermal conductivity computed according to Abel’s for-
mula is very close to the thermal conductivity of ice determined by direct measurements .

The coefficients of temperature conductivity and thermal conductivIty are related to each
othe r by the formu la

whe re is the coefficient of temperature conductivity,

Is the coefficient of thermal conductivity ,

is the specific heat ,

6 is the density.

For wate r , the turb ulent coefficients of temperature conductivity and thermal conductivity ,
determined generall y very approximately, can in practice be considered equal to each other
nume rically (not in size) since both the specific heat and the density of sea water are very near to
unity.

For pure ice it can be seen from table 43 that the coefficient of temperature conductivity is
numerically more than twice the coefficient of thermal conductivity. For sea ice , the coefficient
of te mperature conductivity depends to a great extent on an extremely changing specific heat.

LITERATURE: 1, 62 , 73 , 104 .

Section 65. Density as a Function of Temperature and Salinity
As we have seen , natural ice is not a homogenous body , but a porous one , the cells and capil-

laries of which are filled with brine , silt , and air. Some of these cells are completely Isolat ed
f rom each other , others communicate f reely both with each other and with the external water and
ai r. This condition makes the concept of density when applied to natural Ice extremely conditional .
In any case when we speak of the density of Ice , we must relate this concept to sufficiently large
volumes of It in order to obtain an average value .

The density of pure ice which has no air bubbles at 00 equals 0.9176 g/cm 3. Therefore , its
specific volume is equal to 1.0898 cm3 /gram . Inasmuch as the specific volume of pure water at
0 ° is equal to 1.00013 , consequentl y, during ice formation , the specific volu me Increases approxi-
mately 9 pe r cent.

During changes in temperature , the density of pu re Ice changes insignificantly. Actuall y,  the
coefficient of volumetric thermo-expansion of pure Ice within the temperature limits of 0° to -20°
is approximately

13 = 0. 000165.
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Thus the density of pure ice which has no air bubbles would be given by

a a0_______

~~~~~ —t- 0.000165 1 ‘ (1)

where 
~ 

is the density of pure ice at a temperature t ,

6~ is the density of pure ice at a temperature of 0 0 .
The density of sea ice depends on its temperature , salinity , and porosity.

When computing the density of sea ice as a function of its temperature and salinity , let us

remember that according to Section 57 , 1 g of sea water contains ( 
~

) g of brine and (i - ~L)  g of

pure ice , where S~ is the salinity of sea ice , ST is the salinity of the brine in the cells .

Hence , the volume of 1 g of sea ice with the salinity of 5t and temperature r , expressed in
cubic centimeters , or in other words , Its specific volume , will equal

S1 I I S~ \ l
1’~ - - -

~
--+

~~
l - r)-~~

-
~ (2)

where ~~~~ is the density of the brine, the salinity of which is equal to 5T at temperature -r .

It Is clear that , knowing the specifIc volume of sea ice , it Is not difficult to compute the
density as the reciprocal of the specific volume , according to the formula

(3)

Let us make the follow ing assumption for computing this amount , -

It is known that the density of sea water Is related to its temperature and salinity by a ve ry
complex relationship , but for approximate computations , density vs. salinity can be expressed by
the following simple formula

~~ + 0.0008 S, (4)

where 6 
~ ~ 

is the density of pure water at temperature r ,

ô~ . is the density of sea water , the salinity of which Is S and temnerature r -

Keeping in mind that the density of supercooled water is approximately equal to un i ty  - and
expanding formula (4), to the low temperatures and high concentrations of brine , we can compute
the density of brine accord ing to formula (5)

6 = 1.000 + 0 008 S . (~)
ST r

Table 45 shows the results of my computations accord ing to formulas (1) and (4), and
table 46 , the results of computations according to formula (3) and table 45.
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TA BLE 45. THE DENSITY OF PURE ICE 6~ ,. SUPERCOOLED WATER
AND SALT-CELL BRINE 681. AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

1. 0 6 S 6 6O r  1. U)

— 2 0,918 37 0.99972 1. 030
- 4 0.918 69 0.99945 1 055
— 6 0,918 95 0.99912 1 076
- 8 0.919 120 0.99869 1.096
—10 0,919 144 0. 99815 1.115
—15 0.920 193 0.99815 1.154
—20 0.921 237 — 1.190
-23 0.921 260 — 1.208

When examining table 46 , we see that the density of sea ice which has no air bubbles In con-
nection with a change in its temperature and salinity changes compa ratively li ttle , but it discloses
a characteristic property, namely, when the temperature of sea ice changes, its density crosses
the minimum . Thi s phenomenon is completely within the law .

TAB LE 46. THE DENSIT Y OF SEA ICE AT DIFFERE NT TEMPE RATURE S
AN D SALINITIES AND WITHOUT AIR BU BBLES

-2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -15 -20 -23

2 . . . . 0.924 0.922 0.920 0.921 0.921 0.922 0.923 0.923
4 . . . . 0.927 0.925 0.924 0.923 0.923 0.923 0.925 0.925
6 . . . . 0.932 0.928 0.926 0.926 0.926 0 .925 0.926 0.926
8 . . . . 0.936 0.932 0.929 0.928 0 .928 0.928 0 . 929 0.929

10 - . . . 0.939 0.935 0.931 0.929 0.929 0.929 0.930 0.930
15 . . . . 0.953 0.944 0.939 0.937 0.935 0.934 0.935 0.935

Actuall y we have seen in Section 63 that the coefficient of the volumetric expansion of 1 g of
sea ice , according to Malmgren, is determined by the approximate formula

u~ = O.000169— O,og i ~~~~
. 

~~~~~
- . (6)

The first number on the right side of this equation, according to Malmgren , Is the coefficient
of the therma l expansion of 1 g of pure Ice. The second is the correction for salinity which char-
acterizes the change in volume as a result of the formation or melting of a certain amount of pure
Ice in the brine cells during the change of temperature.

In formula (6), the fundamental difference between sea Ice and fresh ice becomes apparent .
The density of fresh ice increases with a decrease of temperature. The density of sea ice , when
It has low salinity and a low temperature , also increases with a decrease in temperature. although
to a lesser extent than the density of pure Ice. But at high salinitles and comparativel y high tem-
peratures , the density of sea ice decreases with the decrease in temperature. Therefore , the
concept introduced by me for minimum density of sea ice as a function of temperature and salinity
in based upon this. I have made use of Malmgren ’s formula (6) for the corresponding computations .
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Actually, if the coefficient of thermal expansion changes sign , then obviously, the minI mum
density would occur when that coefficient would equal 0. Thus, from formula (6) we obtain

O.O0O169=O.O9 1~~~ ‘ (7)

where is the salinity of sea Ice.

~~~~~ 
is the salinity of the brine In the salt cell at temperature r ,
is the change of the salinity with temperature changes.

As we have seen , the values S and determine the temperature of sea ice. Therefore
using formula (7) It is not difficult to compute such a temperature 9’ for any salinity of sea Ice at
which the density of sea ice will be a minimum (table 47).

TABLE 47. THE MINIMUM DENSITY TEMPERATURE OF SEA
ICE OF DIFFER ENT SALINITIES

S. S .  8 ’I

0 0.0 9 —16.0 °
1 — 5.1 10 —17 .6
2 — 7.5 11 — 18.5
3 — 9.3 12 —19.3
4 —10.7 13 —20.1
5 —12.0 14 —20.8
6 —13.2 15 —21.4
7 -14.4 16 -22.0
8 -15.5 17 -22.6

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the figures in this table are more of a theoretical
interest , inasmuch as the changes in the density of sea ice in connection with the change in its
temperature as we have seen are comparatively slight.

LITERATURE : 44 , 62 , 77.

Section 66. Density as a Function of Porosity
The ratio between the volume of air or gas bubbles found in ice to the total volume of ice is

called the porosity of ice and is expressed In percentage. Arnold-Aliabey calls the following
value the coefficient of porosity.

I — n  ~
where n is the porosity of ice

Is the density of ice devoid of air bubbles.

The bubbles In sea Ice can be of different origin and form. A part of the bubbles forms as
a result of the separation of gases dissolved in water which had not succeeded in leaving the cells
between the cryatals of ice during Ice formation. As has been confirmed by experiments with arti-
ficial freezing, the amount of these bubbles is proportional to the saturation of the water with gases
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at the initial moment and is inversely proportional to the speed of Ice formation. In fresh ice
formed under calm conditions these bubbles In most cases are very elongated and thread-like , with
a certain thickening In the upper part . The diameter of such thread-like bubbles equals several
tenths of a mm and the length 1 to 2 cm. More rarely, such bubbles have a round or pear-like
form.

Another group of bubbles forms as a result of gases that have separated from the water and
bottom sedimentation and have float ed up to the underside of the ice. Primarily, these are flat-
tened convex bubbles 10 cm and more in diameter. Particularly, great accumulations of such
bubbles are found in the ice that had formed over areas where an intensive decomposition of organic
matter occurs on the bottom wIth a consequent separatIon of gases. In shallows , the amount of
these gases is sometimes so great that they form hollows the size of a fist and make the lower
surface of the ice uneven.~

Still another group of bubbles in sea ice results when algae frozen into the ice continue to
produce gases in the form of tiny bubbles.

Finall y, ai r bubbles form due to the replacement of brine with air which had seeped out of
the sea ice in the course of time. These bubbles ordinarily form chains stretched out in a vertical
di rection . The last group of air bubbles has the greatest significance for sea Ice In open seas.

Let us assume that the brine had completely seeped out of the salt cells and had been re-
placed with air . Such an assumption is completely possible for the above-water parts of ice , es-
peciaily for the upper parts of hummocks. In Section 63 we have seen that the volume of 1 g of sea
Ice is

S, I ~~/ S1\  1 (1)

where the first member on the right side represents the volume occupied by the brine and the sec-
ond represents the volume occupied by pure ice .

On the assumptions made , and with the porosity of I ce defined as the ratio of the volume oc-
cupied by the bubbles of air to the datal volume of Ice , expressed in perc entage , we obtain

S1 100
a (2)

,J, S. ~~

Table 48 Is computed according to formula (2).

Thi s table makes clear the importance of a rise in air temperature and the correspond ing
warming of the above water parts of Ice. The brine cells in this case increase their volume con-
siderably, the hr - tble to drai n down , and as a result, porosity increases greatly.

According - ns ’ measurements In September 1934 , the sea Ice of the Barents Sea some-
ti mes contained I to 13 per cent gas by volume . The results of an analysis of the composition of
the gases in the bubbles are shown in table 49.

•ln the Laptev strait . Ermolae v has observed a vi gorous separation of methane r is in g from the
bottom of the tee and burning above the surface of the frozen sea with a bluish flame.
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TABLE 48. THE POROSITY OF ICE (IN PERCENTAGE OF VOLUME) WHEN THE
SA LT CELLS ARE RE PLACED WiTH Affi

—2 —4 —6 —8 — 10 —15 —20 —23
S o/oo ~~~~~~~~~ 

______ ______ ______ _____ _____ _____ _____ ______

2 . . . . 4.9 2.5 1.8 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.6
4 . . . . 9.9 5.1 3.6 2.8 2.3 1.7 1.3 1.2
6 . . . . 14.9 7. 7 5.5 4.2 3 .4  2 .6  1.9 1.8
8 . . . . 20.0 10.3 7.3 5.7 4 .6  3.4 2 .6  2 .3

10 . . . . 25. 1 12.9 9.2 7.1  5.8 4.3 3.3 2 .9
15 . . . . 38.2 19.5 13.9 10.7 8. 7 6.3 5.0 4 .4

TABLE 49. GAS CONTENT OF THE SEA ICE OF THE BARENTS SEA
(IN PERCENTAGE OF VOLUME)

Number of Tests CO2 02 N2 + Rare Gases Ar + Heavy Gases 0
2 : N2

1 — 18.3 81.7 0.917 0.224
2 0 .6 15.9 83.5 0.905 0. 190
3 0 .5 16.5 83.0 0.884 0.i87
4 0.6 18.0 81.4 0 . 944 0.223
Average 0.4 17.2 82.4 0.912 0.209

The ratio of the oxygen and nitrogen content which saturates sea water at all temperatures
and saltnities is approximately 0.5;  the same ratio in air is approximately 0.264 . The total con-
tent of oxygen and nit rogen which will saturate sea water of various salinities at freezing tern-
perature fluctuates withi n the limits of 2.2 to 2.9 per cent by volume. Therefore , it should be
concluded that the hollows in the sea ice are mainly filled with the air of the atmosphere , where-
upon the amount of oxygen in it Is lowered and the amount of carbon dioxide is raised , * in all prob-
ability by the respiration of organisms contained in sea ice and by oxidation processes.

As the investigations of Deriugin and Bruns indicated , the distribution of the gases even in
Ice formed under calm conditions is extremely nonun iform and the least porosity is observed in
the middle part of the ice.

According to the investigations of Arnold-Aliabev , the air content within the Ice of the Gulf
of Finland fluctuates within the limits of 4 per cent by volume , whereas in the ice of the Barent s
Sea, the air contained 8 per cent and higher. The distrthution of air bubbles in the separate pieces
of ice Is very uneven as can be seen from figure 57 .

An exception to the indicated rule , is old ice which during the course of its existence had
undergone strong compression which had gradually forced the brine and particularly the air bub-
bles out of the ice and had turned such ice into a solid monolithic mass.

*Br~~1s Indicates that the amount of carbon dioxide is evidently still greater inasmuch as a
part of the carbon dioxide dissolves in water when the air bubbles are freed from melting ice.
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Figure 57. Isolines of air bubble content in a cm 3/ kg in the upper
layer of an ice floe In the Gulf of Finland.

Sometimes the amount of air in the Ice is expressed in cubic cm per kg of ice. Piotrovich
made interesting observations of air content in the ice of the Chuckchee Sea during the voyage of the

~ r~~s i ’~ j n 1935.

In the very thin discs (about 2 cm) of young ice, the air content fluctuated within the limits of
3.7 to 12 cm3Ag. In the same ice 10 cm thick, the amount of air increased to 31.0 cm3/kg. Blue
ice proved to contain considerably more air (from 55 to 130 crn 3/kg) than did the greenish (from 9
to 102 cm3/kg), the yellowish (about 24 cm3/kg) and snow (firn) ice (about 66 cm3/kg). On the
other hand , the air bubbles in blue ice differed by their small size (up to 1 to 2 mm) whereas the
size of the rounded bubbles in greenish ice attained 2 to 3 cm , according to Piotrovich’s
observations.

According to Savelev ’s observations of fast ice near Uedineniya Island conducted February
through May, 1939 , the porosity of ice increases from February to May and is always greater at
the upper and lower surface of the ice than in the middle parts.

Its values at the following levels in May were: 10 cm —35.0, 80 cm - 8.0 and 170 cm — 44 .0
cm3/kg .

The data presented and discussions indicate that the hollows determining the porosity of sea
ice are explained first of all by the fact that the upper layers of the ice are formed from snow , and
second by the fact that the brine draining from the cells and capillaries is replaced with atmos-
pheric air.

The origin of a ir bubbles In snow and glacial Ice is somewhat different . In firn ice which
forms from long-lying snow , air occupies 30 to 50 per cent of the volume. In the course of time
with a gradual transformation of f Ira ice , the air bubbles are part ially forced out into the atmos-
phere through the tiny cracks and canals and are partially compressed and preserved under pres-
sure . This pressure has been Indicated by the research of the Koch and Wegener Expedition in
Greenland in 1912 — 1913 , and in separate instances can reach 10 to 12 atmospheres.

Barnes expressed the thought that by investigating the air enclosed In the ice of icebergs, it
is possible to judge the composition of the atmosphere at the time when the formation of a given
ice glacier occurred . The conducted investigations of the air In the bubbles , however , did not
disclose any differences from the contemporary composition of the atmosphere .
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The air content fluctuated from 7 to 15 per cent In the icebergs investigated by Barnes near
Newfoundland , and , as an average , was about 10 per cent .

The density of the icebergs fluctuates , according to Smith, from 0.6 to 0.92, In accordance
with their air content .

The most porous and light glacial Ice forms at very high latitudes. This ice Is very lightly
fused and falls apart easily .  Icebergs consisting of such ice are called “sugar ” by the Norwegians .

The copious release of air bubbles which is usually observed during the melting of glacial
Ice , and which is accompanied by characteristic hissing resembling the hissing of frying fat , should
evidently be explained by the increase of pressure in the air bubbles trapped in the Ice.

The density of porous ice is determined by the formula

I r z \
(3)

where 6~ is the density of ice without air bubbles, and n Is the porosity of Ice.

The density ô is a function of the temperature and ralinity. As we saw in table 46 , under
natural conditions it fluctuates within the limits of 0.920 i.~ 0.953.

From formula (3) we obtain

= 100 ( i — $ — ) .  (4)

I computed the porosity of pure Ice and snow as a function of its density (table 50) according to
formula (4).

TABLE 50. THE POR OSITY OF SNOW AND ICE AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY

Density . . .0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Porosity . . . 89 78 67 56 46 35 14 13 2

LITERATURE: 8, 9, 13, 44 , 62, 115, 129.

Section 67. Buoyancy
Only a comparatively small part of Ice rises above water (fIgure 58) as a result of the slight

difference between the densities of Ice and water.

Let the density of ice be 6 . .  and density of water 6,,, , the above-water volume ~, and the
underwater volume ;- ,, then according to Archimedes Principle , between these quantities there
exists the relationship ;

(v ,, + 1’ :) 8~ = V . 
~~~ (1)
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Figure 58. The draft of an ice cake (density 0.90) in water
(density 1.01) according to Burke .

It Is clear that if the upper and lower surfaces of the Ice floe are horizont al and its side walls
are vertical , formula (1) is simplified , namely;

(h + z) ~ 1~~~z~~, (2)

where ~ is the above water elevation , -~
- is the underwater draft of the ice floe.

From formula (2) we obtain

or
z
T~~~~.’ (3)

where i is the general thickness of the ice.

Table 51 gives the relation between the draft of the underwater part of the ice floe to the
height of the above water part at different densities of water and ice for homogeneous ice floes.

When examining table 51, we see that even a slight change in the density of the Ice or water
causes a great change in the relation of the above water ice to the draft of the underwater part of
the ice fields.

But we have seen that sea ice Is a porous body in which pa rt of the pores in the surface part
of the ice communicate with the air and the underwater part communicates with the sea water. It is
clear that such pores should be excluded from the volume of ice Introduced into formula (1). Re-
membering these reservations , let us note that the porosity of sea ice increases considerably
during the summer when air replaces the brine in the cells, and at this time , the density of the
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above water part of Ice can diffe r sharply from the density of its under-water part. Therefore .
making formula (2) more exact , we obtain

ha5 + z ~, =z8 ~ , (4)

where 6 is the densIty of the above water part ,

6 :. is the density of the underwater part.

From formula (4) we obtain
2 _______

(5)

Just how cons iderably the density can fluctuate is shown by Malmgren ’s measurements of the
density of ice in the same ice field. During the winter , when the brine and air cells In the cold Ice
were isolated from each other and from the surrounding media , the density of the Ice fluctuated
wi thin the limits of 0.914 to 0. 924 , in May within the limits of 0.885 to 0.899.

it has already been noted that according to Savelev ’s observations of 1939 the porosity of fast
ice increased from February to May and minimum porosity was noted in the middle levels of the
Ice. Correspondingly, the density of the ice decreased from February to May and attained Its max-
imum values in the middle parts of the ice. Thus in May 1939 at the 5 cm level , the density was
0.870 , at 80 cm - 0.910 , and at 172 cm — 0.875 . The lowest density of sea ice , according to
Makarov ’s determination (13 August 1899) was 0.846 , and the greatest was 0.929 with a 2 . 8 o/oo
salinity of ice.

Maka rov calls the fo l lowing ratio the buoyancy of sea ice

_L~~ (6)
h + z  i~~

TAB LE 51. THE RATIO OF THE UNDERWATER TO THE
ABOVE-WA TER PARTS OF HOMOGENEOUS
ICE FLOES HAVTNG HORIZONTAL UPPER
AND LOWER SURFACES AND VE RTICAL
SIDE WA LLS

o .  1.00 1.01 1. 02 1.03

0. 80 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.5
0. 85 5.7 5.3 5. 0 4.7
0.90 9.0 8.2 7.5 7.0
0.95 19.0 15.2 13.6 11.9

According to his measurements conducted In sea water having a temperature of -1.5° and a

salinity of 32. 4 0/co (density, 1.0258), the buoyancy of 27 InvestIgated samples fluctuated within
the limits of 1:6 to 1:15.
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I call the coefficient of buoyancy the entire load in tons which forces one meter cubed of ice
to sink. It Is not hard to see that the coefficient of buoyancy is equal to

Po ’( ~yv 3i)~ 
(7)

It Is clear that the buoyancy of an ice floe will be the product of the coefficient of buoyancy and the
volume of the ice flow expressed in m3, or

p=p0 tq , (8)

where f Is the thickness of the Ice,

q is the area of the ice. *

TABLE 52. THE BUOYANCY COEFFICIENT
OF SEA ICE IN TONS

1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03

0.80 0.20 0.21 0. 22 0.23
0.85 0.15 0.16 0. 17 0.18
0.90 0.10 0.11 0. 12 0.13
0.95 0.05 0. 06 0. 07 0. 08

It follows from formulas (6) and (7) that buoyancy is greater the greater the thickness of the
ice and the density of the water and the less the density of the ice.

It can be easily seen from table 52 that with ice thickness remaining constant, the possible
seasonal changes In the density of the water in which the ice is floating have little effect on the
buoyancy of Ice. The matter Is different with the density of the ice Itself , seasonal changes of
which are extremely important. Because of this , If the fact that the pores of the summer ice are
opened to the surrounding media while the pores of winter ice are not exposed to It Is not con-
sldered , we can by formulas (6) and (7) arrIve at a false conclusion that ice of the same thickness
has greater buoyancy during the summer than dt’rlng the winter. But we observed the reverse
phenomenon In nature.

The fact that the upper surface of the ice sinks below the surface of the water under the
weight of the snow precipitated upon the Ice, and especially under the weight of snow drifts , Is ex-
plalned by the slight buoyancy of Ice. Actually, from formulas (3) and (7) It follows that the upper
surface of the ice field sInks below the level of the water on the condition that

s~3 =i ( 8 ~ —~~), (9)

where 3 is the height of the snow cover ,

O is the density of the snow.

• Pnrmalas (6) and (7) and table 52 are derived on the proposition that the ice is homogeneous
° in ‘~ u~~~~ r and lower parts.
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From formula (7) It follows that an ice floe , the buoyancy coefficient of which is 0.1, the
thickness 40 cm , and the area 2.4 x 4.37 (10. 5 m2) (the dimensions of a 12 ton tractor) , will sink
under a load of 0.4 tons. Therefore , if an ice floe is to support the weight of a tractor exclusively
by Its own buoyancy, its area should be no less than 300 square m.

It follow s from this example that If we want to use the buoyancy of ice for supporting a load ,
we should distribute the load over large areas of Ice.

LIT ERATURE: 62 , 76 , 77 , 101.

Section 68. Density of Snow
The most noteworthy prope~t ~f a snow cover Is its significant density.

Another no less noteworthy property of snow is its ability to change its density due to the
action of pressure by the above-lying layers, wind, solar radiation, temperature, and the humidity
of the air and liquid precipitates, basically raising the density in the course of time, but, in
separate instances, even lowering it.

Some aspects of natural snow are of practical Interest.

“Wild Snow” is very fluffy, has almost no cohesion , pours like flour. Such types of freshly-
fallen snow are often observed during a full calm and low air temperature. The density of such
snow is about 0. 01 to 0.03.

“Sandy Snow ” falls at extremely low temperatures. Sleds and skis move over It wIth
difficulty which in part confirms the observations of Koch and Wegener in Greenland.

“Frozen Wlndcrust and Windrind ” are formed by wind pressure. This pressure is consid-
erable. For light winds (5 m/sec) it equals about 3 kg/rn2 , for a fresh breeze (9 rn/ eec) It is
about 6 kg/rn2 and for storm winds (30 m/sec) it is about 74 kg/rn2. Pure snow made dense by

wind has a dull crust and surface covered with ripples. Frozen wind crusts of great strength are
called “snow board s. ”

“Spring Snow” is snow which disintegrates into individual grains . It presents an excellent
surface for skiing since the grains are wetted by melt water and move with respect to each other
practically without friction.

“Spri ng Rind” forms on spring snow when its surface temperature decreases. It usually
consists of a thin layer of Ice found above snow and separated from it by a thin air layer.

“Sun Ri nd” forms at low air temperatures as a result of the melting of uppe r snowflakes and
their freezing together.

“Rain Rind” forms after light rain falls over very cold snow .

The density of snow fallen on the surface of land or ice increases not only due to wind pres-
sure and other factors but also due to the weight of above-ly ing layers. The latter case is taken

Into consideration.
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Abe, considering that density is propor tional to pressure and to the gradient of pressure,
obtained

dp — k p dz , (1)

where p Is the density, .~ Is the depth of the layer, and c Is the coefficient of proportIonalIty.

p = p 0ekz . (2)

Abe deter mined the constants entering into the formula (2) from his measurements at 7 levels
of snow which were about 70 cm and finally obtained

p 0.I8MeO, 00545:, (3)

where is expressed in centimeters.

According to Shepelevskii , the density of snow remains unchanged to a certain depth , inas-
much as the density of the snowflake s is sufficient here to support the light weight of the upper
layers. Shepelevskii , like Abe , also considers that below this depth the density of the snow changes
with depth according to logarithmic laws.

Finally after a certain additional assumptions , Shepelevskii arrives at the following formulas

P P I

H o °=~~-Ii 1 -~~, (4)

where p 1 is the density of snow cover at a depth 
~~~~

.

For an app roximate evaluation of snow density , Kukharskii worked out the following scale
which prov ed to be useful during sled expeditions:

Point Characteristics

i Loose snow not supporting one ’s weight at all. , 
-

2 Snow . lightly compressed by the foot.

3 Foot sinks up to the ankle and is supported before
reaching the ground or the ice.

4 The foot sinks into the snow 1 to 2 cm when
walking.

5 Snow supporting the weight of a man - the foot
leaves a slight print.

6, 7 , s Snow is dense and yields to a soft foot gear
and to a blow by It.

9, 10 Snow yields with difficulty to a blow by a
wooden stake.

LITERATURE: 25 , 133, 142.
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Section 69. Radiation Properties
The ice crystals are unlaxial and positive. Theref ore , the speed of extraordinary rays in Ice

is greater than the speed of ordinary rays and hence the coefficients of refraction are greater. *

The coefficients of refraction of ice are very close to the coefficients of refraction of water.
Water and ice also differ only slightly in their absorption coefficients and because of this , ice Is
very similar to water in Its optical properties.

Other radiation properties of snow and ice are more important.

The great ability of snow to reflect radiant energy (albedo) has already been noted . ThIs is of
especIally great significance to ice cover inasmuch as the latter is always covered on top by a more
or less thick layer of snow . Kal itin ’s special investiga tions show that the reflecting ability of snow
is greater , the more pure and fine the snow is and the lower Its temperature. Thus , the albedo of
newly fallen pure snow attains 90 per cent and the albedo of melted and granular snow (after a warm
spell) decreases to 52 percent and lower.

Recent ly many observations of the albedo of sea ice , snow , and on the penetration of solar
radiation have been conducted under natural conditions at different polar stations of the soviet sec-
tor of the arc tic , namely at: Uedineniie Island , Cape Cheliuski n , Tiksi Bay, Tikhaia Bay , and Cape
Schmid t.

As a result of a breakdown of these observations , Chernigov skij gives the following table of
albedo fo r snow cover and ice , f ree of snow , by mont hs, fo r the northern latitude s from 69 to
80° (table 53) .

TAB LE 53. THE APPARENT VALUE OF SNOW AND ICE
ALBEDO IN ARCTI C SEAS IN PER CENT

Mon th Snow Ice

March 87 --

- 
April 40
May 83 45

Along an offshore St rip the albedo of
,Jww 80 45 SflOW cover is about 70 per cent In
Ju ly  60 50 June and about 50 per cent in July.

Kali t i n conducted investigations of the passage of radiant energy through snow covers of
various thicknesses. FIgure 59 shows the results of these Investigations . The upper curve deals
with snow having a temperature below 0° , i. e . .  with dry snow . The lower curve deals with melting
snow , soaked with water. Both curves are constructed taking into consideration the reflecting
ability of the snow, in other word8, taking into consideration only the radiant energy which had

1n uniax~al crystals (into which category fall ice crystals) , the incident ray is divided into
2 rays duri ng refraction : the ordina ry—-in which the ratio of the sine of the angles of incidents and
refraction is equal to the refractive index , and the extraordinary--for which this ratio has no
physical significa nce. W hen the index of refraction of an extraordinary ray Is mentioned , it is
understood to mean the maximum deflection of an extraordinary ray .
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ill Figure 59. The passage of radiant energy
PERC ENTAG E through a snow cover.

actually entered into the snow cover , and not the tota l energy which had fallen on Its surface and
had been partially reflected.

In summing up the results of his Investigation of the radiational properties of natural fresh
Ice , Kalitin arrives at the following conclusions:

1. Ice Is easily penetrated by radiant energy within the limits of wave lengths of 0.35 to
3.0 mIcrons , I. e . ,  by the shortwave part of the spectrum.

2 . As can be seen from figure 60 , ice is more transparent to scattered radiation than to
direct (radiation) .

~:: ‘\\. \\

Figure 60. The change of ice t rans-
- 

parency for direct (smooth
curve) and scattered (dashed

JO 4c 10 10 1, Ic so curve) solar radiation as a
PERCENT TRANSMITTED function of Ice thickness.

3, The transparency of ice is very much affected by the air bubbles Imbedded in it ,
whereupon porosity being equal , small bubbles , due to which there Is a great deal of scattering of
the incident radiant energy, makes the ice less transparent than large bubbles.

It Is noteworthy that Ice which to the eyes appears to be complete ly homogeneous , very trans-
parent , and which contains no visible air bubbles , may prove to be more transparent to scattered
radiatIon.
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4. ice, even in very thin discs , is completely nontransparent to long-wave rays. In this
respect , ice is similar to glass, and a th in ice cover develops a “green house” effect , analagous
to the same effect of glass.

This fact was noted by Melloni who as far back as 1832 showed tha t a plate of Ice 2.6 mm
thick passes 6 per cent of the energy incident on It from a source whose temperature was 1200 0 ,
and passes no radiant energy from a source thavlng a temperature of 100° .

The “green house” effect of Ice is a very important factor. Due to it , ice in thin dIscs not
only preserves the layers of water lying beneath it from cooling but with a sufficient intensifica-
tion of illumination , it even assists in gradually warming them.

As for the penetrability of sea ice to the total flow of radiation , Chernigovskii presents the
- 

I average results of corresponding measurements in Tiksi Bay (table 54) .

TABLE 54. THE AVERAGE PENETRABILITY OF SEA ICE BY TOTAL FLOW
OF RADIATION IN PER CENT FROM 19 APRIL THROUGH 4 MAY
1937 (TIKSI BAY)

Thickness of Ice in cm 0-7.3 0-11.5 0-21.0 0—42. 0

The per cent of radiation in relation to the 48 44 36 23
incident along the surface (without albedo)

Aibedo 40 40 40 40

Absorption 12 16 24 37

Chernigovskii also presents data on the penetrability of the snow cover for radiation from
which it can be seen that not more than 10 per cent of the radiation passes through a layer of snow 5
cm thick , not more than 5 per cent through a layer of snow 10 cm thick , and not more than I per

cent through a layer of snow 15 cm thick.

During intensive melting, however , when icing of the snow mass occurs simultaneously , the
penetrability of the snow cover Is considerably increased. Thus , according to the observations
made at the end of June , 1935 on Uedlneniie Island 23 to 30 per cent of the radiation penetrated
through snoW 5 cm thick , and 6 to 13 per cent was retained in the snow , 26 per cent of the radia-
tion penetrated through a layer 10 cm thick , and 11 per cent was absorbed; throug h a 16 cm layer ,
7 per cent of the radiation penetrated . Other polar stations also obtained amounts on the same
order.

LITERATURE: 62 , 73, 80 , 137 .

Section 70. Illumination of the Seq Under the Ice
The question of under-ice illumination has a dual significance. First , this Illumination

determines the biological productivity of the sea which depends on the photosynthetic activity of
plants. Actually , if the sea is covered by a solid Ice cover , and, therefore , is i solated from a
dIrect exchange with the atmosphere, the only source for covering the expenditure of oxygen is
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photosynthetic activity . !Mlen there is no light , the plant organisms which are the original source
of food for all the rest of the organisms, cannot develop.

Secondly , under-ice illumination is connected with the practical activ ity of man: diving work
and navIgation under Ice pertaIn to this matter.

Unfortunately , under-ice illumination has been poorly studied and the available observatIons
are fragmentary, sometimes even Inconsistent.

Trofimov, when stuc~ying the conditions of under-ice illumination In the White Sea In April
1934, computed the conditional Ice transparencies ~s the ratio of the intensity of illumination
under the ice to the intensity of the light incident from above , minus the albedo of the surface.

The results of his observations are shown in table 55.

TABLE 55. ILLUMINATION UNDER ICE AND SNOW OF DIFFERENT THICKNESSES (IN CM)

illumInation In Per Cents

Albedo in At a Depth Transparency of
State of the Weather Ice Snow Per Cents Under Ice of 5 m Ice in Per Cents

Sun 10 0 30 42 5.3 0.6
Clear 70 5 90 2.5 0. 17 11

Clear 70 12 91 4.5 0.18 37
Cloudy . .   48 1.5 63 14 3. 15 13
The sun shines
across a bank
of clouds .   40 5 78 12 2.75 22

Overcast , fog   40 1 41 14 0.66 3
The sun behind a

bank of clouds  35 3.5 61 22 4.5 19.5

The “Non-albedo” transparency of ice in this table was computed according to formula
I i

‘ 1 00—A ’

where I is the illumination under the Ice ,

A is the albedo ,

i is the thickness of the ice in meters.

As can be seen from the table , the transparency of the ice computed for 1 m of thickness
fluctuated within the limits of 0.6 to 37 per cent which is explained by the usual non-homogeneity

V of the ice cover under natural conditions.

Troflmov ’s special observations of Individual plates of Ice 1 to 2 square m in area which had
lain for a sufficient time in the air (ropaki) and which are almost fresh (salinity less than 1 0/00) ,
gave the results shown in table 56.

The ice floe s which were investigated were lilac blue which Indicated the high purity of the ice.
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TABLE 56. TRANSPARENCIES OF ICE IN PER CENTS

Thickness of Ice Snow in Albedo In Per Cent of Light Passing Transparency of Ice
in cm cm Per Cent Through the Snow and Ice in Per Cent

35 5 89 11.1 100

70 5 79 12.5 48

These measurements showed an almost 100 per cent transparency of dry ropak ice which ,
thus both in its composition and transparency approached pure , fresh water Ice. As Trofimov
himself Indicates , however , the results cannot be considered especially significant due to the
difficulty of observation.

During the 1935 S~ - i k ~ expedition , V. Berezkin lowered a photometer into an ice hole about
30 cm in diameter which was later filled with brash ice. On 12 August at 81° 10’ north , and
26° 29’ east under sunny, cloudless skies and with a snow cover of 3 to 5 cm , (the average of four
observatIons) Illumination at a depth of 5 m was about 2 per cent of the surface illumination. Ice
was glass-lIke and transparent and with a great number of air bubbles 5 to 6 mm in diameter .

Nazarov gives the following of his observations conducted in April 1936 4 km from Uedineniie
Island at a depth of 13 m , through fast Ice 120 cm thick and covered by 20 to 30 cm of snow .
Observations were conducted in a closed tent through a special hole. The bottom was well illum-
inated constantly . Under clear skies , the bottom shone , which Nazarov explains as the reflection
of a large amount of light . It was easy to distinguish separate stones on the bottom , and swimming
fish and sea animals in the water.

At my request , in March 1941, Bardovskii conducted observations of under-ice illumination
with the aid of a secchi disc in Matochkinshar Strait . The results of these observations are
presented in table 57.

TABLE 57. THE TRANSPARENCY ACCORDING TO TIlE SECCHI DISC,
UNDER THE ICE OF MATOCHKINSHAIt STRAIT

Thickness in cm
Transparencies Accord-

— 
Date Altitude of the Sun Of Ice Of Snow ing to Secchi Disc in in

14 March . . . 15~ 114 15 36
14 March . . . 15 119 12 28
14 March . . . 14 94 34 21
27 March . . . 19 129 30 34

Average . 16 114 23 30

Average of
10 observatIons
In June . . . 34 132 13 20
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The high transparencies found by Bardovskii are extremely interesting. They indicate first ,
high i l luminat ion under the ice , and secondly , a high purity of water during the period of Ice forma-
tion which forms as a result of a unique purification of the water during winter vertical circulation.

The observations conducted by Bardovskii in March are presented in full .  The June obser-
vations made at 10 points are averaged. It is interesting that in spite of the considerable decrease
in the thickness of the snow (and oi the almost unchanged over-all thickness snow plus ice), the
transparency decreased sharply under the ice. This of course , should be attributed to the spring
processes (development of life) both in the ice and in the water which begin in June.

It should be pointed out that instrument observations (Trofimov ’s and others) of ice trans-
parency do not agree with the illumination of the sea under ice (Nazarov , Bardovskii) . This
question should be investigated fur ther .

L1TER.-~TL 1RE: 62 . 77 , 130 .

Section 71. Color
The color of ice , like the color of water , is explained by the selective absorption and a

scattering of light ray s and also by the size and amount of foreign admixtures. Completely pure
and fresh ice which Is devoid of air bubbles appears as lIght azure when being observed in large
pieces.

The ice found at sea can be roughly divided according to color: brown , white , green and
azu re, or even blue . Sailors also distinguish a black ice. This is the ice of frozen fresh water
reservoirs which form on ice fields during the summer. It should be emphasized that these colors,
or more correctly, hues, are noticeable only in large ice masses. Small pieces of ice almost
always seem to be whitish with inner layers of a steel hue.

Brown ice (sometimes yellowish) , more properly ice having a brow n hue , is of river , or
generalls’ shore origin. Its color is explained by a greater or lesser amount of impurities of humic
acids or clay substances.

White color is characteristic of ice formed from snow and of layers formed from snow be-
tween the layers of ice which had formed from sea water. White ice has many large bubbles of air
or brine cells.

Green is characteristic of comparatively young sea ice containing a great amount of air and
brine . In small chunks , green ice is usually a whitish, transparent color having interlayers of a
steel hue.

Blue or azure color is characteristic of old sea ice from which almost all extraneous admix-
tures have been squeezed out. The blue color is frequently observed in high ropaks and hummocks
which can even be of one yea r origin. Glacier ice from a deep deposit is also noteworthy for its
blue color .

During the summer , when one is searching for fresh-water reservoirs on arctic ice to take
water from them , one can be guided by the color of the ice and the color of the water in the reser-
voirs on the ice. Brow n color indicates that there are many diatoms on the bottom of the reservoir ,
and tha t the water in it is salty . Green color indicates very sal ty water with a salinity close to tha t
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of the sea surrounding it. Usually the bottom of such reservoirs proves to have melted through.
Blue reservoirs (blue walLs , bluIsh water) , always prove to be completely fresh. *

Ice structure also affects the color of ice . Gree n ice consists of weakly expressed and
irregularly arranged crystals (granular ice). In blue ice , the isoline structure is sharply ex-
pressed and the crystals are orientated alike. Such ice splits well along the axes of the crystals,
it is more durab e in a perpendicular directio n, and when broken it y ields an angular surface.
Thus , basically, a plate of ice which had frozen under calm conditions, is blue.

The color of the ice at the initial moment uf ice formation is also characteristic . Slush ,
brash and also thin , completely wet, ice is of dark—grey, steel color (dark-grey nilas). In ratio to
the increase in thickness, the color of the ice changes to light grey (light-grey nllas), and then in-
to white when a considerable part of the ice begins to rise above the water. Separate little ice
chunks wet with water , which form during melting as a result of the disintegration of large ice
floes , appear completely dark.

The color of ice colored by bacteria and plankton, concerning which more will be said later ,
should be investigated particularly.

As Burke correctly points out, in practice, there always exists the necessity to distinguish
hard ice from the more f riable ice. This can be done only with great experience, differentiating in
the color of the ice sometimes by very slightly differing hues.

The change in the color of Ice fields in connection with a change in weather is characteristic .

In clear weather with strong solar radiation and strong emission, ice fields turn white. The
impression is created that they are covered with frost or freshly fallen snow. In overcast weather
conditions, during high air temperatures, the ice turns grey and takes on dirty hues. An exp lana-
tion of this phenomenon will be given in Section 115.

As a rule , the whiter the ice, the more frangible It Is, but this rule ha~ many exceptions .
Sometimes very white ice is encountered and in spite of its considerable thickness a ship may pass
through It easily . Thus for instance , in August 1935, when we were on the .~ k o in the Barents
Sea at 79°88’ north , 33°27’ east , we encountered very jumbled , frightening, but completely white
9 point ice , through which we sailed freely at a slow speed. On the other hand , dirty ice was found
which was almost impossible to pass through with a vessel. An additional sign of the latter is a
rounded , eroded form of ice .

LITERATURE: 23, 62, 77.

Section 72. Hardness
If Ice is considered as a mineral, its hardness can be determined by the so called “hardness

scale” of Mohs , i.e. , by the resistance shown to scratching by a determined testing mineral
(table 58).

~~~ should be added that another indirect sign of the use of water for drink i ng is a higher water
level in the reservoir in comparison with the level of the sea. This sign , however , is not observed
in all cases.
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TABLE 58. SCALE OF MINERAL HARDN ESS

1. Talc 6. Feldspar
2 . Gypsum 7. Quartz
3. CalcIte 8, Topaz
4 . Flourite 9. Corundum
5. Apatite 10. DIamond

The hardness of fresh Ice at 0° is about 1.5; according to Koch and Wegner at — 15 ° It Is
between 2 and 3, at ~30 0 between 3 and 4, at _40 0 about 4, and f inally, at -50° , fresh Ice, according
to Helm , cannot be cut by a saw, that Is, its hardness is near 6.

The following observations by Badigin , conducted on the drift of the Sed 0 u on 31 January
1938 during an air temperature near —40 ° Is a characteristic example of the hardne ss of ice at low
air temperatures.

“We saw a completely vertical wall of Ice. We drew a circle (a ‘bull ’s eye’) and trained the
sights of our carbines on this target. The lead bullets flattened out leaving hardly noticeable marks
It proved that the Ice was devilishly bard. ”

Burke considers that with the same temperature, the Ice found at sea can be distributed In the
following order according to Its hardness : 1) Icebergs and fragments of them; 2) many year—old
hummock Ice; 3) “the tops” of hummocks formed by pressure; 4) one year old hummock Ice; 5) thick
smooth fields and fragments of them; 6) thIn fields and fragments of them; 7) nilas Ice; 8) brash Ice
and sludge.

LITERATURE: 11, 23, 62 , 77.

Section 73. T he Liquid State
The transfer temperature of a body from one state to another and therefore also the temper-

ature of fusion, changes with a change of pressure according to Clayperon’s following formula:

~~~
‘ — T ” ~~~~p EA

where M~ is the change in the fusion temperature,

is the change In pressure ,

is the mechanical equivalent of heat,

T is the absolute temperature,

a is the specific volume of pure water,

is the specific volume of pure Ice ,

A Is the heat of fusion.

Since the specific volume of water is less than the specific volume of Ice, consequently, the
freezing temperature decreases with an increase of pressure, in other words , the ice which has
been formed melts with an Increase in pressure.
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When making the calculations , we find that with an increase 1 bar of pressure (or , in other
words 1.02 kg/cm2) the freezing temperature decreases by 0.0074 ° or , in other words , the freezing
temperature decreases by 1° wIth an increase In pressure of 134.6 bars.

The experimental data for distilled water are as follows:

Pressure in atmosphere . . .  1 500 1, 000
Pressure In bars 1.01 506 .09 1, 012.12
Freezing temperature 0’.O -4 ° .1

A decrease In the freezing temperature with an increase in pressure causes the regelation
and fluidity of ice.

The regelatlon phenomenon consists of the fact that with each rise in pressure, the ice melts
slIghtly and as soon as the pressure stops, it freezes together again. If a heavy object Is placed
on the Ice, It molts the ice under it and squeezing out the water f i lm which forms under it , it finally
passes through the Ice. Passing a wire with a weight tied to it through a beam of Ice Is a familiar
experiment; and the beam of Ice Is , so to speak, cut through. The regelation phenomenon has a
very characteristic effect on glacier Ice, The ice flowing along the bed of the glacier undergoes
either an Increase or a decrease in pressure in turning, but due to its fluidity and the regelatlon
phenomenon, the ice does not break . Thus, fluidity creates glacier movements, similar to river
currents. If a row of pebbles is placed across a frozen river In the autumn , in the spring, these
pebbles on the Ice will be located in a curve convex down stream , which proves that the ice covers
of rivers also “flow . ” All these phenomena are so characteristic that they permit a comparison of
ice with a liquid which has a very high coeff icien t of viscosity.

Regelation appears in other instances also. Thus , under pressure of one piece of Ice over
another , they fuse with each other.

It should be emphasized that actually ice Is the only body in nature whose cleavage can be
eradicated by means of pressure under ordinary temperatures. If it is added to the fact that inside
natural Ice (especially dur ing the winter the temperature Is considerably lower than the freezing
temperature) every crack In the Ice is Immediately reinforced by water which penetrates these
cracks and freezes there.

Therefore, It follows that it is possible to apply to natural ice the formulas and theories based
on studies of the mechanical properties of other materials only with the corresponding limitations.

p
LITERATURE: 25, 62 .

Section 74. Mec hanical Propert ies
We have seen that the physical properties of sea Ice change sharply In connection with the

conditions of Its formation and are a function of its temperature, salinity, and porosity, It is clear
that the mechanical properties of sea ice , i.e. , its ability to resist the action of any external
forces , depend on the same factors. Furthermore, this ability also depends on the duration of an
action by a given f orce.

In spite of the great practical significance of the mechanical properties of Ice , as far as I
know , there have been no systematic Investigations of these properties.
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The numerous available observations are deficient due to the fact that In the majority of cases
it Is not known under wha t conditions these determinations had been made. And , furthermore, they
are extremely contradictory. What 1 have said pertains to sea ice in particular.

The method of obtaining ice samples which are to undergo future investigation Is a great
sou rce of erro r in determ ining the mechanical properties of natural ice.

Ordinarily, a chunk is broken off from a large ice floe and this chunk Is raised on to the deck
of the ship, or is sent to the laboratory . Sometimes the temperature is extremely different from its
temperature at the moment it was taken , the chunk is broken up into smaller pieces from which
blocks approximately 20 to 50 cm2 are cut out , it is clear that during all these operations the
physical properties of ice change considerably: the brine drains out of the cells , the temperature
of the block changes (which causes changes in the structure of the Ice) , the faces of the block melt
dur ing the sawing , etc.

Another shortcoming in the existing determinations of the mechanical properties of ice is the
fact that all of them unintentionally are made on comparatively small samples of ice, which by its
very nature , is extremely nonhomogeneous.

Ice, like any hard body, In relation to the external forces acting upon it , can be elastic ,
plastic , and frangible. Changes in the form of a solid body caused by small external forces can
disappear when these forces stop acting. Such changes are called eleastic deformations; a solid
body In such a case is in an elastic stage. With an Increase in the external force above a certain
amount (determined for each solid body) called the limit of elasticity--the changes in the body no
longer disappear when the action of the force stops. An imprint is left In the body, so to speak, of
the action exerted on it—-a deformation remains . If the residual deformation is destroyed by an
opposite action during the same time interval , the body is in a plastic state. If the applied force
destroys the body, this body is in a frangible state.

Following Veinberg, the amountof fo rce at which a body ceases to be plastic and is destroyed,
i.e. , changes into the frangible stage, we will call the limit of plasticity . Ordinarily, this force is
call ed destructive force or breaking point.

Experiments hav e shown that separate crystals are plastic only on the plane perpendicular to
the main axis. In other words , a crystal of ice behaves as if it consisted of a number of plates
piled upon each other perpendicular to the axis and moving quite easily in relation to each other
under the influence of an external force. ~\t the same time , if the force is directed along the main
axis , the ice crystal approaches in Its properties an absolutely frangible body which breaks along
with its deformation. As we shall see later , the elastic limit of Ice , and particularly of sea ice , is
extremely small , and because of this , we can consider natural I ce as an extremely plastic body at
high temperatures (near the freezing temperature) , and at low temperatures as an extremely fran-
gible hody, which can be confirmed by the simplest observations. Inasmuch a~ the tempe ra ture of
natural ice rises very sharply during the winter along a direction from its upper surface to Its
lower surface, the upper layers of the ice are frangible , the lower—-plastIc . Sea ice is consider-
ably more plastic than river ice . Thus , sludge, brash ice, young ice , and generally alias ice are
distinguished by very high plasticity ; scum~ which is the characteristic initial form of fresh ice is
ve ry frangible . All these facts limit the application of the formulas and conclusions of the theory
of the resistance of substances (based on the theory of elasticity) to natural ice.

l I T E R A T U R E :  25 , 62 , 77 .
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Section 75. E’astic Properties
Velnberg, who carefully collected and systematized the determinations of mechanical proper-

ties of ice which had been carried out by many Investigators, and who himself had made quite a few
such determinations , presents very little data on the elastic limit, namely; 0. 5 (accordIng to
Fabian) , 0.44 (according to Matsuyama) , 0.57 (according to Veinberg for neve ice) , and 0.9
(according to Veinberg for granular ice of the Hlnterice glacier) . All amounts are given in kg/cm2.

As we shall see , the limit of elasticity of even fresh ice is so small that as Veinberg says ,
“the elastic stage in the conduct of ice under the action of forces can seem to present only a theoret-
ical interest , even though the elastic constants of ice are used in solving such problems as construc-
tion of ice crossings, airplane landings on ice, etc . Such a conclusion, however , would be pre-
mature , inasmuch as it is extremely difficult to foresee which aspects of a study of ice would be
important in the future. ’ Now , in determining the thickness of a layer of glacier Ice , echo sounding
is used which requires a knowledge of the rate of propagation of elastic waves. The latter can be
determined either by experimentation or by computations according to density and the elastic con-
stants of ice.

The elastic constants of fresh ice , determined by various methods and by various investi-
gators, differ greatly from each other. Thus , the modulus of elasticity , that Is, the magnitude,
which is the reverse of the coefficient of linear expansion of the rod when it is distended , according
to Velnberg ’s resumd, fluctuates from 6, 000 to 180, 000 kg/cm2, and the shearing modulus , i. e.,
the amount of force which rotates parallel surfaces of a body by an angle equal to one radian (57. 30 )
and fluctuates within the limits of 2 , 000 to 34 , 200 kg/cm2.

Veinberg considers that determinations of elastic constants based on the frequency of the
osci llations of the ice beams, or on the rate of propagation of explosive waves, are the most depend-
able. According to these determinations, the modulus of elasticity fluctuates within the limits of
49 , 000 to 96, 000 kg/cm2 and the shearing modulus fluctuates within the limits of 25, 000 to 34, 000
kg/cm2. The most likely value for Poisson ’s modulus , i. e., the ratio of the relative lateral con-
traction to the relative longitudinal elongation when longitudinal expanding fo rces are applied , is
considered by Veinberg to be 0. 36.

As has been pointed out already, a knowledge of the elastic constants of ice is necessary to
determine the thickness of glacier ice cover (by the propagation velocity of explosive waves) . This
method was first applied by Moths in the Alps and later by Wegener from 1929 to 1931 in Greenland .
Thus , assuming the velocity of the fastest waves of the acoustic type to be 3, 720 m/sec , the
Wegener expedition in 1931 obtained for Greenland ice a thickness of 2500 to 2700 m above the level
of the basic continental rocks buried under the ice.

In 1932-1933, the same method for measuring the thickness of continental ice was adopted by
Ermoliaev on the northern island of Novaia Zenilya at which time the following results were
obtained:

Thickness of Ice cover up to 600 m ,

Velocity of longitudinal waves up to 4000 rn/see ,

Velocity of transverse waves up to 1, 850 rn/sec .

LITERA TURE: 25, 62 , 77 , 113, 114 , 152 .
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Section 76. The Inf luence of Tem perature and Continuous Pressure
Temperature has a considerable effect on the ability of Ice to undergo all sorts of deforma-

tions. This property is shown very clearly in relation to the hardness of ice.

Andrews computed the relative hardness of ice by comparing the depth of penetration of a
polished rod into ice at different temperatures with the depth of penetration of the same rod into ice,
the temperature of which equals 00 .

The same experiments were conducted by Royen with a solid, transparent sea ice in which the
pressure in all the experiments was applied parallel to the plane of freezing. As a result of his
experiments, Royen presented the formula

(1)

where is the relative compression,

k is the constant coefficient for a given sample,

t is the temperature of the ice.

Table 59 was computed according to formula (1).

TABLE 59. TilE PENETRABILITY OF ICE AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES EXPRESSED
IN PERCENTAGES PENETRATION AT 00

Temperature in 0 C . . . 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 16 20 30

Percentage 100 50 33 25 20 17 14 12 11 10 9 7 5 3

Koxnarovskii, who compared the results of Andrew’s experiments (solid curve) figure 61 and
the computations according to Royen’s formula (dashed curve) notes there is almost complete
agreement.

~~0 ~~~ ~7t” —1S -W° —13 —áD°
TEMP ERA TURE

FIgure 61. The compression of Ice of different
temperatures under the effect of con-
stant pressure during Identical per-
iods of time according to the experi-
ments of Andrew (—) and according
to Royen’s formula (--).
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It becomes apparent in figure 61 that the resistance of ice to penetration increases very
rapidly with a decrease in temperature to ~9° C , and hardly changes with a f urther decrease in
temperature.

As a result of investigation into the effect of continuous pressure on the deformation of ice ,
Royer presented the formula

3
c2 =k2 1/T, (2)

where T is the duration of pressure in hours ,

k
2 

is the constant for a given samp le of Ice,

is the relative deformation of the ice.

The deformation of ice also changes In connection with a change in load . In determining this
dependence, Royen conducted a series of experiments with paraffin , and considering it possible to
extend the obtained results to ice, offered the formula

(3)

where k2 
is the constant for a given sample of ice,

Is the compressive stress,

is the breaking compressive stress (plastic limit) .

If the compressive stress is considerably less than the plastic limit , inasmuch as the limit of
plasticity Is constant for a given sample , this formu la can be simplified and appears as

(4)

‘4 —

Incorporating the effective temperature, duration , and the amount of load, Royen su~~ested the
following general formula:

(5)

where E is the relative plastic deformation during compression,

Ic is the constant for a given sample, fluctuating during experiments within the
limits of 60 x iO—5 to 90 x i0~~,

~ is the compressive stress in kg/cm2 ,

2’ Is the loading time In hours ,

t is the average temperature of the ice.

LITERAT URE: 25, 62 , 89, 169.
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. Sect ion 77. The Plastic Limit

As has already been pointed out , the plastic limit , in practice , is the most Important charac-
teristic of the mechanical properties of ice .

Actually , a knowledge of the limit of plasticity is necessary for computing the work of Ice-
breakers , for constructing Ice—crossings and aerodromes , etc .

According to Veinberg, the average limits of plasticity of fresh ice (after they were reduced
to a temperature of ~3° ) obtained by different investigators vary as follows:

for compression from 12. 4 to 123 kg/cm2,

for flexure from 1.4 to 59. 6 kg/cm2,

for breaking (average of 235 tests) 11. 1 kg/cm2,

for shearing (average of 111 tests) 5.8 kg/cm2,

for torsion (average of 9 tests) 5. 1 kg/cm 2.

Velnberg made his reductions to a temperature of -3° according to table 60 from which it can
be seen that the temperature affects the strength of Ice less than as is indicated by Royen’s
fo rmula.

TABLE 60 . COEFFICIENTS FOE REDUCING ICE RESISTANCE TO A
TEMPERATURE OF ~30

0 —3 —s —10 —15 —20 —25 —30

0.87 1.00 1.05 1.19 1.28 1.35 1.41 1.45

As Veinberg indicates , all the values which have been presented were obtained for static
loading . With dynamic loading (a blow) Nazarov obtained a limit of plasticity near 5 kg/cm2 for
fresh and low salinity ice.

Table 61 gives the results of certain tests of fresh ice for flexure at different temperatures;
the effect of temperature can be seen very clearly from these results .

The tests of artificially prepared Ice conducted by Makarov have shown that the limits of
plasticity during the compression of sea ice increase with a decrease of temperature and salinity of
sea ice (table 62) . During the voyage on the S e d o u in  1934 , Bruns and Berlugin (the latter after his
winter at Cape Zhelanhia) made large scale determinations of the limit of plasticity . For example ,
at this time as a result of 25 determinations of the limits of plasticity of fresh , tr ansparent Ice
(composing the upper part of an Ice flow) under a load directed perpendicularly to the plane of
freezing proved to be , on an average , almost twice as great than under a load directed parallel to
the piano. For ice , even slightly saline , the ratio of the perpendicular to parallel load decreased
and approached unity for summer Ice which was considerably wasted by melting. On an average ,
of the many hundreds of determinations of the limit of plasticity of sea Ice formed during calm
growth (without any sort of hummocking) this ratio proved to be 1.24 (table 63).
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TABLE 61. THE LIMIT OF PLASTICITY OF ICE FOR FLEXURE IN
KG/ CM2 AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

Temperature Arnold—
in °C Korzhav in Whit man Aliabev Veinberg

0 70 80 93 100
- 5 148 150 140 124
—10 224 190 177 140
-20 - — —  --- 238 160

TABLE 62 . THE LIMIT OF PLASTICITY FOR COMPRESSION OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF ICE

Temperature Limit of Plasticity
Type of Ice in ~C in kg/cm2

From river water - 7.9 From 24. 2 to 26 .5
From river water - 7. 9 50. 8
From slightly saline water -28.75 From 17.7 to 21.6
From slightly saline water -30 From 23. 7 to 35.4
From saline water -26. 25 From 13.4 to 14. 8
From saline water -30 From 18. 0 to 23. 6

TABLE 63. AVERAGE LIMITS OF PLASTICIT Y IN KG/CM2

The Layer For Compression
Depths From Perpendicular Parallel
the Surface to the to the For

In cm Surface Su rface Fracture

0— 15 34. 9 34. 2 17.6
15— 30 41. 1 35.9 19.3
30— 45 40.5 33. 6 18.6
45— 60 41.9 30.4 19.6
60— 75 40. 6 28. 6 21.5
75— 90 43. 6 32.8 23.8
90—105 48.0 38. 0 22. 2

105— 120 46. 6 34. 2 ——
Average 42. 1 34. 2 20 .4

Table 63 shows the limit of plasticity for fracturing, determined for the same layers for
which the limit of plasticity of compression was determined for one of the series of tests .

Each value In this table is an average of at least 100 determinations . In the majority of
cases, the number of determinations was greater. and in some cases dealing with the limit of
plasticity during compression , the number of determinat ions used In determining values in the
table exceeded 300 . Thus, the averages given in the lower part of the table are averages of many
hundreds of determinations . The air temperature during the test was from -2 to -22 ° , however
no obvious interrelationship between the temperature and the limit of plasticity could be established.
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All of the determination s were made with samples of Ice taken from shore fast ice which had not

undergone any movements during the winter.

Table 64 gives the results of the limit of plasticity of sea Ice In flexure, conducted by

Arnold-Aliabev .

TABLE 64. LIMIT OF PLASTICITY OF SEA ICE IN FLEXURE IN KG/CM2

Temperature Number of

In °c Minimum 
— 

Maximum 
— 

Tests

- 0. 3 4 8
- 1.0 3 6 25

- 1 .7 4 8 8

- 4. 4 4 14 7

- 7.0 7 10 3

- 8.0 4 16 30

- 9. 0 9 13 12

—11 .5 9 16 11

-18.5 10 14 3

Besides the table , Arnold-AliabeV presented the following formula

4. 7 — 0. 96~ — 0.31t2, (1)

where .1
1 is the limit of pla sticity of ice in kg/cm2.

As Arnold-Allabev indicates , If the deviation due to Ice salinity is removed . It is possible to

obtain the following formula:
— = 0. 1SS~ — 0. 34 , (2)

whe re W~ is the amount computed according to formula (1) , S~ is the salinity of the ice.

in the theory of resistance of materials It is considered that the effect of local faults-cracks ,

faults and interlayers of various sorts of sufficiently plastic substance, is reflected in a decrease

of strength as well as a decrease In the cross section of the samples being tested . The same

allowance can be applied to the salt cells and the air pores Included in sea ice,

Arnold-AilaheV Investigated 28 samples of Ice from the Gulf of Finland for breakage In which

the air content had been determined previously. The results of these tests are presented in

fIgure 62 fro m which it can be seen that with a decrease in the air content , the limit of plasticity

of Ice rises considerably , varying from 10 to 25 kg/cm2 at air temperatures from -5 ° to -7 ° .

According to the observations by the above author , the ice of the Barents Sea yielded a limit

of plasticity during breaking of only 8 to 12 kg/cm2 with a considerably greater air content (and a

higher salinity) at a temperature of -5 °.

~~rther, Tsurikov , assuming that the bubble spaces are either spherical (which , in his

opinion , occurs in ice at low temperatures and porosity) or cylindrical forms (during the summer) ,

derived a formula according to which it Is possible to compute the relative decrease In the limit of

plasticity of Ice during breakage and compressIon in comparison with the same amounts for old Ice.

A comparison of the theoretical computations with the actual measurements yielded quite good results.
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FIgu re 62. Limit of plasticity during breakage of Ice with different
a ir  contents.

LFrERA’r t ’HF : 9. ~~~~ , t 2 . 101 . 136 .

Section 78. The Ef fect  of Thickness , Temperature and Salinity

on Flex ural  Strength
We have seen that ice has an e\t  rciiwl small  l i m i t  of elast ici ty and as extremel y hetero-

geneous along It s vert ical plane. Because of this , form ulas based on the theory of elasticity can
be’ applied to i t  only w i t h  considerable q u a l i t i c a t i on i ~. Keep i ng these qualif ications in mind , let us
apply the fo rmu la  which an si’s I rota the theory of resistance of substances to a case of f lexur e .
n8tuely~ Pt h~

P2 Izj ’ (I)

where is the weight of the load placed on the ice , ~ is the thickness of the ice.

From formula ( 1) ii fo llow s that an inc rease in ice thickness will Increase the ab i l i t y  of the’
ice’ to resist flexure , e. g., a 2-f o ld increase in thickness results in a 4-fold Increase in flexural
strength.

If we know from e ’xper iment s the load which an ice of certain prop erties and thickness can
suppo r t , we can , by using formula (I), compute ’ the thickness of the ice of the same properties
which would support any other load .

Thus fro m formula (I) Korunov a rz’i ~~ at the following formulas for fresh Ice:

h= 10 ~~~ (2)
h2

(3)

where ~ is the th ick ness of the fresh Ice’ In centimeters , Is the weigh t of a concentrated load in
tons.
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I t should be noted that the initial data from fo rmulas (2) and (3) were obtained for ice whose
tempe rature was nea r -10° . Tests have not yet revealed the temperature dependence of the
flexu ral strength of ice. If one assumes that this dependence is proportiona l to the temperature
dependence of the compressive strength, one may use Royen ’s fo rmula which alread y has been
given in Section 76:

I — I
(4)

where ’ ~ is the normal load. :. Is the coeff ic ient  cha racte t’i z ing the ice . is the te mperature.

But inasmuch as the normal loads are inversel y proportional to the square of the thickness,
a e obtain from lormula  (4)

/1 l —t ~
/11 1 / 2 

(5)

It is cleat ’ that ii we make use of the coefficients of formulas  (2) and (3) and consider that
the se coelf ic ients are obtained at an ice temperature of — 9 ° , we obtain from formulas (2) (3) and

,s:= J/’~iiii, l/”Tii, (6)

Pt = 1&T 1 1 ’  (7)

where ~~. is the thickness of the ice at tempe rature ~~, capable of supporting a load r, z~ is the
weight ot the load supported by the ice of thickness ~ and temperature

In actual work it is veiy di f f icul t  to determine the temp erature of the ice , especially sea ice ,
since the vertical distribution of the temperature is a complex and variable curve. Because of
th is , it is recommended that the average air  temperature for the last 10 days be used instead of ice
temperature .

For sea ice of about ~ o/oo salinity and -9~ temperature , I consider it possible to assume

h5 — 16V ~
, (8)

(9)

It develops from the comparison of formulas (2) and (8) that wint er sea ice should be 1.6
ti mes thicke r than fresh in order to support the same load.

Inasmuch as the salinity of sea ice to which I consider formulas (8) and (9) applicable , is
about 6 0 00 , we can with a certain approximation write

1z5 =h 0 ( l  +O.1 S1), (10)

where .~
‘ is the salinity of sea ice.

But on an average , the sali nity of sea Ice is about 5 t imes less than the salinity of the water
from which the ice had been formed . Hence it follows that the thickness of the sea ice which SUp-
ports the same load as f resh ice would be equal to

— ( 1  +0.02 S) h0, (11)

where .~~ is the salinity of the sea water from which the ice had formed.
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In a still more rough approximation , it can be considered that for the salty ii .. of the white
arctic and far eastern seas ,

h,= l.6 h0;
(12)

for the slightly saline ice of the Gulf of Finland , the Sea of Azov and the northern part of the
Caspi an Sea

h, = 1.3 h0.
(13)

Now combining the approxi mate formulas we obtain

h.$ = ( 1+ 0 .l S1 ) 10 1/ I’ (14)

= 
100 10 ( l+ 0 . 1Sj 2 ’ ( 1 )

whe re 
~ 

Is the thickness of the ice at temperature and salinity S ~ , supporting a load :~ . is
the weight of the concentrated load in tons which can be supported by the ice, at temperature and
with salinity c~ , is the thickness in cm of fresh ice, whose temperature was -9° , S~ is the
salinity of the ice, and t is the temperature of the Ice.

If the temperature of the ice Is -15° , the salinIty 5 o/oo and the thickness 50 cm , accordi ng
to fo rmula (15) we find that the load is about 21 m.

LIT ERA TURE: 76, 91.

Section 79. Flexure of Ice Under load
As has already been noted , ice has plasticity under comparatively small loads, bends and

changes its form , bet does not break .

(Inc can walk on fresh ice 4 to 5 cm thick and sea ice 5to 6 cm thick at which time the surface
of the ice is springy underfoot. An impression is created that one is walking over tightl y st retched
hide . A blow on such a surface, if the ice Is not broken by it , causes the formation of concentric
waves on the surface of young ice.

The flexure of ice can also be observed during tidal fluctuations of the sea level along the
shores, and especially near cliffs rising out of the water. The phenomenon is expressed in the
form of a concave surface during outgoing tide and a convex surface du r ing incoming tide and the
ice fa r from shore, bending In conformity with the Incoming tidal wave , does not crack.

The flexure of Ice Is most clea rly shown under the weight of loads placed upon it. Figure 63
shows (according to Bernstein) the sagging of ice under a railroad car on tracks laid on river ice.

•lt has often been observed that when a sea wave enters a gulf or bay covered with thin , young
Ice , it is propagated in the form of a swell for some distance into the bay and Ice 10 cm thick bends
in the form of the swell.
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The distance in meters from the axis of the load is plotted along the horizontal , and along the
vertical , the specific ‘sag ’ is plotted which , according to Bernstein , is the ratio of the length
‘~ect *ir of sag in mm to the weig ht of the load i n tons.

METERS
50 40 30 20 /0 0 /0 20 10 40 50,

I,
3
I
~~~~~

° a’
~\F°~.%.

o 46 1. INITIAL LOAD

~

£0 — 4 . WITHIN 10 MINUTES
AFTER UNLOADING

FIgure 6:1. Ice sag under a load with t ime .

It ca n be seen from the figure that after loading, the vectors of sag increase (attai ning , as
Bernstein says , double and even tr i ple amounts in the course of three hours) and then does not in-
c rease any more in the course of the following 9 to 10 hours. After unloading, the sag is very
quickl y amost eradicated and only a very small residual deformation remains.

FIgure 64 is a graph of ice flex ure on 29 January,  1942 for a 52 ton locomotive on a railraod
it- C crossing of the Kuznech ikh a River in Archange lsk .

SECONDS

0 ~‘D 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 .90 /00 /10 /28
m ,

~~ 

1

Figure 64. Ice flexure on the Kuznechikha Rivet ’ , 29 January 1942.
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The vectors of sag in mm are plotted along the Y-axls and the time in seconds along the
X-axis. The figure shows clearl y the peculiarity of all flexures duri ng motion , namely: the front
incli ne of the curve of sag is steepe r than the rear. I explain this phenomenon by the fact that
during the movement of a load , ine rtial forces act in a direction opposite to the direction of the
movement. As a result of thi s, ice flexure is retard ed in front of the load and the straightening
out of the ice is reta rded behind the load.

As a resu lt , while the load is moving, the curve of sag ceases to be symmetrical . Its front
incli ne is steeper than the rear , and this difference is greate r , the greater the velocity of the
movements.

40
28
C

20

48

~~ 80

100

/ 2 0
Figure 65. Oscillation of the ice on Kuznechikh a

River to January , 1942 .

Figure 65 shows the ice sag during the 2 January, 1942 crossing of an electric train and a
loaded car (total weight , 74 tons) across the same crossing . The following was recorded by a level
at the time of this crossing: at first the leveling rod set up on the tracks , dropped 3 mm , then rose
28 mm , and at the instant the unit crossed it fell to 128 mm , and then afte r several small oscilla-
tions the rod proved to be 8 mm lower than the initial position (residual deformation). The smallest
thickness of ice at the t ime of this crossing was 46 cm. The speed of the crossing was 15-20
km/hour.

We wil l notice the basic difference when we compare figures 64 and 65. The graph obtained
on 29 January 1942 at a low speed of movement (about 3 km/hour) shows no oscillations in the ice;
with a high speed of movement , the wave—like deflections of ice can easily be seen on the graph
2 Ja nuary 1942. This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the ice deflection is transmitted by
the water and the waves in the ice are a result of the waves which had formed in the water under
the ice.

I consider that the wave-like deflection s of the ice noted on 2 Janu ary , 1942 on the
Kuznechikha River are explained , namely by this fact. The load , when moving fro m the shore to
the ice, bends it so that a singular angled basin develops in the ice under the weigh t of the load .
This basin , with its angular sides , is moving in space and compressing the water in its path ,
creates waves in the latter which in their turn , moving in space according to general law s, force

the Ice to bend in conformity with their shape.
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it is not hari l to se.’.. tha t with the advancing movement of the load , and consequently of the
basi n of de flection , shi p—l ike  wa\t ’ti  t in  eachelon . cross waves , e t c . , )  w i l l  be created in the wate r
n e a r  i t  w h i ch  are .t lsct  t ran smit t ed through the ice .

The , i , ’t l ( ’ , ’ t i I t n  of i l.’( und er the weight of a lou d is ordinari l y compared to the problem of the
dt ’t lee ’lio n ‘i an . Iast Ic plate on en , l : is t  ic found a t ion .  h u t  th l~ problem p ’suppost’ s u n i f o r m i t y  ol
the ’ p late  and ice ’ s - \ t  t i t ~~ t~ hete ’r cigc nt ’ou s 1)0 t h t’ r t ic :e l l v  m d  ho i - i ,ont a l l~’ . The vert ical
cli ,.t r it n i t  i t O  it t i mpe r atur e  in natura l  icc’ is  ~ ‘~t i t ’ uit ’lv iwcu liii  r and changeable , and al l  the ’
nt e ’eh anical p

- t ’~~~ ’ Ft it ’~’ i t  i t ,  i re’ fun c t ion S  of the’ t emp eratur e ’. The crux of the ma t t er  is that when

aol’. ing the ’ p roble m ,t i i i  L: ~t it’ pl:et’ on an ‘lz i st it ’ foun dation it is supposed that the load dci ’.’ 5 not

~
. ~~~~ the ’ c t. i,’ t c I i  t o i l .  But the e - Ia st i c l imi t  of ice ’ , as we ’ have seen . is so small that  ice should

h, ~~~~~~~ , u - ,’c .i i t l a ~~t i c ’. .tn g i f t l c  t ’c~ l v .  l”urthe ’rn toi ’e , i n practice ’ in cons t ruc t ing  and using ice’

~
- ro~ s i n g -  and ice ’ ai i c l i ’ t i  ‘.‘~~ . for i r i s t . t u i c ’ , the type ’ of h’t. ‘.iefleie’tj ctn is inqx)rtant ~ot ne-ar the

• limit ‘I ‘ . 1  .e . t  i c i i ’, hut r.u he ’ i near  the I iou it of p1 ast i ci t  v Final lv , when loads are moved on ice , the

i c e ’  de f l e c t s  in ~- u u i t ’ t u u . u t ~ ith  t he • u ,e t ’ ’ t  ‘.‘. ave which fo rms  under it . . -~I t  these t a c t s  taken to—

ge ’tht ’t c - i t ’ a t e  unusua l  c h t t i c c i h  u’~ fo r  a i i u a t h c t u u a t i c : e i  :u ta lv s is  and imike it necessary to have ’ i’e—

1, t , , i n t u t m~ ‘,‘.huc ’h e’ ’.e’n thoug h :ippi’ox iulLI t ’ . ’, st~ I l  s a t i s f y  the pr ac’ t ic: i t  requirements.

I ~ a Oil 010 g th e ’ g raphs I t o i n t. tu is pi t in t  of tt ’w • ii ’.- — t ’ ,’ I h at  the curve s  oI deflect  ion :m i c  v er y
si mi l ar  to l o g a r i t h m i c ’ t’uu -’ , c-s ~u c h  a vi ew ot the’ c ur ’ .  es us  at  so supporteei by cer ta in  theoret i cal

to  . 11 - l i t  us a ssu me’ that  the ’ load is p1 aced on an i c c  f t c  Id . ic hose hori zontal  di nut ’ns ions
can he conside r ~l i n t i n i t o  ~flgii Fe ’ • The’ i i ”,’ wi l l  det lee ’t somewhat untie r the’ weig ht of this  load
ic he’ i’e’upon Iii ’.’ tttze ~ i mum d c i  It -e l t o n w i l l  iii’ at the ’ po it of a i’. s i t  ion ol the load and to all sick ’s of
th i s  15)i fi t tin ’ de ’flee ’t ion ‘.‘. i l l  hi ’ re ’d~ c i c c ’ , t i t l i n g  to  a cc ’ rta 0 1 tW . it t 0 i-ti e t’ to t’ stflbl i sh th i s  law .
I make’ the’ t ol low ing ree ’on)Itie ’tkiat ions

F iS p i t t  th i- i  ti m i e’stal) Ii shod li t ’.’ cci r\ e’ of de f leet  ion ii i  the ’ it ’’.’ cl ue ’ to a load has no
p oints  of in f l ect  Ion. ‘Fbi s ii ssuinpt ion is e’omp le’te’ly natu i-al . keeping in ni intl the p rop er t I e s  ot ice ’ .

2. I’he’ dec rease’ in amount ~t t  ele ’fle ’ct ion f rom the’ point of appl icat ion ol the load in a direct  ion
ow .e ret the’ pe ’i’&phe’rv , is proport ional to t he’ ek’flet ’ t ion at the load s i t e ’ and the Increase in distance

f rom the ’ Iostd .

I to ’ volu me’ ot t o ’  defk’c’t io n . equal to lIt ’ .’ vol u me ’ ot th’.’ wate ’t’ d isp laced . st ah i l i  i t’s the weight

c i t  the ’ load . This m .sumpt io n  c’learl  ‘.‘\el udt ’s cc ’ r t a i n  pt’opert It’s of it ’d’ . but s impl i f i e s  the’ calcula-

t i o n s  considerabl y.

In agrt ’e ’ntent w ith the second assumption we obtain

- — k :dx, (1)

whi ’ re ‘. is the- a i’ ro’.’. \ t ’c t  t r of def lect ion , : u s  t he hoi’i ,.ont a l  cf i ~~t ailed’, anti u s  the cot ’ft icie ’nt of
proport ional i ty  whi ch is called the’ coe ff ic i en t  c i t  detlection.

Alt e r  i ntt ’gi ’at ing ,  cc ’. ’ obta i nod

- 
~~~~ 

- A c , (2)

where ‘~ - is the’ lengt h of lit’.’ vectol’ of t i i sp l :ic ’.’nie ’n t at the’ o r ig in  of the’ coordinate t a t  the point of

a pp 1 i c-a lion of I he’ load).
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Figure 66 . Ice deflection under a concentrated load.

We should remember that the curve deflection of an elastic p late on an elastic foundation is
hori zontal under the load , but its branches , extending into in f in i t y  are wave-like.  The latte r con-
trad i c t s  the properties of ice under a static load and the appearance of the cui’ves obtained during
observations. Actuall y,  any disp lacement of ice disappears wi th in  t ime due to the effect of isostatic
forces . On the other hand , when ice deflect ions are in conformity with the logarithmic curve , a
sharp break of the ice under the weight itself is obtained . This fact arouses doubt as to the legality
of the assumptions made. Nevertheless , I personall y allow that on the lower surface of the ice ,
cracks mig ht even form under the weight of the load , which is not permissible for an elastic plate ,
but for ice , keeping in mind its properties , is not catastrophic. Actuall y, the cracks which are
formed are filled with water which freezes immediately on contact with the cold internal layers of
the ice . But , of cou rse , the main conclusion in favor of the suppositions made is the fact that the
observed curves resemble logarithmic ones . They are all convex upwards whereas the elastic
plate bend s wi th the convex surface downward a short distance from the load .

In addition to the material which has been given , I present certain result s of investigations
sent to me by G. Iu . Vereshchagin which were conducted on the ice of Lake Baikal by the Baikal
Station of the Academy of Sciences in 1941 and 1942. These investigations , in par t icu la r , consisted
in determi ning the magnitudes of deflections under load s of various forms and magnitude up to
loads that broke through the ice , which , understandabl y, is of greatest practical interest.
magnitudes of deflections were measured at 4 points on the same radius , beginning from
periphery of the load itself. The following was observed :

1. With a graduall y increasing load , the magnitudes of the deflections first  increase slowl y
and evenly, and then discontinuousl y with a simultaneous appearance of cracks especially near the
load , and finall y \ e ry  rapidly just before the load breaks through the ice.

2 . The magnitude of the deflections computed for a unit of distance , decreased in a direction
away from the load toward the periphery.

3. When the load was first  applied , a certa i n swelling of the ice was observed at some dis-
tance from the loads. This swelling gradually decreased with further  increase in the load’.

4. After the load was increased to a certain amount , the appearance of radial and concentric
cracks was observed along the uppe r surface of the ice. The concentric cracks approximatel y
dup licated the outlines of the load ; they were circular under cylindrical loads. The cracks close
to the load went al l the way through before the load broke through .
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5. The form and size of the breakthrough duplicated the form and size of the load almost
exactly.

Vereshchagi n said in his letter that the careful measurements of ice deflection under a load
conducted by him on 14 January 1944 on the ice of Lake Balka i~ confirmed the hypothesis stated by
me.

Eve n by the ti me the present book was being printed , I became acquainted with certain results
of measurements of ice deflection under a load conducted by Vatalin , in February-March , 1943 in
the Amur skic Liman Bay. Vatali n attempted to correlate the points of deflection he obtained , with

a theoretical curve of the deflection of an elastic plate, on an elastic foundation , but this proved to
be impossible. Howeve r , when Vatalin ’s measurements were averaged for each distance from the
center of the load , surprisingly good agreement was obtained between these points and the logarith-
mic cu rve . At the same time , I was able to acquaint myself with the investigations of ice deflec—
tions along railroad and truck crossings along Severmaya Dvlna conducted by Shishov at the start of
1943.

The ice deflections observed during these investigations, according to my computations , also
agree well with logarithmic curves. Furthermore , It is apparent from the Vatalin and Shishov
investigations that the coefficient of deflection decreases with an increase in the thickness of the
ice.

Finally, it should be added that at my request , Zvolinskii rechecked the theoretic basis of
ice deflectio n under a load and it was found that if both the elasticity and plasticity of ice are taken
into consideration under known conditions of the moduli of elasticity and shear , the curve of deflec—
tion resembles a logarithm.

Thu s, on the basis of available data , it Is considered that the theory of deflection of an
elastic plate on an elastic foundation is not applicable to the case of ice bending under a load, and
that it is necessary to proceed from other premises In order to obtain a theoretical basis on this
question.

In agreement with the third assumption , the maximum point of deflection is determined by
the volume of the body formed by rotation around an axis 07 of a certain area: one side of the area
is the axis OX, and the other is a logarithmic curve starting at the point of application of the load
and lead ing into infinity which gradually approaches the axis OX.

The area included between the logarithmic curve and the OX and 07 axes equals

Q = J z d x =!°_ . (3)
o k

The volume of the rotating body (around the 0,~ axis) , fo rmed on one side by the OX axis, and

on the other , by the logarithmic curves of deflection , is equal to

V = x ~dz= -~ --~° , (4)
o

Accepting that the density of water equals unity , and remembering that . the volume of the
displaced water should equalize the load , we obtain

p
0 

(5)
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It follows from formula (5) that for the same Ice (the same coefficient of deflection) the
maximum point of deflection Increases in proportion to the increase in weight , and that the weight
of the load creating this maximum point of deflection is inversely proportional to the square of the
coefficient of deflection. It is clear that the value of the coefficient of deflection is a function of
the physical prope rtIes of ice and its thickness and that the smaller the coefficient the better , in-
asmuch as in this case, with the same maximum deflection , the ice bends more smoothly.

If we have simultaneous measuretnents of the deflections at 2 points located on the same line
with the point of application of the load , we can easily compute the coefficient of deflection.

From 25 corresponding observations on the Volga River which I had at my disposal , I found
as an average that k = 0. 1 reciprocal meters with a maximum of 0. 18 and a minimum of 0.044. A
check of the obtained coefficient of deflection by means of observations conducted in the winter of
1941 and 1942 along the railroad crossing aci’oss the Kugrechikha River in Archangeisk brought
about no changes.

Formula (5), however , does not take into considera tion the area occupied by the load and the
latte r has a fundamental importance inasmuch as the greate r the area over which the load is dis-
tributed, the thinner the ice may be.

Let us suppose that a rectangular load of weight p,  the perimeter of which equals r anti the
area ~~ , is placed on the ice. We can assume that the lines of equal deflections will pass , as shown
in figure 67 , namely: at the corners of the load , they will be circular arcs but along the straight
lines of the contour they will be straight . The greatest deflection , understandably will travel
according to the contour of the load .

I I

b~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FIgure 67 . Isolines of ice sag around a
I rectangular load .

As heretofore , let us further assume that the volume of the depressed part of ice will
equalize the weight. In this case the entire depressed volume will equal

V= ~~ —~-° +~~~~( a + b ) + z 0 ab ,
I~ k (6)

P =

where z ,~ is the maximum deflection (near the contour of the load) , and ~ and t- are the sides of the
rectangular load .
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The first member of the right part of formula (6) represents the volume of wate r displaced by
the load at the corner sectors and is equal to the volume displaced by a certain load Pc,, concen-
trated at one point.

The second member is the displaced volume of water located opposite the sides of the load .
It is the product of the vertical area included between the deflection curve and the starting level
times the perimeter of the load.

The third member represents the displaced volume of water , located under the area of the
load itself. But according to formula (5)

P k’
zo - - — .2i~

Substituting in formula (6) we obtain

(7)

Assumi ng approximatel y that ;i 0. 1 recIprocal meters , we obtained

p = (I + 0 02 r  + O 002q) ,  (8)
where the loads are expressed In tons, and lengths In meters ,

Considering the empirical relat ionshi p between the weight of the concentrated load , the thick-
ness, the te mpera tu re , and the salinity of the ice , I obtained the following formula which had been
tested in p ractice :

h’ l— t  
____p~~ 

_ __._! ( l + 0 .02r+0,002q),100 It ) ( 1+0 .1 S4) ’ 9)

whe re ‘~ is the thickness of the ice in cm , ‘ is the temperature of the ice , and is the salinity
of the ice.

LITERATURE:  17 , 76 , 77.

Section 80. Externa l  Friction
The exte rna l friction of ice is of considerable practical interest. Arnold—Al iabev , investi-

gatlng the external friction of steel against Ice of various origins , sub-divided friction in the fol-
lowing manner :

Type of Friction Nature of Friction

1. The frictio n of rest (static) 3. Dry friction

2 , The frict ion of motion (kInetic) 4. MoIst friction

5. Self—lubricated friction —

In his experiments , Ar nold-Altabev dragged chunks of tee across steel and considered that



where — is the coefficient of friction , is the weight of the ice related to a unit of surface , and P is
the weight of the load which started the given piece into motion (through a system of pulleys).

As a result of 325 tests of Neva River ice (4 samples of ice) and Baltic Sea ice (5 samples) and
375 tests of Kara Sea ice (8 samples), Arnold-Aliabev obtained the results compiled in table 65.

TABLE 65. THE COEFFIC IENT OF EXTERNA L FR ICTiON OF WE T ICE

Ice (Neva Rive r) (Baltic Sea) (Kara Sea)
Friction - .~~~~~ ,, 

A B A B A B

At Rest 0 .15—0 .25 0.35—0 .40 0. 15-0 .20 — 0. 15-0.25 0,30—0.3 5

In Motion 0. 10-0 . 15 - 0. 10-0. 15 - 0. 10-0.20 0 .20

The columns in the table deal with the following. .•~ with an unpainted surface and I ’ with a
surface painted with red lead. The experiments were conducted under a positive air temperature
and therefore the friction was moist.

The results presented in table 66 deal with experiments conducted with ice of the Baltic Sea
a nd unpainted steel at a temperature of -5. 3° : therefore , these are the coefficients for the case of
dry f riction.

TABLE 66. THE COEFFICIENT OF EXTERNA L FRICTION OF DRY ICE

Fr iction Coeff icient

A t Rest 0.30-0. 50

In Motion 0. 03-0. 50

Arnold—Aliabev notes that in moist friction , the friction coefficient at rest Is I . S times
greater than the friction coefficient in motion , but in dry f riction the ratio of these amounts reaches
10. The coefficie nts of moist friction for ice of various origins hardly diffe red from each other.
Figure 68 shows the relationship of the frictional coefficient to the amount of load expressed in
grams per square centimeter. Arnold-Aliabev points out that the curves of the same form are ob-
tained for both painted and clean steel and are inherent to various ice types.

LOAD IN G/ CM2

FIgure 68. Curve of ice-steel friction under different loads.
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When the load exceeds 120 to 130 g /cm 2 the f r ic t ion  coef ficient  at rest becomes almost equalto the fr iction coefficient in motion and with fu rther addi t ion of weight , hardly differs .  An interest-ing observation was made by Alekseev in taking off an airplane wc’ighing 5 5 tons fro m a snow air-drome at an a i r  temperature of -25~ . With the ski area being 3 .10 x 0 .70  ( 2 2  m 2), the effort ,according to the dynomete~’ proved to be 2 . 2 tons , which corresponds to a 0 . 40 coefficient offr ic t ion.  Thus the laboratory experiments of Arno ld—Al iabev are confirmed.

The fact that the external fr ic t ion of moist ice is considerabl y less (1 ‘ 2 or less) that thee’xtei ’na l f r ic t ion  of dry ice , explains the following phenomenon. A shi p grounded on the ice andunable to get off shortl y afte r becoming grounded , in spite of a numbei ’ of adopted measures——
reversed engines , rocking the ship, throwing anchors out on the ice , etc . , frequentl y becomes freeof the ice after  sevei ’:il hours due to the action of rever sed engines exclusivel y. The hull  of theship, especially of a metall ic one’, is always warmer  than ice. Aside from th is , the Ice under theship undergoes pressure’. The combined action of temperature and pressure melts the ice at the ’points of contact and the dry fr ict ion becomes moist .  As a result , less force is necessary to freethe shi p from the ice . Underst andably, what  has been said relates to the summer.

LITERAT URI: :  67 , 77 , 145 .

Sect ion 81. Fati g u e
It is known that metallic structure ’s loaded wIth f luctuat ing loads , under certain conditionslose their abi l i ty  to withstand the deformation and are destroyed due to “fatigu e “ Fatigue frac-tures differ from the’ usual fractures due to deform ations——breaka ge_ _and resemble the fracturesof frangible ’ substance’s. The deformations caused In ice by the loads transported over it alsocreates changes in the internal structure of the Ice. These deformations consist of the extrusionof brine and ai r  bubbles from the ice’ which makes the ice more monolithic , and of the formationof a multi tude of t iny thou gh noticeabl e ’ cracks in the’ ice’ which weaken It. As compared withmetals , ice’ at usual temperatu i~es possesses exceptional properties: plasticity, fluidity, and theabili ty to re ’gelate, In connection with this , after the’ pressure ceases , the weakening of the Ice iscompensated for by a more rapid formation of Ice near the more dangerous cracks , I. e . ,  crackscompletely through and nearly through and the ice gradually re-establishes its mechanical prop-erties , which Is impossible for metals . Thus , the term “aging ” is more applicable to metalswhereas the term “fatigue ” is more applicable to ice.

Hence, the movement of heavy machine loads over Ice should be curtailed regularly for acertain period of time when heavy use’ is being made of the Ice crossing use.

LITERATUR E: : 67.
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CHAPTER VI
(CE ACCRETiON

Section 82. The Centers of Freezing
All observers are amazed by the speed with which the initial forms of ice appear on the sur-

face of the sea after the water reaches the freezing point . At several degrees below freezing, only

a few hours are required for the Ice sludge to extend as far as the eye can see; af ter several more
hours . the sludge turns Into nilas , or pancake ice.

However , the surface layers of the sea never cool to the freezing point simultaneously over

the entire sea. For one reason or another, such cooling ends in certain areas earlier than in

others , and then from these areas , as from centers of freezing, it expands in all directions but

not at the same rate .

When making theoretical estimates of the position of these centers of freezing , one should

consider first the distribution, at the given moment . of the freezing indexes in the sector of the

sea under investigation, and secondly, the rate of cooling of the sea.

As we have seen , by freezing index , we mean the amount of heat released by 1 square cm of

sea surface on cooling to the freezing po int. In the given instance, let us use the term “rate of

cooling” to indicate the decrease of the freezing index per unit time , as a function of meteorological
conditions during the pre-winter period .

It is clear that the time interval prior to the appearance of the initial forms of ice will be

dq.~T~ =q; .

where q is the freozing index and ciq / ~!T is the rate of cooling .

If we were to compute the intervals of time prior to freezing for some moment at points
equally distributed over the area of the sea , and then draw isolines of time (isochronea). the
centers of freezing would be located at the points where the time interval before freezing is
minimum.

From the formula , it follows that the periods of time before freezing, are the smaller, the
lower the freezing index and the higher the rate of cooling, but , of course , even high freezing
indexes can be quickly destroyed in the presence of a high rate of cooling.

As we have seen , other conditions being equal , the freezing Index is the smaller , the shal-
lower the location , the lower the temperature of the sea, and the greater the vertical salinity
gradient which limits the distribution of vertical winter circulation . Thus , it can be considered
that , generally, the freezing index is smaller in shallow water , especially offshore (slight depth),
at high latitudes and near ice massifs (low water temperature), near the estuaries of rivers and

near Ice massifs (high vertical salinity gradients).
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The rate of cooling is generally greater , the greater the temperature difference between
water and air. As we have seen , this difference i~ very small in the open sea and reaches its
greatest values near shore and ice massifs , when the winds are offshore or off the ice. Hence , the
highest rate of cooling should be expected near shore during offshore winds (the land cools faster
than the sea in the pro -winter period ) and near the edge of the ice with a wind off the ice ,

By comparison, we’ find that , other conditions being equal , ice formation at sea begins
earliest in the high lat itudes (large difference in the air and water temperatures) near the edge of
the ice , especially du ring an off-ice wind and amidst ice which had melted during the summer (high
salini ty gradient and low water temperatur e), near shore (shallow water) ,  and near river estuarle’s
(shallow water , high salinity gradient and a higher freezing point as compared with sea water).

As observations have shown , the freezing dates in different regions of the Soviet Arctic vary
f rom year to year within extremely broad iimlts.  As a rule , freezing begins first in the region
near the Lena in the New Siberian Straits (about the middle of October), in Vilkitskii Strait (in the
second ten days of October), and , after this , the wave of freezing spreads from these regions in
both directions to the east and west aiong the coasts .

This picture of freezing is particularly characteristic during years with little ice. In years
with much ice, freezing which spreads from the ice aggregates that still remain at the end of
summer predominates, and at f irst ,  the freezing is centered in these aggregates. The floating
floes art’ fused very quickly by you ng ice, and turn into solid ice niassifa which are almost impass-
able , even for vessels especially adapted for navi gation through ice. This last factor has created
a rule among arctic men; vessels which have not departed from the ice prior to the start of freezing
risk remaining In the Ict’ for the winter.

The freezing of the Soviet Arctic seas was clarified in 194:1 by very late reconnaissance
flights and proved to be quite unique. For example’, on 26 October , the l.aptev Sea was still  com-
pletely free of ice between 75 0 30’ nort h and 120 0 east, and 770 north and 110 0 east, It should ho
remembered that th i s  same region was the first  to be clear of ice in the spring of 1943 . On 30
(X ’tober, durin g reconnaissance along the 130t h meridian up to $1 ” 30’ north. no old icc’ was ob-
served and the entire sea was covered by solid ice without any polynyas or hummocks. In spite of
quite strong winds. A strip of clear water . discovered by a reconnaissance’ fl ight on 23 (~ ‘tohe’i’.
was covered wi th  gray nilas . Accord i ng to the aerial reconnaissance of 31 October. the e ’nt ir e
Kara Sea nort h of 72~ north was covered by level young ice ~l~ o with out  polynvas or hummocks.

LITERA TURE: 62 , 77 , 73.

Sect ion 83. Ice Thickness as a Function of Air Temperature
After the surface of the sea is covered by a continuou s ice cover , furthe r ice accretion f rom

below , during ca lm conditions, takes place exe ’lusive ty due io heat conduct ivi ty  through the ’ ice and
the’ snow cover and can be compu ted to some extent .

Weyprecht conducted the first systematic observations of sea-ice growt h due to heat e’o isi ue’-

t ivity during a winter in Franz Joseph l and (1 573— 1574). From these observations. Wevp reeht
gave’ the relationship between the number of f reci.ing degree-days , i. e . .  the sum of the mean d ai ly
negative air temperatures. and the thickness In centimeters of the ice which had formed .
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Weyprecht took the numbers In his table from an averaged curve obtained from observations
at three points and extrapolated for higher values. Weyprecht’s data , recomputed from the
Reaumur to the centrigrade scale, are given In table 67.

TABLE 67 . ICE THICKNESS VS. THE NUMBER OF FREEZING DEGREE- DAYS
(ACC ORDING TO WEYPRECHT)

Freezing degree days 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

Ice thickness in cm 51 80 115 145 170 189 208 222 237

The question of ice formation due to heat conductivity was later developed theoretically by
Stefan.

The elementary amount of heat released by the water to the air per unit area of ice in time
!T , will be

~~~
- dT ,

where I is the ice thickness , k is the heat conductivity of ice , and 0 is the temperature difference
between the Lower and the upper surfaces of the ice.

This elementary amount of heat is expended on the formation of an additional ice layer ‘if
th ick. Thus

kO
—,-dT=A ~ dI, (1)

where z is the heat of crystallization, and ti ts the ice density . Integrating, we get

kSOdT=A
~~~

idI,

)~~j 2

3 Od T =-~~~~~
— . (2)

0

If we assume that the temperature difference between the upper and the lower surfaces of the
ice remains constant for the time interval 2’, formula (2) assumes the form

A~i2
R = O T =- ~~~~~- . (3)

All the values in this formula are given In the CGS system . It is more convenient to compute
the time in days, as Weyprecht did . For this , we get

)~~j2R= 2—864~ k ’ (4)

where 86, 400 is the izimber of seconds in 24 hours.

If we set = 0.005 in formula (4), we obtain

R=~-~, i=3,5~~
•
~.
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Stefan also recommended that this expression be used for practical purposes.

I computed table 65 , setting A SO g-cal/g and ti = 0.9 in formula (4).

TABLE 68. NUMBER OF FREEZING DEGREE-DAYS REQUiRED TO FORM ICE 1 CM TIflCK ,
WITH DIFFERENT HEAT CONDUCTI VITY VALU ES

5 10 25 50 75 100 150 200 300

0.002 ‘~ 21 129 517 1.164 2,070 4,657 5,280 18,620
0.003 4 14 57 347 781 1,389 3, 125 5 ,555 12,492
0.004 3 10 65 260 586 1,042 2.344 4 , 166 9,374
0.005 2 5 57 208 468 833 1,871 3,333 7,500

As is known from observations, the temperature of the ice surface differs little from the air
temperature, while the temperature of the lower ice surface is equal to the temperature of the
water in which the ice forms. Thus, we can consider the value .~~, which enters Into formula (4),
as the sum of the negative air temperatures , or. actually, the number of degree-days.

As Stefan himself admitted , h is formula is not entirely accurate . It presupposes that the
vertical temperature gradient in the ice is constant , whereas the temperature changes considerably
faster with depth in the upper layers of the ice than in the lower layers. Further , at the beginning
of spring, the air temperature, remaining negative , can be higher than the temperature of the
middle layers of the ice , In such a case , the heat of crystallization of the ice layers accretlng
from below will be expended on warming the middle layers of the ice and will not be transferred to
the atmosphe re. Taking this into consideration, Stefan gave a second theoretical formula, namely:

(5)

where c is the specifi c heat of ice and ~~
‘ Is the temperature of the ice surface at the end of time

This formula is also approximat e, inasmuch as the expression In parentheses gives only the
fi rst two terms of the series expansion. However , Stefan recommended that thIs formula be used
for spring , al though he notes that the specific heat of ice is low compared with the heat of crystal-
lizat ion and , consequently, the second term of the expression In parentheses Is small compar ed
with the first. S’tefan’s fi rst and simpler formula can be used to draw general conclusions if we
keep In mind that man y of the conditions accompanying ice formation at sea cannot be calculated .

Furthermore , it should be kept in mind that the rate of ice accretion In nature is a function
not only of negative air temperature, hu t also of other conditions , such as solar radiation , atmos-
pheric humidity. wind , amount of snow on the ice surface , the magnitude of oceanographic gradients
beneath the lower surface of the ice, the presence or absence of sea current s, etc . Consequentl y,
many authors have foLlowed the course indicated l,y Weyprecht ; namely, the establishment of
empirical relationships . The empirical formulas of Baker , Barnes. Bydi n and others are examples
of this.
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Figure 70. Air temperature (—). numbor of freezing degree—days (— —)
and ico th ickness (.—) near Cape Schmidt in the Chuckchue
Sea during the winter of 1936—1937.

I obtained the follow i ng formula by processing the observations of ice formation on LT edine-
niye Island (C~ trov Uyedineni ye) du r ing 1935—1936 and on Cape Schmidt (Mys Schmidt ) during 1936—
1937 (figure 70) and by using the available observations made by certain other polar stations as a
control :

4 5O~ - ~~~~~, (6)

Formula (6) pertains to average conditions. As we shall set~ further, the thickness of ice
accretion depends not only on the number of freezing degree—days , but also on the thickness and
density of the snow , and also on the time when the given snow cover formed, on the distribution of
temperature and salinit y beneath the ice, on the pi’osonce or absence of sea currents, and on many
other factors .
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Figure 71. Ice thickness vs. number of freezing degree-days .
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Figure 71 give. curves of the thickness of year-old ice as a functIon of the number of degree-
day. computed according to Stefan ‘s formula . if we take the heat of crystallization as 80 g-cal and
ice density as 0.9. The curves were constructed for heat ccnducttvities of ice equal to 0.002 ,
0.003 , 0.004, and 0.005 g-cal sec’1 degrees 1 cm 1. The same diagram shows both Weyprecht’s
and my empirical curves , It can be seen from the figure that the empirIcal formulas agree Sur-
prisingly weU with Stefan ’s theoretical curve, if we assume In the latter that the heat conduc-
tivity is 0.003 , or more correctly, if we assume that Stefan ’s for mula is of the form

R=O.141’. (7)

Formula (6) was used for further deductions. When dealing with considerable ice incre-
ments , from (6) we get

(1~ + ~~ + 5O(i~ + ~i) = 8(R + SR) , (8)

whence

~ I’ + (50 -
~
- 2I~) ~ I = 8~R, (9)

= (25 + 1~) + ~ (25 + i~
)
~ + 8~R, (10)

or, since i ~ i 0

t .=—25+1f(25+I0)~+8AR, (11)

where~~ La the Increment of ice which was I thick at the initial moment , ~~ Is the number of
degree-day. which had accumulated from the moment the ice became i ,~, thick.

TA BLE 69. ICE INCREMENT TN CM PER 24 HOUR WITH A GIVEN NEGATIVE AIR
TE MPERATURE (MEAN DAILY) AND A GIVEN INITIA L ICE THIC K-
NESS IN CM

—5 —10 —15 —20 —25 —30 —35 —40

0 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 3.8 4.7 5.5 6.3
10 0.6 1.1 1.7 2.3 2.9 3.4 4.0 4.6
20 0.4 0.9 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.5
30 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.5 1.8 2 .2 2.6 3.0
40 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4
50 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.9 2 .1
75 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

100 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.3
150 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
200 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
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I computed table 69 on the basis of formula (10) .

ft can be seen from this table that daily ice accretion beneath quite thick ice is very slight
even with ve ry low air temperatures, but it is comparativel y great on an ice—free sea surface. As
a result, young ice forms and accretes very rapidly in.polynyas and cracks when the air tempera-
tures are very low and in individual cases, the value s can he considerably h igher than those in the
table. Nansen noted that once he observed ice that became 8 cm thick overnight , 15 cm thick in
the first three days. and 40 cm in 15 days. This should be explained by the fact that ice formation
in narrow cracks is promoted not only by low air temperature, but also by the low temperature of
the adjacent parts of the ice.

The fact that the accretion of thin ice occurs considerably faster than that of thick ice is ex-
ploited along the arctic coast in repairing the underwater parts of vessels by freezing the vessel
Out , i .e . ,  by constructing “ice docks. ’ To do this, the snow surround ing the vessel to be re-
paired is first removed , which increases ice growth considerably , as we shaU see below . Then,
when the ice becomes 50 to 60 cm thick, it is chopped away such that a strip of ice not more than
30 cm thick always remains around the ship. Understandably. the underwater part of the vessel
becomes more and more exposed with time . This continues until repairs are possible . Wooden
braces are placed around the ship to give it stability . By the end of January 1943, the ice dock in
Tiksi Bay . for example , was already 3 m deep (while the thickness of the natural ice was about
180 cm).

20 30 40SO O1_ 1_ 1 1

,oo — _1L ___ L_ 7_/ . ._ .  
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. — — —~~ 120
zoo

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IJ
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Figure 72. Graph for computing the ice increment vs. number
of freezing degree-days .

I constructed the graph (figure 72) from formulas (6) and (10) . The initial ice thickness in
centimeters is plotted on the Y-axis and the number of freezing degree-days on the X-axis . The —

slanted lines represent the isolines of ice increment in centimeters. The graph is easy to use.
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For ~~ample , if we wish to determine how many centimeters 100 cm-thick ice will secrete if it is
subjected to 6000 freezing degree-days. we start along the graph horizontally at the number 100
and vertically at the number 6000, we hnd that the line ‘4 increment at the intersection will be 127
cm. which will be the answer to the question asked .

ft is clear that the given formulas, table and graph cannot pretend to be highly accurate.

TABLE 70. THICKNESS OF THE ICE AND SNOW AND ELEVATION OF THE ICE SURFACE ABOVE
SEA LEVEL IN CM , DICKSON BAY , END OF FEBRUAR Y , 1944

Ice Snow ~~
- Elevation %

From 81 To 90 0 . 5  From 0 To 10 11. 5 From 11 To 15 3.7
From 91 To 100 15.0 From 11 To 20 14.9 From 6 To 10 11.5
From 101 To 110 35.0 From 21 To 30 26.4 From iTo 5 19.8

— From 111 To 120 25.2 From 31 To 40 27.6 0 9.9
From 121 To 130 15.0 Fron~ 41 To 50 14.1 From -I To -5 34.6
From 131 To 140 5.0 From 51 To 60 4.3 From —6 To -10 17.5
From 141 To 150 2.6 From 61 To 70 1. 2 From -11 To —15 2.5
From 151 To 160 0.7 From -16 To -20 0.5
From 161 To 170 0.5

Average 112 26 —0.8

Table 70 gives the results of an ice-measuring survey conducted In Bukhta Dikson at the end
of February 1944 by Treshnikov , Subboti n and Sychev. Observations were made at 438 points , at
whic h time the ice thickness , snow depth and the height of the ice surface above sea level were
measu red (the minus sign indicates that the ice surface was below the water level). In addition ,
the table gives the frequency percentages which I computed. Since the measurements were made
at equidistant points , these same percentages characterize the areas occupied by the given values .
The data in the table show how great the fluctuations of ice and snow thickness are , even at close
distances , and how dangerous ft is to draw conclusions from Isolated measurements.

Further , it Is interesting to note that the observations of the growth of Ice of diffe rent ages,
made du rin g the drift of the Sedou, are an excellent confirmation of the applicability of formula (6) .
This is apparent f rom table 71.

It should be noted that formula (6) applies not only to the accretion of ice which is alread y
quite thick, but also to the formation of new ice.

Thus , for example , if we consider that the ice observed by the S~ .1 (1938-1939) began to
fo rm on 1 Septembe r 1938 , it should have been 110cm thick accord Ing to formula (6) by 16 January
1939, when the number of freezing degree-days (counting from 1 September) had reached 2 , 190.
As can be seen from table 71 , the measured thickness of this ice was 107 cm.
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These examples show that formulas (6) and (10) could be extended to the entire Arctic Basin
with a certain approximation. This is very Important s’nce it is a very laboriou s task to deter-
mine he  thickness under polar conditions and it is very easy to compute the number of freezing
degree-days . *

It should merely be emphasized that formula (6) is applicable only under more or less calm
hydrological conditions. For example , the ice in river rapids is alway s thinner than In calm
stretches , and In certai n rivers the rapids sometimes do not freeze at all during the entire winter.
Such phenom ena can also be observed in transverse ice survey profiles. The ice is always thicker
at some points than at others. This is explained by the alluvial and erosional action of the current ,
which causes accretion and erosion of the ice along the lower surface of the ice cover In a manner
quite similar to and according to the laws by which these same streams distribute suspended soil
particles on the bottom of the river.

Figure 73 shows the ice survey profile through the Severnaya Dvina near Solombala , m ade
on 9 December 1941. fn the f igure , attention is focused on the rafted floes near the shores and
ucar the pat h made by the icebreaker and an accumulation of slud ge ice 400 m from the right bank
which had no appare nt cause. Undoubtedly, such an accumulation was cau sed by a convergence of
eu i’r en t streams at thi s point , and , as a result , by a certain deceleration.

AXI S OF CHANNEL MADE BY 

20

SNOW ~~~ ICE RAFT ED
— FLOES
~~~ SLUDGE

Figure 73. Ice survey profile through the Severnaya Dvina .

These same phenomena are observed at sea in areas of strong tidal currents . For example,
in the narrowest part of Matochkin-Shar , near Cape Uzkii (Mys Uzkii) , where the tidal currents
reach a speed of five knots , the middle part of the strait freezes only during the most severe
winters. It is clear that in such cases , special “local” formulas should be worked out for the
relationship between ice thickness and the number of freezing degree-days . Furthermore, it is

clear that , in general , in order to apply fo rmula (6), freezing degree-days should be counted from
the moment ice appears in a given region and never from the initial moment of negative air
temperatures.

The number of freezing degree-days varies within wide limits from year to year at each
separate point of the arctic , and of cou rse this affects the thickness of the Ice formed during a
given winter in a given region . For example , during the period 1921 to 1936 , the maximum num-

ber of fr eezIng degree-days on Dickson Island (Ostrov Dikson) was 4 , 780 (in 1927-1928) and the
minimum was 3, 595 (in 193 1-1932); the difference was about 25 per cent of the maximum value .

tThese formulas were checked by the Hydrometeorological Institute for the White and
Ca8pian Seas and were found to he completely satisfactory.
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TABLE 72. COMPUTED ICE THiCKNESSES FOR DiCKSON ISLAND

Year C-I C’) ‘5’ CD C- 01 0) 0 ‘-4 C-I C’) ‘5’ 4!) CD C)
\ C’) C-) C’) C’) C’) 04 C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C) C)
\ C) 0) C) 0) C) 0) 0) C) C) C) C) C) C) in C) bD n

— “~ — — “.4 — ‘.‘I — .-4 — .-I ,-4 .‘.4 ,-4 .. ‘l ~5 C)
I I I 4 4 4 I I p 4 I I I I I C~\ ‘-I C’) C’) ‘5’ 4!) CD C- 01 C) 0 .4 C-I C’) ‘5’ 1!) C) C)

\ C’) C-I C’) C-I C’) C-) C-I C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) C’) > ~~C) C) in C) C) 0) 0) 0) 0) C) C) in in C) C)
Month ‘‘ ‘4 ~4 ~4 ‘ ‘‘ — ,“) “ “4 ~“4 ~‘ “~ ~“4

October 17 32 — 16 22 19 21 - - 30 9 - 22 20 24 17 32
November 43 59 43 41 67 53 63 33 35 48 38 49 63 49 55 49 34
December 79 86 76 74 88 83 95 67 69 84 69 86 89 89 82 80 28
January 104 110 108 96 112 113 118 100 91 115 93 110 113 110 114 106 37
Febluary 130 128 125 116 138 129 134 120 119 126 114 128 126 124 136 128 24
March 149 150 141 138 151 146 154 141 140 147 134 148 143 143 154 145 20
April 157 162 156 151 162 158 167 154 152 161 143 158 151’, 159 163 157 24
May 162 172 158 158 172 130 173 161 157 166 147 165 160 162 168 163 26
Observed — — 134 142 200 162 153 139 163 140 176 184 - — — 159 -
Difference — - 24 30 -40 11 8 18 3 7 -11 -24 - - - - -

Table 72 shows the thickness of ice accretion at Dickson Island , computed from formula (6) ,
according to the number of freezing degree-days at the end of each month from 1921 to 1936, The
next to the last column of the table shows the averages for the investi gated period , and the last
column , the difference between the maximum and miniu ’um values, It is interesting that while the
diffe rence between the maximum and minimum numbers of freezing degree-days reaches 25 per
cent , the difference between the extreme ice thicknesses is only 15 per cent . This is explained by
the fact that the rate of accretion is the slower , the thicker the ice.

The next to the last line on the table shows the maximum observed ice thickness for individual
3 years, and the last line , the difference between the observed and computed values. The sign of

these differences varies , and their absolute sum is not great; Lhi s proves that the formula adopted
for the con~ utations is correct and that the reasons for these differences are not systematic. The
most important of these is the fluctuation of the depth of the snow cover.

1500 IW° 90 6D° 30’ 0’

Figure 74. Isolines of the thickness of ice accretion for the winter of 1938-1939 in (cm).

Figure 74 shows the isolines of ice thickness in the seas of the Soviet Arctic , computed by
formula (6) for the winter of 1938-1939, As can be seen from the figure , accretion ice reaches its
maximum In the East Siberian Sea.
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Thu’ing the expedition on the ; r - l , Nansen found 7662 freezIng degree-days for the winter of
1894-1895 , which , according to formula (6), corresponds to 224 cm of ice. Evidently, these values
are nearly maximum for the east longitudes of the Arctic Basin.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77 , 87 , 88, 107, 172 , 177.

Section 84. Ice Accret ion as a Funct i on of the Ver t ica l
Distribution of Temperature and Salinity
Beneath the Ice

We have seen that neither Stefan ’s theoretical formula whIch reduces to

R— th.12 1— 
2 x 86,400 k ‘ C )

where R is the number of freezing degree-days , A Is the heat of crystallization, 6 is the Ice den-
sity. Jr is the heat conductivity of the Ice and I is the ice thickness In centimeters , nor any of the
empirical formulas consider the vertical distribution of temperature and salinity beneath the Ice.
In other words, in all the formulas it Is assumed that all the heat transmitted through the ice to the
atmosphere Is produced solely by the heat of crystallization.

Let us assume that we have a fresh-water lake In which there Is no movement of water and ,
consequently, no frictional mixing. In first approximation , let us ignore the molecular processes
in the water. Further , let us asBume that prIor to the inItial cooling, the temperature of the lake
was somewhat higher than the temperature of the greatest density, i .e. ,  4 °. After the tempera-
ture of the lake from the surface to the bottom drops to 4° , all convective phenomena In the lake
will cease, and ice formation will start after the uppermost , thinnest layer cools to 0° . From this
moment on , we can apply Stefan 1s reasoning to what follows, after augmenting It somewhat , namely:
the elementary amount of heat released to the atmosphere In time dT through a unit area of ice of t
thickness is

dq = ’çd T, (2)

where 0 is the difference between the temperatures of the upper and lower surfaces of the ice.

This elementary amount of heat should be equal to the sum of the heat released during the
formation of an additional layer of Ice and It is

A81 dl, (3)

and of the heat released during the cooling of a column of water d h -high from 4° to 0° , from which
an additional column ~1 I -high form s, and It Is

4°c~dFt 40 c~, dl , (4)

where ‘~~ is the specific heat of water and o~, Is the densit y of the water. Thus

~~~dT= (~
a+40 c

~I1-) dl. (5)
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Following the reasoning of the preceeding section , we obtain,

R = or = (x ~+4°c~~.t- ) ~~~~‘.. (6)

Substituting X =  80 g-cal , 6 = 0.9 . 6~, = 1.0 and ‘L’ = 1.0 in (6), we obtain

OT = (72 + 3.6)~~~~~~~ . 
(7)

As can be seen from (7), under the conditions of the problem posed, the supplementary term
that I introduced into Stefan’s formula is comparatively small, However , if we assume that on
cooling to 0° , the lake water , prior to the appearance of the first ice, will be mixed by the wind to
a depth greater than the thickness of the ice , the supplementary term in formula (7) wIll naturally
becom e 0. - - - -

Naturally, It can also be assumed that in the sea , the upper layer of water which exceeds
(sometimes considerably) the maximum possible ice thickness will be mixed and cooled to the
freezing point by the time the first ice appears, In the sea , however, ice formation involves sal-
i nifleatlon of the upper layer and subsequently, convective mixing to a dept h which depends on the
vertical temperature and salinity distribution, Thus , In the sea , the supplementary term in for-
mula (7) wilL be zero only In shallows , where the water is cooled and mixes to the bottom and in
regions where the density of the upper layer differs so much from that of the lower layers that its
salinification occurring during ice formation does not cause convective mixing , which would in-
volve new layers in the vertical circulation .

Now let us apply our discussion to a stratified sea. Let us assume that the entire upper
layer is mixed to a certain depth at the moment the sea is cooled to the freezing point, in this case,
ice formation will first occur according to formula (1).

If the upper layer Is sufficiently thick and if its salinity is considerably less than that of the
lower layers, with the given number of freezing degree-days , in the region under investigation , the
entire process of ice formation could be limited to this layer , and formula (1) would be sufficient to
characterize the phenomenon. However, If the first layer is thin, the vertical circulation can in-
clude the second and deeper layers. In the latter case , the phenomenon descrIbed by formuls (1)
will cont inu e only until the saliniflcatlon accompanying ice formation raises the density of the upper
layer to the density of the layer second from the top .

The vertical distribution of oceanographic characteristics below the first layer can be quite
diverse, but there can be no inversion of density and salinity~ however , a temperature inversion ,
particularly under arctic conditions , is usual. Let us assume , for the sake of simplicity, tha t all
the lower-lying layers are quite thick and that each of them , taken separately, is uniform . In such
a case, after the density of the upper layers becomes equal to the density of the second layer , the
heat released to the atmosphere by a unit of ice surface during time 11’ will , as before, be equal to

~~~dT ,

where i is the thickness of the ice formed before the density of the first layer becam e equal to the
density of the second layer. However, this heat will now be released due to cooling of the second
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layer (which is P 2  thick), not due to the heat of crystallization evolved durIng the formation of
additional layers of ice. Thu s we will get

~!dT= c ~a~p .,dl, (8)

Integrating, we get

or 

dT = C WP2 6 V S ~
— ‘~~1 (9)— k86,400

where r is the freezing point.

If the thickness of the ice which has formed Is known , the amount of heat released to the
atmosphere by 1 square cm of ice surface due to crystaLlIzatIon can be computed accordi ng to

= X~~ 1. (10)

Since this heat Is proportional to ice thickness, which Increases parabolically with time , it Is
clear that the rate of heat release to the atmosphere wIll gradually decrease If the temperature
difference between the air and water remains the name.

If the ice thickness remains constan t , the amount of heat released to the atmosphere due to the
cooling of the new layers of the sea Included in the vertical circulation , wi l l be constant and equal to

= c~,p (15,— ’r), (11)

where 
- is the initial temperature of the layer and r is the freezing point .

TABLE 73

P ° S 0/00 1 q 1  q~

10 1.6 30.00 83 958 0 958 6.0 0 6.0
15 1.5 32.50 43 1, 237 1,540 2 , 777 3,0 4 .8 7.8
25 1.0 33.00 — - 265 265 - 0.6 0 .6

— - 126 2 , 195 1,805 4 , 000 9.0 5.4 14 .4

Table 73 gives some computations based on the concepts and formulas given above. In this
table. is the thickness of the water layer In meters , t °  is the temperature of the layer at the
initial moment, 

~
C’ o/oo is the salinity of the layer at the Initial moment , Is the thickness of the

ice (in cm) which creates the salin ification required to initiate convective mixing with the lower
lyi ng layer, .- is the num ber of freezing degree-days expended on crystallization , R is the nutn-
her of freezing degree-days expended on cooling the layer to the freezing point , .~ is the sum of
the f re e i ing degree-days expended on crystallization and on cooling the layer , q is the amount of
heat in kg-cal released by 1 cm 2 of ice surtaco to the atmosphere during the crystallation of the ice ,
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~ 

is the amount of heat in kg-cal released to the atmosphere during the cooling of the Layer , and q
is the total amount of heat in kg-cal released to the atmosphere duri ng crystallization and cooling.

During the computations, the salinity of the ice was assumed to be 0, the density of the Ice
0.9 , the density of the water 1.0 , the heat of crystalLization 80 g-cal and the heat conductivity of
Ice (which is closest to that observed in nature) was assumed to be 0.003 g-cal/aec degree cm.
Finally , It was assumed that there were 4000 freezing degree-days in the investigated region during
the winter , after which melting started .

FREEZING DEGREE -DAYS

47
0 1000 2880 3000 10470

z
,#1
UIz

__Th

~~~~~-

_

Figure 75. Ice accretion in stratified water.

The data in columns 4 , 5 and 6 are depicted in figure 75, In which the freezing degree-days
are plotted on the X-axls and the ice thickness in centimeters on the Y-axis.

On examining table 73 and figure 75 we see that:

1. Ice formation occurs sporadically, namely: during the first 959 freezing degree-days,
there Is constant ice accretion up to 83 cm, during the next 1540 freezing degree-days, the ice
thickness remains the same, then , during the next 1237 freezIng degree-days , ice accretion Is
reactivated , and the Ice thickness increases to 126 cm , but then , until the end of the winter regime,
I .e . ,  until the end of the 4000 freezing degree-days, the ice again stops growing. Of course , this
sporadic accretion of ice cannot help but affect the structure of the ice , and causes its stratifica-
tion. Each new layer of Ice results from the inclusion of a new layer of water in the vertical
circulation.

Thus, Ice stratification can occur not only when floes overturn or when they raft upon each
other during hummocking (dynamic stratIfication) , but also as a result of the thermal interaction
of the atmosphere and sea (thermal stratification). Actually, the rate of Ice accretion increases
with decreasing air temperature and decreases with increasIng air temperature . When ice
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accretion Is slow , brine drains out of the salt cells and a smaller amoun t of air bubbLes and silt Is
retained in the ice. Consequently, the layers of ice which formed during hIgher air temperatu res
are fresher , less porous, and more monolithic than the layers whtch formed du ring low air tem-
peratures. The stratification of the upper layers of the sea has a still greater effect on the stratI-
fi cation of Ice. As has been noted , each new layer of the sea drawn Into the vertical circulatIon
creates a new Ice layer; the thinner the layer of sea water , the thinner will be the layer of Ice; the
more sharply delineated the layer of the sea , the more sharply delineated will be the Layer of Ice.

2 . It is easy to calculate that if the upper layers (pre—mixed and pre-cooled to the freezing
point) were 20 .5 m thick instead of 10 m , the ice would not grow sporadically (and consequently,
the Ice would not be stratified) , and the ice thickness could increase to 170 in with 4000 freezing
degree-days (counting from the moment of cooling to the freezing point). Thus , in this example ,
the ice thickness proved to be 44 cm less than It would have been under other conditIons.

3. It Is also easy to calculate that if , at the same temperature of 1.5° , the second layer
we re 30.4 m thick instead of 15 m, af ter 958 freezing degree-days had been expended on forming
the fi rst 83 cm of ice , the rema ining 3042 freezing degree—days would be expended solely on cool-
ing the upper layer mIxed to a depth of 40. 4 m to the freezing point , and there could be no addi-
tional ice formation, The same result would be obtained with the same thickness of the second
layer (15 m), if its initial temperature were 3.0° instead of 1.5° .

4 . It Is also easy to calculate tha t after the Ice becomes 83 cm thick , and convectIve mixing
of the upper layer with the second layer begins, the common temperature of the two upper mixed
layers, i.e. , to a depth of 25 m , will increase to 0. 26° , due to the temperature of the second
layer , as a result of which the ice might even begin to melt somewhat from below . Of course , if
we assume there Is no motion other than convective motion in the water under the ice, a fil m of
melted fresh water will Immediately form near the lower surface of the ice , whic h will limIt the
heat exchange between the water the the Ice. When water moves beneath fast ice , or when Ice
moves , frictiona l mbcing will constantly destroy this protective crust , and thus the effect of the
contact of the ice and warm water will intensify .

5. A new Inc r”ase in the water temperature beneath the Ice will begin after 3735 freezing
degree-days, and by the end of winter the water temperature In the entire 50 m layer under the Ice
will be —0. 19° , I. e. , slightly higher than the freezing point , which will undoubtedly intensify
spring thawing quite substantially.

6. The rate of heat release by the sea to the atmosphere is most intense at the Initial
moment of Ice formation; then it decreases parabolically. After 958 freezing degree-days , the
rate of heat release becomes constant , since Ice accretion ceases; after 2498 freezing degree-days,
it again decreases , and finally, It remains constant after 3735 freezing degree-days until the end
of the season.

7. In the example studied , the freezing degree-days were computed from the moment the
upper Layer was cooled to the freezing point. Let us now assume that a storm mixed the two upper
layers at exactly this moment. In such a case , the average temperature of these layers will be
0. 26° , and consequently ice formation can begin only after the surface of the sea releases 4.8
kg-cal/cm2 to the atmosphere.
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Various assumptions can be made concerning the meteorological conditions and, correspond-
ingLy. it is possible to speak of diffe rent rates of heat release to the atmosphere by an Ice-free
surface . In any case, the assumed mixing will delay the appearance of the ice, and then the re-
lease of heat from the open water surface will be faster than in our example, (i.e., through ice).
in this regard. the calculation of the number of freezing degree-days given in table 73 will also
change . However, the total amount of heat released by the sea to the atmosphere remains un-
changed; only the order of magnitude of its components changes . For example, according to the
tabLe . at first 6.0 kg-cal/cm2 were expended on crystallization, then 4.8 kg-cal/cm2 on cooling
the second layer, after this, 3.0 kg-cal/cm 2 again on crystallization. etc . Under such conditions ,
the ice was two-Layered . with the division into layers at a depth of 83 cm. Dur ing preliminary

H mix ing down to 25 in, at first 4.8 kg-cal/cm2 were expended on cooling , and then 9.0 kg-cal/cm2
on crystallization. The ice formed would be single-layered.

8. in Section 7, ft  was assumed that the storm which mixed the first and second layers be-
gun at the exact moment that the upper layer reached the freezing point , but these layers can mix
even afte r the sea is covered with a thin Ice layer S prov ided the force and duration of the wind Is
sufficient to break it . Since the heat reserve (computing from the freezing point) in the second
layer is 4.8 kg-cal/cm2 . this reserve is sufficient to melt up to 67 cm-thick ice .

Thus. we see that the vertical distribution of temperature and salinity in the water beneath
ice has a substantial effect on the stratification and thickness of ice formed under the same mete-
orological conditions. Apropos. I have received information of practical interest from M. M.
Somov.

During the first days of July 1943 . the icebreaker ~ 1 k  0?. ? n discovered “spring ice” in
the region of Russky island (Ostrov Russkli) (near the Talmyr coast of the Kara Sea). For several
days prior to this. unbroken shore ice still remained right up to the Kirov Islands . From this .
Somov concludes that the spring ice discovered by the ~~i k op c i n  existed in the midst of continuous,
fast ice and this ice could not have been brought In from anothe r area ; we can only assume that
this ice Is not of spring origin, but Is thinner than the surrounding ice due to some additional
amounts of heat carried into this region during the win te r .

In Somov ’s opinion, such Ice could not have been discovered earlier . Atrplanes are unable
to distinguish it from the air, and vessels ordinarily begin to navigate only when spring and
autumn ice are so intermixed that it is difficult to resolve such a question. It soerns to me that
these discussions and the example taken indicate that extensive areas of thicker or thinne r ice can
be created by the pre-winter vertical distribution of oceanographic characteristics, which are
caused basicall y by sea currents , and by intense wind mixing during this period .

Oceanographic profiles made in regions where climatic conditions can he considered corn-
pleteLy Identical sometimes show a great variation of the vertical temperature and sa l ini ty dist ri-
but ion due primarily to sea currents . This is the primary reason for the diffe rence in the freezing
indexes; another factor Is the thickness of the ice which forms . As a rule . the warmer the sub-
surface layers. the greater are the freezing indexes and the thinner the ice-

The warm saline Atlantic waters which enter the Arctic Basin via the Greenland current .
play an important role in the water balance of the Arct ic Basin. The surface Layers of thy Arctic
Basin are freshened by shore runoff and ice melt and they are salinified by k-c formation and by
mixing with the deep Atlantic waters . Part of the freshened water and ice Is carried out of the
basin by the East Greenland current . As a result , specific salinit y and temperature equilibrium
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conditions are created characterized by the depth of the upper surface of the Atlantic waters .
During years when the influx of Atlantic waters is intens ive and their temperature high , and when
the winter s are warm, this surface rises somewhat ; during years when the influx of Atlantic
waters is weak and when the winters are severe . it sinks somewhat .

The warm Atlantic waters which penetrate into the Arctic Basin as a deep current , and the
changes in their regime . I .e . ,  temperature and thickness. are extremely important , but as yet
they have not been evaluated property, mainly because these waters are, so to speak. “buried ”
under the cold, desalinified surface layers . Nevertheless, this effect can be detected easily by
simple computations similar to the ones already given . This effect is particularly apparent where
At lantic waters . moving from west to east and forced to the right toward the continental shelf by
the force of the earth ’s rotation , enter from the north into the Soviet Arctic Seas and here . as it
were. “creep up ” to shallower depths . I shall return to this interesting question later.

LITERATUB E: 87 .

Section 85. Effect  of a Snow Cover on
the Rate of Ice Accre i ion

As we have seen. the heat conductivity of snow is considerably less than that of ice; conse-
quentLy , ice beneath a snow cover is considerably thi nner than snow-free ice. and its temperature
is correspond ingly higher .

Figure 76 by Ponomarev shows ice accretion on the Severnaya Dvina during the winter of
1941-1942 from the moment that the ice cover was established . The middle curve shows the
average thickness of the natural ice beneath the snow . The upper curve shows the snow depth .
The lower curve represents the average ice thickness along a railroad ice crossing which was
always kept clear of snow .

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY
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Figure 76. Ice accretion beneath snow and with no snow .
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It can be seen from the figure that on 28 January 1942 , for example , the average thickness of
the ice beneath a snow cover 15 to 40 cm thick was 58 cm (maximum 63 cm, minImum 48 cm); but
on the snow-free roadbed , the average ice thickneas was 83 cm (maxImu m 89 cm, minimum 73 cm). —

Thus, snow-free ice proved to be almost 1 1/2 times thicker than Ice covered with a natural snow
cover. This knowledge is always used when building ice crossings and all sorts of roads on river
and shore ice .

To solve the problems of the effect of a snow cover on the rate of ice growth , I have assumed
that the heat flow through the snow and through the ice is in equilibrium at all times , or

— 
k~(j a t) 

~~~~
_ ki (I ”_ ’l w ) rq —  

~ 

— 
‘

where k3 is the heat conduct ivity of snow , k~ is the heat conductivity of ice, S is the snow depth ,
I is the ice thickness, -~ is the air temperature and also the temperature of the upper surfaces of
the snow , ~ is the water temperature and also the temperature of the lower surface of the ice, t
is the temperature at the ice-snow interface and T is the time .

From for mula (1) it follows that
k~ h a — k1 S’W1= k1 s -f— k~i ‘ (2)

To be sure, the temperature at the interface changes constantly in connection with ice accretion
which assures a flow of heat to the atmosphere, but this change can be ignored for comparatively
short periods of time .

Furthermore, I have assumed that the investigated ice field is in isostatic equilibrium (see
Section 103); in other words, the following equation holds at each vertical

S65 + ~~j = ~ w Z , (3)

where O~ is the snow density, 0 ,- is the Ice density, O~ the water density, and 2 Is the distance
between the water-line and the lower surface of the ice.

According to Abel’ s, the heat conductivity of snow is determined by its density according to

k5 = 0.0067 8~. (4)

Figure 77 is constructed according to formulas (1) to (4) and the following values are as-
sumed (for pure monolIthic ice formed from fresh water) : = 100 cm , t~ = -20~ , ~~~~ =

6 = 1 . 0 ,0 = 0 .9 ,0  = O . 5 , k . =0 . 0054 and k~~= 0 . 0018.
U S

On examining figure 77 , we see the following:

1. The ice bends under the weight of the snowdrift , and under the given conditions , the
upper surface of the ice sinks below the water level, even when the snow layer is 20 cm thick. It
is understandable that when the snow cover is very thick and when there are through-cracks in the
ice, the water will come to the surface of the ice, and , on wetting the lower layers of the snow ,
will freeze there (see columns 5 and 6 in table 70).

2. The isotherms bend upward beneath a snowdrift . Thus, alter a snowfall , the higher the
drift, the higher the ice temperature rises .
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FI gure 77 . Ascent of Isotherms beneath snow dr i f t s .

3 . The flexure of ice under a dr i f t , with a simultaneous temperature increase in the lower
layers of the ice. results in the washing away of the convexity by sea currents. especiall y tidal
cur rents .

4. -rhe amount of heat releaseil to the atmosphere through the snow and ice can be computed
easily by formulas (1) and (2) . Through ice 20 cm thick with a snow-free surface. 467 g-cal/c m2

day are released to the atmosphere which increases the ice thickness 16 cm. while only 233 g-cal/
cm 2 day are released through ice 10 cm thick and covered by a layer of snow also 10 cm thick.
which increases the ice thickness only 3 cm.

Figure 77 shows the amount of heat (in g-caL/cm2 day) released by Ice 100 cm thick with
snow covers of differe nt depths .

The decrease of heat release beneath snow . and the resulting decrease of ice accretion also
gradually destroy the convexIty which had formed under the weight of the drift .

Burke presents very interesting observations conducted dur ing the winter of 1937-193~ on
Franz Joseph Land , of the effect of a snow cover on the rate of ice accretion . These observations
also prove the destructive action of sea currents . Burke writes: “ Here . at the eastern cape of
Scott-Kelty Island . extremely strong tidal phenomena are observed , In November 1937. newly-
formed ice, located between hummocky fields over a quite extensive area. reached a thickness of
20 cm . Ice thickness measurements conducted every ten days showed that the ice thickness began
to decrease as snow accumulated on the ice. and by 10 February. the ice had disappeared com-
pletely. It became dangerous to walk on the snow and people fell through. By this ti me. the snow
layer had become 57 cm deep. Later. the wet snow bega n to freeze and new ice formed but now
it was snow ice. which was gray and not the usual green color. ”

LITER ATt~R K: 23. 76. 77.
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Section 86. Ice Accret ion in the Region of Ice Removal
As we have seen . the thickness of ice accretion as a function of freezing degree-days . can

be expressed by

12+501- =8R , (I)

where t is the ice thickness in cent i meters and .1 is the number of freezing degree-days .

This formula gives an idea of the accretion of a single floe, either stationary or drifting .
Let us use this formula to solve one of the frequent questions which arise in connection with the
study of the ice concentration of seas from which ice is consta nt ly removed by winds and currents .
Let us attempt to determine the ice thickness at some geographic poi nt of the sea where the rate
of ice drift is known.

Let us assume that we have a rectangu la r channel , open at one end . and that there is con-
stant and uniform removal of ice through this open end . Let us also assume that the air tempera-
ture is uniform throughout the channel.

Under such assumptions . it is obvious tha t the ice thickness will remain near zero and that
it will inc rease with distance . The question arises : under these conditions, what will the ice
profile be like along the axis of the channel after complete removal of all the ice which had formed
at the moment freezing started throughout the channel ?

For the sake of simplicity , let us assume that the temperature differential between the a i r
and water is constant . and is 25° . Let point 0 in figure 78 correspond to the ori gin of the co-
ord inates . Let the X-axis represent the distance traversed by the ice in 40 days - It is clear tha t
the ice. whose initial thickness at point 0 was 0. will be subjected to 25 x 40 = 1000 freezing
degree-days in these 40 days. This same ice will be subjected to 2000 freezing degree-days at
the end of 80 days - etc -

FREEZING DEGREE-DAYS

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ sD — b ~~~~- — — - - -— ——

~ 1c0 -— N

1 5 0- —

— — — 
_ _ _ _ _ _  —40 90 170 160 200

DI STANCE ALONG THE AXIS OF R EMOVAL , Figure 78. Ice profile along the
COUNTING FROM SHORE , IN KNOTS c hanne l a.xi s.
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In the same figure . let the i-axis represent the ice thickness computed according to formula
( I ) .  The’ resulti ng curve wil l  also characterize the Ice thickness along the axis of the channel.

If we increase the rate of d r ift and retain the same scale in the figure , we should inc rease the
di sta nce t)vpveen the points corresponding to the ’ given numbe r of freezing degree-days . If the rate
of d r i f t  decreases , the distance ’ between the’ contiguous numbers of freezing degree—day s will also
d e c rease according ly.

The stated problem can also he solved in another manner. Actuall y, in formula (I)  .~ is

R=~OT ,

where ii is the temperatu re difference between air and water , which we assume to be constant and
is thr number of day s .

tlo~vcve r ,
D = rT ,

where .‘~ is the distance in knots traversed by the ice in a day. i~ is the rate of drift (in knots) per
day and .~ is th~ dr i f t  duration .

h e nce, we get

i~+5O i =~~~ D,  (2)

where is the distance of a given point in the channel from the beginning of the channel expressed

in knots.

According to this last formula . the distance along the axis of the channel . counting from the

beginning of the channel , can he plotted along the X -axis .  instead of the number of freezing

degree-days -

With certain reservations , the problem as stated, can be adapted to the Kara Sea. e . g . .

whe re there is a constant northward removal of ice from the Yamal Peninsula at a rate of about

1.0 to 1. 5 knot s per day . It is clear that the problem can be complicat ed by making assumptions

concerning the distributions of velocities and temperatures along the axis of ice removal. etc .

..~~~ an example . the lower scale in figure 78 shows the distances along the axis of removal in

knots, computing f rom the beginning of removal , on the condition that the temperature difference
ai r-water is 25 and the rate of removal is 1 knot/day .

c~ ly the thickness of the accretion ice can be characterized by the given example. However.
this method can be developed somewhat . Actually. if we know the drift of the ice field for a cer-

tain period of time and the numbe r of freezing degree—days to which the ice field has been subjected
during the same time interval , we can compute the thickness of this ice at any point of the drift by

for mula (1) .

As a rule . the ice i n the seas of the Soviet Arctic is in constant motion both summe r and

winter . q,en water areas of various sizes appear from time to time due to the collisions of in-

dividual floe s and fields and the subsequent hummocking. which decreases the ice area. Sometimes
even thick shore ice is broken up by strong winds and is carried far from the shores. At negative

air temperatures. new ice immediately begins to form in the open water thus created.
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Table 74, computed as an example from formula (1). shows the thickness of ice of various
ages.

TABLE 74. THEOR E TICAL THICKNESSES OF ACCRETION ICE IN CM ON THE FIRST DAY
OF EAC H MONTH COMPUTED ACCORDING TO THE AIR TEMPERATU R ES IN
1935 AND 1936 ON LJYED INENIY E ISLAND

Ice Thickness By 1-11 By 1-12 By 1-1 By 1-2 By 1-3 By 1-4 By 1—5 By 1-6

October 12 51 78 107 129 150 160 166

November — 45 73 103 126 147 157 164

December — — 49 86 111 135 145 150

January — - - 62 92 119 131 138

February - - - - 58 93 107 116

March - — — - — 62 81 91

April - - - - - - 40 56

May - - - - - - -

Average daily air
temperature for
the preceding
month -3° .O — 17 ° .5 — 19 ° .4 — 27 ~ .7 — 27 ° .8 —28 ° .1 —15 ° .0 ~9° .4

The freezing degree-days taken are those which were observed during the winter of 1935-
1936 on Uyedineniye Island . For example, the ice which had begun to form on 1 January 1936 and
which we call “ January t ’ in the table became 62 cm thick by 1 February. 119 cm by 1 April and
138 cm by 1 June .

It can be seen from the table that there is no real differe nce in the ice thicknesses in
October. November. L~ cember and even in January. Thus , the removal or non-removal of ice
in the autumn has little effect on the thickness of ice encountered during the subsequent navigation
season . C~i the other hand , the spring removal (March through May ) is of great importance .
Actually . the ice carried out at this time will be replaced by ice, 1) which is not very thick, and
2) which has a relatively high temperature .

The last line of table 74 shows the average daily air temperatures for the preceeding month.
The data in this line and the preceding conclusions indicate the significance of ice removal dur ing
spring and also of the early arrival of spring for summer navigation .

UTE RA TIJ BE : 63, 77.

Section 87. Maximum Thickness of Perennial Ice
Weyprecht introduced the concept of the maximum thickness of “perennial ice” accretion .

On the bas is of observations of the dependence of ice growth on the number of freezing degree-
days , Weyprecht found that newly-formed Ice would be 209 cm thick by the end of the first winter
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in the Franz Joseph Land region, since the average number of freezing degree—days in that
region is 5625 .

Assuming that the ice thickness would decrease 100 cm dur ing the summer, i .e  - ‘  that it
would become 109 cm thick , he calculated that by the end of the second winter , the ice would be-
come 234 cm thick due to the effect of another 5625 freezing degree-days on Ice 109 cm thick.

Thus , considering the further increase of ice thickness, Weyprecht found that for Franz
Joseph Land where, on the average , the number of freezing degree-days was 5625 with a summer
decrease of 100 cm, the maximum thickness would be 260 cm. With this ice thickness , as much
ice would melt in summer as would accrete in winter.

We have seen that ice accretion , as a function of the number of freezing degree-days. can
be determined with adequate approximation. by my formula

i2+50i=8 p. (1)

From this formula , we get

(~ i)2 + (5 0+2i 0) ~~i—8 ~~R = 0. (2)

From figure 72, we see . e.g. , that if there were no ice at the initial moment , after 6000
freezing degree-days the ice would become 196 cm thick, while if the ice were 400 cm thick at the
initial moment, after 6000 freezing degree-days , the ice thickness would increase only 53 cm.
This • then, is Weyprecht ’ s concept of the maximum accretion of perennial ice.

Transforming formula (2), we get
4AR i~il (3)

In this formula, let us assume that: ~~I is the decrease of ice thickness during summer due
to melting and ~ R is the number of freezing degree-days during the winter in a given region .

In this case. will be the maximum ice thickness during the autumn, before ice formation
begins .

If we assume that all the ice which has formed in the given region during the winter , melts
dur ing the summer,

11=0,

then from (3) we get

8.~R = (~
d)2 +50 M. (4)

If the number of freezing degree-days is greater In a given region than that obtained by for-
mula (4), the ice which had formed during the winter would last through the summer and would
then be classified as perennial Ice. If it is less, not only the ice which had formed in a given re-
gion, but also ice of any thickness which had been carried into the given region from another region
would eventually be destroyed by melting.
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En order to obtaIn the ice thickness prior to the start of melting , i . e . ,  the critical maximu m
ice thickness, we should add the amount of summer melting.

‘max !j +~~1, (5)

or
4t~R ~ 1I max~~~~~~~ +~ y _ 2 5. (6)

to the val ue 11 obtained from formula (3).

From fora~uia (ft) . one can see that the maximum ice thickness tends toward infinity as the
amount of summer melting decreases and approaches zero. I shall return to this question later .

The graph which has alrealdy ~~~~ ~iv~ - , in fI gure 72 can be used to compute maximum ice
thickness. Actually . we have seen that when the maximum ice thickness is reached, winter ice
accretion Is in exact equiLibrium with summer melting. Hence, if we consider the Isolines of ice
growth on this graph to be isolines of melting , their intersection with the vertical lines corre—
spending to freezing degree-days , will give us the minimum ice thickness in a given region. By
add ing summer melting to this value , we will find the maximum thickness .

As has already been pointed out , Nanse n observed 7662 freezing degree-days during the
winter of 1894-1895 . Using the graph, we fi nd that when R = 7662 and i,,, = 0 cm. year-old ac-
cretion ice will be 224 cm thick . On the other hand, Nansen noted that the ice melted 100 cm
during the summer in the region of the drift of the ‘r :  ‘ . Beginning on the graph at R 7662
and ~ 1 100 cm, we find the minimum ice thickness = 231 cm and the maximum ice thickness

max = 331 cm.

The corrections explained in figure 79 should be entered in Weyprecht ’s diagram. In this
figu re. ice thickness is plotted along the Y -axis and the freezing degree-days along the X-axis .
The curve is plotted according to formula (1).

If a certain number of freezing degree-days liT is characteristic of a given region at the end
of the first year, we will find the ice thickness by the end of the first winter , i.e. • j i at the inter-
section (point ) of the vertical line correspondi ng to the value of 11 and the plotted curve .

The ice thickness will change during the su,nme r due mainl y to the following processes:

1. The thickness will increase somewhat from below due to the low temperatures ma in-
ta m ed in the ice itself at the start of melting. This increased ice thickness is expressed by seg-
ment - :  1’ in figure 79.

2. The ice thickness will decrease from above by the a m o u n t : -  due to summer melting.

L 

Thus by the end of the summer, the Ice thickness will be

I t +ab — ac = i~+ i’~~ I” ,

3. The Interna l temperature of the Ice wil l Increase, due in part to the absorption of radian t
energy and atmospheric heat by the upper Ice layers, and in part due to the absorption , through
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Figure 79. Accretion of perenniaL ice.

the lower surface of the Ice. of the hea t of crystallIzation released during the formation of an
additiona l layer of ice of thickness

The heat absorbed from the atmosphere . however, is used not onLy to melt a layer of ice ac
thick and to raise the temperature within the ice. but also for processes within the ice (fusion)
which is reflected by the fact that the upper layers of the ice become completely saturated with
water by the end of summer. The importance of this process is clear from the following obser-
vations made on the S~- 1 :’ . In 1939 , the mea n dail y air temperatures were negative by the
beginning of September. but the winter increase of ice thickness did not begin until 20 November
after the ice had frozen thr ough.

It can be seen from table 75 that 1335 freezing degree -clays were required before new ice
could form in the region of drift of the S~- •i

If we assume that the amounts of summer ice accretion and melting are constant in the given
region , and that the number of fre* ”ng degree-days is also constant , from formula (6) we get

I 4 (R — P ’)  ~ I
‘flax — ~ ~~~~~~~ (7)

where ~~1 = i ’  - i “ i s  the total change in the thickness of the ice during the summer and F ’ i s
the number of freezing degree-days necessary for the ice to freeze through .

From formula (7), it follows that the effect of the summer saturation of ice by water is
equivalent to a decrease of the average number of freezing degree-days in a given area, and if
this decrease is known, it is not difficult to obtain the maximum ice thickness from both formula
(6) and the graph i n fIgure 72.
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TABLE 75. CHANGES OF THICKNESS OF 1936 AND 1937 ICE (IN CM) DURING THE SUMMER
OF 1939- REGION OF DRIFT OF THE SED Q V

Cha nges of Ice
Stake Headings Thickness

Date of Freezing Stake Stake Stake Stake
Measurement Degree-Days No. 1 No. 2 No. 1 No. 2 Remarks

9/10 103 211 243

9/22 193 211 236 0 —7

10/ 1 315 212 233 +1 —3

10/10 420 211 230 — 1 —3

10/22 640 211 230 0 0 Ice f roze 50-60 cm

10/30 852 211 230 0 0 Ice froze 100-120 cm

11/10 1, 127 211 230 0 0 Ice froze 140 cm

11/20 1, 335 215 233 +4 +3 Begi nning of accretion

Returning to figure 79, we see that the ice thickness will be 1.’ by the beginning of the sec-
ond winter. It will remain the same up to point e,  when the ice freezes through.  After th i s ,  i t
begins to increase along a curve parallel to the growth curv e ~~

‘. until  it reaches point ,~~~. corre-
spending to 2! . the number of freezing degree-day s by the end of the second winter.  etc -

Personally. I do not know of any quantitative data which would allow us to jud ge the effect of
the saturation of ice by water. with the exception of tho S i : ’  observations alread y mentioned .
Hence. generalizations should be avoided until appropriate data have been accumulated . However.
by substituting R = 6000 and M = 100 cm into formula (6). we get

= 265 CM ,

and by substit uting liT = 1500 into formula (7) (which is actuall y the case, according to the -
. -

observations), we get

I ,’~,,, = 205 CM .

In other words, the summer warming and the saturation of the uppe r layers of ice by ev~it ei-
decreases the theoretical maximum ice thickness obtained by for mula (6) by 60 cm. i e’ - .  by a
rather appreciable amount. This allows us to refine Weyprecht ’ s concept of maximum ice thick-
ness somewhat , as follows: the maximum ice thickness is that at which the winter regime merel y
destroys the changes in the ice thickness and structur e caused by the summer regime .

Natural phenomena are very complicated and quantitative computations can serve’ only to
clarify the qualitative aspects of the phenomenon. We shall conduct further discussions from t h i s
point of view .

Formula (7) indicates that the maximum ice thickness depends on the number of freezing
degree—days R which characterize the winter regime. and on the amount of molting ,\ - and warming
~~~~~ which characterize the summer regime .
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As we have seen, all these values vary within wide limits, even in the same region . This is
particularly apparent In the Atlantic regions of the arctic . DurIn g some years. the number of
freezing degree-days on Dickson Island (Ostrov Dlkson) departs from the average by more than
15 per cent - However, the amplitude of varIation of the number of freezing degree -days decreases
eastward and northward . The summer regime fluctuates jus t as greatly in Individual regions, but
its amplitudes also decrease northward and eastward .

For general considerations. however, let us assume that both the summer and winter regimes
.~-emain unchanged in eac h individual region. and let us investigate the spatial distribution of these
elements .

In the region of the Arctic Basin beyond the limits of the cont inental shoal, i . e . ,  the main
region of perennial ice, the number of freezing degree-days evide ntly fluctuates within the limits

4 5, 000 and 8.000 . The summer regime varies more intensel y.  Thus. while the ice melted about
one meter in summer in the region of drift of the l’r~::n and the S,~d o v  near the Greenland Sea ,
the ice melt did not exceed half a meter in the region of the pole, as observations made by station
“ North Pole ” showed. Evident ly , summer melting amounts to only a few tens of centimeters in
the region between the North Pole and the Arctic Archipelago , where the Atlantic influence scarcely
penetrates .

Thus. over the entire Arctic Basin. the number of freezing degree-days does not vary by
more than a few tens of per cents . Summer melting differs by hundreds of per cents from region
to region .

Howeve r , when the ice is quite thick , even considerable changes in the number of freezing
degree-days have little effect on the ice thickness . Therefore the summer regime is the main
factor determining the maximum thickness of perennial ice accretion.

Let us assume the number of freezing degree-days to be constant and let us use the simpler
formula. (6) for further discussion . Substituting R = 6000 in this formula. we find that during
summer melting

~ ; lOO cm. I ma.x = 265 cm
= 50 cm, .Z 1~ ..~~= 480 cm.
= 20 cm. ~~max~~~~lS5 cm.

With the same number of freezing degree-days and with 10 cm summer melting . the maximum
ice thickness increases to almost 24 rn This evidently explains in part the formation of thick peren- —

nial shore ice along the northern coasts of Greenland and the shelf ice along the coasts of the
antarctic.

Thus , there is no doubt that with time the ice thickness gradually approaches the average for
a given region . The question arises: how many years does this take ? The corresponding formu-
las would be too complex . but a subsequent change in the ice thickness can be obtained easily using
the given formulas and the graph . As an example. let us assume that toward the beginning of win—
ter . ice of different thicknesses is brought into a certain region, where the number of freezing
degree-days is 6000, and summer melting 100 cm, and let us trace the changes of thickness from
year to year . Let us consider 265 cm to he the maximum ice thickness in the given region. in
other words, we shall use formulas (3) and (5) In the computations , Ignoring the amount of summer
warming, which as yet is little known . I computed table 76 on the basis of just such assumptions .
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TABLE 76. CHANGE IN THICKNESS OF ICE OF DIFFERENT THICKNESSES BROUGHT
INTO A R EGION OF 6000 FREEZING DEGREE-DAYS AND 100 CM SUMMER
MELTING

Initial Ice Thickness in cm

Ice Thickness 0 200 400 600 800

By the end of the first winter 196 289 453 636 828

By the end of the second winter 225 231 386 577 759

By the end of the third winter 241 276 355 523 693

By the end of the fourth winter 250 272 370 474 630

This table again illustrates a characteristic situation. i . e . ,  when thinner ice arrives in a re-
gion with climatic conditions characterized by a certain maximum ice thickness, it gradually be-
comes thinner. I computed table 77 according to the same formulas .

TABLE 77. ICE THICKNESS IN CM WITH A C ONSTANT 6000 FREEZING DEGREE-DAYS.
BUT WITH VARIABLE SUMMER MELTING AND AN INiTIAL ICE THICKNESS
OF 0 CM

Mel ting in cm 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

After the fi rst winter . . .  196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196

After the second winter .  279 272 266 259 253 247 241 236 230 225

Alter the third winter . .  342 328 316 303 291 280 269 259 249 241

After the fourth winter . .  394 371 355 337 320 304 288 274 261 250

After the fifth winte r 439 410 388 364 344 328 302 285 269 255

After the sixt h winter . . .  479 444 416 387 362 341 313 293 274 259

After the seventh winter .  515 475 440 407 377 351 321 298 278 261

After the eighth winter . .  548 503 462 424 390 359 327 302 281 262

Afte r the nint h winter . . -  579 528 481 439 401 366 332 305 283 263

After the tent h winter . . .  607 548 499 452 411 372 336 308 284 264

Maximum Thickness 2 , 380 1, 185 790 595 480 405 353 315 287 265

From tables 76 and 77 it can be seen that it takes a great many years for ice to reach its max-
imum thickness . Hence , it follows that if the climatic conditions of a given region are known . the
thickness of ice accretion Indicates its age . On the other hand . the maximum thickness of ice ac-
cretion, determined by some method. can serve as an excellent climatic characteristic for individ-
ual regions; actually , both the winter and summer regimes of the investigated regions enter into
this value .

LITERATURE: 61, 62, 77. 177 .
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Section 88. Temperature of Sea ke
Many observers have studied sea-ice temperatures and their vertica l distribution, but

Malmgren and Sverdrup were the first to conduct observations that encompassed all the seasons .
These observations were made from October 1922 through June 1924 . during the expedition on the
M a u d . 5

From these and other observations. it follows that the temperature of the lower surface of
ice is very close to the freezing point of sea water , i . e . .  it is approximately constant . while the
temperature of the Ice surface is close to the air temperature . Since the air temperature fl uctu-
ates during the day, the temperature of the upper layers also fluctuates during the day . Further-
more, the daily variation of ice temperature is caused by the daily variation of radiation . Thus,
very often, under clear night skies , the temperature of the ice surface can be several degrees
lower than the air temperature , due to the radiation which is intense at this time . During the day.
when solar radiation penetrates the ice and is partially absorbed by it. the temperature of the ice
rises slightly. independently of the air temperature . As a re8ult of such a daily temperature var-
iation, the ice strength , which also depends on temperature , has a daily variation . The ice is
strongest at about sunrise and weakest at about sunset. This fact should be considered when using
ice crossings .

TabLe 78 gives some extracts from Maltngren’s observations during the winter of 1923 -1 924 .

TABLE 78. SEA-IC E TEMPERATURE IN C, ACCOR DIN G TO MALMGREN’S OBSERVATIONS
DURING 1923 AND 1924

Dept h in cm from the Ice Surface 0 25 75 125 200

Maximum diurnal temperature increase .  8.7 4.3 1.6 1.8 0.3

Maximum diurnal temperature decrease.  6.8 2.4 1.4 0.7 0.4

Mean annual temperature -15.7 -13.3 -10.2 -8.3 -4.8

Absolute annual minimu m —42.2 —30.4 —23.7 -17.3 -10.0

As was to be expected , the diurnal temperature variations, the mean annual temperature and
the absolute annual minimum, which characterize the temperature amplitude in the given case,
decrease with depth .

Table 79 and fi gure 80 show the mean monthly temperatures at different depths from the ice
surface, compu ted by Malmgren from daily observations during the winter of 1923-1924. The
average temperatures of October and November, which were obtained from the averages of the
corresponding months in 1922 and 1923. are exceptions.

In figu re 80, the average monthly temperatures are plotted along the Y—axis and the corre-
sponding months along the X—axi s . If we exclude the January anomaly , which was due to the air
temperature anomaly . the curves of the average monthly temperatures are quite symmetrical.

The observations were made with resistance thermometers and thermocouples frozen into
the ice .
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Figure 80. Annual variation of monthly ice temperatures at
different depths from the ice surface , according
to Malmgren. Onserved temperatures (—) and
temperatures computed by the harmonic
formula (——).

The branches of these curves corresponding to a temperature increase are steeper than those cor-
responding to a temperature decrease. This phenomenon is In agreement with the following:
dur ing a temperature increase, the Increase takes place from above and from below at every point
in the ice, but during a temperature decrease, when there is a steady flow of heat from below
(from the water), the cooling occurs only from above.

The following formula is often used to calculate the annual temperature variation on the basis
of mean monthly temperatures

1m Tm + Qs ~~ (~4+m), (1) 
—

where tm is the mean monthly temperature. Tn is the mean annual temperature , a is the ampli-
tude of variation, A is the initial phase and a is an angle reckoned from the middle of January.
representing the number of months .

Onviously, when this formula is used, the annual temperature variation at different levels
will be represented by sinusoids that differ from each other in amplitude and phase . For ice depths
of 75 cm and 200 cm , these sinusoids appear as the dashed lines In figure 80, whIch was constructed
on the basis of Malmgren’ s computations .

As was to be expected, all anomalies are eliminated by the sinusoids . There Is no January
anomaly and there is no difference in the slope of the Inclines, but the tag of the minimum average
temperatures in the deeper layers of the ice, as compared with the time during which these same
temperatures occurred in the layers near the surface, is shown in greater relief.

Table 80 shows the mean monthly air and ice temperatures , according to the observations
made by Savel’ ev on Uyedtneniye Island in 1939 . The table shows the characteristic decrease of
the minimum temperature level and the sharp decrease of the average ice temperature by May and
June, despite the steadily increasing ice thickness.
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TAB LE 79. THE MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURES OF SEA-ICE IN ,C AT DIFFERENT
LEVELS (NEGATIV E TEMPERATURES)

Depth
cm Average

Months ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0 25 75 125 200 0-200

January 28.0 24.1 18.9 14.0 6.5 15.9

February 30.9 26.9 21.3 16.3 8.5 18.3

T~iarch 29.1 26.0 21.0 16.5 9.6 18.3

April 21.6 20.1 17.3 14.4 9.4 15.2

May 7.4 8.6 9.3 9.2 7.4 8.4

June 1.5 3.0 4.1 4.5 3.8 3.6

July 0.0 0.1 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.0

August 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.1 1.2 0.8

September 4.7 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.9

October 12.3 7.6 3.3 1.6 1.4 4.2

November 23.0 17.8 11.9 7.1 2.4 10.2

December 29.9 24.4 17.7 12.2 4.6 15.1

Average . . . 15.4 13.3 10.6 8.1 4.8 9.4

TABLE 80. MEAN MONTHLY AIR AND ICE TEMPERATURES.  SAVEL’EV’S OBSERVATIONS
ON UYEDINEN IYE ISLAND . 1939

Months January February March April May June Remarks

Air 26.60 22.75 23.69 19.38 6.85 +0.96 With the exception
of the air tempera-Ice level in cm
ture in June, the

10 17.90 15.48 16.16 15.50 7.92 1.39 temperatures are

20 15.86 14.21 14.91 14.58 8.00 2.20

30 12.90 12.34 13.00 12.91 7.30 2.20

40 10.35 11.59 12.39 12.49 7.58 2.56

80 6.67 8.43 9.46 9.84 6.35 2.68

80 3.99 6.49 7.76 8.42 6.10 3.18

100 3.71 5.05 5.97 4.74 2.59

120 2.14 3.62 4.80 4.34 2.72

140 2.30 3.27 3.49 2.42

160 2.22 1.49

Average Ice
Temperature 10.18 8.26 8.35 8.89 5.50 2.44
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Figure 81. Ice temperatures at Cape Schmidt .

Figure 81 shows the air temperature and vertical temperature distribution in ice observed
from 10 April to 8 June 1937, in the region of Cape Schmidt and the Chuckchee Sea (according to
Georgievskli). Like Malmgren ’s observations , this figure shows how slowly the minimum tem-
perature is established in the drp layers and it shows the characteristic summer temperature
minimum in the middle of the ice . This phenomenon is well known to polar navigators, who have
found through experience that the upper part of the ice is the hardest during ice formation but that
the middle part is hardest during the melting period.

Interesting observations of the brief but sharp air temperature changes on the heat regime of
the ice with a 30 cm snow cover were conducted in Dickson Bay (Bukhta Dikson) by Savel’ev. From
2 to 18 February 1944. the air temperature changed from -16° to -38° to -6°. the surface tem-
perature of the snow changed from -16 ° to -40° to -7 ° . the surface temperature of the ice from~
—8 ° to —19° to -10~, and the temperature at the 80 cm level from -1.4° to —7° to -5°. Minimum
temperatures lagged at the lower levels, and with the beginning of warming appeared in the middle
levels of the ice.

Malmgren made another deduction from his observat ions of ice temperatures. Figure 82
shows the vertical distribution of the mean annual ice temperatures .

ICE T E M P E R A T U R E

0° — 4 °  —1° -/2 —/6 °
~ 000

/ __3.00 ____ _____ ____ _____

FIgure 82. The mean annual temperature of sea ice in the
Arctic Basin, according to Malmgren.
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These temperatures decrease with increasing depth of the tower layer from the surface and.
at a depth of 280 cm (if we continue the curve by geometric extrapolation) become equal to the
freezing point of sea-water (In the region of Malmgren ’s observations. - 1.5°). ThIs is the depth
which Malmgren considers the average thickness of Ice formed in the East Siberian Sea due to heat
conductivity.

LITERATIJRE: 39. 62. 104.

Section 89. The Lag of the Temper ature Minimum
in t he Lower Level s of Sea Ice

Qu ite naturally. the late appearance of minimum temperatures at the lower levels of sea-ice
is the result of the Fourier Laws of the distribution of periodic temperature fl uctuations in a uni-
form solid body of infi nite proportions . However, In sea-ice. this has certain specific
characteristics .

At the lower surface of the ice , the temperature remains near the freezing point , but at the
upper surface it is close to the air temperature. Let us assume that the temperature of the ice
surface reaches its minimum at a certain moment . After this , the following factor s will help in-
crease the ice temperat ure : 1) solar radiation, which raises the temperature of the ice surface,
penetrates deep Into the ice, and converts into heat there; 2) the heat incident on the ice surface
from the air , whose temperature gradually increases; 3) the continuous heat flux , both winter and
summer. from the water through the lower surface of the ice, such as the heat of crystallization
which is released during the formation of ever newer ice layers at the lower surface of the Ice.
If we ignore the action of solar radiation on the internal parts of the ice , the temperature at any
point of the ice will change according to

dl k (a2l~
(1)

where ~ is the temperature. T the time , is the heat conductivity , c 1 is the specific heat of ice
and 6~ is the ice density .

Since the ice surface is warmed through quickly during the spring , at first the vertical tem-
perature gradients In the uppe r part of the ice will be considerably greater than in the lower part;
consequently (see figure 83) the minimum temperature level , which decrea ses In size , gradually
drops lower and Lower until it assumes a position approximately in the middle of the ice mass.

Actually. after the temperature of the surface layer increases to the freezing point , i . e . ,
afte r it becomes approximately equal to the temperature of the lower layer , and after a situation
is established where

(a l ~ (~ l \

~~~~~ U~~I)— : ‘ (2)

where (8~ / 82)~~ is the temperature gradient at a distance above a given point, (&t / 9~~) ,. is
the temperature gradient at a distance r below a given point, i.e. • the arriva l of heat from above
will be equal to the arrival of heat from below ; there will be no reasons for any fur ther descent of
the minimum . On examining figure 81, which represents Georglevskii’ s observations of ice tem-
peratures at Cape Schmidt , and table 80 which gives the temperature observations made by Savel ’ev
on Uyedineniye Island , we see that these data completely confirm the above hypothesis .
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The following formula is derived from the Fourier Law of the distribution with depth of
periodic surface-temperature changes of a uniform infinite body .

z = 2t
J/

Ti
~~~. 

(3)

where ~ is the depth of the level computed from the surface of the ice, t is the time lag of the max-
imum or minimum at a [givenj depth. k is the thermometric conductiv ity . 2’ is the period of tem-
perature change (in our case, 10.4 months is the time it takes for the temperature of the surface
layer of the ice to return to the initial temperature).

From formula (3), we obtain

k =- ~~ ~~
=O.OOO29*, (4)

where t is expressed in days . z in centimeters and k in cm2/sec .

Malmgren computed the dates of minimum temperature at diffe rent levels in the ice (table 81)
from his observations of ice temperature and from his theoretical sinusoidal curves (figure 80). I
obtained the values of the coefficients of thermometric conductivity of ice, given in table 82, by
successive substitution of the following in formula (4): the depths 25, 75, 125 and 200 cm, and the
corresponding time Intervals 8, 19, 29 and 50 days, taken from the surface minimu m (on 26
January) .

FIgure 83. Diagram of the drop in the
level of minimum ice tam-
perature in the summer.

TABLE 81. THE DATES OF MINIMUM ICE TEMPERA-
TUR ES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS , ACCORD-
ING TO MALMGREN ’S OBSERVATIONS

0 cm 26 January

25 cal 3 February

75 cm 14 February

125 cm 24 February

200 cm 17 February
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TABLE 82. THE THERMOM ETRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF SEA-ICE
COM PUTED FROM THE LAG OF MINIMUM
TEMPERATURES

In the layer: from 0 to 25 cm 0.0029

f rom 25 to 75 cm 0.0060

from 75 to 125 cm 0.0072

from 125 to 200 cm 0.0026

In the layer: from O t o  75 cm 0.0049

from 0 to 125 cm 0.0053

from Ot o 200 cm 0.0046

Mal mgren notes quite correctly that formulas for the depth distribution of periodic tempera-
ture fluctuations In a uniform medium of infinite thickness should not be applied to sea-ice, which
is not uniform and is comparatively thin. Actually, one of the basic assumptions of the theory of
the propagation of periodic fluctuations in a homogeneous medium consists of the fact that the av-
erage ann ual temperature at various levels is equal to the average annual temperature at the sur-
face of the medium. This assumption, as well as the other assumptions in the theory. is not ap-
plicable to sea-ice . Therefore, Malmgren used other methods to determine the heat conductivity.

LITERATURE: 62. 104 .

Section 90. Ice Accr et ion Due to Low Ice Temperatures
We have already seen that under certain conditions the ice which had formed during the w in—

ter can become thicker during the summer, because ice formed from melt water which had drained
beneath the ice freezes to the lower surface of the ice when it comes into contact with the cold sea
water.

However, aside from this , ice accretion can continue even afte r the air temperature be-
comes higher than the temperature of the surface layers of the ice until the temperature of the ice
reaches the temperature of the water beneath it (see Section 62).

Let us try to compute approximately the maximum possible ice accretion at the lower sur-
fac e of the ice, due to the cold reserves which accumulated within the ice during the winter.  Let
us make the following assumptions:

1. The heat reserves in the water are so slight that we can ignore them .

2. All the cold accumulated in the ice during the winter is expended on summer ice
accretion.

3. The vertical temperature distribution in the ice is linear (in other words, the vertical
temperature gradient is constant).

Under these assumptions, we can write the equation:

(t ~ — r) ~~~ = )~~t~i, (1)
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Where is the average minimum temperature of the ice. r is the freezing point , ô~ is the ice
density. c is the specific heat of the ice, i is the ice thickness, A Is the heat of the fusion , and
~ i is the increase of ice thickness due to its internal cold reserves, characterized by the left side
of equation (1).

For the sake of simplicity , if we assume that A = 80 g-cal/g and c 0.5 g-cal/g, we will
get 

= 1 , (2)

or if we consider that the temperature of the ice changes linearly from its upper to its lower sur-
face, we get

~~~~= 
2 

(3)

where 
~~ 

is the temperature of the upper surface of the ice and r , as before , is the temperature of
the lower surface of the ice. equal to the freezing point of the sea water in which the ice is floating.

I computed table 83 according to formula (3).

TABLE 83. MAXIMUM ICE ACCR ETION DUE TO THE LOW TEMPERATURES WITHIN
THE ICE (INCM )

_  

-15 -20 -25 -30

Table 83 infers that the internal cold reserve cannot increase the ice thickness more than 5
to 10 per cent .

LITERATURE: 77.
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CHAPTER VII
DEFORMATION OF ICE

Section 91. The Deformation of an Ice Cover
As was already shown , the formation of sea Ice occurs In a calm sea only in exceptional

cases and in comparativel y small area; i.e. • at the shore of small bays and in unfrozen patches of
water (polynyas) which are situated between large ice fields. In the majority of cases , the young-
ice for mations are subjected to various deformatIon processes from the very first nmment of
origin.

Changes in form and sIze of ice caused by temper ature variations are designated “thermal
defor mations , ” while those caused by vertical and horizontal movements are classed as “dynamic
defor mations. ”

We have subdivided both these deformations and others Into two further classifications: rela-
tive to the structure and the prope rtIes of the sea ice (internal) and relative to the form and size
(external).

The inte rnal thermal deformations can he conditioned by the separatIon of fresh Ice from the
brine cells and capillaries wi th a reduction in the temperature of the sea ice.

Since the volume of ice is approximately S per cent more than that of water from which it was
formed , It is clear that additional tensions occur which fracture the ice with every temperatu re
redu ction in every salt cell. The developed pressure in thIs case reaches upwards of 1 , 200
kg/cm2 .

Afte r the beginning of a thaw , thIs process is even intensified. Actuall y, the mel ted water ,
which penetrates from the surface ice along the capillary fissures to the lower (already cold) parts
of the Ice , freezes , expands , and thus causes the format ion of new thermal fissures. A net of very
fi ne fissures results from these processes , and u ltimately weakens the sea Ice.

The external thermal deformation s of ice are caused in the following manner. According to
the obse rvations of Mal mgren, the temperature of the surface—layer of ice field s in the Arctic
Basin , following approxImately behind the air temperature , changes fro m -2 ” to -42 ° in the course
of a winter. In connection with this , great tensions occur which cause inner structural changes in
the Ice , as well as ja mming (and sometimes the break-up into blocks) and fissures.

Inte rnal dynamic deformations are caused by ice ja ms , and are usuall y accompanied by ex-
ternal deformations. Air bubbles and the brine of the salt cells and capillaries arc squeezed out by
this process. The sea ice gradually becomes more monolithic and fresh . Moreover , at low tern-

4 peratu res, strong jamm Ing welds the structure into one complete unit in addition to increasing the
crystal size, as may be observed in the lower layers of the ice.
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The much more diverse external dynamic deformations fracture Ice formations, thus causing
changes in either their outline and form , as well as hummocks and isostatic phenomena.

Wind , rough sea, sea cu rr ents , t idal phenomena , and the forces of gravity appear to be the
chief factors determining the dynamic deformation. All these factors function diffe rently in open
sea and along the shore , on floating Ice and on fast ice , on winter (cold) and summer (warm) ice , on
solid and broken ice. Wind exerts the greatest influence on floating ice in an open sea; however ,
the rolling sea is the greatest deformatlve factor on the I ce ’s edge. Along the shore, sea cu rrents
and tidal phenomena play a much greater role than the wind .

In winter , thermal , and especially dyna mic , deformations occur with a distant din.

According to their statements , all polar explorers learn very quickly to distinguish by sound
the changes occurring in the ice surrounding them in winter. Thus , at low temperatures, the for-
matio n of thermal crevices is accompanied by sounds which resemble harsh gunshots. The break-
up of ice causes the most diverse types of sounds.

On the other hand , the quiet which accompanies the summer break—up impressed all the ex-
plorers , being sometimes far more grandiose in size than the winter break-up. Huge monoliths of
Ice broke off , sighed , and plunged, producing almost no noise. Furthermore, this occurred In the
complete absence of wind . It is necessary to note that the dynamic defo rmations , which are deter-
mined by the different velocities of the various ice fields , depend on active forces and do not re-
quire high velocities for large-moving ice fields. Significant fissures and hummocks are some-
times formed, as it were , under completely cal m circumstances.

According to the observations of Brusnev , hummock rid ges , st retching along the New ~therian
Islands , are found in quiet weather. They are the result of movement of one ice field along another
which is im mobile. Sometimes the ice hummocks rise to a height of 7 m , although the relative
movement of the fields is i mperceptible to the eye’.

LITERATURE: 62. 77 .

Sect ion 9 2 .  Thermal  Fissures
As we have seen , the temperature of the bottom surface of the ice fields generally remains

constant. Consequently, with a temperatu re change in the uppe r layers , the bottom surface of the
field will strive to preserve Its dimensions, while the di mensions of the upper surface may change
radically in one direction or another , depending on the salinity of the ice , Its tempera ture , and the
di rection of the tempe ra ture change . Hence It follows that the ice field wil l  sag in one direction or
another under the influence of the su rface—layer temperature, as long as the rmal fissures do not
appea r on the top or the bottom of Its surface (see fi gu re 84).

If the tempe ra tu re change forces the upper layers to contract , the fissures will appear on the
upper surface. On the other hand , if the su rface layers expand unde r the influence of the tempera-
tu re the fissure’s will appear on the lower surface. Since the surface layers of ice are almost
fresh, the uppe r su rface of the ice will  usually contract with a reduction in temperature and thus
become covered with fissures. This phenomenon received the name of “frost cracks. “~

•Thc frost crack is also characteristic of icebergs and glaciers. Icebergs also split Into
monoliths and sometimes , In the winte r , disintegrate before your eyes. This is accompanied by
ha rsh noises , which exceed in volume the noise of the break—up of ice fields. In the Alps , the
noises In glaciers are always taken as one of the sign s of a bad change in the weather.
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Figure 84. The formation scheme of thermal fissures. The forces
causing the fissures are shown by arrow s.

The fissures, once formed, are gradually filled from below by sea water , which freezes on
contact with the cold ice; and from above by snow and water , which flows over them. In such a
manner , owing to the temperature change of the ice , a constant ice accumulation and a cause for
continuing tension occur. In the presence of a continuous ice cover , these tensions cause thermal
j ammings and the formation of small hummocks and ridges on the surface of the ice. These phe-
nomena have already been pointed out by Nordenskj old.

Thermal expansion and tension of ice is complicated by the fact that the surface of the ice,
which varies according to the structure , is usually covered by snow layers of various thicknesses,
which decrease the amplitude of the surface temperatures of the ice differently. Thus , toward the
system of fissures, in the coldest (therefore the hardest and most brittle) surface ice layers. Th..”
system begins with very fine capillaries , proceeds in all directions , an d interlaces, penetrating
and separating the large areas of ice. According to Schlrschov and Fedorov , after all the snow bad
thawed in the summer and the melted water had flowed off the ice, the ice field on which the station
“North Pole” was built appeared covered with a net of more or less deep-surface fissures. When
holes were dug in the ice , deep thermal fissures were repeatedly discovered .

Accord ing to the observations of the Sed oLl  25 March 1939 at 86 26.5’ north , 109 41’ east ,
in one 24 hour period the ice was covered by an unusual net of threadlike fissures; at the time the
air temperature was about —39 g .

Frost—cracking of sea ice continues all winter (especially with marked reductions in temper-
ature) and is accompanied by a cha racteristic noise which reminds one of the reverberation of a
gunshot. A numb’~r of the thermal fissures are filled with snow and water , which freeze on contact
with cold ice and are done away with in such a manner. Others remain and prepare the ice , as it
were, for a subsequent disintegration into separate parts, under the influence of suitable external
forces. The presence of thermal fissures In Ice should afford an explanation for the comparatively
easy break-up of thin (even strong in appearance) ice fields , when sufficient areas of open water ap-
pea r among these ice floes. Thus , in the middle of February , 1938, I observed how , near the
shores of Greenland , the ~r n a k  easily split ice blocks 3 to 5 m thick.

In some cases , thermal changes in the ice area can also have an tmmediate practical meaning .

As Barabanov and Richter point out , in the case of damage done to hydraulic installations
from dynamic horizontal pressure of ice in the Nova Bay of the Gulf of Finland (impact of ice
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blocks ) it is not the periodic phenomena which are especially important . The intense , nonpe r todic
fluct uations of the sea level have a much greater significance , for stone piles and Individual stones
of earthwork cmbankments and pavements , which are frozen into the Ice , are pulled f rom the
ground with a quick and significant Increase of sea level. Serious damage to the hydraulic instal-
lations Is caused also by the expansion of the ice cover during the spring through solar radiation
(ther mal).

As an exa mple of the last type of damage , the authors cite the Inclination of one of the light-
house towers in the region of the island of Kotlin , Af ter the spring of 1926 , the tower tilted 1° 30’
from the vertical , and toward March , 1927 , the inclination of the tower reached 2 ° 07 ’ In the Same
di rection .

Mi nute observations were carried out on the basis of these investigations to explain this
phenomenon , and Barabanov and Richter arrived at the following conclusion. It appears that a
continuous ice field , with one of its boundaries attached to the shore , expanded with the increase
in temperature of the spring air , thus exerting strong pressure on such installations as the light-
house tower . The extent of the stress depended on the height of the structure , wi thin the limits of
the normal thickness of the ice cover. This stress extended to significantly greater heights , with

• the size of the piled—up masses of ice from the previous fall and winter periods.

Fissures are extremely I mportant in the construction of ice roads. The width of the thermal
fissures on Lake Baikal sometimes reached 2 m. In the laying of a winter railroad before con-
struction of the railroad circling the lake , the power In the formation was so great that the rails
were split. The coefficient of linear expansion of the ice was almost five times more than that of
iron. Bolts and fastenings were strewn in all directions , and the road was destroyed along some
ten miles . During the first days of construction , doubts arose as to the possibility of sri ice road
across such a wide water stretch as Lake Baikal .

As Bernstein notes , fissures which stretched almost parallel to the road for 10 m charac-
terize Ice crossings. These fissures sometimes traverse the road at very small angles . They
have a width of 4 to 5 cm at the top and a depth of 40 to 50 cm. With temperature increase , they
are filled with melted wate r , which freezes with a subsequent temperature decrease.

Bernstein explains the origin of longitudinal ’fissures as follows: The ice under the railroad
bed is always eventually cleared of the snow , thus becoming thicker than that in adjacent areas.
With a temperature decrease , the ice surface not covered by snow becomes colder more rapid ly.
A diffe rence in temperature, which also causes fissures , is thereby created . Bernstein notes
that though snow removal from the road advantageously thickens the ice , it nevertheless causes
detrimental longitudinal fissures . I do not believe that the thermal effect is the sole cause for the
formation of longitudinal fissures on ice crossings . Ice is thicker on crossings where the snow
has been removed; consequently, hydrodyna mic forces raise the crossings. With the construction
of roads on ice , the weight (cross ties , rails , etc .) exert a downward pressure on the ice. if
these influences are not in equilibrium , it is understandable that the appearance of longitudInal
fi ssures is inevitable . Bernstein recommend s snow removal from the largest possible area along
the tracks as one of the preventive measures against the damaging after-effects of fissures.

In 1942 , I examined fissures along the tracks of the railroad across the River Kuznechikh to
Archangel. The fissures were tO m and 10 cm wid e , with a funnel-shaped top. One had a mea-
sured depth of approximately 70 cm. The fissure was completely dry (the air temperature on this
day was about -20° ) and ran along the section cleared of snow , insid e the wooden structure of the
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railroad, I noted no change in the fissureB as a 52 ton locomotive passed over the road . Such
longitudinal thermal fissures are caused on ice roads which are constructed on fast ice.

Occasionally, “gorges” are formed at the intersection of two fissures. At first glance , these
represent the greatest possible danger , but In the described case I did not notice any movement of
the tce.*

When appraising the dangerousness of fls~ures, it Is necessary to remember that in the
course of time any breaks and fissures are gradually closed . As already noted , thin ice grows
more quickly than thicker Ice. Thus , a peculiar cushion of ice grows under each fissure , which

compensates for its har mful Influence .

LITERATURE: 17, 62 , 76, 77.

Section 93. Wind Pressure on Ice Fields
Wind , with its pressure , exerts a double effect on ice fields: it moves ice fields (wind drift

of ice, see Chapter ii), causing fluctuating movements of the Ice fields , which are accompanied
by wind waves behind it on the ice cover and break—up of the ice fields.

Let us assume that air molecules move in the wind with one and the same velocity and in one
and the same direction (horizontal) . Let us further assume that a hummock is situated on the ice
field with the slope toward the wind (fIgure 85).

Pt

/ \\
I
I \
I
I

A7,~~ Pt’

P4 p17

Figure 85. Pressure of the wind on ice hummocks .

*The road foreman described to me how he attempted to fill the fissures and gorges with
water. He noted that the ice formed from the poured water did not hold fast to the main mass of ice.
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If we resolve the pressure of the wind Into its component parts, we obta in

P5 p Sin a , (1)
P 1 P C OS~~, (2)

where p~ Is the wind pressure on the plane, perpendicular to the wind--the active force-power of
the w ind ; 

~t the pressure gliding along the windward surface of the hummocks (therefore , ineig-
nlficaut in the first approximation of the movement and heaping of Ice); p the pressure In the di-
rection of the wind ; and a the slope angle of the hummocks .

Resolving further the operating power-force of the wind on the vertical and horizontal com-
ponents, we obtain

Ph Pn Sin a_ ~p sine a
(3)

P~=P n COS a f s i n 2a , (4)

where Pv is the moving force of the wind , or the power-force , which causes the drift of the ice;
and is the drowning power of the wind , or the power which causes vertical fluctuation of the
ice cover.

From formulas (4) and (3), it follows that the wind attains its maximum moving force with
ice blocks having perpendicular walls. However , the maximum drowning force of the wind Is at—
talned with hummocks having slopes of 45 ° . In this case. we have

(5)

Furthermore, we know that the wind pressure on a unit area , perpendicular to the wind , is
approximately proportional to the square of the wind velocity ,

p = a w 2, (6)

where ‘. i s  the wind velocity ; ~ is the coefficient of proportionality .

From the formulas cited above , it follows that with an adequate wind velocity and with a
small hummock-floating, the drowning power of the wind may be greater than the floating of the
hummockiug and thus cause it to sink .

Since the drowning power-pressure of the wind is determined also by the inclination and the
area dimensions of the windward slope of the hummock , individual parts of the ice fields with an
irregular upper surface are subjected to various stresses. This generates vertical movements of
separate parts of the Ice field , and thus its eventual break—up .

In the derivation of the cited formulas , I took Into consideration the laminar motion of the
air current , but the air Is turbulent and its vertical components create disproportionate stress,
even on completely level fields . As a result , vertical fluctuations are caused in the Ice , similar
to a wind wave on the surface of the sea.

Observer. repeatedly noted the appearance of wind ripples on the thin Ice. Bernstein points
out that the Instrument observations carried out in 1927 on the Volga established , without a doubt ,
the origin of the wind fluc tuations of the ice level. Thus , with a wind of 13 m/aec . (which
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corresponds to a pressure of 21 kg/rn2 on a surface perpendicular to the wind), a constant agitation
of the Ice (Irregular periods of 20 to 180 sec.) was observed . The amplitude reached 3 mm (figure
86). In calm weather, fluctuations of an equal order were not observed.

1ZbN.  03 10 ii 12 /3 /4 /6
TIME (MINUTES)

Figure 86. Wind fluctuation of ice on the Volga.

LITERATURE: 17, 77.

Section 94. Break-up of Ice Fields
Let us assume that InitIally we have a large ice field. With diverse conditions existing in

the sea, the examined field cannot be equally durable and vigorous in Its entire extent; this is not
possible since it usually consists of comparatively small ice blocks which are frozen together.
Even If the field is inItially completely homogeneous , it will be gradually covered by a set of
thermal and dynamIc fissures. The external forces of a different order , which have a vary ing
effect on individual parts of the field , cause tension of a distinct order. When these tensions ex-
ceed the limit of plasticity of the weakest parts of the examined field , it separates along the lines
of least resistance .

Of the external forces which fracture ice fields , sea current and tidal phenomena are most
important La the Littoral Belt , while in the open sea the wind exerts the greatest influence on
floating Ice.

The appearance of fissures in the ice fields naturally preceeds the break-up. Sometimes
ice hummocks result from the contact of large ice fields and thus border the fields. Moreover ,
large fissures are not observed .

During powerful Jammings , large fissures are found which run across the entire field ,
fracturing it into large sections.

ft was established from a trial durabilIty test of materials that the length of the test model
must not exceed fIve times the dimension of the smallest magnitude of its transverse section .
Otherwise, the model is bent and cracked with jamming even with the comparatively largest ice
blocks , where the horizontal dimensions often surpass the vertical . Thus it is necessary to re-
gard the formation of fissures accompanying Ice jammIng as entirely natural.
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Figure 87. The location of the fissures in the region of the drift
of the SaJ~ o from Novembe r through December 1937.

Figure 87 corroborates that well. Figure 87 depicts Gordeev’s sketching of the disposition of
the icebreaker. S •~ -~ 

- , 
‘
~ : 1 L :1 ‘~~, and S -~ a , which drifted with the ice in the northern part of

the Laptev Sea , as well as the dynamic fissures formed from November , 1937, to January , 1938,
in the region of the drift. The drawing gives the relative shift of the ships for that period.

It is curious to note that in November, 1937 , the fleet of ships drifted approximately in a
northerly direction as a result of the southeast wind . At the end of November, the winds were from
the southwest ; during December , the ships drifted east—northeast. It is clearly shown In the sketch
that the principal directions of the fissures were approx imately perpendicular to the prevailing wind .

In 1934 , dur ing magnetic observations on the Ice of the Chukchee Sea (after the destruction of
the ‘h us k i ’) .  Fakdov set up two identical perpendicular surfaces on an artificial , leveled ter-
race. He observed that the ice began to fluctuate from time to time along them. After an analysis
of his observations , Fakidov arrived at the following conclusions:

1. WInd appears to be the chief cause of ice fluctuation.

2. The greatest range of fluctuation is observed to be in the direction of the wind .
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3. With the same wind force, the fluctuations increase with the stoppage of drift and, in
particular , w ith the break-up.

4. Appearance of ice fluctuation anticipates the wind.

Vert ical ice fluctuations , which are caused by the wind even with a smooth ice surface , in-
volves break-up of a field into parts , superimposition of one block on another, and Ice heaping .

In such seas as the Barents and Greenland Seas, where the ice edge is clearly defined , the
wave Is also important in the break-up of ice fields in addition to the action of the wind . This is
corroborated by the observations of the station “North Pole” and the Sed a U.

The drift of the ice fields of the station “North Pole” first occurred quietly. The winterers 00—

casionally discovered fissures, which were formed in connection with the temperature changes. They
did not observe ice hummocks and powerful shocks till the end of January, 1938. Even rotation of the
ice fields around the vertical axis were comparatively small , especially at the beginning of the drift.

The first powerful shock was observed on 20 January 1938, and the first fluctuations of the the-
odolite level were discovered on the following day (the ice field was located in the Greenland Sea about
77’ latitude). Without a doubt , this was related to the fact that the entire month of January was
stormy in the Greenland Sea. The wind velocity often reached 30 rn/sec. Since the eastern part of the
Greenland Sea is always ice—free , the ice field s began to move somewhat as a result of this wind force.

On 26 January, a storm set in which lasted six days. The ice field began to undergo more
powerful oscillations. The period of these oscillations was 10 to 12 seconds and was the sum of the
waves period and the period of its own fluctuations . The inclination of the ice field reached 60
angular seconds or more. As a result of these oscillations, tensions were generated in the ice
field , which finally caused it to break up O~ 1 February along lines approximately perpendicular to
the wind direction. A large surge undoubtedly caused these fluctuations and thus the break—up of
the ice field. The surge was caused by stormy winds in the neighboring ice-free areas of the
Greenland Sea and spread in all directions according to a general law.

On 2 January 1940 , the first oscillations of the S~ d 0 v were observed by fluctuations of the the-
odolite tube at 81’ 01.9’ latitude and 3’ 18 longitude. The fluctuations occurred in the plane of the
meridian with a periodicity characteristic for a surge. At this time , the ice edge was not located
north of 80’ latitude.

On 12 Janua ry 1940 , it was noted in the log of the S e c i o u :

“2100 , significant surge 30 rn——when the ridge passed , ice was raised a little and broke open.
When the base of the wave had passed , the ice rejoined with a creak , characteristic of jamming.
The phenomenon occurred with a periodicity, characteristic for a heavy sea of 9-10 sec. ”

LITEHATURE: 11, 41, 42, 62, 77, 131.

Section 95. Rotation o f Ice and Its Break-u p
The break-up of Ice fields occurs quite often during the rotation of Ice, which is caused by

various factors. The first systematic research of the causes of ice rotation was carried out by
Gakkel and Kbmyznikov during the expedition on the Ch el ius  kin In 1933-34.

Let us assume that ice belts , consisting of several blocks, move along a rectilinear shore
(figure 88). If the ice is very firm, the littoral belt remains immobile as the seaward belt glide s
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along it. If the ice block, can move freely, the ice blocks at the rate relative to the ice drift will
rotate clockwise in connection with the friction of ice blocks against the shore , with a smaller ve-
locity of current at the shore, and with other conditions . In 1933-34. the drift of the Ch e 1 1 us k I n

on 21 September 1933. at Cape Vankri In the Chuckchee Sea (fIgure 158). At this time, the
ship was surrounded by solid ice hummocks.
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Figure 88. RotatIon plan of ice with drift along a rectilinear shore.

At first , the ship drifted with the southwest wind along the shoreline to the southeast . With
the same wind force , the heaping of young Ice between old ice grad ually increased . The drift was
simultaneously slowed down. According to Gakkel and Khmyznikov , these phenomena were caused
by the contact made by the Ice drifting around projecting Cape Onman . At least, after passing this
cape , the drift accelerated.

Gradually, the ice belt with which the ht’ I I a in  drifted was pressed toward the shore , and
on 23 September. when the ship was 7.3 miles east-southeast of the island Koliuc h in , the drift of
the ship discontinued . One mile north of the ship, the ice continued to drift southeast . A sharp
rectilinear edge was formed at the junction of the immobIle and drifting ice. Between it. polished
vertical walls , there was a narrow (about a meter) strip of rubbed ice. After about 12 days. the
ice field with the ~ i i  u s k  in ,  having been shIfted by the wind, broke off from the fast ice and re-
sumed its course to the southeast.

On 28 and 29 C~tober 1933. when the 1 1 :~ kin was at Cape Serdtse—Kameni , the course of
the belt was changed 165 • In a clockwise direction for two days. This was the most powerful (angu-
lar velocity reached 10, per hour) rotation of the ice for the entire drift period. Gakkel and
Khmyznikov note that this rotation was not caused by the wind , since the winds were steady and
from a southwest direction. but by the resistance given the ice drift by Cape lukagir .

The rotation was caused by other factors , which were also analyzed by Gakkel and
Khmyznikov . These depended on the distance of the Ch ~ I I a k I n  from shore.

From the morning of 5 November to the morning of 6 November 1933. the rotation of the ice
field of the - 1 s k I n  was clockwise , with a steady six-point east wind , which could be explained
by influence of the fast shore ice. The wInd direction began to change in a clockwise dIrection. In
connection with this, the ice field began to turn counterclockwise; i . e . .  in the converse direction .
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Similar phenomena were observed in other cases, and Gakke l and Xhmyznlkov explain them In the
following way .

It was noted that in the majority of cases , the correspond ing drift of the ice outstrips the wind
which caused it .

With regard to the slowness of the wind , an observer, being, for example , at one end of thisimmobile ice field , notes drill which begins dur ing a calm, The wind , blowing at the opposite end
of the field , caused the Ice to move relative to the observer before the wind reached the observer.
Some time had already elapsed before the wind reached the observer, If the wind direction changesat the opposite end of the field , in addition to the progressive movement , usual with an established
or prevailing wind, the field begins to rotate since the different eials of the field will be subjected to
different wind directions.

From these simple cons iderations , we can readily see that with constant winds ice fie lds
move lineally, but with a change of wind they begin to rotate in a directIon opposite to that of the
wind .~~

On 12 November 1933, owing to a suitable wind, the western part of the ‘h,~1 j u s k  in ice
field moved over the western boundary of the currents from the Bering Strait. As a result of the
continued influenc e of the wind and current, the angular velocity of the ice field reached 4 0 per
hour (counterclockwise). According to Gakkel and Khmyznikov , the Increase in the ice rotation wasthe result of two ends of the ice field being located In regions having sea currents of different
velocities.

The ice rotation wi th which the ~h 1 is  1 I a drifted continued suffic iently intensIve until the
end of November , 1933, when the h~- 1 1 1 8 k  1 ‘~ was at least 60 miles from shore ,

Gakkel and KhmyznIkov explain the velocity decrease of the ice rotation , which had begun atthe end of November, a~ f ollows: At this time, the winter was established in the Chuckehee See--
it was filled with ice to such an extent that any movement of Ice was difficult .

It is clear that with rotation of the ice fields , collisions , which are accompanied by heaping
and breakup of ice, are Inevitable. Such phenomena were observed up to the destruction of the

I i  us k I a , which was a result of fissures and hummocks caused by s six-point wind.

At 1320, 13 February 1934, the ice drift in which the “i - i  i us 1 In  was frozen discontinued
suddenly. Following this , the fissure at the stern of the ship , which had been formed on 7
February , began to separate. That part of the Ice northwest of the ship started to move , drawing
the ship behind It along the edge of the immobile ice on the southeast eide of the ship. The ice
along the side of the Ch e l IUS k i n  began to be heaped . On the starboard side of the ship, the blocks
moved under the hull; on the port side, however, the ice was forced upwards,

At 1330, the “1 11 u s k i ’ :  was hooked by it, stern to an entire fie ld which had not been
touched by the preceding j amming. Since only the ship was stopped , its port aide was torn by the
windward ice, which continued to drift.

‘See Section 138.
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At 1430, greater damage had been inflicted on the ship by the strong ice pressure, and at
1600, 13 February 1934, the ship sank.

After the catastrophe of the ship, the partici pants of the expedition from the -~~~ u 11 k I
crossed the Ice and stayed until 13 April 1934, at the so—called “Camp Schmidt,” On this day, the
Last participants of the expedition were take n from the ice by airplanes.

During the time of the sojourn on the ice . Gakkel and Khmyznikov continued their interesting
observations , which were the first in this respect . The Ice continued to drift  (obeying the wind and
the current) to rotate , to be heaped , and to be fractured . Figure 89 shows the plan of Camp
Schmidt for 8 March 1934.
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Figure 89. Plan of Camp Schmidt -

The fissures, which were formed during the existence of a camp, are shown in addition to the
movements of the ice fields relative to one another.

The ice field of the station “North Pole” underwent p ractically no rotations, relative to the
meridian , during the drift from the North Pole to the Greenland Sea. The ice with which the
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Se l o u  drifted, generally moved quite calmly. The Bhip experienced sharp rotations only with
sharp wind changes, which were accompanied also by sharp changes in the direction of the drift .
Fissures , breaking up, and heaping of ice occurred simultaneously .

Thus, on 12 November 1938. It was observed on the Sed ou that the ice began to move in an
unusual manner after the southeast wind, with a force of 7 to 8 points (which blew for a period of
48 hours), had been replaced by a powerful southwest wind . A fissure passed at 50 to 70 m from
the ship and widened up to 10 to 15 m. An open patch of water (polynya) 100 x 150 rn square was
formed on the starboard side of the ship.

Hummocks appeared simultaneously in all directions. The course of the ship changed quickly
from 1000 to 750

, and later turned to 870
.

Thus, rotation inevitably results from collision of ice field s and ice blocks which have some
freedom of movement relative to one another , such as when they are situated in sea currents which
differ in velocity and direction or become subj ect to wind which acts differently on variou s ice
blocks with regard to their size and form . The ice field s begin to collide and to rotate; as a result ,
their sharp corners break off gradually and become worn. If viewed from the top, the ice blocks
have a characteristic , monotonous, oval form. Only ice blocks which have not been separated from
ice fields, and broken-up ice fields which cannot undergo any further break-up because of solid ice,
retain their initial angular contour. This process is particularly characteristic of warm ice; I.e.,
for spring and summer.

LITERATURE : 38, 72 , 77.

Section 96. Brea k-up of Fast Ice
As we have seen, the break-up of ice fields in the open sea occurs as a result of wind action ,

sea currents, and ice fluctuation s . The break-up of fast ice occurs as a result of the same factors.
Naturally , it is necessary to distinguish the break-up of fast ice at the shore , which is open to the
sea , and that of fast ice in closed bays and narrow straits.

The break—up of fast ice in open shores, even with solid ice present in the sea , may occur
during the entire winter. Thus, e.g., at Cape Cheliuskin , in the winter of 1942-43 , fast ice broke
up four times before the end of March: 5 and 24 November , 27 January, and 25 March .

On 24 November, the center of an intense cyclone was situated between Franz Joseph Land
and Novaya Zemlya (pressure: in the Bay of Tlkhara, 981.6 mb, on Cape Cheliuskin 1010.7 mb) .
Over the entire Kara Sea , a southwest storm reached a force of eight marks or points. As a
result , the fast Ice at Cape Cheiiuskln was fractured.

On 26 January, the center of a vigorous cyclone was situated toward the north of Franz Joseph
Land (pressure: in the Bay of Tikhara 980.9 mb, on Cape Chelluakin 1010.2 mb). On 27 January,
the center of the same cyclone moved to the northern part of Severnaya Zemlya (pressure: on the
Island of Domasch 984 .5 mb, on Cape Cheliu skin 1000.6 mb , and at Tiksi Bay 1035 mb) . A stormy
southwest wind reached a force of 8 to 9 poInts. As a result , the fast Ice at Cape Cheliuskin was
fractured . Furthermore , on 28 January, an unusual rise in the level to 1.25 above the normal was
noted at Cape Cheliuskin. This increase was evidently connected with observed storms. Some
small barges and mooring ropes were damaged at this time .
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On 25 March , the center of a cyclone was situated northeast of Severnay a Zemlya (pressure:
on the Island of Domasch 992.6 mb , on Cape Cheliuskin 1000.3 mb) . A storm with a force up to
eight points was located over the northeastern part of the Cheliuskin Sea. As a result , the fast Ice
(thickness 73 to 78 cm) was broken up at Cape Cheliuskin.

On the basis of the cited cases , It follows that the break—up of durable fast ice at shores ,
open to the sea , may occur at any time during the winter under appropriate meteorological con-
ditions in spite of the great strength of floating and fast ice.

I consider that all these phenomena result from waves generated in the ice cover as the re-
sult of the storm. The waves are propagated in the water masses under the ice. The ice cover
bends in conformity with the form and velocity of the propagation of these “water ” waves. This
ice cover is only a thin , partly plastic and partly brittle film , which is bent at Borne places , ac-
cording to the form of the water wave , while at other places it is broken open.

The moat interesting phenomena are , of course, those during the storm , 26 to 28 January
1943 , when the fast ice at Cape Cheliuskin was gradually broken open. A hugh wave rolled in Tlksi
Bay, In spite of the fact that the entire sea was covered by solid 9-10 ice with a thickness of more
than a meter. This wave recalls the phenomenon called “sea bar ” by the fishermen of the German
Baltic.

A roller , with a height of 1 to 2 m, appears on the surface of the calm sea , accompanied in
various cases by smaller waves. This roller approaches and breaks on the shore with foam and
spray , A special investigation affirmed that the sea bar was caused by a sharp change in the
atmospheric pressure, sometimes in distant regions of the Baltic Sea. It is also known that the
sea surge formed as a result of storms can cover large distances. Thus , e.g. , on 1 March 1886 ,
an unusual surge with a length of 400 m and a velocity of propagation of 25 rn/sec. was noted at
the Island of Voznesenie . This surge occurred on 25 February in the region (40° north , 550 east)
and covered 3. 640 miles in 100 hours.

It is clear that the ice cover softens these phenomena and that a combination of various cir-
cumstances is necessary for their distinc t development . With the exception of the enumerated
cases, observations of this type are unknown to me. Thus conclusions are not possthle .

LITERATURE: 62 , 77.

Section 97. Theoret ical  Concept of Ice Heaping
The dynam ic deformation of ice cover appeared most intense in ice heaping (“hummocking ”).

Hummocking Is a complex process. It may be caused by various factors and occurs differ-
ently In ices of different thickness and durabIlIty . Thus, it is difficult to sum up the theoretical
basis of the process of hummocking . Moreover , it is necessary to examine only the first step in
this respect .

In order to sImplify the considerations, I assume that at the time of hummocking, neither
thawing nor accretion by freezing occurs , and that the ice appears absolutely as an inealstlc body;
In other words, only residual deformations are created within it.
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The following chief processes may be distinguished In hummocking:

1. The firmness of ice, which results in the destruction of the spaces between the Ice blocks
(“beams”).

2. Ice packing, which results from squeezing air and brine bubbles from the ice.

3. Fracture and break-up of Ice into the largest or the smallest fragments.

4. Formation of hummocks, which consists of the moving of Ice fragments to the upper sur-
face of the ice and the packing of fragments under the ice.

Let us assume that we have two ice fields , moving in one direction with different velocities.
Alter collision, the united field will move with a common velocity where 7/i Is the mass of the ice
field .

— 
m1v1+m2v2 1— m1-f- m3 ‘

The kinetic energy, according to formula (1), of the united ice fields after the collision will be

E — — 
m1 + m2 j r nj vi+m2v2 \ (2)

2 ~, m1-f .m2 )~
Before the collision, the energy of the first field was E1 =

while that of the second wa~ E2 = 
f l7~V2

Consequently , the energy of the two fields was

E1 + E2 = 
m1v~ + m2 v~ (3)

Subtracting (2) from (3), we obtain the kinetic energy lost in the deformation of the collided ice 
. -

fields; namely
m1m2 (v 1— v 2) 2

m1 + m 2 2 (4)

It is evident that if the second field is not mobile, then

~ E = m1in 3 V

m1+ m2 2 
i+!!.’ (5)

m,
where E 1 is the energy of the first field .

If the mass of the second field is immeasurably great, compared to that of the first field ,
then from formula (5), we see that the total energy of the first field is expended in the deformation.

Let us now assume that a rectangular ice field was pushed up on a straight vertical shore
(figure 90) with one of its sides perpendicular to the shoreline .

Its energy , before coming to rest at the shore, was equal to

(6)
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where h is the thickness of the ice field, I Is the length of the Ice field , b is the width of the ice
field, ô~ is the ice solidity.

As we have seen , the loss of kinetic energy Is expressed in the packing, smashing, and hum-
mocking formation. in the last process , part of the ice fragments move on to the Ice, while a part
is crammed under the ice . In such a way, kinetic energy is transformed into potential energy . It
Is necessary to note that kinetic energy, causing deformations of Lee fields , is not the same at all
points of the ice field. At an external edge (figure 90) of the ice field , it Is equal to 0; at point a ,
at the same distance from the shore , it is equal to

(7)

L
Figure 90. Heaping on a vertical shore.

Finally, at the shore, the kinetic energy is defined by formula (6). In such a way, the kinetic

energy causing the deformations increases along the direction from the sea edge of the ice field
toward the shore. It is clear that the work which can be produced due to the loBs of energy by the
parts of the ice field which are more distant than the distance z from the shore can be shown
adequate only for a certain packing of the Ice but not for its break-up .

At a point situated at some distance from the shore , with a smaller x , the kinetic energy of
the left part of the field appears satisfactory, both for packing and for smashing of ice , but in-
adequate for formation of hummocks, awl only beginning with a distance of significantly smaller
,r from the shore can the kinetic energy appear adequate for all three processes: packing, break-up
and hummock formation.
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In figure SO, the above- and below-water parts of hummocks , the belt of completely broken-
up ice, the belt of jammed ice, and also the motion for the time of the hummocklng of the border of
ice field in the direction toward the shore are shown.

From the assumpt ion , the volume of the ice is not changed with hummocking; It clearly fol-
lows that the volume of the over-ice ( V h)  and under-ice (V i) parts of the ice hummock are exactly
equal to the volume , to which the ice field was reduced during hummocking ; that is

V~ + V, = bath . (8)

It is natural that In the examined case the hummock reaches the greatest height and depth at
shore. The seaward height of the ice hummock decreases in such a way that natural slopes are
formed over and under water, which are characteristic for fragments of ice of a given size.

If the ice field pushes up on a shallow shore rather than a vertical shore , depending on local
conditions of ice hummocking in the full sense of the work , that also cannot occur. All kinetic
energy in such a case can be expended in jamm ing, break-up, f riction of the lower surface of the
ice fie ld against the shore , and in movement of the edge of the Ice field on to the shore .

If the ice field is pushed up onto fast ice , the process proceeds In accordance with the same
principle, in the case of movement of Ice on to shore, with the difference that jamming, break-up,

and ice-hummock formation extend also to the seaward ledge of the grounded ice. It follow s from
that , that with other similar condition s (other conditions being equal) the directions of the ice heap,
which is formed with a collision of the ice field and fast ice, are greater in area and less in height
than with the movement of the ice field on to a steep shore .

With fla t Ice fie lds , thin and yet plastic enough , ice hu mmocking can be discharged in some
packing of them , and movement of the edges of the ice fields on to one another without preliminary
break-up.

Returning to the case of an ice field which is pushed up on a steep shore , we see th at the loss
of energy is equal to all the kinetic energy of the ice field , or

From the formula , it follows that with one and the same durability , one and the same effect can be
attained either by an increase of velocity or an increase of mass of the ice field. The greatest
velocity of drift is observed at that time when the ice fields • twisted and strained from shore by
suitable winds , are driven along clear water to the shore with an inverse change of the wInd di—
rection. But the masses of ice field s are of such size that even with the very smallest velocities
of the ice fields huge hummock formation takes place.

As we have seen , the dimensions of ice hummocking are determined by the loss of kinetic
energy.

Having distinguished three basic processes of ice hummocking , we get

= thE 1 + ~~E3 + ~~E3, 
(9)

where ~ E’~ is the loss of energy in Jamming, ~~~ 
is the loss of energy In break-up, ~~~ 

is the
loss of energy in formation of ice hummocks.
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It is possible to assume that the loss of energy in jamming of ice is insignificant , as com-
pared with other losses. The energy expended in the complete break-up of ice hummocks is greater
the thicker and firmer the ice. The energy expended in ice-hummock formation is more according
to the size of the ice hummock; In other words, the greater the decrease of the length and the
greater the thickness of the ice field , the more energy is expended .

The durability of the ice depends to the greatest degree on its temperature. From that , it
follow s that significantly less energy Es expended In the break-up of warm ice than In the break-up
of cold Ice of the same volume.

As regards to the dimensions of the formation of Ice hummocks , we have seen that

bht.~1 = V~ +V,= -
~~
- (Ii ha l +H .a 2) , (10)

where ~~ is the volume of the part of the ice hummock over the ice, V~ is the volume of part of
the ice heap under the ice, ~ i is the decrease in length of the ice field , Fib is the height of the
above-water part of the ice hummock over the top surface of the Ice field , a 1 Is the range of the
above-water part of the ice hummock from the shore, Jf

~~
is the depth of the underwater part of the

ice hummock under the lower surface of the ice field , 2 is the extent of the underw ater part of the
ice hummock from the shore.

But ti the ice hummock Is isostatically counterbalanced , (see SectIon 103), then

a1=a2 =a ,

H ,=115 8 8 ’

where ó~ is the ice density , ö~, Is the water density .

From formula (10), we derive

(11)

According to the observatlonb , the angle of the slope of above-ice part of hummocks is about
30°; in such a case, it is approximately

a — 2 H ~,

— H~~
8 

8
”

~~~ 

(12)

Let us assume that a rectangular ice field, with width 1 and length 1, was hooked by Its aide
to the shore. it is clear that if the winds blow perpendicular to the shore, the force of the pressure

of the ice field on the shore will be equal to

1 =  kbtw 2 , (13)

where is the wind velocity, k is the coefficient of proportionality, depending on the unevenness of

the upper and lower surfaces of the ice, and also on other circumstances. It is natural that at a

distance .r from the outer border of the field , the forces being caused by the movement of the left

side of the field compress the given field and will be equal to

F~—kbx w 2 ,
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awl the average normal tension

~~ k4W 2. (14)

It Is clear that the average tension will increase along the direction from the windward sal-
vage of the field toward the shore , and at a certain distance may appear equal or even greater than
the boundary of plastIcity of the Jammed ice field of the given thickness. In the last case , at such
a distance , breaking open the ice field , its fr actur ing and subsequent hummocking are inevitable .

As direct observations show, ice huminocking, which is caused among the spacious ice fields
by wind, is distinguished according to its character from ice hummocking which is caused by push-
Ing up of Ice fields on the shore or on fast ice. In the latter case , ice hummocking is concentr ated
at the shore and at the salvages; in the first case, Ice hummocking is distributed more or less
proportionally on the whole area of the region covered by ice hummocklng. It follows from that

that the thickness of the ice which is hummocked by the wind Is approximately equal in the entire
region of the ice hummocking.

Let us note further that the capability to cause ice hummocking with every wind is limited
entirely by the specified thickness of the ice. After the attainment by the ice of this limited thick-
ness, a wind with the same force blowing even during the course of lengthy periods of time cannot
cause any new ice hummocking.

Taking into consideration the circumstances of ice hummocking, I consider we accept that

(15)

where ~ 1 is the decrease In length of the Ice f ield In the direction of the wind ,

I is the length of the ice field in the direction of the wind ,

h is the ice thickness ,

w is the wind velocity at a given moment,

is the wind velocity at which the ice of a given thickness is hummocked , or the velocity - 
-~

of the ice hummocking wind ,

7’ is the time,

a is the coefficient of proportionality.

It is natural that formula (15) Is applicable only in that case when the velocity of the affecting
wind is more than the wind velocity which hummocks ice of a given thickness (with the same
durability).

In formula (15) variables appear: the length of the ice field (gradually decreasing), the
average thickness of the ice (correspondently Increasing) , the velocIty of the Ice-hummocking
wind (proportional to the ice thickness, also gradually increasing), and finally the gradually In-
creasing time .
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From formula (15), it is easy to see that the decrease in the length of the ice field in the
direction of the wind , and consequently also the dimensions of the ice hummocking with the elapse
of time , approach 0.

LITERATURE: 77.

Section 98. The Aspects  of Ice Jamming
It is possible to divide ice Jamming into three aspects , according to origin:

1. Thermal - the weakest , which takes place under exceptional conditions.

2. Tidal - which is caused by the non-simultaneous change of the velocity and direction of
the tidal currents at a close interval.

3. Wind - the most powerful ice Jam ming , which exerts the greatest forces during pressure
winds on the shore or on fast ice.~

According to external form , three aspects of ice Jamming are distinguished:

1. Marginal , which consists of formation of an inclination of comparatively large broken ,
open fields into a vertical state , with relatively small piling up of fragments on one another.

2. The complete breakup of the collided edges of ice beams with a subsequent piling up of
ridges and rollers which consist of fine fragments .

3. The pushing up of flat Ice beams on one another , which is observed often , particularly
with pancake or young ice.

Usually, all these aspects accompany one another , but with the predominance of the first
aspect a hummock ice Jam of marginal crushing type is obtained (figure 91); with the predominance
of the second , the hummock from complete breakup (figure 92) and with the predominance of the
third , packed ice (rafting) . It Is clear , that the dimensions in both these and other Ice Jams de-
pond also on the relative speed of movement of the mass of the collided ice beams.

According to the observations of : 1  r h : , the ice hummock forms from the complete breakup
of the ice as characterized more by the limited area than by the great height with an angle of 20 to
30°. Among floating Ice , the Ice hummock formed from marginal crushing seldom reaches a
height more than 5 to 6 m, while the ice hummock from a complete breakup is 6 to S m high. The
height of a packed ice hummock is usually less.

As Nansen indicates , at the time of his journey along the ice of the central part of the Arctic
Basin, he had a chance to see an ice hummock 7 m high. “The highest hummocks , which were
measured by me , and there was enough of that type , ” adds Nansen “were from 5.5 to 7 m high ,
and I can positively affirm that the piling up of sea ice to heights greater than 8 m is a rare
exception. ”

•Ice Jamming sometimes results with flowing of the current under fast ice , but these cases
are rare.
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The height of the largest ice hummocks , which were measured by Gakkel and Kh myznikov in
the Chuckchee Sea (in the region of the catastrophe to the shi p (‘~~~1 -~s k 1 )  (68° 18’ north , 170° 50’
west) was equal to 7.2 m , measured from the level of the water.

The dimensions of the largest ice hummock which was measured by Badigin on 24 March 1939
at the time of the drift of the ~~~ ~ov at 86°27.6’ north, and 109° west were in meters: height 6.1,
width 32, length 60. The remaining measured hummocks were signific antly lower; their average
height was about .5 m.

In the boundary parts of the Central Arctic Basin , the height of the hummocks may be more.
Thus, Markham encountered ice columns up to 13 m high at the north end of Grinnelevay a Vemlya.

The chief formation of Ice hummocks from marginal crushing or from complete breakup de-
pend on the physical and especially on the mechanical properties of ice.
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Figure 91. An ice hummock from marginal crushing.

In ice heaps on jams from marginal crushing, separate pieces of ice represent sometimes
surprisingly accurate forms of cubes or paralleleplpetes, I saw such ice hummocks , for example .
in the northwest part of the Barents Sea. Usually, separate pieces of ice in ice hummocks formed
from the complete breakup are not so accurate and regular in form. Ice heaps resulting from
marginal crushing are , in general , characteristic for less durable annual ice , whi le ice heaps re-
sulting from the complete breakup- are characteristic for standing and powerful ice fields , whose
edges usually they border. Since the durability of ice increases generally with lowering tempera-
tures , the ice humm ocks from marginal crushing are formed more often in summer and fall ,
whereas the ice hummocks from complete breakup are formed in winter.

As we have seen , the greatest ice Jamming is caused by the wind.

Let us assume that in a certain region of the Arctic Basin , calm weather continued during the
course of several days. For this tIme , the wind drift of the ice field which is caused by the pre-
ceding wind, discontinues; separate leads and separations are prolonged by the young ice.
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Figure 92. An ice hummock from complete breakup.

Let us further assume that the wind begins with a suff icient force. Gradually the ice fie lds,
beginning with the windward side , will begin to move . Large ice fields , pressing on fields which
are leeward before star ting into motion, crumple and heap the young ice, which had been formed
between them during the time of the calm. In such a way, the movement is gradually transferred
to new powerful ice hills which In turn will crumple the young ice which is located between them
and the succeeding powerful ice fields. It is clear that with the collisions of large powerful ice
fields not only young ice between them is crumpled but also their own borders of contact.

If viewed from above , it would be possible to see how an interrupted strip of ice heaping runs
leeward zigzag from one field to another.

With a very sharp increase of the wind force not only the young ice but also weak Ice fields
are heaped. In such a case , it was as if an ice surge had passed along the ice fields which was
reminiscent of a breake r rolling into the shallows and breaking with spray and foam . Afte r the
ice surge , the ice field which was level until then represents a chaos of raised heaps of diverse
forms and sizes. It seems that the vigorous tee fields of the Central Arctic Basin are created
ch iefly alter such ice heaplngs and after various processes level out their upper and lower
surfaces.

The top ice hummocks , although their height over the level ice is less , also represents quite
vigorous ones. W ith their formation , the ice fields very often , even without any fracture , as It
were , push one under the other. The observations of the &- n: ’ at the time of its drift , give the
idea of the process of rafting ice fields.

On 2 and 3 January 1938 In the drift region of the S’ .~ :‘ , the ice fie lds were r afted over one
another in widths of 30 to 40 meters. The &-d~~L’ was at the same time exactly on the lines of
movement. At 1600 3 January , impacts of Ice were heard against the bottom of the ship; selvage
of the neighboring field reached the ship and crossed under It. For 2 to 3 minutes , the impacts in
the ice began to rebound even on the other side of the ship. The ice cover at this place was
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somewhat opened from the pushing under of Ice blocks. The hummocks from small ice blocks with
a height more than 2 m crossed some meters in all from the left Bide of the ship and approached
close to the stern.

As a result of the pushing up under the ship, an Ice cushion was formed not less than 2 m
thick. At the time of the ice heaping , the ship listed 5 to 7 ° to the left.

Gordeev illustr ates the occurrences (figure 93) from which it is seen th at the ice fields re-
tire under neighboring fie lds at the port side of the ship from left to right and along the stern from
right to left.

UNE OF UNDER. WATER APPEARIN G
THRUST ICE - - 

~~~~_ ON THE SURFACE

\
\ ~ =iI~ 

OF THE ICE

ON TNE LEFT~~ . -
COMPRESSED ~~j 5

F ICE 

~i~
-a

~~ ~

FIgure 93. DIagram of ice rIdging around the Se’d ~ ~ v on
2 and 3 January 1938.

The ice thickness pushed under the Scd o u , gradually Increased in the course of the winter
and on 24 June 1938, divers were let down under the stern to examine the damage done to the
Sedo v ~8 rudder by the Jamming in January; it was noted that the thickness of the Ice It had pushed
under the ship exceeded 10 m.

Beside the ice Jamming , the formation of ice steps appeared as a consequence of the move-
ment, the breakup, and the subsequent collision of the Ice beams during the winter time.

We already know that in the open sea , old ice beams appear at the centers of new ice forma-
tions. It is natural that after some time , with nice weather , flat young ice girdled by a strip of
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pancake ice wil l be located along every old ice block, which is in turn girdled by a sup of the first
slush. When new ice formations spreading from two neighboring ice blocks join , both ice blocks
appear united by a solid ice covering whose thickness will be maximum in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the old ice and minimum approximately in the middle of them.

In the course of the winter , these or some breaking intenstfications appear sufficient to
facture the solid ice cover; it is natural that this breakup will go along the lines of the least resist-
ance , which appear as stated, equidistant from the old ice beams frozen in the young ice. With
subsequent collisions of broken up ice fie lds, ice Jams are created along the line of the rupture, but
if the broken—away parts , on breakup, remain at rest for some time , ice formation will begin again
between them as described above .

In the end along the lines of breakup, a characteristic step is formed. According to the oh-
servations of the L a  r~~j . : , steps are very often encountered among old ice, steps which comprise
two or even three systems of fissures.

LITERA TURE: 11, 38, 41, 42 . 62 , 77 , 88, 107 , 133, 134, 164, 171.

Section 99. littora l Ice Hummocks
Ice heaping reaches its greatest dimensions or on immobile ice , especially if there is suf-

ficient clear water between the attaching Ice and the shore, so that the Ice gains a suitable start .

Morozov cites the follow ing case characteristic of the White Sea.

In December 1915, somewhat north of the Ponol Rive r , two ships were pushed against 8 m of
fast ice in a storm. Wi th further pressure , the ice was piled up 2 to 4 m higher than the windward
side of the ship and was packed under the ships to the bottom (of the sea bottom) having formed
after freezIng a floating Ice—heaped mass with a thickness of 14 m. The ships were raised 1 m
during this pressure.

Thereupon , all this ice-heaped field was broken from the shore and was carrIed along the sea
together with the ships which were not able to be freed; finally, the ships ’ company had to be trans-
ferred to a third ship .

In this same year , on 30 November , a steamship of the icebreake r type Ic c l :nd on the way
to Sorokab , 24 miles west from the Soroka settlement , was held by the ice during a south-southeast
wind with a force of 6. Ice hummocks were formed on the port side up to the deck and the ice
packed under the ship which was completely to ice. To let the ship down on the water a canal had
to be dynamited in the ice along which the ship sneaked, and sideways at that .

Oetrovskii cites the following case in the White Sea.

It was early in the morning of 5 January 1888, when ice was pushed up on the village
Kaschk araneta which was located on the Kola Peninsula. The low shore did not present an obstacle
until at eight in the morning when the pressure ended . The whole village was cut exactly as it by a
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razor. On the shore a bolt of ice remained with a length of about 1 km and a width of 60 m . Sep-
arate ice hummocks reached 16 rn high.

Littoral ice heap which borders the sea with ice selvage is formed during the pressure of the
ice on fast ice, After formation of littoral ice hummocks, floating ice can be drIven into the sea
by the wind and the fast ice begins to spread out in winter from the littoral ice hummocks, so long
as the float ing ice which is driven out does not cause formation of new ice heaps by its pressure .
In such a way, some rolls of littoral ice heaps are created which are almost parallel with one
another . On 10 April 1944 with fast ice about 9 km wide at Cape Schmidt, ridges of littoral ice
heaps were counted up to 7 m high. Simultaneously at the Koluchin Island , the height of the ice
heaps reached 15 m.

The littoral ice hummock can be one formed from a complete breakup , from marginal crush-
ing or from packing . Some observers note that the littoral or packed ice heap usually is observed
in a concave shore and is formed by the frequent marginal crushing in autumn with a tight moving
over of blocks onto one another. Its height reaches 1.5 to 2 m. As a consequence of the pushed

• up ice, it Is difficult to pass. Besides that , sometimes they even distinguish littoral surf ice hum-
mocks which consist of fine smashed ice beams about .5 m in diameter which will wash rolled
around by the water and which are formed durIng the period of powerful fall storms on the borders
of the shore of fast ice or in the neighborhood of the shallows. Relative to form , it is relatively
short and not wide; the piled up r idge usually is 4 to 10 m high. *

As we have seen , the powerful polar ice which was bordered from the south by a belt of ice
heaps, plays the role of the grounded ice in the Central Arctic Basin.

Especially p owerf ul Ice heap f ormat ions of several years ’ standing are encountered in the
region off the northern coasts of Greenland and Elzmir Island . In contrast to the remaining region
of pack which consists of comparatively flat ice fields , here , rIdges of ice heaps will stretch out
obstructing the so-called “American” road to the North Pole by a wide littoral str ip. This ice , as
was already shown, had received from Ners the rather incorrect name “paleocrystic .” Separate
floe bergs which spotted this ice , reached 10 m high and in my opinion are so similar to icebergs
that even an experienced polar researcher as Peary was mistaken in defining them. ~~

Ice heaping in the region of developed fast ice takes on large dimensions after the dissection
or breakup of the sea , where comparatively weak ice fie lds predominate . Soon after the breakup
of the sea , such fields begin to move and are driven from place to place by the wind and the cur-
rents, pushing one another and forming characteristic ice heaps of eruption. In the course of time ,
larger and larger areas of clear water are opened and the amplitudes of the movement of these
fields increases still more. Simultaneously , the velocity of these movements increases and
consequently, the living force of the moving ice formations. With the collisions , large slabs and
monoliths are broken off and raised along the edges of such fields.

5A characterI stIc ice hummock is formed on the windward aelvage . A heavy sea moving
blocks of ice packed them solidly one against the other , such ice as Makarov had noted , but very
heavy for the Ice breaker to cross.

**As Uben informed me , some ice pilings were seen which resembled icebergs in form and
size at the time of the flight of the airplane H-169 in March 1941 along 75 ’ north and 160’ and
165’ east .
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The summer ice hummocking takes on especially sign ificant dimensions with the pressure of
ice under the influe nce of the wind and of the currents on the shores. If the shore Is deep, the
pressure manifests itself in the formation of the littoral hummocks; if the shore is shallow , sum-
mer stamukh i ‘we formed with the pressure of the ice on the littoral shallows and banks , sta mukhi
which are grandiose in dimensions and consist of monoliths of ice 1 m or more thick , but less solid
or durable than autumn formations.

At the ve ry shore , the pressure of large masses of ice causes the advance of huge monoliths
further beyond the shore line , where they rema in a long t i m e until the surf and the sun finall ydestroy them .

Simultaneousl y,  the pressure on the shallow shores with the movement of ice along the bot-
tom and the shore follows them as it wouid seem , and causes formation of a dam , which reminds
one of a moraine and which consists of unsorted httoral and shore materi al in contrast to the
sorted shore bank formed by the breakers .S
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Figure ~i4 . Ice boulde r s on the shore.

The blocks of floating ice at the shore often fal l into the belt of the surf and here some are
rolled and round ed and th rown on the shore , and some, striking the bottom disintegrate into large
numbers of fine fragments . These fragments being rolled around quickly, take on the appearance
of boulders with di mension s of from a few centimeters to a meter or more (fi gu i’e 94) . Actual

Besides the blocks of ice tossed onto the shore during ice hummockin g, these blocks at the
very shore block up or fill up the sea to fill up its very bottom, forming the so-called “stone. ” On
the White Sea, stone s reach a thickness of 10 ni .
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wash banks are formed on the shore which are made up of ice pebbles and are completely similar
to the surf banks on the shore of the sea of a reduced volcanous type . These ice pebbles are some-
times discarded by the surf some meters from the shore. In such a way, the ice boulders and the
pebbles are evidently produced in a period of hours by the sea rolling the angular blocks; with
another material , this requires great periods of time. ’

LITE RATURE: 62 , 77 , 101, 105, 110, 133, 134, 171.

Section 100. Stamuk Fi i
Ev ery ice formation which has stuck to the shoals or in the shallows is called a stamukh .

This is not entirety correct. A stamukh consists of ice of sea origin and Its external forms dis-
tinguish it sharply from the iceberg which is located in the shallows (figu re 95). Stamukhl In the
shallow regions of the Arctic Seas play the role of littoral islands as we have seen.

Having been formed as the result of ice heaping, stamukhi are stationed along the isobaths
appropria te to their draught and border , on all sides of the island , under water shoals and the
shore. ”

Wi th pressure of ice , stamukhl stopp ing the movement of the Ice caused awful Ice hummock-
ing formation around itself , great ly Increasing its initial dimensions and at the same time protect-
ing the shore from the pressure of the ice. Thus , the ice between the shore and the row of stamukhi
which border the shore is not heaped but flat and even .

The 20 m Isobath which stretched from the Chaumskaya lip approximately in the direction of
the New Siberian Island , appears as the limit of the spreading of atamukhi , and the ridge of ice
heaps , according to the observations from an aIrplane by Gorienko , were stretched as a strip
approximately along the Isobath .

Stamukhi generally appear firm in shape and in the Arctic Seas they last usually a few years.
They extend perpendicularly to the pressure and more steeply toward the shore. Like every ice
heap. stamukhi are made up of a pile of blocks of var ious dimensions and forms . In the course of
the summer , when less powerful surrounding ice breaks up and is transferred into the class of
floating ice , stamukhi usually remain fixed , Melted water flows beneath and freezes on contact
with the internal cold parts of the stamukhi and thus welds them into a whole mass. The masses
of water which are thrown onto the stamukhi by rough sea , play the same role or have the same
effect. The sun and the waves can destroy the stamukhi , but chiefly they Influence its forms. The
inter nal structure actually gets stronger. Stamukhl , which consisted at the beginning of blocks .

‘Du ring the earthquake of 1923 at Kamchatka the sea Ice was cast by the waves 5 km from the
shore line and had p lowed up the swamp.

•‘Thus, for example , the airmen Kotov and Marozof observed ~ ainukhi on 29 March 1942 in
the funnel of the White Sea . which borders the island of Marzhovets . The height of the stamukh i
reached 7 to S m located toward the north from the Bay of Meverk, southeast from the island of
Ma rzhovets many stamukh i even accumulate toward the end of winter ; some of them get afloat in
the deep water hut are again deposited in the shallow water on the bottom. Stamukh i located in
the funne l of the White Sea hamper the currents of the channels and cause a powerfu l current in the
passages between them. hollowing out the shallows and changing their cont our and position.
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Figu re 95. Stamukhi .

acquires a monolithic unity toward the end of summer ; at the same time , its external form
acquires a rounded contour and the stamukhi remind s one of an actual summer island.

In autumn , from the beginning of ice formations and of ice movements , the staniukhi becomes
a center of Ice heaping and piles of block are heaped on It , which gives it its Ini tial appearance.
Accord ing to Wrangel, the height of the perennial stamukhi at the shore of the Kolyma border
reached 23 m above an even sea. According to the observations of the . ‘ r~.-a , the stamukhi at the
Siberian border reached a heIght of 15 in , which is a usual phenomenon , and In some individual
areas even reach 20 an. Peary observed stamukhl 40 m high at the Washington cape, north of
Greenland . Simpson observed at Bering Strait how a perennial ice hill having been raised some
tens of centimeters above water , formed under pressure, in the shore water , a pile-up with a
height of 13 to 15 m over the level sea.

In such a way, due to the protruding in the shallow water and the subsequent ice heaping, the
height of the stamukhi Inc reased In the course of time. If the ratio of the heights of the below and
above water parts is above 5 for flat ice fields , as I n the case of fl oe bergs, and ice heaps and

a k due to the usually greater destroyed overw ater part is about 4 , then the ratio for the
stamuk hi is usually about 2 and often reaches 1 or less.

• LITE RATURE: 62 , 77 , 88, 171.

Section 101. Hummock Structure
Hummocks which have just been formed represent rather uniform amalgamations which

easily disintegrate into ponds, for example , if the jamming or compression which causes the ice
hummocklng is changed by clearing. This refers especially to the summer ice hummocking. In
winter the Ice rallies slightly with jamming and at the points of contact , for the melted water
freezes and welds the pressure of contact as soon as the pressure weakens .
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But in the course of the winter the ice heaps will grow firmer and firmer. The falling snow
fills the fissures and passages of the ice hummock; blocks of ice which form the ice hum mock
settle and pass under their own weight . Together with the changes in temperature, the internal
deformations of the various pieces of the ice begin, Increasing their durability. In such a way , the
winter ice hummocks are stronger than the summer ones and the older ones stronger than the
younger ones .

Usually , toward the end of the polar summer , the fl at yearly or annual ice is destroyed in the
regions of the fast ice and of the floating ice . Floating ice at this time Is made up either of various
floeberga and hummocks or ice hummock field s and blocks .

If toward the beginning of the new ice formation these high sections appear beaten down to-
gether they are folded and form “cauldrons” ; if also toward the beginning of the ice formation they
appear scattered , a comparatively large distance from one another , they form more or less ice-
heaped fields.

Cauldrons represent a very durable ice formation . In the course of the following winter, they
thicken and settle. Only in a few cases are they smashed into separate parts , for in the majority
of cases they represent the beginning of perennial pack fields. Being carried out by the currents
from the bordering seas Into the Central Arctic Basin , they enter for the future into the packed
Ice as composite parts . In the bordering seas of the Arctic Basin , cauldrons are destroyed In some
only in exceptional years. In the north part of the Barents and Kara Seas, it is not a rarity to meet
cauldrons of 2 or 3 years growth . In the Chuckchee Sea It is aLmost possible to meet yearly blocks
of perennial ice with a height of 4 to 5 an , the draught of which is 10 to 12 m. The ice fields which
consist of young ice with spots in them of nesiak are much less durable: in the course of winter
they are repeatedly broken up along the lines of the least resistance, which are , in the majority of
cases , thermal fissures and lines of solder.

FIgure 96. A scheme of the structure of a hummock according to Burke .

As we have seen, the forms of the hummocks as a result of complete breakup, marginal
crushing and pushing of one ice field on another are quite different. The hummocks of the pushing
type are made up of the largest ice slabs and it is natural that the angle of slope and the height are
the smallest. The hummocks from marginal crushing are made up of large blocks sometimes of
very Irregular forms. The hummock of complete breakup consists of fine blocks . Its height and
angle of elope appear the greatest . These hummocks are the most regular in form .
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The scheme of the structure and texture of a hummock is shown in figure 96 , according to
Burke. In every hummock , he distinguishes a core, ropak , and podsovy.

In the very formation, the ice in the middle part of the hummock Is subjected , according to
Birke , to the greatest jamming from the sides, and also from the top (the weight of the blocks) and
from below (Archimedes ’ forces). As a result , the middle part , after freezing under pressure , is
transformed into an ice block with a relatively rounded form which sometimes reaches large dimen-
sions. Stich rounded ice blocks were noted among other types in the period of thawing, when the
weaker parts of the Ice hummock had already disintegrated. According to the White Sea terminol-
ogy , the over water parts of the hummocks are called ropaki but the underwater parts of the hum-
mock are called podsovy .

According to the ~-Ls~’rvations of the Za r ya , which were already mentioned , the angle flow for
the hummocks from a complete break-up is about 20 ° to 30° . The average angle of slope of the
hummock measured on 24 March 1939 at the time of the drift of the ~S’e d o v , was about 20° .

We may assume how Makarov did this; at the beginning , the over- and under-water ice parts
of the hummock represent Isosceles prisms with a characteristic angle of flow for a given hummock
which is equal both for the under-water and above-water parts of the hummock. The weight of the
prism of the over-ice part of such a hummock is equal to

P = -
~~

— khab~ =kh2ba ~ctg a , (1)

where p the weight of the prism ,

h the height of the hummock ,

a the width of the hummock ,

b the length of the prism ,

= the volume of the prism , filled with ice , or the coefficient of filling
of the hummock,

a = the angle of slope,

= the Ice density .

This weight for the balance must be equal to the floatage of the corresponding prism of the
under-Ice part of the ice hummock , with the same angle of slope; In other words, the Identity must
exist

P =kb3 , Ii 2 c t g a = k 1 (a ~ _ a *)z z Ctg a .

This identity was obtained on the assumption that In the under-Ice part of the hummock, the
same part of Its volume was filled by the Ice as the over-ice part. Reducing the equation we derIve

h281 =z 2 ( ~~—~ )
or

(2)
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From formula (2) it follows that the correlation between the above-Ice and the under-Ice partsof the hummocks with one and the same angle of flow does not depend on the angle of slope . Puttingthe proper meanings in formula (2) and namely, 6 = 1.02 and 6~ = 0.90 , we get

~ =2 .75 h.

In figure 97 the scheme of the hummock was shown accord ing to Makarov (reckoned for anangle of slope of 45° , which it is necessary to regard as exaggerated). From the figure, as well asfrom ~hø iorm of formula (2), It is clear that in the case of an equal angle of slope, the basIs of theover-ice part and the under-ice part of the hummock are not equal. Consequently, the ice field ,
especially the above-ice part of the ice hummock , Will undergo a stress downward in the center ofthe pileup and upward along the sides.

“Therefore, ” states Makarov , “the surface of the Ice assumes a convex form, which Nansen
also observed .

“When the thaw begins, water collects in the cavities of the hummock. The ice hummockreaches, at the moment of its formation , its greatest depth , but then the ice begins to be leveled .Weyprecht attests that sometimes shift at the bottom Is audible , with the complete repose of the Iceat the top. This occurs probably as a result of the movement of water under the ice field. Thedifference of the movements of the Ice fields and of the water on which it lies, that is, the currentof the water , Is that power whIch levels the lower depth of the ice. ”
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Figure 97. Scheme of a polar hummock according to Makarov.
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In the same fIgure 97 , it is shown, according to Makarov , the plan of a hummock which is
leveled from beLow. It is clear that this leveling increases by the fact that the low temperatures of
the blocks of Ice which were packed under the ice at the time of the hum mocking gradually Incrcase
under the influence of the temperature of the adjacent layers of water and due to this, the under-ice

part of any Ice hummock represents a uniform formation .

Very few determinations of the internal structure of hummocks have been made. Conse-

quently, the observations which were carried out by Makarov at the time of the Er rs a k In 1899 In
the region to the north of Svalbard represent a great profit .

The Ice in this region was made up chiefly of Ice blocks of two sizes , with regard to thick-
ness , 2 in and 1.4 m. The first occupies a water area of about 70 per cent; the second , about 25

per cent. The air holes and fissures were about 5 per cent . The ice heaps were made up of Ice
blocks of the same dimensions. Thus, the largest of the hummocks was composed of 2 m ice

blocks, and Its height over the ice surface was about 4-1/4 in. It was immutably shown in the

measuring of the thickness of the ice by boring with the help of a steam bore , that the ice consisted
of several layers which were separated from one another by layers of water. The results of one of
these measurings Is cIted below, which was made on 7 August 1899 at 80°44’ north , 90°05’ east.

Snow 8 cm
• Ice 328 cm

Water 60 cm
Ice 90 cm
Water 60 cm
Ice 20 cm

Total thickness 658 cm *

Makarov emphasizes that it Is impossible to distinguish layer from layer when working with
the steam bore If they lie close, and therefore it Is Impossible that the upper layer of ice consisted
of two layers. The height of the above-water part of the measured hummock constituted 5.8 per
cent of the total thickness.

When boring the Ice in the gulf of Finland , which was carried out on 10 April 1899, Maka rov
discovered that this hummock consisted of 7 layers, the most powerfu l of which was a little more

than a meter thick.

Otto Sverdrup (the Captain of the F r a r n )  told Makarov that if one begins to make a hole in
polar Ice, water would appear In the hole at the place of solder in two adjacent ice blocks . Sverdrup
cited as an example when even a 2 m thick Ice block crept at the time of the hummocking on another
ice block of the same type for a distance of 200 m , but the ice blocks did not entirely freeze
together.

Nordenskj old also told Makarov that the lumps which form a hummock are badly welded to-
gether and the underwater parts are almost completely unsoldered .

*The spaces in the hummocks which were filled with water are called “water pockets. ” Some-
times these pockets are completely isolated .
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Sverdrup gave Makarov extremely Interesting and vaiual,Ie information. I~irtng the third
winter, a fissure was formed under the stri p under the ~~r - . The fissure closed sometimes and
at other times opened . As soon as the fissure opened , lumps of significant size began to float out
from below. “This shows , ” says Maka rov , recaLling his conversation with Sverdrup, “that many
lower lumps constantly travel . The current of the water and the movement of the ice change their
direction so that if the migrating ice bLock stop. under certain conditions, under others it can move
from the spot .”

It is clear or comprehensible that such traveling blocks falling under Ice with a small thick-
ness stop, and possibly freeze, and , in such a w.~y contribute to the general equalization to the
thickness of the ice.

It is necessary to add that the lumps which compose the under-Ice part of the hummocks are
not only transformed but are also gradually destroyed.

Let us assume that a strong and cold Ice block is driven under the Ice. Prom the beginning ,
it Increases somewhat in its dimensions, owing to its low temperature, but after that, as the
temperature of the ice block becomes equal to the temperature of the surrounding water, it grows
crumbly and begins to disintegrate Into component parts and begins to melt . The tidal currents
have particular importance In this relation for the ice, which is immobile; but for floating ice, it Is
wind drift. The under-ice parts of the ice of the hummocks, parts which are produced below, are
subjected to an interesting ablution by the water, which moves with a velocity different from that of
the movement of the ice fields.

The model test, carried out by Makarov , is interesting and simple for the exposing of the
Influence of moving water in the destruction of ice.

Two pieces of Ice approximately equal in weight were placed simultaneously into two tubs
filled with water, with a temperature of about -1.2 °. In the first tub, where the water was at rest ,
the piece of Ice decreased in weight 6 per cent in a period of 3 hours; in the second , where the
water, supplied from the bottom, circulated continuously and poured out over the rim, the ice de-
creased 50 per cent in the same amount of time.

The results of this test become clear If  we recall the analyzed conditions in Section 62 of the
balance of the system of Ice in water. Owing to the phenomena which has been pointed out , the
under-ice parts of the hummocks are all more destroyed with the course of time and the stress of
the over-ice parts of the hummocks Increase correspondingly.

It is necessary to add to this that newer and newer snow drifts are noted along every hummock
in the course of time.

If through determination of the dimensions of over-ice parts of hummocks are made, there are
less determinations of the form and deepening of the under-Ice parts.

At the time of his voyage with Makarov on the Erma Ii, Islyaznov carried out measurements of
the depth of the hummocks with a Thomson tube . Makarov cites the results of several such measur-
Lags in which the largest of the hummocks was equal to 13 m.

As Makarov points out, “It Is necessary to assume that the Thomson tubes [ during their
broaching or piercing under the ice under the hummock fields I show passage In the ridges of the
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hummocks which run under the water and that the lower points of the lower lumps stretch deeper
than the tubes reach. ”

UTERATURE: 11, 23 , 77 , 88 , 101, 105.

Sect ion 102. Snow Cover on Ice
The snow which falls on the arctic ice in winter , due to the low temperat ur e of the ai r , which

prevails at this time , belongs to the type of wild or gritty snow. Often it includes a mixture : crys-
tals of sea salt and specks of dust of ground origin.

Crystals of sea salt fall in the snow in two ways. First , as we have seen , in the leveling of
the combs of waves, the spray often evaporates into the air and particLes of salt are transferred by
the wind for great distances. They serve as fine kernels of condensation and crystallization and
finally fall with precipitation. Secondly, the surface of young ice (formi ng especially at low temper-
atures) is covered wit h brine , which , freezin ~ , forms salty hoar frost or ice flower s, sometimes
cove rs great areas , and consists of crystals of ice upon the tips of which are attached crystals of
salt. During strong wind s, these crystals are removed from a spot , rise , and are mixed with the
snow particles which are already in the air. They then fall , appearing like salted snow .

Nansen noted that in some places , the snow on the ice of the Arctic Basin was extremely
salty, and it was not possible to use it for checking the zero point of his thermometers. According
to the observations of the - ~.

- 
~~, snow was sometimes so rich in salt that the water from it was

entirely unsui table for drinking. In other places , the prisms of salt were discovered easily by the
turbidity of the melted water with the addition to it of some dri ppings of silver nitrate,

Dust specks of ground origin which fall on the surface of the ice are received chiefly during
erosion and freezing out from tu ndr:i and clay-fan soils. These soils with drying give a thin dust
which is easily transported great distances by the wind . Sech dust fo rm s greyish , yellowish or
brownish deposits on the ice. It is clear that this dust is especially noticeable on littoral ice. Ac-
cording to the observations of the r . ~, the ice, free from snow and at the same time covered
with dust , was encou ntered in the Buorknaya Gulf at a distance 15 miles from the shore. airing the
spring of 1939 , at the time of a flight along the coast of Yamal , we saw signs of dust extending to the
west from the hills of tundra which were free of snow.

The fa te of snow depends on the surface upon which it falls.

If the snow falls on a comparatively warm surface of the sea which is clear of ice , then when
melting, it cools the surface layers of the sea .

If snow falls on a surface of the sea either cooled earlier or cooled by the snow itself to a
freezing temperature, the falling snow flake s appearing as kernels of crystallization accelerate the
process of ice formation. With a great quantity of snow, as we have seen , a particular form of ice
may even he caused, (sne zhura).

If the snow falls on cold ice , covered with brine , then , soaking the salt , it freezes solidly to
the cold ice , forming a characteristic dull grainy crust.

Dur ing low air temperatures, as was already discussed , the snow appears odd or gritty .
Falling on the surface of smooth ice , it forms a thin , badly connected cover which is easily blown
away by the wind . As a result of this , (according to observations of the r~~7 )  huge spaces of
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grainy ice areas are caused in the region of the fast Ice , which it seems, are polished somewhat
from the friction of the masses of snow which move along it during snowstorms. In such areas ,
there can be observed often on the surface of the Ice pancake and frozen masses of snow appearing
as lumps or strips, Just as they appeared on freezing. Particularly spacious areas of grainy ice
were observed by the members of the Za rycz expedition In April 1903 on the Gulf of Buorlmayaya -

It was difficult both for dogs and deer to run along this ice.

An observation which corroborates the wind migrations of the snow on the ice was made by
Buinltskii on 13 December 1938 at the time of the drift of the Sedou. Here Is what he says:

“The efflorescence of tracks occurs Interestingly: the snow is swept around the tracks , and
the snow remains under the track and is raised over the surrounding surface , preserving exactly
the outline and the dImensions of the track. The ‘growth’ of tracks can be observed over the foot-
step of a man as well as over that of a dog; the tracks of dogs effloresce significantly higher (2
times) than a man ’s. Here and there, they are similar to a row of very accurate cylinders which
reach heights of 3,5 cm. This growth of tracks does not occur at all universally. ”

The snow , falling on hummock fields or transported to them with the flat fields, is stopped
here, being trapped in the spaces between the box and forming snow drifts and zastrugi. Windward
declinations of the snow drifts are strongly packed by the wind . In figure 98 the plans of snow dep-
osition are shown with variou s form s of obstacles which are encountered by the wind . In figure 98 ,
attention is turned to the snow pack, which is formed behind the obstacle which has its slowing side
toward the wind and to the characteristic wind hollow before an obstacle with its steep slope to the
wind.

5-

• 
_

_

Figure 98. WhirlIng eddy and drifting snow on contact with a wedge-shaped obstacle.

In nature , on sea ices where hummocks with their diverse forms and inclinations are the
basic obstacles for the migration of snow, the form of the snow drifts is not any less diverse .

The power of the snow drift understandably depends on the quantity of the deposition. Thus,
during the wintering of the Zar  ycz at the Talmyr Strait , snow dr ifts reached a height of about 5 m.
The ice sagged as a result of the weight of the snow and already at the beginning of March , water
protruded along the Za rpa  from beneath the ice.

At the time of the wintering of that same Zar ~,a In the Laptev Sea (in the Kotel’nyy Bay of
Nerpal and on the island of Kotel ’nyy) where the amount of deposition was significantly less than in
the northeastern part of the Kara Sea , the snow drifts were also significantly less.

In the Central Arctic Basin , where the depositions are already less, the sizes of the snow
drifts are not large . Thus , according to measurements of the ~S’c d ’u  which were carried out at
the end of March and at the beginning of April 1939, the height of the snow In the snow drifts ranged

• from 30 to 140 cm and on flat places , on an average, from 4 to 15 cm.
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Extremely characteristic are the wave-formed alluvIums which are formed on the flat ice

fieldè as a result of the affecting wind. These alluvium s are made transversely and longitudinally.

Transverse deposits are formed in the case of great masses of snow and remind one of the Helm-

holta waves. LongitudInal deposits are formed with powerful winds and small quantities of snow

appea r as their characte ristic form.

Padalka informed me that at the time of the flights over the region of Franz Joseph Land

north at the end of March and at the beginning of April , all the snow deposited by wind was stretched

out from southeast to northwest. This could be caused by the evidently predominant southeast

winds and besides that by the absence of rotations of the individual ice fields. In the region between

Franz Joseph Land , the wind-deposited snow was stretched out only in two directions , from the

south to the north , from east to west , In the region to the north of Novaya Zemlya , no such cor-

rectness relative to the location of the wind-deposited snow was noted.

Snow cover on ice shows a great Influence on the growth of ice. It has already been observed

that according to the observations at the Northern Duina River in the winter of 194 1-42 the ice with

the surface clear of ice was at the end of winter 1-1/2 times thicker than the ice which was formed

under the natural snow cover (thickness of 30 to 40 cm).

But , large masses of snow usually cru sh ice down to where water protrudes from beneath the

base layer of ice. Mixing with this water , snow is transformed Into ice, and in such a way , the

general thickness of the ice increases (see also Section 85).

During the summertime, masses of snow which have collected on ice fields melt , and are the

basic source of formation of snow puddles (snezhnitsa) and melt water lakes on them.

LITERATURE: 25 , 77 , 88 , 107.

Sect ion 103. Iso s tat ic Phenom ena

Ice formation In the sea , which has already been discussed , proceeds calmly and propor-

• tionally only under exceptional circumstances. Palling deposits are not proportionally distributed

• along the surface of the ice. In connection with this, the accretion of the Ice from below does not

proceed proportionally. Hummocking contributes the greatest transgressions to smoothness in the

p rocess of Ice formation.

Lot us assume ~~ t at a certain moment a previously flat ice field was broken as a result of

hummocking blocks of ice packed over and under the ice. If the floatage of the blocks packed under

the ice exactly counterbalances the weight of the blocks of ice which have been piled on the ice , no

changes in the ice adjacent to the hummock are produced . If the weight of the above-ice part of the

hummock shows more floatage than its under-ice part , the adjacent ice will sag downwards; if It is

less , it will protrude upwards.

An interesting phenomenon exists in connection with this , which Is called “isostasy” by the

geologists, the question of which has been theoretically treatec’ by Pratt and Airy for the crust of

the earth.

Let the tra nsverse section of the ice field be represented in figure 99 and let the upper and

lower surfaces be dissected and let the densities along the vertical be unequal. The line ian repre-

sents the water line (level of the sea) . Let us construc t such a line on our section which would

correspond to the water line of any vertical column cut out from the given ice field , if It would be
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able to raise or sink such that the overall weight will be counterbalanced by Archimedes’ force; in
other words, so that everywhere the equation was satisfied

z a,
(1)

where 6 = the Ice density,

= the water desnity ,

= the immersion of the In-the-water part of the Ice blocks,
h = the height of its above-water part.
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Figure 99. The water line ( i an )  and the isostatic line ( p r )  in the vertical pass
of the ice field (diagram).

We shall caU line p r , represented by a broken line in figure 99 , the isostatic line. Referring
our considerations to the entire Ice field , we shall receive the isostatlc surface. It Is clear that
everywhere where the isostatic line pr proceeds or passes higher than the water line , the Isostatic
forces there operate , directed downwards , there , where the isostatic line proceeds lower than the
level of the sea , the isostatic forces are directed upwards, as is shown by the arrows in figu re 99.

At points where the isostatic line coincides with the level of the sea , we get an isostatic
balance. I call an Ice formatIon isostatically counterbalanc ed at every point of which the isostatic
surface coincides with the level of the sea .

It is assumed that there are not any ideally counterbalanced formations in nature . Fine devia-
tions do not have any significance, however , since the forces being created cannot be sufficient for
overcoming forces of cohesion (the equalization due to the flow of Ice proceeds too slowly), but large
deviations quickly bring vertical movements of separate parts of the ice , which level or even the
balance.

The isostasy phenomena acquire particular significance in summer , when the cohesion of parts
of the ice Is weakened and when destruction of above-water parts of the ice proceeds particularly
disproportionally. Isostasy at this time is basically connected with two processes: hummocking ,
and the flowing of water from the sn e~~hn i tsa (snow puddles) under the ice.

Lot us represent for ourselves a hummocked field isostatically balanced . If we may assume
that the above- and under-ice parts of the hummock consist of approximately equal blocks of ice and
that the spaces between the ice blocks are filled with air In the parts of the hummock over the level
of the Ice and with water in the parts beneath the Ice level and are located approximately systemati-
cally along the vertical with regard to the level of the sea; In other words , the coefficients of filling
are equal , on any vertical of an isostatically balanced field , the correlations between the height of
the ice hummock and its draught will be determined by formula (1) or by the
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(2)

In such a way with the received average proportion of the height of the above- and under-water
part s, which is equal to 5, under the hu mm ock , which is raised over the surface level of the ice
field 1 in , the ice under the Lower sux ~ cc of the ice field must be theoretically submerged 5 m.
The greatest height of an ice column observed at the time of the drift of the station “North Pole ”
was about 10 m . Consequently, the underwater part of this column during conditions of an isostatic
balance must project from under the lower surface of the ice fields 50 m.

As we have seen, the hummocks do not usuall y appea r isostatic. Their underwater part is
washed out; the above-wa ter part s of the hummocks press on the ice fields , creating their greater
draught and results in formula ( 1).

Thus , the time of hydrological cuts , carried out by lQunyznikov , in the fall of 1928 , in the
Yanskoni Bay and in the straits of the r’~ew Siberian Islands (Laptev , Eternika n , and Sannikov), the
thickness of the above- and under-water parts of the well-developed fast ice were determined , con-
sidering them from the level of the water , which had filled the cut. It was shown at this time that
the proportion of the emersion of the underwater part to the height of the above water part was
equal on the average to 12 , with a maximum of 17 and a minimum of 7. In such a way, the fast ice
was shown to he significantly more submerged in the water than results from the formula. A
similar phenomenon was also observed on the river where the water from the cut sometimes poured
out along the surface of the ice. In rivers flowing to the north , such a phenontenon is usual in the
spring and is explained by the hydra ulic pressure - - the river , covered by a solid ice cover , flows
as in a tube, in the f a s t  ice , this p henomenon is related to the large area of ice , and indicates an
overburdening of ice by an additional weight of snow. We ha ve already seen in columns 5 and 6 ,
table 70 , tha t in Dixon Bay, the surface of ice in February 1944 was on the average . 8 cm lower
tha n the surface of the water.

This carving of the well-developed fast ice contributes to its breaking up in the spring and to
the immersion of ice fields which ~ill be discussed later.

In individual cases , hummocking proceed s so that more ice is packed under the ice than ought
to be for isostatic balance. Besides that , ~~ have seen that individual blocks of underwater parts
of ice hummocks are sometimes intersper~ ’d under ice fields. Both in this and in other cases , the
ice protrudes upwards.

On ~4 Nov ember l9:i~ . it ~ as obser ved on the S~~~ - ’  that the level of the water w~~ lowei’ th an
the surface of the ice by 1 to 1.5 in ; afte r the ice in some p laces burst and broke , 10 to 15 xxx ;
trenches were formed with vertical walls of considerable height.

These xac ( s  prove that at points ~vherc recorded observations were carried out there was no
isostatic balance: in the ice of the new Siberian Island straits , the isostatic surface passed lower
than the level of the sea; on ihe ice field ol th e L where the described fissures were formed ,
the isostatic Line passed higher t han the level of the sea.

It has already been noted that the vert i cal  movement s of individu al parts of the ice field are
increased by the isostatic balance, part icularl y in summer ~xh cix  the forces of cohesion counter-
acting the h ydrostatic forccs are weakened. Th~ followi ng observation of the S - ~ . - ‘ appears as a
characteri st ic example of isostatic nx oven x cnt in the ices in the central part of the Arctic Basin.
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On 5 July 1939 the water of the snezhnltsa (snow puddles) and lakes which were formed during
the summer on the ice field s quickly began to run off under the ice, and on 9 to 14 July, the ~~ l o u ,
together with ice to which it was frozen , was raised 36 cm over the level of the sea . I tried to
analyze this phenomenon.
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Figure 100. The vertical movements of ice fields in connection with
thawing and accretion from freezing.

Let us assume that a certain part of the ice field remained the entire time isostatically
balanced (figu re 100). In such a case , in accordance with formula (1), we shall have, for the
beginning moment:

(3)

H 0=h0+z 0,
(4)

and for some other moments, considering that it is possible to neglect the changes occurring in
density.

/I i~ h+ZI~a . Z L~~w, (5)

H 1 =1z14- :1. (6)
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From fIgure 100 it follows

h 1=h0+k— ~~~~h, (7)

z1 =z 0 — k -f .~Az , (8)

where A h = the change of the above-water height of the Ice as a consequence of evaporation , of
deposition, and of melting away, flowing of water under the ice, during the time between the ob-
servation,

A = the change of the underwater emersion of the Ice with freezing and the melting of ice
from below ,

= the change in the position of the level of the sea with regard to the ice. It is clear that

all individual particles within the ice are shifted to this same value with regard to the level of the
sea.

Substituting formulas (7) and (8) in formula (5) we derive

(ho +k_ L t h)8h+(zQ —k +i ~
Z) 6~ =(z 0 — k +i ~Z) ~ w • (9)

Subtracting formula (3) from formula (9) and transposing the members , we derive

k ( 8 ~
_

~ ,+6 w) _ ’i~h~~+AZ (& 8~) =0. (10)

Furthermore, from formulas (7) and (8) we get

H 1 — H 0 =~~H =~~z —~~h , (11)

where A :  = the overall change of the ice thickness.

During the winter , when ice thawing does not occur , the value AN is determined by the dif-
ference between the quantity of the fall lit prec ipitation and evaporation, the deposition and the
evaporation in the central arctic are not great in the winter , and we may disregard in the first
approximation this differenc e and reckon

-~~ =0 .

Furthermore, the difference of the densities of the above- and under—water parts of ice which
Is significant in summer, is small in winter. From this we may derive for winter

= 6 ...

In such a case , f rom formula (10) we shall derive

k = ~~~~~~
-
~ 

i~2. (12)
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Considering the following values the most probable ,

therefore 8W 1.02, 8~ = 0.90,

k=0.l1 ~z.
Thus , the Increase In the thickness of ice by accretion from below to 100 cm causes a shift of

the level of the sea with regard to the ice , and the increase of the height of the above-water part of
the ice Il cm in all , and the increase of the height of the under-water part 89 cm.

DurIng the summer the processes which change the position of the isostatic line with regard
to the level of the sea results in the following:

1. EvaporatIon and depositions or precipitations. It is possible to neglect In the first ap-
proximation the Influence of these processes.

2. Accretions of ice from below due to the low temperature , which is already preserved
within the Ice. As we have seen , the thickness of the ice due to the secretion by freezing can thick-
en more than 5 to 10 per cent , so that we may also disregard for our purposes this phenomenon.

3. The decrease In the density of the above-water part of the ice in summer time can produce
decreases in the salinity and increase porosity due to the increase in temperature.

The decrease in the density of ice (see Section 65) even with an increase of 20 ° in temperature
does not exceed . 03 per cent. For our purposes , it is possible to disregard this value.

The decrease in the density of the above-water part of the ice due to its decrease in salinity,
due to the flow of brine from the salt capillaries and subsequent replacement of the formed vacuums
by ai r may also be insignificant .

There is another matter , the Increase in the dimensions of the salt capillaries which is due to
melting, after all the brine flows from them. On the strength of the circumstance, sea ice is
gradually transformed to a granular Ice which approximates in form and density the neve ice.

Returning to formula (9), we note that with the quick raising of ice , the density of the part of
the ice with a thickness k which had been raised over the level of the sea cannot be changed sig-
nificantly. Therefore , formula (9) takes on the appearance

(ft 0 — t~h) 8~+(2o+~~z) 8,— (z 0—k+L~z) 8~ , (13)

and formula (10) resulting from (9) takes on the appearance

k8~ — i~h8h+~ z (8~ — L~,) = 0, (14)

where

k8 ,,, + &(8 , —_ 8~ ) (15)

Futhermore , let us remember that the growth of ice in summertime from below , due to the
low temperatures of ice, cannot exceed 20 cm , and the difference of the density of the water and the
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sub merged part of the ice cannot exceed 0. 1. Consequently the val ue

cannot be greater than 2 cm. and we have the right to disregard it for further references.

Therefo re, fro m formula ( 15), we derive

= k
(i 6)

&ibstituting the values ó: , 1.02 , 6h = l~0. and k = 36 cm (the rise of the hull 36 cm above
the ice sea level, as observed by the ~‘ ‘ ‘ )  we get

A h 46 cm.

It is clear that a 46 cm thaw cannot refer to some individual point of the ice field , but it is
necessary to observe it as the average for the entire surface of the ice field . In even parts of the
ice field , the value of melting will be less; in the raised parts (hummocks and ropaki) it will be
more. It will be minimum under the snezhnitsa (snotv puddles) where the water, being a foreign
absorber of the heat of solar radiation, will protect it from melting.

That very same thing is related also to the change in the general thickness of ice. There ,
where ropak i , hummocks and snow drift s are on the ice fields, the decrease in the thickness was
more significant . On the level places (on such where , for example, the measurements of thickness
of the ice cover were carried out at the time of the drift  of the 5c Jo :~ ) the changes of the ice thick-
ness was the smallest .

The di mensions of the ice field in which the 5- 1 u was frozen , are not known . If its area
was only about 1 square km in all , 46 cm of melted ice had to give about 400. 000 m of water , which
filled the snezhitsa (melt pools). While this water remained in the snezhitsa (melt pools), vertical
movements were caused only by a result of the summer freezing from below , due to the low temper-
atures of the ice itself , and this raising. as we have seen. would not exceed 2 cm (that is, it was
completely imperceptible). Moreover, such a rise could only be completed ‘very slowly .

From that moment,  when large masses of water had begu n quickly to leave the snezhitsa
(melt pools) and run under the ice, the ice begun to rise above the level of the sea and together with
it the S io~’

It is possible that this circumstance contributed to this rise , in that ice was packed during the
winter under the S 1 :; with an overall thickness of 10 m. and “directly under ” the S I : ”  . the
isostatlc line was somewhat lotve r than the leve l of the sea. but the influence o the rise of the iso-
static surface cannot be det ermined in t’iew ut the lack of data.

LITERATUR E: 74. 77 . 133 .

Sect ion 104. Average Ice Thickness
Ice fields, as we have seen, according to origin. may be accumulations ~f ice or cakes of ice.

The thickness of the first are more or less equal in their entire extent ; the thickness of the second
changes from point to point within extremely wide limits.

2$2
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With the course of time, the ice of the hummocks can be transformed into a more or less
level ice field by the action of the different order of balancing factors. Such , for example, appeared ,
according to observations of Soviet airplanes In the circumpolar region. But generally, especially
in the periphery of the Arctic Basin and in the bordering seas , hummocks , a characteristic trait of
the ice landscape .

I make the followi ng assumptions for j udging the average thickness of sea ices:

1. Ice fields are isostatically balanced at every point .

2 . Hummocks are extended by bridges , whose transverse cut represents an isosceles
triangle.

3 . Blocks of ice comprising the above-ice and under-ice parts of the ice hummock are located
In such a way that they comprise that same part of their volume which is occupied by these parts.
In other words, if the volumes of the above ice and under Ice parts of the ice hummock are corre-
spondingly equal to and a’ ,, then the volumes, being occupied by ice in these parts, are corre-
spondingly equal to Ic vh and ~ where Ic is the coefficient of filling of the ice hummock. A cut of
an even ice field with an ice hummock included in it is represented In figure 101.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

=

2 Figure 101. Above and under ice parts of

i ice hum mocks in isostatically
balanced ice.

It is clear that its average thickness in the limits of the hummock , that is , the thickness of
the ice field , the above- and under-water parts of the ice hummock will be equally distributed in a
layer uniform In density along the upper and lower surface of the field , will be equal to

(1)

where j  = the thickness of the level ice ,

h = the height of the above ice part of the hummock,

= the height of the under ice part of the hummock ,

Ic = the volume of the ice in a unit volume of the hummock.

But , if on each of Its verticals, the hummock is Isostaticaily balanced , the relationship exists
between the heights of its above water and under water parts:

Z 
_ _ _ _ _  

(2)
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Substituting this in formula (1) we get

i+ -~ kh ( 1+ 8 
8 

) =i +-~- k h 8 
8~ (3)

Regarding on the average , that 1.02 and 6
~~

= .90 , and a:sumtng that the above- and
under-ice parts of the ice hummock represent heaps of blocks of ice with voids between them,
because of which the density of the ice hummock Is half the density of the level ice, in other word s,
assuming that the coefficient of filling is k = 0.5 , we get from formula (3)

1 I I O ~’t +- ~--~-h  
102~~~ 90~~~l +2h.

It is clear that if the ridges of the ice hummocks will touch one another , as is shown in
fig ure 102, the average thickness will be equal to

J — i + 2 h .  (4)

Figure 102. An isostatically balanced hummock field .

If the hummocking of the ice field is evaluated , as this is assumed by Gordienko, according
to the 10 Mark system , then formula (4) takes on the appearance of

I — i + ~~~2h , (5)

whe re N = the number of marks of hu mmock s .

in formula (5) we can regard as the thickness of the level ice, as the thickness of the ice
j accumulations reckoned with sufficient accuracy according to the degree days of frost , charac-

teristic for a given region. Almost with the same accura cy we can appraise the magnitude of the
summer melting for the given region .

Whatever has to do with the marks of the heaping and the average height of the hummocks ,
can be determined best of all by ice-air reconnaissance and also by sleigh excursions.

Gordeev notes the following curiou s fact: in autumn 1937 at the time of the drift of the
flee t S~ ~J k o the area of the ice of fall formation in a radius of 1 km around the ships was photo-
graphed in plan. For six months of the drift , this area contracted more than two times due to the
hummocking, which occurred chiefly during the drift of the ice to the east. The average height of
the hummocks was about 3 m, and the greatest about 6.5 m over the level of the sea.
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Formula (5) gives an Idea of the average thickness under the condition that the given region
is completely filled with ice; in other words , under the condition that the quantity of ice In this
region is 10 marks. With the thinned ice we receive a more general formula from formul a (5)

n /  N \1=— !+—2/z  , (6)

where = the average quantity of ice in marks or points.

Along with the Idea of the average thickness of the Ice, the idea of the average amount of
ice in the basin or of a part of it rises by which we agree to understand the proportion of the
actual area which is covered by ice (taking into consideration the measuring point system) to the
general area of the examined part or

L=~~~-~- , (7)

where q = the area occupied by the Ice,

= the average marks of the ice,

q = the general area of the examined region.

ft is clear that the average iciness does not comp letely characterize the thickness of the ice.

Combi ning the ideas of the average thickness and iciness of the region , we receive the
average power or force of the ice cover according to the formula

w = I - =~~~( l + ç ~ 2h) ~~~ L = ( 1 + ç ~ 2h) L. (8)

I was assuming the derivation of these formulas that both the level as well as the hummock
for mations on any vertical are isostaticafly balanced and consequently the areas occupied by the
above and under ice parts of the hummocks are equal.

LITERATURE: 41, 42 , 77 .

Section 105. Decrease in the Area of Ice with Hummocking
During the observation of the change of the area of ice on the White Sea and the reaction of

the wind , the large areas of c lear water , opened after each Ice hummocking , surprised Somov and
myself , and we made an endeavor at an approximate calculation .

Let us assume that a cut of the ice field in the direction of the wind is represented in figure
103: in other words, in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the ridges of the hummocks.
In the figure ,

L = the length of the ice field before the ice hummocking,

= the length of the Ice field after the hummocklng process,

= the length of the hummocked part of the field ,
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= the decrease in the length of the field as the result of the hummocking, it is obviou s that

L — I —— b .  ( 1)

I

!~‘igu rc 103 . The increase in th~ area of the field with hummocking.

Rut since the decrease of the ice field leads comp letel y to the formation of hummocks , then

~H = k a ( l z + z ) ,  (2)

where N = the thickness of the ice field ,

= the average height of the above ice part of the hummoc k ,

= the average emersion of the under water ice part of the hummock ,

= the coefficient of fi l l ing of the hummocks; this coefficient under the condition of iso-
static balance is equal to the above- and under-ice parts of the hummocks.

Substituting formula ( 1) in (2) we get

L 1 —  ka ( / i ’ + z )  3
H ‘ 

( )

but
a N
T if l ’ (4)

whore V • the point of hummocking of the field.

Substituting formula (4) in (3), we get

k h 1 z \ N+ (5)

if we substitute

k~~O.3, = 3, -
~~
,

- = 6,

then we get.

1 I
T 1+o.6N (6)

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Let us assum e that the ice field even up ti l l  then was hummoeked from the beginning un t i l  .~

points and . later to N puints . From formu la  (43) we can write

IN 
~~~~~ 

(7)

therefore
I-

i-~ o.~ ~% i ’

I + 0.6N
1 4- o.~~t IN~

Table 84 is caiculated t,~ me ticconling to formula (7). fro m which it follows that ,  for
example. if the field was Ice hummocked up 10 3 point s, that is N 3 . and later it appears hum —

mockt ’d to S points , that is . N 5 , then

= 0.70 ‘N.

In other words . in the area of the field which is hummocked from 3 to 5 points , wi th  the
values received by us. contracts to 30 per cent .

TARI.E s-I . THE l)E( ’REASE IN TUF: AREA OF’ ICE WITH I IUMMOCKI N ; (IN PER
CENT OF THE IN ITIA l . AREA)

0 1 2 3 4 5 1 3 7 8 9  10

o too ‘;2 ~ at; :;o 25 22 19 17 16 14
I — tOO 73 56 -17 40 35 31 28 25 23
2 — — 100 78 65 55 48 12 38 34 :t t
:1 — — — 100 82 70 lii Si  50 -IS 10
•1 — — — — 100 $: 7-i 65 57 53 1$

— — — — — t OO 87 78 69 63 57
4; — — — — — — 100 89 79 72 66
7 — — — — — — — 100 90 81 7-i
S — — — — — — — — LOU 91 83

— — — — — — — — LOt ) 91
10 — — — — — — — — — — lIlt )

We can derive the formula in some forn from the same figure 103. .\s before, let

L --- l~~~t’.

hut

hi, =2 a (1 I ma~ _ _ i I ) .

whore H — the average thickness of the ice hnmn oekud part of the ice field, in which (he field
is not hummoeked by the wind of a given force.

2$ 7
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Furthermore, as earlier , we derive

a N
1 10 ’

I +~~~~ (Hm.x —H) 

(8)

Let us assume that the initial thickness of the Ice is H = 15 cm; the average thickneBe of the
Ice which is not hummocked by the given wind is H~~ jç = 50 cm. It is clear that the field stops
being hummocked after its hummock becomes equal to 10 points. Substituung these values in for-
mula (8) we derive ~. 

= 0. 3.

Howeve r , the assumptions were approximated on the basis of which formulas (7) and (8) and
table 84 are derived ; it results from them that the open areas of water will be created even with
small hummoc klng in the sea. A map of the position of the ice in the White Sea according to the
data of air reconnaissance which was carried out on 17 April 1942 (figu re 104) appears as the
characteristic example. Such a situation has been created as a result of northwestern storms and
great areas of clear water in the Kandalakscha Gulf and along the Karelian shore and also along the
western shore of the funnel of the White Sea were formed exclusively as a result of hummocking.

— i ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~

-

~:~~~~

——

Sd _______

Ftgure 104. The position of the ice in the White Sea,
17 through 18 April 1942.

It is clear that open patches of water being cleared , sometimes at one shore and sometimes
at another , and that evacuation of ice will create the possibility even of sea navigation in the dead
of winter. But on the other hand , increased ice formation occurs in open spaces of water with
strong freezing and in such a way , that the total power of the ice increases in the course of time.

UTERATURE: 77.
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Section 106. The Increase in the Power of the Ice Cover
as a Result of Drift and Ice Hummock ing

As the observationa of the ~‘r~ ’- and the S c l o v  showed , parts of the ice which were formed
exclusively as a result of accretion , can be preserved in the Arctic Basin for a long time (2 to 3
years) but all the same, they do not determine the basic masses of Ice, but the ices of the pile-up.

An endeavor to consider the Influence of ice hummocking and the cleared spaces of water
w hich resulted from ice hummocktng and drift , on the increase of the tota l force of the ice cover
was made by Somov and later led to the quantitative expression in the work of Ririul in and Somov.

Calculating the average thickness of the ice as the quotient for the division of the general
volume of ice by the area of the examined part of the sea , Somov points out that this thickness of
ice is summed up f rom the interaction of the following factors:

1. Accretion from below due to heat emission Into the atmo8phere.

2. The bearing out of the ice from the sea and returning it from other seas.

3. For mations of you ng ice in cle ar water , which is caused as a result of drift and
hummocking.

4. Ice melting.

It is natural that during the period of ice formation it Is necessary to consider the first three
facto rs, but during the period of melting, only the second and fourth.

Furthermore, for the solution of the problem , Somov makes the following assumptions:

1. The area of the sea is equi—dimensional to a certain rectangular sea, whose width is
equal to the average width of the given sea, and the length is equal to the average length of the
given sea.

2. The sea on three sides is bordered by shores; the fourth side of it is in free communica—
tion with the Arctic Basin.

The Lapter Sea answers such a condition in the first approximation (if possibility of an ice
exchange with the Kara and the East Siberian Seas across the straits of the archipelagos of
Severnaya Zemlya and the north Siberian Island s is disregarded).

3. The sea is encompassed at the same time by the drift (average for a 10 day period or for
a month): the drift flow s over the entire area of the sea with an equal velocity and in the same
direction. This assumption has been indicated to some degree by the simultaneous drifts in the
winter of 1937-1938 of the fleet of the ships: of the ice breaker L~- ’i ~ : in the southwestern part ,
and of the steamer icebreaker Sa l  ¼ c~ ’ In the northeaste rn part of the Laptev Sea.

4. WIth the drift of ice, which is accompanied by hummocking or carrying of ice from the
sea, the sum of the areas of water free from ice is equi-dimensional to that area , which would be
received as a resu!f of the simultaneous movement of ice on the entire sea In the form of a solid
cove r with a given velocity and direction of drift.
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s . If the axis is oriented along the principle direction of the ice e ~nge of the sea with
an adjacent part of the Arctic Basin , the projection of the velocity of the drift on the Y axis (W :,)
characterizes the velocity of the transport of ice beyond the bounds of the sea or the transport of
ice from without. The projection also of velocity of drift on the ¼ axis (3, ) characterizes only
the hu mmocking within the bounds of the sea , thereby not changing the total quantity of ice in the
sea . The changes in the quantity can be stipulated at the same time only by the accelerated
accretion of young ice In the areas of clear water which are cleared off during the drif t .

6. DurIng the orientation of the projection of the velocity of the drift on the Y axis , the
transport out of Ice which is linked with the freezing of areas of clear water proceeds to the side
of the Arctic Basin. In addition to this , no hummocks occur. In the case of the orientation of the
projection of the drift on the I axis, the location which is linked with the hummocking within the
bounds of the sea , has the entrance of the ice into the sea laterally from the Arctic Basin , which
is in cont rast to the transporting out of ice. At the same time , three areas of water are not
fo rmed.

.-\s a result of the appropriate calcu lation. Somov arrived at the following formula:

I1~ = ~~~~ + ~~~ .~h ± !~~‘ ( II,,_ +.~H)  + ~~
-\-

~~
- ~~~ 

(1)

where - 
~- the average thi ckness of the Ice in the sea at a given moment.

- - the average thickness of the ice In the sea at a preceeding moment .

-~ &.. the increase i n the average thickness of the Ice in the sea for an examined space of
time.

the thickness of the ice which had been formed In clear water for an examined period
of t ime.

= the transference of Ice along the x axis for an examined period of time.

- the transference of tee along the I axis for an examined period of time .

- the length of the sea (along I axis),

- - the width of the sea (along X axis).

The f ourth component in the f irs t  pa rt of the equation has a minus sign in the orientation of
to the side of the Arctic Basin and the plus sign in the orientation of its side in the sea. The

last mem ber of the right side enters only with the plus sign and only then when the preceding mem-
her has a minus sign . The Last three members

~~ ± ~~~~~~~~ (H ,,_~ + ~H~~-~-
’
~~~ ~~

fo r brevity are defined by means of and are reckoned by the general correction for the average
thick ness of the ice In the sea due to the drift .

Thus formula (2) is derived:

11,1 Ij n~~i +~~F1n i : % . (2)
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Somov ’s method was carried out by Bir lutin and Somov for the calculation of the average
thickness of ice in the southern part of the i aptev Sea for the past years. The borders of the
region to which the calculations refer, are shown In fIgure 105.
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Figure 105. Borders of the examined part of t ht ’ l.aptev Sea.

The calculations of the accretion of ice were carried out according to the fo rmula proposed
hr me , in which the necessary number of degree days of fro8t was computed as the arithmetical
mean for the observations of the stations which were located on the periphery of the region and
namely; the “Cape Cheliuskin . ” “Tiksi Bay . ” “Schalamrov ” and “Koletsnoi Island ”

Two points on latitude 75 0 and 80° along the meridian 125° were chosen for the calculations
of the elements of the drift . According to my method (see Sections 135 and 136) and chiefly on the
assumption that the wind drift occurs along the isobars and with a velocity inversely pr ’portional
to the distance between the Isobars; according to monthly charts of pressures . the directions and
velocities of drifts for 3 points were calculated and later averaged . The average thiekness of the
ice in the L.aptev Sea without the calculations of the drift--according to formula (2)- -and the
average thickness of the ice with the calculation of the drift as shown in figure 106 according to
Ririu lin and Somov.

It is distinctly clear from the picture that the influence of the drift  on the average thickness
of the ice begins to significantly show an effect from February, gradually increasing in effect until
May , inclusive. The diffe rence between the thickness of the ice which is computed without reckon-
ing of the drift and of the thickness which is computed with reckoning of the drift may reach 70 cm ,
which comprises about 40 per cent of the maximum thickness of the ice.

Proceeding from the average thickness of the ice to the tota l quantity of the ice in the sea , it
is possible to conclude that due to the drift , 40 per cent of the total quantity of the ice which is
for med in the course of the winter appears to be transported from the sea (until May).
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Figure 106 . The average thickness of ice in the Laptev Sea
with calculation and without calculation of the
drift .
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Figure 107. The correction of the average
—20 - MONTHS thickness of the ice for the

A LI XI I I I N IV 
~
‘ drift.

Figure 107 confirms that material just discussed . In this figure , the average values of the
total correction for the average thickness of the ice which is conditioned by drift , are drawn for a
period of 4 years. It is seen from the graph that the negative correction increases in spring and
reaches its maximum in May.

In Somov ’s method , as yet not entirely worked out , the correction for hummocking is
absent . This correction is extremely complicated , but at the same time , it has an essential
value.

UTERATURE: 18, 77 , 123.
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Section 107. The Influence of Hu’nmocking of Ice
Every ice fo rmation Increa ses the salinity of the surface layers of the sea. For the calcu-

lation of this salt increase , I propose a simple formula.

(1)

where S0 = the initial water salinity,

= the depth of the layer, entrapped by vertical circulation during ice lorniation ,

= the increase in the thickness of the ice (with assumption that the salinity of the ice
itself is equal to 0).

Carrying out formula (1) Dobrovolskii assumes that the ice formed is from time to time
hummocked .

With such an assumption , the salinity after the first fo rmation will be equal to

S~~ So +.1S, (2)

where
0.9S0,~s — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2

After the first hummockin g and the new formation of ice in the area of clear water, we
derive

S 2 ~~~~~~~

where
0.9 S____! 

~~~~2

~ ibstltutIng formula (2) and formula (3) we derive

- 2 4s,=~s. ( I . _ -_ _ .1i ) .

Aft er 71 hummockings and freezing accretion s of ice of one and the same thickness, we
derive

si.’_so (i -+-~~~ .~~
’)’~.

Dobrovolskii uses , furthermore , formula

.~i - ,tAi , + (I — n)~~i0. , (5)
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where n the iciness in points ,

.~~; = the total increase in ice,

the increase in ice under the ice,

the increase of ice in clear water.

Dobrovolskii transposes formula (~ ) for convenience thusly

.1-i •~c—~
(.
~

1
~—- .~i ,).  (6)

Dobr ovo lskii also computes the sizes for~~;.. and~ . according to the formula proposed
by rne .

.~i — — (25—i- 10)+y (25+10)2 -i- SR. (7)

For illustration of his conclusions , Dobrovolskii solves the following ind ividual example. At
the initial  moment ,  the thickness of a layer of water , attracted into a vertical circulation by the
salt increase during ice formation , is equal to 25 m; the initial salinity of this layer is equal
30 o on , the number of degree—days of frost for the examined region is 5000.

In table ~5 Dobrovoiskit ’s computations are quoted for the following three cases:

1. 5000 degree-days of frost are realized in 20 series (each gradually at the rate of 250
degree day s) ;  after each series , hummocking occurs.

2 .  5000 degree-days of fro st are realized in 10 series at the rate of 500 degree days .

3. 5000 degree-day s of frost are realized in series of 5 at the rate of 1000 degree days.

Examining table ~5 , we see that the less the iciness and the more often hummocking occurs ,
the stronger the increase in salt.

As Dobrovolskii correctly notes , the examined phenomenon can give some indications for
the explanation of comparatively hig h salinity in the sub-surface (to 100 m depth) of the layers
of part of the Arctic Basin during extremely low temperatures.

TABLE 85. THE SALT INCREAS E IN -rHE ALYER 25 M THICK WHEN
THICKENING OF ICE TO 150 CM WITH 5000 DEGREE-
DAYS OF FROST AND WITH ICE OF VAR IOUS POINTS

Salinity in o/oo

Points I II Ill

10 31.35 31.22 31.16
9 31.77 31.57 31.44
8 32.23 31.91 31.67
7 32 . 76 32 . 36 31.95
6 33.21 32.71 32 .26
5 33. 67 33.07 32.48

LITERATURE: 45 , 164. 165.
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CHAPTER VIII
MELTING OF SEA ICE

Section 108. Phases of Weakening and Destruction of Sea Ice
Two processes constitute the main factors in the destruction of an ice cover--evaporation and

melting. In the first, the ice is transformed into water vapor; in the second, into water.

Evaporation is proportional to the above-water surface of the ice. It is obvious that other
conditions being equal , the more cut up the ice surface, the greater the evaporation.

Melting occurs as a result of the ice absorbing solar radiation or atmospheric heat In propor-
tion to the above—water surface, and the absorbing of heat from the adjacent water In proportion to
the sub—surfac e area of the ice.

Since the ratio of surface area of bodies to their volumes is greater when their dimension s
are smaller , it Is natural that the influ ence of evaporation and melting Is felt primarily by small ice
formations. In this connection, the breaking of ice fields into smaller parts by various factors ac-
quires special significance. Breaking occurs more readily when the ice is less thick and tough.
The firmness or solidity of the ice, as we have seen, depends in significant degree on the ice tem-
perature. Therefore, breaking up Is usually preceded by weakening of the ice due to absorption of
the sun’s radiation and heat from the atmosphere and the water.

Melting of ice starts first near the shores, partly due to the influence of shore drainage and
soiling or dirtying of the littoral ice (which contributes to increased absorption of radiation) , and
partly due to the great crushing of the littoral , floating ice floes.

Weakening, breaking up, and melting of sea ice go forward In parallel fashion , and do not
cease unti l the ice is completely demolished . Nevertheless, the process of demolition may be con-
ditionally divided Into stages of weakening and destruction.

1. The first phases of weakening of ice are the internal deformations which are brought about
in the sea ice imm ediately alter its temperature, having reached a minimum, begins to rise due to
the influence of various factors. These internal deformations are accompanied by a descending
movement of the brine and an increase in the ice porosity. With the appearance of the sun ove r the
horizon in the spring, the shiny, silvery ice-rind (kork ’ i ) begins to form on the surface of the
snow. Simultaneously, the accumulation of heat from solar radiation begins under the ice-rind .
With continuing increase In the height of the sun and start of dail y variation in air temperature
there begins a reduction of the snow cover , settling of the hummocks , floating away of the sharply
Jutting sections of the ice floes , and development of thermal cracks which weaken the ice.

2. The next phase in the weakening process is the gradual melting of the winter ice cover and
formation on the ice surface of snow—water puddles. In case of chance freezing, these wate r pud-
dles are covered with a thin rind of ice which protects the water from cooling . Simultaneously the
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fragmentation of the ice indicates the start of the first stage of destncct lon
(mechanical) .

3 points - Large quantity of snow puddles and some drain holes present , The edges of
the floes are rounded , often forming an ice peak which hangs over the surface
of the water. Ice surface is predominantly white.

4 points — Large quantity of drain holes and snow—puddles present , joined to each othe r
by rivulets, Ice surface is often similar to lace. The arches between the
drain holes are still white or dirty brown if there is any mineral-organic
sediment on the ice, In brash ice there are often found mushroom—shaped
floes with a noticeable list and with sub—surface “spurs” or “rams” ( t a r a n ) .
The smallest floes are strongly saturated with water and are gray in color.

5 points - The ice is badly destroyed by thawing and sits deep in the water. There ap-
pear over the water only the higher parts of the floes very saturated w ith
water and gray in color, The ice is very often seen in the form of amor-
phous , small fragments and it is impossible to distinguish their upper and
lower surfaces, In such a case there is typically present , among the separate
fl oes, a great quantity of extremely small ice chunks saturated with water ,
these being the remnants of broken-up floes. These ice chunks are somewhat
reminiscent of “sludge—ice” ( a ‘

~~
). In certain instances the ice retains the

dimensions of the large fields , thickly covered with drain—holes , similar in
appearance to “lace ” (level ice which has its origin in the spring). With a
small visual angle such ice is difficult to distinguish from open water. *

Obviously, melting commences at different dates for different regions depending on climatic
conditions. Generally speaking, the further north the later the date. In the case of far north re-
gions, the ice can pass through only a few of the phases of melting before the beginning of winter
cold, Thus, for example, the ice field on which the “North Pole ” station was constructed in the
course of the summer of 1937 went through the phases of formation of thaw—water puddles on its
surface and flocving off of thaw-water under the ice. The ice which drifted with the Se~i 00 lii the
course of the summer of 1939 also Wen t through the stages of flowing off of thaw-water from the
snow-puddles, draining, and new ice rising to the surface.

The most decisive of the above-enumerated phases in the thawing process are: appearance on
the ice fields of the first water puddles , breaking of the large ice fields into smaller fields , and the
first movements of the ice. The earlier these phases occur in any particul ar regio n of the sea , the
earlie r will occur the complete disappearance of the ice, other conditions being equal, At least , a
decrease in ice area will occur sufficient for navigation purposes. The importance of these phases
is determined by the oft-emphasized fact that while the snow and ice are the most perfect reflectors
of radiant energy, water is an extremely effective absorber of it.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77 , 88,

*The above scale was worked out before the actual navigation of 1943. It has not yet been

verified in practice and therefore cannot pretend to precision and accuracy.
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Section 109. Initial Phase of Weakening of Ice
lie se- a Ice’ , cleat to Its physical cite d cht ’ne(e,ai peculiarities , ieee’l thie g cocclnce’Iece’s frotee tim e neo—

ment when the ice- tempe rature , having reacheud a certain ccciieineum , sta rt s to rise ’ under the’ action
of one or another factor. i’hese? factors are the absorption by the ice of the direct cued dhffuse .d solar
c’zieliat h ote , cited of hea t Crone the adjac e’te t air  and water layers.

l)u rheg the polar winter the reception oh radiant ent ’c-gy ha zero and therefo re the chance’ in-
ret -Sit e’s in temperature of the surface layers of Ice are caused eint lre ’Iy by ab sorptio ic oh he’at frocie
the’ air. This absorption tie by net necans slight. Table’ ~6 shows the ave ’rcegt’ positive ’ ele’c’ kt (ions
Crone time mean monthly ice’ temperatures observed by Mteiteege ’n in ,Janecce ry 1924 (ztu (h eor ’s
c,’oneputatIons).

‘r Alil ,I: ~c; . A V  E1LACl E P(EITIVI iWv lA -r iON S FRo M MEA N M O N T h l Y  ICE
1’EM PERATURFS IN ,JAN LIARY 1924

Ice’ depth he ene 0 25 75 125 200

i’encpe-rature deviations
in degrees Centigrad e 2. 4 1. e 0 ,6 0. 2 0

From this table It may be see-n that the’ positive ’ deviatioce of tempe rature ’ e’nei)ra ced the ice’
layer to a depth of 200 cm and raised its temperature ’ oem an avera ge of 0,6’ . It we’ consider (hat
und er low te’tcept - maturc conditions , sea ice’ hits a speciftc heat equal to 0.5 , we find that t ’cech square-
centineeter of ice’ surface in the case under conskleration absorbed nearly 64 g/e -: t l  Crone the’ atmos-
phe re’ dur ing  the neouth. ~

‘l’he’ re-fleeting quality of the meow which cov(’rs tim e sea h e  is the’ basic factor wheh eh deter-
mi ne’s the nee’lting of the sea ice’ by the action oh’ radiant i’cecrg ’. It is the’e’e’I’ort- c-I c- icr that , gene ’r—
icil y spe’aking, melting coneneence’s earliest wherever the snow surface is solid or dirt hex l by one-
oceans or another. ~~

Conepu tat(ons h:tite’el (en the’ original data publIshed In Mnlmgrete ’a “Ote thee ’ Proix’rtie ’s oh’ Se -t e
i ce’ I m ime the St’he ’nti fle Results of tim e’ Norw egIan North Peele’ Expt ’elithon wit -h the Maetd l9 lc ~ tee 1 tc25 ,
Vol. 1 aced IA , show that the ’ te’neper cetuc-e’ dec-lo tions itc table M1 at 125 and 200 cam are 0.5 “C cued
0 .4 C Instead of 0. 2 C  and 0. 0’C as given liv 7,ubov. Furthermore, tim e ceneoun t of heat absorbed
Crone (he’ atmosphere per square centineeter of lee surface for the month should be’ 54 g/cal nether
than 6-i , as shown by the following computation :

p ,\

where’ ~ -. amount of heat abso rbed,
c specific heat of Ire’ ,
p de’nsltv of ice’ ,

~ volume of It -i’ affe’e’tcxl ,
, i ncrease’ in tc’icepe’mature ’.

— Tmac eslnlec r .

‘Contma rily, a large’ amount eel dirt or scattered stotees on tiet ’ Ice’, due’ to tieri r low hea t (~u uce—
e lue ( Ivt tv , w il l  retacxl the nee lttng of the’ let’.
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This soiling is especially nearked in coastal or shallow wate’r ice where’ pa rticles of shore
origin fa l l onto the Ice by one Ieee’ales or anothe ’r cued also on open sea Ice’ where the Ice su rface h a
dh rthe’d as a re-suit of biological process. For example- , Nanse ’n not e’ei (h eat on 15 June’ 1895 , wh e n
the ’ .‘r  ‘ ‘ i  wa s at 81’ 21’ north In the midst of ice at least thre e years old , a di rty b rownIsh Ice was
predominant.

Foreign particles embedded tn tim e toe decrease Its total reflecting capacIty and become cen-
ters a round which the melting is concentrated. However , even completely clean ice which is
covered with clean snow wil l  finall y yield to the’ aotlote of radiant energy since a certain part of this
energy does penetrate and Is absorbed , Obviousl y, the’ first  to melt arc the surface’ snow flakes ,
which fuse Into a solid access having great refl ecthem g ctep ce city (solar korka or ice—rind ) . The snow
surface aoqulre s at this time a blinding white color which gIves rise to a painful eye inflammation
in the early spring at polar stations - conemonly known as “snow blindness. ” The horizon becomes
indi stinct and sometimes a strong re’fr actioie is observed, li the sky Is covered with a thin cloud
layer , the whole atmosphere appears to be’ filled with a peculiar silvery light , similar to the light
reflected from a polished si lver  plate.

But the solar radiation , which falls onto the snow surface and fuses the su rface flakes , at the
same time penetrates into the’ snow and causes its settling e)r packing , Along with the packIng the
heat conductivity of the snow Is increased cued thus the he e’:e t t mnc esf cr fro m thee ’ snow to the’ Ice t ie
hasten ed.

Despite the ’ fact tht et in the earl y spet eeg in (ice ceou tleet-ce parts of the Arctic Rasin the air
temperatu re doe’s not go above’ — 1 0 ”  during the ei:ey and ofte’n fa l ls  be’low —30 cit ni ght due to radia-
t ion , the firs t icicles and l iquid drops of ice’ bru ce ceppe-ze r ote the iutt in g promitmences of hunemocks
which are tu rned toward the south and the sharp edges of the ice h oes begin to melt and become
rounded.

WIth f urther raising of air  tenepe’mature steel Iceere’ase in solar radiation the surface- layer of
the’ snow is saturated with water and its absorption abil i ty Is increased .

in cast’ of a ieudden cold spe ll , Ici ’ rInd is a lway s  formed on hi t e ’ snow set rf:ece’. ‘l’he h - ’e ice’ r ind
is of great significance’ for fur ther  nee ’lt iteg. Actua l ly ,  as we’ leave ’ se’en , e’ve ’tm very th lte lavct -s cone—
ple tely block the’ passage of long wave radiation . From t lei s It follow s that after an in iUnl or re-
peated formation of ice rin d on the’ snow covet ’ over (tee ice , flee ’ radian t e’nergy e ’nter ing the k’e’ Is
transformed into hea t but cannot neeli:ete back delete ) time ’ atneosphee’c’ due’ to (he’ “hot —leou se i ’ffe ’ c-t ‘ oh
the Ice rind ,

Thus the beat Is gradually stored etp ice the snow and lee , and nmakes It self felt In tic.’ tenmpe’i’a-
ture increase In that part of the’ Ice’ which Is lig hted by the sun. In the deeper parts of the ice’ this
heat Is absorbed primarily not by the ice crystals themselves but by the’ fore ign matter. This ex-
plains time fact , as we have ’ seen , that pond ice which leces formed unde’i- quiet or caine conditIons
acquires In thawing a typical honeycomb nppctlrnne ’t ’ noel tha t a l l  : e - -i’e’t i~ n Ice , Including sea

0fl Sosnovets 1~ lnnd , 26 to 29 Februarj 1 928 , cc settling of snow due tee in fluence of soite r
radiation was registered with a temperature of -15” . l~ tr ing the winterin g of the’ Russian Polar
Exped i tion In the Laptev Sea instances were observe’d of melting of sea snow 1cm the scum with
temperatu res of -15” to -20 .
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accretio n ice , breaks up at the moment of complete destruction into separate long needles , which
rep resent the r enenant s of the crystals . *

It Is natural that the projecting parts of sea lee—-the hummocks and snow hi lls--are the fi rst
to be subjected to thawing. The intensity of heating by direct solar radiation is directl y prop or-
tionate to the sine of the angle’ of incidence of the sun ’s rays , which is why the vertical walls of ice ,
In polar regions are heated cons tderabl y more intensively than the horizon tal surfaces. For the
same reason , upon the first app earance of the sun over the horizon , even with very low air temp er-
atures , Ice stalactites and icicles appear on the heapings which face toward thee south and hang out
ove r the level ice.

Undei- polar conditions , as we have seen , the diffused solar radiation has particular impor-
tarece . The surface’ area of heaped Ice accumulations , subject to the influence of solar radiation , is
considerably larger than the area which these heaping s occupy on the level ice. Thus the diffused
radiation also destroys the ’ heaped-up masses in considerably greater degree than the level ice.

Destruction of the heaped accumulations is greatl y inc reased by winds. With warm winds
condensation occurs accompanied by a discharge of heat; with cold wind s there is evaporation of the
icc. In addition , the wind continually packs the snow by its press ctrc.

All  these’ factors a re- most destruct ive to the steeply projecting slopes and gradually the angu-
lar and sharp ly-cut forne of the hummocked or heaped-up fields disappears and is replaced by the
smooth outlines of hills and ridges.

Th us, with the passage o time , the upper surface of even those fields , which were extremely
hummocked in the beginn ing, commence to resemble more and more’ the form of sand dunes or
“sheep foreheads ” - geological forms created as the result of movement of glaciers, Such for ms,
of course , have- theIr sloping sIde to the south and steep side to the north.

According to ~~~~ ~~:‘ oi)servutioles , we may conclude that if the level ice thawed to the extent
of 50 to 70 cm from the top during the summer of 1939 , the hummocks decreased in height by 2 to
3 m.

lI TE R A T U R E :  fl2 , 77, 88 , 10-1, 107,

Section 110. Snow Puddles and Lakes on lop of Ice
Simultaneously with  the sett l ing of the hummocks and snoec’ on the ice surface , the fi rst da rk

patches appear in the low places of the Ice fields. These da rk patches, consisting of snow saturated
with water , are the initial forms of the snow puddles and over-ice ponds and lakes which are formed
by thaw water  flow ing off into these low places from the surface of the nearby hummocks. ~~

The fa l l i ng  apart into ind iv idua l  crystals in the thawing process is particularly characte ’r istic
of nilas ice (frozen sludge), which has n e t  been subjected to hunenmoeking. Ice which has undergone
hunemocking formation during Its period of e’xiste ’ncc usuall y ma inta ins  the’ form of hard Ice globule-s
right to its final disappearance.

•‘In the majority of cases the Icc fields coceslst of ice floes frozen together. These ice floes,
due’ to their continual bumpings and rotatIons , usuall y have a rounded form and are bordered with
small  h ccteenmoc k s , For this reason , the - low spots on the Ice fields are the central parts of the ice
floe’s which have ’ fused to for m a fle ’ld

:ioo
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Once having formed, these snow puddles usually continue to increase steadily in size during
the polar summer. Actually , In the case of chance freezes , the protective action of the ice rInd
keeps the water from freezing.

The following observations testify to the importance of the role of such a protective ice rind
in maintaining the high temperature of the water.

Dering the expedition on the 8i ~ko , on 30 August 1935, a water temperature of 0.25~ was
observed in a water puddle on the light blue ice, the water being covered by an ice rind 10 cm thick.
The highest water tempe rature observed in the puddles under the protective rind was I. 2’~.

On 29 August 1939, according to observations of the S e cI o v  a snow puddle was covered by a
surfac e layer of ice 4 cm thick, separated from the lower 7.5 cm ice laye r by a layer of very
watery fl aked ice (kasha) 2 cm in thicknes8. Under this entire ice layer the water temperature was
0.2’ .

Inasmuch as the water temperature in the puddles on the ice gradually rises, and since the
water is constantly shifted by winds and other factors , with the passage of time the accumulation of
water in the ponds is caused not only by the melting of snow on the ice surface, but also on account
of the melting of the ice layers which are In direct contact with the water in the pond.

At first , each individual water basin on the ice contains its own water and Is isolated from the
neighboring ponds and from the sea underneath the ice. Actually, some of the snow water runs off
in time beginning into the cracks which are present in the sea ice. But upon meeting the ice layers
whose temperature at this time is still considerabl y under the freezing point , this water freezes,
stops up the cracks , and thus prevents the main body of wate r from running off under the ice.

Thus the first melting of snow on the ice cover brings out the appearance of fresh water
basins on the ice, and these gradually increase in size and join one to another , so that by the end of
this process the surface of the melting ice , when seen from a distance, has the appearance of a sea
which is covered with small broken ice (figure 108).

Rising over the water , whose depth reaches one meter and over in certain parts of the south-
ern regions of the Arctic Basin, there may be seen only the tops of hummocks, stamukhi, and
chunks of many-year-old ice. 5

When the ice is thus covered with thaw water puddles its resemblance to the open sea is still
greater during a wind when the water surface Is covered with ripples and small waves,

This phenomenon is especially typical of the pripai (fast shore ice) along the arctic coast and
the islands, but it also takes place on the ice of the Arctic Basin. Thus , according to observations
of the S~ 2r ” t’ on 20 July 1939, all the snow disappeared from the surface of the ice , and within the
range of visibility from the bridge it was possible to estimate that 40 per cen t of the ice surface was
covered with snow puddles.

The S o v i e t  in 1932 and the Kras  in in 1935, in the Chukotsk Sea observed many-year-old
ice with height of 4 to 5 m over the water and depth of 10 to 12 m. The fresh water puddles on this
ice were as much as 6 m deep. On the ice field of the “North Pole” station , the dimensions of the
largest puddle were: length 400 m, width 200 m, depth 2 .4 am.
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Figure 108. Snow puddles.

Naturally, all the foreign matter in the snow and ice is gradually washed off into the deepest
parts of each individual water puddle. Organic life also accumulates and develops in these hollows.
l)ie to the dark color of these accumulations, the absorption of heat is here intensified. These deep
places gradually begin to grow in a vertical direction and when the ice temperature has risen suf-
ficiently so that the fresh water does not freeze in the cracks, the bottom of the hollow finally
reaches the sea water. Then the whole mass of snow water flows off precipitously under the ice ,
forming torrents and whirlpools as it goes. In one or two days the surface of the ice appears to be-
come dry and come out from under the water. There remain on the ice surface only a few isolated
water puddles , some above the sea level, (no through channels are present , hence the water is
f resh), and some at sea level (through channels are present , water is saline).

The surface of the ice, which was levelled off at the start of thawing by the packing of the
snow hills , presents an extremely irregular form after the flowing off of over-ice water. It is
pitted with hollows and has a curvature typical of the washing process. After the ice dries , cracks
often appear and the central parts of the Ice under the water puddles--the thinnest parts--break
apart and float off.

The appearance of surface water and its subsequent running off occurs most intensively in
littoral ice. Here the melting begins earliest due to the dark surface of the shore and the dirtying
of the coastal ice. The water formed from the snow cover on the ice unites with the water of the
coastal flow. As a result there are formed the “coastal fringes of water” (z’  bc r L’~J i )  which attain
a width of 5 km in certain shallow regions, for example, along the Lyakhovski Islands. With pas-
sage of time, the ice under the coastal water fringe is more and more washed away and the coastal
fringe becomes a “thorough coastal water fringe . ” This in turn, is t ransformed into a “coastal
polynya. ”
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Under arctic conditions such a coastal polynyn may last the whole summer until freezing
comnwnces in spite of the large amount of ice in the sea. If the water Is shallow and with strong
wind pressure from the sea , huge ice blocks ( I  ~~ ‘) which sit deep in the water and stay close to
the shallows check the pressure of the sea Ice on the shore . Littoral Islands perform the same
function. Thus , navigation becomes a possibility in certain regions for shallow-draft boats close to
the shore.

Aft er the fresh water flows off under the ice and the ice dries due to its rising above sea
level the thawing process goes on , as before, In most intensive fashion . This is especially tru e of
the’ edges of ice which arc adjacent to ponds of fresh and salt water and on the southern slopes of the
individua l heaped—up accumulations .

In the water puddles on the ice , where the Intensive accumulation of solar heat occurs , the
melting of ice or contact with the warmer water is hastened by its continuous movement. Water
movements are caused partly by the wind , partly by unequal heating and cooling.

Burke remarks that the characteristic peculiarity of melting of flat type floes (a ~ri
consisting of compressed and frozen together grated ice and finely broken ice , is their rapid break-
ing apa rt into separate pieces. Due to this , formation of snow puddles does not occur on ice fields
of flat type fl oes. The water oozes through the thickness of the flat type floes and runs off under
them. The entire floe becomes very rotten , although not watery , and is easily cracked through by
a ship .

LITERATURE: 3, 11 , 23 , 62 , 77 , ~~~~, 10.1 ,

Section 111. Circulation of Water Caused by Ice
In order to repre8ent more clearly time movement in the water adjacen t to and touching the

melting ice , let us suppose that an individual floe is floating in the sea. The sea water directly
adjacent to the ice is slightly cooled and freshened (made less saline) by mixing with the thaw water.
In the process of cooling and becoming k-as saline the water density either decreases or increases ,
depending on its salinity.

Figure 109. CirculatIon set up in water in contact with ice.

As a result of the change In density of the water directly adjacent to the ice a circu lat ion is
always set up, as has been corroborated by the experiments of Petterson and Sandstrom. This is -‘

Indicated by arrow s in figure 109. Thus , every Ice chunk floating in the water acts as a sort of
automatic pump which pulls to the ice chunk constantly changing water masses and thu s, by this
very act hastens the melting process. As a result , of this process “cornices ” are formed above
the waterline of every Ice floe . These gradually break off and fall into time water.
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Along with the thermal influence of winds on the water there is felt a mechanical effect which
results from the e nfluence of wind ,  waves and current - The wave movement washes away the edges
of the water puddles while the current hastens time e-t r culat ion and drives the individua l ice chunks
f ronm place to place. bumpi leg them against each other . The circulation which is set up by the wind

in polynyas and iaeddks where ice of various sizes and shape s is floating, may sometimes be ox-
treinely (-onmplex . I have often ol)serv&’(i how . wime n the wind springs up in certain polynyas, the

firs t  to start to move with the wind are the small ice floe s having little inert ia-  Then. when the

largem- ice floc~ have started to move with the wind , time small floes sta rt to he carried against the

wind by the compeims ating current . This pheimomenon continues until  all the floe s in the given

pol ynya are drive towards its leeward edge .

IJTEHAI ’UHE :  62. 171.

Section 112. Second Phase of Weakening of Ice
The molt ing of k-c is pa rt icula ,-l y iimc i - easod when the air temperature rising graduall y . goes

above 0 - Then an increa sed absorpi ion by time ice of atmospheric heat commences . This heat may
be either from hea t of advection (carried hither from other regions of the sea om’ dry la nd). or local .
Fro m the very begin ning of formation of water hollows on the ice~ time sun ’s heat is expended par-
tial ly on heating of the snow-water hollows and partially on evapo r ation. The air , which is satu rn-
t edwi th  moisture in the evaporat ionprocess , is carried over the comparatively cold surfac e of the
ice . thus fre-ei ng the heat of condensation and causing the formation of fog and condensation of
moistul- e’ on time surface of the snow - The snow is reduced and “ eaten away ” in this process. It
is obvious that th i s  process is stronge r when the mvater area is large in comparison with the surface
•ti .et of ice -

From this there clearl y appea rs one more character istic peculiarity of melting of the ,ce
cover -

The first  to start the thawing process is the “ winter snow ” which covers the ice. and the re-
sulting thaw water flows away into the snow puddles . After this process the ice surface is free of
snow . However. th i s  phase lasts onl y a short time while the low winter temperatures are retained
en the su rface layers of the ice. With passage of times . due to penetration of the ice by solar
radiation , time su rface layer of ice starts to be destroyed and is changed first into porous ice and
t im eim into granular ice not very different in appearance from decomposing snow . Aceom-ding to time
observations made by Gordienko on the ice of the Cleuckchoe Sea the average thickness of “ snow ”
formed from tlee ice varies from 10 to 15 cm. This “ summer snow ” is cont inually destroyed from
above by melting while its thickness is constantl y increased from below on account of the penetra-
tion of atmosph eric heat into the ice . Thus time thickness of the snow cover which is formed from
the ice as a result of melting remains more or less constant for each region .

Along with thawing of the snow a strong desalinification or softening process of the imi gher
parts of the ice h oes occurs . The fresh snow—water flowing off through the ice capillaries at f i rs t
freezes and thus blocks off the exits.  but at the same time due to expansion on freezing- it causes
formation of cracks in the adjacent parts of the ice. With the later rise in temperature the freezing
of thaw water in time cracks ceases - and this thaw water commences to wash away very thoroughl y
the brine from time salt cells of the ice. Thus. a softening of all parts of the sea ice which lie above
the water is graduall y accomplished .

As has al ready been shown . the melting process begins first on time more soiled parts of the
ice . In addition . the more saline t ime ice the greater its ability to absorb solar heat . We have
noted that as a general rule the Ice near the thernmal and dynamic cracks (which are formed at low
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air temper atures after formation of the solid Ice cover) has the greatest salinity. It is natural that

the Ice In these cracks Is weakest and is the first  to melt. In this manner the dynanm ic and thermal

cracks which fo rm du ring the winte r become the natural lines of cleavage of the ice in the spring.

In relation to the cleavage , the drain holes also are an Important factor. Actually, the bottom

of the thaw water puddles gradually becomes covered with such a large number of drain holes~ that

the ice becomes like a kitchen skimming spoon.

lITE RATURE : 62 , 77 , SS .

Section 11 3 .  Influence of Micro-Organisms and Inorganic
Inclusions on Destruction of Sea Ice

Both on time surface and within the ice there accumulate during the course of the winte r al l

sorts of nutritive matter which is freed during meltIng and thus “fertilizes ” the surrounding watei .

In the fi rst place , along with p recipitation which falls onto the ice surface , compounds of
nitrogen , phosphorous and silica are concentrated . With the subsequent evaporation of the snow and
ice this material may remain on the ice surface and thus graduall y be further concentrated.

Secondly, the accumulation of nutritive matter in the ice itself is explained by the peculiarities
of the process of ice formation In the sea. We have seen that with sufficient cooling and mixing the

init ial colloida l ice particles are produced throughout time entire thickness of the layer involved in

the vertical circulation. It is possible that these Initial formations are produced around the minute
particles of organic matter suspended in the sea water and around the turbidity of continental origin

which is found even in those regions which are most remote from the continents.

The lumps of deep ice which are formed as a result of freezing together of the individual eel-
loida! Ice pa rticles , after their size has increased to a certain limit , floa t up and bring with them to

the surface the particles of organic matter and turbidity (muddiness) which later graduall y freeze

into the surface of the ice. This phenomenon acquires special significance , of cou rse , in those
cases where the mixing process reaches the very bottom--i. e., primaril y in shallow regions.

The formation of deep ice in small fresh-water puddles , as we have seen , ceases with the
fo rmation of the solid ice cover. In the sea , however , this process actually continues throughout
the water. In this manner the sea ice sucks in the nutritive matter from the atmosphe re on the one

hand , and on the other , the turbidity and organic matter from the entire water layer which is
involved in the mixing process.

Along with the dissolved nu t ritive matter and organic matter , all sorts of p lank tonic organ-
isms and bacteria are frozen into the ice. Certain of these die under the influence of the low
temperatures but some few forms (primarily bacteria and spores which can with stand very low

temperature) survive and begin to develop intensively with the sta rt of the thawing. These

organisms give rise to life both on the ice itself and in the water which results from the melting
of the ice.

•The swinging or rocking movement of the ice is an important factor in increasing the size of
drain holes. All of these are round in shape , which appears to be a result of their being washed
by the thaw water.
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fluktevich show s in the bacteriological research In the Greenland , Barents and Kara Seas that
the greatest quant i ty  of bacteria was found first in the regions of the contact of water masses of
different pimysico-chemlcal characte r , and secondly, In regions of melting ice. The first Is ex-
plai ned ew the fact that the mixing of different waters creates unfavorable conditions for the plankton
organisms which are typical of each separate water mass. The plankton thus partially die off and
arc thereby transformed from consumers of bacteria into material for feeding the bacteria. The
second is explained by the accunmulat lon of bacteria in the ice , as described above. This is best
demonst rated by the- followIng figures:

Accord ing to Uuktevi ch . du ring the expedition of the S: in 1935 , in one of the summer
water puddles on the ice there were found 60 , 000 bacteria in I cc of water , while the maximum
quant i t y  of bacte ria found in the- waters of the Greenland , Barenis and Kara Seas did not exceed
27 , 000 in I cc.

As has already been noted , a part of the dissolved nutritive material and orga nic matter is
exuded back Into the water together with the brine , but the larger inclusions remain in the ice and
finally appear on Its surface. Actual ly, as we have seen , the ice is fo rmed from beneath , melts and
is destroyed fronm the sides and top . It is estimated that in the Arctic Basin approximately the same
quant i ty  of ice accumulates by freezing from beneath . Thus , every particle frozen into the ice from
below will  appear on the surface in two to three years.

In the spring when thy small puddles of thaw water are formed on the ice fields , the micro-
organisms and in particular the p lant life which have retained their vitality during their stay in the
ice fi nd unusuall y favo rable cond i tions for their development in these small lakes—-an abundance of
ligh t and an abundance of nutr i t ive matter.

According to Pa l ibin , littl e is et known concerning the biolo~~, of this group of organisms.
They arc cisualls- differentiated by the color which they impart to the snow or ice. The usual color
of f resh-water  or sea-ice organisms is yellow or dark yellow . This is explained by the large
quant i ty  of fat  in the cel lular  content , facilita ting th~ absorption of solar ener~~’ in the summer and
somewhat protecting time organi snm fronm cold in the winter. In addition to yellow , there are also
found green , red , and even black colors , due to the presence of various pigments in the cellular
co,mten t of the organism s ’ protoplasm. —

Thus , for example , the alga S:~ - - “cl  I ~: :‘ :1 is causes a reddish tint in the snow In the
second half of the sunmm er , while the al ga ~~~~~~ ~~~“: ~~

— a va l e  causes a greenish tint.

Besides the fo rms which exist in the ice , cer tain micro—organisms which are peculiar to sea
ice develop du ring the sunm emm er in the ice itself and around it , and fornm communities. These are
called “ice p lankton ” or “c ryoplankton ”. Most I mportant of the growing and living organisms is the
group of ice diatoms of rounded or rhomboidal shape , very dis t inct f rom the usual forms of the
open sea.

Diato imms as a rule are not found 1cm a living coimd itio im on time ice surface , and the reddish-brown
ice conditioned by the diatom colonies may be seen only at a certain depth (about a nmeter) on the
bottonms of puddles which have fornmed on large floe s, in cracks of the ice , and on the underwater
prolectlons of occasiona l floes.

Nansen notes that in the A rctic Ocean, when puddles of thaw water are formed on the ice sur-
face under the influence of the sun ’s rays , dark patches appear on their bottoms. These patches
consist of algae, mainl y diatoms .
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Nansen and Cram, having cultivated the sea collections of the ~ rr ~m noted in add ition to the
diatoms the presence of infusorta and ciliates which feed on plant forms. Bacteria were also found.

Paithin , describing his observations on the Er a-a k in 1901, shows th at the ice forms of dia-
toms found in the lower strata on the sea ice , completely support the opinion that the diatoms rise
fro m the sea water and freeze into the low~r surface of the ice. According to Palibin and Nansen ,
live dia toms are found only at a certain depth from the ice surface. However , Nansen considered
that the diatoms were suspended on the border between the fresh and salt water. Palibin supposes
tha t the most favorable medium for development of diatom forms is sea water 01 10w salinity .

The yellowish-brown accumulations of diatoms , which represent small clumps of a slimy
mass , absorb the solar heat and melt away a hollow underneath themselves the width of which is
usually two or three times greater than the width of the diatoms. There is no doubt that along with
the direc t absorption of solar heat , the heating of the ice is caused also to a definite (although small)
degree by the carrying on of life processes in the accumulations of organisms , these processes
always being connected with output of a certain quantity of heat.

Gradually sinking lower and lower during the course of the summer , through the holes which
they themselves are melting away , the diatoms are finally mixed with the sea water .

It should be noted tha t after formation of the first water puddles on the large ice fields and
af ter the appearance of the first deposits of diatom slime , development continues during the entire
polar summer.

The accumulation of diatoms on the Ice sometimes reaches such proportions tha t the ice
appears dirty over a large expanse of area and appears perforated in all directi ons.

E~ir1ng the expedition of the Sa - !ko  in 1935 the greatest accumulations of diatoms in the north-
western part of Barents Sea were observed in the region beyond 80° north between Franz Joseph
Land and Spitzbergen. Estimating by eye, at least 20 per cent of the entire ice area was covered
wi th a reddish-brown deposit. Certain ice floe s were so dirtied that one got the impression that
they were formed right by the shore . Between Franz Joseph Land and Severnaya Zemlya the ice
was much whiter and cleaner. This was explained by the fact that in the first region clear -.veather
prevailed during our voyage , and in the second , cloudy weather. Clear weather , as we shall see
later in Section 115, creates the appe arance of cleanness of the ice; cloudy weather gives the appear-
ance of dirtiness. In any ease , in both regions the entire lower part of the ice , rev ealed when the
icebreaker turned the floes over , was brown In color and the podsovy (shoved-under floes) and rams
(under—ice projections) of certain of the ice chunks were dotted with accumulations of diatoms.
There in thus no doubt , as Palibin has expressed it , that the micro-organisms play a large role in
the summer destrnction of polar ice.

It is obvious that quantitative calculation of the influence of micro-organisms and inorganic
Inclusions (dirtiness of the ice) on the hastening of melting is extremely difficult. Therefore the
observations of Shestipyorov , made in the spring of 1937 on Cape Schmidt in the Chuckchee Sea, are
of great interest. On 20 May areas of 1 square m of ice and 1 square m of snow were strewn with
cinders and coloring matter in a thin layer. This decreased the albedo (light reflecting factor) to
less than half and as a result the soiled ice by 8 July had melted 173 cm , the clean ice only 120 cm.
The soiled snow h~d melted 48 cm by 6 June while the clean snow melted only 19 cm.

The hastening of melting of Ice by dirtying its upper surface is employed in practice , in
particu lar for freeing of vessels which have passed the winter in the ice. For this purpose a path
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or road of gravel or cinder is strewn on the ice in the earl y spring between the ship and the open 

~ther considerable interval of t ime is required for the subsequent effect.  1~crtng the
(;e rn~ Ln Antar ct ic  Fx 1sdit ion of the ship : - - - (1901 to 1903), a strip of rubbish 10 m wide was

‘-cat t ert -d along the bow of the ship in order to facilitate the freeing of the vessel. Riring January
a tur row formed under  the layer of rubbish and the ice cracked along this furrow on ~ February and
t ht- ~h lp  was able to reach the open w ater .

l , i ’ r ERA ruBE:  2 1 , e; 2 , 107 , 111.

- 

- Section 114, Breaking of Ice During Melting
‘( he basic process whi ch promotes the final d~ stru i-t ion of the Ice covel- is the breaking of the ice
1k-his and fast  ice: into smal ler  and smaller  parts.

As we have seen in the preceding chapter , icc is broken apart by the wind , the currents and
the wafl-s at any time of the year but in the spring, when the ice is weakened by thawing; the frac—
ture of k’t- requires le ss fo rce and occurs with certain pecul iari t ies . These peculiarities stem from
t h -  fact that the snm all  chunks and grated ice, which are always formed in greater or lesser quant ity
dur ing the breaking of the ice , melt very quickly and expanses of open water appear between the
t’!ot-s , thus giving the individual  fl oes a certain freedom of movement.

Whatever the causes for the breaking up of the field into separate parts , it is natural that the
outt -i - contours of these parts wil l  be accident~ i (random) and will  have comparatively sharp angles.

Various forces wi l l  react in various ways on the broken—off parts . If the ice field , before the
fracture , was moving wi th  a certain speed and in a certain direction under the influence of curren t
or winds , then the broken parts of this field , of various sizes and shapes , will move with various
speeds and in various directions. Under the influence of the wind , for example , certain floes may
begin to tu rn  abou t in such a v~ ay that the wind pressure on the floe balances the resistance of the
water and the corioiis force. Rn- to inertia , large ice floes start their movements by wind i nf lu—
once somewhat later and due to resistance of the water move slower than the somal I floes. Under the
influence of ebb an(i flood tides , the individual parts of the broken—up ice field will  sometimes press
together , sonmetime s move - apart , and so forth .

Thu s inm mediatel y after the break-up of the ice field there are created the rotating and ad—
vancing movements of separate parts with various speeds and directions. These movements
acquire par t i cu la r  importance in the case of compa ratively open ice where they inevitably result in
co l l is io ns , The f i r s t  consequences of this are the rubbing off and breaking away of the more
proiect in g and sharper corners of the floes. Just as sharp rocks and stones are rounded into small
houldt-rs and rounded pebbles by surf action rubbing them against each other, the movement of the
floes and the collisions and rubbing one against the other give the individual floes an oval or rounded
shape .

Another result of the movement and subsequent colliding is the thickening of the edges of the
ice fields and the floes. In the collisions the sharp corners of the ice fields are partl y broken-off
and ground into small chunks and grated ice , partly driven down under the edges , and partly thrown
up onto the edges of the colliding floes. In both cases the thickness of the edges of the floes is
gradually inc reased. Similar processes , as we have seen , bring about the formation of small walls
(raise d rims) on the disks of pancake—type ice.
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The pilots who made the fli ghts between the Soloretskie Islands and Archangel have Informed
me that during the flight of 10 AprIl 1942, after a heavy three—day thaw , they saw for the first time
during the winter, in the straits between Muksalma Island and Letnaya Zolotitsa River , ice floes of
rounded shape with small walls (rims) of grated ice on the edges.

Somov noted three phenomena very typical of melting ice during the air reconnaissance af
21 May 1942 in time neck of the White Sea:

1. Almost complete absence of hummocks on the ice fields , although they were noted in
previous reconnaissances. This observation of Somov , like other observations , confi rms the fact
that the hummocks are first to be destroyed in the spring season.

2. Decrease in area occupied by the ice fields and increase in number of small and large
floes while the same percentage of ice is maintained , demonstrating the continual breaking of ice
fields in the spring season .

3. Obvious predominance of four or five sizes of floes which has still not been explained. In
this connection we may recall the suprising uni formity in shape and size of pancake-type ice.

If the ice is sufficiently open or scattered , particularly in the summer, along with the
rounding of contours and thickening of edges after the breakup, it acquires a very characteristic
shape due to the washing action of the waves. A hollow is formed along the water line in a complete
girdle around the floe. Over this there is a comparatively small cornice which often breaks off and
underneath it the subsurface ram (taran) jut s out. Such rams on large ice blocks (nesiak) present a
considerable danger for ships.

-
~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _____

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —--~~~~~ ~~~~~
— —

Figure 110. Destruction by waves of an ice block (neslak) according to Bu rke.
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Figure 110 shows the de8truction of a separately floating Ice block (nesiak) by waves
accord ing to Burke. When the cornice (shown on the figure by a dotted line) fell off , the original
water line (also shown by dotted line) became inclined and a ram was formed on the ice block.

In regard to the break-up of fast ice, it Is obvious that in spring and summer , when the fast
ice has been weakened by the action of solar radtation and heat from the atmosphere , the breaking
requires the application of less force than in the winter.

The break-up of fast ice in narrow straits , for example the straits of Matochktn Shar and
Yugorski Shar, is extremely characteristic. The formation of ice here , like everywhere else,
begins from the shores and gradually extends to the middle of the straits. The center part of the
straits with its rapid current usually does not f reeze for a long time, even with low air tempera-
tures, since the Ice particles which form on the surface of the open part of the straits are carried
down under the ice already formed nea r the shores by the action of the turbulent currents , and they
then adhere to the lower surface of this ice. As a result , in the spring the Ice is thinnest and
breaks up earliest in the central part of the straits. On the other hand , we have seen that melting
also goes on comparatively rapidly by the shores. Thus , after the break-up, the ice cover of the
straits naturally falls apart into two strips pa rallel to the stra its’ axis.

TABLE 87 . CHANG E IN ICE THIC KNESS ~~~ KHABAROV (YLJGORS KI SHAR) IN 1935

‘Thickness of Temperatu re of air in °C Temperature of
ice In cm water under thea e Ave rage Maximum

Hole #1 Hole #2 icc in ~C

9 J u ne 140 100 -0. 4 0. 1 -1.5
12 June 160 130 0.4  3.4 —0. 7
l4 J une 160 100 0.3 1.5 0.1
17 June 160 78 0.6 5.6 0.2
2O June 148 63 7.2 11.5 0.4
23J une 132 45 1.4 5. 0 0.4
25J une 123 33 2. 2 3.3 0.5
2 7 J une 100 20 3.5 7. 1 0, 4
28 Jun e Ice disintegrated 0.5 1, 7 0.6

Table 87 shows the change in thickness of fast ice in the period of melting in Yugorskl Shar at
Khabarovo according to observations of Daniko in 1935.

From this table there is evident , fi rstly, the springtime accretion of ice at comparatively
high air temperatures but low water temperatures, and secondly, the rapid decrease in ice thick-
ness under the cumulate effect of water and air temperatures. Thus , in the space of 10 days, from
18 to 28 June, the thickness of ice in both holes decreased by 60 cm. In the entire 20 day period
the thickness of the 140 cm Ice decreased by 40 cm; the 100 cm by 80 cm.

LITERA TURE: 23, 62 , 77.
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Section 115. Radiation and Thermal Effect of Ai r on the Ice
Let us suppose that a certain section of the sea is more or less equall y covered with ice which

is melting in place . During the melting both the vertical and horizont al dimensions of the floes will
decrease.

Let us divide the melting of the ice into two processes , which we will analyze separately~

1. Melting of ice occurring exclusively from shove on account of the heat of the atmosphere
and solar radiation. This is typical of the large and massive ice fields in the central arctic and , to
a certai n degree , of fast ice before its breakup.

2 . Melting of ice occurring from the sides and below exclusivel y on account of the war m t h  of
the sea water adjacent to the Ice which is particularly significant for floating Ice composed of small
Ice field s and floes.

For analysis of the first case let us assume a level snow-free ice field and let us apply for our
purpose the method employed by Ku zmin for calculation of melting of glaciers with certain alter-
ations applicable for sea ice.

Let us image a right angle vertical pa.rallelepipod with area of horizontal sections , : , and
height , ~: . if the average temperature of the proposedly Isolated volume of ice , during the period
changes from 1 to 2~ 

then Its heat contents from the same period changes by the value

c~8hs (! 2 — 11), ( I )

where C~ = specific heat of the Ice ,
density of the ice.

On the other hand , this change in heat content of the proposodly isolated volunme of lee occurs
through its upper and lower surfaces.

Thus the total heat balance is equal to

Q. + Qb + Q, , (2)

where ~~ = balance of heat flow through the upper surface , adjacent to air ,
= balance of heat flow through the lower surface, adjacent to sea water ,
= heat balance of processes going on In the given volume of ice .

Setting the terms (1) and (2) into an equatton , we obtain:

Q~ + Qb + Q~ = c~ /zs ((~— t~). (3)

Equation (3) Is the equation of the heat balance of ice in a general form.
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In order to simpiity the further calculations , let us suppose , in the first place , that during
the melting the average temperature of the ice chunk does not change .5

With such assumptions we obtain

Q~ + Q = O. (4)

The heat currents which penetrate through the upper surface of the ice stem from two sources:
the radiat ion balance , 

~ r ’ and the heat exchange between the ice and air, ~ ~~. Therefore the first
member of the equation (4) can be represented In the form of the sum

Qs Q r+Qat (5)

where

Q, R + T ( t ~~~~4)~~~~~, (6)

Qa / j W ( t a !~)l, ( 7)

n-here E = direct radiation ,
— diffused radiation ,

alebedo (li ght reflecting factor) ,
= effective back radiation ,

wind speed ,
- -~ - :  = difference In temperature of air and ice surface.

The second member of equation (4) is characterized by the processes of accumulation (precip—
i tat ion :ind condensation) and the processes of ablation (melting and evaporation) which occur on the
ice su rface.

Evapora tion and condensation are in actuality a single physical process. Let us designate the
di ffe rence between them by the symbol D , prefixing the minu s sign to this value when evaporation
predominates and the body becomes cooler, and the plus sign when condensation predominates and
the body becomes warmer.

If the’ incIting is now considered for 1 square cm of surfac e and if The’ sum of the heat is ex-
pressed in small calories , we obt ain

Q1 = dD —A h~ + Z~ I,  (8)

This assumption is actually not true , for although the temperature of t he lower sur face of t he
ice is ~e in -avs around the freezing point and the temperature of the uppe r surface remains around 0~
during the molting period, the temperatures in the middle part of the ice remaIn for a long time
below the freezing point of salt water. This expiains the aunmmer accretion of ice fronm beneath on
account of heat t ’onduetion as we have already seen. (Iwtously, when we ignore the change of
temperature within the ice , we also likewise Ignore the influence of thIs change on the processes
which occur at the lower surface of the ice,

:; 12
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where d = heat of evaporation ,
A = heat of fusion,
h = height of melted layer of ice,
a’ = height in centim eters of layer of precipitation,

L~ t = difference In temperature of precipitation and temperature of ice surface , which
is considered positive if the former is higher than the latter.

~ ibstituting in equation (4), we obtain

Q,.+ Qa = dD+?Lh61 —Z ~1, (9)

or

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (10)
A8,

As we have already noted , since the quantity of precipitation in the attic is small and the
temperature of the precipitation is little different from the temperature of the sea surface, the
effect of liquid precipitation falling on the surface of the ice consists not so much of a heating action
as of a decrease in the albedo of the ice. As for the difference between evaporation and conden-
sation , if it is considerable , then melting is lessened .

Kuzmin has shown that in the case of glaciers , on a warm , dry and sunny day when humidity
is relatIvely low there is less melting than on a similar warm and sunny day with air condition
close to saturation.

Ignoring precipitation , Kuzmln obtains from equation (10):

+ 
( 11)

dD+Ah~ dD+Alz~
or

K r +Ka = (12)

where K r = coefficient of radlational influence ,
Ka = coefficient of thermal influence of air.

Kuzmtn further shows that under the most favorable cond itions of atmospheric transparency
and with cloudless weather the layer of ice which is melted from rad iational heat may amount to 4
to 5 cm a day on the southern glaciers of the USSR. if the coefficient of thermal influence of air is
equal to .5 , then the total daily melting may reach 8 to 10 cm. Judging from direct observations ,
this is a limiting value.

In cloudy weather the coefficient of thermal influence of air may very nearly approach unity.

We note that from equation (12) it follows that

(13)
K, Q,

Concerning the value of this ratio, Kuzmin notes that two surface conditions of glaciers are
well known . In the first case, when warm and cloudy weather has set in , melting occurs In such a
way that the glacier surface becomes smooth and at the same time dirty, covered on top with
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accumulations of dust particies and deposits of moraine nmatter. In the second case, with cold and
clear weather all the dark deposits, warmed by the sun ’s rays, settle beneath and the glacier sur-
face beconmes snow-white and porous . On it appears ice glohuies . glassy ice surfaces , ice needles ,
etc. and thu s there is formed a micro-relief on the surface of the glacier. Apparently this micro-
relief is formed only under conditions when the coefficient of radiational influence is not less than
twice as large as the coefficient way micro-relief is formed when the total heat of radiation energy
falling on the glacier surface is at least twice as large as the positive heat-exchange with the air.
The foregoing Is also entirely applicable fo r sea ice.

While sailing nearthe northern coasts of SpItzbergen and Franz Joseph La nd where the weather
is continually cloud y I n summer , the ice appeared dark and dirty.

This pheimonm eno im exp lains the exceptional whiteness and sparkle of the ice fields in the earl y
spring in the attic under conditions of very low air temperatures and bright sunny weather.

The above considerations show what complexities are inherent in the process of thawing of ice
f rom above. The matter is made still more complex by the fact that although there are instruments
which permit of very accurate calculations of radiations! balance for any point on the earth’s su rface.
there are very few actual observations even at the polar stations and for ice far away fronm the
coasts there are no observations at all. Conditions at the coasta l stations are so diffe rent from
those on the ice far removed from time shore that it is hard ly possible to traimspose the results of
shore observations for the ice of the central parts of the basins without Large corrections , which
have not yet been determined .

Still more difficult Is the problem of thermal influence ot’ the air , conditione d by temperature
and by the speed of w ind . While n-c may deduce the wind speed from synoptic maps , this is con-
siderabl y more diff icul t  with respect to the te imiperature of the air .

LITER 1\TLTHE : 77 . 91 , 9:3 -

Section 116, Melting of Ice from the lop
The question of nmel t ing of ice’ from the top due to action of solar radiation and heat absorbed

fr onm the atnmosp here is extremely complex fronm a theoretical poi imt of view. No less dif f icul t  is the
question of finding empirical formulas since we have at our disposal almost no obscrvatio im s of time
nmelt ing of the ’ ice. Therefore , unti l  something else’ may be proposed , I conside r it possible to use
the foliowing very approximate calculation -

Let C equal the quant i ty  of heat actually absorbed by a unit of ice area in a unit of time, the
quant i t y  being made up of the radiational and thermal actions of the air on the k-c. Let us suppose
that  all  of this heat Is used exclusively in reduction of the thickness of ice. It follows that for a
un i t  of t i me  , the heat absorbed by a uni t  of k’o area will be equal to ‘ - i T . Due to this hcat the
thickness of ice should decrease by ~P 2. From this we obtain the equation

/ dT =~ ?.d h , (1)

where ~ Ice dens i t y ,
A = heat of fusion.

In this formula the quantity of heat absorbed by the upper surface of Ice is constantly changing
and the fluctuations of this absorption are quite considerable.
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It Is known that the ice fields ’ abili ty to absorb heat increases with the passage of time as the
Ice fi elds become darker and are covered with snow puddles. The law of this inc rease is completely
unknown to us. The absorption of heat from the air depends on the speed of wind , temperature and
humidity of the air and also on other factors.

Let us make a rough assumption that the quantity of heat coming from above (as a result of
radiation and heat exchange with the air) renmaIn s unchanged during the perIod of time under con-
sideration and that the absorption ability of the ice inc reases proportionatel y with time. I . e . ,

= : . Then we obtain from equation (1)

b TdT =~,Adh .

Integrating. we find that

b I T d T  =

T2 = ~.?h , (2)

T2_  28,X h
— b

In order to determine the coefficient, l~. let us suppose, e.g. , that in the given region the
reduction of ice thickness due to nmelting continues from 21 May to 1 September; i.e. , 100 days. and
that the thickness of the ice fields decreases by 100 cm during this period .

Sebstitut ing in equation (2), = 100 and 100 , we obtain

(3)
T~ 100 ’

&ibsti tuting equation (3) in equation (2), we obtain

T2 = 100 h,

where I’ = time, expressed in days .
h = melting , expressed in centimeters.

I have compiled table 88 according to this equation.

TABLE 88. APPR O~~M ATE REDUCTION OF ICE THICKN ESS (DUE TO
MELTING FROM ABOVE) IN CM , STARTING WITH 21 MAY

May June June June July July July Aug Aug Aug Sept
Date 21 1 11 21 1 11 21 1 Il 21 1

Decrease in 0 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 $1 100
Ice Thickness
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Similar tables may readily be compiled for any region, given the duration of the melting
period and the thickness of melting ice, characteristic of the given region, Thus , for example.with . = 40 days and h = 50 cm, using equation (3) we obta in

b 
2$ ,X 50

— 
4ti~~

and by equation (2),

T2 =32 h.

Observations show that in the seas of the Soviet Arctic the melting from above in August
varies on the average from 1 to 3 cm per day. Piotrovich notes that in the Chuckchee Sea , at 70°
nort h latitude and 182 ° east longitude, for the 24 hou r period from 20 to 2 1 August 1935, approxi-
mately 3.5 cnm of ice mel ted , the weather being completely clear and warm . Thu s, the melting of
ice from above is a slow bu t fu ndamental process for close ice , occu rring at all times for ice of the
central arctic and in the spring season for ice of the neighboring seas.

In the case of many-year-old ice this process is connected with an extremel y typical vertical
movement in the ice of all kinds of foreign matter. In many-year-old ice , which melts for the most
part from above and which grows by freezing from below , all foreign matter which freezes to the
lower surface of the ice in one way or another will finally appear on the upper surface. Many
observers, including myself , have noted that the brown deposit on the ice consists of quartz . Many
observers have been suprised to find conmparative l y large stones and even boulders on the surface
of the ice far away from the shores , which can be explained by the phenonmena described above ,

LITERATURE: 68. 77 , 115.

Section 117. Melting of Ice Due to Thermal Action of Wat er
While melting of close ice occurs for the most part fronm above (and from below if such ice is

carried by the winds into warm waters), for open ice, on the other hand , great importance is
attached to the melting due to heat accumulated from the water layers adjacent to the ice. This
factor is greater the more open or scattered the ice is,

For simplicity of calculation in estimating the significance of this process I have made an
extreme assunmption; e. g.: in the melting process a reduction occurs onl y in the horizontal dimen-
sions of individ ual ice floes equidistantly separated in the sea. This assumption is in part justified
by the fact that the reflection from the water is very small, while that fronm snow and ice, on time
other hand . is very great .

Let us suppose that the heat absorbed by the water is immediately and completely used in
melt ing . This assumption more or less corresponds to reality with considerable percentages of
Ice, and is proven by the low water temperature near the ice during melting . This phenomenon is
made possible by two processes: (a) the mixing or stirring of water caused by the wind and ebb and
flood tides , .end (b) the natural circulation which always results from the conjunction of water and
ice of different temperature .

Let the heat absorbed by the water be equal to
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where in = quantity of heat absorbed by a unit of water area in a unit of time,
w = area of water surf ace between f loes,
T = time.

If this heat is expended entirely In melting, then , assuming that during melting a decrease
occurs only in ice area and not in thickness, we obtain

mwdT = hJ ?ds, (1)

where h = ice thickness,
= density of Ice ,

A = heat of fusion ,
= decrease in ice area.

If we denote a , and bear In mind that the decrease in ice area, cia , is equal to the

increase in area of open water , dw , we obtain
awdT =dw ,
dw— = a d T .w

Considering a as constant for a certain period of time and integrating, we obtain

In w = aT + C ,

where C = an arbitrary value, determined by the condition that the initial moment the water
area w 0

Thence it follows that - 

-

I n w € = I n w0+ aT.

Discarding the logarithms, we obtain

Wt = W 5EIZT

or w, = woe~~~
T
, (2)

where w~ = area of water at the instant T .

From the latter equation it follows that with a change of time in arithmetic progression , the
area of water between the floes increases in geometrical progression.

The areas of water w~ and w0 are most readily expressed in units of tenths of the entire area
of the sea section under observation. Actually, if we consider the latter as being equal to 10, we
obtain

,i,— 10— w ,, ’~ (3),io = I 0 —w 0,J
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where and ri 0 = quantity of ice in tenths.

We note further that by use of logarithms in equation (2) we obtain

Igw ,— ) g w 0 
~~~~~~~~~~ (4)

Ige in

From this equation it may be seen that , other conditions being equal , the time intervals in
which percentage of ice of diverse thickness decreases equally are proportional to the thickness of
ice and inversely proportional to the quantity of heat absorbed by the water.

TABLE 89. NUMBE R OF DAYS NEEDED FOR REDUCTION IN PERCENTAGE OF ICE 100 CM
THICK WITH HEAT ABSORBED BY WATER EQUA L TO 300G/CAL/CM2 PER DAY

8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 0

9 16 26 32 38 43 46 49 52 55
8 — 10 17 22 26 30 33 36 38
7 - — 7 12 17 29 23 26 29
6 — — - 5 10 13 17 19 22
5 — - — - 4 8 11 14 16
4 - - - - - 4 7 9 12
3 - — - - - - 3 6 8
2 — — — - - — — 3 5
1 — - — — - — - - 3

Table 89 is compiled from equations (2), (3) and (4) above with the assumptions that the ice
thickness is equal to 100 cm , density is equal to 0.9 g per cubic cm , heat of fusion equals 80 g-cal
per g. and quantity of heat absorbed by water and expended in melting equals 300 g-cal per square
cm per day . From the table we find the number of days necessary for the initial ice percentage

to become the sought-for percentage n 
~~
.

We may find the value for any thickness of ice by a simple multiplication of the figure from
the table by the relation of the given Ice thickness to that for which the table was compiled , i. e.,
ice thickness equal to 100 cm. Thus, for example, according to table 89 , tenths ice 100 cm thick
will become five-tenths ice in 22 days. Thence .vc obtain the fact that eight-tenths ice 200 cm
thick will become five-tenths ice in 44 days.

In similar fashion we may find the figures for any quantity of heat absorbed by the water by
simple multiplication of the fIgure from the table by the relation between 300 g-eal per square cm
per day (the value for which the table was compiled) and the given quantity of heat . Thus , e.g. , if
we consider that only 150 g-cal per square cm per day Is absorbed by the water , the table figure
must be multiplied by 2.

In this manner we may readily obtain f r om table 89 the values for any quantity of heat
absorbed by the water and for any thickness of ice.
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TABLE 90. DECREASE IN THI CKN ESS AND PERCENTAGE OF ICE
COMPUTED FROM TABLES 88 AND 89

May June July July July Aug Aug Aug Aug
Date 21 21 10 22 30 5 11 15 19

Percentage 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Thickness 200 190 175 165 150 142 135 130 125
of Ice in cm

Table 90 shows the decrease in percenta ge and thickness of ice , computed by use of tabic’s SS
and 89. reckoning the thickne ss of ice on 2! May as equal to 200 cm and concentration equal to nine-
tenths.

By comparison of the aforementioned tables there may clearly be seen the importance for the
melting of ice of the polynyas and tidal lane s whose water absorbs the heat and gives it up for melt-
ing of the ice. Thus , if there is nine—tenths ice 200 cm thick on 21 May with an average heat absorp-
tion by the water equal to 300 gram-calories per square centimeter per day, ignoring the melting of
ice f rom above and below , the percentage will decrease to one-tenth by 1 September; i.e. , in 100
days (as found f rom table 89). At the same time , if on 21 May we have ten-tenths ice , then by I
September this ice will maintain its origina l concentration , and onl y its thickness will  dec rease
(as found from table 88) from 200 cm to 100 cm.

It must be noted that table 88 is computed only for close , continuous ten-tenths ice. Table 89
presupooses that all the heat of solar radiation and of the atmosphere which is absorbed by the water
is expended only in reducing the horizonta l dimensions of the open ice. In actuality, wi th open ice
the heat absorbed by water is used not only in reduction of horizontal dimensions but also in reduction
of thickness of the ice. Thu s, we have seen that even when the ice and water temperatures are the
same , owing to the different values of vapo r pressure over water and over ice , there cannot be an
equilibrium in the atmosphere. A continuous evaporation will go on over the water , and over the
ice a continuous condensation of vapor , wi th a corresponding transfe r of heat of evaporation from
wate r to ice.

This ci rcumstance is not taken Into consideration In the aforementioned equations and tables.
The percentage of ice , entering into equation (3) as initial data , does not take into consideration the
di mensions of floes. It naturally fo llows that nine—tenths brash Ice melts away and is destroyed
considerabl y faste r than ice of the same percentage and thickness but consisting of large fl oes and
fields , since with volume being the same , the area subject to action of radiation and heat from the
atmosphere and water is considerably greater.

LITERATUR E : 138, 77 .

Section 118. Centers of Break-up and Melting
fl y approx i mate calculation , du ring the daylight season of the year at 70~ north , tIm e amount of

di rect and diffused solar radiation which reaches the sea surface is approximately 30 kg-cal per
square cm (taking into consideration the cloudiness and transparency of the atmosphere). At 80~
north the quantity of heat which reaches the sea surface is reduced to 20 kg-cal per square cm-
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This quantity of heat (if it were all to be used in nmelt ing the ice) is sufficient at 70° nort h to
melt away approximatel y 4 in of ice or to heat a layer of water 200 nm thick 1. 5° C. At ~0 north it
would melt away approximatel y 2 .5  m of ice or would heat the same layer of water 1° C. To this
there must be added the heat absorbed (by water and ice) from the air which is carried by the winds
from the more southerly and warnm er regions.

I n order to emp hasize mo re sharp ly the total significance of pol ynya s and water expanses t ree
of ice for the heat condit ions of the arctic , the following very approx inmate calculation s .ire given.

We have seen that approximatel y 15 x IO~ cubic km of a-arm Atlantic water pours into the

No rwegia im Sea annually . With the towering of the temperature of this water by 1° approximately
15 x lQ~ ’ kg-cal of hea t are set f ree.

Und er the direct influence of this water, in the Norwegian . Greenland and Barents Seas abou t
2 x io~ square km area never freezes over. By the end of the poiar sumnmer this  area increases to
about 3.5 x square km. If we assume that approximately 30 kg-cal per square cm reach the ~~~~~

surface in the region of this water in a ~‘ear and that approxin matety 24 kg-cal per square cm is
absorbed by the water (taking the albedo as equal to 20 per cent), with an area of open water equal
to 3. 5 x 106 squa re km this amounts to app roximatel y ~ x i0 16 kg—cal in a yeal’. In other words,
even by ext remely low calculations , the temperature of the whole mass of Atlantic water is raised
by nearly 6° as a result of absorption of only the solar radiation. It is clear that if we take int o
account the heat absorbed by the polyny as and by the ice itself , and in addition tIme heat absorbed
fro m the atumosphe re. then the impo rtance of the heat brou ght in by the At lantic water still further
dec reases in comparison to the heat which accuimmul ates during the suimm nmer in the Arctic Ocean
itself .

It follows from the foregoing computation that the significance of the ~~itzbergen and Nor-
wegian currents , Siberian rivers and Pacific water (flowing into the Arctic Basin through the Bering
Straits) lie not only in the fact that huge quantities of heat which have accumulated iim the nmore
southe rly latitudes are carried into the Arctic Basin by these cu rrents , but also itm the fact that the
open sea areas , f ree of ice, which are created by these current s at the beginning of spring, become
excellent accumulators of heat.

Table 91 gives the temperature observations of the ~~~r ;.~ t~~~’~ ’r on 17 .•\ugust 1932 in the
(‘huckchee Sea at (37 ° 36’ north , 1(36 ° 27 eas t . Three days earlier the averag e tenmperature for the
same depths at the warnmest station in the Beriimg Straits was approxinmatel y 5° . This alone proves
that the high temperatures at the aforementioned station are the result of local wari mming-

TABLE 91. WATER TEM PER A TUR ES AT 137 ° 313’ NORTH . iot ; ° 27 ’ EAST

Depth in nmeter s 0 5 (0 15 20 25 30 10 50
Temperature in
degrees C. 9.9 9 .9 5 . 7 5.5 - 1.5 -1 . 13 4 . 8  4. 7 -1 .8

Average temperature at this station to a dept h of 40 tmm equals 6 .3 ° .

The latter phenomenon becomes still more understandabte if we recall that from the conditions
of equilibrium of a water—ice system it follows that the mass of Ice nmelted by th e thermal action of
the water Is directly proportional to the mass of water which is involved in the process.
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Still nmore striking are observations made by the P ’? r a e u s  on 5 September 1934 in ‘Frauren-
berg Bay at 79° 55’ north . 16° 4$’ east. See table 92.

TABLE 92. WAT ER TEMPERATURES AT 79 ° 58’ NORT H , 16° 48’ EAST ,
5 SEPTEMBER 1934

Depth in mete rs 0 10 25 50 64

Tempe rature in degrees 4 .9  5.1 5 .0 4 .2  4 .2

Salinity in o-oo 3 2 . 7  33.9 34 .0 34.5 34 .5

This bay is isolated by underwater rapids from the waters of the Spitzb ergen current which
flows int o the region to the north of Spitzbe rgen. The hig h tempe rature of its water is creat ed
locally as a result of absorption of solar radiation and heat fro m the air .

If we consider that the water temperature in this bay falls to the freezing point in winter , it
then appears that du ring the sunmm er season 40 kg-cal were absorbed here by each square cm of
water surface. If we take into account the local conditions which make for little cloudiness and
great t ransparence of the atnmosphere in the summer season , this seenm s enti rely possible.

On 19 August 1932 the ~~ s~~r o o  observed a surface temperature of 3 .7 ° in the Shokaiski
Straits , and 5.3° in the Vilkit ski Straits .

These examp les show how considerable may be th e warming of surface water in the ice
regions of high latitudes under conditions of absence of ice. They force us to refer with particular
care to the calculations concerning penetration of warm current s into the polar regions calculations
based only on observation of surface temperatures. The hi gh temperatures of the surface water in
the majority of cases serves only to indicate an earlier clearing of ice from the sea.

Just as ne can distinguish in every region of the sea certain areas in which ice formation
begins earliest, we may also distinguish areas where the ice breaks up earliest and the sea is
clea red of ice. From these areas as centers, other conditions being equal , opening and melting
spreads out in a definite direction. The position of these centers of breaku p and melting is deter-
nmined by many phvsicogeographic factors.

Other conditions being equal , breakup begins earliest in the more soutlmerlv regions, near
the shores in regions of strong tidal currents , and particularly near the mouths of rivers. Melt-
ing of ice occurs quickest wherever , fo r one reason or another, there are large areas of clear
water at the start of nmelting.

In the seas of the Soviet Arctic. on the average , the breakup of shore and fast ice occurs
earliest in the southern Novozemeiski Straits (in the latter third of June). and latest in the
Vi tkitsk i Straits (at the beginning of August). It is clear that after the breaku p of the fast ice. the
cente rs of breakup become also the centers of melting.

In the open parts of the arctic seas the conception of breaking up of sea ice is not applicable.
since even in winter these areas are covered with broken-up floa ting ice fl oes.

From table 89 we have seen that with ice thickness equal to 100 cm and with absorption by
water of 300 g-cal per square cm per day in 16 days nine-tenths ice will become eight-tenths ice.
and five-te nths ice completely melts away.
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In the explanation of tabl e 59 it nus  shown that the tin me necessary for the transformation by
mel t ing  of one ice percentage into another for any given ice thickness and any quantity of heat ab-
sorbed by the water eouid be obtained by mul t ip l ying the figures of the table by proper factors.
From this  it lotion-s that under any conditions, provided they are the same in both cases, nine-
tent~~ let .’ becomes eight-tenths ice in the flame t ime interval as five-tenths ice melts awa y
comp lete ly .

The aforement ione (i calcula t ion oimce more confirms the importance of dispersion of ice for
mel t ing  and in particular exp lains the ab i l i t y  of individual large floes to last throughout the polar
sum f l ie r .

It must be noted that  it is considerably more difficult  to thin out close ice than ice alread y
opened and dispersed since the small and more movable ice formations are hindered in their move-
ment by the larger ice formations which have greater inertia and are less movable . Therefore, ice
floe s of large area are not thinned out . but are as if broken into ice floes of smaller area hut of
s imi lar  (t ( ’gre( ’ of compactness. That is wh y. while navigating in the ice. one often meet s separate
strips and accumulations of close-ice alternating with more or less broad stretches of open water.
This phenomenon is strengthetmed by the fact that each separate ice floe which appears in the midst
of clear water in the summer t ime  is extremely short-lived . Only large floebergs and icebergs
are capable of exi st in g . separately for a long t ime and can float for great distances. e specially if
their movement  is connected with appropriate currents.

Thus  ~ c may consider that  in the melting period we will meet for the most part either eight-
to ten- tenths  ice. or open water with scattered ice floes in the process of destruction . or in other
words, one- to two-tenths ice. Only in the case of tidal phenomena and under conditions of complete
lack of wind do we find ice of different compactness.

in this respect , the disposition of ice in the Kara Sea at the start of navigation in 1940 was
extremely  typical.  In this case the pre-navigational air reconnaissance carried out in June estab-
liahed the presence of a strip of open ice stretching approximately from Dickson Island to Severnaya
‘ / .emlva .  This strip subsequently became the basic region from which nmelt ing extended to the
northwest . At the start of navigation the whole hand became free of ice and thereby made navigation
possiblc in the first imavigat ional period . There is no dou bt that this band of open-ice was formed
as a result of breaking—up of ice fields by suitable winds.

Figure (12 shows the condition of ice in the southwestern part of the Kara Sea from 20 to 24
June 1943 , according to observations of the icebreaker i ko  y~ with additional data from simul-
taneou s air reconnaissance. On the diagram there may clearl y be seen the Novozemeiski ice field
ot the Kara Sea which is beginning to be destroyed . the Yam alskaya and On-Yeniseikaya polynya and
the strip of fast ice which still remains in the mouth of the Yeniseiski Gulf . reaching from Oleni
lsb ’nd across Sibir~’~’ -o~’a Island to Dickson Island . The same figure shows simultaneous observa-
tions of water temperature (denominator) and air temperature (numerator), made by the icebreaker

- ~- . These observations merit particular attention. Actually, in a comparatively small
stretch time water temperature varied within very wide limits— -from 0.4 ° to 10.6 ° . During this
time a southeast air current prevailed over the region under observation and consequently a more
or less uniform air mass was drawn over the sea. Nevertheless. the air temperature over the sea
also varied, in a small  expanse . within very wide limits--from 0 .7 ° to 10.6 ° . Most renmarkable
was the fact that despite the great differences in temperature of water and air in adjacent points of
the area, the diffe rence betn-een the temperatures of water and air at one and the same point in the
sea stayed within the limits of 2 ° with the exception of the region in direct proximity to Dickson
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Figure 112. ConditIon of ice, temperature of air (numerator), and temperatu re of
water (denominator) in the southwestern part of Kara Sea,
20 to 24 June 1943.

Island . In other words , the air temperature very closely followed the temperature of the under-
lying water surface.

Also worthy of attention are the very high water temperatures , up to 10.6° . Taking into
consideration the early season of the year , and also the existence of an ice dam in the mouth of the
Yeniseiski Gulf , we must assume that such high temperatures are only partly due to the heat of the
coastal current but are mainly created locally by the combined influence of solar radiation and
advective heat of the atmosphere. It is clear that if such warm water Is subsequently blown by the
wind onto ice , there will then result a stronger washing-away of projecting edges of ice. If the wind
starts to drive the Ice into such warm water the small floes will completely disappear and the large
floes be considerably destroyed. As has already been remarked , this accounts for the influence of
polynyas and open water on the melting of Ice.

UTI~RATURE: 62 , 77 , 82.
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CHAPTER IX
TIDAL PHENOMENA AND ICE

Section 119. Certain Peculiarit ies of the Tides
Tidal phenomer a are expressed in periodic variable movements of water particles in a

vertical direction (variation in water level) and in a horizontal direction (ebb and flow currents),

As observations have shown , the tidal force of the moon and sun create tidal phenomena
even in small and restricted sea basins , but basically these phenomena are generated in the belt
of the World Ocean embracing the globe around the high parallels of the southern hemisphere .
Here the tidal wave , continually stimulated and running from east to west, passes the south ~rn end s
of America, Australia and Africa. After rounding these extremeties it spread s out to the north
as a free wave. The tidal wave enters the Atlantic Ocean and here spreads out along the conti-
nental slope of Eurasia right to the North American archipelago . On its way this wave sends out
branches into the individual surrounding seas.

The spreading of the ocean tidal wave into shallow seas discloses some curious peculiarities:

1. The tide-forming force of the moon and sun acts upon water particles practically inde-
pendent of their depth below the ocean ’s surface. Therefore the entire water mass of the World
Ocean takes part in the tidal phenomena. Since the tidal wave, as it spreads out , must pass some-
times over greater and sometimes over lesser depths , it develops that wherever the depth de-
creases from greater to smaller , the energy of the larger water masses is transferred to the
smaller masses and the amplitude of the tide is correspondingly increased. Contrarily, with
transfer from lesser to greater depth the amplitude is decreased .

Tho depth of the ocean changes most sharply on the continental slope . Here the tidal wave
passes, in a short space , from the ocean depths to the lesser depths of- the continental shallows.
Obviously the amplitude of the tide is thereby sharply increased and the speed of the tidal current
is proportionately increased. The same occurs with the further progress of the tidal wave along
the continental shallows. This is diagrammatically illustrated in figure 113. It is natural that the
larger amplitudes which are created at the borders of the ledges are slightly decreased in the sub-
sequent level deep places.

2. The increase in amplitude of tide upon approaching the shores is attributable not only to
the decrease in depth but also the decrease in width of the gulfs. Still another contributing facior
is the interference created as a result of the reflection of the tidal wave from the shores and its
addition to the waves arriving from other regions.

The explanation of high tides by local conditions , i . e . ,  the configuration of the bottom and
the shores, is well demonstrated by the example of the Bay of Fundy, where the width and depth
decrease gradual ly. Correspondingly, the amplitude of the tide , which is equal to 4 m at the
entrance to the bay, gradually increases to 16 m as it progresses into the body of the bay.
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Figure 113. Diagram of changes in amplitude of the tide upon progressing
into shallow water. Comparative value of amplitude is shown
by the vertically hatched strip.

3. Every horizontal movement on the earth is deflected to the right in the northern hemi-
sphere and to the left in the southern due to the force of the earth ’s rotation. This is also felt in
the tidal phenomena . Thus , due to this influence of the earth’s rotation , everywhere in the
northern hemisphere the tidal amplitude is considerably greater on the right hand shores (with
relation to the spreading of the tidal wave) than on the left hand shores.

Figure 114 shows the amplitudes of the spring tides along the shores of the White , Barents
and Kara Seas , which confirm this phenomenon.

Depending on local conditions , the tidal variations of the water level and the current may be
extremely diverse. Nevertheless, three basic groups of tidal phenomena may be noted: along
the shore , in narrow straits, and in the open sea .

Along the shore the extreme levels usually coincide with the change of the tidal currents.
The variations of level are of the greatest practical interest here .

In narrow straits the extreme levels coincid e approximately with the maximum speeds of
the tidal currents. The change of tidal currents occurs approximately at mean tide level. The
horizontal orbits represent very nearly straight lines extending approximately along the axis of
the straits. It is as if the water masses are carried back and forth along the axis of the strait.

In the open sea the variations of level have almost no significance. The horizontal orbits
are nearly circular and the water particles , due to the deflecting force of the earth’s rotation In
the northern hemisphere , move in a clockwise direction. In regard to this my observations In the
open part of the Barent s Sea provide a typical example.

Figure 115 shows the horizontal orbits of water particles during the period of the tidal
current at depths of 0, 25 , and 50 m all in the same scale. These were obtained by simultaneous
observations on 5-6 July 1928 at 73 0 16.6’ north 380 24.5 ’ east to depths of 260 m. In all cases
the permanent current is excluded. In examining the drawings , attention is directed to the
followi ng:

1. The horizontal orbits of the particles are almost circular.

r i
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2. ln the surface layers the direction of the tidal current s is clockwise . (This also occurred
at 100 m. Only at the very bottom , at a depth of 250 m , did the current shift in a counterclock-
wise di rection).

;i . The orbits of the particles increased rather than decreased with depth . The greatest
speeds of the tidal current were observed at a depth of 25 m. These phenomena are explained
firstl y by the fact that the water is not able to attain a position of equilibrium and secondly by the
inertia of the water masses. Thus , in the open sea and in the central parts of wide straits there
is not found what is commonly referred to along the shores as “cha nge of cur rents” or “slack
water. ” Here the tidal currents never cease.

LITERATURE: 50 , 51, 53 , 54. -

Section ‘120. Influence of Ice on Tidal Phenomena
In the case of a sea surface free of ice , the energy of tidal waves is expended in the end on

destruction of the bottom and the shores and on heating of the sea. ln a sea which is covered with
tee this energy is expended, in addition , on all sort s of deformations of the ice cover--hummock
for mation , f racture , etc . It follows, therefore , that with the presence of ice all elements of the
tidal phenomena are significantly changed .

In a sea free of ice the speed of tidal currents decreases with depth approximatel y paraboli-
cally. li the sea is covered with fast ice the tidal current is similar to the flow of a liquid between
two plates ; i.e ., the graph of the distribution of speeds will also be approximatel y parabolic, but
with its horizontal axis situated at the middle of the depth of the sea (if we consider friction with
the ice and with the bottom as equal and the f lu id as homogeneous). From the above, it follows that
the average speed of the tidal current under the ice will be considerably less than the speed of the
tidal current in a sea free of ice.

Rut the decrease in speed of tidal currents results in a proportional decrease in amplitude
of the tide. The amp litude is also decreased in turn by the presence of the ice cover for creating
the appropriate variations of level there is required a periodic bending of the ice cover first in one
direction, then in the other , and part of the tidal energy is expended in this.

The investigations conducted by port discovery parties in the White Sea serve as a typical
example in this respect (table 93).

TABLE 93 .  AMI ’IJTUDES OF THE TIDE (IN METERS) IN THE KAMENAK AND PYA RIVERS

Date 11 June 1928 14 Jul y 1928 li February 1929

Pya 5.50 5.68 4 .70

Kamenka 3.54 3.56 0.68

Ratio 1.55 1.60 6.9 1

In February at Mezenski Bay at the mouth of the Pya River there was loose ice, while at the
mouth of the Kamenka fast ice. If we accept the fact that the ratio between the amp li tudes in these
two points should always be about I . G . then in February the amplitudes of tide at Kamenku should
have been about 3 nt , while only 0.68 m was observed.
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TABLE 94. AVERAGE AM P LITUDES OF THE TIDE (IN METER S) AT SOLOMBALA
ON THE SEVERNAYA DVIN A FOR 1917 TO 1929

Winter Summer

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

0:53 0. 51 0.45 0.37 0. 42 0.37 0. 31 0.56 0 .70 0.68 0. 72 0.64

Table 94 shows the monthly average amplitudes of the tide on the Severnaya Dvina . accord-
ing to observations made from 1917 to 1929. From the table it may be seen that in the summer
the amplitudes of the tide Is almost twice as large as in the winter.

As a supplement, to the above table , the followi ng should be noted:

In 1942 on the Severnaya Dvina at Solombala the normal tide continued until 10 May along
with the ‘—i ‘- 1 typical of this river. By that t ime the irregularity had alread y begun result-
ing in the level at Solombala reaching 200cm (reckoning from the zero of 1881).

The amplitude of tide was at winter level , and varied from 25 to 45 cm. On 11 May the
anomaly reached its peak (326 cm) and the river opened up at Archangel. On 14 May the level fell
to 200 cm and the regular tide occurred again , once more with the characteristic manikha. On 16
May the Severnaya Dvina was finall y cleared of ice hut the ampli tude continued to remain at its
winter level. Such a situation continues, as a rule, right up to the complete clearing of ice from
the neck of the White Sea. Actually, the tides on the Severnaya Dvina are only the result of the
tidal wave passing through the neck of the White Sea from the Barents Sea. It follows that as long
this wave is weakened by the ice in the neck of the sea the tide amplitude i n the whole of the White
Sea will remain small. This explains the comparatively small average amplitude of tide in May
when the basin and Dvinski Bay are often completely free of ice while the neck of the White Sea is
still not yet clear.

It is clear that the less ice present, the less noticeable are these phenomena. A part of the
tidal energy is expended on moving and bend ing the ice and thu s the tidal amplitude is correspond-
ingly decreased . It Is obviou s also that sparse brash ice , which very strongly extinguishes the
energy of wind waves , cannot have much effect on the energy of the very long tidal wave .

In addition to decreasing tidal a m p litude and speed of tidal currents , the ice cover also has
an effect on other elements of the tide. For example , according to the observations of Lyakhnit-
ski, in the mouth of the Severnaya Dvina in 1915 and 19111 the diffe rence in time of the tide
between Solombala and Lapominskaya Gavan , which is equal to 1. 5 hours in summer, Increases
to 3.5 hours in winter. It is calculated that the times of high and low tide in the period with com-
plete ice coverage are approximately one hour later than the times of high and low tide in the
summer season.

Table 95 shows the phase angles (according to Maksimov) of the main semidiurnal waves for
certain points of the Soviet Arctic. From the table it is evident that with the presence of ice, the
phases of the tidal waves are later in comparison with phases of the same waves in absence of ice .

9’he phenomenon of “~ 
I h i consists of the following: in the course of a rising tide the

level stops rising or even declines for a certain time and then the increase in level continues
again until fall tide.
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TABLE 95. PHASE ANGLES OF THE PRINCIPLE SEMi-DIURNAL TIDES

Region Russkaya Gavan Mys Zhelaniya Mys Chelyuskin

Component M 2 S2 M2 S2 M2 S2
Clear of Ice 275° 331° 318° 354° 331° 20°
Ice Present 299° 346° 321° 9° 346° 28°

Thus, a preliminary computation of all elements of the tide requires a separate determina-tion of the harmonic constants for a sea free of ice as well as for a sea covered with ice.

LITERATURE: 54, 77, 102.

Section 121. Influence of Tides on Freezing and Break-up of Sea
The tides are distinguished f rom the permanent currents by their periodicity in respect tospeed and direction and by their great velocity gradients and the resulting extreme turbulence.The latter, in certain regions such as narrow straits, results in a complete mixing of the seawaters from the surface to the bottom which makes the tidal currents similar to river currents,

But we have seen that the larger the vertical gradients of density in the surface layers, thefaster surface ice begins to form. From this it follows that the tides, by mixing the water masses.as a rule retard the start of ice formation. However , the tides subsequently continue to break upthe ice cover and thereby an intensified ice formation goes on in the open expanses of clear water.Due to this the total quanttty of ice is greater by comparison with the quantity of ice which wouldform in the given region in the absence of tides.

Great variations of tidal level are observed In Mezenski Bay of the White Sea and especiall~’in the mouth of the Mezen River. For example, in the mouth of the Semzha River, a tributary ofthe Mezen, the greatest amplitude of tide Is 11.7 m and the smallest is 2 .9 m. Dee to this, icenever forms on the Mezen below Mys Toistik . With every flood tide the ice breaks up and hum-mocks toward the mouth of the river; with every ebb tide the ice is carried into the sea where itpiles up on the coastal banks and shoals.

Fast ice does not form around Morzhovets Island due to the tidal current entering MozenskiBay and rounding this island to the south and north. Branches of the current, meeting along theeastern side of the island , create there a strong tide rip in the summer and considerable hum-mocking and formation of stamukhi in the winter. In the straits of Matochkin Shar near Mys Uzkl,where the depth is 25 to 20 m and the speed of tidal current reaches 5 knots, a polynya situated inthe middle of the straits is quite typical. The polynya even lasts through the winter in particularlywarm years. In normal winters it closes over with ice and opens up again in the spring.

Thus, in the period of Ice formation the tides

1. Retard formation of initial ice forms until the whole water layer which is mixed togetherby the tides is cooled to the freezing point .

2. Hinder formation of fast ice and large ice fields.
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3. Increase the quantity of deep ice and bottom ice.

4.  Increase the total quantity of ice in the given region by comparison with the quantity of Ice
which might form In the same region under the same meteorological condition. but in the absence
of tides. In the melting period strong tides, as a rule , assist in the destruction of the ice. In
relation to this, not only are the variations in level a contributIng factor, assisting in the break-up
of fast ice, but also the gyrations of the ice which come about as a result of the tidal currents
which have diverse directions even in comparatively nearby regions. The Ice is thus crumbled into
smaller and smaller parts as a result of which the total ice area subject to the action of radiation
from the warm air and water is increased. In addition, the areas of clear water which are continu-
ally opening up due to the tidal disruptive pressures strongly absorb the solar radiation. This heat,
stored up by the water, Is subsequently expended In melting of the ice.

LITERATURE: 62, 77.

Section 122, Tidal Crocks (Treshchiny)
Tidal variations in sea level in the winter season make themselves telt in the freezing of the

littoral shallow water right to the bottom and In formation of tida l cracks in the fast Ice .

Figure 116. Diagram showing formation of tidal cracks in fast Ice.

Let us suppose (figure 116) that MN Is the level of high tide and :‘: the level of low tide and

that a Layer of ice of a certain thickness is formed at high tide (with sufficiently cold temperature).

With the falling of the water level , the ice cover will also begin to drop, but at the very shore line

there will remain a layer of ice broken off from the main ice mass. Irregular ice formations will

thus become lodged along the whole slope of the shore, as the level drops down. This slope remains
uncovered during low tide and the ice formations frozen to it become larger due to the water flowing

along the slope . With the next rising of the water, new ice Is added to the ice pieces frozen to the
ground and in this manner the whole area ANn gradually becomes frozen through to the bottom.

Obviously, as long as the ice remains thin it will bend due to Its plasticity, but as it becomes
thicker and its strength I ncreases, it will crack up with the crack parallel to the shore line . At
full development this crack will trace an isobath equal to the amplitude of the tide in the given

region of the sea. On this account , in case of great amplitude of tide , huge expanses of the shallow

bank may be piled up with ice to the very bottom.

Between the isobaths n and k , the difference in depth of which is equal to the thickness of

Ice, the ice will partly lodge on the bottom during ebb tide and partly break off.

Thus, we will find in the coastal tidal belt: (a) a coastal strip of ice always lying on the

ground, (b) a strip of Ice closer to the sea lying on the bottom only during ebb tide, and finally (c)

the basic ice mass of thickness 1~~. which is on the surface. 
These strips are separated from each
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other by cracks which are called , with relation to the shore , interior and exterior tidal cracks
(figure 116).

The steeper the angle of slope and the less the amplitude of the tide , the closer together will
be the exterior and interior cracks . The more gradual the slope of the shore and the greater the
amplitude of tide and thickness of ice, the furthe r apart will be the tidal cracks and the more
clearly defined.

Ice formation in the sea never occurs with identical intensity . This is exp lained in part by —

the changes in meteorological conditions but mainly by ocean conditions. Therefore, freezing goes
forward by leaps or stages and each stage is characterized by a crack. Accord ing to observations
of the - 

- r on a sloping shore stretching out over a great distance , the number of tidal cracks
was sometimes as high as seven. Only two of these, those nearest the sea , were active ( i . e . .
variations of level were noticeable in them).  The other five had been active in the past but with the
thickening of the ice they remained in the coastal strip of sea frozen through to the bottom . Usually
the plane of the tidal cracks is vertical . Sometimes it inclines toward s the shore and in very rare
instances towards the sea.

The distance of the tidal cracks from the shore depend s on the slope of the beach and the
amp litude of the tide. In Kozhevn ikov Ray (Khatangski Gulf) the tidal cracks are formed up to I t o
1. 5 m from the shore.

In shallow water the tidal cracks follow very closely the outlines of the coastline . This fact
is sometimes u sed in winter surveys of routes at shallow coasts where it is impossible to identif y
the coastline otherwise.

In the case of spring tides and strong driving winds , the ice on the surface may be higher than
the ice frozen to the bottom. Then the sea water rises above the latter and forms the so-called
winter water-lanes along the coast ( 

- :) . This water , mixing with the snow which covers the
coastal ice and then freezing. forms (on the surfac e of the sea ice) snow ice which is distinguished
by its dull white color. When the surface ice is driven off the shore it may actuall y be lower than
the ice frozen to the bottom.

Analogous tidal cracks are formed around island s and ice formations which are lying on
shoals. Usually in such cases there are several radial cracks present within the circular tidal
crack. Similar circular and radial cracks are observed near individual shoals where the depth is
less than the amplitude of the tide plus the greatest thickness of the ice cover. Over such shoals
at the start of ice formation the ice cover at ebb tide has a slanting dome-shaped swelling . \Vlth
subsequent growth and strengthening of the ice cover the circular crack , which encompasses the
ends of the radial cracks , usually has its larger opening facing down , while the radial cracks. on
the other hand , have the larger opening facing up.

With increase in amount of ice cover , the slope of the slabs which form a swelling over the
sub-surface rock continually increases and in certain cases reaches 15

0 . The inclined slabs
freeze together with the sea water which falls into the cracks between them. Thus a very stable
formation is created r ising to one or two m over the surface of the smooth ice with diameter up to
m and similar to a crater in form (figure 117). Such crater-shaped heapthgs of Ice (“Ice tents”)

are especially characteristic of rocky shores where the littoral zone contains many sub-surface
stones. Analogous phenomena were observed by the Toll expedition along the low and declivitous
shores of Zemlya Ilunge over the shafts of sludge ice which had become soaked from long Immer-
sion In the water and were therefore heavy and prone to sink.
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Figure 117. Crater-shaped hummocks of ice over shoals .

Fluctuations in sea level during winter are caused not only by tides but also by wind driving
water towards and away from the shore. So, besides tidal cracks, wind-driven cracks are charac-
teristic of the ice cover. The latter are particularly well developed and most typical when the bays
are already covered with a rather fi rm ice cover and the adjacent sea is still free of ice. With a
strong wind blowing towards shore the water covers the fast ice. When the wind blows off-shore ,
due to the lowering of the level, cracks are formed in the ice. These are typical in that they
intersect perpendicularly entries into the gulfs , separate the gulf from its shallower bays, and
stretch from one island to another across the straits. Such cracks appear In any month of the
winter.

In most cases , however, the wind-driven cracks coincide with the tidal cracks. This may be
readily followed , for example , on the Severnaya Dvina where the wind-driving effect considerably
exceeds the tides. For example, in the winter of 1941-42 after the fast ice cover had formed , the
amplitude of tidal fluctuations in level did not exceed 60 cm even in spring tides. The amplitude of
wind-driven fluctuations of level , however , reached 101 cm in November , 79 cm in December ,
62 cm in January , 76 cm in February, 76 cm in March, and 69 cm in April. As one can see , the
wind-driven fluctuations of level on the Severnaya Dvina did not cease throughout the winter despite
the fact that the entire sea was solidly covered with ice.

The fast ice cover was formed on the Severnaya Dvina on 3 November 1941 and the river ice
broke up on 11 May 1942. DurIng this time the maximum level (tidal plus wind-driving effects on
shore) was observed on 30 November and was equal to 210 cm while the minimum level was ob-
served on 8 February and was equal to -2 cm (relative to the “zero of 1881”). Thus , the absolute
amplitude of variation in the Ice period was 212 cm which made for sharply defined cracks, winter
water-lanes along the coast, freezing of the ice to the shore and to mooring lines, etc .

Figure 118 shows, according to Voeikov and Stolyaror, the location of tidal cracks in Tiksi
Bay in the winter of 1933-34. These cracks ran between all the prominent parts of the shore and
along the coastline and remained open all through the winter. With severe freezing young ice was
often pressed out of them forming ridges from 10 to 15 cm high and 2 to 2 .5  cm thick. Due to the
lack of connection with the shore, the ice in the central part of the bay remained afloat .
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Figure 118. Tidal cracks in Tiksi Bay -- winter of 1933-1934.

Figure 119 shows the ice profile made in Archangel on 8 December 1941 from the pier of the
port of Ekonomiya to the shallows. Typical in the figure are the increase in ice thickness alongside
the pier and swelling of ice over the shallows. These elements, as we have seen, are completely
explained by tidal and other variations of level and must be taken into consideration in practice.

In cases when ships must pass enforced or intentional winterings along nautural shores or
quays in harbors where strong tides occur, the ship should first of all be placed for the winter in
such a way that it will in no case freeze into an ice zone where tidal or wind-driving cracks appear
but will remain completely in ice which is always afloat .

During the wintering the hull of the vessel, particularly an iron hull, due to the great heat-
conductivity of iron will always have its sub-surface part frozen over and frozen to the surrounding
ice. If the vessel freezes Into the ice in such a manner that a part of its hull is in fast ice and the
other part in floating ice, the unavoidable stresses may injure the hull. There have been cases
where ships passing the winter alongside harbor piers in Archangel have ignored these factors and
in the spring tides have listed up to 25°.

Tidal cracks are important also in construction of all types of roads and crossings on the ice.
A particular type of construction is requ i red which will assure a smooth descent and ascent from
the shore and return . This is particularly important in laying of railroad lines. In fact, the sharp
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Figure 119. Ice profile on the Kuznechtka River from the pier of
Ekonomia to the shoals.

breaks unavoidably created by the great vertical fluctuations of floating ice cannot be permitted for
railroad lines. Therefore, the smoothness of the part of the road which traverses the ice must be
constantly regulated by laying down or removing special packings.

Finally, tidal fluctuatIons of ice are extremely harmful for piles which are driven into the
bottom and which freeze to the floating ice. Each lowering of the level usually causes only a slight
bending of the ice by the pile. With every rise of the level. the floating Ice tries to pull the pile
from the bottom.

LITERATURE: 36 6~. 77 , $7

Section 123. Tidal Variations in Level and Stamukhi
As we have seen. stamukh i are ice formations of comparatively large vertical dimensions

which are moved through the seas by winds and currents and finally become fast on shoals and
sub-surface banks.

Let  us suppose that a huge ice block has become fast on a certain shoal at low tide . It is
clear that as soon as the flood tide begins , the stamukha will he torn away from the shoal and
carried by the flood tide to a slightly lesser depth where the start of ebb tide will leave it. Subse-
quently the stamukha will continue to be torn from a shoal at flood tide and left in a more shoal spot
at ebb tide, gradually approaching a depth where it will remain on the shoal even at high tide,
Obviously, if the stamukha begins its stepwise approach to the shore at neap tides, then at the
spring tides it will again be pulled from the shoal and move still closer to the shore. The same
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may occur in the case of wind-driven changes of level. As a result, the stamukha will attain a

stable’ posit ion only at the highest water level of the given region, whether tidal or wind—driven.

Along a shallow shore where . in addition , the tidal and wind-driven variations of level are
sharply defined, the staniukh a may travel considerable distances before it finally stops. It is
natural also that as a result of this travelling, the ratio of sub-surface depth to height above water ,

which for i c ’  blocks is about 5. may for the st amukha become equal to 2 or even 1. The tidal move-
inent s of stan~ukh i are particularl y noticeable In Mezeneki Gulf where the flood tides are great and
where the’ spring tide amplitudes are several t imes greater than those of the neap tides.

In high latitudes the st~imukh i are massive formations and many of them survive the short
polar summer. While the tides assist in increasing the site and solidity of the stamukh t in winter ,

In the summer they assist in destroying them.  First of all they strongly alter their shape . Actually.
in the course of time the fluctu ations of level and accompanying tidal currents wash away a hollow
at the height of the variations of level. This hollow girdles the stamukh a on all sides at a height
somewhat greater than the amplitude of the tide and is bordered from above by a sharp ly traced
cornice and from below by a rounded base washed by the water. The hollow which encircles the
stamukha graduall y penetrates deepe r and deepe r into the ice and the stamukha acquires its
characteristic mushroom shape with fanciful  outlines.

If the stamukha sits near a shore which is open to wave movement the action of the tidal
fluctuations in level is considerably strengthened but the cornice is quickly destroyed by the shock

of the waves and the cap of the mushroom becomes considerably smaller than its base. In places

shut off from wave movement the cap of the mushroom keeps its dimensions for a long time and the

cornice (‘rumbles away only due to its own weight.

Stamukh i , as we have seen , consist of extremely heterogenous ice fl oes cemented together
by freeaing of thaw water mixed with snow . Therefore, their individual parts represent formations

of diverse durability and present different resistance to the washing action of the water. In this
connection, the stamukhi are washed by the water in many different ways. The upper cap may rest
on one or several pillars so that transverse grottoe s and bridges are formed in the stamukha . These
shapes are especially diverse when the stamukhi are located in places closed off from wave move-
ment where the upper cap can be retained longest .

UTERA TI ’HE : (~2. 77 .

Section 124. Tidal Movements of Sea Ice
Due to the influence of the tide, floating ice is in constant movement and it traces ingenious

patt erns. Individual fields and ice floes sometimes collide, press together and hummock up. some-

times drift  apart and become sparse. The greater the tidal amplitude in the given region the more

sharply are these movements defined. With spring tides they arc greater than with neap tides, and

in calm or weak wind conditions they are clearer than in strong winds.

During the drift of the icebreake r L~”~ i” in the southwestern part of the I.aptev Sea in the
winter of 1937-38 sonic interesting observations of tidal movements of ice were made. The shal-
low depth of the drift region (about 45 m) permitted the use of an extremel y simple, but at the same

tIme accurate, method of determination of elements of drift , namely, by the lengt h of a paid-out

line .
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There were 2 , 022 such determinations made. Hourl y wind observations , 137 observations
of pressure of Ice, 6 daily. 12 twice-daily and 30 serial oceanographh observations, as well as
numerous instrumental observations of current , enabled them to throw light on the dynamics of the
drift of ice with great thoroughness.

Storozhev notes that all the observations of the icebreaker Le ’~ ri show that the drift  of ice
due to tidal currents in the Laptev Sea is 4 to 6 hours later and its speed smaller than the tidal
currents. As a result of such great retardation compared with the semi-diurnal tidal current which
occurs in the Laptev Sea , an almost opposite current is observed at a slight depth in the sea. In the
case of weak ice drift and strong tidal currents , the top surface of the layer of opposite currents
rose almost to the surface of the sea; with strong drift and weak currents it descended deeper.

In the course of a day the ice , as well as the tidal currents , described closed curves, coun-
terc lockwise near the mouth of Khatangski Gulf and clockwise in the central part of the sea , far
fro m the distorting effect of the shores. The speed of the tidal drift of ice reached 1.3 knots along
the shores. The speed of the tidal drift of ice reached 1.3 knots along the shores and only 0.7 knots
in the open part of the sea. The effect of tides on the drift of ice was especially sharply felt in the
spring tides and with little wind . However , even during winds of average force the tidal movements
were well marked.

Figure 120 shows (according to Storozhev), with progressive vectors for variou s hours of
luna r t ime,  the tidal currents at the surface of the sea , at 15 m , and at the bottom , observed at the
mouth of the Khatangski Gulf at 74 ” 44’ north , 112 ° 38’ east . Figure 121 shows the tidal current s
at the surface of the sea and at the bottom in the open part of the sea at 75° 26’ north , 122 0 20 ’ east.

Figure 120. Semidiurnal tidal currents in the Laptev Sea at 74 ° 44’ north,
112 0 38’ east, 24 and 25 November 1937.

The observations of the icebreaker L e r J 7 z  are valuable for their completeness. They have
verified previous observations. The basic conclusions which may be drawn from the Lc~t in obser-
vations and from others are as follows:

1. In the open parts of the sea the tidal drift of ice in the northern hemisphere is in a clock-
wise direction. Exceptions to this rule may often be observed near the shores.

2. The speeds of tidal movements of ice are considerably less than the speed of the tidal cur-
rents observed under the ice and considerably less than the speed of surface tidal currents observed
in the same region in the absence of ice.
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FIgu re 12 1. &‘midlu , ’naI tidal currents In the I ,ttpte’v Sea at 75 ” 2d ’ nort h .
122 ” 20’ east . 7 to 9 February 1938.

:t . ‘I’Idal movements of tee stat tidal curren(~ at a depth emdet’ the ice do not coIncide in
direction and sometimes ina~’ hi’ (II ri ’ctl y opposite’.

I .lT }:HA TPHl~ 77 . 121) .

Sect ion 125. Pressing Together and Thinning Out of Ice
Due to Ti des

As ha~ alre’ad~’ hvcn noted , tidal movement s of Ice cause pressures forcing the floes toget he’r
or driving them apa rt .

Nansi’n notes In h i~ diii ry. on 13 Oct obt’r 1893. that  arctic explorers have repe’I4tedlv emp ha
stzed the connection hetweej i compression of (Ct ’ and the’ t(di’~~. 1k’ M~ tt ’~ thnt according to obser-
vations of the - the t idal  t ’ompi’ession was especially noticeable in the $pi’ing tides anti was
greater at new moon th at i  at full  moon. During the i’OUrsI ’ of 2-I hours the’ ice ~‘as twice pulled
apart and twice jnished together , in t he’ neap tides the t idal  pl’ ’ssures we’re nearly Imperceptib le .
In addit ion . Naniie~ shows that t h e  t ida l  pressu t’es att iilia ’tI th e i r  greatest force and regular i ty  ~t the
s t a r t  of the dr i f t . itear the open sea to the north of Siberia. and at the i’iid of the drif t  when the 

- was approaching the Greenland Sea - In the Arctic hiasin propel’ these phenomena were
I mpercept i hIt ’ - Fxai’t I~ si ml In r occu I’ reni ’,’s we l’e noted on the ‘~~. - - $ - ‘ do ring its  dr i f t  across the
Arctic (~ ‘eii n .

It must he noted that the increased tid al  pI’esstires at iii, ’ stni’t of the d r i f t  nt the : and
lire properly explained not so tiitt ’hi by their p rox imi ty  at (httt (line to a sea fret ’ of It ’,’ . as

by the fact that they were then over the continental slope , where the tid e ’s are itiore sharply ,letin ( ’,l
(duo to sharp (‘hlt nge of depth) th an they are over I he level depths of the ocean.

Figure I 22 shows the movements of p~%rt id es a long the vertical and the outer form el :,
regu I ar t idiil wa ye. From exit in ination of ( hi’ figi t re it f i t ly be seen tha t  at lalint - , whei’e the

Tidai pressures in regions of strong tides liIt~s~ Ilt a considerable tlangt ’i ’ to n av iga t ion ,  I- or
example, on 7 Fohru~ ry I 944 the steamshi p :‘ , leaving Nagnvc~’o liar accompanied liy a Ii III ’
icebreaker , was enuiiht ’d by the lee at 58 ” 20 ’ north . 151 ” 20’ cast . Thc winds at Ibis t ime  a-er , ’
weak Intl there wore spring tub s. It is welt known that (hi’ iinipIttuti~ ii of the t i de are very great
along the northern shore of the Okhot sk Sen . For exainjile. in Nagnvi ’vo flay I he ampi it i i t i ~ of t he
tide reaches 4 . :i m and in Penzh inskayxi Cuhn it increases to I I  . 3 in .

-- - - - -~~~~~~
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change from flood tide current to ebb tide occurs , the currents go apart and the deep Layers rise
toward the surface and the ice consequently thins out. At poi nt 1 , on the other hand , the currents
come together, the deep layers drop down and the ice presses together.

-_  _  _  _ _ _ _

Figure 122. Diagram of movement of particles along a vertical section for a tidal wave.

If we closely examine figure 122, which is typical of normal tide, we see that at the point of
high water (point C) the flood tide current attains its greatest speed, at point-i its speed is less, at
point it is equal to aero, at point e the ebb current has already started, reaching Its maximum
speed at point ,f ’, etc. From this it follows that the ice between points C and !’ will lag behind the
ice which is located at the same moment at point c. Consequently, on this whole section of the
profile of the flood-tide wave, a thinning of ice is observed, which reaches Its maxi mum at poInt -

where the currents move apart. Analogously, on the section of the profile ‘1 , ” , the ice is carried
along towards point 1’ by the tidal currents from both sides, and at point “ the compression is most
intense. The simple diagram shown in figure 122 is greatly distorted by the shores.

Long ago I have shown that a line which joins points of the sea in which changes of currents
occur simultaneously will be parallel to the line of the front of the tidal wave . or in other words.
the cotidal lines. *

It is also obvious that the forces which drive the floes together or apart are especially sharp ly
defined at the point where the floating ice meets the shore or the fast ice.

If a tidal wave enters a strait whose depth gradually decreases towards the shore (which is tht ’
m ost usual case), the actual appearance and location of clear spaces of open ti-atci’ becomes compli-
cated. ActualLy, the speed of the tidal ware is directl y proportiona l to the square root of the depth
of the region. It follows that the position of the crest of the tidal wave In su ch a strait  will  be
slightl y curved, with the convex side in the direction of movement of the tidal wave. It titus happens

•In I~~cember 1942 during the drift of the trawler 05 along the Zlnn i shore of the WhIt e Son it
was noticed that the open water spaces. during the tidal th inni n g of Ice, extended approximat ely
perpendicular to the tidal currents.
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th a t h igh tid e and los tide do not occur simultaneously along a transverse section of the strait and
th i s  c.o,a,’s th e  diilert ’ncc in t ime ui change of current . For examp le , while the flood tide is still
e’ont ulu t ng ~~~~~~ itt. short ’ . the et th tide may already have begun in the centr al part of the channel ,
I’t ( Hi, -s, - t o t S  is ne i l  is the influence ’ of the ’ deflecting force of the earth’ s rotation , have a
su l ,.t i t t  1 , ‘ i l , ’~-t on t Ot ’ direction ci the ’ t id a l currents.

F” g i . ’ ruiit  t , -s el start it Iloot i tide and change of tidal current , the channel currents and

~.ng ‘ rr , ’nts  caused l i v  th is , and likewise the currents caused by the deflecting force of
t Ii , ,- .i r t l i ’ r i )  Ii ii) — i l l  thciie ’ bring about the meeting of currents of different directions, as a

It , i t  a hi ~‘h ~‘d~ I i i ’ s  and a hi I’thx )ous art’ fo rined

t ’t , i i i 1tIe ’ x , t~ ~‘t tOt ’s.’ phenomena in nature harJl s’ permits the making of appropriate theo—
ret I ~~.i t ’ . i I t t i i . i t  i~ u,s - Hi ~ t t ’ i j~~I’, - iii re’ct observations in such a case can be of inestimable value -

FIn -  l re.i.l ilise ’ r~ .0 ions mad e (luring the ’ drift  of the icebreaker - - in  verified the correct—
ness it tOt ’ i , tn sot e ’  rat ions a h ich I have discussed.

It is  t h e - th. i i  th e  aintis ,  wInch also bring about compression and thinning of ice, strongly
di stor t  these’ phenomena This is especially true in the case of sti’ong winds and also for changing
a mne i s  - S~oroi.hcv has noted (and th i s  is new and important in the stud y of dr i f t  of ice in the l.apti’v
Seal. is a result  iii ob servations of the dr i f t  el the icebreaker I , that there is a i’elationshi p
i)t ’taet ’fl elit ’ect ion ot aimit i and the hastening and retarding of t idal  pressures relative to the theoret-
ical t imes.

l”or t ’xamp le. it ~% as  determined that winds of a northerly direction hasten the start of tidal
compression ot’ ice anti , conversely .  retard the start of thinning of ice. Winds of a southerly direc-
tion have the opposite effect.  Wind s of a westerly direction hasten the start of compression and also
lengthen its dur a t ion .  These wind s also retard the stai’t of thinning. Winds of over 7 to S rn/sec can
independentl y cause’ compressions destroying the orderl y system of tidal compressions.

Stoz’ozhev notes at the sante t ime that the maximum height of hununocks which formed as a
result of t ida l  pr ssures lasting not over 2 to 3 hours did not exceed 2 . 5  to 3 m while the greatest
observed height of hummocks was up to ~ m.

It was also noted that the pressure ridges in the Laptev Sea are extended from ~vest to east in
the central part of the sea and from west northwest to east southeast in the southwestern part of the

This agrees with the position of cot idal lines of the sea.

Dur ing  a f l ight  over the I.aptcv Sea front the icebreaker to Tiksi Bay in early April 1938
Storozhev test it ie s  that clearly-defined opelt water spaces were seen in strips and also pressure
ridges with predominant  direction along the cotidal lines.

l I T E R A TU R E :  5-1 . 53 , 02 . 77 . 107 . 126 .

Section 126. The Concept of Ice Time
‘I’ht’ changes ui tidal compression and thinning have long been used in navigation in ice fields.

For example, we had to use the tidal thinning effect lot’ movement forward during navigation in ice
on the fragile motor—sai l  ship k ‘ :‘ ‘ i ’  ( ~

- while ’ rounding Franz Jos eph l and in 1932. During the
approach from the eaSt towards Fran2 .Ioseph l and through solid ice on the icei)r eaker _~ 

- ‘ in
1933 we :ilso made lii’oiid use’ of this  phenomenon.
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In both cases, with calm conditions, the tidal compressions and thlnnings occurred alter-
nately with amazing regularity and we could count on them in advance. This fact gave me reason to
propound the concept of “Ice time. ” By this is understood the average time interval between the
time of upper meridian passage of the moon and the next following compression of ice in the given
point of the sea. Thus, the concept of “ice time ” is analogous to the concept of “high water luni-
tidal interval,” by which is understood the average time Interval between meridian passage of the
moon and the following high tide,

Just as the lunitidal interval for every port is determined by observations , and the longer
the series of observations the greater the accuracy, so also for determination of ice time appro-
priate observations are necessary . In determining the tunitida l interval all cases of wind-caused
raising of level must be excluded . Likewise, in determining the ice time, cases of wind compres-
sion of ice must be excluded.

After the ice time is determined for a number of points of the region under investigation we
are able to plot the lines of simultaneous flood-tide compression in the given region, or the “ice
lines.” in exactly the same way as we plot the cotidal lines--lines of simultaneous high tide or
lines of position of the crest of the tidal wave in lunar hours counting from the time the moon
passes through the meridian in the given place .

TABLE 96 . INTERVAL BETWEEN FLOOD-TIDE TO
EBB-TIDE MOVEM ENT OF ICE RELATIVE
TO CULMINATION OF MOON (MERIDIAN
PASSAGE) IN THE LAPT EV SEA

Date - Interval

25 November 1937 8 h 16 mm
2 December 1937 9 h 17 mm
9 December 1937 8 h 16 mm

18 December 1937 8 h 14 mm
26 December 1937 7 h 34 mm

7 January 1938 5 h 50 mm
11 January 1938 7 h 14 mm
15 January 1938 6 h 00 mm
19 January 1938 7 h 13 mm
3 February 1938 6 h 15 mm
7 February 1938 7 h 19 mm
8 February 1938 5 h 14 mm

14 February 1938 6 h 45 mm
17 February 1938 6 h 13 mm

Average 7 h 11 mm

In table 96, extracts are given from the table computed by Storozhev from which It may be
seen that the change from flood-tide to ebb—tide drift of ice--which correspond s to the thinning of
the ice--occurred on the average of 7 hours 11 minutes after the culmination (meridian passage) of
the moon. This time Interval must be considered as the Ice time for the drift region of the ice-

- -~ breaker L e n i n

LIT ERATURE: 54 , 77 , 126.
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Section 127. Significance of Tidal Phenomena in Navigation in Ice
Several examples have already been cited of the possibility or even necessity of using the

periodic tidal phenomena for navigation among ice floes.

The greatest need for this Is experienced in a sea like the White Sea, Here the tidal phenom-
ena are sharply defined and navigation In certain years continues throughout the entire winter , thu s
encompassing all the phases of the ice cover (its formation , period of existence, and destruction)
and where navigation is carried on under diverse ice condition s (in fast ice and among floatIng ice).

A very typical examp le of navigation in fast ice was the navigatIon in the channe l made by ice-
breaker in the mouth of the Severnaya Dvlna , along the Maiinaksa Rive r and along the Severnaya
Dvina up to Bakaritsa,

It must be considered that although the floating ice is here divided from the ice frozen to the
shore by a tidal crack, the channel made by the icebreaker divides the floating ice Into two part s to
a considerably greater degree than the tidal cracks divide floating ice from the shore . Therefore,
with every rise of the river level due to high tide to effect of wind the channel expands slightly and,

contrarily, with every fall of the level it contracts slightly. From this it follows that It is easier
for the icebreakers to break the channel and conduct ships along it when the level is up than when it
is down .

The situation on the border of the fast Ice and floating Ice Is no less typical, Here much de-
pends on the direction of the edge of the fast ice relative to the front of the tidal wave , or in other
words , relative to the direction of cotidal Line s in the given region .

In the case of the mouth of the Severnayn Dvina and the Letini shore of the Dvinski Gulf . the
cotidal lines, extending from east to west , approach these points from the north . Thus , at the
mouth of the river with the start of ebb-tide there begins a gradual receding from the edge of the
fast Ice and a thinning of the floating Ice reaching Its maximum at the time of change from ebb to
flood-tide and sometimes making a sharply defined polynya bordering the fast tce. For example,
such potynyas 50 to 80 m in width, were found by air reconnaissance on 22 January 1942 at the
mouth of the Severnay a Ovlna. It is by no means possible to explain their presence by winds Bince
for several days before this the prevailing winds, although weak , had been of northerly components .

As the flood tide develops, the thInning of ice is gradually eliminated and by the end of flood
tide the floating Ice approaches close to the fast Ice creating the flood-tide compression and some-
times causing hummock formation.

Along shores which extend in the direction of propagation of the tidal wave , as for example
along the Zimni shore of the White Sea , the tidal compressions and thinnings occur according to the
general rules; that is, the thinning begins with the start of slowing of the flood-tide current , reaches
its maximum at the change from flood-tide current to ebb-tide and then the floes gradually begin to
come together. At the point of change from ebb-tide current to flood-tide the maximum compres-
sion occurs. AU these changes in the entire expanse occur with the speed of propagation of the
tidal wave.

Keeping in mind the recorded phenomena and the fact that the tidal currents are stronger
when the ampli tude of the tide is greater , we may, for example, compare the navigational condi-
tions among the ice floes in the neck of the White Sea along the Terski and Zimni shores.
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It I. considered that navigation is generally more advantageous along the Terskl shore for two
reasons: first, the Terski shore is deeper and there are fewer sub-surface dangers along it; see-
ond , in the neck of the White Sea in winter westerly and south-westerly winds prevail which act as
decompressive winds for the Terski shore. To this must be added the fact that the Terski shore is
the right-handed shore with relation to the direction of propagation of flood-tide waves which enters
the neck of the White Sea from the north. It follows that theoretically (and this is verified by direct
observations) the tidal amplitudes are greater on the Terskl shore than on the Zimni shore. Thus,
the tidal compressions and thmnnings are more sharply defIned along the Tereki shore. As a result,
the Ice is more broken here and navigation by correct use of tidal thinning is easier. For the same
reason, navigation in the ice is more difficult along the Zimni shore than along the Letni shore,
other conditions being equal . The influence of the decompressive south winds is felt even more
along the Letni shore than along the Teraki shore. It must be further not ed that, other conditions
being equal , travel from the Barent a Sea into the White Sea (with use of tidal phenomena) is in the
same direction as the propagation of the wave. It follows that during the compressions the vessel
will drift along with the ice into the White Sea and during the thmnnings the vessel will go against the
White Sea into the Barents Sea. The vessel is carried backwards during the compressions and dur-
ing the thinni ng it goes along with the ebb-tide current .

The speed of propagation of the tidal wave is determined by the equation of Lagrange and Airy ,
as foLlows:

=

where = acceleration of gravity.

p = depth of water.

Employing the approximate values for the neck of the White Sea . p = 40 m and ~ ‘ = 10 m/sec2 ,
we obtain

c 20 rn/sec = 72 km/hr 39 knots

The spreading from Barents into the White Sea occurs with approximately this same speed
not only for the crest of the tidal wave but also for any point of its form and in particular the point
where the flood tide changes to ebb tide, or in other words, the point where the maximum thinning
of ice is observed.

From this it follows that if we could assume that a ship could trave l among the ice with a
speed of 39 knots, then, while going from the Barents into the White Sea it could continuall y travel
in ice thinned by tidal action . Obviously, we cannot make the same assumption for the case of
sailing from the White Sea into the Barents. Thus, the tidal factors are favorable for navigation
from Barente to White Sea and are unfavorable in the reverse direction. To the above must be
added the fact that navigation from the Barents to the White Sea is more favorable along the Teraki
shore for the added reason that a gentle permanent current runs from the Barents Sea along this
shore while along the Zimni shore, on the other hand, there is a permanent current from the White
Sea. It is clear that wind conditions can radically alter the picture presented above.

LITERATURE: 54 , 55, 62 , 77,
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Section 128. Tidal Ice Maps
It is clear that tidal compressions and thinnings of ice are particularly characteristic in

narrow straits with very fast tidal current s and jagged shores and irregular bottom relief. Due in
the periodicity of current s and resulting large horizonta l gradients of speed , the water here moves
with great diversity of speed and direction in closely adjacent points so that the deep water is there-
by raised and lowered . Wherever the deep masses are raised upwards , a thinning of ice is observed
and wherever the surface layers are forced down an accumulation of floes is found. With the change
from flood-tide to ebb-tide the picture may change to the reverse in certain regions but in other
regions It remains permanent and typical for the given region.

As an example , figure 123 shows one of the diagrams compiled by Burke for the neck of the
White Sea for 3 hours after high water at Sesnovets Island . The diagram was compiled on the basis
of the “Atlas of Tidal Currents in the neck of the White Sea” and of Burke’s personal observations.

Burke shows that a peculiarity of the ice cover in the neck of the White Sea is its turbulent
condition due to the strong tidal currents.

The wind is a second factor in the movement of ice. However , despite the wind action , the
regular tidal shifting of ice is not completely upset but only altered.

In the region under consideration, the ice as a general rule is thinned by the ebb-tide current
running north and , conversely, is concentrated or pressed together by the flood-tide which runs
south. The strongest compression occurs in the regions where the current s meet. Regular changes
and thinnings of ice do not occur in identical degree in all regions of the sea . There are regions
where close ice predominates. According to local terminology, such a region is called a
if it is located along the shore and an Os t r o ~: if it is distant from the shore . There are regions ,
called r~ 2 i e 1  ~ , where scattered ice is predominant regardless of the force and direction of the
wind .

The approximate positions of kolobi , ostrogi and razdeli in the neck of the White Sea are
shown in figure 124 (according to Burke).

It is clear that such maps have great importance in navigation in ice and many delays and
fail ures can be explained by the absence of such maps .

LITERATURE: 21, 54, 62.
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Figure 123 . Diagram of tidal compressions and thinnings of ice in the neck of the
White Sea for three hours after high water at Sesnovets Light.
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CHAPTER X
SEA CURRENTS AND ICE

Sect~on 129. Certain Pecul iar it ies of Sea Currents
Sea currents are divided into perm anent current s , periodic currents and temporary currents.

The permanent and periodic currents (if tidal currents are excluded) determine the general circu-
lation of the oceans and seas . Temporary currents only alter or distort this circulation .

Among the factors causing the permanent currents are unequal distribution and variations of
temperature and salinity and prevailing winds. The coastal flow is also a factor in the creation of
perm anent currents in small basins . Temporary currents arise in connection with temporary
alterations of atmospheric pressure , temporary winds . etc.

Whatever the reasons causing the permanent currents , they are only slightly different from
each other In respect to the character of their movements, 1~ e . ,  in respect to the vertical distri-
bution of speed and direction. They are more substantially different in respect to temperature and
here they are conditionally divided into warm, cold, and neutral currents .

The temperature of a warm current is higher than the water temperature created by local
conditions; the temperature of a cold current, lower. From this it follows that the temperature of
a warm current is lowered as it progresses , while that of a cold current is raised. One and the
same current in different geographical coordinates may be warm , cold , or neutral.

The deep Atlantic current is a warm current in the Arctic Basin where its temperature does
not exceed 3’. The Peru current , running north along the Pacific coast of South America and hav-
ing a temperature of about 22° at the equator , Is a cold current .

But warm currents , as a general rule , car ry their water from ocean regions where evapora-
tion exceeds precipitation. As a result, the water of the warm current is not only warmer but
usually more saline than the local water. This factor 1~ very sharply felt in such currents. Cold
currents , on the other hand , fl ow from regions where the water is freshened by precipitation ,
coastal fl ow , and melting of ice. Typical examples of such currents are the East Greenland and
Labrador currents. Due to this , the density of surface water is very little different for warm and
cold currents. However , the density of surface strata of warm currents Increases as the tempera-
ture is lowered while the density of surface strata of cold currents decreases as the temperature is
raised. In such currents as the East Greenland and Labrador the decrease in density of upper
layers assists in melting the ice carried into or formed in the sea, as well as the icebergs .

Great import ance is attached to the gradual raising of density of uppe r layers o~ warm cur - -:
rents bringing about convective mixing and thereby involving the entire wate r mass of such a cur-
ent in an exchange of heat with the atmosphere. The latter phenomenon is especially noticeable in
the winter. As has already been noted In the chapter “Melting of Ice , ” the importance of the West —

Spitabergen and Norwegian currents and of currents fro m the Pacific Ocean Is not only due to the
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fact that they carry a huge quantity of heat from solar radiation and advective heat of the atmos-
phere durIng the summer season .

The importance of the cold currents , particularly such as the Eas t Greenla nd and Chuckcht ’e
currents , lies not only in the fact that they carry arctic ice Into the warmer regions , but also in
the fact that their surface layers , at the start of freezing, are comparatively fresh due to the
thawing of ice , their temperatu re is close to the freezing point , and in addition , th ey alway s carry
a greater or smaller numbe r of ice fragments-—the cores of future ice formation.

The outline of the coasts and the deflecting force of the earth’ s rotation have a great influence
on the direction of the permanent currents. Thus , in certain seas which are boi’dered by fai rly
la rge archipelagos and which are connected with other basins by f airly wide straits , very curious
circulations are produced . I have determined these for the northern hemisphere using the follow-
ing simple rules:

1. In the central part of the basin a C clonic (counter-clockwise) movement is produced.
The light water (in vertical section) is driven out in wedge fashion , with the wide side of the wed ge
towards the shore , while the heavy deep wate r is raised up in the center of the basin with the dome-
shaped swelling towards the top. In certain cases (with thin surface layer and great speed of cur-
rent), the deep water may even come up to the surface.

2. Around large archipe lagos and islands , currents are created which round the archipela-
gos in a clockwise direction (anticyclonic) .

3. 11 you look down the lengt h of sufficientl y wide strait and stretch your right hand forward
and left hand back , the direction of your outstretched hands will show the directions of currents
along the corresponding shores.

The greatest peculiarities are found in currents created by temporary winds when the water
cannot obtain the equilibrium determined by the coasts and the water masses when not Influenced
by the given wind. Theory and observations mark the following factors in such currents:

1. In the northern hemisphere the surface wind-caused current deviates towards the right at
a considerable angle. (According to Ekrn an ’s theory, at a distance from the coast the angle of de-

— 
vi ation is equal to 45° for all speeds of wind and currents and for all geographic latitudes) . Near
the coasts , howeve r , the current may devi ate toward the left .

2. The sub-surface currents deviate from the surface current in the same direction as the
surface current deviates from the wind and the speed of current decreases ~ ith depth according to
the logarithmic law .

3. The speed of the surface current is approximately one fiftieth (1/50) the speed of wind.

Currents similar to wind-caused currents are ci’eated under Ice fields which are drifting
under the force of shortllved winds .

It must be emphasized that the aforementioned peculiarities are characteristic only of wind—
caused currents , i .e., those created by temporary winds where the sea level Is not yet inclined
unde r influence of deflective force of the earth’s rotation. In current s which are caused by per-
manent or prevailing winds , as for examp le the North Atlantic Drift and the East Greenland current
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(which I term “drift currents” as distinguished from wind-caused currents), the light surface
water due to deflective force of earth’ s rot ation is forced towards the right-hand shores (looking
down the current), sea level is raised in the direction of the shore and the direction of currents
along the vertical is almost unchanged.

LITERATURE: 57 , 62 , 77.

Section 130. Movement of Ice in Sea Currents
The movement of ice floes which have the largest part of their volume submerged in the

wate r , in the absence of wind , is determined by the direction and speed of the currents of the given
region of the sea and has the following peculiarities:

1. Individual ice formations (icebergs , floebergs) sometimes have considerable draft . Obvi-
ously , such an ice formation will move according to the resultant movement of the wate r layers In
which it is submerged.

2. The circulation of water masses Includes both the horizontal and the vertical movement of
water. It is natural that the ice , participating as it does in only the horizontal movements , in cer-
tain cases will move separately from the movement of the surface water .

3. The areas occupied by ice , as well as the horizontal dimensions of individual floes ,
undergo seasonal changes and long-term changes . Therefore , the ice movement in rivers may
experience interruptions (ice formation , blocking , etc.),  depending on local conditions.

As a general rule , the speed of sea currents gradually decreases with depth. Therefore, the
greater the draft of the ice , the slower its movement by comparison with movement of surface
water. Thus the icebergs and floebergs which sit deep in the water usually move slower than the
surrounding fragments of the broken ice fields and from the side it sometimes seems that they are
completely without movement , as if they were sitting on a shoal. It is due to this that surf may
often be seen at the ends of some icebergs and this creates the impression of movement . Since in
some few cases the deep currents may be distinctly different from the surface currents in both
speed and direction , and may even be in an opposite direction , Icebergs and floebergs may some-
times be observed drif ting across or even against the current.

Ice formations of large horizontal dimensions may drift into an area where there are two sur-
face currents which are diffe rent in speed and direction . In such cases the ice acquires a rotary
movement along with the forward movement . This occurrance is especially typical in compara-
tI vely narrow straits and where many eddies and whirlpools are formed . Rotating ice is constantly
observed in the Datski Straits, Khinlopen Straits , Straits of Franz Joseph Land , neck of the White
Sea , and in other straits. We have seen , in particular , that the rotation of ice by sea currents has
been proven for the ice of the Chuckchee Sea.

The fact that the circulation of water masses includes both hori zonta l and vertical shifting of
water whIle the Ice can move only in a horizontal direction results in an accumulation of Ice wher-
ever there are points or lines of junction of sea currents in which the surface water layers are de-
scending. Conversely in points or lines of divergence of sea currents we observe a thinning of sea
ice and formation of polvnyas. ThIs phenomenon may be permanent, periodic, or temporary.

Since every movement in the northern hemisphere deviates to the ri ght and in the southern
hemisphere to the left , due to (‘oriolis force , every current which washes a right—hand coast in the
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northern hemisphere carries ice towards the shore and creates an accumulation of floes and a
compression. Conversely, a current which washes a left coast carries the ice from the shore and
sets up a th inning action forming polynyas, In open parts of the sea , due also to Coriolia force , in
the center of the anticyclonic currents where the water masses descend , accumulation of ice occurs
with resulting compression. In the center of the cyclonic currents we observe sparse ice and on the
periphery , close ice.

Regions of sinking and rising of water masses , causing corresponding accumulations or thin-
ning of ice , are also formed along the lines of contact of sea currents of opposIte direction. Sink-
ing results from meeting of these currents , rising from separation or moving away from each
other. The formation of many ice massifs and their appearance even in the summer months of
years of little Ice Is explained by precisely these existent systems of sea currents.

Exam ples of such inas slfs are the Spitzbergen masslf in the northwestern part of the Barents
Sea , the Nova Zemlya niasslf In the southwestern part of the Mars Sea, the Talmyr massif which
extends to the south along the axis of the deep hollow from the north into the Laptev Sea, the Yanski
massif which blocks the western entrance to Laptev Straits at the start of summer navigation , and
others. In regions of calm the ice also lasts very long in the summer time , but here the typical
mark of the ice massif--compactness of Ice- -Is usually less clearly noticed . In the melting and
destruction process the percentage of ice decreases at more or less an equal rate.

COMPACTE D ICE SC COMPACTED

-~~ -

~~ / // - 
-

Figure 125 . Thinn ing of ice behind shoals.

FIgure 125, borrowed fro m Burke , shows the formation of th inned areas and polyny as
behind shoals which lie In the path of permanent currents. Even more sharply noticeable are the
thinnings and polyny as behind islands which lie In the path of the currents.

Of great Interest Is the formatIon of thinned areas and polynyas in the regions where the
speed of permanent currents is increased for one reason or another. For example, here is what
Badigin notes in his diary during the drift on the -~~ - - - - .  The ship was at that time at 86 ‘09’
north , 96°OO’ east . “To our west a clear area opened up of unprecedented proportions. This
was a whole lake over a kilometer in width . Its length extended to the limits of visibility 
The clear area appeared a few days ago Now the width of the clear area has reached 2
kilometers.”

This clear area, first decreasing In size and then increasing, remained near the ~~~~~~

until the end of the drift . Such a phenomenon In the drift region of the S, -d~ :: was not accIdental.
According to observations of the ‘~ ~~, the quantity of polynyas and clear areas also increased in
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proportion as the vessel neared the straits between Spitzbergen and Greenland, which is due to the
increase of speed of surfac e arctic current in that d irection.

- - Special attention must be paid to the effect of the deflective force of the earth’s rotation on
the movement of ice carried by sea currents . When the wate r is stratified and after the steady
state has been attained , the inclination of sea level balances the Cor iolis force and the horizontal
movement of water particles toward or away fro m the shore ceases. Let us consider an ice floe
which is drifting along toward the west in suc h a current . The Cor lolis force will act on It and
due to this the flow will move in a shoreward direction despite the fact that the fixed current is
moving along the shore . The speed of the ice-floe ’s approach to shore due to the Corio lis force
will be balanced by the hydrodynamic resistance , depending on the shape and size of the submerged
part of the floe. With stratified water and a steady current , even If the wind has a shoreward com-
ponent , the water particles will not move shoreward . Obviously, in such a case the movement of
the floe due to Corio lis force will be hastened by pressure of wind on the part of the floe projecting
over water.

Figure 126 shows the position of ice edges In Chuckehee Sea , 13 to 25 Jul y 1943 , accordIng to
observations made on the skiff Smolri i. In 1943 in the Chuckchee Sea there was little ice and
therefore the effect of the Chuckchee current In distributing the ice was quite clearly evident . From
the figure may be seen the deep bay of clear water whic h was formed by the Pacific current and the
ice tongue (carried by the Chuckchee current) whic h extended along the continental coast.

Sea currents are not only important In the distribution of ice in a given region , but also
assist , to a certain degree , in the distribution of certain types of bottom deposits connected with
ice. Bottom ice, as it rises, often carries up to the sea surface some bottom particles which are
frozen to it. In its pressure on the shore and on shoals the Ice tends to plow up the bottom. in
this process not only small particles but also occasional rocks and clods may be affixed to the ice .
This phenomenon is especially significant in glaciers descending towards the sea. *

Subsequently, when the Ice is torn from the shore and carried by currents to regions where
it melts and is destroyed , these foreign inclusions fall to the bottom and here form peculiar bottom
deposits .

According to our observations on the - :  0 in 1935 , in the centra l , deep water of the
Greenland Sea at a depth of 2000 to 3000 m , an underwater ridge stretches in a merid ional direc-
tion, made up of coarse-gralned sand , pebbles and boulders. The origin of this ridge is no doubt
connected with the fact th at in this area the ice , carried from the Arctic Bas in and bringing with it
fragments of rock , meets the warm water of the Spitzbergen current and is thus destroyed, the rock
fr agments falling to the bottom. The fact that these fragments form a ridge instead of being dis-
persed comparativel y equally along the eastern part of the Greenland Sea, is one proof of the
antIquity of the system of currents In Greenland Sea , in particular the East Greenland current and
Spitzbergen current. ft also proves the comparative stability of the position of the eastern Ice
edge In Greenland Sea.

The bottom deposits in the Barents and Kara Seas belong to the type of glacial sea deposits.
Grains of sand and rocks , carried by the Ice, may often be found in them.

1Oi~ 17 August 1899 In the region to the northwest of Spitzbergen , Makarov discovered an
iceberg whose whole surface was covered with boulders up to 1 m in diameter.
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F’iguvi ’ I 2~ . icc conditions In the Chuckehee Sea , 13 to 25 Jul y 1943.

T~ut1IIev noted thai in I ~$-I snow div~ i’s, t ’x antln fng a cutter which had sunk itt  1807 on 11w
Co~,enhagt’n route . discovert ’d that tite cutter and otht ’i’ 8utlken vessels :dongsidv it were filled
with stones , whIch could onI~ have been t’a.i’i’ied thi ’rc hv ice.

l,l’tl I(A TUHl ’~: I I , 2 .i , ., , , fl2 .

Section 131. Currents and Fast Ice
A~ has a I rc :tdr been ment I med , 11w speed of sea current s usually decreases with depth . In

part icular , tin ’ speeds of coastal i’m’l’Onts decrease wIth  depth according to the par abolIc law .

The’ s~’a current s ext ending vert ically to (be botto m undergo friction not only with the bottom
hut also ~ Uh the lower surface of the’ ice. Theoretically ,  sInce’ the current speeds are equal to
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zero at the bottom and at the lower surface of the Ice, the graph of speeds under the ice should
represent a parabola with its horizontal axIs running through the middle of the depth of the current .

For compar ative purp oses there are shown in Figure 127 the graphs of current speeds of the
Volga at Kamyshln , constructed by Polyakov as a result of averages of 1162 summer and 913
winter observations .
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Figure 127 . Graphs of average current speeds of the Volga River at
Kainyshin. -~ -- open river. tt -- river under ice.

As may be seen from this figure , the graph of speeds at the lower ice sur face shows greater
speeds than at the bottom , which , according to Polyakov , is due to the greater roughness of the
bottom at Kamyshin by comparison with the roughness of the lower Ice surface. It Is evident that
simIlar phenomena are also seen in sea currents which flow under fast Ice .

Sea currents in their turn have a constant dynamic effect on fas t ice , and if the current is
war m , a thermal ef fect as well. The dynamic effect consists in a washing away and smoothing of
the lower surface of the fast ice. It has already been shown that In calm regions , in the period of
ice formatIon , the lower surface of the ice Is brush-shaped and the water directl y adjacent to this
surface i8 filled with a quantity of Ice partIcle s of dIverse shape s and sIzes. With the presence of
currents , all these particles are carried Into the interstices of the lower surface of the ice , which
they then fill up. In add ition , as they flow around the sub-surface pro jectIons of hummocks the
sea currents gradually wash them away. ft is clear that the effect of the sea currents in this re-
spect cannot , however, be compared with the washi ng awa,y effect of tidal currents.

Due to the thermal action of currents , ice formation is retarded In the freezing perIod , whIle
In the melting per iod the destruction of the fast Ice cover Is hastened. Table 87 set forth the water
temperatures in Yugorski Shar before its breakup in 1935. From the table it may be seen that the
water temperature under the ice began to rise from the 12 June and on 28 June the ice, which was
almost one meter thick, broke open. The high temperatures of the water under the Ice was not
caused by local conditions. This warm water was carried there from the Pechoraki Sea.

LrFERATURE: 77, 116.
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CHAPTER XI
WIND AND THE DRIFT OF ICE

Section 132. The Wind Drift of Ice
All observers are struck by the speed with which ice, both close ice and scattered Ice, reacts

to any change in the wind speed and direction.

For example, It takes but a few hours of fresh wind of the proper direction to change the
entire ice situation in a given region beyond recognition. Of course, this change is determined by
the geographic conditions, the contour of the coast line, the bottom relief, the system of steady
currents, the distribution of temperature and the salinity of the water In the given region, etc.

Despite the great complexity of the wind movement of ice, one may distinguish three
characteristic cases:

1. The wind drift of close ice.

2. The wind drift of an Isolated floe .

3. The wind drift of scattered Ice.

In the first case, the wind, exerting pressure on the Ice cover, causes the ice cover to drift.
In turn , the drift of the Ice cover causes a current in the water masses beneath It and this current
is subject to the same laws of vertical distribution of velocity and direction as the current caused
by the direct action of the wind. In this connection, a very complex resistance arises, the rests’-
tance offered by the water to the wind drift of Ice.

In the second case, the wind causes a wind current with which the ice flow moves. However ,
since the action of the wind on the floe is stronger than on the equivalent water surface, the flow
acquires its own wind motion.

The third case, the wind motion of scattered Ice, is intermediate between the first and second
cases and depends on the concentration of the Ice. Furthermore, this type of drift exhibits features
which appear because floes of different form and size drift at different speeds and In diffe rent
directions , depending on the force and direction of the wind .

In addition, one must distinguish wind drift during the freezing period and during the thaw
period . In the first case , when there Is hummocking In connection with drift , the new expanses of
open water which appear are rapidly covered over with Ice and thus the total amount of ice in-
creases. In the second case, expanses of open water also appear , but the heat from solar radiation
accumulates rapidly In these spaces and this results in a decrease In the total amount of Ice.

Theoretical investigations of the wind motion of ice are serIously hampered by lack of know-
ledge of the vertical distribution of wind velocity and direction over the open sea as well as over
Ice fields and also by the lack of knowledge of the vertical distribution of water velocities immedi-
ately below the lower surface of the ice.
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However , it is quite clear that If a stream of air sets ice In motion , the moving ice , in turn ,
will exert an influence on the layers of air above it.

In this respect , the observations of Efremov are very interesting . They were made In July
1939, during the drift of the S e d oo  in the Arctic Basin, in the region between 85 23’ and
85 50’30” north and 58°27 ’ and 64°2 1’ east (table 97). —

TABLE 97. WIND SPEEDS AT VARIOUS HEIGHTS ABOVE THE SURFACE OF ICE
(IN PER CENT OF THE WIND SPEED ON THE BRIDG E OF THE SHI P)

~~~
“—_~~~~~ Height Above Number

Wind in ~~~~~~~~~~~ the Ice In of
M/Sec ~~~~~~~~~ 0 0, 5 2.0 6.0 12.5 18. 0 Cases

0-1 0.0 13. 0 0.9 14. 8 100 143.5 2
1-2 29. 4 60. 0 68. 0 86. 6 100 130. 0 5
2—3 20,9 45.1 65 .0 89.5 100 132.1 12
3—4 26, 7 49. 9 63. 0 84.4 100 115.4 20
4—5 38. 3 56. 3 69. 4 82.5  100 119. 2 20
5—6 41. 2 56. 4 72 .0 87.3 100 119.2 20
6—7 40, 1 51,7 70. 2 76. 3 100 113.6 10
7—8 41.9 50, 0 62.2 83.6 100 115.2 2
8—9 39, 1 52, 1 65. 6 76.0 100 103.9 7
9-10 38. 8 49,4 68.7 84.9 100 109.2 4

Average 25. 6 51. 2 66. 2 81.2 100 112.2 102

From the table it Is evident that the wind speed at the surf ace of the ice on an average was
24 per cent of the wind speed measu red on the bridge of the S t’ 12.5 m above the surface of the
Ice.

During the dr i f t  of the station “North Pole” (“Severnyl Polius”), the wind speed was meas-
ured at a height of 2m. From the table it Is evident that on an average one may consider that the
wind speed was about 66 per cent of the wind speed at the height of the Sed cc bridge .

Theoretical concepts IndIcate that the wind direction should also differ at different heights
above the surface of the ice , but to my knowledge no supporting investigations have been made as
yet.

The proWem of the magnitude and direction of the hydrodynamic resistance offe red by the
water to the ice under various circumstances Is equally complex and as far as the theoretical con-
cepts go we must rely on fairly well-founded assumptions.

LITE RATURE: 62, 72. 77 .

Section 133. The Drift of Close Ice Fields
The first systematIc Investigations of the drift of close Ice fields were made by Nansen during

the expedition on the ‘r am in 1893 to 96. These investigations were particularly Important in that
the drift of the - passed over a deep part of the ocean, far from the distorting influence of the
coastline .
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In analyzing his observations, Nansen established that the Ice drifts at a considerable angle
to the right of the wind (if we exclude the influence of any steady current) and he ascribed this
phenomenon to the deflecting fo rce of the earth’s rotation.

To exclude the influence of steady currents , Nansen used the following example. He pro-
posed that when the air particles (wind) pass over the ice in various directions they intersect
their own path and the ice fields (if we assume a linear relationship between the drift speed and the
wind speed and the absence of sea currents in the given region) should also Intersect their own
path. From the difference in the geographical coordinates of the - - - and the time intervals be-
tween the return of the wind to the same point in space , Nansen calculated the direction and
velocity of the steady current.

The linear reLationship between the drift velocity and the wind speed was established by
Nansen from the following concepts. If we consider that the wInd pressure on the Ice is propor-
tional to the square of the wind speed, while the hydrodynamic resistance of the ice to motion is
proportiona l to the square of the dr ift velocity , during steady motion these forces should balance.

Proceeding from these concepts , we may write - . .  2 = ri , - 2 , whe re and -: are the co-
efficients of propo rtionality or

m c
n w,

where : is the wind factor , is the drift velocity and - .‘ is the wind speed.

Nansen ’s supposition Is supported by the data of table 98, fro m which it is evident that the
wind factor did not show a dependence on wind speed.

TA BLE 98. WIND FACTOH AND THE DRIFT ANGLE ACCORD-
ING TO THE OBSERVATIONS OF THE

Drift In Miles
Wi nd Speed Per Day With Wind Drift

In MJSec A Wind Speed Factor Angle

0-2 0. 95 0. 0205 9°50’
2—4 0.76 0. 0164 +30 °28’
> 4  0.94 0.0201 +34V27,

In his final account , Nansen arrived at the results shown in table 99 for the dr i f t  of the

~~r ’ : .  from 7 November 1893 to 27 June 1896.

To obtain the data of table 99, Na nsen processed 76 drif t  segments in which the wind factor
va ried from 0. 0002 to 0. 0596 , on an average 0.0182 : the drift angle va ried from ~O 0 to -6~ °. —

average +28
g
. Un fortunate ly, I was not able to ascertain at what height above the ice the wind

observations were made on the - 
-
“ : ; .
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TABLE 99. RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS OF THE FRAM DURING ITS DRIFT FROM
7 NOV EMBER 1893 TO 27 JUNE 1806

Resultant wind direction 3410

Resultant total drift direction 340°

Drift angie —1 °

Angle between the current and the +25.5°
resultant of the wind

Angle between the resultant of the wind +37 5°
and pure wind drift

Average wind speed 0. 757 rn/sec

Average drift velocity 1.07 miles/day

Av erage velocity of the steady current 0. 73 miles/day

Ave rage dri ft 0. 52 mIles/day

Wind dr ift  caused by a wind speed of 0. 69 mIles/day
im/ sec

WI nd factor 0. 0148

Average of the 76 Segments Investigated by Nansen

Wind drift 2.98 miles/day

Wi nd drift caused by a wind speed of 0. 85 miles/day
lrn/sec

Drift angle 28 0

Using Nansen’s observations as our basis we can consider that on an average over deep sea
and far from the distorting effect of land , the wind drift of ice obeys the followIng laws:

1. The dr ift of ice in the Arctic Basin deviates approximatel y 28~ to the right of the wind
di rection.

2. The wind factor is approximately 0.02 , or , in other words , the pure wInd drift is
approxI mately 50 times slower than the wind speed whIch causes the drift.

In what follows , departures from these values are usually assumed to indicate steady cur-
rents of corresponding velocity and direction or the presence of obstacles (intand s, underwater
shoals) which change the normal wind drift of the ice.

The discovery of Vfze Island (in the northern part of the Kara Sea) shows how fruItful a

comparison of the wind direction and the wind drI ft of ice field s can be.

As early as 1924 . Vize pointed out some features of the wind drift of the vessel .- : ‘
~~. :

caught in the ice off the Yamal Peninsula in 1912 and then carried off togethe r with the Ice
northwa rd into the i~retic BasIn where the ship disappeared without a trace~
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AnalyzIng the drift features of the Suya tap -a A r m  between 77 ’ and 80’ north and between
72 0 and 78° east , Vize concluded that they could be explained by the presence of land between 78 0

and 80’ north to the east and not far from the line of drift  of the Suya ta pa A n n  -~~~. Such land was
actually discovered by the expedition on the Sc t ’  in 1930 . It proved to be an island situated be-
tween 79 39’ and 79 ° 32’ north and 76 0 46’ and 77 0 20’ east . Appropriately, this Island was named
Vize .

After Nansen , two more expeditions drifted over the deep Arctic Basin . the ice station
“North Pole” (1937-38) and the Scclov (1937-40).

Figure 128, by Shirshov and Fedorov , shows the dr if t  of the ice field Station “North Pole”
from 3 to 8 August 1937 , (about 88° north . 3

0 west) . The d rift is sketched on the basis of astro-
nomical determinations and direct instrument readings of the drift elements. The fi gu re also shows
the observed wind directions for that period.

It is evident that the drift  of the ice fields was very responsive to the wind and to any change
in the wind. Consequently, the ice field described zig-zags and even loops. Furthermore ,
ShI rshov and Fedorov noted winds of various directions affected the drift in various ways over the
entire drift path beginning at the North Pole and ending in the region of Jan Mayen Island. The ice
field responded rapidly and readily to winds causing a southerly drift and they reacted relatively
poorly to winds cuasing a northerly drift. Shirshov and Fedorov explained this phenomenon (noted
and explained by Nansen previously) as follows: the movement of the Ice fIeld is determined by two
facto rs,

1. by the action of temporary and variable wind s, the temporary drift in various directions
and

2. by the collective action of the prevailing winds over the Arctic Ocean and the hydrological
f actors which create the general circulation of the ice and waters of this ocean - the main drift
fro m the Pole to the Greenland Sea and farther south along the coast of Greenland.

In cases where the temporary wind drift and the main drift coincide In direction , the drif t
velocity of the ice field increased. Otherwise , it decreased sometimes to 0; in the case of a strong
wind drift northward , the Ice field even moved northward.

The drift of the S ed ov , which to a certain extent repeated the drift of the . ‘r aii ~, also con-
firmed the simple laws stemming from Nansen ’s Investigations. In my figure 129, 1 show the wind
path and the drift of the S ed o u  from 1 September 1938 through 1 January 1939. 0

A comparison of the wind and drift paths shows that they are strikingly similar. Where the
wind direction is nearly constant , the ice moves approximate ly in one direction. Where the wind
direction and speed vary, the Ice desc ribes zig-zags and Loops . The fI gure 8’s described by the
wInd and the ice between 2 and 26 September and the zig-zags between 10 and 30 November 1938
are particularly characteristic in this respect. Under steady winds, the direction of drift differs
from the wind direction only in that it veers to the right , as already established by Nansen.

Individual exceptions to this rule do not change the essence of the phenomenon. The origin
of such deviations Is understandable. The movement of tee depends not only on the local wind but
also on wind blowing nearby . Large ice fields set in motion take on a great inertia which brief or
weak winds may not necessarily overcome. Under the influence of the preceding wind situation ,

*The scale of the wind speed on the sketch is 50 times smaller than the scale of the drift veloc-
Ity ; in other words , in constructing the diagram it was assumed that the wind factor was 0.02 .
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compressive forces may be created in some directions and scattering forces In others , promoting
or Impeding drift, etc.

To continue the study, I analyzed the drift of the -“ -
, from 1 September 1938 through

1 January 1940 , i .e. , the period when the - -~ was over great ocean depths and far from the dis-
tor ting Influence of the coast. ~~artng that time , 5764 measurements of wind speed and direction
were made on the - - - .~ ‘ . In the analysis, I found that I could use 37$ drift segments Included be-
tween complete astronomical determinations and that I could calculate the resultan t winds for these
segments.

— In processing this extensive material I found that the wind path often intersected Itself. This
allowed me, using Nansen ’s method, to calculate the elements of the steady cu rrent at various
regions of the drift .  First of all . I became convinced that the drift velocity is a linear function of
the wind speed .
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Figure 129. The wind path and the drift of the S~d c u  from i September 1938 through
1 January 1939.

TABLE 100 - TRU E DRiFT ANGLES AND WIND FACTORS VS. WIND SPEEDS DURING
THE DRIFT OF THE SEDOV

Wind Speed Number _______ Wind_Factor 
_______ Number _______

Drift_Angle 
_______

in M/Sec of Cases Average Maximum Minimum of Cases Average Maximum MInImum

0— 1 8 0.034 0. 104 0. 010 9 28 ° 170 ° 3°
1—2 21 0.019 0.064 0. 002 21 13 166 0
2-3 41 0.016 0 . 038 0.001 42 34 150 6
3— 4 59 0.013 0.034 0.001 58 23 130 2
4—5 58 0 .013 0.034 0.002 60 24 82 1
5—6 52 0.015 0.045 0. 003 51 39 77 4
6— 7 51 0.015 0.027 0.004 51 28 83 1
7— 8 34 0. 016 0.021 0.0 07 34 26 50 3
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Table 100. (Continued)

Wind Speed Number ______ Wind_Factor ________ Number _______ 

Drift Angle 
________

In M/Seo of Cases Average Maximum Minimum of Cases Average Maximum Minimum

8—9 21 0.015 0 .022  0.011 21 38 174 6
9—10 16 0.015 0.021 0.005 16 32 53 3

10—11 8 0.017 0 . 023 0.014 8 40 60 20
11—12 2 0.020 0.022 0.019 2 46 68 24
12—13 2 0. 016 0 .017 0.015 2 42 51 33

Table 100 gives the wind factors of drift and the drift angles for various wind speeds.

Comparing the data of table 100 with the data of table 98 , which was compiled by Nansen ,
one may say that within the limits of accuracy of the observations the relationshi p between the
drift velocity and the wind speed is linear and the drift angle does not depend upon the wind speed.
It should be emphasized that the influence of the steady current was excluded from table 100.

Table 101 shows the elements of the steady current combined by regions , on the basis of 39
intersections of its own path by the wInd,

TABLE 101. STEADY CURRENT ELEMENTS ALONG THE PA TH OF DRIFT OF THE -~~2
Mean Coordinates Steady Current

Numbe r of Direction Velocity
Combinations Latitude Longitude (of Movement) In Miles/Day

2 84° 10’ 133° 250’ 0.55
2 84 40 123 280 1.0

13 85 30 126 270 0. 8
3 86 30 108 310 0.9
8 85 40 70 270 1.1
4 86 00 70 260 0.8
1 86 30 45 226 2.5
1 86 00 40 225 1.1
2 85 20 30 215 1.2
1 84 30 20 205 1.6
2 84 00 10 220 1.5

We are struck by the fact that during the drift of the Sed o u west of 70° east, all intersec-
tions of the wind path (17 cases) show a steady southwesterly current, while during the drift east of
70’ east In 17 of 22 cases, the steady current ran northwest, and in one case even northeast . How-
ever, if we examine the drift of the Sed ot,  only in the region north of 85°40’ and east of 70° , in
all cases we fi nd a northerly steady current . This should not be considered a chance finding by any
means , but it requires a more profound analysis than I was able to make by the time this book went
to .*

•Libin informs me that the steady current In the region of operations of the expedition on the
airplane N— 169 (approximately 80° nor th and 183’ east) , ran in a compass direction of 273 ° at a
velocity of 2.4 miles/day .
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Of course, a comparison of the observed wind and drift paths gives the wind factor and the
drift angle created by the Joint action of the wind and the steady current. Also it is clear that If we
b m w  the elements of the steady current, it will not be difficult to obtain the corresponding for the
pure wind drift.

Table 102 gives the average monthly drift angles and the wind factors for drift of the -~e d o u

TABLE 102. MEAN MONTHLY DRIFT ANGLES AND WIND FACTORS
DURING THE DRIFT OF THE SEDO V

Wind Factor Drift Angle
Number

Month of Cases Observed True Observed True

1938

September 9 0.016 0. 015 32° 36’
October 14 0.017 0.014 49 45
November 32 0. 017 0.013 16 24
December 30 0.020 0.017 39 37

1939

January 38 0. 016 0.016 25 31
February 25 0. 015 0.014 —3 8
March 31 0.018 0. 014 29 25
April 28 0.015 0.013 26 29
May 23 0. 015 0. 015 34 26
June 20 0. 026 0. 018 39 19
July 19 0.014 0. 014 15 42
August 18 0. 019 0. 016 6 31
September 14 0.020 0. 018 18 14
October 24 0.016 0. 013 15 35
November 125 0.023 0.017 29 27
December 28 0.022 0. 018 46 34

Average for drift 378 0.018 0. 015 25 29

Figures 130 and 131 show the frequency of repetition of purely wind (steady current excluded)
drift angles and wind factors, expressed in per cents. The results obtained indicate that random
causes are excluded sufficiently well by a large number of observations .

Figure 130 shows that in 88 per cent of all cases the drift angle was positive (to the right of
the wind direction) and that In 80 per cent of aU cases it was between 0’ and 70’. As an average of
all 378 cases we found that the tru e drift angle was 29 to the right of the wind direction. Let us
recall that Nansen obtained a true drift angle of 28’ for 76 cases. This agreement undoubtedly per-
mite us to regard the results obtained as sufficientl y reliable.

Figure 131 shows that the true wind factor varies from 0. 005 to 0. 025 . Onl y about 5 per cent
of the cases lay outside these limits. The average of 378 cases was 0. 015. According to Nansen,
this factor was 0.018 for 78 cases.
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A~ we see , accordi ng to Nansen the true wind factor is somewhat higher. I have already
mentioned that I do not know at what height above the ice the wind observations were made on the

It is qui te natural that on the S~- io - , where the wind measurements were made at a
height of 12.5 rn , i. e . ,  at a height probably greater than the heltht at which the observations were
made on the ~~ “ :~~- , the wi nd speed would be greater and this wc- Id be reflected In the compara -
tively smaller wind factor.

Thus, rounding off and summing the data obtained by Nansen from his analysis of 76 drift
segments of the -~“j r n  and my analysis of 378 segments of the S.d - - dr ift , I find that in the Arctic
Basin f*r from the coastline and over great ocean depths the average angle of drif t  18 30° to the
r Ight of the effective wind and th&t the drift velocity is 0.02 of the wind speed causing the drift. *

In table 102, one Is struck by the small true drift ang le obtai ned for Febru ary when the
S -~ 

- drifted fro m 85° 36’ north to 86 ’ 20’ north with prevaIling souther ly winds. One gets the
tmpr eaaion that during this ti me there was some obstacle to the north of the 5- ~ u drift , ob-
structing Its northward course. This obstacle evidently consisted of great masses of pack ice
similar to the one on which station “No rth Pole” was established . Howeve r , thIs question also
requires further analysis.

In conclusion one sho u ld note the following. It has al ready been pointed out that Nansen
att r ibuted the rlghtward deflection to the deflecting force of the earth’ s rotation. However . Nanse n
noted that the surface layers of water , deflected by the Coriolis force to the right in the northern
hemisphere , causes a current In the subsurface layers which is deflected even farther to the right.
Ekman ’s theory of wind currents, ba sed on Nansen ’s findings , Indicate s that ii one Ignores the
inclination of the sea level , the angle of deflection of a pure wind surface current is not a function
of geographic latitude and is always 45’. At the same time , Ekman also develop ed a theoretical
angle between wind and ice drift , namely;

tan a = 1~~ 2 : 8~

where i is the ice thickness. ö~ the density of the ice , p the viscosity coefficient and 5.. the
density of the water.

If we aabstltute In this formula sine q’ = 1, 5,~, = 1, u~ = 0. 0000758 , p = 200 , 5~ = 0.9 and
= 300 cm , we get

tan a - 1.162

‘Ubin Informs me that the average true drift angle was 31’ and the average true wind factor
0.017 In the region of operations of the N- 169 expedition (80’ north 183° east).
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Observations made in nature show that the drift angle is actually almost 2 times smaller than
Ekman ’s theoretical angle.

LITERATURE: 28, 30, 62 , 64, 70, 72 , 112, 164.

Section 134. The Combined Influence of Winds and Current s
We have seen that on an average we can assume the wind factor to be 0. 02 for close ice

fields. For the conversion of wind speed In ni/sec Into numbers on the Beaufort scale , let us take
a simple but sufficiently accurate formula

w~~~2 n —l , (1)

where rz is the wind force on the wind scale and w the wind speed in rn/sec. However , 1 rn/ sec =
1.945 knots or approximately 1 rn/sec = 2 knots. Thus ,

c = 0 . 04 ( 2 n — 1 ) ,  (2)

where c is the speed of -the wind drift of the ice in knots or

C = 2 n — 1 —w , (3)
where C is the speed of the wind drift of the ice in miles/day.

From table 103 in which the relationships between the wind force according to the Beaufort
scale and rn/see, and the wind drift speeds of the ice expressed In knots and miles/day, one can get
a good picture of the influence of the wind and the sea currents (e.ccluding currents caused by this
same wind) on the drift of the Ice. For example, if In a given region we observe a current (perma-
nent, tidal , gradient , etc. ) which reaches a velocity of 0. 5 knots, a wind force of at least 7 will be
required to cause the ice to drift against the cUrrent. On the other hand , a favo-rable wind will
correspondingly accelerate the drift . Some observed cases of ice drift can only be explained by the
above.

It has been proven that there is a steady southeast current along the Chuckchee coast with a
velocity that reaches 1 knot.

TABLE 103. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WIND AND DRIFT

Wind Drift

Wind Force
(Beaufort

M/Sec Scale) 
— 

Knots Miles/Day

3 2 0, 12 3
4 0.16 4
5 3 0, 20 5
6 0. 24 6
7 4 0. 28 7
8 0. 32 8
9 5 0. 36 9
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Table 103. (Continued)

Wind Drift

Wind Force
(Beaufort

M/Sec Scale) Knots Miles/ Day

10 0.40 10
11 6 0. 44 11
12 0.48 12
13 7 0.52 13
14 0. 56 14
15 8 0. 60 15
16 0. 64 16
17 9 0.68 17

In 1942 , the steamships tVo 10 to  u and I s  kr :;  were caught in ice drifting with this current and
the Icebreaker St~ 1 in  was approximately the same distance from the Chuckchee Coast but 54
miles farther southeast.

From 0600 hours on 5 October through 0600 hours on 6 October , these vessels drifted paral-
lel to the coast for 60 miles , I .e. , at a rate of 2. 5 knots. During this time , the northwesterly,
therefore favorable , wind reached a force of 8.

Considering the velocity of the southeast current to be at least 1 knot , which amounts to 24
miles per day , and adding a wind drift of 15 miles per day according to table 103 , we f ind that the
total drift should be at least 39 miles per day. However , the velocity of the steady current was un-
doub tedly increased by such a strong wind. Furthermore, the surface of the ice which surrounded
the vessel was very rough at that time (fragments of old Ice reinforced with young ice) which
created a large roughness factor and increased the wind factor . Finally, in the southeast part of
the -sea, tha t Is ahead of the drift of the vessels, there was still littl e ice, which also increased the
w ind factor. This accounts for the high drift value. As soon as the wind force decreased to 3-4 ,
the drift speed (the icebreake r St U in , 6 to 10 October) decreased to 25 to 30 mIles/day .

The drift of the steamshI p C h e l y u ~~k i n  in the same Chuckchee Sea in November of 1933 is
more striking (see figure 159).

We know that the southeastern current of the Chuckchee Sea , on reaching Bering Strait does
not enter Bering StraIt but turns northward and joins the northern current directed from the Bering
Sea through Bering Strait into the Chuckchee Sea.

On 4 November 1933, driven by a strong northwesterly wind , the Ch e l  ! i us k i n  together with
the ice in which it was caught was carried out of the Chuckchee Sea into the Bering Strait. Afte r
passing across the lIne Cape Dezhnev-Ratmanov Island (Mys Dezhnev - Ostrov Ratmanova) , the
northwesterly wind decreased to a force of 4-5. In this connection:

1. The wind ceased to exceed the influence of the steady northern current.

2. The reduct ion of the wInd force resulted from a corresponding reduction of the atmos-
pher ic pressure gradient. This latter circumstance created a gradient current which intensified

~h, st.’ad y north ern current.
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As a result , the Ice driven from the Chuckchee Sea by a strong wind (counter to the northerly
current) into Bering Strait began to return to the Chuckchee Sea and the Che1p~tr k ~n drifted north-

- 

- 

ward against the wind 21 miles on the first day (24 hour period) and 30 miles on the second day .

LITERATURE: 38, 77 .

Section 135. Drift Along the Isobars
In ma..~n; a careful study of the drift of the S et  - u toward the end of ~ 938 , 1 notI ced that it

was always approximately parallel to the isobars on the ten day and monthly maps of atmospheric
pre ssure distribution over the Arctic Basin.

As an example, below I give the following characteristic incidents from the drift of the 5- - - - .

From 1 November 1938, through 1 February 1939, southeasterly wind s prevailed in the re-
gion of drift . The ship drifted north-northwest. The high pressure region was situated approxi-
mately east-northeast of the Sed -~~;‘ at this time. However , in Individual periods the wind changed
abruptly.

Figure 132 shows the position of the isobars during the f i r s t  ten days of December 1938. The
arrow on the map shows the general direction of drift of the S c d o u  for the ten-day period . Il ls
clear from the figure that the ship drifted exactly along the isobars. The high-pressure region was
situated above the Tatmyr Peninsula at this time. The Se-/u was under the influence of westerly
and southwesterly winds and thus it drifted northeast , leaving the high pressure region to the righ t
of it.

In the third ten days of January 1939 (figure 133), the low-pressure region was situated above
the Kara Sea , while the high-pressute region was in the vicinity of the Pole. Correspondingly, the
S~’i -~ - ‘ drifted almost directly westward.

Figure 134 shows a map of the mean monthly atmospheric pressure above the Arctic Basin
for January 1939. On this map, the double arrow shows the actual drift of the S, - - / - , 

~‘ for that
month. As we see, the drift coincides exactly with the isobar.

Thus, my investigations established the following simple rule: above the deep sea , fa r fro m
the distorting influence of the coast , the pure wind drift of close ice follows the isobars , and Is
such that the high-p ressure region is to the right of the drift direction and the low pressure region
is to the left.

These conclusions have been verifi ed by Filippo v, Petrichenko , Somov and others.
Pet richenko and riomov, In particular , indicated that nine of the fourteen mean monthly and mean
tea-day charts which they examined showed complete agreement between the direction of drift and
the direction of the isobat a. A subsequent examination of the charts which did not show agreement
between the isobars and the drift revealed that this lack of agreement was due solely to the approxi-
mate construction of the isobars in the region of drift of the Sudu

In what followed , I excluded the steady current from the drift of the Scu u and from an
analysis of 45 ten-day pressure maps. I found the average deviation of the true wind drift fro m
the Isobar to be approximately 5

0
, which must be considered very satisfactory In view of the in- 

—

accuracy of the isoba r plots. The direction of the Isobar taken for a comparison was based on a
synoptic map with an accura cy of about 10° .
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Figure 132. Distribution of atmospheric pressure over the Arctic Basin
for the first ten days of December 1938.

The rule about the direction of the ice drift along the i sobars , which I developed empirically,
also has a theoretical basis.

We know that at heights of 500 to 1,000 m above the earth ’s surface, as indicated by direct
observations, the wind direction coincides with the Isobars (geostrophic wi nd). On approaching the
earth’s surface , the wind approximates more and more the pressure gradient because of friction
with the earth’ s surface.

Theoretically, at the earth’s surface the angle between the wind and the gradient is 45 0 ,

Consequently, If the theoretical calculations are valid , clearly the theoretically pure wind surface
current and the pure wind drift of the Ice should pass along the Isobars, because the pure wind
surface current , according to Ekman , does not depend on latitude and deviates 45 ° to the right of
the wind direction at the earth ’s surface In the northern hemisphere, while the wind direction at
the earth’s surface, according to Taylor , deviates 45 0 to the left of the isobars.

i-Iesselberg conducted painstaking theoretical and empirical Investigations of the deviation of
the wind from the teobars. He pointed out that movement of the pressure systems will cause
variations of the drift angle, depending on the position of the observation point with respect to the
center of the given pressure system. Table 104 gives some results of l-iesselberg ’s investigations.
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Figure 133. Distribution of atmospheric pressure over the Arctic Basin
for the third ten days of January 1939.

T A B L E  104. MEAN DEPARTURES OF THE WIND FROM THE ISOBAR

To The To The
Region Forward Backward Rig ht Left

Cyclone
Inner Region 23 ° (22 °) 62 ° (49 °) 44 ° (41 0 ) 30 0 (23 °)
Outer Region 61° (65 °) 34 ° (46 °) 49 ° (60 °) 44 ° (47 °)

Anti Cyclone 48° (53°) 64 ° (61°) 63 ° (72 °) 41° (43 °)

In this table the dr i f t  angles obtained from processing the observations are Indicated In
parentheses , and the angles not included In parent heses are those computed by Hesselberg on the
basis of the theoretical formula.
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FIgure 134. DIstribution of atmospheric pressure over the Arctic Basin
in January 1939.

On my request , Sauskan made some calculations to determine the angle of deflection of the
wind from the isobar over the Ice of the Laptev Sea. These computations were based on the
synoptic charts and on the wind observations made on ships drifting In that sea in 1937. Based on
r andom mater ial (i n all , 257 cases were examined), they indicated that the most probable depar-
ture of the wind from the isobar was about 35 ° In an anticyclone situation and about 37 ° In a
cyclone. In the anticyclone situation the most fr equent angle of deflection was between 20° and
30 ° , in a cyclone situation between 30° and 40 ° .

At the Arctic Institute, Karelln checked the departure of the wind from the isobar against
dail y synoptic maps. He found the average angle of deflection of the wind from the isobar ,
(calculated as the arithematic mean of 1, 467 observ ations at arctic meteorological stations) , to be 

—

24 ° to the left of the Isobar.

We know that on regular synoptic maps the isobars are drawn with some consideration of
wind direction. Therefore, It was quite proper that the Arctic Institute processed the most
reliable ship observations as well as the shore observations. The ship observations did not form
part of the regular synopLic maps. It was found that the mean angle of deflection of the wind from
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the isobar, calculated as the arithematic mean of 317 observations conducted on board ship, was
28 ° to the left of the i sobar.

Let us recall that if the steady current is excluded , the mean drift angle of the ice, according
to Nansen is 28 ° to the right , while I found an average drift angle (also excluding the steady cur-
rent) of 29 0 In my analysis of the drift of the S~~i o i .  Thus the Arctic Institu te confirmed my
assertions. *

It should be emphasized that the movement of Ice along the i sobars (in the general case ,
moving in space) means that at each given moment the actua l drif t of Ice at each point in the sea is
tangential to the isobar passing through the given point. Consequently, at each given moment the
isobars are the flow lines of the ice drift,

LI T E R A T U R E:  64, 70 , 72 , 77 , 84, 156.

Section 136. The Rate of Drift Along the Isobars
In 1938, after establishing the law of Ice movement along the isobars , I raised the question

of the relationship between the drift of ice and the pressure gradIent.

We know that in the case of a geostrophic wind the pressu re gr ad ient is balanced by the
Corlolls force:

2 w W s ln p =_ ~ !—~~~, (1)

Where w is the angular velocity of the earth’s rotation , is the geostrophic wind velocity, q~ the
geographic latitude, 

~a the air density and ap / a x  the horizontal gradient of atmospheric pressure -

From formula (1) we get

W =—  ~~ (2)
2 o ~p s inp ox

If we know the conversion factor for calculating the geostrophic wind in terms of wind at the
ear th’s surf ace , formula (2) would allow us to calculate the wind drift speed from ordinary pressure
maps.

However, the question of the wind speed at the earth’s surface is a very complex problem.

According to Brent, the wind speed at the earth ’s surface Is about 0. 7 In the case of weak
winds and 0. 6 of the geostrophic value in the case of strong winds. As Kh romov has observed .
the aerological observations in northern Europe have shown that the wind speed at the earth’ s sur-
face is 0. 46-0. 48 of it s speed at 1, 000 m. Finally, as we have seen fro m Efremov ’s observations,
in the layer closest to the surface of the ice, the wind speed changes so much that In the final
analysis doubts arise as to Just which wind speed should be considered.

As a firs t approximation I calculated that

W0 .o O.5 W ,
C = 0.02 W0,

*As Gordlenko has reported to me , the drif t  of Ice along the isobars has been confirmed by
numerous instrument observations in the Chu ckchee Sea,
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Where W~ Is the wind speed at the earth’s su rf ace , c is the speed of the wind induced drift
of the ice .

On thi s assumption, I obtained

0.01 Op
2p o sin p~~~ ’ (3)

and , fu rther, considering the air density up to the height of the geostrophic wind to be constant and
equal to 0.0013 , Somov and I obtained the following for the Arctic Basin -

c=13,000~ E, (4)

Where c is the average drift of ice fields in kilometers per month; Op /9~ is the pressure
gradient expressed in mlllibars per kilometer and taken from the monthly pressure map.

These considerations led me to formulate one more simple rule , namely: over the deep sea .
far from the distorting influence of the coast , the speed of pure wind drift of close ice is directly
proportional to the atmospheric pressure gradient and thus it is inversel y prop ortional to the dis-
tance between the isobars drawn through the same pressure intervals.

It seems to me that my laws of the relationship between ice drift , the direction of the isobars
and the magnitude of the pressure gradient are a considerable step forward compared with the
relationships between Ice drift and wind which have been studied heretofore. Of course , in the
cycle-—pressure gradient creates wind , wind creates drift--it is most difficult and controversial to
dete rmine the wind elements (direction and speed), values which change gi’eatly depending on the
height at which the observation is made above the ice field. The law s which I have proposed exclude
the wind elements which are difficult to determine from the examination and allow one to concentratt
on the study of the departures from these rules caused by local conditions .

LITERATURE: 19, 67 , 70 , 72 , 77 , 135.

Sect ion 137. Comparison of the Computed and Observed Drifts
As we have seen, the coefficient 13, 000 in formula (4) of section 136 is highly arbitrary and

calculations have shown that it is too high. The only way to make it more exact is to compare
drifts computed from formula (4) with account taken of the steady current , and the observed drifts .

Such calculations were made at my request by Somov for the d rifting station “North Pole ” ,
the icebreaker Se d o; ’  and the ship ~~ n from the moment their dr i f t  began .

Figure 135 show s the results of the computations. The dashed line indicates the computed
drif t , the solid line the true drift , and for convenience In comparison the t rue  drift  is also shown
as total movements for the month. The computed drif t  was based on mean monthl y pressure maps
fo r the northern hemisphere compiled by the Central Weather Institute (1938 and 1939) and by thc
Interdepartmental Bureau of Ice Forecasting (for 1937) . The direction of the i sobars was taken
from the pressure chart with accuracy up to 10 per cent.

It should be noted that the isobar plots on the mean monthly pressure charts are very
approximate , especially in the central part of the Arctic Basin. Nevertheless, the calculated and
observed drifts of the .‘ agree well , despite the unavoidable accumulation oi errors inherent
In sequential computation of a theoretical dr i f t . This agreement nt the results nt the obs ’i’ved two
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year drift and the calculated drift shows that the errors in calculating the individual monthly move-
ments were not of a systematic natu re , i. e. ,  they we re not in the method , but were chance errors
caused merely by the inaccuracy of the initial material and the ap proximate nature of the
calculations,

The objectivity of the results obtained proves that the compilers of the mean monthl y pres-
sure maps, which are based on calculations, had no idea that these maps would be used to compute
drifts. Furthermore , one m ight say that the isobars on the da ily synoptic maps are drawn with
consideration of wind direction and thu s the agreement between ice drift and direction of the Isobar
is taken into account in advance , but this objection does not app ly to the mean monthly and mean
ten-day pressure maps , because the Isobars on such maps are drawn only with respect to the
ave rage pressure , without consideration of wind.

The complete agreement between the final points (plotted on the chart) of the calculated and
observed drIft of the Je - .I 0 u indicates that the coefficient assumed in the calculations was approxi-
mately 20 to 30 per cent too high . Actually, the drift of the ~- e d o :’ was not purely a wind drift and
the steady current carried the - - o l  o westward at a rate of approxImatel y 25 miles per month.
This circumstance must be kept in mind in further considerations .

An examination of figure 135 shows that the computed drifts of the station “North Pole”
(dashed line) and of the Icebreaker L~- - depart considerably from the observed drifts.  This does
not indicate that the established relationship between the distribution of pressure and the drift
elements I s inaccu rate , but rather , i t confirms the relationship. Actually, all tha t has been said
applies to drIft which is practicall y unaffected by the coastline , the bottom relief and powerful
steady currents. These factors were taken into account to a certain extent during the drift of the

o u , but not during the drifts of station “North Pole” and the icebreaker L c ‘- -‘ .

Powerful steady currents, basically north to south, were observed in the drift region of the
station “North Pole” . It Is quite natural that under such circumstances the calculated drift  would
not coincide with the actual drift , which consists of pure wind drift created by local winds and the
drift caused by steady currents.

Figure 135 show s the drift of the station “North Pole” (dash dot) calculated by the method
outlined above , but with the introduction of a correction for the steady current (taken from table
105) in every monthly movement. Table 105 was compiled on the basis of the data of station
“North Pole”.

TABLE 105. ELEMENTS OF STEADY CURRENTS IN THE DRIFT REGION OF
STATION “NORTH POLE”

Mean Coordinates Current Elements

Velocity In
Month Latitude Longitude Direction Miles/Day

(1937)

May-June 89 ° 00’ 200 W.L , 160 ° 1.4
July 88 10 10° W. L, 95 2 .2
August 87 30 5

0 W.L. 180 1.2
September 78 50 8° E.L, 185 5.0
October-November 86 10 0° E.L. 155 1.2
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Table 105. (Continued)

Mean Coord inates Current Elements

Velocity In
Month Latitude Longitude Direction Miles/Day

December 84° 00’ 5° E,L . 180 ° 2.2
January, 1938 81 20 6° E .L. 180 3.4

The calculated drift coi’rected In this way agrees wtth the observed drif t , although the dis-
crepancies which appear indicate that the coefficients a r e  somewhat too high.

In the case of the d r i f t  of the - ‘ - ‘
~~ , the nature of the discrepanices clearly indicate that

the decisive role here was played by the immediate proximity of the coastline . Actually, during
the entire winter the observed drift deviated to the left of the computed drift ,  namely in the direc-
tion in which it should have deviated with a coastline to the right. Possibly, in this case the shoals
also played a pa rt. It is quite probable that the rule of ice drift along the i sobars is not fully
applicable to ice ove r shoals , It is easy to show that if the shoals did have a substantial influence
on the di rection of wind drift , It would deflect the drift  to the left of the i sobars.

It has alread y been noted that figure 135 was constructed without consideration of the steady
current in the di’ift region of the - -

~ 
- - 

~‘ . After the elements of the stead y currents In the drift
region of the -~~- i  - had been computed , It appeared that there was some possibility of determining
the coefficient which connects the speed of pure wind drift with a distance between the isobat’ s by
empirical methods. I did this for the ten-day pressure maps , and on an average of 35 cases
examined I found :

1000 
~~,x

where ‘ is the pure wind drift  of ice fields (steady current excluded) , expressed in miles/ten days;
is the distance in miles between the isobai’s on the ten day pressure charts , draw n every I mb.

It should be emphasized that 37 cases are too few to establish a sufficientl y reliable factor
of proportionality between the pressure gradient or the distance between i sobars and the speed.

In view of this. I feel personally that the law of movement along the isobars (in the deep part
of the Arctic Basin at any rate) may be considered sufficiently proven , but further  data are required
to determine the facto r of proportionality between the pressure gradient and the drift speed.

Thus, I suggest that the maps of computed and observed dr i f t  given here as well as other
maps constructed on the basis ot these formulas should be examined merely as an application of a

new method and an indIcation of the possibilities offered by this method . Further , although the

schemes obtained on the basis of the proposed method cannot be regarded as having an absolute
value , the relative data obtained by the new method cer tainly merits attention.

It should be noted tha t attempts at a practical application of this method for short range ice

forecasting have already been made and hav e yielded positive resu lts. For example , in the summer

of 1940 Ovchinnikov successfully traced the movements of ice edges In the Kara Sea , usi ng the law
of movement of ice along isobars and calculating the ice dr i f t  speed from the atmospheric pressure
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differences at the various polar stations. In the winter of 1941-1942, Somov successfully traced
the wind drift of ice masses In the White Sea , using both my laws and my coefficients.

The following may serve as an example of the possthilities of employing my method. On 27
March 1943, durIng a flight north of Rudolf Island (Franz Joseph Land), the navigator of the plane
Pa da l  k2 reported that dozens of Icebergs were sighted between 84° and 84° 30’ north, the number
of icebergs decreased westward. However, in 1937, during several flights not a single iceberg
was seen in that region and In general no Icebergs were sighted on the meridian of Rudolf Island
(Ostrov Rudol’fa) thus the question arises: from where did the icebergs come?

At my request and upon my suggestIons, Karelln solved the problem by the “revers’
approach , ” namely: knowing the end point , he calculated the initial point on the isobar charts.
He found that the Icebergs were brought from the west coast of Severnaya Zemlya, ln his calcula-
tions, Karelin did not consider the steady surface current which carried the Fr- 2 and the Sc i o
from east to west. If he had done this, undoubtedly his calculations wnuld have shown that these
icebergs were brought from regions adjacent to the east coast of Severnaya Zemlya , where large
accumulations of Icebergs are observed some years.

LITERATURE: 67 , 70 , 72 , 77.

Section 138. The Drift of Ice During the Passage
of Pressure Systems *

During the passage of pressure systems, the wind at one in the same point on the earth’s
surface changes speed and direction continually . In this connection, the wind drift of ice also
changes correspondingly. The cyclone is the most sharply defined pressure system. Let us
examine the influence of the passage of a cyclone on the movement of ice in the northern hemi-
sphere, and let us make the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The isobars in the cyclone are circular .

2. The ice drifts along the isobars at a velocity proportional to the pressure gradient.

3. The ice floes are free to move in any directIon and have no Inertia (they begin to drift
soon afte r they enter the cyclone region and they stop drifting as soon as they leave this region) .

Figure 136 shows the drifts of ice floes which are equIdIstant at the initial moment of drift
and on a line perpendicular to the cyclonic motion. The pressure is the same throughout the
cyclone region. The cyclone is moving at a constant speed. The drift speed of the ice floes Is
assumed to be 1/25, 1/10 , 1/5 and 1/2 of the rate of movement of the cyclone .

Figure 137 shows a more complex case, It is assumed that the pressure gradient in the
cyclone region varies according to the law depicted in this figure. The speed of the ice floe drift ,
varying according to this same law, becomes so small at a certain distance from the center of the
cyclone that In practic It can be neglected .

Figure 138 shows the curvature of the lines parallel and perpendicular to the path of the
cyclone and equidistant at the initial moment . It Is proposed that the isobars of the cyclone are

*This section was written after the book had been submitted to the printer , thus, not all the
conclusions were reached which might have been reached in a more thorough treatment and the
conclusions reached were not formulated precisely.
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Figure 136. Schemes of the drift of ice floes during the passage of a cyclone
with circular isobars and with a constant pressure gradient.

~~~~~

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRESSURE GRADIENT
/°

~~~~~~ 
FROM THE CENTER OF THE CYCLONE TOWARD
THE PERIPHERY

~~ 

T R TH E

~/
‘ ‘\ Figure 137. Scheme of the drift of ice during

the passage of a circular cyclone
with pressure gradients changing
from the center toward the 

- periphery of the cyclone.

circular , the pressure gradient constant. The curvature of the lines is shown for the moment when
the cente r of the cyclone, moving from left to right , reaches point 0. The curve .4 Is the most
probable curvature of the line perpendicular to the path of the cyclone, af ter the passage of a
cyclone of given force and velocity. FIgure 138 gives an Idea of the direction and the strength of
the forces acting on the ice during the passage of the cyclone. At points where these lines con-
verge, we should expect hummocking; at points where they diverge we should expect scattering of
ice.

An examina tion of the figures will show that despite complexities the drifts of the Individual
ice floes during the passage of cyclones of various structure and moving at va.rious speeds , do obey
certain laws, namely:

1. The slower the movement of the cyclone, the more complex and the longer are the paths
described by the ice floes.
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Figure 138. Curvatures of lines perpendicular and parallel to the
path of the cyclone.

2. All floes describe trajectories whose directions of convexity lie to the right of the path
of the cyclone.

3. All left-hand floes (to the left of the cyclone path at the initial moment) and some of the
right-hand floes (to the righ t of the path of the cyclone at the initial moment) describe counter-
clockwise trajectories; and remaining floes follow clockwise trajectories . The slower the cyclone
movement , the greater will be the number of floes which describe counterclockwise trajectories.
In the case of a stationary cyclone , all floes will describe coun terclockwise trajectories.

4. Before the center of the cyclone crosses the initial line of the floes, all floes move up-
ward (according to the orientation of the figures) and then they begin to move in the opposite direc-
tion. In this connection , when the center of the cyclone approaches the initial line of the floes .
concentration occurs on the left side of a cyclone path and scattering on the right. After the cyclone
center passes over the initial  line , the floes begin to move in the opposite direction and after pass-
ing through the entire cyclone region they are almost the same distance from the center of the
cyclone as at the initial moment.

5. The disp lacements of the floes in a direction perpendicular to the path of the cyclone are
considerably smaller than their displacements parallel to the path of the cyclone . From figure 138
it is evident that the horizontal distances between the left—hand floes gradually increases during the
passage of the cyclone and consequently a right-to-left scattering of the ice occurs to the left of the
cyclone path . On the other hand , the horizontal distances between the right-ha nd floes decrease
more and more as the cyclone passes over , which inevitably leads to a concentration of the ice and
also to hummocking when the ice floes become sufficientl y close packed . He re, as can be seen
f rom figure 138. a ridge of hummoc l~s for ms in connection with the passage of the cyclone and
moves from left to right at a rate equal to the rate of movement of the cyclone. Other conditions
being equal , the slower the cyclone moves , the large r this ridge will become. Thus , during the
passage of a cyclone the left-hand Ice fields break up and their parts scatter , while the r ight-hand
ice fields hummock.
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6. Since ice floes move in different directions even when their drift  speed is the same (see
figures 136 and 138), they rotate when they come into contact with each other. Of course , rotation
of the floes is even more certain when the floes move at different speeds (fi gure 137).

7. If the individual ice fields are so large that one must consider the difference in the wind
direction at their edges, the fields will rotate as follows , as is evident from an examination of the
figures:  floes situated both to the right and to the left but near the path of the cyclone center will
move counterclockwise , those situated on the peri phery of the cyclone region and to the right and
left of the path of the cyclone center will move clockwise.

8. As can be seen from fi gure 138 , which depicts the curvatures of equidistant lines parallel
and perpendicular to the movement of the cyclone at the initial moment , there are three main
directions of movement of the floes (on the map) during the passage of a cyclone :

1) Upward .

2) From rig ht to left in the uppe l’ region of cyclone influence .

3) From left to right in the lower region of cyclone influence.

Reduction of the horizontal distance between scattered floes may be expressed only in con-
centration, However , if the ice is close-packed and thick enough so that the wind characteristic of
the cyclone can produce only slight hummocking , the floes which are already in the cyclone region .
on dr i f t ing from left to right , will encounter floes before them which have not yet entered the
cyclone region . Thus , floes may be set i n motion and begin to hummock long before the wind
begins . This phenomenon , hummocki ng preceding a wind , has frequentl y been noted by polar re-
searchers (see Section 95) .

The phenomena in the region above the sphere of influence of the cyclone may prove to be
still more interesting. Here, under these same conditions (great concentration and thickness of
the ice , li miting intense hummocking) ice drif t  and hummocking may occur during a complete still.
Such cases have also been observed frequently by polar researchers.

Thus far we have examined the movement of ice during the passage of a cyclone over an un-
limited ice area.

Let us assume that the vertical dashed line - ~
- (on the left) in figure 138 is the edge of ice

before the passage of the cyclone . Of course , after the passage of the cyclone the position of this
ice edge wil l  be depicted by the extreme left-hand curve of figure 138. In section -~ - 

-
, the ice edge

w i l l  be scattered , while in section :-  it will be concentrated.

Now let us assume that the path of the circular cyclone with a constant pressure gradient
intersects a straight channel filled with ice at an angle of 45 0 (figure 139) . Naturally, i n this case
the movements of the floes will be restricted by the coastline and this will intensif y the scattering
effect in some places and the hummocking in others. Let us assume , further , that during
hummocking the length of the ice fields in the direction of movement of the cyclone and at the wind
for ce characteristic of this cyclone will not be reduced by more than 1/4.

Figu re 139 shows the path of the center of the cyclone , the l imits of its influence , the regions
of compression and scattering of the ice and also the direction of rotation of the ice fields. By
modif ying the position of the coastline and the directions of the cyclone path s relat ive to it one may
approximate natural conditions. Under the given assumption , even a cast’ as schematic as the or.~
depicted in figure 139 can be applied , for exa mple , to the Kara Sea. TI the paths of the cyclone
centers move fro m west to east somewhere in the region of Cape Zhelaniya (Mys Zhclaniva ) . the
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Novaya Zemlya lead will result. If  the paths of the cyclone centers pass approximatel y along the
parallel of Yugorski i Shar , the Yamal lead will form , etc.

In such calculations , one must remember that the ice edges will not move toward the shore
or the shore ice at the same rate of speed , given the same wind force , because of compaction and
hummocking . For example, considerably less time is required to bring ice from a concentration
of 5/10 to 6/10 than is required to bring it from a concentration of 8/10 to 9/10. Of course , the
same thing applies to hummocking. It seems reasonable to assume that these phenomena follow
the logarithmic law , but thus far we have no supporting observations.

LITERATURE : 77.

Sect ion 139. The Drift of an Iso lated Ice Flo e
As direct observations have shown, individual icebergs , floes, and small ice fields may drift

at a speed as great as 1.5 knots or 80 cm/sec and more during fresh winds , i . e. , the wind drift
speed of isolated floes and fields may be 2 to 3 times greater than the velocity of the wind-driven
cu rrent which forms simultaneousl y. *

In 1935 to 1937, Shestiperov , observi ng the wind drift of Ice floes in the Chuckchee Sea by
means of a theodolite set up on Cape Schmidt (Mys Schmid t) at an elevation of 48 m above sea level,
noted that the mean wind factor during wind s which blew along the coast (in either direction) varied

*On an Ice-free sea the energy of the wind acting on the surface of the sea is expended on the
formation of waves, on mixing, the formation of currents and the heating of the sea. Where there
Is an Ice cover , the wind energy is not expended on the formation of waves, and thus there is less
mixing. However , the uneven surface of the ice offers high resistance to the wind , which explains
the relatively rap id d rift of the Ice.
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f rom 0.035 to 0.040 . The maxim um speeds of the floes observed at the same wind force gave a
wind factor of 0.08 - 0. 10. *

In individual cases the wind drift  of ice may be considerabl y st ronger than this. For example ,
Lavrov pointed out that on 2 July 1928 , the icebreake r ~~~~ ‘ i  £ n caught in the ice of the north-
western part of the Barents Sea drifted westward (toward Ostrov Nadezhda) at a rate of 1 knot
under an easterly wi nd of force of 6-7. When the wind , maintaining a force of 6-7 , changed to
northerly, the Pf~ 1:~~ r~ together with the ice moved along Ostrov Nadezhda at 3-4 knots and at a
dist ance of 3 or 4 miles to the south of this island (toward the open sea) . Calculations of the
southward drift yielded a wind factor of 0. 15. Probab ly this intensive drift of ice was not purely
wind drift.  Nevertheless, these fi gures are striking.

I have made the following assumptions to arrive at an approximate solution of the problem of
the wind drift of an isolated ice floe. First , I have assumed that in the beginning the wind drives
the ice floe but the wate r remains immobile. Thus , at fi rst I examine only the actual wind drift  of
the floe. This assumption is based on the following: direct observations have shown that an
individual floe is set in wind motion at a considerably greater rate of speed than the wind current
would allow and that subsequently it moves even faster.

Furt hermo re, the wind current in the sea is not created Immediate ly. Struiski i has shown
(on the basis of 2836 observations of winds and currents in the Caspian Sea) that frequently there
are no currents even during quite strong winds, and sometimes there are currents that ru~i counter
to the wind .

This is explained by the inertia of water masses and chiefly by the presence of residual
currents.

The second assumption I have made to simplif y the problem concerns the form of the ice.
Actually, since the above water part of a floe is subject to wind action while the underwate r part
of the floe Is subject to the resistance of water , In our theoretical treatment we can select the
form of the underwater and above-water part s of the floe such that the floe can move in various
directions with respect to the wind , as a sail , set in differe nt way s, can move a sailing vessel in
vario us directions. Therefore , let us select a floe shape which will be indifferent with respect to
a sail and resistance of wate r , namely a cylinder with a vertical axis.

If we assume that the water is immobile and that the drift will occur afte r a certain time
interval , three balancing forces will act on the floe: F’-wind pressure , !~-hydrodynamlc resistance
in the direction opposite that of the drift and -the Corlolls force directed (in the northern hemi-
sphere to the righ t of the drift) perpendicular to the drift , in other words perpendicular to force 1?
(fIgure 140).

Under such assumptions, the drift angle can be obtained from the formula:

t a n n = ~~ . (1)

The Corloli a force is:

1< = m 2wc sin p ~ i~r~ h2 wc sin p (2)

*Once , during a strong wind , an isolated floe was observed to drift at a speed of 120 cm/sec
or 2.33 knots (wind factor 0.12).
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where ~ is the angular velocity of the earth ’ s rotation , ~, the geographic latitude , the drift speed ,
a - 6 .  ~~~ the mass of the floe , 6 the ’ density of the ice , r the radius of the base of the’ floe and
the he ight of the floe.

The hydrodynamic resistance to the movement of the floe can be divided into three parts .
1) wave , 2) drag and 3) surface resistance.

I neglect the wave’ resistance , since the speed of the ice d rift with respect to the wate r is
small. The drag coefficient may be considered proportional to the vertical area cross-section of
the underwater part of the floe and the second power of the d rift  speed of the floe. Since even in
the case of icebergs the verti cal dimensions of the underwater part are negligible compared with
the horizontal dimensions , I have also neg lected the drag resistance in the first approximation.

The surface resistance is also proportional to the surface of the interface water-ice and the
second power of the speed . For a cy lindrical floe we may consider the surface resistance to be:

R - k ~ r~c2 , (3)

where lrr 2 is the area of the ’ base , is the prop ortionality factor and the speed.

Substituti ng formulas (2) and (3) in formula ( 1). we get

~~ 7~T2k htan a 
~ 

2o c sin ~= A—  SIfl ~~
, (4)k~7tr 2c C

where is a proportionality factor .

From this formula it follows that

1. The drift angle of the actual wind drift  of the floe is a fu nction of geographic latitude.
reaching its maxinium at the pole.

2. The drift angle increases with incroas ing vertical dimensions of the floe .

3. The d rift  angle decreases as the drift speed of the floe increases; since the drift speed of
the floe is a function of wind 8peed , the stronger the wind is. the smaller the drift angle of the fl oe
will be

The speed of the actual wind drIft of the fl oe, of course. is a function of the “sail power of
the floe , in other words it is a function of the ratio of the heights of the underwater and above-water
parts of the floe . Di rect measurements of the actual wind drift of icebergs. made by the
International Ice Patrol off Newfo undland , give the following drift speeds of isolated icebergs
(table 10~) in miles per day. given in cm/soc in parentheses, according to Smith. t

From table 106 it is evident that Smith considers the true wind drift speed of the ice to be
about directly proportional to th~ ratio of the above-water height of the iceberg to the underwater
part and , fu rthermore, proportional to the wind speed . Taking the average wind force of 4 to 5 to
be 7.5 rn/soc and a wind of force 6-7 to bo 12.5 rn/sec. I computed the wind factors given in table
107 on the basis of Smith’s table.

In this table Smith has ignored the influence of the current . Furthermore , here and else-
where i n his discussions Smith does not consider the Coriolis force; in other word s, he considers
the actual drif t  specd of the ice to be governed by the wind. The last line of the table refers to the
wind drif t  of a vessel off Newfoundland.
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TABLE 106. SPEED OF PURE WIND DRIFT OF ICEBERGS

Ratio of the Underwate r to Wind Force
the Above-Wate r Parts of

the Iceberg 4-5 Points 6-7 Points

5 1.5 (3.2) 2.3 (4.9)
4 1.8(3.9) 2 . 8 ( 6 .0)
3 2.2 (4.7) 3.7 (7.9)
2 3.7 (7.9) 5.7 (12.2)
1 7.3 (15. 6) 11.3 (24.2)
0. 7 11.0 (27.5) 17.0 (36.4)

Figure 140. Pure wind drift  of a cylind rical
floe.

TAB LE 107. THE WIND FACTORS OF ICEBERGS OF VARIOUS DISPLACEMENTS

Ra tio of the Underwater to 5 6 3 2 1
the Above-Water Height of

the Iceberg

Wind factor 0. 004 0.005 0.006 0.010 0.020

Now let us assume that the iceberg actually drift s in the wind current. Of course , an ice-
berg will be carried along by this current at an average velocity correspondIng to its underwater
and above-water contours.

The veloc ity of the wind current , as follow s f rom Ek man ’s theory, decreases very rapidly
with depth and in the high and middle latitudes at a depth of 50 to 100 m it reverses its direction ,
becomes practically zero . Thus , the deeper an iceberg sits In the water , the slower will be the
drift speed imparted by the current and the more It will be deflected to the right.
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Thus , according to Smith’ s computation s, a wind of force 6 to 7 will establish a wind current
to a depth of 100 rn in I to 2 days , and the average current at a depth of 40 m will mov e in a diree-
tion 72 to the right of the wind and at a velocity of 5. 3 cm/sec.

Below I give a selection from Smith ’s computations for a wind force of 6 to 7 (table 108).

TABLE lOB . ELEMENTS OF THE WIND DRIFT OF ICEBERG S, WIT H A
WIND FORCE OF 6 TO 7

Ratio of Under- Actual Speed of Velocity of Move-
water Part ~ Drift Icebergs ment With the

Iceberg to With Wind in Current in Resultant in Drift
Height (‘rn/Sec Cm/Sec Cm/Sec Angle

From 3 t o 5 5.3 6.4 9 .2  40”
From 1(0 2 l~ . 0 7 .9 21.8 29

As Ki rcev points out , the wind facto r for ~‘essels standing broadside is almost independent of
the wind speed and is 0. 063 for ships drawi ng <3 m; 0.056-0.040 for a ship dr awIng 3 to 7 m and
0. 038-0 . 036 for a ship d rawi ng more than 7 m drif t .

Individual floes react differe ntl y to the wind . Small floes are ’ quickl y set in motion as the
wind begins. Large floes , especially deep ridi ng floebergs and icebergs , remain at rest or retain
their residual motion for long time Intervals.

Thus, in a wind current , the curre nt action has the following consequences:

1. The lower the floe rests in the water , the greater the angle of drift of the floe from the
wind direction and the surface current.

2 . The smaller the underwater portion of a floe, the greate r Its drift  speed .

The wi nd action has the following effect:

1. The smaller the ice floe is and the smaller the ratio of the underwater part to the total
height , the faster the floe will move.

2. The greater the drift speed of the floe and the greate r the wind speed , the smaller the
drif t  angle.

From these assumptions it follow s that the tota l drift  of floes caused by the wind cu rrent
and the wind is as follows: the greater the underwater portions of the floe are and the greater Its
size , the slower its drift  speed and the greate r the drift angle. In other words , the deeper the
floe rest s in the water and the greater the size of the floe , the more it will be subject to the influ-
ence of steady currents and wind currents , and the smaller the underwate r portion of the floe and
the size of the floe , t he greater will be the direct influence of the wind. *

In examining the actual wind drif t  of isolated floes, I assumed that the floes were cylind rical
wi th a vertical axis. Now let us assume that scattered floes are elliptical in the’ horizontal plane.

‘Gordienko has informed me that these simple assumptions have been confirmed by instru-
ment observations in the Chuckchee Sea.
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which is closer to the facts observed in nature. Actually, as we have seen , indIvIdua l floes ,
experiencing constant collisions, gradually assume a more or less regular oval shape.

For simplicity ’s sake , I propose that at the moment the wind begins to act on the floe only two
forces are operati ve: the motive force of the wind and the hydrodynamic resistance h (figure
141). These forces are opposite in direction, and are applied to the corresponding centers of the
lateral surfaces of the floe . In the general case , they are applied at an angle to the surfaces.

Dividing each of these two forces into their components . one perpendicular and the other
parallel to the lateral surface of the floe and neglecting the influence of the forces slipping along
the lateral surfaces of the floe , we get a pair of forces that strive to rotate the floe such that the
wind pressure and the resistance of the water will be parallel to the minor axis of the floe. *

For the same reason , a ship with its motor stopped stands broadsIde to the wind .

Figure 141. The rotation of an elli ptical ice floe
due to wind action.

Thus, when the wind begins, at first , each floe rotates and then begins to move.

LITERATURE: 56, 59, 62 , 77 , 86, 94 , 117 , 127. 171.

Sect ion ~4O. The DrifI~ of Scat tered ke
The drift of scattered ice depends on the concentration of such ice and accordingly can

approximate the drift of close pack ice (in which the form of the individual floes is unimportant) or
the drift of an isolated floe (in which the form plays a very distinct role).

As we have seen, floes of varIous sizes drift at various speeds and at various angles to the
wind even when their external form is identical. The motions of individual floe s which differ
sharply in size and shape differ even more. This greatly complicates the investigation of the drift
of more or less scattered ice , where one must consider the collisions of floes.

Sverdrup. in analyzing his observations of the wind drift of ice in the East Siberian Sea
during the expedition on the ~~~~ (1922 to 1924) and the observation s of Brennecke in the Weddell

Sea (1911 to 1912), concluded that the following forces determine the speed and direction of ice
drift after the motion has become steady :

I. The friction between air and ice direction with the wind .

•I,f the forces were parallel to the major axis of the floe , the equilibrium would not be

stable.
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2. The Coriolis force, directed perpendicular to the drift and proportional to the drift speed
and the mass of the ice.

3. The friction between ice and water.

4. The Interna l resistance of the ice caused by the collision of individual ice floe s moving
differently. Sverd rup assumes that this force is proportiona l to the drift and acts in a direction
opposite that of the drift .

Two approaches may be used to solve the problem.

First , the ice may be regarded as a thin film which moves together with the surface waters.
Consequently, the mass of the ice and therefore the Coriolis force acting on the ice can be ignored -

In this case, the problem is solved by determining the elements which cause the water-ice friction.
This force may be calculated from the wind speed , because in the case of steady motion the three
forces, air-ice friction, ice-water friction and the internal resistance of the ice should balance.
Sverd rup used this approach to analyze Brennecke ’s observations in the Weddell Sea on the drift
of thin scattered Ice.

Using the second approach , one may neglect the force of the ice-water friction , in other
words one may neglect the mass of the wind current layer. Sverdrup used this method to anal yze
his observations made on the X~ ..! expedition for the drift of the close-packed and relatively thick
ice of the East Siberian Sea . Here the internal resistance of the ice was great . It reduced the
drift and rendered the ice-water friction negligible,

Sverd rup introduced the internal resistance of the ice into the examination to explain why the
drift  angle of the ice was smaller , accord ing to his observations , than that required by Ekman ’s
theory . However , introduction of the resistance force should also have involved a reduction of
the speed of the wind drift or , in other word s, of the wind factor , but the observations showed
otherwise.

Figu re 142 shows the result s of Brennecke ’s observations of the wind drift of relativel y thin
(about one meter thick) and scattered ice fields in the Weddell Sea. These observations show the
connection between the wind facto r (dashed line) , the drift angle (solid line) and the wind speed .
From the figure it Is evident that the drift ang le decreases with inc reasing wind speed , whil e the
wi nd factor remains nearly constant with increasing wind speed.

Let us al so note here that Brennecke ’s observations show that the wind current affected only
a very thin layer of und erwater ice. At a depth of just 2 m , the current deviated 19~ from the ice
movement , and the velocity of the wind current was only 58 per cent that of the ice drif t . At a
depth of only 25 m the wind drift was practicall y 0.

0.04 — — — — 100

o.oa —-i — r ’ ~~~ 300

— >

o.o~ — — — — — 200

OO~ 
Figure 142 . The relationship between the wind speed in

- rn/sec (lower scale), the drift angle of the— — ice (scale on the right) and the wind factor
2 4 6 8 tO (scale on the left) in the Weddell Sea.
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Table 109 shows the average wind factors in the East Siberian Sea , according to Sverd rup ’s
observations irom 1922 to 1924. The table indicates that the wind factor from Jul y to September is
considerably greater . which Is explai ned by the greater unevenness of the upper layers of ice and by
the’ fact that they are thinner and also by the greater free movement of the ice in the summer period
due to the greeter number of open leads.

TABLE 109 . ELEMENT S OF THE WIND DRI FT OF ICE
IN THE EAST SIBERIAN SEA

Winte r Months (November-March)
Ice thickness about 3.5 m

Ave rage wind speed
in rn/sec 1.62 2.43 3.46 4 .34 5.69 7.52

— 
Wind factor O.01s5 0.0143 0.0108 0.0154 0.0174 0.0229

Nu mber of
observations 19 35 21 14 12 5

Summer Months (July-September)
Ice thick ness about 2 m

Average wind speed
in rn/sec 1.41 2.40 3 .38 4.25 5.68 7.45
Wind factor 0.0405 0. 0289 0. 0307 0. 0181 0. 0218 0.0378
Number of
observatIons 4 1 9 17 6 4 2

According to Sverdrup . if one considers only the wind s that are sufficiently prolonged and
whi ch insure steady motion , during the period S August 1922 through 17 March 1924, the wind factor
varied f rom 0.0108 to 0. 0275 . while the drift angle varied from 26 ° to 47 ° . The average values for
the whole period of observation were: wind factor 0. 0204 , drift angie 37”

During a winteri ng on Mys Schmidt (Cape Schmidt) in the Chuckchee Sea ( 1938 to 1940) ,
Gordienko made many observations of the wind drif t  of ice. These observations were made witht.~o theodoIites mounted on the shore at a given distance from each other and from the actual drift-
ing j et ’. In addition, Gordienko used observations of the wind drift of ice made on Mys Schmidt by
Shestiperov . Gordienko compiled a table of wind factors as a function of the concent ration and
hummocktng ~

-
~( ice on the basis of his processing of these observations (table 1101 .

F rom the table it Is evident that ice with a concentrat ion of 1/10 drift s approximatel y 4 ti mes
laster than ice with a concentration of 9/ 10 and that the drift speed increase s with hummocking .
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TABLE 110. THE WIND FACTORS OF ICE DRIFTS AS A FUNCTION OF
CONCENT RATION (n)  AND HUMMOCKING ( ‘ii ) OF THE ICE.
THE FACTOR IS MULTI P LIED BY

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~ :~ - :~ :~ :5

2 180 160 140 120 105 90 70 60 50
3 270 245 220 200 175 150 125 100 80
4 360 330 295 260 230 195 160 i:io 100
5 450 410 370 330 290 250 210 170 130
6 540 490 440 395 350 305 260 210 160
7 630 575 520 465 410 355 300 245 190
8 720 650 600 540 475 410 350 285 220
9 810 740 670 590 520 450 390 310 ‘245

LITERATURE: 62, 77 . 173. 174.

Section 141. Wind Strips of Ice
Ice of tow concentration and different shapes and sizes exhibits several more characteristic

features of wind drift.

Let us assume that at the initial moment and complete absence of wind , ice floe s of various
form and size are distributed evenly over a certain sector of the sea . When the wind begins, all the
floe s gradually begin to move. First they all turn such tha t their major axes are approximately
perpendicular to the motion and second they begin to move at different rates of speed and in different
di rections depending on their size, shape and depth below water level.

Naturally , after a certain time interval the small fl oes, which began to move earlier (because
of their smaller inertia) and which move faster, gradually overtake the larger floes and either slip
through the Intervals between the large floes or come into contact with the windward sides of the
large floes. Gradually. the Individual free spaces between the floes become filled with the floe s
arriving “from windward” and strips of ice form in the examined sector of the sea. These bands
extend in a direction approximately perpendicular to the wind direction and consist of ice floes of
various sizes driven together (figure 143).

_ _ _ _  

/ 0 7
00 Figure 143. The wind drift of ice strips and the

size distribution of floes.

Naturally, in such strips of ice the floes will arrange themselves by size: the largest floes on
the leeward side of the Strip, the smaller floes on the windward side. The stronger the wind , the
closer packed will be the Individual strips. If the wind slackens and especialiy if the wind ceases.
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the strips will begin to drift apart, because the larger floes will continue to move by inertia , while
the smaller floes will stop .

With each change in the wind , the floes will regroup and new elongated strips will form
correspondingly. *

The distance between the ind ividual strips may vary greatly, from tens of miles to several
miles, depending on the quantity of ice and the size of the main floes which form on the leeward side
of each strip.

If there is a coastline or immobile ice on the leeward side of the strips moving in this manner,
the indi vidual strips, gradually moving on shore or onto the ice, will cause compression and subse-
quent hummock formation due to the loss of the Inertia of each ind ividual strip . Of course, the line s
of hum mock formation WI!! run parallel to the strips of ice .

The wind fo rmation of ice strips does not cease even in winter , except that in winter the Indi-
vidual fl oes driven into strips quickl y fuse together as a unit and drift as a new ice formation. When
the wind ceases , the strips do not brea k apart but remain large individual fields until they are
broken up by storms of sufficient force. In winter during stills the open spaces of water between the
strips becomes covered with young ice and subsequentl y In large ice fields strips of stronger (old)
and weaker (young) ice alternate .

LITERATURE: 62 , 77.

142. Compressive and Dispersiv e Winds
Let us assume (figure 144) that Is a shoreline (or immobile Ice). On drawing line .4 ~‘ at

an angle a (drift angle of the ice in the given region) to line VN .  we find that with any wind from
sector - .4 .~~ - the wind movement of the Ice will have a velocity component directed toward the shore
and therefore these wi nds will be compressive with respect to the shore . while winds from sector

.4 ?C will be dispersive . Further, the greatest compressive forces will occur with a wind from 0
toward and the greatest dispersive forces will occur with a wind from f toward

Going in to furthe r detail, we fi nd that when the winds are from sector .4 ~‘P , the drift angle of
the ice will be greater and with winds from sector B) C  smaller than the angle of Ice drift in the open
sea. Actual ly , with a wind from toward 0 .  the drift speed of the floe (moving at a theoretical
angle of incli nation to the wind direction) has two components: one perpendicular to the shoreline
and the other parallel to the shore from point 0.’ toward point !~. Consequently the first component
will be damped by the resistance of the shoreline and the second will somewhat increase the total
drift angle. Naturally, when the wind Is from sector CCP , we will get the opposite picture and
individual cases, such as a possible zero drift angle or even an ice drift to the left of the direction
of the acting wind in the northern hemisphere.

ln my opinion , the elongation of the open leads (razvodya) in a direction approximately perpen-
dicula r to the direction of the wind explains the brilliant navigation in ice performed by sailing
vessels in the past . I confirm ed this, during a voyage during which we rounded Franz Joseph Land
in 1932 on the motor sailing vessel A’n i p r u i c h
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Figure 144 A sector of compressive and
U dispersive winds with respect to

the shoreline or to moving ice.

Figu re 145 shows the relationship between the wind direction , the wind drift of ice and the ice
concent ration , The sketch was made by Shestiperov on the basis of 580 series of observations made
by him at Mys Schmidt in the Chuckchee Sea with a theodolite. From this sketch , in which the thick
arrows indicate direction and force of the wind at the time of observation and the thin arrows ind i-
cate the direction and speed of the wind drift of the ice , we can see that generally the drift angle in-
creases as the concentration of the ice decrease s (greater freedom of motion of the floes) and
second that the wind drift of the ice is deflected to the left of the wind direction in the case of north-
erly and northwesterl y winds, and by the orientation of the coastline in thi s region (compass
di rection l30—3 l0~) .

The configuration of the coast along the Chuckchee Sea where Shestiperov conducted his obser-
vations is ve ry straight , hence the winds can be separated into compressive and dispersive com-
ponents very simply on the basis of logical judgm ents. In other regions , where the coastline is
sinuous, only observations can reveal whether a wind is compressive or dispersive and such obser-
vations must be made for variou s amounts of ice in the adjacent regions of the sea and under various
synoptic conditions .

There are characteristic phenomena associated with compressive and dispersive winds rela-
tive to the edge of floating ice.

During compressive winds, the ice edge is highly consolidated and stretches in a relatively
even and stable line for a great distance. Usually, the ice is close packed at the very edge while at
some distance from the edge it is less compact. Thus, the edge of the pack acts somewhat as a
break-water. In the case of dispersive winds, the edge becomes scattered. On the seaward side of
this type of ice edge , one find s small floes greatly eroded by the wind and waves and on passing
farther into the ice the number of floes and the size of the floes gradually increase.

During dispersive winds, ve ry often whole strips of ice consisting of floes of various size and
form detach from the edge . In these strips , which stretch in a direction approximately perpendicu-
lar to the wind direction, the floes usually group as indicated above; i. e . ,  the larger floes are found
on the leeward.
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Figure 145. Relationship between the force and the direction of the wind, the drift angle
and the drift speed and the amou nt of Ice concentration in tenths at Mys Schmidt .
The figures in parentheses indicate the number of observations.

With neutral winds (I.e.. winds blowing approximately along the ice edge) the individual floes,
which have broken free from the edge , group and form characteristic ice tongues which stretch ap-
proximately perpendicular to the edge . If a neutral wind becomes compressive, the seaward end of
these ice tongues turns inward and presses against the edge of the pack. When the neutral wind be-
comes dispersive, the tongues turn away from the pack and are carried out to sea. Until their final
regrouping, they are reminiscent of the dispersed strips of ice, but they differ from the latter by a
difference of 90~ in orientation as well as in the disposition and size of the floes.

Equally characteristic phenomena occur during offshore and onshore winds. Every compres-
sive (onshore) wind in general causes compression and a massing of ice along the shore. If there is
a small amount of ice in a given region , as in summer , and if the waters are highly stratified (as In
the case of ice regions), the upper layer is sometimes completely driven toward the shore and a
wind countercurrent forms in it. Along the line of impact of the wind sea current and the wind
coastal countercurrent , a line of immersion may be created along which the ice brought from the
sea accumulates and forms a special strip along the coast.

In some cases, the open water along the coast may persist for a long period of time even In
presence of powerfu l compressive winds and large amounts of ice. For this to occur, the coastal
waters must be quite fresh (as a result of melting and the influx of coastal waters) and then warmed
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intensiveL y. Naturally. under such circumstances a thick and very light layer of water forms along
the shore, and in this layer a circulation occurs counter to the wind and keeps the floating ice away
for a long period of time. Sech a situation is not very probable in winter, because in winter the
waterb are less stratified.

However, during onshore winds In coastal waters a circulation is created with horizontal axes
app roximatel y parallel to the shoreline . These circulations , thanks to friction along the bottom ,
raise the sea level at the shoreline . The resistance to friction increases in proportion to the square
of the velocity, and therefore the velocity of the onshore current does not increase in proportion to
the wind speed , as in the case of currents in the open sea. Furthermore, the speed of the actual
wind drift of ice is not a function of nearness to the shore and thus the drift of ice toward the shore
is not decelerated by the shore as much as the movement of the coastal waters, and continues even
after the movement of the coastal waters in this direction has ceased .

• In the case of offshore (dispersive) winds, the ice becomes scattered or leads form which
- I stretch along the coast or the edge of the immobile ice.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77.

Section 143. Wind leads and Polynyas
Wind and potynyas form along the shore , or at the edge of shore ice and may be temporary (in

the case of temporary offshore winds occurring during the passage of pressure systems) or constant
(in the case of prevailing offshore winds).

The temporary wind and polynyas are sometimes highly important for navigation in long
straits.

Figures 146 a and h show the ice situation in Vilkitski Strait according to aerial reconnais-
sance data for 8 and 24 July 1943.

We know that in Vilkitski Strait there is a stream of ice carried out from the Kara Sea by a
steady current into the Laptev Sea. This flow of ice Increases with favorable westerly winds and
decreases with easterly counter winds. Furthermore , winds cause this stream to shift sometimes
to the north and sometimes to the south .

During the natural synoptic period from 1 through 7 July 1943 , the Isobars in Vilkitski Strait
stretched northwest-southeast, and the center of the pressure high was situated abo~ e the southwest
part of the Kara Sea, while the low-pressure center was located over the New SiberAan Islands. The
reconnaissance of 8 July shows that an enormous polynya formed off the south coast of Bolshevik
Island as a result of north-northwest winds and the ice drift southeast.

From 8 through 13 July. the Isobars in the region of VIlkitski Strait stretched almost from
north to south, the high pressure region was situated above the northern part of the Laptev Sea. In
the synoptic period which began 21 July, the isobars were situated approximately as they had been
in the period from 8 through 13 July. Corresponding to this position of the isobars , the ice pressed
against Bolshevik Island. From 14 throug h 21 July, the isobars in Vilkit8ki Strait stretched from
northeast to southwest, the high pressure center was situated in the southwest part of the Kara Sea
and the ice correspondingly pressed against the continental coastline .
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Figure l46a . State of the ice’ in V itk i tski  StraIt on 8 Jul y 1943 .

The’ ae rial reconnaissance of 8 Jul y coincided with the end of the synoptic period and there-
fore the ice situatio n was quite clear: an accumulation of ice off the coast of the mainland and open
wate r off the southern coast of Bolshevik Island . The aerial reconnais sance of 24 Jul y fell to the

• middle of the synoptic period , therefore the preceding period was completely opposite with respect
to the position of the Isobars and the resultant ice drift .  This made the disposition of the ice
reLativeL y indistinct. Just the same . we ’ ca n see that on 24 July off the continental coast there were
eithe r open leads on polynyas or very scattered ice’, i . e . ,  a situation diametricall y opposed to the
one observed on 8 July. Undoubted ly such phenomena have a very substantial influence on the
possibilities oi navigation of Vilkit eki Strait. Shi p captains do not always have aerial reconnais-
sance data by any means nor do they alway s have good synoptic maps . Therefore , on passing
th rough such straits as Vilkit ski , Sannlkov and Laptev one must always keep a close watch on the
wi nd and to emerge windward as much as possible.

As already pointed out, prevailing w inds create more or less permanent leads or polynyss.
These arc especially conspiclous on the leew a rd shore of capes which stretch out into the sea and
on the leewa rd side of individual Islands.

Southwesterl y winds prevail in the neck of the Whit e Sea (Oorlo Be’logo Mon a) during winter ,
crea ting at least scattered Ice here if not polynyas or leads. This is also why such openings form
off the Summer Coast (Letni Bereg) of the’ White Sea , as has been noted by Tlmonov .
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Fi gure 146b. State of ice in Vilk itski Strait on 24 Jul y 1943 .

However , prevailing winds create a steady drift of ice In approximatel y the same direction.
For example , the la rge polynyas created by the combined influence of the prevailing winds and the
steady drif t of ice were often observed by the Ushakov Expedi tion of 1930 to 1932 off the northwest
coast of Severn aya Zem iya , permanent polynyas and leads are also a common phenomenon north-
west of Fr anz Joseph Land , as noted as far back as the Weyprecht - Payer Expedition.

One of the main reasons for the formation of this so-called great Siberian lead is the prev-
alence of easterly leads which create a steady northwest drift of pack ice, i . e . .  from the shore
toward the shore ice’. This has been traced northwest , north and northeast of the New Siberian

• Islands, and is called the New Siberian Lead , and in the region to the north of the Kolyma region .
this is called the KoLyma Lead .

In winter , both these stretch discontinuousl y along the northern edge of the developed shore
ice and sometimes are situated farther north or south depending on the conditions of the shore ice.
Under the influence of northerly wind s these leads sometimes become covered with ice arriving
from the no rth and then intense hummocking occurs along the line of contact . However , in general ,
both are constant phenomena.

The New Siberian Lead was first  described by Hedenstro m , who traveled along the ice in
Ma rch and April 1810 from Cape Kamenny i on New Siberian Island 40 miles to the northeast and was
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stopped by an ice-free expanse of open water , Later , this was noted by Sannikov in 1811 and wasstudied by the expeditions of Anjou in 1821 to 23 , Matthiesej n, Brusnev and others In 1902 to 03.In Wra ngel ’. opinion , the Kotyma Lead discovere,d by the Wrangel Expedition In 1820 to 23 i~directly connected with the New Siberian Lead.

It should be noted that In the Mprlng of 1938, the airplanes of the Alekseev Expeditio n , infl yi ng to a convoy of ship. walsh was dr&tung in the region to the north of the ’ New Siberian I~ la nd~( the ships .S’t’zd ~~o , NaJyg~~ and S e d o u )  did not find any trace’ of the New Siberian Lead. h ow e ve r ,this is not surprisIng , because the wester ly winds which had prevailed b~forc the f l ights , co nti nuedi n this region. They closed the leads and caused a prolonged eastward d r i f t  of the convoy a f t e r  iihad rounded Kote lny i Island.

The’ great Siberi an Le’ad , as already poi nted out , is caused chiefl y by prevail i ng win t erwinds , which are dispersive wi th  respect to the edge oi the pack. llowe’ve ’r , the offshore wIndphe nomena are alway s accompanied by the l i f t i ng  of ’ deep water layers towa rd the surface of the se:ior even by their emergence onto the ’ surface, In the Arctic Basin , the warm deep Atl ant ic water sare’ found at a depth ot’ 75 to 250 m fro m the surface ’ , dependi ng on the ’ region and the generaltherm al  state of the arcti c . The heat of these deep Water s , which rise as a result of the offshor ephenomena and are mixed by conv ect ion or by the’ wind , aid in melting and retard Ice formation .Thus , the effect of the’ offshore ’ phenomena is int ensi fied and the leads become’ more stable’,
Akk uratov ’s elate on the’ polynyas and open leads In the ice at high latitudes in the arct ic arevery interesti ng

On 15 Jul y 1939 , dur ing  his flight to the l.aptev Sea, a 10/ 10 ice concentration prevailedfrom the coast to 74 north. Farther to the north, almost to 76 ° north , the ice ’ concentration didnot exceed 2 ‘10. On the traverse of Pronchishcheva Bay (Bukh ta Pronchish eheva) , open waterappeared. A n ice edge of 2, 10 concentrat ion of small to Large blocks of ice was m oving eastward.The open water which stretched to the me ’rid ian of the ’ western island of ’ Komsomolskuya Pravdahad extended nort h and northeast toward the horizon beyond the range of visibi l i ty.

In Shokalsk y Strai t  the ’ ice concentrat ion was 10/10 , while at 79 ° 30’ north and 103 ’ eastopen water appeared with individual accumulations of ice 1/10 to 3/10. The lead m’an northeastbeyond the horizon, Along this parallel it extended Ironi the 104th to 116th meridian , Fro m therethe lead ran southward to Pronchishches ’a Bay.

On 27 to 28 Jul y of that sa me year , open water was discovered at 78 ° 53’ north 121’ east.The Ice edge stretched southeast to northwest. Open wate r extended farther  to the coast ofSevei’naya Zeml ya , passing north and sou th in a broad band,

In Akkurato~”s wo rds , on 3 August 1939, ships could have passed through ope n :~‘ate r fro mSemeno~’sky Island (Ostrov Semenovsky) around the New Siberian Island to Ambarchik Bay (Bukhta• Amba rchik ) , while ~hi p~ plying the Laptt ’v Strait (Proliv Lapteva) expe’rie’nt ’ecl d i f f i cu l t i e s .

On 9 July 1940 , Akkur at ov saw much open water in the Laptev Sea at 78’ north and 125 ’ east.The’ load extended beyond the 130th meridian (130 ° east ).  Thus , the same open water  phenomenonwas observ ed in this region , as was observed on the other in 19:39.

Further , deir i ng a flight over the’ Fast Siberian Sea on 12 to 13 July 1940 , north ~t’ the ’ Osti’ovNovayn Sih i r  up to 76 ° north , open water strelch~~I northwest and northeast beyond the’ l imit s  ~ tv i s ibi l i ty .
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Du ring a further night northward, the 9/10 ice became less concentrated as 82 0 north was
approached , within the limits of visibility of the aircraft , becoming 7/10 . and the edges of the floe s
became rounded. Small fields , small floes and broad leads with Ice of small size prevailed.

The reasons behind the ice conditions observed by Akkuratov in 1939 and 1940 have not yet
been ana lyzed.

LITERATURE: 37 , 62 , 77 , 88.
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CHAPTER X II
CIRCULATION OF WA T ER AND ICE

OF THE ARCTIC BASIN

Section 144. Certain (nformation Concerning
the Balance of Wate r and Ice

As we have seen , the Arctic Basin consists of a central, deep water part which is borderedby the Kara , Laptev , East Siberian and Chukchi Seas north of the European-Asiatic continent and bythe Beaufort , North American and Uncoin Seas north of the North American continent.
In the western hemisphere , of these seas, only the North American Is a sea in the ful l senseof the word . In the eastern hemisphere , only the southwestern part of the Kara Sea may be so re-garded . All the other seas are , In relation to the central Arctic Basin , only gulfs with extremelywide mouths, In these sea-gulfs there are hardly any obstacles which would limit the exchange ofwater and ice between them and the Arctic Basin proper . Only the Kara Sea presents a slight ex-ception , since the Sad kol shoals which extend In a meridional direction, and Ushakov Island , sit-uated on them , divide the northern part of this sea into two parts , eastern and western , Theseparts in turn represent sharply defined gulfs . On account of this the circulation of water and ice inthe Central Arctic Basin has a strong influence on the corresponding circulation In the adjacentseas and is in its turn determined by the circulation in the latter.

But while the Arctic Basin is closely connected with the seas and gulls directly adjacent to it ,Its connection with the adjacent basins of the World Ocean Is extremely limited, It Is connectedwith the Pacific Ocean by the narrow and shallow Bering Straits . The Arctic Basin is connectedwith Baffin Bay of the Atlantic Ocean through numerous , but very narrow and shallow straits of theNorth American archipelago . Due to this , the water exchange and ice exchange between the ArcticBasin and Baffin Bay Is so insignificant that it may be Ignored for all considerations.
The water and ice exchange between the Arctic Basin and Barents and Greenland Seas Ismore significant.

In considering the water and Ice balance of the Arctic Basic, in the first approximation we mayignore precipitation and evaporation, This assumption is evidently j ustified if we take into consid-• eration the fact that for the balance we must consider only the advective precipitation, i.e. , waterfrom precipitation which has been carried in from other basins. Local precipitation which falls as aresult of local evaporation and subsequent condensation must clearly be excluded from the balance.
Coastal flow or drainage is the first factor which determines the balance of the Arctic Basin .The coastal drainage , plus the slight but Indubitable excess of precipitation over evaporation , de-fines the character of the general circulation in the Arctic Basin as a drainage circulation . Such acirculation is of course most strongly felt in the Kara and Laptev Seas .
The second factor which determines the general circulation In the Arctic Basin is convectivephenomena. Due to their low salinity , the surface arctic waters have a low density , despite their
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low temperature, Thus , in the areas of contact of these w ate rs wi t h the denser ocean wate r , con-vection currents are set up, Due to local conditions (i.e. , shallow depths) , such currents areabsent in the Bering Straits and in the straits of the American archipelago , nor In the straits whichconnect the Arctic Basin with the Barents Sea are they considerable. They are sharply expressed(again due to local conditions) onl y between Greenland and Spitzbergen (due to presence of greatdepths and saline Atlantic water) . Unfortunately it is not yet possible to show the significance ofconvection currents in the Arctic Basin .

A third factor which determines the general circulation in the Arctic Basin Is wind conditions.Wi nd behavior is connected with the distribution of pressure and experience seasonal and longte rm variations. Il ls clear that the general circulation Is determined not by local or short-livedwinds , but by the distribution of winds over the whole Arctic Basin and over the ocean basins corn-rnunlcating with it.

So , the general circulation of water and ice in the Arctic Basin is extremely complex. In itthe drainage circulation, convective circulation and wind-drift circulation are superimposed one onthe other .

It is characteristic of the Arctic Basin that the drainage and convective circulations are setup in the water masses and are transmitted to the Ice. The wind-drift circulations are transmittedfro m the Ice to the water masses. But in every circulation of water masses , in addition to thehorizontal, the re are also vertical components which are particularly pronounced in areas of sink-ing and rising. Since the vertical components are absent in the movement of ice , the circulationof ice is different in this respect f”om the normal circulation of water masses.

As we have seen , the coastal drainage of rivers which drain into the Arctic Basin diminishesin the direction west to east. The total coastal drainage of the Asiatic coast Is equal to 2 , 500 to3,000 cubic km per year . A second peculiarity of the coastal drainage Is the variability of itsquanti ty from year to year. The third and most important peculiarity of the coastal drainage ofAsiatic rivers is Its sharply defined seasonable qu ality .

The intensity of the coastal drainage in the summer season is of great impo rtance for navi-gation along the arctic coast. Due to the drainage, the arctic ice not only melts intensely in thesum mer season but also moves away from the coast. The greater the drainage , i.e., the morewesterly , the more distinct this phenomenon , The drainage also moderates the unfavorable effectof monsoon winds which flow from land to sea in the winter and from sea to land in the summer .
It has already been pointed out that with our level of knowledge it is Impossible to determinethe role of purely convective current s in the general circulation of water and ice in the ArcticBasin. Existing observations make it possible , but only extremely roughly, to calculate the wate rexchange through the main straits which connect the Arctic Basin with adjacent basins.

Thus, in June , Jul y and August the flow into the Chuckchee Sea through Bering Straits com-prises , according to Rat manov , approximately 95 per cent of the whole water exchange between theA rctic Basin and the Bering Sea. The speed of the surface current reaches 3 to 3.5 knots. Theeast-west cross section area of the straits is about 2.5 square km. Assuming the average speedof the Pacific current (increasing in summer and decreasing In winter due to the development of theAleutian low pressure cell) at about one km per hour , we find that the influx of Pacific waterthrou ghBering Straits can not exceed 20 , 000 cubic km per year. The Pacific current in BerIng Straits isnot a convection or drift current, It is a compensation current caused by the flow of water fromthe Arctic Basin into the Greenland Sea.
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Data on the water balance of the straits which connect the Arctic Basin with the Barents Sea
is al so extremely limited . Using an indirect method , Sokolov calculated that in the autumn of
1931 , th rough the straits between Spitzbergen and Fran z Joseph Land , the water balance , positive
for the Arctic Basin , was about 30 cubic km per day , while between Fran z Joseph Land and Novaya
Zemlya the negative balance was about 6 cubic km per day . In the Novay a Zeml ya st raits , the in-
flux of water from the Barents Sea exceeds the outflux of water into this sea from the Kara Sea.
Thus we may calculate approximately that the influx of water into the Arctic Basin from the Barents
Sea comprise s about 11 , 000 cubic km per year .

There is not as yet one complete transverse section across the straits between Greenland and
Spltzberge n. This fact makes it Impossible to compute even roughly the water balance in these
st raits. It is only known that almost the entire water mass on the continental shelf along the east
coast of Greenland is made up of surface arctic water flowing from the Arctic Basin into the Green-
land sea , while the part of the Greenland-Spitzbergen straits which is adjacent to Spltzbergen be-
tween Greenwich meridian and the shore is filled with Atlantic water which is entering the Arctic
Basin,

Mosby states that the quantity of Atlantic water with temperature above 1.5 0 ente rIng the
Arctic Basin is equal to 1, 200 , 000 cubic m per second which amounts to about 38 , 000 cubic km per
year. Berezkin has estimated the quantity of this water , with temperature above 40  at about
130 , 000 m pe r second which amounts to about 4 , 000 cubic km per year.

Taking into account the influx of water from the Bering and Barents Seas, we may conclude
that the flow of water from the Arctic Basin into the Greenland Sea , fo r the maintenance of the
balance , must exceed the influx of Atlantic water Into the Arctic Basin by 30 ,000 cubic km per year
at the very least.

In figure 147 the re is represented a comparative chart of drifts of the station “North
Pole ” and icebreaker S •~ a t ’  before their entry into the Greenland Sea. In this figure the ex-
traordinary parellelism of both drifts is worthy of attention. This gives a slight basis for con-
sidering that the speed of the East Greenland current is more or less constant across the width of
the straits.

According to determinations of Shirshov and Pedorov , the speed of the permanent cur-
rent at 81° north lat . was about 3.4 miles per day or about 2 , 300 km pe year . Let us assume
that the depth of this current is 0.2 km. The ultimate overflow will then be equal to about 230
square km per year. Assuming that at 81° north lat . this current is confined within the limits
f rom 8° east long , to 12 ° west long., or within 20 ° of parallel (which comprises about 350 km),
we find that the arctic current carries into Greenland Sea at least 80, 000 cubic km of water per
year , of which (with average ice thickness about 2 m) about 2 , 500 cubIc km is represented by
arctic ice.

The latter figure Is obtained in the following manner: the ice , as well as the extreme surface
of the arctic current , move considerably faster than the basic mass of the current , E .g. ,  the sta-
tion “North Pole” du ring December , 1937 moved to the south with an average speed of about 10.4
km per day, while the S~- -j~~u in December , 1939 moved south in the same region with an average
speed of 9.3 km per day. Taking 10 km per day as the average speed of ice drift In December ,
the width of the ice current as 550 km , and the average ice thickness as 2 m (t aking polynyas into
consideration), we find that in December about 220 cubic km of Ice was carried out of the Arctic
Basin, The Ice is probably not carried out of the Arctic Basin with the same speed in all months of
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Figure 147. Diagram of the drift of station “North Pole” and the S ~ov
before entering the Greenland Sea.
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the year , since December is precisely the time when the north winds along the east coast of Green-
land are noted for their special force and constancy . Thus , the annual outflow of ice from the
Arctic Basin into Greenland Sea can hardly exceed 2 , 500 cubIc km per year .

UTERATU RE: 16 , 62 , 71 , 77 , 112 , 118.

Section 145. Coastal Siberian Wa ters
Coastal Siberian waters Is the term conventiona lly employed for the waters of low salinity

formed mainly by the mixing of the coastal drainage water of Siberia with the water of oceanic on -
gin which enters the Siberian coastal seas from the adjacent parts of the World Ocean.

In order to define the limits of this water we must first of all establish the upper limit of its
salinity . Obvious ly, any li mitation will be more or less arbitrary . I am personally inclined to
accept a sal inity of 25 o/oo for this limit. There is some basis for such a choice in the fact that ,
as we have seen , the freezing point of water of salinity less than 24.7 o/oo (as with fresh wate r)
is lowe r than the temperature of greatest density.

The distribution of the coastal Siberian waters is extremely typical . If we exclude the lower
end of Baidaratskaya Bay and the delt a areas of the small rivers which empty into the Kara Sea ,
where extremely low salini ties may be found , then the main region of the coastal Siberial waters in
the Kara Sea is the region bordered (in the summer) by approximately the 76th parallel on the north
and the 73rd on the south . Its western bocndary is the east coast of the northern Island of Novay a
Zemlya , the eastern boundary is the mainland coast from Yamal to the 95th meridI an . The total
area of this water is about 250 , 000 squa re km and the thickness of the layer , as a rule , is not over
15 m. The annua l r iver dra inage into this area covers it with a iayvr about 6.3 rn deep.

In the Laptev and East Siberian Seas the 25 0/ 0 0  isohalin e stretches from the east coast of
the Tamiyr Peninsula to the east approximately along the 76th parallel , goes around the New
Siberian Islands on the north and then descends towards Chaunskay a Bay , thus embracing an area
of approximately 650 , 000 square km. Here also , as a rule , a salinity of 25 o/oo is not found
deeper than 15 m. The annual river drainage onto this area covers it with a layer about 1.5 m
deep .

In the Chuckchee Sea a salinity of less than 25 0/00 may be found only near the shore and ,
therefore, the coastal Siberian waters do not play a large role.

Thus, the coastal Siberian waters are mainl y concentrated in two regions--the Kara Sea and
New Siberian Islands regions , although they move to a considerable distance (200 to 300 km) from
the main areas of their creation (mouths of the Ob , Yenisei and Lena Rivers) . They flow out In a
sort of thin layer along the sea ’s surface. In shallow depth s they extend down to the sea bottom.
Over great depths , at their lower surface there Is created a sharp ly defined layer of change of
sal inity , which in the summer season delimits the depth of dispersion of wind-caused mixing and in
winter the depth of dispersion of vertical winter circulation . In connection with all the above-noted
facts , the coas tal Siberian waters display curious peculiarities in their thermal and saline
conditions.

We have seen that the main heat-containing water masses of coastal drainage of the Siberian
rive rs empty into the sea during the shore polar summer.  This facilitates the break-up and de-
struction of the Ice cover in the delta regions and the formation of the delta polynyas. The con-
stantly observed Ob-Yenisoi polynya , for example , is of such origin . The water of these polynyas
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.tbsorb solar radiation , which is intense in this season of the year (on account of the polar day) and
in tu rn  become centers of melting of the surrounding ice and cente rs of accumulation of heat. As a
result . th e surface temperatu re of coastai Siberian waters in certain regions where the ice disap-
pears eat-I r often rises to 10~C and hig her. Since the te mperature of these waters drops In the
winte r  to thc fre ’eitng poin t , it follows that an annual temperature range of 10° to 12° for these
water s is not at all surpr ising.

We have .ilrt’attv seen that In the ice formation process, salinification is directly proportional
to the salinity of the water from which the ice Is formed , di rectly propo rtional to the thickness of
the ict . , and inversely proport ional to the thickness of the surface layer which is involved in vert i-
cal circul at ion in t he ico formation process. From this it is clear tha t in connection with the
slight th ickn ess of the layer of coastal Siberi an waters , the annua l range of salinity of coastal
~“iberlan waters reaches 10 o/oo and in shallow regions the val ue is even larger. Thus In the
i.aptev Straits at the end of August 1932 , the -~

‘ 
~

- k 
~‘ observed surface salinities from 12.40

to 14 . 2 5  o,Oo . At the end of March 1928 , in the same straits with Ice thickness up to 189 cm ,
Khmvz n iko v  observed salinj tie s from 19 .43 to 2 .63 o/oo.

Such a combination of conside rable annual ranges of temperature and salinity of the coastal
~ibcr ian water s is one of their remarkable peculiarities .

The next peculiarity of the coastal Siberian water , which has already been mentioned , is thesharply defined laye r of change of salinity at their lower surface. Thus , for example , on 9 August
1932 at 73 55’ north , and 81 °06’ east , the S ir t i a k o u  observed the following:

a t O m , T = 8 .12 ° and S ’ 1 3. 20 0/oo,

at S m , - - 7 .7 0 and S = 13 83 0/00 and

al tO m , 1- 0 .4 1 ’  and 3=28.86 o/oo.

This means that between the levels of 5 m and 10 m the 1 m gradients are: temperature about 1
~.alin it v 3.00 oioo , and density about 2 . 4 .

if we assume that  tempe r atui~e , sa l inity and density between 5 m and 10 m vary in a linear
fashton . it is then evident that the critical depth of vertical winter circulation at this station is
equal to about t i m , while the freezing index is 4 .5 kg—ca l per square cm . Further , a simple cal-
culation shows that in ot -der for the verti cal winter circulation to descend to a depth greater than
t; ni , formation of ice 146 cm thick is necessary . Thus , despite the comparatively high surface
temperatures which are evide nt tow a rds the end of the polar summer , the coastal Siberian waters
are ve ry quickl y cove red over with ice .

As has al ready been noted , ice which grow s uninterruptedly (with respect to meteorological
conditions) in the Kara Sea region of the coastal Siberian waters , reaches a thickness considerably
greater than 150 cm only in occasional years. in case of hummocking, the average ice thickness
r a i d ’, exceeds 300 cm. But at the station under consideration , the vertical ci rculat ion extending
down to 6 m requi res formation of Ice 146 cm thick , i .e .  , app roximately the limiting thickness.
Simple calculations show that with ice formation of thickness 300 cm , the vertical winter circula—
tion descends onl y to 7 m , causing the surface layers to be salinified to 19.60 0/00 . At the

- -
. station at a depth of 7 m , the interpolated values are : 2 4 . 78°  and S = 19.84 0/co.
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Thus we see that the vertical distribution of temperature and salinity in the coastal Siberian
waters is of such a nature that the formation of a warm Intermediate layer is almost inevitable
under conditions of uninterr upted ice formation. A slig ht and insignifica nt temperature inversion
with sim ultaneous normal vert ical distribution of salinity was observed hr Khn iw zni k ov In the ear ly
spring in the New Siberian St raits and in the Lanski Gull . There is no doubt that in addition to the
convective mixing, f rictiona l mixing is also a large factor in fixing the vertical distribution of t e r n -
pe ratu re and salinity . While the direct effect of wind and waves ceases in the winter , the action of
the tides and the wind-d riving phenomena , as well as the effect of sea currents , remains , although
in alter ed form. In addition there is the strong frictional mixing caused by the wind movement of
the ice . Very little has as yet been done , howeve r , in the stud y of all these questIons .

Figure 148 shows the annual variation of temperature and salinity of the coastal Siberian
wate rs .
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Figure 148 . Diagram of the annua l variation of temperature and sal ini ty of the
Siberian coastal waters.

In the beginning of October , on the average , the temperature fal ls  to the freezing point and
then continues to descend slightly (i n connection with the lowering of the freezing point upon sa-
u nification due to ice formation) right to the end of June or beginning of July . The rise in tempera-
tu re starts in July,  at first slowly , and then proceeds faster and faster as the ice disappears. By
the end of August the temperature reaches Its maximum and in the middle of September begins to
fall , at first slowly , and then faster and faster to the freezing point .

Due to the out.f lux of the coastal drainage and the melting of ice , the salinity n aturall  a t ta ins
its minimum at the moment when the sea is cooled to the freez ing point , and then , with the start of
ice formation It begins to rise , at first rapidl y,  and then slower and slower rig ht to tht’ stail of
melting and the appearance of the fl ood waters. After this the salinity commences to decrease , at
fir st slowly due to the thawing, then faster in connection with flooding and melt ing,  and then slowly
again in connection with melting of the remains of the Ice cover.
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Such a pattern of the seasonal variat ion curves of temperature and salinity of the coastal
Siberian waters , caused by the high latitudes and by the hy drometeorological conditions , is also one
of their remarkable peculiarities.

It must be noted that surface salinity of less than 25 o/oo may be found not only in the re-
gions described , i . e . ,  the delta areas of the Siberian rivers . For example , the 3~~: ir ~,~~k u ,
following along the east coast of Severn aya Zeml ya and the Taimyr Peninsula in 1932 , observed
surface salinities which in one case fell to 2 .2 0  o/oo. But these were salinities which occurred in
polynyas due to melting of comparatively close ice (6/ 1 coverage or more) , with no wind and in
comparativel y warm weather. Such “drops ’ of water of low salinity, appearing in summer in a
certain few regions of the Arctic Basin in connection with melting of ice , are usually eliminated
with the first  fresh wind which sets the ice in motion and thus effects a mixing .

It has already been noted that since the indices of freezing of the coastal Siberian waters are
not large , directl y after the commencement of cold weather the ice formation begins very quickly.
Obviously,  the f i rs t  ice to be formed will be from the “drops of melt water , ” especially if even
small  vestiges of ice have been preserved in them.

But the general circulation of such seas as the Kara and Laptov includes a ceaseless transfe r
of ice and surface water out into the Arctic Basin. New ice formation is continually occurring on
the water areas which have been opened up by this transfer. It is therefore natural that many con-
sider that the main mass of Arctic ice is formed on the broad shallows of the Asiatic coast from
the coastal Siberian waters.

Compensating for the decrease of the coastal Siberian waters , water of Atlantic origin enters
these seas in deep currents from the Ba rents Sea and f rom the centra l Arctic Basin . Approaching
the shallows , it flows up onto them and as a result of mixing with a small amount of coastal flow the
waters form new masses of coastal Siberian water.

LITERATURE : 77 .

Section 146. Arctic Surface Water
Figure 149 shows, according to Shlrshov , the vertical distribution of temperature , salinity

and specific volume , observed at 86°09’ north lat. and O °58’ east long. The vertical distribution of
oceanographical characteristics has approximatel y the same character in other regions of the deep
water part of the Arctic Basin.

Depending on the observation region , approximately down to a depth of 50 to 150 in the tem-
perature is almost the same at all levels around the freezing point. Below these levels the temper-
ature increases sharp ly,  at depths from 100 to 300 m passes through zero and at depths from 300 to
500 m it reaches its maximum. Below 300 to 500 m there begins a decrease in temperature, at
f irs t  rapid , and then slower and slower. At a depth of about 900 m the temperature again passes
through zero. At the lower depths of the deepest observation areas , the temperature increases
sl ightly at the bottom.

The salinity increases sharply but more or less regularly from the surface down to a depth of
50 to 150 m within the limits from 30 to 34. 5 0/00. Below these levels there begins a very slow in-
crease of salinity descending towards the bottom.
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Figure 149. Vertical distribution of temperature , salinity
and specific volume at 86 09’ north latitude and
00 °58’ east longitude.

In accordance with such a distribution of temperature and salinity we will conditionally accept
as the basic characteristics of arctic surface wafer : low temperature (below -1 °) and salinity from
30 to 34.5 0/00. These characteristics remain almost unchanged throughout the whole year (with
the exception of the southern limits of arctic surface water which will be discussed below) .

As has already been shown , the lower level of extent of surface arctic water is at different
depths in different regions of the Arctic Basin. According to our observations on the Sad ko In
1935 at 82°41.6’ north , 87 °03’ east , it occurred at a depth of about 75 m. According to observa-
tions of the Libin-Cherevichny expedition in April 1941 in the region about 81’ north along the
meridian of Wrangel Island it descended to a depth of about 175 m. Observations of the station
“North Pole” in 1937 in the Arctic Basin showed that it lay at a depth of about 150 m. In the Green-
land current , which consists mainly of this surface arctic water , it was found at a depth of about
120 m.
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On the periphery of the Arctic Basin , in regions where the warm Atlantic water hard ly pene-

trates , the lower bounda ry of arctic surface water descends even deeper , sometimes to the very
bottom. For examp le , at the northernmost observation point of the .~~ i. b r p a h o v  in 1932 , at 81 

p 28’

north , 90° 54’ cast , at a dept h of 200 in there was observed 1.38’ and~ 3= 34.67 0/00. Accord-
ing lo our observations on the Knlpovich In 1932 , in the region of Fran z Joseph Land at 81 34’
north , 52°05’ ~a~t this boundary li mit descended to the bottom , i.e. , to 520 m. In the regions of
penetration of w a r m  Atlantic water into the Barents and Kara Seas , where there is sufficiently In-
tense summer heating ,  and where the seasonal variations of temperature and salinity of the topmost

layers art ’ not significant , the arctic surface water forms a cold Intermediate lsyer in the summer.
In the central part of the Ar c t ic  basin the seasonal variat ions of t emp era ture  and salinity,  accord-

ing to Nans & ’n , do not extend deepe r than h o  in and at-c ext i’emcly sl ig ht .

The near i t eez ing— p oin t  temperatui ’es of arctic surface water and the vertical distribution of
salinity in it indicates that ext reniely complicated processes are involved in Its format Ion . In par—

t icu lar  they are wind—caused mixing, a m ot e  tn t ensivc  salinification during the winter over the
shoals , but mainl y ,  the mel t ing process as a result of interaction of water and ice.

Nanson established Ihal the arctic surface water moves toward the straits between Greeiiland
and Spitaborgen and the speed of this current Increases as it approaches the straits , reaching a
speed of 1.0 to 1. 5 miles per day r ight at the straits. lt was established also that the Atlantic
water moves in at subsurface depths in approximate l y the opposite di rection , with speed decreasing
from these st raits , where its  speed is also about 1.0 mile per day . It follows that between the
levels of 0 and 400 in there is a level where the ~peed of the current is equal to zero. Evidentl y the
depth of this level lies between 75 and 100 m.

In addition , the ice, being subjected to wind action, moves in diverse directions and with di—

V e t s e ’  speeds , amounting in some instances to 15 miles per day . In this process the Ice natuz .dly
• c a i r i e s  along in its movement the su rface water down to a certain depth . For examp le , the in stru—

mental observation s of Shit ’shov and Pedoi’ov showed that such a wind—caused current in the Arctic
Basin Is a rule is clean )’ defined to a depth of 25 to 30 in and only in ra re instances does It em—

t a c t ’  a layer dt’epc’ r than 50 in. Usuall y,  after a c” rt ain inter va l  of t i me , a wind—caused counte I’—

current  is set up somewhat deepe r (at depth of 50 to 74 in) and this again ~ ill embrace the layer
from 35 to 125 m only In case of prolonged and rapid drift . Thus we see that in the upper layer of

the A i c t i c  Basin there exist extremel y la rge current velocity gradients which , however , are not
sufficient for elimination of thei r  great stability .

Nansen considered that the low salinity of the surface layers in the drift region of the ~‘ - 
- .

was due to the fact that these layors are formed as a result of mixing of Atlantic water for the most
part with water of the Siberian rivers . This explanation is correct , but the infl uence of the rive r
water In this phenomenon Is not basic and decisive.

Let us assume that wind-caused mixing is completely absent in a certain region . Let us
assume further that  a layer of Ice is formed In this reg ion . The entire layer which is involved in
vertical winter circulation is of course salinified. During the summer , after the ice has coin—
pletely or par t I a l ly  melted away , the extreme uppe r layer becomes entirel y f resh. Now , If we
assume that there exists in the given region even a slight mixing due to wind , th ou as a result , the

la~vt’r of thaw water  mixes with the lower layers and gradients of salinity are formed . But the thick-
ness nt ice’ which forms during the winter and melts away during the summer varies from year to
yeni - and in different regions . Masses of ice are constantly carried away f rom the regions of their
formation and melting and they move faster than the water at the lowet’ boundary of the v ert ical
winter circ ulation , If ye recall that the eddy heat—conductivity is greater than the eddy diffusion ,
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we may then consider that as a result of these processeb there is created the distribution of tem-
perature and salinity which Is observed in the surface layers of the Arctic Basin.

From an examination of the vertical distrib ut ion of velocities In the upper layers of the Arctic
Basin (from 0 to 400 m) we see that the velocity, let us say , between levels 75 and lOt) m , although
also in the direction towards the straits between Spitzbergen and Greenland , is conside rably le~~
than the speed of the topmost layers. From this it follows that thu water which lies at a dept h of
75 to 100 in Is “older” than that of the uppe r layers. And since , other conditions being equal , mono
ice is formed during the winter , the greater is the’ depth of the vertical circulation , it follows that
these layers will retai n t races of the unost intense ice formation tot ’ a very long time.

As we have seen , there are regions in the Arctic Basin where the floating ice during the
course of the winter is constantly carried away from the shore and from the fast ice. In these to-

• glens theie occurs a more intense ice formation , and as a result , a more intense salin ification of
surface strata . There are also other factors in the Arctic Basin (besides the coastal drai n age and
decompressive currents and winds) which have an influence on freshening and sallniflcatlon of stir-
taco strata. Worthy of attention in this respect are the phenomena connected with the concept of
limit to the thickness of many—year—old ice. Actuall y,  If ice Is carried by currents ot winds into
regions whore its thickness is less than the limit thickness of ice of this region , hero there will
occur a supplementary ice formation and consequently a salinification . Conversely , If ice’ is
carried into a region where its thickness is greater than the l imit  thickness , melting w ill commence ’ ,
and as a result , a freshening of su rface strata.  Thus , the surface ui’ctic water has its main origin
not only in the mixing of rivet ’ water with Atlantic water , but is also c aused by other ext remel~
complex processes , the most impo rt an t of which Is the melt ing of Ice’ segments which jut  out deepl y
from under the lower surface of the ice fields . Here we’ may onl y emphasize that  a level uppe r
surface of pack ice fields (absence of hummocks or smoothing over of them) compels us to assume
that the lower surface of the pack fields is also Ieve ’tted by the’ washing action of the water .

Upon analyzing the tIi~ t nibut ion of salinity oltse rve ’et liv the expedition In 19:35 in the’ Ka i-a Sea ,
I was struck by the following ci rcunu stanee. At the ’ nunue ’ rous obse rvat  Ion points In the ’ northern
pa rt of this sea the salinity of the cold surface layers was everywhere ’ lower than , tot ’ examp le’ , in
the oceanographic sections b ested more ’ to the south , and in part i cular , along th e ’ section which
traversed the whole of the Kara Sea at about 79 0 north.

It turned out that a peculiar b~ It of surface water of comparativel y high sa l ini ty was located
between Franz Jo8oph Land and the’ central part of Severnaya Zemlya . I explain the origin of this
belt of increased salinity in the following way :

1. In the region of inc reased salinity, the deep Atlantic water (flowing hei’e as a de’e’p current
f rom the central arctic) rises to the surface due to the decrease in depth of the sea , and mixing
with the surface water , increases its salinity .

2. The region of increased salinity is located at approximately the transitIon point from the
groat ocean depths to the lesser depths of the continental shelf . On this accoun t , he ro exact l y
should be observed great tidal amplitudes , groat speeds of tidal curren ts , and consequently, in-
creased lateral mixing .

3. In the region of Increased salinity the ice during the winter season is constantl y broken
off and carried away to the north by winds. On account of this , Intensive Ice’ formation occult’s
here entailing the sudinification of the surface layers .
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The observations of the stat Ion “North Pole ” confi rmed by ideas about the presence of a belt
of water of relat ively high salinity , embrac ing , at least In the Europe an-Asiatic sector , the central
part of the Arctic Basin. Actually , the lowest salinity of arctic surface water appeared near the
North Pole and it increased toward the south. In addition , the salinity of arctic surface water in the
dr if t  region of the stat ion “North Pole” was less than the salinity at the northern observation points
of the S~ - i t  in 1935 .

More striking is a comparison of sal inities observed in Chuckchee Sea with salinities in the
A rctic Basin in the region to the north of Wrangel Island. In the whole of Chuckchee Sea , including
the Bering Strai t , even in summer the 32 0/00 lsohaltne does not descend below 30 m. In addition ,
f rom the Ber ing Straits to Wrange l Island there stretches a tongue of water of salinity over 33 0/00 .
But to the north of Wrangel Island the level of the 32 0/00 Isohaline graduall y descends . At 73 °30’
nort h , 184°30’ east it descends to 40 nu and finall y, at the oceanographical observation points be-
tween 78°27 ’ and 81°32’ north , 176 °32’ and 190°10’ east , It descends to 60 m.

There is now a complete basis for assuming that in the centr al part of the Arctic Basin the
surface water is not salinified , but on the contrary is freshened . This remarkable and hitherto
unnoticed phenomenon may be explained only by the fact that the summer melting here exceeds the
winter freezing.

For a definitive decision on this question , however , there is needed a more precise analysis
of existing observations than I hav e as yet made . In any case , the stability of the arctic surface
wate r is increased by this freshening thereby hindering the deep diffusion of vertical winter cir-
culation with the lower waters,

How limited this exchange is may be jud ged by the following: In summer there are very many
diatoms in the ice of the Arctic Basin and in the surface water. However , In the bottom deposits of
the deep part of the Arctic Basin , according to T.I.  Gorshkov , diatoms are not found.
LITERATURE: 47 , 77 , 112 , 164 , 165.

Section 147. Atlantic Water
Although conjectures concerning the entry of Atlantic water into the Arctic Basin had been

expressed even befo re the ’ ‘r  :~ : expedition , N anson was the first explorer to find this water in the
arctic and explain its sign ificance. *

In the Arctic Basin and its surrounding seas we find water of various temperatures and vari-
ous salinities . We have seen that the water exchange of the Arctic Basin with the Pacific Ocean is
extre mely limited. The water exchange with the Barents Sea is sligh t ly greater , but the main ex-
change is with the Greenland Sea. In other words , the entire saline supply of the Arcti c Basin is
of Atlantic or igin.

* Refer to the well known report “On Through to the Pole” by Makorov which he wrote in 1897
before the publication of the results of Nansen ’s expedition.

Having only the temperature observations of the , and expressing regret that there had
not been published the specific gravities which would have made it possible to determine immedi-
atel y the source of the warm stratum which was found , Mak a rov says : “We may say that the warm
water at 200 to 800 m should be more saline than the surface water or otherwise it would rise up-
wards and not remain below . Since there are in the Arctic Ocean many reasons for decrease of
salinity , it is therefo re evident that the water which occurs at the 200 to 800 in layer comes from
the souther n lat i t udes . ”
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We have also seen that the coastal drainage and Ice behavior play a large role in the forma-
tion of the water in the Soviet Arcti c seas . The Atlantic water in them is therefore great ly diluted.
The question arises as to what can be considered as Atlantic water in the arctic? It Is clear that
the limits  both of temperature and salinity of this water can be only extremely arb itrary .

According to Ntmsen, the signs of Atlantic water in the arctic are,flrst , positive temperature,
and second , high salinity (about 34.0 0/00) . The salinities determined by Nansen turned out lo be
somewhat too high. Let us take , therefore , as the lower limit of salinity of Atlantic water a salinity
of 34.5 o/oo ,

FIgure 150 shows , according to Dobrovolski , the isotherms of the warm Atlantic layer at a
level of 300 m. The observations of the station “North Pole” , the Sc ’ &to  U , an~ those of shi ps whi ch
worked on the periphe ry of the Central Arctic Basin were employed for compiling this drawing . For
the region to the north of Wrangel Island , the drawIng was completed with data of the Libin-
Cherevichny expedition of 194 1.

Table 111 shows the averaged values of temperature and salinity in the work region of the
Libin-Cherevichny expedition of 1941. Table 112 shows the vertical distribution of oxygen at one of
the observation points of this expedition .

In both tables the warm Atlantic water is clearly defined. The maximum temperature was
observed at a level of 500 in and was equal to 0.720 with salinity 34 . 97 0/00 . Thus we may now
conside r that the penetration of warm Atlantic water into the region to the north of Wrangel island
has been decisively proven .

As may be seen from table 112 , the content of oxygen , supersaturating the water In the upper
levels , decreases comparatively little In the warm Atlantic layer. This fact indicates a small ex-
penditure of oxygen in this layer foi’ oxidation processes , in particular for life activity of
organisms .

From fIgure 150 it may be seen that the basic core of Atlantic water extends to the east from
the straits between Greenland and Spitzbergen , swerves to the right , and puts out tongues into the
troughs as it goes from the great depths into the northern parts of the surrounding seas . Two
tongues enter Ba rents Sea from the north--one between Spitzbergen and Victoria Island and the other
between Victoria Island and Franz Joseph Land. Two tongues also jut into the northern part of the
Kara Sea--one between the S~ d t o  shoals and Severnaya Zemlya , and since the depths are greater
in the western trough than in the eastern , the wni’m layer here extends more to the south. ’

In the Laptev Sea only one tongue has been noted , and since the great depths here extend
farthest to the south , the warm layer also penetrates more to the south than in all the other troughs.

The maximum temperature of the warm layer is not alway s found at the same level. Over
great depths it is generally observed at 400 in. On the periphery this depth decreases and in the ’
region to the north of Novaya Zemlya it drops to 150 m. Thus , in the furrows which st retch out
f rom the cent ral basin , the Atlantic layer climbs up along the continental slope and further onto the
continental shel f.

‘The first  signs of warm Atlantic water entering Kara Sea from the north were’ discovered by
Makarov in 1901. This fact was conclusively established by the ~~- i o e ’  In 1930 .
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TABLE 111. AVERAG E VALUES OF OC E ANOGR APH IC FEATURE S IN THE REG ION
BE TWEEN 78 °27 , AND 81° 32’ NORT H , 176~32’ EAST AND 169 °50’
WEST AC CORDING TO TIl E OBSERVATIONS OF THE AIRPLAN E N- 169
EXPEDITION, 2 THROUG H 28 APRIL 194 1

Depth In Depth in Depth in
meters ‘ ° S oJ oc, meters • So/oo meters ~~° So/oo

0.5 — 1 . 7 0  31.60 1.50 —1.31  34. 08 700 0.24 34.83
2 — 1.66 29.32 200 — 1.05 34.48 750 0. 16 34.09
5 -1.65 30.40 250 -0.36 34.62 800 -- - 34.90
10 —1.66 30.48 275 —0.21 34.70 850 0.05
20 -1.68 --- 300 0.15 34.7 8 900 0.00 34.92
25 —1.68 30.91 350 0.47 34.83 1000 —0.06 34.95
30 -1.68 -- - 400 0.60 34.91 1250 —0.28
50 — 1 .61 31.74 500 0. 62 34.89 1300 -0.29 34 .97
75 -1.56 32.48 550 0.59 -- - 2000 -0.41 34.96
80 -1.56 --- 600 ---- 34.89 3000 -0.31 34 . 96

100 -1 .54  32.78 650 0.49 34.96 3350 --- 34.99

TABLE 112. VERTICAL DISTRIBUTiON OF OXYGEN AT 79°53.5’ NORTH , 169 °59’ WEST
ON 28 APRI L 1941 ACCORDING TO OBSERVATION S OF THE N- 169 EXPEDITION

Depth in
meters 0 S o/oo 2 2 0/0

2 -1.70 31.11 9.16 104.9
10 —1.69 31.00 9.10 104.4
25 —1.68 30.95 9.33 107 .5

250 —-- 34. 67 7.32 89.7
300 0. 15 34.81 7.24 90.2
500 0.70 - — -  7.25 91.8
750 0.20 ——- 7.19 89.9

1000 -0.06 34.94 7.40 92.2

It must be noted further that the thickness of the war m layer (within the limits of positive
temperatures) decreases in a direction towards the per iphery , For example the average thickness
of the warm layer in the drift regions of the station “North Pole ” and icebreaker S- ~~~u and in
the region north of Wrange l Island was about 600 m; in the northern part of the Laptev Sea about
400 to 520 m, In the northern part of the Kara Sea about 300 m , and north of the Spitzbergen Franz
Joseph Land line about 280 m. Thus the thickness of the Atlantic layer everywhere decreases as it
moves Into the lesser depths .

FIgure 151 shows an oceanographic section between Franz Joseph Land and Vize Island
approximate ly along 790 north made by us I~ 1932 on the A ”  i r r ’ i i c ’h .  This drawing gives a
graphic idea of how the Atlantic water moves along the St. Anna trough to the south toward s Novay a
Zemlya.
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Figure 151. Temperature and salinity of a section along 790 north
latitude in the Kar a Sea between Franz Joseph Land
and VIze Island.

Figure 152 is an oceanolographic section which I have constructed according to preliminary
data obta ined by the Sed 0 U .  From the drawing we see how during the .S’ed o v ‘a drift toward the
north the temperature of the warm layer dropped, and duri ng the drift to the south the temperature
rose .

Returning to figure 150, on which the isotherms are drawn at intervals of 0.5° , we see that in
an easterly direction the distance between isotherms is large , while in a southerly direction the
Isotherms are close together. The same occurs also for all other depths and testifies to the fact
that the Atlantic water when passing over great depths cools considerably slower than when it rises
up onto the continental shelf . This fact will become still clearer if we take into consideration the
fact that as the warm layer rises up onto the shelf its thickness simultaneously decreases. The
cooling of the warm layer , of course , occurs ba~tcally in a vertical direction .

Calculations made by Dobrovoiski have shown that the quantity of heat which the warm layer
gives off in an upward direction , that Is , In the final result Into the atmosphere, amounts in all to
about 3 kg-cal per square cm per year . This value is extremely small in comparison with that for
example, in the Barents Sea between North Cape and the meridian of Kolskl where every square cm
of sea surface gives off about 120 kg-cal per year. It must be emphasized , however , that the heat
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Figure 152. Depths and Oceanographic Section in the Arctic Basin
along the drift track of the Scdov .

given off by the sea to the atmosphere In the Arctic Basin Is made up not only of the heat which is
lost by the warm layer. During the course of the summer the ocean here stores up a considerable
quantity of heat as a result of the rise In temperature of the ice, melting of a part of its thickness,
and some heating of the water between floes and under them. During winter , the heat which has
accumulated in the summer returns to the atmosphere.

Finally, we must recall that huge masses of ice are carried out of the Arctic Basin every
year Into the more southerly latitudes and mainly into the Greenland Sea. Ice in the sea Is actually
concentrated cold which has accumulated during the winter. Every gram of ice represents 80
calories. If we accept very cautiously the fact that every year there is carried out of the Arctic
Basin an area of only one tenth of its whole ice cover, of thickness about 300 cm , or in other words ,
about 30 cm of ice from the whole area of the Basin, then this likewise amounts to about 3 kg-cal
per square cm.

More remarkable with respect to the warm layer Is the fact that in the central part of the
basin the temperature of the layer steadily decreases In a northern and eastern direction, but the
depth of the maximum remains practically unchanged . Observations made up to th is t ime show the
occurrence of such a maximum at a depth of about 400 m.

If the vertical coefficient of mixing were the same In both the upper and the lower layers, then ,
since the temperature gradient is greater in the upper layers than in the lower , the depth of the
temperature maximum would of course descend with the passage of time. The fact that this maxi-
mum remains at approximately the same depth despite the lowering of the temperature of this
maximum over the course of time , proves that here an equilibrium iscomparatively quickly reached ;
i .e .,  the flow of heat directed upwards from the warm layer is equal to the flow of heat directed
downwards from this layer. This may be explained only by the fact that, despi te the observed
difference of temperature gradients , and despite the fact that the gradients of horizontal speed are
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greater in the upper layers than in the lower (which also intensifies the mixing), causes exist which
retard the diffusion of heat upwards. It is not d iff icult to see that these causes consist of the fact
that the stabili ty of the layers located above the warm layer is very great , while the stability of the
strata below it is very slight.

l I T E R A T U R E :  45 , 72 . 77 , 101. 164 . 165.

Sect ion 148. Deep W ater

We have seen that water of positive temperature and h igh sal in ity in the Arct ic Basin is con-
ventionally considered as Atlantic water. The conventionality of such a designation is par t icular ly
marked in determination of the boundary between intermediate At lantic and deep water which , as we
shall see below , is properly called Greenland water.

Actu al ly.  all temperature-salinity curves constructed for observation stations of the Arctic
Basin show that homogeneity in respect to salinity (from 34 .7 to 34.9 0/00) commences approxi-
niat elv at de.pths of 300 to 400 m . The lower limit of positive temperatures is found , at a distance

fro m the shores, at depths of 700 to 800 in. while uniformity in temperature (from 0 .5 ° to 0.9 ° )
com mences at a depth of 1, 500 in .

The fact must he not ed. nevertheless, that the greatest temperature gradients below the level
of the :~t l:Lnt ic water axis are located everywhere at depths of 500 to 800 in. Thus the lower zero
isotherm coincides approximately with the lower limit of the large temperature gradients. There
is every hasis for Supposing that the large veil ical temperature gradients are a result of compara-
t ively large velocity gradients. We may consequently consider that in the Arctic Basin the Atlantic
water is separated from the deep Gree nland water 1w a zone of lateral mixing .

The origin of the deep water of the Arctic Basin was analyzed In detail by N:msen in conne c—
lion with the - observat ions. En addition , during the expedition on the F. in 1912 , Nansen
made a series of observations for the purpose of checking his original conclusions and he arrived at
the same results. These conclusions ace as follows:

The deep water of the Arctic Basin is warmer than the deep water of t im e Greenland sea at —

the same depths. Proceeding from th i s  fact . Nansen came to the conclusion that between the north-
eastern end of Greenland and the northwestern end of ~~ltzbergen there must exist an underwater
ridge on which the depth must not exceed 1500 to 2000 in. This ridge must limit the water exchange
between the deep water of the Greenland Sea and the Arctic Basin and must exp lain the compar atively
high temperatures of the deep water of the Arctic Basin by comparison with the deep water of the
Greenland Sea.

The existence of such a ridge is unquestionable hut it has not yet been proven by di rect obser-
vations. It has been decided to call it the Nans,’n ridge .

2. The deep water of the .-lrct Ic Basin is formed In the Greenland Sea from At lantic water at
approximately 75° nort h and at 0” longitude as a result of vertical winter  circulation. It then passes
over the Nansen ridge and goes on to spread out along the bed of the Arctic Basin.

Nansen illus trates his conception of the origin of the deep water of the Arctic Basin with a
diagram of an oceanographic section (figure 153). made fro m the Faeroe Island s north. approx i—
mat elv  along the Greenwich meridian .
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Figure 153. Oceanographic Section from Faeroe Islands through the Greenland Sea
and Arctic Basin.

3. In the Arctic Basic proper the deep Greenland water evidently moves in the same direction
as the intermediate Atlantic water (although considerably slower), describing a closed circulation
around the Pole.

In its cou rse around the Pole this water is partly heated by the internal heat of the earth from
below and partly by the heat of the Atlantic water from above and it is cooled by the new entry of
water from Greenland Sea.

There is as yet little data at our disposal which would refute or would substantially supple-
ment these conclusions of Nansen. We may only point out that the absence of diatoms in the silt of
the deep part of the Arctic Basin , which has already been noted above, likewise testifies to the fact
that the arctic deep water is actually reprocessed Atlantic water.

Figure 154 shows (according to Nansen) an oceanographic section extend ing along the axis of
the ~,itzbergen current . Here may be seen not only the distribution of deep water in the Greenland
Sea but also the diagram of penetration of warm Atlantic water into the Arctic Basin.
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Figure 154. Oceanographic Section along the Axis of the Spitzbergen Current
through the Greenland Sea and Arctic Basin.

LITERATURE: 61, 164 . 16~ .

Section 149. Drift of Vessels and Buoys
It is clear that the general circulation of arctic ice is linked with the arctic surface current ,

which is in turn caused in part by this circulation. This circulation is most fully evident from
examination of the drift of vessels and buoys along with the arctic ice.

Such drifts are schematicall y shown in figure 155 .

The following peculiarities of these drifts are worthy of attention:

1. From Point Barrow and up to the straits between Spitzbergen and Greenland there is a
constant drift from east to west. This drift  is confirmed by :

a) d rift of ship : - 1- . in 1913 to 1914 for a distance of about 500 miles , approximately
from Point Barrow to Wrangel Island .

b) d rift of ship .:‘~~‘: ‘: e - ~~ in 1879 to 1881 for a distance of about 730 miles from
Wrangel Island to the New Siberian Islands.
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Figure 155. Drift  of ships together with ice in the Arct ic  Basin.

c) drift  of icebreaker ~ - in 1937 to 1940 for a distance of about 1500 miles from the
New Siberian Island s to the strait between Spit zberge n and Greenland .

From this list and from f igure 155 we see that the drifts of the ships ~~~~~ ‘: ‘:~~
- ‘

~~~ .~ and :. -~ on
the one h and , and those of the ~~~.: : and ~~~~

- -~ -
. - on the other , while diff ering in details , generally

repeat each other. This testifies to the stability of the general movement of ice from east to \vest
along the continental slope of the Eurasian continent - a movement which Lomonosov wrote about
and which Nzmsen employed so brilliantly for his expedition on the -

. .: -- . .

2 . The drift of the ship S~~, 1’~’:.: in 1912 to 191-I from the Kar a Sea , and drift s of icebreakers
- - -  and : : ,- ~ ‘: in 1937 to 1938 from the Laptev Sea , demonstrate the t ransfer  of ice

from these seas into the central part of the Arctic Basin and the tm r subsequent contunct ion with the
general drift of arctic ice from east to west. The same phenome~on is confirmed by figure l~ 6 . on
which are shown , according to Vize , the most probable routes of h-mo y s throw n onto the ’ ice by
Soviet expedItions .
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Figure 156 . The probable dr i f t  of buoys in the Arctic Ocean .

Thus , t r om examinat ion of drif t s of vessels and buoys it appears that if one goes from Franz
- I ~ se l ) I1 lj i ~ l in d i r cc t io f l  towards the Pole, he would first cross icc carried out of the Kara Sea
(up to al p rox imate lv  -‘-4 ° north). and then he would cross ice carried out of the l.aptev Sea (up to
approximately ‘~m ; - nor th).

it the s~unc tone there is no indication of to what extent such seas as the East Siberian and
Ch u ck ch m ’~ are connected with  the basic ( I r i f t o f  arctic ice. From this it follows , apparently , that the
K~u’a and Laptev Seas on the one hand and the East Siberian and Chuckehee on the other are quite
cl i i  tei’ent in respect to water exchange and ice exchange with the Arctic Basin. In the case of th~first  two seas, although they have the i r  own circulations , they are nevertheless very closel y con-
nectecl with the circulat ion of the Arctic Basin. Characteristic of these seas is a great transfer of
ice from them into the .~rc t ic Basin. iVi. recall that it is in exactly these two seas that coastal
drainage p lays the ’ greatest i’ole . In the East Siberian and Chuckchee Seas there is apparently no
significant icc-exchange with the Arctic Basin. It is possible that in the case of these seas the
inflow of ice even exceeds the outf lo\%s .

3 . The dr i f t  of the camp of the Andre expedition in 1897 shows that a section of ice enters the
nor thwestern  pa rt of the I3arents Sea from the Arctic Basin.
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4. In addition to the Ice circulation connected with the basic circulation of the Arctic Basin ,
each sea has its own Ice circulation in an approximately counter-clockwise direction. This is
demonstrated by the drift of the ship I c  - .- t ~~: , in 1872 to 1873 from Novaya Zemlya to Franz
Joseph Land in the Barents Sea , by the drift of the ships D I ~~f ’ - ’. : and ;-‘ -~ r r - -~ in 1882 to 1883 in the
Kar a Sea (figure 157), by the drift of the caravan of the icebreaker L -~ ~ - in  in 1937 to 1938 in the
southwestern part of the Laptev Sea, aix! by the drift of the steamship ~

‘
-~ 1 :~ vs k / -: in 1033 to 1934

in the Chuckchee Sea (figure 158).
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Figure 157. Drift of the DI~~ ’0 .

5. The ice exchange between neighboring seas is likewise demonstrated by drifts of certain
vessels . Thus , the ship .) --i

. was carried by the ice out of the Kar a Sea through the “Kara
Gates” into the Barents Sea. The ship I I e 1~~io :  in the summer of 1907 was carried out of the Kar a
Sea from the straits of Matochkin Shar through the “Kar a Gates ” into the Barents Sea. The ice-
breaking steamship S l o v e  I -1o  ~ I 

—-
~ I a u c  ch in February 1920 was carried from the Barents Sea

into the Kar a Sea likewise through the “Kara Gates” (figure 159). In the summer of 1937 many
vessels, including the 5 k a and a whole caravan of ships headed by the icebreaker L ‘, were
carried by the ice f rom the Kara Sea into the Laptev Sea.

6. As may be seen from the drift of the station “North Pole ” in 1937 to 1938 and that of the
3-. i~~u in 1937 to 1940, there is an ice drift In a direction from the North Pole into the strait be-
tween Greenland and Spitz bergen.

7. According to the observations of Peary during his expedition from the North American
coast to the North Pole , the ice drift along the north coast of Greenland was also directed into
Greenland Sea.
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Thus , the general scheme of drift  of arctic ice appears fairl y clea r , and at first glance ,
simp le: fro m the coast of Alaska , from the Nort h Pole , and from the coasts of the North American
Archipelago Into Greenland Sea. However , there is very weighty evidence that the ice drift occurs
acco rding to a more complex scheme. It is proposed , for example , that the ice drift along the con-
tinental slope of Alaska and Asia fro m east to west is only a part of a broad anticyclonic movement
with its center at approximately 83° -85° north , 170~ -180° west. Such a supposition was first ex-
pressed as a result of the work of the polar expedition on the ship - ‘ or ~1-: - Information since re-
ceived does not contradict , but to a cert a 4 n degree even confirms this proposed scheme.

Figure 160 show s , by means of a r rows , sui’face currents in the Arctic Ocean . For compila-
tion of this chart I have used maps of currents of the following authors: Smith ( Baffi n Bay) , Meyer
(North Atlantic) , Nansen (Norweg ian Sea) , Berezkin (Greenlan d Sea), Sakolov (Barents Sea) ,
Kireye~’ (Kara Sea) , Lappo (Laptev Sea) , Ratmanov , Gakkel , and Khmyzn ikov (Chuckehee Sea).
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Examining figure 160, we see that the more a given sea has been studied , th e ’  more comp lex
Its circulation appears. This can onl y mean that the circulat ion of lc~ in the Central Ar ctic Basin
is ha rdl y as simple as we have hitherto bel ieved.

One featu re of the general circulation of ice’ In the Arctic Basin is worth y of special mention.
The drift of ice’ depends on Iwo factors: Sea currents and wind. It is obvious that  ice which rides
with approxImatel y 4/5 of its thickness In the water is carried alon g by surface sea currents  - It is
also clear that this Ice is subject to wind action , which drives it ahead , blowing against the projec-
tions and uneven part s of the ’ ice’ field. But the effect of these factors is not equall y felt in different
regions . In regions of strong permanent currents , for example in the Greenland Sea , the Inf luen c e
of wind is weakened . In the Central Arctic Basin , whe i’o permanent currents  are weakly defined .
the dr i f t  of lee submits easil y to the wind.

- - 
- I I)urtng the dr i f t  of the -~‘-- - - c t ’  determinations of the I rue course of the ship w et - c taken l egu—

Iarly.  These observations made It possible to follow a m ost in t erest ing phenomenon : no matte l’
what loops and zigzags the shi p described while dr i f t ing along wIth the ice toward the west , it
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Figure 160. Diagram of the surface currents in the Arctic Basin.

invariab ly moved almost parallel to itself . In other words , the ship did not rotate , although actu-
all y it should inevitab ly have turned about If the effect of the wind had been felt only on it (the ship
itself) or on a limited area directly adjacent to the vessel. Departures from this rule were 01)-
served only in cases of strong local hummocking, but these were of a temporary nature and at the
conclusion of the hummocking the ship usually returned to its former position . Such a steady be-
havior of the ship may be explained by the compactness of the ice In the dri ft region .

This is demonstrated best by the fact that up to May of 1939 the true course of the Sc - l o u  var -
led almost exactl y as much as its longitude varied. Onl y on 6 May 1939 when the westerly move-
ment was in t ensif ied , was there noted a counter-clockwise turn of the ship amounting to 12° . This
unexpected turn of the ice evidentl y occurred in connection with the formation of a gigantic water
openIng (2000 in wide , length beyond limits  of visibility) which appeared on 9 April.  In the ice sur-
rounding the -

- -?  r there apparentl y occurred a certain amoun t of thinning In connection with the
ship ’s approach to the powerful East Greenlan d current. In any case , this phenomenon was intensi-
fied as the ship approached the st raits between Spttzhcrgen and Green land .

Obviously, If we calculate the ’ difference between the true course of the ship and the longitudes
where the shi p was then located , it is not difficult  to compute the direction change of the ship ’s ccii-
ter l ine for the period between the two determinations . For example from 30 June 1939 through
I .manua ry 1940 the ’ t rue  course of the S~ - l ’ ~ ’ changed by 68 .3° , while thc longitude of the -~~ -~~~~‘~~

‘

changed 38 . 5° . Consequentl y ,  the direction of the vessel ’s centerline changed by 9.$2 for this
perIod .

This indicates that the 5- - I a  c c , despite all the zigzags and loops which it described along wi th
the drif t ing Ice , moved almost parallel  to itself , veering only slightl y to the right (up to 13 6° ) and
to the left (up to 9. M° ) of the ’ direction which it occupied on :30 ,June 1939.
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The S c i o O  ‘a drift parallel to itself Is by no means surprising. The ~‘r a rn and the station
“North Pole” In exactly similar fashion experienced no rotation , although they too described fan-
tastic zigzags under influence of the wind. Such a three-fold concurrence demonstrates with suffi-
cient conclusiveness that In the drift are great ice areas partici pating simultaneously which moves
In the same direction , obeying winds of the same strength and direction .

Finally ,  we also find confirmation of this condition in the surprising similarity of the drifts of
the S.: I k o  and L~-n in  caravans in the Laptev Sea In 1937 to 1938 , the drifts being different only In
the details. Both caravans, being subjected to the same winds , repeated the same zigzags .

During thts type of movement , which was generall y parallel to itself , the Sc ?  a u occasionally
made a turning movement relative to the general direction . The amplitude of such turns from Jul y
through Decembe r 1939 was up to 23°. These turns may be explained not only by local causes con-
nected with formation of local polynyas and water openings , but also by more general causes.

Thus , for example , these turns could be caused by the fact that the Ice which moves from the
New Siberian Islands toward s Greenland as it dr ifts southwest pushes its southern edge into the
northern end of Severnay a Zeml ya , Franz Joseph Land and Spitzbe rgen , thus makIng the ice turn
counter-clockwise. In drifting northwest , the ice runs into the more massive polar ice which is
located in the region north of Franz Joseph Land , approximatel y above the 86th parallel.

LITERATURE: 31, 62 , 70 , 72 , 77.

Section 150. Atmospheric Pressure Over the Arctic Basin
We have seen that the drift of ice is determined by the winds and by the effect of the earth ’s

rotation , and that in the final result it proceeds along the isobars and with a speed Inversely pro-
portional to the distance between them. Thus , the distribution of atmospheric pressure which de-
termines the direction of the air currents is reflected in a most decided fashion on the genera l and
local circulation of ice .

The most important centers of atmospheric action for the arctic are:

1. The Iceland low - a deep barometric depression located in the northern part of the Atlantic
Ocean , slightly south of Iceland . From this center , a trough of low pressure stretches to the north-
east , extending in winter to Severn aya Zemlya and in autumn even to the New Siberian Islands.
This trough is formed by the northeast movement of cyclones which have formed on the southern
periphe ry of the Icelandic low .

2. The Aleutian low - situated in the northern part of the Pacific Ocean . It is sharply defined
In the winter , while in th e summer it is replaced by an area of slig htl y increased pressure . This
low has considerably less influence on the Arctic Basin than the Icelandic low and its sphere of in-
fluence extends for the most part , only into the Chuckchee Sea.

3. The East Siberian high — ext remely sharp defined In the winter. In January its center is
situated at approximately 60 ° north , 120° east, In summer this high is completely eliminated and
in its place is located an area of decreased atmospher ic pressure .
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The reversibIlity of the Siberian high and Aleutian low explains the monsoonal character of
winds In the Japan and Okhotsk Seas and likewise the monsoonal character of winds of the Soviet
Arctic. This feature Is most clearly evidenced in the Laptev and East Siberian Seas . In the
Chuckchee Sea It Is slightly obscured by othe r and st ronger factors .

According to Vize , a change of winds from the Atlantic - continen tal group (south , southwest ,
west) to winds of the Polar group (north , northeast , east) occurs along the whole Soviet coast in
April , and a reverse change in September. Figure 161 shows the variabilIty of intensity of winds
of Polar and Atlantic-continental groups according to Vize.
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Figure 161. Variability of intensity of Atlantic , continental and polar winds .

4. The Arctic high - located over the Central Arctic Basin , and the Greenland and Canadian
highs which are pa rt of its system. Little is known of the formation of this system.

It would be natural to assume that the Green land and Canadian highs , located over large land
expanses , should be especially clearl y defined in the winter like the East Siberian high. In the
summer the Canadian high , like the East Siberian , should be replaced by an area of decreased
pressu re . The arctic high Itself , on the contrary , should be lessened in the winter , since despite
the fact that the Arctic Basin is almost completely covered with ice , It nevertheless t ransmits to
the atmosphere a considerable amotait of heat In the winter during for mation of additional Ice lay-
ers. In the summer on the other hand , the arctic high should to all appearances j oin up with the
Greenland hig h and occ upy a greater expanse.

Figures 1(32 to 165 show the seasonal distributions and in figure 166 the annual distribution of
at mospheric pressure over the Arctic Basin, These charts were compiled by Dzerdzeyevskl as the
ave rage for 1937 to 1939 Thre e. years is too short a period to permit us to ascribe climatologic
sIgnificance to these map. . Their advantage lies in the fact that , in cont rast to othe r maps , they
are based on actua l observation , in the central arctic , made by the station “North Pole” and the
icebreaker ,‘? ~~~‘ -
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FIgure 162. Average atmospheric pressure for September through
November , 1937 to 1939.

From these maps it is evident that on the average , over the entire year , the Arctic high Is
sufficientl y defined and is separated from the East Siberian high by a belt of low pressure joining
the Iceland and Aleutian lows .

In summer , however , contrary to expectations , an area of low pressure Is clearly marked in
the region extending from the Pole towards the New Siberian Islands.

But the distribution of atmospheric pressure determines the general circulation of ice. If the
position of highs and lows varies from season to season , the circulation of ice and its general be-
havior also varies in accordance.

Anomalies in distribution of pressure have a still greater practical importance for the quan-
tity and distribution of ice along the course of the Northern Sea Route . One of the maps of prea-
sure anomalies compi~ed by K~~rsh  at my request is shown further in figure 193.

LITERATURE: 70 , 72 , 77.
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Section 151. Atmospheric Turbulence
Maps of pressure distribution give us an Idea of the direction and intensity of winds , while

maps of p ressure anomalies show the deviation s from average condttlons .

But when we average the da ta for any particular time Interval , we thereby exclude all v a n s —
tions of the observed factor in the same value but with opposite sign. Thus , measu ring the fac tors
of sea currents at one pa rticular geographical point of the sea and then adding up the results , we
automatically exclude all  periodic currents , and , in particular, tida l currents. These very tidal
phenomena , however , may be reflected In a most decided fashion on sea behavior and on ice con-
ditions. ’ The same reasonIng may obviously be applied to the atmosp here . For the stud y of ice
behavior as condit ione d by winds , it is necessary to know not only the direction and intensity of
winds but also their variability in t ime.

The study of wind roses may be emp loyed (or solution of this problem. But it is difficult to
t ranslate the wind roses into figures wh ich may be manipulated in the fu ture. Besides , wind roses
which are const ructed for shore stations may have little resemblance to the wind roses for the’
same time interval constructed for even the nearest points of the open sea . It is well known that
winds are distorted by local conditions . I have therefore preferred to use a different method , as
follow s, recalling that:

1. At mospheric pressure is a meteorological factor which is most simp ly and accurately
dete rmined by, and at the same time least dependent on local conditions.

2. All other meteorological factors are either connected with pressure or depend on it
di rectl y, which is why the isobars are the basic lines on a synoptic map.

3. A sharp change In pressure always brings about a sharp change in the weather , and i n
pa rticular , a change In direction and veloc ity of wind. I have conjectured that we may assume that
a pressure change at any geographical point is an index of variability of weather , or in other word s
an index of atmospheric turbulence.

Let us suppose that on the barograph record at moment ~ 1 we have a pressure P 1’ and at
moment ~ 2 a pressure P2 ’  Let us call a the stra ight line distance between points on the barograph
tape defined by the coordinates 

~ 1 
and p 1 and the coordinates t 2 and p2 .  Let us suppose now that

the atmospheric pressure at the given point of the earth’s sur face has changed f rom moment to
moment t 2 not in a straight line , but in a more or less complex curve. Using a curv e measuring
instrument , let us take from the barograph record the length of this curve in the same scale as
straigh t line a , and call it b. The ratio h/ a = Ii will be the index of atmospheric turbulence~t at the
given point for the given time interval. Obviously this index Is not less than 1.

‘A theory of turbulence of sea in the same sense as we here speak of turbulence of the atmos-
phere has not as yet been propounded, but it should by all means be put forward. Here we may note
only that the wind-caused turbulenc e of the sea is in part characterized by atmospheric turbulence
while tidal agitation Is characterized by the length of the orbit of a particle for the tidal , phase, etc.

“(Editor ’s Note- -perhaps “index of large—scale variability in pressure ” would he abetter phrase
here since turbulence in a meteorological sense refers to the i rregular local transitory variations
in the general airflow and Is manifested as gustiness , bumpiness , updrafts and downdrafts).
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If we plot on a geographical map the indices of atmospheric turbulence for the same time in-
terval but for different points of the earth’s surface , and if we draw the appropriate isolines , we
wIll then obtain the characteristics of Individual regions for various months , seasons , and years.

ft is not difficult to see that if we take an individual cyclone , during the time of its passage
we wil L find the greatest atmospheric turbulence along the course of Its center. Generalizing
furthe r , we may say that the indices of turbulence are greater along cyclone paths than along anti-
cyc lone paths, since cyc lones move faste r than anticyclones and the pressure gradients in them are
greater. Fu rther , in seasonal pressure regions the turbulence is greater than In permanent re-
gions. The latter fact must be particularly emphasized. In stationa ry cyclones and anti cyclones no
matter how great the pressure gradients (and consequentl y the winds), the indices of turbulence are
very close to unity, that Is , to their least possible value. The Index of atmospheric tu rbulence
attains its greatest value at points of intersection of the paths of pressure system centers.

Thus , while the averaged charts of isobars give a conception of the direction and intensity of
a i r currents, maps of “isoturbulence” of a tmosphere which are constructed for the same time In-
terval given us give us an Idea of the variability of these currents.

Individual phases of ice behavior depend in the highes t degree on the winds . If strong and
variable winds of diverse directions prevail in the pre—wlnt er period , we may then expect a strong
wind-caused mixing of the upper sea layers in this period , and as a result , a later sta rt of ice
formation and massive Ice up to the start of melting. If a frequent change of wind velocity and
di rection takes place in the melting period , we may expect a comparatively early and complete
removal of ice from the given sea area. In other words , fo r na v igation in the arctic, most adv an-
tageous are: least possible turbulence of atmosphere In pre-winter and winter periods and most
possible turbulence in pre-naviga tional period . From this arises the possibility. in my opinion.
of using the theory of atmospheric turbulence for long-term ice forecasts.

The above-described method of computation is extremely cumbersome and can be adopt ed only
in special cases and for special observations. For the answer to practical questions we may assume
that the atmospheric turbulence is characterized by the average daily variation in atmospheric pres -

sure for the 10-day period , month , season . or year. Since synoptic maps are most completed corn-
piled i n the weather bureau for 7 o’clock in the morning, it is therefore most convenient in practice
to consider as the pressure change for the day , the pressure change from 7 o’clock of the preceding
day to 7 o’clock of th e given day . *

As an example, table 113 shows the barometric observations of certain polar stations for 1934
to [9:15 (compiled by the author).

Examining table 113. we see that the minimum monthly turbulence was observed on
Chetyryokhstolboboi Island in June 1936 and was equal to 2 .9 mb/day, while the maximum was ob
served in Yogoraki Shar Straits in December 1934. and was equal to 2 . 9  mb/day . while the maxi-
mum was observed in Yogoraki Shar Straits in December 1934. and was equal to 9 .2  mb/day It is
obv i ous that the turbulence may be greater in certain few 10 day periods. Thus, in the third 10 day
period of December 1934 . the turbulence in Tlkhaya Bay was up to 12 mb/d ay . while from 25 to 26
October 1934 the pressure at the same station changed quickly by 30 6 mb which was accompanied
by a southwest wind of 16 rn/second .

‘Obviously, to obtain such a conventional Index of atmospheric turbulence for a longer period
(10 days. month, season, year , etc .), we must add the absolute daily pressure changes and then
divide the sum obtained by the number of days
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TAB LE 113. CONVENTIONAL INDEX OF ATMOS PHERiC TURBULENCE (MB/DAY)

Name of Station
Month and _________ ________ _____ ________ __________ ___________

Year Chetyryokh-
Tikh aya Yugorski Maresale Dickson Cape Chely- Tiksi stolbovol

Bay Shar Island uskin Bay Is.

Sept. 1934 5.3 5.5 5.6 4 .7 4.9 3.7 4.4
Oct. 1934 7.0 6.6 6.3 7.2 6.5 6.1 5.1
Nov . 1934 6. 3 7 .1 5.6 6.7 4.7 4.3 4.2
Dec . 1934 8.5 9, 2 7.6 7 .7 5 ,9 3,5 5. 2
Jan. 1935 7.7 7.7 8 .2  6.5 5.9 5.9 7.6
Feb. 1935 5, 1 5.7 5.3 7.3 6.0 8.2 6.2
Mar. 1935 6.4  7.4  6.8 5.6 4.9 4. 1 4. 8
Apr. 1935 3. 3 6.0 5.8 4 .8  4.0 4. 0 3.2
May 1935 4 .7  6.9 8.0 7.4 4.5 4.6 4. 0
June 1935 3.6 4 .8  5. 0 4 ,8 3.8 4.7 2.9
July 1935 3.8 3.7 3.3 5.5 4.3 3.8 4.0
Aug. 1935 4.7  3.9 3.9 4.7 4.0 4.9 4.0

Year 5.6 6.2 6, 0 6 .1 5 .0  4.8 4.6

The ave rage yearly computation of atmospheric turbulence varies still less from point to
point: from 4.6 mb/day on Chetyryokhstolbovoi Island to 6. 2 mb/day in Yugorski Shar Straits.

The data of the above table pertains to only one year. We may nevertheless observe that the
atmospheric turbulence is greater at stations west of Cape Chelyuskin than at stations east of it ,
which fits perfectly In to ou r conceptIon of the agitating effect of Atlantic water. Fu rther Indication
Is the fact that at all the stations shown, the minimum atmospheric turbulence was observed in the
summer (June to September); the maximu m in the winter (December to Febru ary).

Figure 167 shows the curve of the seasonal pattern of monthly many-year indices of atmos-
pheric turbulence on Dickson Island which I have computed for the time interval from 1916 through
1938. It is clear from the figure that the curve has two minimums. The first , or smallest,
occurs In January . In the Dickson region at this period, due to the homogenhty of the underlying
surface (ice) and the absence of daily temperature change (polar night), more or less calm atmos-
pheric conditions are created, The second and considerably deeper minimum comes in July ,
which is likewise explained by homogenity of conditions--water surface free of ice and polar day.

In comparing data from individual years with the many year seasonal pattern of tu rbulence,
it appears that the general pattern of variability is basically preserved, bu t phase displacements
are observed in indIvIdual yea rs, and this is reflected to a certain degree in Ice conditions.

As has already been noted , after the Indices of atmospheric turbulence for the I day period,
month , season, or year have been computed and plotted on the geographical map, we may draw
the Isolines of turbulence according to the data obtained. I have done this for the seas of the
Soviet Arctic for June and July of 1939 (figures 168 and 169).
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Figure 167. Atmospheric turbulence for Dickson Island from 1916 to 1938.
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Figure 168, Isolines of atmospheric turbulence in June 1939.
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Figure 169. Isolines of atmospheric turbulence in July 1939.

In Jun e the greatest atmospheric turbulence was observed in the Kara Sea. Consequently, in
this month the paths of pressure system centers in the main , intersected here. In July the atmos-
pheric condition was considerably quieter; the maximum turbulence was observed at Franz Joseph
Land, the minimum by Chaunskaya Guba.

Obviously, the more fully developed the net of meteorological stations in the given region and
the less the time intervals between pressure measurements which are used for computing atmos-
pheric turbulence, the more accurate will be the results obtained. Thus, if we compute atmos-
pheric turbulence according to pressure observations for four fixed times, we observe the effect of
fast moving pressure systems which might be missed in computing turbulence by daily pressure
changes.

It must be noted that the theory of atmospheric turbulence, particularly In Its application to
calculating changes in ice conditions and for ice forecasts, is a new undertaking and we have there-
fore not yet obtained all the results which it may provide. *

LITERA T URE: 69 , 77, 151a.

‘During proofreading of this book, at the insis lance of Dzerdzeyevski , I became acquainted
with the interesting article of Sigurd Evj en, “Barometric Fluctuations and Long-term Forecasts”,
which I had unfortunately not seen until then.

The propositions which I have set forth here coincide fully with those of Evjen with only this
dif ference, that Evj en operates with totals of turbulence, while I divide these totals by the number
of items and thus obtain an index of turbulence. Further , Evj en considers it possible to use the
observed atmospheric turbulence for forecasts of 6 to 7 and more days ahead . I consider it possi-
ble from the atmospheric turbulence over the preceding period to j udge the ice condition at the
present moment.
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Section 152. Variation in Ice Circulation From Year to Year
The distribution of atmospheric pressure over the earth and in pa rticular ove r the Arctic

Basin varies not only from season to season, but also from year to year. In connection with this,
the ice circulation , which is determined by the pressure pattern likewise varies from year to year ,
and within fairly large limits.

At my request , Somov traced the drift of arctic ice for 1937 and 1938, basIng his work on the
rules which I have derived, that is , that ice moves along the isobare and with a speed inversely pro- —

portlonal to the distance between isobars. The results of these calculations arc shown in fI gures
l7O andl7I .
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FIgu re 170. Computed drift of arctic Ice in 1937.

The small circles on these charts show the positions (fo r both years) on I . innuary of indi vi du a l
floes whose movements were subsequentl y t raced. Their dr i f t s were then computed fro m the
monthly pressure maps by consecutive vectors.

It goes without saying that the maps which are shown must he considered as extremel y rough
approximations. In compiling them no account wa s taken of pe rm anen t cur rent s nor of the effec t of
land and islands on the wind-caused drift of ice. Nevertheless these maps at least give sonic idea of
the fact that the transfer of ice into Greenland Sea was greater in 1937 than In 1938.
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Figure 171. Computed drift of arctic ice in 1938.

But the main thing which these maps show is that there can be no question of any simplified
diagram of ice movement according to the principle of shortest distances. On the contrary, it
must be assumed tha t in the Centra l Arctic Basin there is a complex system of circular movement,
subject to considerable variations both in time and in the area over which movement occurs. This
very complexity of the drift diagram (especially its variability in time) is responsible for the
appearance of areas of humrnocking and th inning, areas of stagnation and areas of increased drift
speed.

The observed dependence of ice drift in the Arctic Basin on distribution of atmospheric pres-
sure permits us to elaborate our conceptions of the nature of currents in this basin. The general
scheme of atmospheric circulation over the Arctic Basin is such that it guarantees an ice movement
(in the greater part of the basin) in the direction of the Greenland Sea. The ice circulation sets in
movement the surface layers of water which lie under the ice. The effect of the wind over the
whole area of the Arctic Basin is responsible for a surface current which is strengthened in the
Green land Sea by the prevailing north winds.

The water deficit in the Arctic Basin (which arises in connection with the northerly winds)
intensifies the deep Atlantic current , which is formed as a convection current and a drift current ,
and apparently transforms it to a considerable degree into a compensation current.

As may be seen from figures 162 to 166 , the nature of the atmospheric circulation may vary
from season to season I n such a way that Intensification of drift may involve only separate scattered
area. For example, the Increased transfer of ice out of the region adjacent to the Bering Strait
may correspondingly increase the amount of water entering the Bering Sea , but may not be reflected
on an increased transfer of ice into Greenland Sea and increased entry of Atlantic water.
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It has already been shown that the water exchange of the Arctic Basin and the Greenland Sea is
determined by many factors~ positive fresh water balance , difference of densities , etc . 1~it the
determining tactor is undoubtedl y the t ransfe r 01 let’ from the Arctic Basin into the Greenland Sea
and the water deficit in the Arctic Basin which is due to this ice transfer.

In other words , the basic factor responsible for the general circulation of arctic ice is the
nature and intensity of atmospheric circulation over the Arctic Basin and over the basins of the
World Ocean adjacent to it.

LIT ER AT URE :  67 , 70, 72 , 77 , 122 .

Section 153. Ice Circulation in the White Seo *
In respect to its geographic position , shape , bot tom topography and other features , the White

Sea occupies quite a peculiar place among the northern seas of the Soviet Union,

The dist inguishing feature of the White Sea is the separation of its deep part (basin), with
depths up to 340 m, fro m the Barents Sea by a long, narrow and shallow stra i t  (neck). This 1~ict
makes the Whit e Sea a sea , in the full sense of the word , in contrast to the other seas of the Soviet
Arctic.

In the neck of the White Sea , in the region of Three Islands a very nai ’row (about I to 2 miles)
trough over 40 m deep connects the deeper parts of the White and Barents Seas. The distance
between 20 m isobaths here is also extremely small (about S miles). In addition , in the same
region , approximately to the east of the 42nd meridian , there are a numbe r of low , rocky islands .
Ice accumulations tbrm on these island s in the winter , and floating, detached hummocks (nesiak)
adhere to them. In this manner , to the east of Terski-Orlovski Cape an obstacle is created to ice
movement , both wind—caused movement and movement resulting fro m currents. This is pa r t i cu -.
la r ly  noticeable in the spring. Here the ice remains longest and hinders navIgation at a time when Ice
has already disappeared in the basin and neck of the White Sea.

FIgure 172 shows the condition of ice in the neck of the White Sea , i l lustra t ing the above
(data from air reconnaissance made on 14 April 1943). .-~ll the remainder of the White Sea was
practically free of ice.

The next distinguishing feature of the White Sea Is the strong tides , thanks to which even
Onega flay, which is separated from the basin b the r id ge of the Solovetskya Ostrova , and which is
shallow and has a great numbe r of coastal Islands , does not freeze up completel y even In severe
Winters,

*The White Sea , small in size and capable of being covered In’ a i r  r econnaissanet in severa l
hours , is an amazingly convenient field for all sorts of observations i d  the d~-nani ,cs anti  heat bud get
of the ice cover. Systematic observations of this sort were begun in 19-il an d 1 9-12 , an d there i~ 01’

doubt that the results of these observation s may be applied to the icc of the arc t ic  st -as . This I :i~ i
is partly responsible for the insertion of a special paragraph into the i resent book.
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Figure 172. Ice distribution in the White Sea, 14 April 1943.

In figure 104 we showed the ice conditions in the White Sea on 17 to 18 April , 1942. Com-
paring figures 104 and 172, which show approximately Identical dates of the year , we see a striking
difference in the Ice conditions. In the first case almost the entire sea was filled with ice, in the
second there is hardly any ice. I will subsequently retorn to the question of variability of ice
behavIor.

The winter of 1941-42 was in general unusually severe in the White Sea, and the possibility of
navigation, even for powerful icebreakers, was determined for the most part by synoptic conditions.
The following example is descriptive.

By 13 January the Finno-Scandinavian high pressure cell developed in the north of the Euro-
pean part of the USSR, and the Ob low over the basins of the Oh and Yenisei Rivers. As a result of
such a distribution of pressure centers , strong northerly winds prevailed over the basin of the White
Sea, attaining a force of 6 to 7 (0700, 18 January). As a result, an edge of heavy ice descended in
the neck of the White Sea almost to the parallel of the Ponol, proceeded approximately along the
middle of the neck and thence into the basin itself , descending almost to the Solovetakya Ostrova ,

The whole of the Dvina Bay was stopped up with such hummocked and compressed ice that
even such a powerful icebreaker as the L e n  i was practically unable to move in the southern part
of Dvina Bay .

Reports of about the sanie natu re were received from the icebreakers S£t ’  r ~a ko  t’ and
k 

~
- which were at that time in the White Sea near the Letni shore .
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Figure 173 shows the distribution of ice In the White Sea from air reconnaissance made on
17 February 1942. These ice conditions were created as a result of south and southeast wind s which
prevailed over the White Sea from about 25 January, when a strong antIcyclone prevai led with its
center over the Ural region and affecting a great part of European USSR.

Starting 27 January, the icebreaker L t n  in  had the same task as for the period from 12
through 18 January- -to bring out vessels stuck in the ice of Dvina Bay . Whet had been very difficult
for the L I - n  in from 12 through 18 January was easily accomplished over the period 29 January to
4 February. During this period the icebreaker reached 65’ 36’ north , 39 ° 05’ east.

From these examples we may see what an effect the wind has on the distribution of ice in the
basin of the White Sea and Its bays, and to what extent navigation of even powerful Icebreakars in
this sea is affect by the winds.

Figure 174 shows the drift of the steamship So r o ka  (solid line), from 16 December 1941
- 

- 
from the fast Ice at Molotovsk to 8 January 1942 at 66° 09’ north , 41° 00’ east. Also the drift of
the trawler T—60 (dotted line) from 1 through 5 January 1942, going from 65° 52’ north, 38° 45’
east to 67’ 06’ north , 41° 30’ east. Both of these drifts , one along the Ztmni shore and the other
along the Teraki shore, occurred with south winds.
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Figure 173. Ice distribution in the White Sea, 17 February 1942 .
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Figure 174. Drift p/x S r  k - ~ f rom 16 December 1941 to 8 January 1942
and the t rawler T— ~O from I to 5 January 1942.

Figure 175 shows the averaged Isobars from 1 through 5 January 1942. We find a very good
coincidence of isobar directions and drift directions. It must only be emphasized that such a con-
currence of direction s of drifts and isobars results from the fact that the ice , in the course of its
drift along the Isobars , did not encounter obstacles (shores , islands and fast ice).

• If we examine carefully the drift of the trawler i -~~ ’, we see that the ice moved not only
under wind Influence , but also under influence of the tidal currents , describing closed curves for
the most part clockwise. In order to exclude the effect of tidal phenomena , let us take a portion of
the drift fro m 00 hours on 2 January to 0230 on 4 January, comprising 50 hours , or in other words ,
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Figure 175. Averaged isobars over the White Sea from 1 through 5 January 1942.

two lunar days. * During this time the t rawler drifted parallel to the axis of the neck of the White
Sea, approximately northeast for a distance of about 40 miles , i. e., with a speed of about 0. 8
knots or about 15 km per hour.

As has al ready been noted , at this period the isobars were extended along the axis of the neck ,
and the distance between isobars , drawn at intervals of I mb , was on the average about 15 km.

Considering that the drift is directly proportional to wind velocity which itself is inversely
proportional to the distance between isobars.

we obtain

= .
~
:. (‘)

•The author evidently iguores the additional 30 minutes - Translator .
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where c speed of drift in km/hr

= distance in kIlometers between isobars drawn at
intervals of 1 mb

.4 = coefficient of proportionality.

Subtracting In equation (1) the values: c = 1.5 km/hr = 36 km/day = 1, 080 km/month, and
= 15 km, we obtain the following value for the coefficient A :

C (km/month) = 16, 200~~— (mb/kin) (2)

We recall that from analysis of the drift of the icebreaker Se -i , ~~~, I obtained the following
equation:

o (km/month) = 13, 0OO~~~ (mb/kin) (3)

Comparing equations (2) and (3) we see that their numerical coefficients are extremely close
and differ only within the limits of accuracy of the corresponding measurements.

For a sea such as the White Sea, It is more convenient to use not equation (2) but the
following:

c (km/day) = 540~~ (mb/kin) (4)

If we assume that the speed of ice drift is the same along the whole width of the neck (approxi-
mately 46 km), we then find that the size of the ice area carried out of the neck of the White Sea per
day for the period under consideration Is as follows:

2 2q (km /day) = 46 km (5)

c(km/day ) = 25 , 000 (mb/km)* (6)

Equation (3) , (4) , and (5) refer to a case when the isobars run parallel to the axis of the neck
of the White Sea. But the Isobars may run in various directions and may intersect the neck at var-
ious angles. For the general case we may writs as an approximation

c (km/day) = 540 cos p (mb/kin) (7)

q (km2
/day) = 25,000 cos /3 (mb/kin) (8)

where p = angle between direction of Isobar and axis of the White Sea. If the area of increased
atmospheric pressure Is east of the neck of the wh ite Sea , then angle /3 Is conside red positive , if
it is west of the neck , negative.

* Editor ’s Note: Undoubtedly equations (5) and (6) should be

2
q (Rn /day) = 460 (5)

q (Rn 
2/day) 25, 000 / r (mb/Rm) (6)
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It is clear that If we employ a certain average thickness for the ice carried out , we will then
obtain its volume by the equation:

V (km 3/day) = h (kin) zq (km2/day) (9)

From the example chosen we see how great is the importance of the neck in the Ice behavior
of the White Sea. In the winter season , and especially in the second half of winter , southerly winds
prevail here , In particular as follows: In Dvlna Bay from December th rough April , southeasterly;
In Mezen Bay , southerly with slight deviation to the east; in Onega Bay , southeasterly; in the basin
and neck , southwesterly. Such a wind regime results from the synoptic situation which prevails
during the winter in the regions adjacent to the White Sea , namely, an area of increased pressure
located in the region to the north of the Caspian Sea , and Icelandlc lows passing along the southern
part of the Barents Sea.

As we see , the normal winter wind regime favors the transfer of ice out of the White Sea
through the neck and out of Mezen Bay into the Barents Sea where the ice melts away. At the same
time the north winds do not carry new ice into the White Sea , because before the month of April
(when melting has already begun in the White Sea proper) there is not yet any ice in the regions of
Barents Sea adjacent to the neck. The role of these winds is therefore confined to redistrIbutIon of
the ice , its thickening and hummocking.

Returning to equations (6) and (7) , we see that when the isobars are not parallel to the axis of
the neck , the ice in its movement should drift into the shore or the fast ice and should form hum-
mocks . Obviously,  if we have a stationary Isobars for a certain Interval of time , there should re-
sult a more or less steady movement and distribution of ice.

Let us suppose, for example, that over the entire White Sea the isobars run from southwest to
northeast , that is , parallel to the axis of the neck , which as we have seen, is the most natural con-
dition for the winter months. With Isobars in such a position , the ice should drift from Onega Bay
into the basin and from the south shores of Kandalaksha Bay and Dvina Bay towards the northern
shore. Only the ice which is carried out of Onega Bay between Zhizh gih Island and Solovetskya
Ostrova moves di rectly into the neck of the White Sea. The ice located east of Zhizhgth Island ,
approaching Zimnegorski Cape , divides in to two parts; one goes into the neck , the other partially
hummocks , partially drifts south along the Zimni shore. On the other side the ice which is carried
out of Onega Bay between Solovetskya Ostrova and the Karelian shore (an extremely small drift ,
incidentall y) and the ice which drifts from the Karelman shore along the isobars , both run into the
Murmansk shore and create here massive hummocks. Thus , with the isobar position as mentioned ,
along the whole Letni shore , along the north shore of Solovetskya Ostrova , along the Karelian
shore , along the south shore of Kandalak8ha Bay, and along the Murmansk shore a th inning of ice
results and in winter a substitution of new Ice for the old. On the other hand , along the
Kandalakaha and Zimni shores the ice becomes more concentrated and its movement is conditioned
by wind-driving.

Actually, the Ice , In Its movement from the south shores of the White Sea , carries with It the
surface layer of water . As a result , offshore delving sets in at these shores , which in turn causes
compensational currents , forming , together with the offshore currents , whirlpools with horizontal
and vertical axes. While the first are not accompanied by horizontal ice movements but only by
hummocking, the second , on the other hand , cause a drift of ice sometimes even against the wind.

Thus , the general circulation of ice in the White Sea is determined by synoptic condition s and
is altered by the configuration of shores and by compensational currents.
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Basically the ice of the White Sea Is constantly being pushed out through the neck of the White
Sea into the Barents Sea. This removal of ice sometimes increases , sometimes decreases , and
only in rare Instances ceases altogether. In connection with the constant removal of older Ice ,
along the shores of the White Sea poiynyas are constantly being formed and these are covered over
with young Ice in the winter season . Thus , in the spring the old Ice (November and Decembe r
origin) may be found only in the most stagnan t zones of this sea , namely, along the Zimni shore
and near Morzhovets Island .

LITERATURE: 77.
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CHAPTER XIII
SEASONA L AND LONG-TERM FLUCTUATIONS

OF ICE ABUNDANCE

Section 154. Ice Abundance
The quantity of ice cover in the sea is a function of the area occupied by ice , ice thickness

and solidity. Most indicatIve and easiest to observe is the area occupied by the ice . It ts deter-
mined either In percentages with respect to the sea area , or in tenths .

Seas may be classified , firstly , by the origin of the ice encountered in them , and secondly, by
the length of tIme In which Ice Is found in the given region.

In respect to origin of ice, I divide the individual ice regions of the World Ocean into the
following basic groups:

1. Regions where the Ice is entirely or predominantly of local origin. Such, for example ,
are the Barents, Kara and White Seas.

2. Regions where the ice is entirely or predominantly not of local origin , but is carried in by
winds and currents from other regions. Thus , for example , is the region south of Newfoundland
where icebergs are constantly being carried which originated along the shores of Baffin Bay and
which have consequently completed a j ourney of 2000 to 3000 km.

In respect to time durIng which ice Is found , I divide the ocean Ice regions into “ice regions , ”
“freezing regions , ” and “ice-free regions .” Ice regions are in turn subdivided into polar and sub-
polar regIons. In both of these the Ice usually remains throughout the entire year , representing an
essential feature of the sea picture . In the polar regions, open water never exceeds in area the
sea area covered by ice. in other words , the ice abundance of these regions is never less than
one-half . In the subpolar regions the quantity of ice decreases considerab ly in the summer season
and in the most favorable year s it disappears completely .

Freezing regions are completel y cleared of Ice in the summer season. In respect to the ex-
tent of time In which they are covered with Ice they are subdivided Into freezing seas of greater and
lesser ice abundance. To the first group belongs , for example, the White Sea, where ice is found
during more than half the year . To the second group belongs , for example, the Gulf of Finland , Sea
of Azov, and the northern part of the Casplan Sea.

In Ice-free regions Ice Is found only under exceptional conditions .

The greatest anomalies in Ice distribution are caused by ocean currents. Figure 176 shows
the average monthly positions of the ice edge in the summer In the Greenland and Barents Seas .
From the chart we can see how far north the influenc e of the Spitzbergen and Norwegian currents
extend .
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Figure 176. Average monthly positions of ice edge for five summer months
(April to August) in the Greenland and Barents Seas.

The relatively great ice accumulations (ice massife) in the northwestern parts of the Green-
land and Barents Seas and the more or less broad expanses of clear water in the southeastern parts
are characteristic of the adjacent seas of the northern hemisphere caused by the cyclonic movement
of surface water which Is usual in the northern hemisphere. This is due not only to the war m
Atlantic water pouring Into these basins from the south , as occurs in the Greenland and Barents
Seas, but al8o to the fact that in the southern parts of the adjacent seas the melting of ice and
heating of water Is more intensive.

The cyclonic movement of surface water and the effect of the Coriolis force is seen also in
the fact that along the southern and eastern shores of straits there Is usually found an absence of
Ice or a considerably lesser amount than along the western and northern shores .

Sometimes the effect of sea current s Is felt in a different manner. Most typical In this
respect is the so-called “northern water” of Baffin Bay. Sailing into the northern part of this bay
in the summer , very often after several days or even weeks of struggling with the Ice, a large
expanse of clear water opens up, extending almost to Smith Sound . Smith gave the correct explana-
tion of this phenomenon: A rather swift current runs south from the straits , but this cannot break
up the massive fast ice which forms in the sound proper . However , all the ice which forms south
of the sound during the winter is carried south by this current until it runs into the Ice in the central
part of the bay .

Thus , due to the effect of sea currents , ice-free regions may sometimes be located at higher
latitudes than Ice regions. Thus, for example, the ocean area along the coast of Newfoundland
(46 ° north) . where icebergs are usually found throughout the entire year , must be considered a
region of sub-polar ice abundance . On the other hand , the eastern part of the Greenland Sea, where
due to the effect of the warm Spitzbergen current Ice is only occasionally found at any time of the
year right up to SO’ north, must be considered an Ice free region .

The example cited is not unique . Even In various regions of the sam e sea we sometimes find
different types of ice abundance. Barents Sea is a typical example in this respect: The region of
the sea south of 75’ north and west of 40’ east approximately, La an ice-free region; the region
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south of 75’ north and east of 40’ east is a region of sub-polar ice abundance , while north of 75’
but east of 40’ Is a region of polar ice abundance.

Figure 177 shows the position of the ice edge In the Greenland and Barents Seas in May 1936 ,
according to observations of Soviet vessels , while figure 178 shows the position in October to
December of the same year .
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Figure 177. Ice conditions in the Greenland and Barents Seas, May 1936.

I
The ice conditions on the course of the Northern Sea Route in mid-September 1936 are shown

In fIgure 179.

In these figures the numbers in circles indicate the quantity of ice in tenths. The nature of
the ice (size of floes) is shown by conventional symbols.

Figu re 179 is more or less typical for Ice conditions in the seas along the Northern Sea Route
in that it clearly shows the two ice regions of this route which determine its passability. The first
Is the region of Vilkitski Strait. The Norwegian current and the drainage of the Ob and YenIsei
rivers have their effect to the west of It , while east of It is a region exposed to the influence of the
Lena river. The second ice region Is in Long Strait. West of it is the Lena region, comparatively
mild in respect to ice , while east of It is the area under the influence of the Pacific Ocean current
entering th rough the Bering Strait. —
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Figure 178. Ice conditions in the Greenland and Barents Seas,
October to December 1936.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77 , 85, 171.

Section 155. Seasonal  Fluctuat ions

Figure 176 showed the average many-year position s of the ice edge in the Greenland and
Barents Seas. Worthy of attention in this figure are the very slight shifts of the ice edge in the
Greenland Sea (basically from east to west in the summer and in the reverse direction In the
winter), and the considerable movements of the ice edge in the summer to the northeast In the
Barents Sea.

Common to both seas is the fact that the ice , in the majority of cases , remains in the
massifs which at the end of the summer are concentrated in the northwest regions of these seas.
The edge is here well-defined, due to the fact that each individual floe which is torn away from the
masslf by a decompressive wind falls Into the warm water of the SpItzbergen or Norwegian current
and there melts very quickly . This causes a rapid reduction of the area of ice which is carried
out of the Arcti c Basin Into the Greenland Sea.
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/ iii V V/I IX XI / Figure 180. Average quantity of floati ng ice

drifting past Iceland.

Figure 180 shows, according to Brooks and Kennell , the average seasonal variation In ice
abundance along the coast of Iceland for the period 1901 to 1924 , as Indicated by the floating ice
drifting south past Iceland along with the East Greenland current .

Figure 181 shows , according to Meeking, the average seasonal variation of floating ice
along the coast of Newfoundland . The main February maxImum Is caused here by the movement of
ice from Davis Strai t to this region . The lesser May maximum is caused by floating ice likewise
carried here from Davis Strait, but retarded In Its southward movement by the slower moving ice-
bergs which are Imbedded in the floating ice .

Figure 182 shows the average seasonal variation In the quantity of icebergs carried out of
Davis Strait into the Newfoundland region as observed by the International Ice Patrol from 1900 to
1928 .

1 ii ui iv v &~i Vii viii a A di xi , ~ ii ~w iV V VI ~v viii ~ x x u xi!

FIgure 181. Seasonal variations in the quantity Figure 182. Average number of icebergs south of
of sea ice descending from the Newfoundland (upper curve). Ice-
north into the region south of New- bergs south of Grand Banks, accord-
fo und land . ing to Smith (lower curve). Ice

season lasts from middle of March
to middle of July.

From the figures cited we may clearly see the peculiar seasonal var iation of quantity of ice
carried by the East Greenland and Labrador currents . On all the curves, the maximum quantity
of Ice falls In the summer months -

The same sort of picture may be seen along the south coast of Spitabergen, whe re the Ice
which has formed in the northwest part of the Barents Sea drifts around South Cape and then.
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carried along by the proper winds and the Spitzbergen current , runs north along the southwest
coast of Spitzbergen sometimes to Icefjord, and beyond . Such ice here bears the name of “southern
ice , “~~

Table 114 lIsts the average long-term (1900 to 1928) areas of clear water In Barents Sea in
thousands of square kin and in percent of the total sea area (1, 360,000 square kin).

I 
- 

TAB LE 114. AREAS OF C LEAR WAT ER IN THE SUMMER MONTHS
IN THE BARENTS SEA (1900 TO 1928)

Month April May June July August Average

Thousands of
square kin 350 460 590 860 1060 670

Per Cent 26 34 43 63 78 49

Examining the average monthly positions of the Ice-edge (figure 176) we see that they corres-
pond well with the relIef of the bottom shoal areas , which , other conditions being equal , are regions
of ice accumulation . Here ice formation begins earliest , while melting caused by the heat of the
Atlantic water proceeds most slowly because of its slow drift. With the setting In of cold winter .
the Ice border gradually moves to the south and west , and this process occurs faster over shoal
areas than over the deep regions . By April , when the ice borders on the average have reached their
most southern and western positions , only the southwest part of the sea with depths over 200 m
remains free of Ice . By May the border moves slightly to the north and east but Is generally simi-
lar to the ice border in April . In June the border runs slightly to the north of Bear Island , passes
south of the central shoal area and very typically goes around the shoal area at Gusinaya Zemlya
from the west. In July , alt of Barents Sea south of 75’ and 76’ north becomes I ce-f ree. In August,
the border moves approximately one degree to the north. On the average, the ice border recedes
fastest from June to July and its movement north is considerably slower than its movement east and
northeast. In other word s, it moves fas ter along the direction of movement of the Norwegian cur-
rent than in the regions where the Atlantic water , fo rming a cyclonic movement , tu rns to the west.

It must be noted, how ever , that such conceptions as the area of clear water or of ice, or a
more southerly or more northerly position of the ice edge In the Barents Sea, are extremely rela-
tive conceptions and may be used only with definite reservations - It is known, for example, that
with prolonged north winds (as occur with cyclones which pass to the northeast between Franz
Joseph Laid and Novaya Zemlya), the edge of Barents Sea Ice descends towards the south and In
such cases huge expanses of clear water sometimes form between the ice accumulations at the edge
and Franz Joseph Land .

Thus , on 13 May 1936 , during the flight of Vodopyanov between Fran z Joseph Land and Cap
Zhelanta , clear water was found to extend for 250 km along the flight course. In June 1937 , the
Sac i ko, going towards Franz Joseph Land from the south , came out of the Ice at 77 30’ north , 51 0

20’ east aid found clear water for more than 270 km. Thus , the area of clear water south of the

*Taking into account this southern ice which sometimes flanks Bear Island from the south , I
always advise that In sailing from Murman sk to Barentsbu rg early in the spring, the following
should be considered as a guiding rule. Select a course from Murmansk to Bear Island . If ice Is
met on approaching the Island , never ente r this Ice but skirt it keeping the ice on the right to the
latitude of Barentsburg itself (78’ north), and only then turn into Barentsburg.
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edge often decreases at the expanse of an increase of the clear water area in the north and vice
versa. From thI s It likewise follows that Il ls sometimes considerably easier to get to Franz
Joseph Land under cond itions of a very southerly position of the Barents Sea Ice-edge than when
the ice-edge is very far north and when the ice at Franz Joseph Land itself may be extremely com-
p ressed.

Never theless , most typical of Barents Sea ice conditions Is when the easiest route to Franz
Joseph Land lies directly from the south along the great deeps (at approximate ly 40 ° -50° east).
Meanwhile there is still some ice In the west , remainIng on the shallower depths of the Persens
shoals (Sp itzbergun massif) . In the east there Is ice which has been carried from the northeast out
of the northern part of the Kara Sea and which remains in the shallows along the southeast coast of
Fr anz Joseph Land (northeast mass if) .

We find a different distribution of ice in the Kara Sea. It must be considered that during the
win ter months practical ly all of this sea, like the other seas of the Soviet Arctic , Is covered with
floating ice, This pictu re remains until about June , afte r which the ice starts to fall apart into
massifs , the main ones being:

1. Southwestern or Novaya Zemlya niassif , si tuated between Novaya Zemlya and the Yamal
Peninsula.

2 . Northeastern massif , northeast of Dickson Island .

3. Northern massif , in the northern part of the sea , combining with the ice of the central
Arctic Basin . The axis of this massif passes along the Sadko shoals , dividing the northern part of
Kara Sea into two parts .

The northeastern and nor thern mass ifs in some years are not separated from each other.

These main massifs are sometimes divided into smaller ones.

On thi s account we cannot speak of an ice-edge in the Kara Sea in the same sense as we do ,
with certain allowances , in relation to Greenland and Barents Sea.

The existence of the Novaya Zemlya massif, which in certaIn years remains unti l the follow -
ing winter , and its movement (due to winds) determines the navigational conditions from Barents
Sea into the mouths of the Ob and Yenisel Rivers. Sometimes the southern route through Yugorski
Shar is most favorable. In other cases a middle route through Matochkin Shar , and in a few cases.
the northern route around the north end of Novaya Zemlya is most advantageous. The Novaya
Zemly a massif sometimes breaks up completely by the end of the summer.

Figure 183 is a probability chart of the presence of ice in the southwestern part of the Kara
Sea In the fit-st half of September (according to Vize) . The map was compiled from observations
over 13 years. The existance of the Novaya Zemlya massif may be ti-aced on it.

Figure 184 is a chart of p robability of presence of ice in the northeastern part of Kara Sea for
the perIod 1930 to 1936, compiled by Lvov at my request. It must be noted that in the Novayn
Zemlya region the map of Lvov does not agree with that of Vize , since these maps were compiled
for different period s .
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Figure 184. Probability of the presence of ice in the northeastern
part of the Kara Sea in the navigational period .
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The areas of open water in the Kara Sea for 1930 to 1936 , in thousands of square km (accord-
ing to calculations of BellnskI) Is shown in Table 115.

TAB LE 115. AREAS OF OPEN WATER [N SUMMER MONTHS
IN THE KARA SEA (1930 TO 1936)

July August September
Month 2nd half 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half Average

Thousands of
square kin 270 360 490 620 720 490

In contrast to Barents Sea, where the area of open water observed is never less than 120, 000
square km , in the Kara Sea almost the entire sea Is completely covered with floatIng ice by Novem-
ber. Open water remains longest in the strai ts between Franz Joseph Land and Novaya Zemlya , due
to the heat and uni formity of the warm Atlantic water which pours into this region.

Most characteristic of the Laptev Sea in the summer season is the Taimyr ice massif, which
descends south along the east shores of Severnaya Zemlya aid the Taimyr Peninsula. In some
years thIs massif descends south to the mainland , sometimes recedes to the north leaving a passage
for ships along the shore, aixi sometimes the southern part of It breaks apart into smaller masslfa
which are separated from each other by expanses of open water.

The average areas of open water in Laptev Sea In thousands of square km (according to cal-
culations of Belinski) is shown in Table 116. These areas are mainly concentrated along the west
coasts of the New Siberian Islands and their existence is due primarily to the heat of river waters.

In the East Siberian Sea the ice-edge Is sharply defined . It stretches in the summer from the
New Siberian islands to the’ Bear Islands, Thu s the coasta l expanse of open water gradually narrows
f rom west to east.

FAB LE 116 . Al4~-A S OF OPEN WATER DURING THE SUMME R
MONTHS IN LA PTEV SEA (1932 TO 1936)

July August September
Month 2nd hall 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half Average

Thousands of
squa re km 130 180 310 370 400 280

A typical example of the cond i tion of the ice In the East Siberian Sea at the end of July and
beginning of August 1934 Is shown in figure 185. The seasonal change in ice abundance Is expressed
here by the ice-edge moving away to the north during the summer.
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Figure 186 shows a map of the probab ility of the presence of ice during the navigationa l
period in Chuckchee Sea , compiled from observations from 1930 to 1936 , while in table 117 we have
the average monthly areas of open water for 1924 to 1938. A comparison of figure 186 and table 117
giv es a clear Idea of the change in ice abundance and an indication of the influence of Pacifi c Ocean
water on the ice conditions of this sea.
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TABLE 117. AREAS OF OPEN WATER DURING THE SUMMER
MONTHS IN CHUCKCHEE SEA (1924 TO 1938)

Months July August September Average

Thousand s of r
square km 172 237 I 290 250

In examining the above—cited figures and tables it must be remembered that all of them have
only a relative significance for navigation . The determining factor for navigation is not the quantity
of ice in the whole area of the sea but its distribution along the course of the Northern Sea Route .

From tables 114 to 117 it follows that , on the average, In the seas of the Soviet Arctic f rom
the Barents Sea to the Chuckchee , 1, 500, 000 square km of ice melt away annually . If we take the
average ice thickness as equal to 2 m (taking polynyas into consideration) , we obtain 3, 000 cubic km.

LITERATURE: 32 , 77 , 85, 147, 150, 160 , 171.

Sect io n 156. tong Term F(uctuations

The data cited above give an indication of a certain average ice-abundance of the given region.
In certain years , however , as observations show , extremely sharp deviations to one side or the
other of the norm may occur , and what is more , in only a few cases are we able to explain these
deviations. Thus , for example, it is known that from 1892 to 1897 a considerable increase In
quantity of ice was observed in the antarctic. A similar ice “eruption” reoccurred in the antarctic
In 1922. Typical for the Barents Sea was the ice “eruption” of 1929 , when a few individual icebergs
went as far as the Murmansk coast. The greatest quantity of floating ice in the Barents Sea was
noted in 1901, 1912 , and 1917. * Conversely, 1930, 1931 and 1932 were exceptionally low in ice
quantity.

In the region south of Newfoundland there was very little ice in the years 1881, 1917 , 1924 and
1931, while 1890 , 1909, 1912 and especially 1929 were years of Ice “eruptions .”

Table 118 shows the maximum and minimum areas of open water in August in the seas of the - 
-

Soviet Arctic. From the table we may see how much the quantity of ice and area of open water
fluctuates from year to year.

A number of hypotheses have , of course , been advanced to exp lain the above noted anomalies ,
but in proportion to the prolonged period of observations and the accumulation of data they are , so
far , all of little value.

Some consider the fluctuations of ice-abundance to be perIodic. Thus , Meinardus defined a
perlodiclty of 4.5 years for the Greenland floating ice . Brooks and Kennell , recomputing the data
of Meinardus, consider the period as 4.76 years. Vize obtained a similar period independently of
Brooks and Kennell.

*f~ the middle of August 1903, the western Ice-edge In the Pechor Sea extended from the
Gulyaevskie Islands to the west coast of Novaya Zemlya and beyond in a 30 mile strip to the north
along the west coast of Novaya Zemlya to Matochkin Shar.
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TABLE 118. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM AREAS OF OPEN WATER
IN THOUSANDS OF SQUARE KM IN AUGUST IN SEAS
OF THE SOVIET ARCTIC

Sea Barents Kara Laptev Chuckchee

Years 1900-1928 1930-1936 1932-1936 1924-1938

Maximum Areas 1333 720 290 307

Minimum Areas 816 180 100 151

Basing his work on the results of ship navigation In the Kara Sea and also.on certain biologi-
cal indications , Burke found that two periods may be distinguished for the Ice of the Kara Sea: one
a thirty-year period , the other a three-year period . The warm thirty-year periods alternate with
cold thirty-year periods, and on the general cold or warm background every thI rd year Is com-
paratively low In ice quantity .

Thus , according to Burke, the period from 1869 to 1898 was a warm one for the Kara Sea
and the following years were especially low in ice quantity: 1869, 1872 , 1875 , 1878, 1881, 1884,
1887, 1890 , 1893, 1896. The period from 1899 through 1929 was a cold one, bet the following
years were distinguished by comparatively low ice quantity: 1899, 1902, 1905, 1908, 1911, 1914,
1917, 1920, 1923, 1925, 1926. According to Burke, a warm period again began in 1929, and the
years 1929 , 1932 , 1935 , etc . were distinguished by low quantity of ice. Thus Burke considered
that the warming of the Kara Sea will attain its maximum around 1943 and 1944 while coolIng will
not commence until 1959.
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FIgure 187 . Fluctuations of Ice abund ance in the East Siberian Sea .

Vize, after analyzing the ice abundance of the seas to the east of the Kolyma River and north
of Bering Strait from 1906 to 1924 comes to the conclusion that the periodicity of Ice abundance of
4 to 5 years which has been observed by the Chuckchee is confirmed. He considers that It amounts 

—on the average to 4 .6 years (figure 187), that is, almost exactly equal to the periodicity found
along the shores of Iceland .

Figure 188 shows , according to Itin , the ice abundance in the Kara Sea and in the sea to the
east of the Kolyma River . Itin employed a 5-point classification system after analyzing the navl-
gablli ty of these seas in various years . Despite the incompleteness of the data and the somewhat
unrel iable evaluation of ice quantity in certain years, the law of “ice opposition” of the Kara and
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Figure 188. Graph of comparative ice-abundance in the Kara Sea (upper
curve) and in the sea east of the Kolyma River (lower curve) .

Chuckchee Sea, that is , low Ice quantity in the Kara Sea corresponding to high Ice quantity in the
Chuckchee Sea and vice versa , is quite evident.

I, personally, have not been able to note a periodiclty of short cycles in my Investigations
into the ice abundance of seas of the Soviet Arctic.

LITERATURE: 22, 32, 34, 77 , 78, 119.

Section 157. Certain Factors which Determine the Ice
Abundance of the Arct ic Ocean

We may conditionally divid e Into several groups the factors which govern the Ice abundance of
the Arctic Ocean. Some of these may act in the same direction over very long time intervals and
are connected with world-wide variations in climate. To this group belong astronomical and geo-
logical factors. A second group acts over a series of years and sometimes ove r score s of years
and is connected with climatic fluctuations. To this group belong temporary changes in the general
circulation of the atmosphere and hydrosphere over the entire globe . Finally , a third group con-
sists of factors which change the ice abundance from year to year. To this group belong the tem-
porary changes in circulation of atmosphere and hydrosphere in the Arctic Basin itself and in the
atmospheric and oceanic centers of action which exert the greatest influence on conditions in the
Arctic Ocean. The last group of factors is obviously of the greatest practical interest. We must
not forget , however, that fluctuations in ice abundance from year to year are superimposed on a
definite background created by factors acting over great time Intervals.

Also we must not forget the influence of the ocean which smooths out the sharp fluctuations of
atmospheric conditions. This remark refers particularly to the Influence of extensive , deep and
uniform ocean regions, since it is only in such regions that quantities of heat are absorbed or given
off which are sufficient for an essential change in synoptic processes. An example of this is the
Atlantic (Gulf Stream) current and its offshoots , meeting all the above-listed conditions.

LITERATURE: 77.

Sect ion 158. Astronomical Factors
Of the astronomical factors which exert an influence on ice abundance, of greatest Interest

are the variations in the sun’s activity which are connected with the 11-year sun spot period and the
periodic variations in mutual relations of the earth, moon and sun.
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Clayton points out the influenc e of quantity of sun spots on atmospheric pressure and conse-
quent ly on the distribution of precipitation . The fluct uations in level of certai n lakes , depending
mainly on quantity of precip itation , show a striking concurrence with the changes in sun spots . It
is remarkab Le t hat Lake Ladoga , for example , has more water at the time of the sunspots minimum
than at the ma.ximum, whil e Lake Victoria in Middle Africa is the reverse. This is due entirely to
the differe nt pressure pattern which occurs in connection with these lakes as a result of solar
activity .

Metne ry goes somewhat furthe r In his investigations. He notes that since 9 sun spot period s
equal 100 years and if the quantity of sun spots affects the weathe r , approximately every 100 years
(we note that 100 y ears almost correspond s to three of the 35-year period s of Bruckner) the weathe r
should repeat itself. Memery confirms this assumption by means of thirteen sharp deviations in
seasonal weather from the norm for the period 1888 to 1928 which correspond s to similar seasonal
weather deviations for the period 1788 to 1828. In connection with thi s , in his work which was
printed in 1928 Memory warned of severe winters expected in 1929 and 1930 , which , as we know .
was very strikingly confirmed for the winter of 1929-30.

On the other hand Memery attempts to explain why, since we have an 11-year sun spot period .
we do not have an 11 -voai- weather period . Memery shows that the quantity of sun spots varies
ext remely irregularly during one single year . It sometimes increases , sometimes decreases , and
the yearly maximum sometimes falls in the summer , sometimes in the winter. In 1928 the maxi-
mum of solar activity fell in August and this caused positive deviations of temperature in that
summer. Whenever the minimum of sun spots falls in the winter we must expect negative devia-
tion of temperature in that winter.

In studying the long term chan ges in ocean level we discover two factors: first , the average
yearly levels of separate part s of the ocean and particularly the levels of individual semi-closed
seas diffe r from each other by more or less considerable amounts - Secondly, the average yearly
levels increase or decrease over a large expanse of the shore . This phenomenon is most typical.
of course . in the semi-closed seas.

Thus , for example . along the whole coast of the Baltic Sea, including Its bays , the average
yearly level was lower than the average long-term level In 1891 . 1897 . 1901 , 19 04 . 1908 , etc. and
higher than the average long-term level in 1893, 1899 , 1903 , etc.

The latest Am erican investigations show that the increase or decrease of average annual level
occurs along the enti re coastline of the U .S.A .. both on the Atlantic and Pacific.  In all Pacifi c
Ocean ports the increases and decreases in average yearly lev el fall in the same years . In all
Atlantic ports these var iat ions ot the average yearly likewise fall on the same years , but these are
diff erent from the corresponding years on the Pacific coast. Aec oi’ding to Marmer . fot ’ example .
the highest levels on the Atlantic coast of the U . S.A. fell in 1902 , 1910 and 1919.

L’Allemand and Prevaux ’s special research on the results of French levelling work shows
that the long-term fluctuations in level are periodic and are connected with lunar periods. We may
thu s consider It certain that the long-term variations in ocean level , in an~’ case in a certai n part
of it. are connected w ith long—term variation s in the t ide—producing foi’ces of the moon and sun .

But variation s in level , especially when occurring simultaneously over a la rge ocean
expanse. are caused by St-eat shiftings of the appropriate water masses . These shiftings are
reminiscent in character of the shiftings connected with wind-caused phenomena. The surface
water , moving into the shore or Into a separate sea , raises the water level . At the same time the
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reverse curren t of deep water out into the open ocean is intenslfleu . When the surface water
recedes, the phenomenon occurs in reverse. The similarity of tidal phenomena and wind-caused
phenomena lies also in the fact that comparatively small changes in surface level are accompanied
by very great amplitudes of rise and fall of deep water.

Petterson first called attenti on to the internal waves of large period in his study of the
- 

- seasonal vertical fluctuations in sa ’tnl ty in the Danish Strait and at the same time he connected the
period of these fluctuations with periods of astronomical phenomena .

Danus called the tidal on-shore driving “transgressions. ” Comparing the conclusions of
Petterson , L’Allemand , Prevaux and others , he found that the basic periods which determine the
nature of transgressions of surface water (on-shore driving) and deep water (off-shore driving) are
as follows: 1 — 4 . 6 5  — 9.3 —18.6  —111 years , etc . Actually, when Petterson studied the long-
term fluctuati ons in catch of fish in the Danish Strait he found a period of 111 years . Dorsey
Thomas found that the maximum catches of fish at Edinburgh occurred every 18.6 years , etc.

The largest astronomical period to have an effect on the ice abundance in the Atlantic sector
of the arctic, as analyzed by Petterson , is equa l to 1, 800 years. Every 1, 800 years the sun , moon
and earth are in one plane and on one straight line under conditions of shortest distance from the
earth to sun. At such moments the tide-forming force reaches its maximum intensity and on
account of this the maximum disturbances of equilibrium are provoked both in the atmosphere and
in the hydrosphere.

Such mut ual posi tions of the heavenly bodies occurred in the years 2100 and 360 before our
era and in the year 1433 of our era. * The historical research of Petterson indicates that great
cli matic and oceanographic variations occurred around these years in the North Atlantic.

The Norwegian Vikings in the 10th and 11th centuries evidently experienced no difficulties
due to ice when sailing to Greenland. Eric the Red , in the course of his voyage of 984 to 987 ,
passed along the east coast of Greenland from Angmagsalik to the southern extremity of Greenland ,
In these times , according to Petterson’s opini on , the East Greenland current was as free of ice as
is the East Iceland current at the present time , and the Greenland ice did not go past Cape Farewell
into Baffi n Bay . The climate of Greenland in those times was similar to the present climate of
Norway in the same latitudes. Starting with the year 1261 the first written Indications appear of an
Ice blockade of Iceland.

At the same time there began some very severe winters in Norway and catastrophic flood s on
the east coasts of the North Sea.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77 , 101, 148, 149 , 159 , 163.

Section 159. Geological Factors
Nansen paid great attention to the discussion of the effect of geological factors on the Ice

abundance of the Arctic Ocean . He considered that the oceanographic conditions in the Arctic
Basin very obviously exert a great Influence on climate.

The arctic water , of low salinity and below temperature , protects the lower-lying Atlantic
water from cooling and thus makes the arctic climate more severe. If this layer did not exist , the

*The Soviet author does not employ “B .C. ” and “A . D.” - Translator.
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vertical circulation would be Intensified and this would partially increase the entrance of At lantic
water into the Arctic Basin.

Considering that the layer of 8urface arctic water is formed partly by precipitation but chiefly
by coastal drainage , Nansen came to the conclusion that if the Siberian and American rivers had
emptied in to the Pacific or Atlantic Ocean In the early geological periods, arctic surface water
would be warmer. But , adds Nansen , such great changes in the direction of coastal drainage could
barely have occurred in comparatively recent geological periods. It seems to me that Nansen
somewhat exaggerates the role of coastal drainage in this respect. Actually, we have seen that on
account of repeated melting and freezing as well as for other reasons , the arctic surface water In
the central part of the Arcti c Basin is fresher (less saline) than on the periphery.

Nansen considered that possIble variations In depth and outlines of shores and sea bottom in
the northern seas might be another cause of variation in climate.

The underwater ridges between Greenland , Iceland and Norway, and likewise between Novaya
Zemlya , Franz Joseph Land, Spltzbergen and Greenland certainly retard the water exchange be-
tween the Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic Basin.

In recent geological periods there were evidently fluctuations of sea level along the coasts of
the North Atlantic , Norwegian Sea, and the Arctic Basin , reaching amplitudes of 1000 m at the
very least. The lowering of the land level and the ocean bottom brought about a milder climate In
the arctic regions , particularly in Scandinavia and to some extent in Northern Russia and Siberia.

On the other hand , a lowering of sea level , let us say by 500 m , would cause still greater
changes. The Baffin , Greenland and Norwegian Seas would be almost completely cut off from the
Atlantic Ocean . The warm Atlantic water would not enter these seas and the ice would not be
carried out of these seas into the Atlantic. Under such conditions a glacial period would begin in
Scandinavia and 1t8 climate would become like the present climate in sou thern Greenland .

However, in Nansen’s opinion , such fluctuations in sea level and other variations in the circu-
lation of the hydrosphere in the northern seas cannot explain the tremendous changes in climate
noted by geologists in Spitzbergen, the New Siberian Islands, western Greenland , etc.

LITERATURE: 62 , 77 , 165.

Sect ion 160. Climatic Factors
There are as yet no complete and generally accepted hypotheses to explain the short-term and

long-term devi ations from the norm of ice abundance and their connection with variations in hydro-
spheric and atmospheri c conditions. This is , of course , due to the unusual complexity of the
question . Actually , while the behavior of the trade winds in the Atlantic Ocean affects the behavior
of the Gulf Stream , and while the intensity of the southwestern air current affects the behavior of the
North Atlantic drift , the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic drift on the other hand cause the m ax-
im um anomalies of air temperature and pressure which are to be observed on the earth’s surface.

Of greatest importance for the ice abundance of the seas In the Soviet sector of the arctic, due
to their eastern position relative to the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean , are the temperature
conditione of the Gulf Stream aixi its offshoots . The Atlantic water not only heats the Arctic Ocean
but also, by indirect influence , creates the temperature and wind conditions of the air masses.
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Thanks to the work of Nansen we know that underneath the cold and non-saline surface water
of the central part of the Arctic Basin lies the warm Atlantic water. The speed with which this warm
water moves to the east may be determined from the following considerations, which are partially
confirmed by the studies of Dobrovolsld : It is believed that about 4 years is required for polar ice
to move from east to west--from Bering Strait to Greenland Sea--and it is natural to assume that
the same time Interval is necessary for movement of Atlantic water in the reverse direction, I. e. ,
from Spitzbergen to Bering Strait.

We have as yet by no means discovered how the subsequent eastern passage of deep Atlantic
water along the continental slope of the Siberian coast affects ice conditions in the corresponding
regions. There is no doubt, however , that the temperature of this water does have an influence on
ice abundance, for these reasons: first , because this water Is involved En one way or another En the —

vertical circulation which accompanies ice formation, and second , because this water (after mix-
ing with other water) comes out on the surface of the sea In certain definite areas, as a result of
driving phenomena which are caused by one factor or another.

This discussion must be supplemented by the following. The presence of anomalous warm or
anomalous cold water in one sea region or another brings about an anomalous distribution of
meteorological conditions , In particular pressure patterns and as a result , a distribution of winds.
But if the sea temperature is connected on the one hand with ice abundance and on the other with a
pressure pattern, there should then be a certain dependent relationship between pressure and ice
abundance. Therefore the efforts to find this relationship from observations of ice abund ance and
pressure distribution are quite understandable.

Meinardus came to the conclusion that a weak air circulation in the north Atlantic from
August to February accounts for the comparatively small quantities of floating Ice at Newfoundland
In the following spring, and the converse is also true. Meeking considered that the pressure
gradient across the ice current along the shores of Labrador In the preceding winter is the main
factor which determines the boundaries of floating Ice in the northwest part of the north Atlantic.

Lesgaft , studying ice conditions in the Kara Sea from 1869 to 1911, determIned that with
comparatively favorable Ice conditions in the north and In the southeast of the Barents Sea , favor-
able conditions are established likewise in the northern part of the Kara Sea, north of the northern
end of Novaya Zemlya and in Matochldn Shar . Likewise, unfavorable ice conditions in the northern
and southeastern parts of the Barents Fea are associated with unfavorable conditions in the nc~thern
part of the Kara Sea. From such facts Lesgaft concluded that in these parts of the Arctic Ocean the
ice conditions are regulated by one general principle. Ice conditions in the southern part of Kara
Sea do not depend on the ice conditions of the Barents Sea and are determined by the pressure
gradient at Cape Karmakula-Obdorsk. -

Vize subsequently showed that an increase of pressure in northern Greenland and north of
Iceland In June or July corresponds to a great quantity of ice In the Barents Sea in the following
August , the converse also being true .

The authors mentioned above have noted that small ice quantity is the resu~t of an appropriate
distribution of atmospheric pressure. Other authors , for example Brooks and Kennell , found on
the contrary a connection between Ice abundance In the polar seas and the subsequent pressure din-
tribution in Western Europe. It must be noted that these are only apparent contradictions, since,
an we have often noted , the general circulation of the atmosphere is very closely connected with
the general circulation of heat in the ocean.

- 
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In the final result, for the European-Atlantic sector of the arctic , the various combinations of
mutual action of atmosphere and hydrosphere along the routes of the Atlantic water have their effect
on the location of paths of cyclones which arise In the region south of Iceland and have an effect on
the intensity of atmospheric circulation. Seherhag shows , for the period 1921 to 1930 , that the Ice-
land and Aleutian lows deepened by almost 5 mb in the winter, while the pressure in the whole sub-
tropical zone increased (fi gure 189) . The transfer of polar maritime air from the Atlantic into
Bar ents Sea increased In accordance .
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Figu re 189 . Anomalies of atmospheric pressure for 10 year perIod
from 1921 to 1930 (in mb) according to Seherhag.

On the other hand , the warmer Atlantic waters themselves and the absence of ice bring abou t
an increase in atmospheric circulation , and the cyclone paths accordingly run further north. More
northerly cyclone path s create warmer condition s in the European-Atlantic sector of the arctic.

LITERATURE: 29 , 49 , 77 , 99 , 100 , 1(11, 162 . 170.

Section 161. Synoptic and Oceanographic Factors
We hav e alread y seen that as a general rule the ice abundance of n given region is a comblna-

tlon of the ice abundance due to local ice and that due to ice exchange with adj acent seas. The ice
abu ndance due to local ice depends on:

1. Meteorological conditions (in the broadest sense of the term) in the period of ice formation
and melting .

2 . Water exchange with neighboring seas insofar as this water exchange exerts an influence
on temperature conditions of the son.

Since meteorological conditions and water exchange vary fr om year to year within fairly wide
limits . it is therefore natural  that ice condition s should also vary  considerably. What is more ,
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with the same average annual meteorological conditions and water exchange , the ice conditions may
be diff erent , owing to a phase displacemen t in these conditions.

Ice abundance due to local ice is easily subjected to analysis. Actually , in the first approxi-
matfon we may here consider that the main factors which determine ice abundance are as follows :

1. Ice abundance and temperature In the basin at the start of winter cooling. The less ice
presen t and the higher the sea temperature, or more accurately , the greater the index of freezing,
the less ice abundance may be expected in the following year.

2 . SynoptIc conditions in the period of cooling and Ice formation. The decisive factors at
this period are air temperature and wind force . The speed of cooling of the sea is directly pro-
portional to the severity of the weather , depending on air temperature and wi nd force , while the
thlclaiess of Ice which will form with uninterrupted growth is proportional to the number of degree -
days of freezing. In addition, the stron ger the w inds the more intense Is the hummocking of ice.
It has already been pointed out that En the border seas of the Soviet sector of the arctic the thick-
ness of ice growth which forms during the winter exceeds 2 m only in the most northerly regions .
while the average thicksess of hummocking Ice in the same regions reaches 4 m. It is clear ,
therefore , that the less the nu mber of degree-day s of freezing, and the less the total severity of
weather in periods of Coolink and ice formation , and finally, the less the index of turbulence of the
atmosphere, the Less ice abundance may be expected in the subsequent year.

3. Synoptic conditions in the period of weakening of Ice. The decisive factors in this period
are the temperature and humidity of the air and the force of the wind . Break -up occurs after the
ice has become sufficiently weakened by melting under Influence of currents , tides and wind . The
earlier the ice weakens (due to air temperature , humidity and solar rad iation) , and the earlier the
break-up occurs (which is always hastened by the wind), the less ice abundance may be expected in
the sea.

4. Synoptic conditions in the period of ice destruction . After the first movements of the ice
have begun , wind force and direction acquIres great significance. While the most favorable wind
directions may be determined before the first ice movement in each individual sea , in the period of
ice destruction particular importance is attached not only to wind force but also to the variabi l i ty ui
its direction. Actually , the more often a wind of identical force changes its direction , the greater
will be the amplitude of movement of individual floe s, the greater will be spring hummoeking, and
the more broken-up the ice will be (other conditions being equal). The quantity of solar ener~~’
expended in melting of ice is directly proport ionat to the area of open water. We recall . In addition .
that when warm air fl ows over ice, a comparatively thin cushion of cold air forms over the ice.
When the wind is sufficiently strong this cushion Is demolished . Thus , the stronger the wind and
the more variable its direction in the period of ice destruction , or In other word s, the greater the
index of atmospheric turbulence , the less ice abundance may be expected in the period of navigation ,
provid ed navigation is generally feasible In the given region.

~~. Synoptic conditions In the period of navi gation. In case of low ice quantity in a sea , the
synoptic conditions during navigation have no particular significance, but they become decisIve
when the ice Is very abundant . The wind again play s the main role here. Its force and . more
Important , Its direction , which determines the location of ice , may be favorable or unfavorable for
the use of sea routes within or across this area. It has already been noted that the ice abundance
of a sea In respect to Ice of exclusively local origin Is dependent . In addition to the atmve-listed
condition s, on water exchange with neighboring seas. The greater this water exchange . the greater
obviously will be the effe ct of water exchan ge on Ice abund ance.



Water exchange of seas , just like other meteorological and oceanographical processes , experiences
seasonal sal long-term fluctuations, while within any single year , in certain limits , it undergoes
phase displacements . These varIations may be expressed both In volume and heat of the currents
and these together may be reflected on fluctuations In ice abundance.

In analogous fashion to the water exchange , coastal drainage exerts a great Influence on ice
abundance of shallow seas . For example, in the coastal regions of the Kara , Laptev and East
Siberian Seas the coastal drainage Is a primary factor In the Ice quantity , changing the latter as a
result of the force and time of onset of spring flooding .

More complicated are the fluctuations in Ice-abundance In seas and regions where a more or
Less intensive Ice exchange with neighboring seas occurs ,

In the Barents Sea, Ice of local origin predominates, The movement of ice out of this sea
and the movement of Ice into it from the Arctic Ocean and the Kara Sea are slight and nearly bal-- I 
ance each other. Therefore the main factors determining the Ice abundance of this sea are the heat
conditions of the Norwegian current and the meteorological conditions which are to a great extent
regulated by the heat conditions of Atlantic water.

In the Kara Sea, besides the synoptic conditions , the Ob and Yenlsel and other rivers are of
great Importance for the southern part of the sea. The Ice exchange with Barents Sea is slight ,
and the coming and going of Ice is almost balanced . The ice exchange of this sea with the Arctic
Ocean and the Laptev Sea, however , is quite another matter. Fluctuations in the loss of Ice may
be considerable in certain years , and these very fluctuat ions , especially in the prenavigational
period , may perhaps play the most important role in the Ice conditions of this sea .

These fluctuations and the carrying away of ice are determined not only by fluctuatIons in the
state of the Kara Sea itself but are also connected with the circulation of air masses over the adja-
cent parts of the ocean , over the Barents and Laptev Seas, and in particular over the central part
of the Arctic Ocean .

In the northwestern part of the Laptev Sea the most important factor is the entry of ice from
the Kara Sea and the Arctic Ocean , while In the southeastern part the most important factor is the
water condition of the Lena River . The entry of Ice will vary to a considerably greater extent than
the conditions of the Lena water , and therefore the Ice conditions in the southeastern part of this
sea are subject to considerably le8s fluctuation from year to year than those in the northwestern
part .

The East Siberian Sea Is protected from ice movement from the north by islands and shallows,
and therefore its Ice abundance depends mainly on hydrometeorological conditions . It is quite a
different matter with respect to Long Strait and Chuckchee Sea. Wind conditions in the summer
season are the basic determining factor as to whether these waters will have a great deal of ice or
be com ple tely ice free during the navigational period.

Appropriate observations and studies show that the spring season processes have the greatest
effect on Ice abundance in the arctic seas during navigation , Arctic navigation began unusually
early In 194 3 and continued under extremely favorable conditions . In this connection the followingdata are of interest,

Figure 190 shows the anomalies in melting of the snow cover in Siberia In 1943. In certainregions the snow cover melted 30 days earlier than normal. This is an extremely favorable
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FIgure 190. Anomalies of melting of snow cover in Siberia
in the spring of 1943 (In days) .

circumstance. Actually, under these circumstances the air masses which are carried from the
south Into the arctic do not expend their heat along the way in melting of the snow . In addition , the
ground which Is bare of snow acts as a good absorber of solar radiation and transmits the stored-
up heat to the air.

Figure 191 shows anomalies In the break-up of rivers In the Arctic Ocean Basin. With the
exception of the rivers Olenyok and Khatanga , where the break-up of the deltas was retarded by a
slight cold spell which set in June , the break-up of rivers In 1943 occurred everywhere on an aver-
age of 10 days earlier than normal. In certain instances the anomalies amounted to 17 days . As a
rule the break-up of rivers occurred in characteristic fashion, with moderately low water levels.
This fact indicates that in the break-up process the most Important factors were not dynamic (hy-
draulic pressure) , but thermal (positive anomalies of air temperature) . It is clear that the earlier
the break-up of rivers occurs , the earlier will the coastal drainage begin to exert its favorable
Influence .

FIgure 192 shows the anomalies of air temperature over the Soviet ArctIc seas in May 1943.
As may be seen from the drawing, all the seas (except for the northern part of the Barents Sea)
had positive anomalies and the anomaly exceeded the normal by 6 .6 ° on the coast of Chuckchee Sea.

Figure 193 shows the anomalies of atmospheric pressure in May 1943. The area of greatest
negative anomaly (up to 8 mb) was located north of Severnaya Zemlya. This caused an increase In
the transfer of air masses from west to east in the region west of the New Siberian Islands and as
increase in north to south movement of air masses in the region east of these Islands.

Figure 194 shows in mb the anomalies of atmospheric turbulence, It may be seen from the
drawing that In May 1943 this turbulence was extremely high in all the seas of the Soviet Arctic.
While the average May atmospheric turbulence fluctuates within the limits of 2 , 7 to 4. 5 mb , In May
1943 the positive anomaly amounted to 2 .5 mb (Cape Zhe lanla) .
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Figure 191. Anomalies of break-up of Soviet rivers that empty
into the Arctic Ocean , spring 1943 (In days).
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Figure 192 . Anomalies of air temperature over the Soviet
sector of the arctic In May 1943 (in degrees).
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Figure 194 . Anomalies of atmospheric turbulence over Soviet
Arctic seas In May 1943 (in mb) .
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Atmospheric turbulence is characterized by variability In force and direction of wind . In
May 1943 Increased atmospherIc turbulence and Increased air temperatures were observed . This
conjunction of favorable dynamic and thermal factors in the final result caused the favorable condi-
tions for the springtime destruction of the Ice .

Finally, In table 119 there are listed the anomalies of air temperatures passing through ~2 0
and through 0 ° on the coast of the Arctic Ocean. These data are extremely approximate but they
are typical in the respect that these transita took place everywhere earlier than the normal. This
refers especially to the Kara and Chuckchee Seas .

TABLE 119. DEVIATIONS FROM AVERAGE DATES OF TRANSIT
OF AIR TEMPERATURE THROUGH -2° AND 0° C Ar
STATIONS OF THE SOVIET ARCTIC - SPRING 1943
(IN DAYS)

Station -2 ° 0°

Pt, Zhelania 6 --
Yugorski Shar 13 12
Uedinenlya Island 7 24
Dickson Island 15 17
Pt. Chelyuskln 8 17
Tiksi Bay 9 3
Pt. Chalaurov a 4 2
Pt. Sbelagskii 13 10
Wrangel Island 15 8
Pt. Schmitt 15 12
Pt. Uellen 19 25
Kara Sea 10 17
Laptev Sea 6 3
Chukotsk Sea 16 14

Worthy of particular attention is the fact that in 1943 all the anomalies noted were favorable
for navigation, that they extended to all the seas, and that in actuality navigation was extremely
easy in 1943 along the entire course of the Northern Sea Route. The total area of clear water at the
end of the navigatIonal period in the Kara, Laptev , East Siberian and Chuckchee Seas amounted to
almost 2, 000 , 000 square kin which is unprecedented in the history of the arctic, The ice ~~positIon
of the Kara and Chtthotsk Seas (which was mentioned in Section 156) did not take place in 1943.

LITERATURE: 27 , 58, 62 , 77.

Sect ion 162. Worm ing of the Arct ic
Along with the fluctuations in ice abundance In each Individual sea from year to year , in late

years a most interesting phenomenon has been observed--a warming of the arctic , as evidenced
by a gradual and universal decrease in ice abundance. The main evidences of this general warming
of the arctic are:

1. Receding of glaciers and “melting away” of islands. According to the testimony of
~ egener , all the Greenland glaciers which descend Into Northeast Bay and Disko Bay, have been
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receding since approximately the beginning of the present century. In particular the Jakobshavn
glacier receded about 20 m during the period 1880 to 1902. As has already been mentioned , the
glaciers of these two bays produce the main mass of the Greenland icebergs. Receding of glaciers
during recent years has likewise been observed on Spltzbergen , Franz Joseph Land , and Novaya
Zemlya.

On Franz Joseph Land during recent years several islands have appeared as if broken in two. It
turned out that they had been connected up to that time by ice bridges.

During voyages on the P e r s e u s  in 1934 and the S a d k o  in 1935 , I carefully compared the de-
scriptions of glaciers on Jan Mayen and Spitzbergen in some English sailing directions of 1911 with
what I observed and everywhere I noted a great decrease in size of glaciers.

Ahiman explored the glaciers of Spitzbergen In 1934 and found that these glaciers are now
melting faster than they grow on account of fall of snow . Ahiman terms the rapid receding of the
Spitzbergen glaciers “catastrophic. ”

Sumgin informed me that the southern boundary of permafrost In Siberia is everywhere re-
F ceding northward . In 1837 this boundary , for example , ran somewhat south of the town of Mezen

and was found at a depth of 2 m. In 1933 the Academy of Sciences Expedition found this boundary at
the village of Semzha 40 km further north.

The washing away of the Lyakhoskiye Ostrova and the disappearance of Vasilevski Ostrov in
the Laptev Sea belong to the same type of phenomena.

2. RIse of air temperature. SInce 1920 the average temperature of the winter months has
steadily increased on the coasts of Baffin Bay , the Greenland Sea (Jacobshavn) , Spitzbergen , Bear
Island , Barent s and Kara Seas . Even in the winter of 1928-29 , when there was bitter cold in
Europe , the winter temperature on Spl tzbergen and Bear Island was only slightly unde r normal.
Vize points out that at Vardo (northeast Norway) the average annual air temperature starting with
1918 is higher than the average for the century. The year 1926 represents an exception with tem-
perature lower than normal by 0. 2° .

Starting with 1930 , in the whole arctic sector from Greenland to Cape Chelyuskin there has
not been a single anomaly of average annual and monthly winter temperatures, while the positive
anomalies have been very high . Thus , for example , in the winter of 1934-35 the positive anom-
alies of average monthly temperature in the region from Dickson Island to Cape Chelyuskin were
from 4° to 10° . In November 1935 the positive anomaly on Spltzbergen amounted to 10°. *

Vize points out that if one compares the average air temperatures on the Fran and S e d o v
when the position of these vessels more or less coincided in respect to coordinates (average lati-
tede of the Tram was S1°59’ north longitude , 113°26’ east; S e d o u , 82 ° 48’ north , 121°30’ east) and
in respect to season (November 1893 to August 1895 for the F r a n ;  November 1937 to August 1939
for the Sed o u ) ,  it turns out that the average annual air temperature on the SecI o u was 4 . 1° higher
than on the Tram . In the six months from September through February this difference even
amounted to 7,5 0

,

‘The deviation of average air temperatures from the 50 year averages exceeded -~4° in
January to March , 1921 to 1931.
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3. Rise in temperature of Atlantic water which enters the Arctic Basin. This rise is most

clea rly seen in existent systematic observations along the meridian of Kola (33°30’ east) . Taking

the average temperatures of this section at depths of 0 to 200 in from 69°30’ north to 72°20 ’ north ,

and dividing existing observations into two periods , cold (1900 to 1906) and warm (starting with

1921) , I have obtained a rise of average temperatures for May and August of about 0.7 ° . From this

it follows that on the average a colu ‘a of water of the Norwegian current 1 square cm in section

and 200 m high has 14 ,000 g-cal mo~-~ heat supply at the present time than at the start of the

present century .

The warming of Atlantic water in the arctic is likewise seen in the following condition: in the

regions adjacent to Spitzbergen and Franz Joseph Land there has recently been obse rved a rise of

the lower boundary of the cold intermediate water layer from a depth of 150 to 200 m , as observed

at the start of the present century , to a depth of 75 to 100 m in the present period.

The warming of Atlantic water is still more sharp ly seen by comparing temperature obser-

vation s at the deep water observation stations which the .~r and ~~~ a made at almost the same

geographical points. Figure 195 shows the vertical distribution of temperatures at two of such

points from which may be seen the extent of the warming of Atlantic water during the past 40 years.

At none of the observation stations of the .~r an  in the Arctic basin did the temperatures of deep

Atlantic water exceed 1.13°. On the S k o in 1935 we observed a temperature of Atlantic water of

2. 68 ° , while according to observations of the ~ e~~o ii in 1938 , temperatures of Atlantic water even

in regions North and east of the F ’r a r ~ drift (i . e .,  where it should have colder) were up to 1.8 0 .

Table 120 , borrowed from Shokalski , shows the average ~‘earl y temperatures of surface water —

in the Florida current (in the region bounded by 25° to 20 0 north and 79 ° to 80° west) in Yucatan

Strait (in the region bounded by 21° to 23 ° north and 84 ° to 97 0 west) and in the Gulf of Mexico (in

the region bounded by 21° to 25 ° north and 90
0 to 94 ° west).

From the table it may be seen that the temperature of surface water and of Gull Stream water

has steadily risen starting with the first decade of the present century .

A rise in temperature of surface water has likewise been noted in other ocean regions which

are under the influence of the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic Drift , as may be seen from table

121 (likewise taken from Shokalski).

4. Decrease in ice abundance. We may judge about the decrease in ice abundance in the

Greenland and Barents Seas from the ice maps of the Da nish Meteorolog ical Institute. According to

Karelin ’s reckoning, the ice area in the Greenland Sea in April to August for the period 1921 to

1938 is 15 to 20 per cent less than for the period 1898 to 1920. From my calculations , the ice

abundance in the Barent s Sea for the same months from 1920 to 1933 was 12 per cent less than for

the period 1900 to 19 19.

It must be remembered that the ice In the Barents Sea is mainl y of local origin. A decrease
in its quantity is connected with a rise of temperature and speed of (he Norwegian current .

Vi~’e shows that the southern part ~ the Kar a Sea (south of the para lle l of Mato chk in Shar) ,
from the year  1929 has been free of ice in September of eve iv  year while for the period 1869 to 192$

the probab ility of finding ice in this part of the sea in the f i rs t  half of September was about 30 per
cent.
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Figure 195. Vertical distribution of temperatures at closely situated
observation stations of the ~r am and Se do u.

In earlier times and at the start of the present century , polar ice often approached the shores
of Iceland and there interfered with fishing and navigation. For the past 25 years ice has not
appeared In significant quantities.

The Strai t of Yugorski Shar froze over on the average about 24 November before the warming
of the arctic. The average date of final freeze over from 1920 to 1937 was 25 January ; that is ,
2 months later.
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TABLE 120 . AVERAG E TEMPER ATURE OF SURFACE WATER

Year 1912 to 1918 1919 to 1925 1926 to 1933 TemperatureRegion Rise

Florida Current 25.90° C 26.11° C 26.33 ° C  0.43° C
Yucatan Straits 26.77 26.71 27.03 0 .26
Gulf of Mexico 25. 24 26.09 25.88 0 .64 —

TA BLE 121. AVERAGE TEMPERATURES OF SURFACE WATER
IN TH E ENGLISH CHANNEL

I TemperatureYears 
4 

1903 to 1911 1912 to 1919 1920 to 1947 Rise

Temperatures 11.7’ 11.8 ° 12.1° 0.4°

The decrease In Ice abundance has been felt In an increase In amplitudes of tides (which aregenerally dampened by the ice cover) . For example , Vize shows that on Franz Joseph Land and onDickson Island the amplitudes of the tide have increased by 20 per cent to 30 per cent during theperiod of warming of the arctic.

5. Increase in speed of drift of ice. The main mass of ice In the Greenland Sea is carriedthere from the Arctic Basin. The decrease in its quantity is likewise connected with an increase inspeed and rise in temperature of the Norwegian and Spltzbergen currents , and with wind action. Atfirst glance it would appear , however, that a decrease in ice abundance in the Greenland Sea shouldindicate a decrease In transfer of Ice Into the Greenland Sea from the Arctic Basin. The facts ,however , indicate the reverse. During recent years Soviet sea expeditions have thrown out numer-ous buoys in the Greenland , Barents and Kara Seas in order to study sea currents and the drift ofsea Ice. Many of these buoys were subsequently found on the shores of Greenland , Iceland and
Norway , and it turned out that all the buoys which were put out after 1933 , upon calculation , showspeeds of current and drift three to fou r times greater than before 1933. The drift speed of thestation “North Pole” was 2 .4  times greater than had been expected. The Se do t ., drift began andended considerably further south than the Fran drift and ran fu rther north , but the Fra n driftlasted 1, 055 days while the Sedov  drift lasted only 812 days.

The decrease in ice quantity in the Greenland Sea along with the increase in transfer of iceinto this sea from the Arctic Basin unquestionably shows a considerable intensification of the fac-tors which determine the destruction and melting of ice in this sea , or in other words , an intensifi-.cation of the appropriate action of atmosphere and ocean.

6. Change In cyclone routes, There is no doubt that the Increase In air temperatures , in-crease in Atlantic water temperatures , intensification of ice drift , etc. are closely connected withan intensification of atmospheric circulation , and in particular with a change in cyclonic activity in
the high latitudes .

Vize shows that the Atlantic cyclones are now shifting considerably north (by several hundredkm) from their courses in the period befo re the warming of the arctic. This is felt in changes inwind conditions . For example , in Yugorski Shar before 1920 winds of easte r ly components (cold)prevailed , whil e after 1920 southwesterly winds (warm) began to preva il.
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7. Biological signs of warming of the arctic . It is known that during the past years , fish
(of fishing industry varieties) have ranged fu rther and further to the north . For example , starting
with 1929 cod in large quantities have appeared along the shores of Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya.
In comiection with this , the fish catch Is increasing in the northern waters .

Thus , according to data of the International Council for the Study of the Sea , the catch of fish
has Increased in the Barents Sea. The fishing industry has likewise grown along the shores of
Greenland , while from the water which washes Norway , Bear Island and Spltzbergen in recent years
there has been taken 20 per cent of all the fish caught by north and northwest Europe In the Atlantic
Ocean . The Increase in catch of fish has occurred mainly as a result of mastering of the Bear
Island fishing banks. Thus , during recent years the center of gravity of world fishing has gradual ly
shifted into the Arctic waters , and this unquestionably must be ascribed In considerable degree to
the warming of these waters. t

In addition , the investigations of Knipovich and the Oceanolographical Institute show that in
connection with the warming of the Barents Sea, many heat-loving bottom organisms, in particular
certain Echinodermata , are now found In regions where these organisms were not found by the
Northern Scientific Industrial Expedition which worked In the Barents Sea in the period 1900 to
1906. Basing his conclusions on these facts , Knipovich says: “In a matter of fifteen years or in an
even shorter time interval there occurred a change in distribution of specimens of sea fauna such as
is usually associated with long geological intervals. ”

8. Ship navigation. A ship passing through an Ice region Is not always an indication of
greater or lesser ice abundance of that region . The proper choice of course and time of passage
may assure the success of the operation while an incorrect choice of these conditions by a ship of
the same type may create the impression of great quantities of Ice. Thus , for example , a vessel
which attempted to traverse the Northern Sea Route at any cost in August 1936 would have gotten the
impression that the route was completely Impassable due to ice. On the contrary, a through pas-
sage of the Northern Sea Route in the second half of September of that year did not present partic-
ular difficulties. In addition , It is very difficult to compare navigation along the Northern Sea Route
at the start of the present century , for example , and at the present time , because the Northern Sea
Route is now much better equipped technically. The widely developed net of radio and weather sta-
tions , Ice reconnaissance by ships and planes, hydrographic equipping of the route , new naviga-
tional maps , and finally, accumulated knowledge and experience make present-day navigation con-
siderably easier. We may nevertheless point out a number of ship voyages which could hardly have
been accomplished in the preceding cold period. Among these are: our voyage on the sail-
motorboat K n ip o u i c h  around Fran z Joseph Land in 1932 , the rounding of Severnaya Zemlya by the
icebreaker Sib  ir y a k o v  in the same year , th rough passages by ordinary steamships of the whole
Northern Sea Route in 1935 (no ice being found on the route) , etc. Further we know that starting
with 1930 there was not a single year when It would have been impossible to round Novaya Zemlya
from the north even In a ship which was entirely unsuited for navigation in ice. At the same time we
know that the icebreaker Yerna k in 1901 attempted to round Cape Zhelani a from the west and was
unsuccessfu l , although the Ye rma k spent almost a month in a struggle with the ice while waiting at
the northwest shores of Novaya Zemlya.

t Mackerel formerly were not found north of Nordkapp, yet in 1937 was caught at Matochkin
Shar . Dolphin were formerly not found east of Kanlnski Peninsula, but were seen In 1933 east of
Tai myr.



We may also recall the ship Fo ka of the Sed o u expedition which in 1912 could not reach
Franz Joseph Land and was forced to winter along the northwest shores of Novaya Zemlya. In the
same yea r the ship S t .  Anna  of the Brusllov expedition was caught in the ice along the shores of
Yamal Peninsula after it had been carried there by the ice drift towards the central part of the
Arctic Ocean.

We could cite numerous such examples , but the foregoing are sufficient to show that the navi-
gational conditions , at least In seas such as the Greenland , Barents and Kara which have been more
completely studied as to ice conditions , have become Incomparabl y easier during the past 10 to 20
years than in previous years.

Due to insufficiency of observations , the question of warming of the arctic in its whole broad
connotation has been propounded only very recently, namely in connection with preparation for
carrying out the Second International Polar Year , when I had to plan the sea expedition routes in
advance. Certain phenomena connected with warming of the arctic had been noted earlier. For
example , Knipovich was the first to turn his attention to the high temperatures of the Barents Sea
in 1921. This warming was then confirmed in 1923 by our voyage on the P er s~ us to Franz Joseph
Land without meeting ice .

Still more remarkable is the fact that the warming of the arctic is not confined to any partic-
ular region . In actuality, the same signs of warming of the atmosphere and hydrosphere are found
in the Bering Strait in the Pacific Ocean as in the western sector of the Soviet Arctic.

A warming of the antarctic is evidently also going on simultaneously, although there are as
yet no data to permit reliable Judgement concermng this.

On the background of general warming of the arctic we are observing warmer years and
colder years , but there are not signs as yet that this warming is terminating, and this question , in
connection with a deeper analysis of the causes of the warming , Is one of the most interesting prob-
lems of contemporary oceanography.

LITERATURE: 14, 33, 35, 58 , 62 , 70 , 72 , 77 , 144 .
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CONCLUSIO N
A multitude of factors act In different ways on hydrospheric and atmospheric conditions. In

certain years and periods these factors may coincide in their direction of action and cause striking
deviations from the average climatic and oceanographic conditions. Certain of these factors have
been noted and the ir actions studied . Other factors have likewise been noted , but their meaning has
not yet been prope rly evaluated due to insufficiency of data and too short time range of observations.
Finally, as more detailed examinations are made and disseminated around the world , more and
more new factors appear.

Along with the continual accumulation of factual material goes a deeper and deeper develop-
ment of theoretical questions which permits , on the one hand , a summing up of the results of ob-
servations , and on the other , verifying the hypotheses reached. The development of this process
will be hastened if it is realized that only constant , systematic , multifold observations of hydro-
spheric and atmospheric conditions , made simultaneously at m any pol&S, can give us the shortest
road and the cheapest road (In the final result) to the solution of the impo rtant theoretical and
practical questions concerning the causes of long-term and seasonal fluctuations In ice abundance In
the various seas and concerning forecasting of such conditions In advance.

The Importance of ice in the life of the world is sufficiently defined by the fact that about 2 per
cent of the wate r on the earth is in solid form . Ice has particular importance for life In the ocean .

During the great periods of freezing , the accumulated ice broke through the earth ’s crust with
Its weight. With the onset of the warm periods , the melting of ice occurred faster than the return
upheaval of the land , and the ocean flooded the hollows which were formed , thus creat ing the
epicontinenta l seas .

Present day ice likewise reacts on ocean conditions in a most substantial man ner. Due to ice ,
the shoreline and relief of bottom near the shore changes . The product s of destruction of the
shores , not only in the form of fragmented material but also in the form of great blocks of shore
rock , are carried by Ice far out from the shores and fall to the bottom of the open sea. Ice forma-
tion and melting change the salinity of the ocean . Ice creates favorable biological conditions in
certain regions, unfavorable in others , and in certain regions the transfe r from one type of condi-
tion to the other is seasonal in nature. The influence of ice on climate is very great . The sea
covered by ice is not only protected from deep winter cooling but is also isolated from summer
heating.

The great quantities of heat given off in the process of ice formation mitigate the winte r air
temp eratures , while the heat absorbed In melting lowers the summer temperature s of the corre-
sponding ocean regions. The constant transfe r of ice from the polar areas into the lower latitudes
is of still greate r climatic significance. The quantity of ice which forms and melts away In place ,
and the quantity carried out of the polar regions changes from year to year to a considerable degree ,
and significant changes In world weather are connected with this.

The Ice In the sea directly reflects on the practical activity of man , making navigation diffi-
cult in certain regions. Icebergs carried by the Labrador current into the Atlantic Ocean are , In
certain years and months , a constant threat to sea routes of communication between the main ports
of Europe and America.
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Ice In the sea Is of particular Interest to the Soviet Union. Ice Is a common occurrence in all
the seas of the Union. The Gulf of Finland freezes over every year. In the coastal part of the
Black Sea Ice appears almost every year. The Sea of Azov freezes over solid In certain years.
The northern part of the Casplan Sea freezes over every year . On the Soviet shores of the Pacific ,
down to the most southe rly, Ice likewise is found every year. All the border seas of the Soviet
sector of the arctic become so covered with Ice that In winter and early summer navigation here Is
impossible for even the strongest Icebreaker s In e~dstence today.

Sea ice has acquired particular Importance for the USSR In connection with the discovery of
the Northern Sea Route and In connection with the flights from Moscow over the North Pole to
America, initiating the Northern Air Route. Sea Ice Is the greatest obstacle In mastering the
Northern Sea Route. In mastering the Northern Air Route the greatest obstacles are the meteoro-
logical conditions over the Ice fields of the arctic; these conditions are strongly dependent on the
state of these Ice fields . Meanwhile, our knowledge of sea Ice and of the laws which regulate Its
behavior , its movements and Its spread , is extremely scanty, although It Is increasing every year.
To assist In the solution of the problem of sea ice Is the modest but basic purpose of the present
bock.
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